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PREFACE
Marie C. Wilson was never one to shy away from a controversy or
expressing an opinion. Some of her ancestors came from Utica, New York
and were active in the antislavery movement. Their home was a stop on the
underground railroad. The following exchange of letters between my
grandmother and First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt serve as an example and set
the context for America on the brink of World War 2.

Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
My dear Mrs. Roosevelt,
I have wanted to write you for a long time just to tell you how proud I
am that we have a fearless – courageous leader to represent the women of
America such as I know you to be –
In spite of all the many criticisms – all the unfair unthinking attacks
we read so frequently we always find our good friend – untiring in her
crusade to defend justice and fair play – and always showing a beautiful
spirit of love and understanding for all. The mothers and our young people
are behind you one hundred percentI was terribly shocked and so deeply concerned to read of the
proposed drafting of our youth for military training. I have always loved so
what you said some years ago that it was far better to “live for one’s country
– than die for it.”
As a member of the Society of Friends and both a pacifist and Mother
I cannot see this un-American stand taken and can’t believe it is purely for
defense. We don’t want to see the youth of our nation plunged into this futile
war the rest of the world is in and I don’t believe, if we cease to meddle in
Europe’s affair, we will need to become involved. Isn’t there anyway we can
make our government stop this headlong plunge into an all ready useless
struggle?
Whoever wins it is our duty to cooperate and with goodwill and
malice toward none help the rest of the world to a better new way – the war

method has always failed. It’s high time we used our ingenuity and
intelligence toward a bit of specializing in what some think is impossible,
but to those of us who love our country and our youth in the highest sense,
think is the only way that will work. I have three boys – I’ve worked and
planned for them all their lives. They are fine – hard working – clean lads
and as their Mother – who has loved them and would die gladly that their
lives might be spared I can’t see them commanded by their government to
go out and murder some other’s Mother’s boy – probably just as much loved
as mine.
I know you must see things this way – and I’m hoping you realize
how the Mother’s – who have such confidence in you feel in the hope that
you will work with the President and those in authority to try and dissuade
him from this ghastly business. Up until now I have had such confidence in
the President and have believed so much in the things he has tried to do –
but I can’t figure this out and I can’t go along with it.
As one Mother to another – please try to influence them. We want our
boys to be men not murderers and this scarred world will need our boys for
rehabilitation and cooperation in rebuilding rather than to send them out to
add to all this. As Fredrick Libby once said “If you seek God by Devilish
means – you’ll not find God – but the Devil waiting” War is surely that.
With this goes my appreciation of and love for a great American
woman Sincerely,
Marie C. Wilson
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The White House
Washington
August 7, 1940

My Dear Mrs. Wilson
I do not think that the selective draft or any of the things which are
being done today will plunge us headlong into war. Everyone I see in
government is primarily interested in keeping us out of war, but the threat of
war, according to the best information, is a real one. Therefore, they feel that
in the kind of war we have today, when it is out of the question to protect
men’s lives unless they have training, it is vital that we should have a
selective draft bill. This, of course, will not force any conscientious objector
to do anything which has to do to war, but there are methods of safeguarding
and training such boys as actually may have to go into the army. Others will
be given training in mechanical skills which go on behind any fighting front.
It seems to me that a selective draft is fairer than a voluntary call
because then intelligence is used in putting people where they really are best
fitted and there can be some question of situations which will not upset
many lives.
We now have between four and five million unemployed young
people. Only a million or and half can be employed, either in the army or
behind the lines and another million in the defense industries or in
preparation for industry. We, therefore, still have a reservoir of young
people who will need training or assistance of some kind to keep them busy.
We have not been very much alive in this country to the problem and I really
think it is as much a defense problem as any other. It is never safe to have
youth idle and discontented.
Very sincerely yours,
Eleanor Roosevelt
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INTRODUCTION
Recollections of a Conscientious Objector During the Second World War as
told by Conrad Wilson
(The following summary of Conrad Wilson’s experiences during
World War 2 is part of an oral history project of the Chester County Library
transcribed by Bob Goshorn and published in the Tredyffrin-Easttown
Historical Society History Quarterly April 1999 Volume 37 No. 2 pgs. 4962.)
Although my father was a member of the Valley Friends Meeting, and
I attended there while a child, I don't think that this was the sole reason I was
a conscientious objector in World War II. While I consider myself a member
of the Society of Friends, I had never really thought much about war and
peace or taken any position on them until I was at college, away from home
and away from Meeting.
At Middlebury I associated with a group of friends who were deeply
pacifistic. Later, I found that many of them were actually more political
pacifists than religious pacifists. In fact, I think that quite a number of them
were, probably, excited about the Russian experiment and communism.
It was a terribly difficult position to be in, to be a conscientious
objector in World War II, when "black and white" were more clear cut,
perhaps, than now. But it was an individual decision, one I came to after
much reading of literature, a lot of it published by the American Friends
Service and the Society of Friends. When it came time to be drafted, I had
decided that I would register as a conscientious objector. I had a very
understanding Draft Board in West Chester, and I didn't have too much
difficulty in establishing my viewpoints. (At first they sent me a 1-A
classification, which meant I was eligible for the draft, but I called them and
explained I was registered as a CO, and they corrected it right away to, I
think, 4-E.)
During World War II alternative services were established under the
administration of the traditional peace churches -- the Quakers, the
Mennonites, the Brethren, and perhaps others. These churches were asked by
the government to administer camps for conscientious objectors, to do
worthwhile projects. I initially shipped off to a camp in Salisbury, Maryland.
The unit was engaged in clearing a swamp, draining it by providing a
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channel through it for the stream to flow. The people there were very poor
and needed more farm land.
We were stationed in a former CCC camp. (The CCC camps were
established under President Franklin D. Roosevelt, during the Depression, to
provide work for men who were jobless. The barracks were all there for us
to take over; perhaps our project of clearing the swamp actually had started
with the CCC and we were just completing the job.)
The swamp was a beautiful spot, with enormous cypress trees, a
gorgeous woods, the cypress trees with little knees, which are breathers and
which come up from the roots and stick above water. I found one --I spied it
from the distance - that looked like a little group of figures. When I went
over and studied it, there was the Holy Family, Joseph and Mary and Infant
Jesus cradled in the arms of Mary. I carefully cut it down and preserved it;
ever since I get it out at every Christmas.
We were quite isolated at the camp. While we were there I don't ever
remember going to a village. Each of us was thrown in with a lot of young
people of extremist ideas, all conscientious objectors for different reasons.
They were unusually sensitive people by nature, peculiar people,
introspective. I would say that the loneliness of camp was a very real thing.
There was little contact with the outside population. In fact, we were not to
go to any of the towns because of the hard feelings against COs in World
War II.
It was definitely a southern environment, little shacks scattered
through the woods and clearings, all of them very ancient and quite
dilapidated, the people desperately poor. Yet it was a nice life, and I enjoyed
the work, though it seemed to us who worked there that it was made-up
work. It did not seem of national importance to us and we would have liked
to be doing work of more obvious significance. I worked at that project for
almost a year.
At that time there was a call from the Middletown State Hospital in
Connecticut for orderlies. Since I felt a little restless about the significance
of the work I was doing, I jumped at the opportunity and was shipped up to
Connecticut. There was a small unit of COs established there, as many of the
orderlies in the hospital had been drafted and called into war service. So we
filled a very real need there. And we were working with people. It made a
huge difference in our lives; it was a very different thing.
You have no idea of the struggle we had in a typical New England
town. I think the people who lived there were fairly liberal people, but
feelings ran very high during these years. There was a lot of opposition to
our group, especially among the old, hardened orderlies on the hospital staff.
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I was assigned chiefly to a ward of old men, senile, mostly dying of
syphilis. In the last stages of that dread disease, the mind just disintegrates.
While they were not usually violent, when the moon was full, there were
half a dozen patients who had to be put in straight jackets and kept
restrained, tied down to the bed. (You think this is an "old wives' tale" that
lunatics are influenced by the phases of the moon, but it's a very real thing.)
My job at nighttime, as orderly, was to go around making sure that all
these people were in bed, cleaning up the dirty ones. And when they died,
during the month I was on this duty, it was also my job to fix them for the
undertaker. I really don't think these unpleasant tasks were particularly given
to the conscientious objectors to degrade them in any way. I imagine that the
regular hospital staff had always done these things; they had to be done. I
don't suppose it was retribution of any sort. The administrator of that
particular camp was a director of the hospital.
But life was somewhat harder there for us. For instance, we ate in the
general staff dining room, and if I chose a table where some of the regular
staff members were already seated, often I would be rebuked -- "Don't sit at
my table, go somewhere else!" - and I'd have to go to another table to eat.
The people were very bitter, for two reasons. They were bitter not only over
the fact that we were not soldiers "doing our patriotic duty," but they were
also angry with us because we treated patients with love and understanding
while many of the older orderlies thought the only way to keep them in line
was by force and brutality. Maybe times have changed; I hope so. I soon
found the job extremely difficult.
There was one minister in town, the Rev. Dr. Darr, who was quite
sympathetic to us. He would invite us to his home for Sunday evening,
supper sometimes, and discussion and music. That gave us our only outlet to
the outside world. There was also a group of students, black students, girls,
from a southern college in Tallahassee, who were there for work experience.
Dr. Darr would sometimes also invite them to his house.
One Sunday one of this group and I were both going to Dr. Darr's for
supper. So we went down together on the trolley car. It was reported to the
authorities at the hospital, and the next day that girl was called in and fired
for having the audacity to ride with one of us in a public conveyance. (Here
we were fighting a war against Hitler and his racist views, and we were
practicing them here at home!)
I was also called in and "chewed out." They couldn't fire me, because I
was assigned there, but I was reassigned to a much more difficult job, the
whole nighttime shift alone in a ward with very violent people. The job
became increasingly hard for me emotionally. I remember having terrible
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nightmares and losing sleep. So I went to one of the doctors in the hospital.
He insisted that I go to a psychiatrist, which I did, and he suggested that I
ought to get out of that place. Since the only way to get out was to apply for
release as incompetent mentally, I thought very seriously about it.
I went down to New York to talk with the American Field Service,
which was a volunteer ambulance service with the Allied forces. (Our
American army had its own ambulance corps.) While I did not feel that I
wanted to enter the army to be a medic, because that would be in uniform
and directly associated with the war effort, I had a cousin, Colket Wilson,
who had served in the American Field Service in the African campaign and
had told me about it. At their headquarters in New York, I asked if they
would accept me in the Field Service if I could be released as 4-F, which
was the emotional and mental classification. They said they would.
I then went back to the hospital and explained to the director that if he
would help to get a release from civilian public service I would immediately
join the American Field Service and go abroad. He thought it was a good
idea and agreed. So I went right out of the Middletown Hospital to Italy, to
the British Eighth Army. It began a whole new phase of my work and
activities.
The American Field Service had been established during the First
World War by a group of Americans in Paris. They had gone out and bought
ambulances, long before the United States got into the war, and volunteered
with the French and English armies. After serving through the war, the
organization kept active, mainly for reunions, so they were still in existence
as an organization at the outset of World War II. Before we entered the war
officially, before Pearl Harbor, they were already serving in North Africa
with the British Army. The British found a great need for them, for their
army ambulances were large, cumbersome, top-heavy vehicles -- Austin's, I
believe. They held only four patients, but they looked as big as a horse van,
difficult to maneuver, especially in Italy where it is hilly and the roads are
narrow. The Americans had Dodge ambulances, much smaller vehicles, four
wheel drive - they could go any where a Jeep could go -- and they still held
four patients. I don't know how the American Field Service raised the money
to buy them. A number were also donated by organizations.
I arrived in Naples in one of the largest convoys in World War II, 115
cargo ships and an escort of thirty destroyers. The ship I was on was
carrying Dodge vehicles, trucks, and only two passengers. We had the run of
the ship and got to know all the crew members, who were British.
We had no trouble crossing the Atlantic, but after we entered the
Mediterranean, through the Straits of Gibraltar, we were raided each night
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by German planes. One night, off Algiers, we were raided by only one plane,
or maybe two, but they must have had excellent information. They knew just
what to hit. We were going through the Mediterranean in six lanes. The ship
I was on was in the lane nearest to the African shore. The ship immediately
ahead of us was hit; and the ship immediately behind us was hit; and both of
them had more valuable cargo than ours on them.
In the lane to the left of us was a troop ship, 500 troops on an
ammunition ship. (Can you imagine it?) It had a direct hit. I was below deck
in the sailors' mess, and I thought our ship had been hit. We rocked and
everything fell off the tables and there was a general yell, "We've been hit."
The two of us dashed up to our room to get our helmets and life jackets. I
put on my helmet and we went out on deck. We weren't hit, of course - but
where that troop ship had been there was just a cloud in the sky and not a
trace of anything. It was the largest single loss in World War II by a direct
hit on a troop ship - a great tragedy. Although the ships ahead of us and
behind us were damaged, they weren't destroyed, and they were able to limp
into shore.
There was also a big raid on Naples the night we arrived, so I got right
into the thick of things early. But believe it or not, after my experiences in
civilian public service, this was a relief; I had a feeling that I was heading
for something significant, that I was saving lives directly.
When I arrived in Italy -- it was in March of 1944, just after the Anzio
beachhead was established -- the battle was raging around Cassino. I was
assigned, within a few days, to a station just north of there. The first night I
arrived, the war was going on in full force. We dug trenches, and I
remember the flares out there made things bright as day. So we tried to dig
our trenches even deeper and get down as low as we could! The shells kept
coming over.
We were attached to the British Eighth Army. It was composed of
units from all around the British Empire. We served with the New
Zealanders, Australians, Canadians, a group from Nepal, and even a Polish
regiment of former prisoners from the Russian-German front who had been
released after Russia joined with the Allies. Those who were able-bodied
enough formed a regiment, and came through the Near East from Russia to
join with the British. I also served with them for a while. Some others of our
men were with units of the Indian Army.
I was assigned fairly early on to a London regiment; in wartime it was
called the 12th Royal Horse Artillery, but in peacetime it was the Honorable
Artillery Company of London. I think it was the oldest, or second oldest,
regiment in the British Army. Col. John Barstow, the son of Lord Barstow,
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was our commanding officer. The officers invited me to eat with them in the
officers' mess. We had an American Field Service uniform, with a legend on
the shoulder -- it was British issue, the soldiers' issue -- but as we also had
the privilege of wearing clothes from the officers' supply depot we had their
battle jackets. We often wore the regimental insignia, too, but it was
basically the British soldier's uniform, olive green, with the beret.
I drove the only ambulance in this artillery unit. I carried their
wounded, first into their regimental aid post from the field, and then, as soon
as they had been given some first aid treatment and the wounds at least
bandaged a little, I took them back to a main dressing station. From the main
dressing station, after a day or two, they were sent farther back to a military
hospital. Most of the time I served with this 12th Horse Artillery. They
followed right after the tanks.
After the Battle of Cassino, we moved north, up through the center of
Italy. I remember passing through Arezzo and Perugia, near Florence. Of
course, we weren't allowed to tell in letters where we were. I wrote home
regularly to my family, and my mother copied all my letters into a little
black book, in her handwriting (which wasn't as legible as mine!). The book
has turned out to be very handy, because there the letters are all together. I
was very enthusiastic about the work, and it wasn't as big a strain
emotionally as my work back in this country as a conscientious objector had
been. But never once did I hear a soldier - British or American - criticize a
conscientious objector. They pretty much admired our stand, and what we
were doing was a very necessary and very worthwhile work. They were
terribly grateful for everything we did.
We were in the thick of it most of the time in the Italian campaign.
Frequently I had long drives to get back to the medical station -- the army
was on the move, moving ahead, so that sometimes we had to go fifty miles
back. Often it was at night, and we had to use blackout lights. I can
remember terrible dirt roads, full of bomb craters, sometimes so bad that my
orderly, who was a British soldier, had to get out and guide me around the
potholes.
I remember one particularly strenuous run, back maybe 70 miles, all
at night. Much of the time, the orderly had to get out and walk and guide me;
there was no moonlight, we weren't close enough to the actual battle front to
have any flares to light up the sky. I had four men in my ambulance. It took
most of the night to get back, although we wanted to go as fast as we could
to get the wounded men back. It was urgent to try to get back as fast as
possible, and yet we knew they could feel every little bump in the road, and
we had to try to make it as easy a trip as possible.
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When the regiment was pulled out for a rest, we who drove the
ambulances would be assigned to a different type of service, carrying the
wounded back from the main dressing station to a general hospital. Or, if
there wasn't much going on, we might go back to headquarters for a few
days rest. Once, on a week's rest after a campaign, I went to Florence. We
had a small villa we had taken over as the A. F. S. headquarters, and there I
spent a very pleasant week seeing Florence. I fell in love with it. It's the
most beautiful city in the world, in my opinion; I loved every street there. I
spent much of my time not in sight-seeing but in getting to know the people.
Italian came easy to me -- it's a beautiful language -- and within a very few
weeks I was able to get along in it. (For some reason, the average English
soldier refused to learn foreign languages, though, oddly enough, Italian
came easily to the Welsh soldier.) I also got to know a wonderful family,
half English and half Italian, named Giuffrida-Ruggieri, who had a beautiful
villa just off the Piazza Angelo, overlooking the city of Florence, where I
stayed. After the week's rest was over, I of course went back to my regiment,
the Honorable Artillery Company. I had a lovely time with them and was
very fond of the soldiers. The winter of 1944 we were holed up in the
mountains north of Florence, just south of the Po River valley. The
campaign had come to sort of a standstill in the mountains, and the regiment
I was with was stationed in a small mountain village that had been
completely bombed out. There were ruins of houses, and cellars in which we
could find shelter, but I usually slept in my ambulance. The native people
were still there, living around and in and among the ruins. This was towards
the end of the Italian campaign. There was one Italian regiment of mountain
troops already formed. It was stationed very close to us, just up the hill from
the little village I was in. One night a shell came over and killed one of the
mules in the mule trains they used to carry their ammunition. So they carved
it up and invited some of the officers and me up to dinner. The soldiers got
the meat of the mule and the officers got the liver and the heart, sauteed in
olive oil in a can over the coals of a fire in a fireplace. You wouldn't believe
how good mule liver is, tender (you can cut it with a fork) and delicious.
During these winter months, the war was a farce. The Germans would
shell us each evening at five o'clock, directly on the stroke of five - a token
effort to make it appear that the war was still going on -- and we would
return the fire at some other hour. So at a quarter to five everyone would
stay close to the trenches, and when we heard the first shell coming over
we'd be under cover. No one was ever hurt, there was no calling of the
wounded, and I had very little work. In fact, I do remember it as a beautiful
scene in the mountains of Italy, lit up at night-time by the great cannon firing
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and flares in the sky and tracer bullets -- the ruined village, a few stark trees
silhouetted against the sky -- a very moving scene.
At Christmas time I was able to get permission to drive down to
Florence to visit my friends and spend Christmas Eve with them. I had to get
back the next morning, but I arrived by six o'clock in the evening for the
festivities with a German-Italian family with whom I had become friendly.
Eckart Peterich was a poet, and his wife, Costanza, was a literary critic, a
friend of Aldous Huxley, a friend of David Lawrence. They had three
daughters, named "Coccolo", Susi and Mimi -- I'm afraid one of my first
loves was Coccolo. Every time after that I made Florence and their home my
headquarters. It was a beautiful 12th century villa, with gardens of cypress
trees, a dream garden, and on the hill of Santa Margherita a Montici,
overlooking the city of Florence. You could look down and see the Ponte
Vecchio and the Campanile and all the famous buildings throughout the city.
Later in the winter or early spring we went to Forli. The Germans
were retreating and my last service in Italy was there. After the Italian
campaign ended my unit was reassigned to Germany. We moved from
Livorno, a port near Florence at the mouth of the Arno, and, across to
Marseille. (On the way across to Marseille, a news flash came over the radio
that President Roosevelt had died, and I remember all that day the most
beautiful music. It was a great tragedy.)
While I never was injured by the enemy during the Italian campaign,
three times I was injured by one of our own men! The first was at Perugia. I
had been teaching a group of Italians to square dance; we were doing the
Virginia Reel in the public square and all the Italians were gathered around,
lovely looking Italian girls and boys. A British soldier who had been
drinking too much came up to one girl he thought had snubbed him and said
he was "going to teach her a lesson." Speaking in Italian, I told her she had
to get away. As I was boosting her up through the window of her house to
her family, he let out with a fist on my jaw. I went right over backwards and
hit my head on the wall. (And that's the first bump on the back of my head
today.
The second time was by one of our own Field Service men, a hillbilly
from Kentucky. He was a fanatic on guns; he had a collection of German
guns, including a kind of light machine gun. He too had been drinking
heavily one night, and decided he was going to shoot up and down the street.
I was afraid that someone would be injured, so I took the magazine of bullets
and hid it under the lieutenant's bed. (Incidentally, Livingston Biddle, of
Philadelphia, was our platoon lieutenant then.) Just as I was hiding it, I
looked up just in time to see a heavy empty magazine coming down over my
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head. Fortunately, I got a glancing blow, about an eight inch cut down the
back of my head. (And that's the second bump, a considerable dent.)

Figure 3: Sketch of Conrad with a bump on his head by unidentified artist.
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The third time was in an accident on our way from Marseille to
Germany. After we landed at Marseille, we drove straight up the Rhone
valley. Each ambulance had two men assigned to it; driving north from
Marseille we took turns driving, mile after mile of monotonous straight road
on a sort of dike, raised above the fields, with trees equally spaced -- flick,
flick, flick, as you drove by. I was sleeping in the back on a stretcher when
the other driver fell asleep and drove off the road. We turned over and over
and over again, down the bank. The ambulance was completely torn to
smithereens. My head was split open. (And that is the third bump on the
back of my head -- three knobs and three wartime injuries.) The other driver
was a dear old person from New York but much too old to be a soldier --1
think he was in his 60's and of an age to be a grandfather - but he managed
to get into the American Field Service. He drank like a fish, straight gin
before breakfast, and was always drunk, an alcoholic. But he always took the
most daring jobs and if there was a particularly hot spot he volunteered to
go. As long as he was drinking he was a "happy-go-lucky", fearless person,
perfectly charming to everybody, a general favorite everybody adored. But
when I met him again after the war in New York, he had joined Alcoholics
Anonymous, and he was absolutely dreadful, a stuffy person, wearing a
derby hat and spats!
After the accident I was sent on ahead to an American hospital at
Lyon, with instructions not to tell what unit I was with, that I was an
American, and certainly not where we were headed. I was also told that as
soon as I would be released I would catch up with my group. They kept me
there for a week, stitched up my head (without any anesthetic), and I
remember I wore a bandage like a turban. I hadn't written home for awhile -we weren't allowed to write any letters for fear it would get out that we were
on the move to Germany -- so I found an American soldier who offered to
write a letter home saying that I was all right.
I caught up with the group again in Eindhoven, a beautiful medieval
town, cobbled streets, old-time Netherlands. It was a small town. The
women still scrubbed their front steps every morning and scrubbed their
sidewalks, and everyone wore wooden shoes.
Shortly thereafter, I was assigned to help evacuate Belsen
concentration camp. There had been a call for another group of ambulances,
and our whole platoon was ultimately assigned there. It had just been
occupied by the British army. Belsen was one of the worst of the
concentration camps, in level of starvation, although it wasn't a camp known
for extermination. It was a camp in which all the gypsies of Europe had been
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gathered, to which villages of Poles had been sent, and also all political
internees from Germany, so there were Germans in the camp as well.
Towards the end of the war -we were getting very close to the end of the war
in Europe -- the Allied bombers had destroyed transportation to such an
extent that no supplies came through to the camp. The whole camp had
gradually starved. When the British army occupied the camp, it found
thousands of people dead and unburied, with everybody else just on the
verge of death. There were barracks, very similar to the CCC barracks where
I had started out, jammed with hundreds and hundreds of people in each
building, thick layers of people. It was a terribly tragic thing. The experience
almost changed me from being a conscientious objector. Everyone was
shocked at the aspect. It was such a terrible thing. Someone else drove my
ambulance, and my job was to clear a building. We tried to take out those
that we thought would be most able to survive. We took out all the living
people first. We stripped them, left the clothes in the building, wrapped them
in a blanket covering, and sent them by ambulance to a human laundry that
we had set up in the camp. Oddly enough, the only people we could get to
run this human laundry were German nurses; we went to Lubeck and
brought back carloads of them to help us in this job. The internees would be
taken into the bathhouse at one end, shaved from head to foot, sprayed, and
scrubbed. If they survived that -- many died during the process -- they were
taken to a tent hospital, which had been set up outside the walls of the camp.
We worked all day every day until the camp was completely cleared. I
remember that as we entered the camp we had to go into a room and put on
camp clothing for our work during the day. Then, when we came out at
night, we had to go through the showers, be sprayed with various powders,
and then go into the next room and put on our outside clothes. We also had
to gather up all the dead -- and they still were dying at the rate of 500 a day.
The stench was terrible. Some did survive Belsen, but of all the camps in
Germany its physical conditions were the lowest, I think. The gypsies
actually survived better than most of the others; maybe they were used to
cunning ways and scrounging food!
But the most shocking thing to me was the reaction of the army that
occupied the camp, an army that was fighting against Hitler's Germany, to
the guards. Each building was in charge of one of the prisoner guards,
prisoners who maybe had done favors, maybe got more food because they
worked in the camp. They took these guards, who were themselves prisoners
(mostly from the Balkans -- Romanians, Hungarians, Bulgarians, and people
like that) and worked them around the clock, twenty-four hours at a stretch,
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burying the dead. And then they executed them. This was a horror that I
hadn't anticipated.
Without a doubt, my experience at Belsen was the most significant
work that I did during World War II. It took about a month to clear the
camp, as I remember. After that, I came back to this country. The war in
Europe was over, though it was still going on in the Far East. I came back to
the farm in the valley, back to my Quaker environment. But after a short
while I went into Philadelphia to the American Friends Service Committee
and volunteered my services again, for reconstruction work in Italy. (The
American Friends Service Committee is different from the American Field
Service; it is the Quaker organization for world relief.)
Everything in Italy had been at a standstill. Nobody had any money,
the government was broke, nobody could finance rebuilding. A major
problem was transportation; they had no way of getting raw materials to the
factories or the products of the factories to the people. No one had the
money to buy materials to rebuild.
In the Aventino Valley the villages had been purposely bombed as the
Germans withdrew to the north. They didn't want the Allied army coming
north to have winter quarters in the villages, so they took everybody out on
the hillside and blew up the villages all along the valley, from Chieti all the
way back to the head of the valley at a place called Palena.
In a very small way, with a few trucks purchased from the British
army, we found we could set up a direct barter system to get things started.
We would get villagers in the devastated Aventino River Valley in the
Abruzzi area of Italy to go up into the mountains and cut trees. We would
then haul them out, to the brick and tile factories along the seacoast near
Ortona a Mare and places like that, for use as fuel, which was needed to
stoke the furnaces. They would produce the bricks and stuff, which we
would then trade for more raw materials. We would also get a percentage as
payment for the wood and we would take this back and give it to the people
who cut the wood. At first the people thought there might be some
"gimmick" to it, that it was going to cost them a lot of money. We had a hard
time persuading even one person to take us up on this offer. But finally,
some one got up the courage and did it. The moment the rest saw that he got
this free material for his labor of cutting wood, everybody jumped on the
bandwagon, and everyone came clamoring for materials.
At this point, UNRRA, the United Nations organization, became very
interested in our experiment, and sent observers to see how it was going.
They decided it was so successful that they would repeat it -- if we would
split up and go to different parts of Italy and each take charge of a team.
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They could, of course, provide more men -- and money, and trucks, and
equipment. So our group went out of existence and we became employees of
the United Nations. We went up north into the Apennine Alps, to a place
near Carrara. Up there in the mountains there were also a number of
destroyed villages, and we set up the same system. There were two or three
other places where we also did this. When this was working smoothly, a lot
of people became interested in restoring their homes and villages. The new
Italian government, which had been in operation since the collapse of the
Fascists, sent observers to see what UNRRA was doing. As a result, it was
decided to set up an agency of the government, to continue this work on a
still larger scale. Again, we split up, and now went to work for the Italian
government on a very much larger scale, all over Italy. This agency was
called "CASAS", which spelled out the word for "houses" but was also an
acronym for the program. It went very well.
So an experiment that started out with just a few men and a few trucks
grew until it encompassed all of a country - based on helping people to help
themselves. The Quakers never spent much money; they tried to do
experimental things to show people how they could do it themselves -and
they were eminently successful!
So I came back and went on with my education, which had been
interrupted for five years. I had no money! Conscientious objectors were not
entitled to the G. I. Bill of Rights. The civilian public service was unpaid
work, the American Field Service was unpaid work, and the American
Friends Service Committee was unpaid work - though when I was with the
American Field Service with the British army we had all sorts of privileges;
we could buy things pretty cheaply at the exchange.
All in all, my wartime experiences were an important part of my life.
For a few years after the war I was in a period of doubt as to whether or not I
had done the right thing. But then came the other wars -- The Korean war,
the Vietnamese war -- and gradually I swung around to feeling that my life
had been with purpose and that I had done the right thing.
I'm glad that we live in a country where it was allowed to be a
conscientious objector even at a time when it was a very unpopular cause.
And I'm satisfied that what I did was right. I think I would do it again the
same way if I had to make that choice.
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October 7, 1942
Dear Mother and Dad,
When I left home yesterday morning I little expected that it would
take thirteen hours to travel about 130 miles. If Mr. Pitt had arrived at the
appointed time I would have been here by 3:00 pm yesterday but as it was I
did not arrive until 8:45 pm tired and hungry and in a downpour of rain.
To begin with, Mr. Pitt was using an old time – table when he made
out my train schedule. He thought I would take a train from Wilmington at
11:55. The train left at 9:55 instead and consequently I had to wait from
11:15 until 3:57 for a train. However my time in Wilmington was not wasted
for first I looked up Margery Carmichael at the DuPont Building and took
her to lunch and afterwards I saw a movie. Marge looks fine- wished to be
remembered to you all. We had a nice lunch. All her brothers but one are in
the service and Marge would like to join the WAVES but feels she must stay
in Wilmington to support her mother.
The movie was wonderful – Mickey Rooney in “A Yank at Eton” You
ought to see it sometime.
When I first arrived in Wilmington I checked my bags through to
Salisbury on the ticket and I was promised that they would be put on the
3:57 train and I could forget about them. But when I got to Salisbury there
were no suitcases for me. Evidently the baggage man forgot to put them on
the train. I had a difficult time getting to camp. The operator kept giving me
some hotel in Salisbury. Finally when I did contact the camp I was told to
see if there was a bus going toward Powellsville and then call back in five
minutes. The telephone at camp is a party line and I kept trying to call back
for about forty minutes but each time the line was busy (there are ten other
parties on the line.) When I managed to talk again to the camp they told me
to wait at the station and someone would come for me. Altogether I spent an
hour and three quarters at the station so I did not get any dinner and did not
arrive until 8:45. So much for the trip down!
I will be better able to tell you about the camp at a later date. My first
reactions are very satisfactory. The men seem to be a very fine group –
mostly from 25 to 30 years old. There are all types of people here – a great
many College graduates – a few painters two fine musicians – mechanics
teachers, etc. conservatives and radicals. Jack Hollister is here and Bill
Stillwell- in fact almost everyone I have met knows people I know. A great
many are from George School and Westtown, Swarthmore and Haverford.
Most of them come from Philadelphia and vicinity, which reminds me of a
story told to me today by William Bacon Evans who is visiting from

Moorestown Meeting. He said that the creed of Philadelphians is “The
Fatherhood of God, the Brotherhood of man and the neighborhood of
Philadelphia.” He is a wonderful old man. He spent today working down in
the woods with the boys. He has been here ten days and will remain ten days
longer. His type of Quaker is fast disappearing I am afraid. His clothes are
very plain – no collars or cuffs, but the finest material; a still collared shirt
and a tiny black ribbon bow tie. I have never known anyone so friendly and
interested in everything. Everyone here loves him.
Howard Elkington has been here for some time. He left today but is
returning soon.
The boy sitting here next to me knows William Okie very well. We
started talking about architecture and I happened to mention Brog Okie. His
name is Ted Lippincott of Germantown.
Another I met at noon is a good friend of the Henry Woolman family.
Another a friend of Dave’s named George Hay. He is an artist and went to
Penn State. I can’t begin to tell you all the boy’s I have met. They are
certainly a swell bunch and I know I am going to enjoy camp very much.
We have no electricity in Camp yet, though I expect to have
some soon. The CCC camp had their own power plant here but when they
left the camp in August they wrecked the generator I understand.
Consequently I am writing this down at the Educational Center by the
light of a kerosene lamp like that tin one in my room. I finally received my
luggage this evening and have started to unpack and get settled. There are
several things I would like you to send down to me but I can better tell what
I need after a few days. Do not expect too many letters from me for if I
begin to study at night when classes become organized I will not have much
time to write. You can expect a letter each week I suppose. This weekend I
am going on the weekend kitchen crew. Each person must serve on it once
every five weeks so I thought I might just as well do it now. It means
working in the kitchen all Saturday and most of Sunday.
Today I stayed here in camp and helped build shelves. We are
putting three shelves at the head of each bed – for books, pictures, etc.
Tomorrow I will probably start taking serums and getting physical exams. I
wish I could go down to the swamp but they all tell I will get there soon
enough. I must close now.
Love to all – Conrad
P.S. I would appreciate it if you would save the letters which I write
home as they will be a record of my stay in camp. C. W
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October 8th, 1942
Conrad dearest – I suppose by now you have become quite a camper. I am
so anxious to hear all about it and hope this morning’s mail will bring some
news. Today is so beautiful here and you should see all the work Bill is
getting on with. The driveway is now completely weeded – the big bed at the
head of the drive is being thinned and trimmed up. The weeds in the garden
are down (some of them) Walnuts gathered and so on so on. He is too funny
about it all – hardly takes time to eat. Yesterday Mil and I and Maryanne
were out in the side lawn by the dining room - we started to pick up walnuts
and it was only a minute before Maryanne was pickin
g them up at a great rate. She worked right along like a grown up after a bit
we all went out the back lane to pick them up there. The young bull was
cavorting around at a great rate apparently for our benefit. Maryanne ran
over to the fence and starting patting him and sticking her finger in to be
nosed – simply not afraid of anything. She is trying her best to imitate all the
different sounds the animals make. Well enough of Maryanne but she is
pricelessA letter came for us all of us from Dr. Hack – the contents proved to
be a copy of Aunt Hattie’s will. She left me the income of $5,000 – which is
a lifesaver to me at present as it will take care pretty much of the AFSC
contributions. I shall give all of it to that and can make up the balance by
saving on many things. So I know you will feel as relieved as I. I shall mail
it on to you so you may see it – how wonderfully generous – and how just
like her it all is. She has directed that her precious stones be sold but all her
semi-precious jewelry be divided between Edith, Mildred and me. Isn’t that
lovely of her. Mil and Bill were quite touched I think by that. At my death
the 5,000 is to be equally divided between you four children. I love and you
will too the nature of different bequests her beloved animals are all
remembered the fresh air fund – the seeing eye – the blind etc. She forgets
no one.
It’s been hard to be without you. I keep thinking of you and thinking
“Oh I must tell Con this.” Or “Con will do that when he comes in” and then
the realization Con is not here arrives - it’s not a happy one – and yet I am
so deeply grateful to have had you so long and that you are like you are. I
can’t see how you happened to be mine but I shall never cease to be thankful
it happened that way. I am worried over the sugar I shall get it off to you as
soon ass I’m sure on addresses. I’m just going to take a chance on this.
No more this morning as I want this to go off in the mail. We are all
well here – missing you terribly and hoping all is well with you. Do drop us
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a line if it’s only a card. So much love to you –dear boy – It’s a comfort to
know we are always together in spirit.
Affectionately,
Mother

CPS Camp #52
Powellsville, Md.
October 12, 1942
Dear Mrs. Johnson:
I want to thank you for your kind thought of me. When I first received
the knife and your letter I was going to call you on the phone but then
decided that you would rather hear from me after my arrival in camp.
The knife is a beautiful one ad a very handy object to have at all times
especially here in camp. But more than the knife I appreciate your note and
the fact that you should be thinking of me and in accordance with the stand I
am taking against the destructiveness of war.
The work we are doing here is constructive work. We are draining a
huge swamp which will affect thousands of acres of farm land. I love the
camp and the people I am among. All about me are young men who are not
merely objecting to war, but are striving to make a better world – a world
ruled by love and cooperation. The one thing I must expect to acquire during
my stay here is a new direction and purpose in life. For some time I have felt
that I was just drifting along with no particular goal in view. Now I am
beginning to realize what a huge responsibility rests on each one of us – and
what an opportunity there is for each one in his daily living to make this a
better world.
So many new thoughts are racing through my head all the time.
I find it difficult for me to put them down on paper.
I hope you are well and not letting this war get you down. It
doesn’t pay to think too much of all the suffering going on in the world. You
can do more good by being cheerful and happy.
Thanking you again for the knife.
I remain,
Very sincerely yours.
Conrad Wilson
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October 13, 1942
Dear Mother and Dad,
I assume that you have seen the letter I wrote Aunt Libby last Friday
night, so instead of repeating I will continue where I left off in that letter.
The concert Friday night was very beautiful Abe Kaminsky is a fine
violinist. The program included the following,
Handle’s Sonata No.1 in A Major for violin and piano
Mendlesohn’s Concerto 2nd movement
Valse Trieste by Sie by Siebelius - piano only
Lento – Cyril SAcott piano only
Shubert’s Ave Maria
Haiden – ros lein by Shubert
After the concert there was some singing. Saturday and Sunday I
worked in the kitchen, which was lots of fun. I washed pots and pans –
scrubbed floors etc. Saturday noon a state policeman came to camp and
asked for volunteers to hunt for an old man who was lost or dead in the
forest. He had been in the insane asylum and then back at his home from
which he wandered on Friday morning carrying a shotgun and shells. He
thought he was going to be taken back to the asylum and probably shot
himself far off in the woods. Twenty seven of us volunteered to help hunt for
him and so after getting released from kitchen duty for the afternoon, I had
my first glimpse into the woods. What a tangled mess they are! The trees are
covered with vines which have thorns. I saw many interesting trees – huge
holly trees bayberry bushes etc. but no trace of the lost man. We formed a
long line and walked several miles through dense forest.
Bacon Evans is still with us in camp, but is leaving the day after
tomorrow. How I will miss him. I couldn’t have come to camp at a more
opportune time. He has been more of an inspiration to me than any other
person I have ever met. Always cheerful and happy – always ready to do his
share of the work and then some, never critical except in a constructive way
– such is Bacon. For every situation - every subject o f conversation he has
some story to tell or some quotation. He will pick up a leaf and poking it into
your face say, “Can you identify this?” Then when you admit you can’t, he
will say, “Just before I tell you the name, let me point out a few
characteristics.” He then shows how the leaf differs from others and then he
tells the name. He is forever asking questions to test your observation and
general knowledge – quoting passages from the Bible and asking where they
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can be found. Sunday night he presented me with a book of poems he had
written. They are beautiful poems and reflect his wonderful character. Bacon
is always on the job. He works in the forest-swamp all day long – chopping
trees – and carrying brush. He does more work than any two of us younger
ones. No one has ever made such an impression upon my mind.
There are so many remarkable boys here. I am certainly thankful that I
was sent here. One is particular that I admire is a Polish-American named
Nick Casper. His parents came from Poland to Philadelphia. He and I
worked together on project today and had a long conversation on
Christianity. The depth of his convictions amazes me. Each day I am
becoming more and more aware of the brotherhood of mankind. Nick’s real
name is Nikodern Kaserowicz but he shortened it to Nick Casper. Another
boy I admire very much but have not as yet become well acquainted with is
a Philadelphian named Vincil Stein who is of German descent. His
grandfather came from Germany and dropped the Von, which was formerly
in front of the Stein. Vince is one of the gayest boys here. His eyes are
always sparkling and with his long wavy black hair and moustache and
black beard he looks like some dashing figure out of the past. He tells with
relish how during the last war the inhabitants of the small New Jersey village
in which his family lived would cross the street rather than walk past one of
the Stein family. The Steins dared to play croquet on Sunday afternoons,
which was frowned upon by the good church people of their village.
One has to learn not to worry here in camp. There are at times
situations which make you feel sad. Martin and Leon Friedman are two fine
Jewish boys from Philadelphia whose father is in very poor health and
cannot run the store, which is the family’s only means of support. The boys
are needed dreadfully at home but where sent here by the draft board, which
said that if one of them could go into the army, the other could remain at
home. The father is in need of a serious operation and the family has no
money. Martin finally cracked under the strain of it all and is now in a
mental hospital. We were afraid Leon would end up the same way. He felt
so utterly helpless here in camp. He couldn’t eat anything while his brother
was here in camp suffering so under the mental strain. Martin’s cries could
be heard over the whole camp one day before they took him away. Leon had
to fight hard to keep from cracking up.
I realize how fortunate I am in having parents who are so willing to
stand behind me. One boy came home from camp and his parents wouldn’t
let him in his home. His girl wouldn’t speak to him. He could not stand the
shock and finally joined the army. So you see there are sad sides to
everything. However do not get the impression that there is much of that
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type of unhappiness in CPS For the most part the boys are courageous an
sincere men trying their best to make this a better world.
I think I should tell you something of our work project. I started
Monday of this week after working for a week around camp. The work is all
forestry work so far. We are making a clearing through the woods 200 feet
wide and several miles long. In this clearing we will dig a new river bed,
which will drain thousands of acres of what could be good farmland. The
trees we are cutting down are mostly cypress and cottonwood, which are soft
and red maples, which are very hard wood. The trees are tremendous and it
is thrilling to watch one of them crash to earth with a roar. Someone yells,
“Timber” then there is a pause and finally a crash. Then Bacon gives a loud
whistle with two fingers in his mouth and everyone laughs and says “There
goes Bacon’s all clear.”

Figure 4: Dry section of the cut through the woods.
Most of the woods is under a foot of water.

We rise at six – fifteen, eat at six thirty and leave camp at seven thirty.
After breakfast I usually attend meditation which lasts about fifteen or
twenty minutes. The meditation group is made up of Friends and usually one
or two speak – like in Friends meeting.
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We go out to the project in two big trucks (like Army trucks) and
work from 8:00 am till about 4:30 with thee quarters of an hour for lunch
which is packed for us.
I would appreciate your sending me a few things such as my water
colors and two pads of paper which are to be found in my cupboard; my
photographs – in the desk and my album; the clothing which I left to be
washed and sometime I want my long boots and some riding britches to go
with them. The covert(?) suit I will want sometime but not at present. Do not
send any sugar. We are not affected by rationing as this is considered an
institution. Don’t send my clock as I don’t really need it at all. I would
likesmall rug for beside my bed something I could stand on while getting
dressed. The square Indian rug would be grand if you would care to send it.
I hope this long letter has not bored you too much. This will be all for
this week.
With all my love, Conrad

October 14, 1942
Dear Con,
I am enclosing Aunt Hattie’s will which Mother wished mailed to
you.
Bill and family drove to Fleetwood yesterday afternoon and he will
return Thursday afternoon or Friday morning and leave for Detroit Saturday
night.
Palle came out Saturday afternoon and returned Sunday. He helped us
make cider Sunday morning.
Dave mowed the lawn Saturday and we raked it in piles but have not
hauled it off yet. The tennis court we cut short with the hand mowers that the
sod cutters use.
Billy also cleaned all weeds from the drive so he kept busy most of the time.
The house seemed quite empty last night and this morning with just
your Mother there.
We will try and get down to see you sometime soon as I know your
Mother is very anxious to see just what the place looks like
Lots of love, Father.
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Figure 5 William West Wilson at Elda Farm
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Con dear – I was so glad to get your fine long letter – also to read Aunt
Libby’s. It cheers me so to note the unmistakable enthusiasm for everyone
and everything. I was so very anxious that you would feel that way and
though if you were just in the companionship of like minded men and a
stimulating group we cold all bear the separation so much easier and I am so
thankful it is so.
Bill and I both wish to be remembered to Jack Hollister and Dave to
the Penn Staters.
Cousin Nath is dead. The funeral was last Friday. He never improved
and just quietly slept away – drop a note to Cousin Sallie when you have
time.
Also Aunt Emma has been in Penna. Hospital for a week and
probably has a long siege ahead of her. They let her go home yesterday but I
can’t help but feel it was sort of unwise. She broke her arm the night after
you left at Aunt Bidda’s. I, as you know, did not go but Dad went with
Warners and Uncle John. Aunt Libby had too bad a cold to go so she too
stayed home. Some friends of Uncle Windy’s, the Pacfenters were
entertaining for them before dinner and although Emma didn’t want to go
she finally consented. She and Aunt Bidda were in the back seat of Uncle
Windy’s big Buick. Uncle Walt hadn’t gotten in – but Uncle Windy was in
and had started the car. There was a roaring noise in the engine and the
accelerator seemed to be racing so Windy got out and was opening the hood
to look for trouble – suddenly the car started backwards at about 35 miles an
hour. Uncle Windy tried to get back and hung onto the door but as the car
leaped the ditch on to the golf course he was thrown off. Bidda tried to hold
the wheel from the back and steer but although she kept it from turning over
– it was dark and the car was going so fast she was pretty, helpless. They
circled the course in front of the house bumping into everything and finally
crossed the road again crushed through the fence and smashed into three
trees in their yard. The back of the car was all smashed but it was upright
and stopped. Aunt Emma was bruised from head to foot and her arm broken.
It’s a very bad break - splintered and as her muscles are very flabby it may
be a mean thing to combat. I feel so sorry for her for she been so low for so
long. Dad phoned me from Riverton to go to Bryn Mawr Hospital get a
room and have Dr. Hodge there. I just got there in time to engage the only
room left and we were all waiting for Emma to arrive when Walt called to
say she was suffering so badly by the time they reached Philadelphia he had
to rush her to Pennsylvania Hospital. I cancelled the room reservation and
went home. Bidda was pretty well bruised but otherwise no injuries. Windy
had a concussion but is all O.K. now. They both leave for Florida to see Jim
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Saturday. The story sounds too fantastic for words - reminds one of some
outlandish nightmare.
All the family where here Sunday night for supper except Aunt Emma
and Uncle Windy. Maryanne and Margaret Flaccus were too cute together.
Margaret wasn’t a bit shy – when she had company and Maryanne raced
about imitating everything Margaret did. Aunt Elizabeth Conrad enjoyed
watching them so much. William leaves Saturday and I never so anyone so
raring to go as he is. I think the war will be over after he gets in, but I feel
sorry for Aunt Elizabeth.
This seems to be all the accidents and deaths. I didn’t get to Meeting
Sunday, but hope to this coming week. It is nice of the Meeting to send the
Intelligencer. I suppose you will write them if you have not done so already.
I shall be anxious to know the things you want so as to be getting busy
on them. I am delighted that there is a chance for painting and you must tell
me carefully just what to send. I feel you’ll need some new supplies and if
you’ll tell me just what you want I’ll get them. I expect to go in town next
Tuesday – Mil is coming down from Fleetwood and we’ll be in all day so if
I knew I could have everything on the way. If you are serious about the lamp
(the tin one) it will be easy enough to pack. Maybe you can get a chimney
there. Dad has managed to get a furnace – steam heat. It will be put in (we
hope) this month. Ginny is back and well but the doctor told her if she didn’t
stop gaining he’d have to put her on a diet. He told David to stop cooking for
her.
Dad’s in a hurry to leave so I’ll stop this and continue later on
Loads of love dear- from us all and you know how much and
constantly I think of you.
Affectionately,
Mother
Please return the will Dad is mailing.
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October 19, 1942 Monday night
Dear Mother and Dad –
Thanks for sending me Aunt Hattie’s will. It was quite interesting to
read. I was sorry to hear of Cousin Nath’s death and Aunt Emma’s accident,
and will try to write to both Aunt Emma and Cousin Sally as soon as time
permits. It is so difficult to write letters by candlelight that I have neglected
everyone but you. Everyday since I came we have been promised electricity
in a few days but now it looks like we might not have it for another week or
two.
The body of old Mr. Phillips was finally found yesterday afternoon
after his family had searched for nine days. Turkey vultures located him first
as was expected. He had blown off his head with a shotgun which was quite
a gruesome site they say.
Any clothes which I have outgrown or put aside for you give away I
want you to give to the AFSC, Mother.
Several new boys have arrived and among them one Robert Leech of
Pendle Hill whom I admire very much. He is an orthodox Friend and a
minister – has traveled all around the country visiting the Friends, He
believes strongly in --I never finished this letter but will enclose it.
Powellsville, Md 21 X, 1942
Dear Mother and Dad:
Was pleased to receive your package and especially the delicious
cake. Everyone liked it. We still have no electricity here but we have our
hopes. I was sorry to hear of Cousin Nath’s death and Aunt Emma’s
accident.
I was not able to get up for Margaret’s wedding as no weekend leaves
are permitted the first month in Camp.
If you decide to come down let me now if advance - how and when
you are coming. We are 14 miles from Salisbury and the only means of
transportation is by car, so someone from here would have to go to Salisbury
for you.
Many thanks for everything
Love, Conrad
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Con-dearest –This has been in making since Sunday – I hope I don’t get
interrupted now- Your letters have been so full of interest to me – and I hope
everything is still moving along satisfactorily. Everyone asks for you. The
Keeneys, Harveys, McCords Lidie – everyone sends their good wishes –
your ears must burn – so many wonderful things are said about you.
I am writing this at Cousin Lidie’s – I came down here with Dad this
morning- and then after spending the morning at Mary’s. Lidie took me to
the luncheon with the McCords –I went to Swarthmore to help Aunt Emma
on Monday. Tues I met Mil in town and we shopped all day –Tomorrow and
Friday I shall be in Swarthmore again so you see I’m quite a gad about. Dad
and I packed up your things and I hope they have reached you by now. The
shoemaker’s machine broke down delaying the mending of your boots – but
they were promised for today so will be on their way. Yesterday I exchanged
the slippers and had the ones you wanted sent form the store – so let me
know when they all arrive.
No word from Ruthanna since before Mil and Bill arrived – I hope
things are all going well with her.
Billy left us Sat. night. Mil said he phoned her on Sunday from
Detroit. Mil says it is really pathetic to watch Maryanne – she listens for her
Daddy all the time whenever she hears a man’s voice – she gets all excited
thinking he’s coming.
Would it help the Friedman boy if I went to see his father – maybe I
could do something at least I could try. I’ll be glad to go if it would help.
Those things are hard to bear. Everyone seems to know William Bacon
Evans and all feel just as you do. Emily Harvey said “Oh, I just love him.”
Betty McCord told a good story about him today – two in fact. The one was
about the time when a teacher at Westtown School - It seems he had been
taking a shower and was returning to his room when a boy bumped into him
– not looking where he was going – the boy was in such a hurry he didn’t
look up but exclaimed “Jesus Christ” and to his surprise – William Bacon
Evan’s voice replied, “No, son – just his humble servant trying to do his
bidding.”
The other was at Arch Street Meeting Dr. Evans and Fred McCord
were sitting on the facing bench and the meeting was filling very rapidly and there seemed to be no room except on the facing bench. Dr. Evans
leaned over and whispered “Did you every hear about the Quaker who went
to heaven?” Fred said no and here is the story he told. It seems a Quaker on
his way to heaven was met by St. Peter “I’d like to come in,” said the
Quaker. “I’ll look and see if there’s any seat,” St. Peter answered. So he
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went and looked and returned to say he had searched and there was not a
single seat left Heaven was all full – to which the Quaker replied “Won’t
thee please look again and look at the facing bench- this time.” Betty says
he’s the idol of many.
Ginny’s sister and husband with their two children were over on
Sunday for dinner with Dave and Ginny – afterwards they came to Elda for
awhile. Quite a difference from Margaret and Maryanne. The elder of the
two seemed not just normal – I’m afraid he isn’t going to go very far
mentally – little Judy was bright enough but about the homeliest little thing I
ever saw.
I went to meeting Sunday – then in the afternoon went up to Mrs.
Johnsons. I returned the book on “Old St. David’s” had a lovely visit with
Nanna and Marguerite. Lise had come with Mr. and Mrs. Croll to New
Hampshire to see the children. They had two wins on Saturday so everyone
seemed very happy- Warren and Bobbie return next month – Corona is
growing so fast. She is real plump now and very cunning. We watched Mary
give her a bath and dress her then she was taken away for her nap. Next
week I have planned to paint furniture. Ginny has now decided to take the
two iron beds in the third floor front room – the bureau from Tom’s room
and the chiffonier from the third floor bathroom. They are to be old ivory
and she is going to put them in her room and just Ruth’s things in the guest
room. I think that is a good plan so I’ll try and get it done. We took down all
the kitchen curtains and they are washed and ready for me to iron. So next
week I’ll be very busy – the week after that I guess Mil and Maryanne will
be back. I hope so for the house is very lonely.
I forgot to mention that Palle came out a week ago. Stayed over night
but left before the party on Sunday as he was going to dinner with Chuck in
town somewheres.
Also Thalia has a little son,”John”named for both grandfathers – all
are well and I guess cousin Emma has joined the ranks of “proud
grandma’s”
Your program sounded very interesting. How fine to have so much of
interest there I hope the paints and pads were what you wanted. If you want
more let know and I’ll send them.
No more now, dear, as I must get this on its wayAll my love – dearWe miss you terribly –
Mother
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Home again –no letter from Ruth so have just phoned – she answered
sounded well and says all is well. I had a terrible dream about her last night
and had the jitters all day so can sleep well tonight. A letter from Bill tonight
–will enclose it – Ruth sent her love to you and many thanks for the “Art”
article said she would write soon.

Powellsville, Md.
26. X.1942
Dear Mother and Dad:
Sorry I was not able to attend Margaret’s wedding. We are not
allowed to leave camp before twelve noon on Saturday and could not make
train connections to get there by four so decided to stay.
Yesterday I spent at Baltimore Yearly Meeting. Saturday night at 10
pm I heard that someone was driving to Washington via Annapolis the next
morning so I decided to go along as far as Annapolis. I missed the Baltimore
trains by two minutes and instead of waiting for the next train (which would
make me late for the 9:45 round table discussion) I decided to hitch hike. We
left here at 5 am and I arrived at Park Avenue meeting at 9:50. Irene Pickard
led the group studying International Conditions. Had a nice talk with her and
she introduced me to Bliss Forbush who introduced me to his daughters
Wendy and Margery. Through them I met several of the Baltimore Young
Friends before their Meeting for Worship. Afterwards I saw Barnard Walton
and he introduced me to many of the Friends. All were most hospitable and
glad to see me and hear about the camp. Met Esther Foulke Sharples and her
husband; - Charles Pidgeon of Washington and others.
They insisted on having me as a guest of the Yearling Meeting and
wouldn’t let me pay for my diner. Dinner was delicious turkey and dressing,
roast potatoes, peas, gravy, jelly, ice cream, etc. I had had no breakfast so
was quite hungry. In the afternoon Barnard Walton spoke on Quaker
advancement I had to leave soon after five in order to get back to the ferry at
Annapolis where I met the boys at 7 pm and then returned to camp. I had a
wonderful day and wouldn’t have missed it for anything. The Forbushs
wanted me to stay at their house all night but I couldn’t. I ate diner with
Barnard Walton. He used to come to the luncheons at the CA at Penn last
year and we got to know each other quite well.
The slippers are fine – just what I wanted. I wear them a lot in the
evenings. Thanks for sending everything. Ask Palle to bring home my
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paintbrushes from Penn. I had three of them last summer. A large one,
medium and small though I think the small ones disappeared before I left.
Several new fellows have arrived and among them Robert Leech from
Pendle Hill whom I like a lot. He has made a study of Quakerism and
Quaker history and is vitally interested in all affairs of Friends. He has
visited Friends all over the country and in Canada. We expect a lot more to
arrive shortly.
Six of us from camp went to a church supper a week ago and met
several of the towns - people. When I heard that I was going to be sent here I
expected to see beautiful large estates, fox hunting etc. But that is all over on
the Chesapeake side of the Eastern Shore. This is a desolate country - run
down and abandoned farms, forest land and swamps. This is a great center
for lynchings, consequently there is not a colored family within eight miles
of Powellsville and Jim Malloy cannot leave camp. They have no use for
colored people here and let everyone know it. Many in this section can
neither read or write They don’t seem to mind us at all – in fact seem quite
friendly and glad to have the swamp drained. It is raining this afternoon and
we had to come in from work so I am trying to catch up on some
correspondence. We finally have electricity. To go without it for three weeks
makes one appreciate it all the more.
Monday night
Have just returned from our second concert and will enclose the
program. Another good violinist is arriving in camp tonight his name is
Noah Bieleski. Both he and Abram Kaminiski studied at the Curtis Institute.
I am certainly enjoying the Friends Intelligencer each week. You
ought to subscribe to it for yourselves. There is an interesting article on CPS
camps in their October 24th issue - an attack and a reply by Paul Furnas.
Some weekend soon I want to spend in Washington, D.C. and go to
the Florida Avenue Meeting.
Give my love to Ginny and Dave and Millie when she returns.
I bought a quart of paint and painted my section of the dorm (ivory). It
was orange and maroon stripes. Can you imagine!
With Love, Conrad.
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2,XI, 1942
Dear Mother and Dad:
When you receive this I will be digging potatoes at the old Patapsco
farm. Five of us are leaving here about 5:30 am tomorrow – in a truck and
driving to the farm outside of Baltimore where for three days we will pick
up the potatoes planted last spring for the camp. We will return to
Powellsville Friday night. I hope we will be able to go in to Baltimore
Wednesday and Thursday nights. If so I want to look up the Claggetts and
possibly call on the Forbush family. (they have five daughters you know!?)
However I can’t tell how we will feel after stooping over all day.
Everything here is the same as usual. I hope you will be able to come
down some weekend. Several parents were here on Sunday. Guest prices are
$.25 per night and $.25 per meal. The guest rooms are plain but comfortable
I think. This month we are expecting Bertram Pickard and Douglas Steere to
make visits here.
Received an announcement of the marriage of Margaretta Burleigh
and George Browning the other day. Also a nice letter from Joey.
Will write again shortly,
With all my love,
Conrad

Dear Mother and Dad:
I had a wonderful time on the return trip and everything worked out
fine. Met Henry Satterthwaite when I got on the train at Philadelphia. We
both had a grand time at home and agreed that it was worthwhile. You may
be interested to know what we had for dinner Friday night upon leaving
Patapsco. I fixed the grapefruit for the first course – cutting around each
section and cutting out the center which we filled with some vermouth
belonging to Spencer Heath in whose house we stayed and did our cooking.
Next came tomato soup with saltines. Leon Friedman, whose Father owns a
butcher shop brought the meat – two and a half huge pork chops each. Then
we had sweet potatoes, asparagus and corn, bread and real butter and apple
jelly; coffee; for desert we had the cake you made- which was delicious then
pumpkin pie and beer, finishing off with chocolate mints. A ten dollar
banquet I calls it! We washed the dishes, cleaned up the house and left the
farm at 6:45 pm. The ride back was very comfortable. The truck was loaded
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with potatoes which made the riding more smooth and we were able to
stretch out full length on blankets and sleep quite comfortably. We got back
here around 12:30.
Lots of company here this weekend. The parents and wife of one boy,
wife to be of another, and two other girls all made the camp seem quite gay.
It really looked good to see some girls around. The girl Jim Seegers is going
to marry next month gave me a copy of a woodcut she made of the old
Radnor meeting house. I had admired Jim’s copy of it so much that she
decided to give me one.
The curtains fit perfectly and look fine. They are just the right type for
such a place. I think I forgot to bring those addresses, Mother, which you
wrote out for me.
Will write again later on in the week.
With love,
Conrad
Sunday afternoon 8,XI, 1942
Wednesday
Dear Mother and Dad:
Sorry I have not written for so long a time. There is so much of
interest going on that I seldom can find time to sit down and concentrate on
a letter. But I realize how you must look forward to hearing from me, just as
I would like to hear from home.
Bertram Pickard was here for two days last week and gave an
interesting talk though I’m sure that all did not agree with his attitude
towards the war.
Abe Kaminsky and Margaret Danforth were married last Friday,
which was quite a surprise to everyone- including themselves I guess.
Margaret is our nurse you know. She is back with us again but only until the
AFSC can find someone to take her place then she hopes to move closer to
Abe who is now at Cheltenham, Maryland.
I am enclosing a program form Friday’s concert. It was very good, but
we all miss Abe’s violin. We miss Abe too. He has a wonderful spirit of love
and cooperation, which wins friends for him everywhere. I am glad for both
of them for he and Margaret are both such grand persons.
I worked in the kitchen all last week which I enjoyed very much.
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Douglas Steere arrived Monday night. He is staying until Friday working with us on project and joining discussion groups at night. It is
wonderful to have him here. Last night he read a poem written by Hamile
Long called, “Inter linear to Cabeza de Vaca” a very stirring poem. Then he
read from a book of plays about St. Francis by Lawrence Hausman and told
us about the life of St. Francis and about the Franciscan order. I have seldom
before felt so moved by anyone. I wish you could have heard him.
I wish I could put into words my joy of being here. Each day I feel I
have gained something.
Next weekend I shall try to write a real letter. This is just to let you
know that I am well and happy and thinking of both of you. I hope you will
be able to come down sometime for a visit.
With all my love,
Conrad
November , 1942
Dearest ConSo terribly sorry I didn’t get my letter off to you a week ago Sunday
as I planned but had Aunt Libby’s down to diner and it took me all day to
get it ready after meeting. Fanchon didn’t come to Meeting as I thought she
would in fact I didn’t see her again. Had a postal from her last week. She
wants your address. I brought Ginny home with another bad case of poison
ivy on Tuesday and they are still here – will be now until their heater is in.
Thursday I went up for Mil and Maryanne and brought them home. Naomi
came Friday night and Saturday. She and I kept Maryanne while everyone
else went to the Penn State game. We weren’t expecting anyone to supper as
I though Dad would take everyone out to supper and the movies. And to my
surprise all of Uncle Windy’s plus Dad , Mil and Palle arrived for supper –
so I did some hustling about. Made a huge pot of corn chowder, had ham
and eggs and cinnamon buns and we made out. Sunday Dad brought home a
little turkey hen. I was just in the midst of stuffing it when I just got so dizzy
and sick. I couldn’t stand up. I sewed up my bird and had Ruth Thomas here
– so just had to give up and after five or six chills went to bed. I thought it
was grippe, but Dr. says it’s a bad throat infection and also my blood
pressure is below 100. As he said terribly terribly low. So I guess I’ve got to
slow up for a while – but of all weeks to be down it’s just too much. I hear
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little Maryanne running about calling me and I don’t dare answer for fear
she’ll try to come in and the Dr. says it’s very contagious.
That perfectly delightful Betty Meelor called me up the day after you
left. She was home for the weekend. She is so delightful to talk to and it
made me so happy to hear all the lovely things she said about you.
It was wonderful seeing you dear. I told Palle all about it. I think he
brought the paintbrushes but I’ll have to look up in his room as I didn’t see
him after I was taken sick. Rich and Clara came down Sunday night but I
didn’t see them. I was really knocked out. I’m much better so don’t worry
and I’ll write more latter. I found your fountain pen. Will send it to you. It
was in an old pair of work pants.
All my love dear,
Mother
November 21, 1942
Dearest Con –
We enjoyed your letter so much – and I’m so pleased to know you had
the thrill of a few days visit with Douglas Steere. He is the one I’ve talked so
much to you about and have always been so interested in hearing. Strange
but I’m sure I heard him read the Houseman book of St. Francis at Pendle
Hill. One summer several years ago Douglass Steere used to read aloud
under the trees on certain afternoons and I went over on several occasions.
He reads wonderfully and is such a deeply spirited person. I would rather
listen to him than any of the Quaker speakers I have heard. He belongs to
Radnor Meeting.
I am up again. This was the worst set back I’ve had in a long time, but
it also had its good side – for at last I’ve found a doctor who is interested
enough to try and find out what is the matter. We called Dr. Miller – the one
who has that lovely house at the head of Contention Lane. He reminds both
Dad and me of Rae. He has the same way of going about things. As soon as
he took my blood pressure he said, “This is terrible”. Later he told Dad he
knew he had to get busy at once for it was dangerously low – down to 70
and there was something else ominous about the pulse. Whatever he gave
me did the trick and now the thing is to get some strength into me. He said I
had a bad “strep” infection of the throat. Said it had probably been there for
several weeks. Well this is all dreadfully dull reading but the result is that I
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am being fed vitamins and a lot of other stuff. I have two table leaves
between the mattress and the springs, which he feels will help support my
back and let me sleep better and I think it helps a lot. Then he wants me to
wear a brace while I work. So it does seem as though I’d get some help and
the medicine he’s giving has helped very much. The best thing too is that
Dad likes Dr. Miller as much as I do. So now we are not helpless if we need
some medical attention.
I want to get down to see you. Betty Meelor suggested we come by
bus which sounds good. I have so many things to talk over with you. When
would be a good time to come? We cold leave Saturday afternoon and spend
some time and return Sunday afternoon. Perhaps it would be best for you to
let us know the best time and then we’ll try and come.
Palle brought your brushes and instruments out Saturday. I put the
fountain pen in I found and Dad mailed the box yesterday. I hope that it
arrives all ship shape. Another thing I want you to tell me about the corduroy
breeches – what size to get- give me all the measurements and I’ll get it right
this time.
The soya bean crop is a good one. They were working on them and getting
along so well when the machine broke down and so are held up again.
Mr. Sandes is taking a great deal of sod from the meadow- two acres
are gone and more being cut. That is quite a profitable bit for us.
Dave’s heater is now in and I hope working well. They went home on
Wednesday (my birthday). I had such a nice letter from Ruthanna this week
- also Billy. Mil and Maryanne go back to Detroit tonight. I guess it’s been a
long time for Bill. He is very generous with us to share his family as he
does. Dr. Wanner bought Mil new rugs for all over their house – 2 plain soft
green broadlooms for the downstairs and a figured one for her bedroom- also
a beautiful new easy chair for their living room. So with the furniture Mil is
having sent out from her home- she should be nicely fixed. I shall miss
Maryanne very much – she’s such a darling baby.
Aunt Libby has been quite ill with a cold for a week- but is better
now. Yesterday Miss Rawn and Cousin Sallie called and before they left
Cousin Martha MacFarland came. She said to give you a great deal of love
and started stretching out her hands farther and farther – she said just tell
him his Cousin Martha loves him more and more and then I met Mrs. Hess
last night who asked all about you. She asked for your address for Ruth so
she could write you. I had a long talk (just had another) with Clara. She and
Richie were here Sunday night. She just called as I was writing and you
know what that means- but I’m so fond of her I always wish I had the time
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to talk at length. Richie is starting on anatomy now which he is finding very
interesting.
Dear- much as I hate to stop I’ll just have to- the morning is pretty
well gone and my work still to do. Write us when the best time would be to
come down and we’ll try to come and you will be up soon again I hope.
If you are not here for Xmas Dad is thinking of taking his extra week
then and we’ll go out to Milwaukee with Ruth. I know I must get away for a
bit – and I’ll stay on awhile after he returns. We’ll close up here and Dad
will stay with Aunt Libby and I’ll visit Ruthanna for awhile – perhaps you
can come home for your birthday and stay a few days then. Anyway no
plans are finished yet –
Loads of love dear – don’t try to write long letters if you are busy. We
do love to hear- but I feel a very great contentment about you now for I
know you are were you belong – and we both know we don’t have a waking
moment that we aren’t thinking of each other and it somehow keeps you
very close to me.
I love you.
Mother
Powellsville, Maryland Monday evening November 23, 1942
Dearest Mother,
I received your letter today and was very sorry to hear of your illness.
When I was home last I though you seemed quite tired and then when I
didn’t hear from home for so long I wondered if you were not well. However
I am glad that you have found a good doctor trust. Please take Dr. Miller’s
advise and take care of your self. You know I’m sure, how much we all love
you and want you to keep yourself well above all else. For what does it
matter how nice the house looks if you are not well?
I must confess that I didn’t think of the 18th as your birthday until the
next morning and then it was too late to do anything about it. Down here we
are apt to lose all sense of time – I hardly even think of dates anyway. But I
do want you to know and I’m sure you do – that I am thinking of you each
day and love you.
I wish I could tell you all the wonderful things that Douglas Steere
said while here. The significance of our work stay in CPS will not be in the
work accomplished by us out on project, he said, but in the development of
the individual – in the strengthening of our inner resources.
There are so many fine boys here I want you to meet. Howard Lutz
and Bob Leech are two young convinced Friends – thought their approaches
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are different. Howard just came from Haverford College where he came
under the influence of Douglas Steere. I think he will become one of the
leading Friends of the future. Bob is very much wrapped up in 18th century
Quakerism at present and is more of a mystic than Howard. He tends to be a
little dogmatic and too insistent on Quaker Doctrine – but that is because of
his tremendous enthusiasm for the Quaker way of life.
One of my best friends is Franklin Watkins who plays the piano so
beautifully. We spent yesterday afternoon reading poetry out loud to each
other. I am quite attached to Giles Gamble and play with him a lot and take
walks with him. He said to me in such a pathetic little voice “Conrad, you
aren’t going to go away on detached service are you? I don’t want you to go
Conrad.” I assured him that I wasn’t planning to do so at present. This
evening I stayed with Giles while Arthur and Aida were in Salisbury - read
poetry to him - which he loves- until his bedtime and then started this letter.
Mrs Gamble is a delightful woman everyone loves her. I want you to know
her too.
I don’t think you and Dad should come down this weekend for the
guest rooms are filled up. However if you could possibly come the following
weekend ( Dec 5th & 6th) you could have a room to yourselves which Mrs.
Gamble will reserve for you. I would love to see you and hope that you can
come. I might return with you for a week’s furlough at that time. I think I
will remain here over Christmas - though I will certainly miss the Christmas
season at home. It is always my favorite season. I hope we never lose the
true significance of it.
I find that daily meditation is very helpful to me here. I never before
got so much out of meeting as I have here. Perhaps that is due to the fact that
the meeting is so small and all feel united in spirit. I came across a lovely
prayer a few days ago – a quotation from Dean Cresham, who ever he is.
“Let me give so much time to the improvement of myself, that I shall have
no time to criticize others.” Is it not a beautiful thought? It came from the
Scattergood calendar which you used to treasure. I think I shall buy several
this year to give away at Christmas time.
I told you in my last letter about Abe and Margaret Kaminsky. Since
then we have received a nice letter from Abe in which he says: “As most of
you know, CPS has been a tremendous experience in my life that I will
always look back to with much gratitude. It has meant a great deal both
spiritually and otherwise to be with you all and share mutual doubts, hopes
and aspiration. I’m grateful to you all for helping me to grow and for your
many kindnesses. It was such a joy to work and to share music with you
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also. Thank you for all you gave. Thank you for friendship that broaden and
strengthened me. Thank you for the search for truth I saw in your hearts.”
That is enough I think to give you some good idea of his character.
One of our newer fellows here is an interesting person I had a long
talk with him Saturday night though he is apt to scare one at first he really
has some fine ideas. I say “scare” because his hair stands straight up, his
teeth are decayed and he can hardly see and when he talks he shouts at you
while standing only a few feet in front of you. In spite of his appearance and
the fact that he s an absolute anarchist, a Trotskyite and a hater of all
organized religion I found that I agreed with him on a great many things –
especially on his ideas of God. He thinks God (which term he hates to use
because it is so often misused) as a great force towards truth working
everywhere and in everyone. He does not call himself a Christian – even
though he looks on Christ as one of the greatest of all humans because he
feels that by doing so he would be limiting himself to Christianity whereas
he sees truth in all the other religions and by the same token would have to
call himself a Buddhist or a Confucist or a Ghandiite or a Tagoreite.
Incidentally he thinks Tagore the greatest of modern men and Ghandi. He
does not believe in group religion. Group meditation or any organized
worship but he does have a very deep personal religion I am sure. Once you
tie yourself down to any one group no matter how much truth that group has
in it, still you are narrowing your outlook and limiting the scope of your
understanding. Of course I don’t agree with Ted on all of this but t is worth
thinking about. One of our greatest mistakes as Quakers is thinking that we
alone are on the right path. We must constantly endeavor to widen our
horizons, I think and try to see the other person’s views. That is the one
thing I have learned since coming into CPS where there are so many people
with totally different outlooks and attitudes on life – yet with the same goal
in view.
It is now past midnight and I must stop. I could easily continue but will save
some thoughts for another letter.
With all my love, Conrad
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November 30, 1942
Con dear- Thank you so much for your wonderful letter and that lovely
affirmation. I should have written you several days ago but have been unable
to decide what to do about the weekend of the sixth but I believe now that it
will be best for us not to come down. I can’t seem to get rid of this last siege
of the grippe and I really don’t feel equal to going away – but Con can’t you
get up next Saturday night the 5th and stay as long as you have days. I figure
you have about a week and then the weekend – do try and come- it will be so
wonderful to have you. Maybe Dad will add a bit to this but I think I’ll go to
bed and write more later this week. Try and find a minute to write to Sue
Dorothy a note. She asked me if you rec’d her letter at meeting today. And
by the way did you get the box with the paint brushes etc.
Loads of love dear- I’ll write more later.
Affectionately,
Mother

Dear Con,
Mother and I got tickets for Chicago on the Trailblazer December
22 . They were sold out for the 23rd the night I wanted to leave. I will take
the balance of my vacation and get back home just before New Years but
your Mother will stay on for a visit with Ruthanna. I had just written to her
when Mr. Lutz called on the phone to let us know they had made a weekend
trip to Powellsville and tell us you were enjoying life there.
Lots of love,
Father.
nd
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December 10 Thursday AM
Dear Mother and Dad,
Just a note to let you know that I got back to Camp O.K. I had to walk
about 10 miles before anyone gave me a lift so I was feeling pretty tired got
here at eleven PM
Had a wonderful time on furlough, but didn’t the days go by quickly!
With love, Conrad

Powellsville, Md. Monday eve 14.XII. 1942
Dear Mother and Dad:
I suppose you are wondering what has become of me. I wrote a
postcard to you the morning following my return to camp then forgot to mail
it. Did not have time to do anything over the weekend for I was on kitchen
crew. Today I was out on the project once again. The air was cold and crisp
so it felt good to be swinging an axe. Nothing exciting has been going on
here – no new campers or visitors.
I am enjoying the books I purchased with the money Aunt Elizabeth
gave me for my birthday - especially the Conversation of Brother Lawrence.
Ted and Isabelle Peters who visited us several weeks ago gave fifteen
copies of the new Friends Hymnal to the camp recently. We used them last
night for the first time at Sunday evening vespers. Glenn Ogden read from
Isaiah - the story of the nativity and we sang Christmas carols. The Peters
run the College Settlement of Philadelphia.
I have to cut this short now but I shall write again before you leave for
Milwaukee.
With love, Conrad
Powellsville, Md. Thursday 17.XII mo. 1942
Dear Mother and Dad:
We had our first snow yesterday- but it didn’t last long. The swamp is
too full of water to work in so we have been working around the camp –
digging out stumps of dead trees – raking leaves and cleaning up.
Big news today! The Gambles are leaving camp December 29 and
Russell Freeman former assistant director will take over the job of Director
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with Jack Hollister as his assistant. Russ and Jack both attended the school
for future directors at Pendle Hill and Washington for 5 weeks. I’m sure he
will make a good director. He left camp today to be married Saturday. His
bride is teaching Italian at Smith College but she has stopped her work there
and will return to camp with Russ.
I will be sorry to see Arthur and Aida go I like them both so very
much. They are returning to Philadelphia. Arthur will resume his former
position in the Civilian Public Service branch of the AFSC. He was sent to
Patapsco I understand as only as a temporary Director in order to get the
camp on its feet and some sort of order. They will live in Media. I hope that
when Mother returns from the West you can invite them over to the farm
some weekend. You will both like them very much. Giles will start back to
school again I suppose. The camp won’t seem the same with the Gambles
gone - at least for me.
I have been trying to write some Christmas letters. I ‘m not sending
any cards or presents but I am trying to write a few letters – which I have
dressed up a bit with a block print and greeting done by Paul Wilhelm. I
have about twenty to write still – with only a brief note on each.
Our dog and cat pound is still increasing. All the ill cats and dogs in
the neighborhood come and camp on our door. Last weekend three boys
were in Salisbury and found a poor half starved police puppy wandering the
streets with a broken leg. They brought him back to camp and took up a
collection. Everyone contributed a nickel or a dime until we had enough to
have the dog’s leg set and put into a cast by a vet. Now the dog is very
happy and full of pep – an affectionate dog and grateful too.
Would you ask Dave or Ginny to send me the two green army
blankets which I had at Middlebury. I know you will be rushed with last
minute packing and arrangements so just ask them to send them. I have three
blankets thinner than those at home and it is getter pretty cold now. The
camp has run out of blankets and we need some more. No new boys can
come because there are no blankets left.
I am certainly glad that you will be having Christmas dinner with
Ruthanna and Tom. Give them both my love and have a very Merry
Christmas. We are planning to have a swell time here. Someone donated
turkeys for our Christmas Dinner so we’ll have a real Christmas with all the
trimming. Love, Conrad
P.S. I don’t think I ever gave you our telephone number It is Willards -2119
through the Salisbury Md. Exchange. In case anything should go wrong you
could call me on the phone – otherwise just write.
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I am adding the Christmas touch to the front of this letter to show you
what my Christmas Letters look like.
Loads of Love, Conrad
CPS Camp 52 Powellsville, Md.
Wednesday night December 30 1942
Dear Mother,
I finally received your wonderful Christmas package last night, having
given up all hope of its getting here. What a grand surprise! The cookies are
very good and the books just what I wanted. Everything so beautifully
wrapped too. Please don’t feel badly about their late arrival for I can enjoy it
now still more than over last weekend when we had so much in the way of
things to eat.
I never spent such a happy Christmas. Everyone cooperated in making
it a joyful time. There were only forty of us here in camp from Thursday
afternoon until Sunday night so it was quite different from our usual hundred
and twenty which is our size right now. Thursday afternoon was full of
excitement as the whole camp was waiting for the clock to reach five
o’clock. Six carloads of boys pulled out at five and soon after about thirty
more left by bus. And from then on the Christmas spirit prevailed in camp. I
was on the kitchen crew with Evan Davis, Jesse Mock and Robin Harvey
and two others who appeared at times – but the four of us had loads of fun in
the kitchen where we practically lived from Thursday till Sunday. Thursday
night (Christmas Eve) I gave a party in our dorm inviting all in the dorm and
a few others including Arthur and Aida Gamble Mar Wiser – wife of one of
the boys and one guest. There were seventeen in all. I was sorry could not
invite the whole camp but I just couldn’t. It was a real nice Christmas party.
I shall never forget it. After everyone left on Thursday Ray Feires and I got
busy and fixed up our part of the dorm – moving back beds to make a living
room which we arranged with chairs and rugs from all over the rest of the
dorm. We had a beautiful little pine tree with red balls like ours at home. We
found a low coffee table in the shop which looked very well with three
candles on it and a nice arrangement of pine cones. When we had the whole
place lit with candlelight and decorated with branches of pine and holly. I
had bought 8 bottles of 7-Up and a pint of Calverts Reserve which we served
for the drinks along with the two fruitcakes sent to me by Bill Taylor and
several plates of cheese and crackers and caramels etc. We had loads to eat
and every one was in a gay humor. The Gambles enjoyed it particularly I
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think. You see, there is hardly any drinking in camp and always secretive
when there is any so when I of all people threw a party and invited the
Gambles into the dorm which was unheard of previously, it was considered
quite daring. I enjoyed it immensely for I knew the Gambles wouldn’t mind
and that Arthur has his own private stock here in camp probably. Anyway it
was amusing to see the reactions of everyone and it is still providing a
subject of conversation. Different ones told stories of Christmas experiences
and I read out loud a story of a Christmas spent on an isolated island off the
coast of Alaska by Rockwell Kent and his small son. The story was very
appropriate for it told how Christmas can be enjoyed no matter where one is.
So much for Thursday night.
Friday was Christmas day. We had a fine turkey dinner with all the
trimmings. We decided that instead of the usual small tables for eight, we
would join six tables into one large one around which we sat - forty four of
us for dinner. Breakfast each day of the weekend was at 9:30 AM . Dinner
about 1:30 and supper at 6:00 PM
Mr. Gamble bought plum puddings for our Christmas dinner desert
and Arthur poured apple brandy over it and set them on fire. The table was
set with candles and pine arrangements and all around the walls of the dining
room we had large cans cut in half lengthwise with candles inside it was
very pretty. Also we had a red cedar tree trimmed with electric bulbs and
strings of popcorn and regular Christmas tree balls and tinsel.
The Gambles were lovely to us all weekend. How I will miss them.
They left yesterday afternoon for Media. I will tell about that later on though
for I must finish the weekend first.
Christmas night we had a big party for the whole camp. Germantown
Friends Meeting had sent a huge package of presents which Mrs. Gamble,
Stan Yarnall and Robin Harry spent two days wrapping into individual gifts
for each camper. They were all under the tree Friday night and we had a
wonderful time opening them. Two presents for each person and such lovely
presents I got two Irish linen handkerchiefs and a package of candy. Others
received interwoven socks, books, candy, caps gloves etc. It was a very real
surprise and we all were quite happy over it.
Afterwards another big spread with punch and cookies and crackers
and jam for all. Then singing of carols till nearly midnight. After all had
gone back to the dorms to bed, six of us lingered on talking till far into the
night on every subject from religion to rather questionable stories. I didn’t
get to bed until four AM and was awakened again at eight by a terrible
dogfight in our dorm. Hitler and One Spot have become bitter enemies for
weeks and this last week little Gertrude caused them to be even greater
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enemies. Well the dogs jumped up on the bed of Vincil Stein and he had to
jump to one end of the bed while trying to push them off. Spot grabbed him
by the arm but Hitler attacked from the rear and Spot let go to defend
himself. The battle continued still fiercer on the bed till the bed finally
collapsed and the legs snapped shut tightly with Spot caught inside. His leg
was broken by then and he tried to pull the bed out the door. Vince then shot
him with a gun he used for target practice and thus ended the fight. Poor
Gertie came tearing up to the upper end of the dorm and hid under bed when
the fight began.
Everyone was glad the dog was shot because he was very dangerous
and had attacked Mrs. Gamble twice in the past week. He had a warped
mind I think for he would slink around with a wicked gleam in his eye.
Well, that woke us all up properly and I spent the day in the kitchen
preparing food all day. Saturday night we had fish for dinner which I fried.
Around four I began for the first time to feel tired so I didn’t eat any dinner
that night. We had so much to eat every meal – too much. I was sick of
looking at food.
That night we had a meeting back in our dorm with Coert Rylaarsdam
professor of the Old Testament at New Brunswick Theological Seminary
who was here the whole weekend. He is a dandy person - much like
Douglas Steere in his whole outlook on life and on the CPS system. Didn’t
get to bed till after midnight that night either. Mrs Gamble was here for the
meeting, which we had in the dorm to make it more informal. Sunday was a
quieter day. We changed menus each day to suit ourselves – For dinner we
prepared pork chops corn papos-y-sasa. Chops fried first then covered with a
layer of mashed potatoes ½ inch thick, which was lined by a fork into little
ridges then put into the oven and browned and sprinkled with paprika and
salt. Besides this fancy dish we had sauerkraut, sweet potatoes and peas –
bread, coffee and peaches for desert. What luxury!
This was more a country club on the weekend. Sunday afternoon from
3:30 till 5:00 PM was the only time off the kitchen crew had all the time but
we enjoyed it so much it didn’t matter. Sunday night for supper we had a
real Swedish smorgasbord made up of food from Germantown (Coulter St.
Meeting), all sorts of cookies and crackers jams spreads (minced ham
spreads and Roquefort Cheese spread) peanut butter, real guava jelly – all
kinds of candies, sardines etc. with oyster stew as the main dish. We were
just stuffed and all agreed that it was one of the best Christmas seasons we
had ever known.
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Enough for now. The holidays are over and we are still resting up
from it. I told this in detail so you would know what a happy time we had
and not feel regretful over the package. I can enjoy it more now.
Lots of love to you all,
Conrad
Milwaukee, January 4, 1943
Con dear,
Your grand long letter arrived Sat. & needless to say was read and
reread by us all. I’m so sorry about the late arrival of the box. I did it that
way to be sure the cookies would be fresh, but can imagine how terribly
stale they must have been by the 30th. Well it can’t be helped so that is that –
at least it finally arrived and so did the one sent out to Detroit with all
Maryanne’s things I’d made. I sewed every day last week. I’m very slow
about it. There is so much to get done for Jinny now that I didn’t finish at
home. I’ll probably it done here. The days pass very quickly. So far Tom
hasn’t budged from his chair – except to eat or go out for a little while. Ruth
said Saturday she thought he’d go to vocational school today –but he is still
here so I guess that’s out. It’s a very serious thing – for no one can help him
but himself and I personally don’t believe he’ll ever stir himself as long as
he’s fed, clothed, and every want provided for. It’s too bad it had to happen
to Ruth, but she is still very much in love with him so there’s nothing
anyone can say or do.
We now have eighteen lambs at the farm. They had Dave on the run
all the afternoon before Xmas – also a calf arrived – so I guess he was
surprised when he finally reached home to find Jinny was all right.
Your account of the dogfight was a scream. Was “little Gertrude” the
dog the boys brought home with the broken leg? You were all pretty lucky
to escape being bitten badly – poor Spot- but those things just happen
sometimes.
We had a very lovely Christmas day at Mrs. Duncan’s with presents
for everyone under the tree – a delicious dinner and a very enjoyable time. In
the evening they all came over here. The next day it poured all day so we
stayed home – played bridge and visited. Sunday Ruthanna had ten for
dinner. She served them buffet style and did everything so easily – a huge
spinach ring- carrots around outside edge and creamed sweetbreads and
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mushrooms in the middle- coffee – plum pudding with hard sauce. Later in
the day we went over to some friends and spent the rest of the evening there.
Dad left Monday morning. I’ll enclose his letters so you can hear
about his trip to Detroit. He must have been very tired. The rest of the week
I spent puttering around – get dinner at night - which is very easy - and sew
and read through the day.
Tom and I have started work on the dough tray. I have it pretty well
sanded now and after we putty up holes and glue it in places – it should be
ready for the finishing.
Must stop now as I must get some work done before I leave to meet
Ruth downtown at the doctor’s. We’re both going to have a liver and iron
injection. Will write more later.
Much love to you dear –
Affectionately,
Mother

January 8th 1943
Dear Dad:I think I enjoyed last weekend more than any since I came to camp. It
was just what I needed to offset the after-Christmas let down.
The bus was crowded as far as Dover, Delaware but from there on to
Salisbury everyone had a seat. The P and W connection was fine I didn’t
have to wait at all. It was necessary to stand up from Philadelphia to
Wilmington and then down to Smyrna, Del. But it was worth it to me
considering the weekend. I certainly enjoyed seeing you all.
Our working days have been extended from five and a half to six days
a week so that practically cuts out weekend leaves from camp. I was
fortunate in taking advantage of the last weekend. I am planning to take
three days furlough January 22, 23 and 24 in order to attend the annual
meeting of the American Young Friends Fellowship. Young Friends from all
over the country will be there and many from C.P.S. So it should be a good
opportunity to get to know more of them and their activities. I can tell you
my plans latter on – Friday night I want to spend at Pendle Hill if possible.
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I had a letter from Aunt Emma today telling of her new granddaughter and of David’s visit home before being sent aboard ship. I was so
glad he was able to see his daughter before leaving.
Also had a letter from Mother yesterday with several other letters
enclosed. She seems to be enjoying her visit with Ruthanna and Tom.
Beginning Monday night I am going to take a course in auto
mechanics which is being offered two nights a week for a period of four
weeks. The course will be fairly concentrated and will require quite a bit of
study – I suppose. At least it will for me for I know nothing about
mechanics. It should be quite valuable therefore.
Sometime in February a First Aid course will be started. Many had
one at Patapsco but now there are new fellows who wish to learn first-aid.
The new Director seems to be making out all right so ar. Mrs.
Freeman is quite nice – but it will be difficult for her to fill Mrs. Gamble’s
place. I had a letter from Mrs. Gamble yesterday. She seems to like her new
surroundings, but says that it is hard to buy food now. Arthur Gamble came
home from the C.P.S. offices in Philadelphia after his first day to announce
that he was leaving that night for the Camp in Kane, Pa. To “Straighten out a
situation.” He expects to send most of his time in the central office, though,
when he returns from Kane. I hope that you will be able to meet him
sometime.
Did I tell you while home that I had a nice letter from Bernard
Walton? He sent me a calendar as well.
Give my love and thanks to the Saloms for the wonderful time I had. I
sure did pick the right weekend to come home. Thanks again for the money,
too. I was running rather short..
With love, Conrad
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Milwaukee January 18, 1943
Con dearest –
I am so on the mountain top tonight that I can hardly bear it. I have
had a complete day of such unadulterated joy and soul refreshing – that I can
hardly write about it.
In the first place I have fund the most wonderful little group of
Friends – largely German – meeting each week on Wednesday evening at
the home of Mrs. Thierman. They are just about to organize into a
preparative meeting under the wing of the Evanston Illinois Friends
Meeting. Ruth and I went together week before last and last Wednesday I
went alone. Mrs. Thierman has two sons –one Ian who is in a CO camp in
California – and the other Stephen (Haverford ’39) who left today for a CO
camp in Oregon. Of course I haven’t seen Ian, but Stephen is wonderful. A
year and five months ago he gathered a little group together (about fifteen)
and as their leader has kept them growing in a way that is beautiful and
stimulating. I’ve never known before a group so eager and enthusiastic.
Ruthann said instead of older groups trying to help them on their feet, they
should go out into older Quaker meetings and show them the way. Ian has
recently been in Washington taking the camp director course. I think Jack or
your new director was there at the same time –ask him- Ian is directing the
camp he is in at present. I don’t know if it is permanent, but at any rate he is
acting in that capacity. There is a young boy just about to go to a CO camp
in the group. He isn’t certain at present just where he is going and
Wednesday night a young man was at meeting who is on detached service
somewhere – I think Ohio or Indiana. Anyway he is being used in the
altitude cold and nutrition tests.
An Ann Willis and a Dr. Taylor from Evanston were here the time
Ruth and I just attended. Ann turned out to be a member of Gwynedd
Meeting - a Swarthmore girl- and a great friend of Jean Walton’s. It was all
very wonderful to me to meet with them. Mrs. Thierman told me to send
greetings to you all from the Milwaukee group. I wish you would take time
to send a letter here telling them of your days in camp and expressing some
of the many thoughts and subjects of discussions you all engage in. Tell
Robert Leach none of us would need harbor any dread of the future of
Quakerism among the youth if older groups could catch some of the
enthusiasm of these Friends. They have been so wonderful to me and their
interest in the C. O. Camps is so genuine and eager that I do wish you would
write – maybe just a letter for me that I might read to them and mention
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them and their concern for Powellsville. If Haverford could only send out
more and more Steve Thiermans. He is just a splendid boy and I believe
will make a great leader. I sat right behind them in church yesterday
morning. My heart ached for his mother- I could well know- her thoughts as
they worshipped there together for the last time for perhaps a long- long time
– and somehow I knew that probably as never before in their years together
they both felt a oneness with God – and they were strengthened in their love
for each other. Comfort and strength would be theirs as it was ours in the
knowledge that he was setting forth in the world carrying the banner of love
and goodwill – to all people and she was carrying on at home –secure in the
knowledge she had borne and given to the world a son who had dedicated
his life to service God and man.
And now to return to my beginning –such a day –starting with a
sermon by Dr. A.J. Muste at the Methodist Church here. Dr. Muste is I think
Secretary of the F.O.R. [Fellowship of Reconciliation]. He is a great
preacher – labor leader and pacifist. His morning sermon was “The Basis of
Assurance.” In the afternoon he again spoke at another church in town. This
time his sermon was “After the War- What?” It would be difficult for me to
say which of the two I cared more about. I have never heard a stronger
challenge to the people and one so easy to understand and so (at least to me)
just downright sensible. I wish I had taken better notes in order to pass them
on to you or at least write up adequately a brief review of it all. In both
morning and evening he stressed the necessity of a complete and unreserved
commitment to belief in God and the power and energy which might be
derived from faith in him. He emphasized how we learn in the process of
living. We can’t learn all the rules and after that go out and just put them in
practice- but rather we learn by living the rules. He deplored the person who
was always wobbly in his stand whatever group he joined himself in. Both in
the morning and afternoon he emphasized the point that there should never
be reconciliation in our stand for the real issues. He affect “We shall know
the truth and it will set us free.” However he brought out the necessity for
tolerance and understanding of another’s views. He said, “We must see other
men as searchers for truth – see his truth and give due weight to it and
respect him and his fidelity to truth as he sees it.”
He said we are so apt to feel sure we’re right that often we can’t
accept another’s position and our voices rise and rise in heated attempts to
bolster up our position indicating not that we don’t accept his position- but
showing clearly we are not sure of our own position in the matter and the
degree to which we let our voices rise shows clearly the weakness of our
own decision.
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I wonder if this is making sense for you.
He told a good story of a preacher who had a habit in writing his
sermons of leaving a wide margin on either side of his writing so as to give
him space to fill in with additional thoughts as he reread his work before
delivering his sermon from the pulpit. One day he was going over what he
had written and he came to a paragraph he had written. He read it and was
puzzled – what had he meant by it? He read it again – more puzzled – a
third reading only brought more bewilderment so he scribbled on the margin
”Not so clear – holler like the dickens”.
He said never in the History of the World has there been such a
release of hatred as will be released on the next Armistice Day.
He spoke of an article (I think by the Editor of the New Republic) in
Harper’s in which he says “Miraculously we have been given a second
chance.” We failed completely to bring about the things we were supposed
to be fighting the First World War for and now we have a second chance.
Pearl Buck recently in an address in N. Y. said ‘Why are we not comforted
by the news today? The Allied nations are in the saddle now but as Vice
President Wallace recently said, “All signs are pointing in the wrong
direction.” In other words the war method is wrong again end – the two
situations of victor and vanquished. If only we could offer to all nations now
complete reconciliation and could introduce the element of a common
repentance he spoke of the great energy that will be given us if we work for
a goal that Christ would want.
He said the war method must be completely rejected.
[Letter seems to end there with no closing]
Powellsville, Md.
January 25, 1943
Dearest Mother,
The unusually long silence on my part has been unintentional. The
weeks have flown by so quickly that I can scarcely believe that I last wrote
you December 30th.
I, too, have been on that mountaintop you spoke of in your last letter.
So it seems that we have been together in spirit if not in person or through
correspondence. You know now what I mean when I say that I am filled to
overflowing with that same feeling of joy and hopefulness which you have
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experienced. The months I have spent in camp in the fellowship of such
young men as you have met in the Milwaukee Meeting has opened my eyes
to many things. I can see how empty my life has been in the past and I feel
humble and grateful that I am now being permitted to see the light and
examine the actual presence of God.
This past week has been a particularly full one. Ruth Seabury visited
our Camp over the weekend of the 17th remaining until Tuesday. A
remarkable woman! She has devoted her life to a better understanding of all
races – traveling about all over the world meeting and living with people of
other races; representing various organizations of this country in conferences
in India, China and Geneva. The talk she gave to us last Monday night in
camp was one of the most inspiring and challenging talks I have heard in
years. She told us among other things, of an hour spent in conversation with
Gandhi in which he told her that Christians have in their possession the
greatest documents of all time and a few of them know it or realize its
importance. That is the sermon on the Mount. Gandhi himself reads it once
each week and made Ruth Seabury promise to do the same.
Ruthanna may have met Ruth Seabury for she lives on Beacon Street,
Boston. Living with her is a negro girl – a Japanese and a Russian Family.
One of her acquaintances and a woman who has traveled over the world with
her is an African princess whom she thinks is one of the world’s greatest
woman of today and yet is almost unknown to the white race.
Enough about Ruth Seabury. I worked in the kitchen once again last
week and baked my first bread - successfully. Also I cooked scrapple for
120 men as it should be cooked – crisp and crunchy. You can imagine the
state I was in after standing over a hot stove watching 120 slices of scrapple
all at once. I was worn out and couldn’t eat any myself. I cooked Spanish
rice and several other tasty dishes.
Thursday, after 5 pm I left camp for three days furlough in
Philadelphia – to attend the annual meeting of the American Young Friends
Fellowship Meeting in Philadelphia at the same time were the American
Friends Fellowship Council and the Friends World Committee for
consultation.
The activities of the Fellowship Council are 1 new and united
meetings, 2 wider Quaker fellowship, 3 inter-visitation, 4 publications and 5
American Young Friends Fellowship.
Robert Leech had told me of this conference and urged me to attend
and I am certainly glad I took his advice. This is one group which knits
together all branches of Friends in America – and all the scattered groups –
independent meetings etc.
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Bob’s father died last Wednesday and he had to go home immediately
and could not attend. He had looked forward to the meeting for so many
weeks. He had invited me to spend the first night at Pendle Hill with him
and had written ahead to tell them to expect me. I have wanted to visit
Pendle Hill for a long time so I decided to go there directly from camp.
Each time I leave camp I have such good luck that I just know it can’t
last so Thursday night I was sure I would get stuck and have to take a bus or
train. I left camp with a boy who was driving to Annapolis. He took me to
Bridgeville Delaware – at 70 miles per hour – where I began to hitchhike.
Along came a big Cadillac within five minutes which took me to the door of
Pendle Hill – again at 70 miles an hour all the way. We even stopped at
Dover for dinner and arrived at Pendle Hill at 9:00 P.M.
They were expecting me at Pendle Hill and I had a good time. I slept
in a bed next to a Japanese boy from the west coast who was very interesting
to meet. Friday morning I spent at Pendle Hill meeting the different ones
there. Hans Buchnigra is there - a young German Quaker with a brilliant
mind and wonderful spirit. Then I walked over to Media and had lunch with
Aida Gamble and her son Erling who has been living in Ohio on a farm. He
is 18 years old – very fine looking- tall and husky (6 ft. 2 in) He has just
received his questionnaire and Form 47 for CO classification. We walked
over to school and met Giles at 3:00 P.M. Then I had to leave for
Philadelphia for registration was at 5:30 at 1515 Cherry. I got there at the
end of their AFSC meeting. The first person I saw was Wm.Bacon Evans
who came over to greet me. The Mrs. Howard Ellington saw me from a
distance and came running to invite me to spend the night at their home in
Germantown. I couldn’t help accepting the invitation for they are both such
lovely persons and Mrs. Ellington would hear of no other plans. Dinner was
served at the Whittier. I sat with Mrs. Longshore and her son Alan –Carol
Ritchie and Franklin Wood. Met an “old girl of Dad’s” as she called herself
– Mrs Coale who was a Bartlett. Friday night at Race Street Meeting House
was our first meeting of the Young Friends Fellowship. Young Friends from
all over the country were there. From Iowa –Indiana, New England, North
Carolina etc. A fine group I thought.
For the first time I met Canby Jones – and the whole three days was
worth that alone. He is the son of Thomas E Jones and one of the most
inspired of young friends. I wish you could have met him – he is a strong
believer in intervisitations and traveled extensively in this country visiting
scattered groups of Friends. After the meeting I went out with Howard
Ellington and two other young friends to Germantown. You would have
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loved their home. It is one of those beautiful old stone houses on
Germantown Avenue – full of antiques and interesting things.
Saturday morning we rose late and had breakfast at 9:15. Mrs.
Elkington is delightful. You would love her. This is not Anna Bartlett
Griscom Elkington, I am talking of -wife of Passmore- but the so-called
“Kitty” Ekington who worked for the AFSC in France after the last war and
is noted for her sparkling personality and joyfulness. She told me that they
told her in France they would have to send her back to America if she did
not stop laughing so much.
We got back to Philadelphia at 10:30a.m. to continue our discussions
of Friday night and settle the business affairs. Saturday we spent the day at
Arch Street Meeting. Lunch at Arch Street was frizzled beef a treat for me.
All meals were very good – and mine were paid for by the Philadelphia
Young Friends Association who paid for all the CPS men. In the afternoon
there was a combined meeting of all three groups. Many fine speeches from
all parts of the country. Canby Jones gave one of the most beautiful speeches
of the afternoon. The whole afternoon was wonderful. I sat with Becky
Bonner who turned out to be a relative. Her mother was a Hallowell and a
sister to Mrs. Durer – a friend of Warners and Uncle Windy’s. Saturday
night I had dinner with Bernard Walton and saw many others I knew.
Bertram and Irene Pickard were there- and many others. Thomas E. Jones
spoke in the evening on the aims and purposes of the Friends’ World
Committee for Consultations. J Hoge Ricks of Canada presided.
Afterwards I went out to Aunt Libby’s for the night. For breakfast we
had some of Dave’s homemade scrapple and sausage and buckwheat cakes.
Had a nice visit with Dad and the Saloms Sunday AM then returned to
Philadelphia for dinner at the Whittier. I sat with the Wrights of Norristown,
Canby Jones – and across from the Richmond P. Millers. Mrs. Wright told
me how much she has always loved you. The biggest treat of the weekend is
yet to come- in the afternoon, Rufus Jones spoke at Race Street. It was his
80th birthday – The title of his talk was “Some Pisgah Reflections” Pisgah is
the mountain top on which Moses died and I think it means “the end of the
road” He told of his past life – his background and life work. Then from
Pisgah he looked ahead to the future of Quakerism. So hopeful and full of
optimism. Afterward there was a tea for him. I met an Englishman – John
Edward Acker who has traveled all over the world and lived with all races.
He is going to send me some literature and wanted me to write him. Irene
Pickard invited me to spend a weekend in Washington sometime. Everyone
was so hospitable and kind to me. Never had I enjoyed three days so much. I
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wish I could tell you some of the thoughts I have brought back to camp with
me. But I have written to much now. Hope you can read this scribble.
Lots of love,
Conrad.
PS I read extracts of your letter to Barnard Walton and others. He said if
Stephens Thurman is anything like I am he must be wonderful.
Wednesday January 27, 1943
Dear Ruthanna and Tom,
I have just finished reading “kabloona” and find myself wanting to
begin again. A wonderful book I do hope you read it before sending it to me
for it makes one realize the smallness of our “civilization” – our selfishness
and dependence on material things. It gives one a queer sensation to read
two such powerful books as Kabloona in the course of a few days. I had just
finished the “Interlinear to Cabeza de Vaca” by Hamile Long when I began
Kabloona. I was struck by the amazing similarity in the experiences of
Cabeza de Vaca and Goutran de Poncins – the first a 16th century Spanish
explorer who discovered our own south-west that European Civilization was
not so necessary for existence and happiness. He had to unlearn all he had
acquired of the white-man’s civilization – just as Goutran de Poncins had to
strip himseld of the habits of thought of civilized man in order to survive in
the Artic. Both are very moving books. I am going to send you my copy of
Cabeza de Vaca so that you can read it for yourselves. It is best to read it
aloud and each time you read it you can see new implications and deeper
truths.
There is no need for telling you how pleased I am with the other book
– the “Translations from the Chinese.” You know how I love poetry. This is
superb. I have only had time to read a few but they have been beautiful I will
always treasure the book. There is so little time to write letters here that I
have almost forgotten how. There is so much to say and yet it is so hard to
put into words my feelings and thoughts. At least I am beginning to think
and that is the important thing I guess. My eyes are beginning to open slowly
to some of the many problems of the world. I am beginning to realize, in
part, some of the inconsistencies of our lives, and as Ruth Seabury so vividly
pointed out- the general naivety of our race.
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However, as Goutran de Poncins says, “These things operate slowly,
like the germ of a cancer. They brood within, they send out tentacles and
grow. Their first effect is not decisions but restlessness. You find yourself
feeling that something is obscurely yet radically wrong with your life …
Your friends seem to you more and more to be talking nonsense, leading a
meaningless existence –the thing is at work in you – life you sense is about
to change.”
We should see the outcome in the years to come. My only hope is that
I will not swing back into the unfeeling and unthinking life I was leading.
I spent a wonderful three days in Philadelphia, as you will learn from
my letter to Mother. So many people wished to be remembered to you
Ruthanna. Barnard Walton, the Alfred Wrights, Virginia Walker and others.
The friends of Virginia’s whom I met at your wedding visited her recently.
The conference in Philadelphia was very interesting. It was strange to meet a
young Friend from Michigan who is the Pastor of the Adrian City Friends
Church in Adrian and who never knew before this year that there were
Friends still living who worship in silent meetings and have no pastors. We
both gained a lot by attending the conference. The Young Friends
Fellowship binds together all these scattered groups of Friends – the
evangelical type,- the Holy – roller type of Friend – or as someone has
called them – the Hip Hip Hurrah Friends, the extremely conservative
Barnsville Friends of Ohio and other groups.
I wish that before Mother returns home and gets settled down again
and while in the mood for visiting she would come spend a week in Camp.
You might suggest this to her. It is really cheaper than living at home.
I have been fortunate in being able to get home quite often – at least
once each month. But from now on I will not be home so often as weekend
leave is almost impossible with the new six day work week.
Today it has been raining all day with the rain freezing as it comes
down. Every few minutes I hear small branches falling off the trees. So
today I was able to get some reading done for a change. I still owe about ten
letters though and wish I could just forget about them.
With lots of love to you both.
As always,
Conrad
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Milwaukee
Mailed Feb 6, 1943
Dearest Con,
I reached home just week ago today to find your wonderful letter
waiting for me – also Ruthanna let me read the one you wrote to her – so I
had a very full and wonderful treat.
It’s wonderful to know that we have a new little David. I suppose they
sent you the news. All I have had is a telegram saying the baby weighing 7
lbs. 10 oz had arrived and all doing well. I am anxious to hear more but
suppose further word won’t arrive till Monday. Can’t you see David
strutting about – and sort of lording it over Paul- etc? I’m so glad it was a
boy- when it made so much a difference to both of them. I’ll send you the
cute letter I received from Ginny- written Monday - she still only thinks of a
boy.
I had a nice visit at Uncle Rae’s. Aunt Benita and I trotted about
together and sat and sewed and knit – while we visited. I have knit one sock
and am down to the heel on the second. Aunt Benita showed me how and
gave me the wool. As soon as I finish the pair I’ll mail them to you. I shall
make another plain pair to get practice then I’ll go in for the kind you really
want. It takes a little time to get accustomed to doing the heel.
Yesterday we had a wonderful spring like day. Tom and I went
shopping and walked- I guess we did five or six miles but it was the first
time I had really walked any since I came out. It’s not much fun when it
down below zero.. We have been very comfortable inside – but it’s been 20
below at one time the same up in Minneapolis.
I was so terribly disappointed. I had to miss my meeting Wednesday
night. Do you remember Harry Lichter – a friend of Tom’s at the wedding?
He arrived in town Tuesday and was to be inducted Thursday so we thought
Wednesday would be his last night. Ruth asked him and the girl friend for
dinner. I cooked it and thought that I’d still have time to get to Mrs.
Thierman’s by 7:30 but Ruth got stuck somewhere and never reached home
until seven and was all tired out so I just stayed home and finished up, but
was awfully disappointed. They are a fine group and I’m anxious to hear
how Stephen is making out. I shall take your letter along – for I know how
much they’ll enjoy hearing of your trip and what took place. What a perfect
time you must have had and how wonderful everyone seemed to be to you. It
makes me so happy to know that the Friends are accepting you into their
group so wholeheartedly.
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I shall try and get in touch with the Gambles as soon as I return and
see if they want to come to Elda for a weekend. I want to meet Mrs. Gamble
very much. I will try and get down to camp for a visit with you in the spring,
but think I’’ll go home first.
Palle came out for the weekend with them. I guess you have heard that
from Dad. I must try and write him. I’ve been so busy I haven’t written to
anyone but you and Dad. Time just seems to fly along. It’s almost time to
leave here.
Right now I am hoping if I wait until the 20th Ruthanna will go with
me to Detroit. She has a long weekend then and wouldn’t have to be back at
the office until the 23rd. She needs a few days away and I think it would do
her a world of good. I’m very much distressed as you know about this
situation but it is definitely a problem Ruth must work out for herself. We
don’t see eye to eye on the method of working it out, but she’ll have to try
her way and if it fails – at least we’ll stand by to help her, but I must confess
it looks pretty hopeless.
I have finished all of Virginia’s baby things and the things I was doing
for her. I have kept the house here and bought and prepared the meals. So
feel I have saved Ruth’s strength a bit for her. When I see people like Tom I
realize I haven’t been such a failure as a Mother as I often think I’ve been.
It’s almost unbelievable that anyone could grow up in such a manner.
Billy is anxious for me to get to Detroit and I am looking forward with
a great deal of pleasure to being with them and my darling little Maryanne.
She and Grandma should get to be great pals on this trip and it will be
wonderful to see their new little house. Dad says it’s all very comfortable
and nice – certainly this little house is lovely. It’s hard to believe Ruth ahs
done so much with so little. She is remarkable and her work at the office is
wonderful. I feel so proud of her when I’m down there.
No more now dear. I read your letter over frequently. I never have
enjoyed one quite so much. You certainly are on the right road dear boy.
Please extend my sympathy to Bob. Had his father been sick a long time?
I ordered the “Little Flowers of St. Francis” for you but after waiting
two weeks it still hasn’t come in.
Much – much love dear – will write soon only it’s so hard for me to
write to anyone even though I’m thinking of you alwaysAffectionately
Mother.
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CPS Camp #52 Powellsville, Md. Sunday February 14, 43
Dear Mother: Received the letter from Joe Thomas which you forwarded to me and
answered it yesterday. I wrote a long five page letter telling all about this
camp and CPS in general. Wouldn’t it be nice if Joe could come to
Powellsville? The camp is filled up at present but if someone leaves, there
might be room for him. I told Jack Hollister and Evan Davis that Joe would
be going to a CPS camp and both expressed a hope that he might come here.
Well, don’t you feel proud to be twice a grandmother? I guess you
can’t wait to get home again now. I’m so glad that it was a boy as both Jinny
and Dave had wanted a son so much – and the name is fine too. David West
Wilson is much better than just David with no middle name. West is a name
of which we can all be proud. I only wish we could all try harder to live the
kind of life which our great- grandfather West led. It is the little things that
we do that matter most in life. The way we act toward the others in our own
family – respect for others viewpoints-our patience and love and
understanding, all of which set an example for others to follow. Brother
Lawrence said, “We ought not to be weary of doing little things for the love
of God, who regards not the greatness of the work , but the love with which
it is performed.’ Grandpa West never did anything very “great” in his life,
but his whole life was so filled with love that it influenced many people – in
his family – in his community, in his business connections – even long after
his death. I never knew him myself, but I have felt his influence and would
be proud to bear his name.
To get back to the new grandson whose name caused me to digress
into other thoughts, I want to know the color of the eyes and hair (if any
exists) and whom he resembles. I suppose Virginia is home from the hospital
by now.
I do not plan to go home again until sometime in March, when you
have returned. I had a quick glimpse of the farm when I was home January 2
(I looked into each room to make sure everything was intact. but did not
even see the farm when on furlough from January 21 to 24th.) I did manage
to spend one night at Salom’s where I saw Dad – but that was all. In March I
will have about five days saved up again. I am so very anxious to see you,
Mother. It has seemed so very long since I last saw you on December 10th
over two months ago! I am happy, though, that you have been able to visit
with Ruthanna and Tom for such a long time and that you visited Uncle Rae
and Aunt Benita and will visit Bill and Millie and Maryanne. Give them my
love (Ruthanna and Tom) I have so thoroughly enjoyed the books which
they sent to me. Has Tom seen Lin Yutang’s new anthology “The Wisdom
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of China and India”? One of the fellows here has the book and I have been
reading parts of it. A marvelous collection of literature!
I must write to Millie and Bill. They sent me a most delicious box of
candy early in January and I still have not thanked them! I’ve never tasted
such good candy. It was most kind of them to send it to me. I wish I had
more time to write letters.
Emma Roberts could not get a copy of the “Little Flowers of St.
Francis” but she sent me a copy of the “Conversations and Letters of Brother
Lawrence on the Practice of the Presence of God” which I enjoy greatly. I
already had one edition of the book, but this one is a pocket edition –
convenient to carry anywhere. The Fourth Conversation is the most
revealing of all. I can remember one evening a couple of months ago which I
spent talking with Mrs. Gamble about the future. I remember expressing a
concern to do something big with my life – to spend it in doing good for
others – as they have done – to work with and understand other people and
help the underprivileged. Mrs. Gamble stressed the fact that sincere and
concerned individuals are needed just as much in their own communities and
that it is not necessary to change your occupation in order to do good. There
will be ample opportunity to demonstrate a pacifist way of living in the
future at home without going abroad or seeking work in a field as she and
Arthur have done, she said. That same night after going to bed I was
thinking about what she had told me when I decided to read a little bit more
before going to sleep. I then opened “The Practice of the Presence of God”
and the first line I read was, ‘That our sanctification did not depend upon
changing our works, but in doing that for God’s sake which commonly we
do for our own. That it was lamentable to see how many people mistook the
means for the end, addicting themselves to certain works which they
performed very imperfectly by reason of their human or selfish regards.”
Was this not strange – to read in the words of a Catholic mystic of the 17th
century exactly what Mrs. Gamble and I had been talking of earlier in the
evening? But perhaps I told you that before. I can’t remember.
It is late and I must go to bed. I enjoyed your last letter and all the
enclosed letters, too. I had a very sweet letter from Cousin Sallie few days
ago – very long and full of news.
With lots of love, as always,

Conrad
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Monday night
Dearest Mother: Atfer spending most of last evening writing to you, I went to work this
AM without mailing the letter So I have decided o add a postscript.
I received a very nice letter from Aunt Benita today in which she said
that a pair of heavy soxs (ed.socks) is on its way from her. She also told me
how wonderful it was to have you visit them.
It was quite cold here today- the cold is damp here and feels colder
than it really is. I have been memorizing poetry recently while working on
project. Have learned Milton’s sonnet “On His Blindness – and one by
Thomas Gray called- “O a Favorite Cat Drowned in a tub of Goldfishes” –
which contains the line “What female heart can gold despise? What cat’s
adverse to fish?”
With love, Conrad
2/15/43
CPS camp #52
Powelsville, Md
February 17, 1943
Dear Mother and Dad:
Not knowing exactly where you are at this moment – whether Dad is
still staying at Aunt Libby’s, or Mother has returned from her visits with
Ruthanna and Tom and with Bill and Millie, - I am addressing this letter to
both of you at the farm. If you are not at home when this arrives, it can wait
a few days. But you will be home again shortly and I know it will be
enjoyable for the both of you. How I wish that I might be there, too. The
house seemed so empty when I last entered it on January 2. With Dad living
at Salom’s and Mother in Milwaukee, it was just a house and not the home I
had thought of so much.
I received Mother’s letter from Dearborn this morning. I am sorry to
hear of Cousin Lucy Wicker’s death. You know how much I always loved
her. The difference of opinion which we had never bothered me, for she had
so many fine qualities. She may have seemed a bit to set in her views at
times but underneath she was very understanding and sympathetic, I think I
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will miss her a lot. I always felt closer to Cousin Lucy than to any other of
your relatives, Mother. Perhaps that is because I knew her better than the
others though.
There is a great deal to write about. That is why I am typing instead of
the usual pen and ink. The socks arrived last week. They are beautifully
made. I think you should be very proud of your first attempt, Mother. They
are nice and warm – just right for under my heavy work shoes. Now I have
two pair of hand knitted wool socks. Aunt Benita sent me a pair the week
before yours came.
You remember my description of the dog fight at Christmas time?
Well, Gertie produced six cute puppies last Wednesday in the coat closet of
our dorm. One looks just like Hitler –the father. Gertie is such a tiny dog to
have six pups. She surprised us all.
Our newest arrival in Camp is Leonard Elfreth from North Carolina,
an Episcopalian. I said to him jokingly that I had visited his family’s original
home in Philadelphia, Elfreth’s Alley and he replied that the joke was on me,
because his family did once live there. He used to live in Overbrook and
went to Episcopal Academy then to Montgomery School he knew the
Fotterals and the Montgomerys in Devon (Gilbert and Bill).
The Robinsons of Drexel Hill were here last weekend. They met you
at Margaret Shoemaker’s wedding. Mrs. Robinson was a Kappa at
Swarthmore, and a friend of Aunt Emma’s.
I happened to look in the paper one night and saw a notice of Maree
Nassau’s engagement; also I saw recently that Jane Plummer was married in
the Race Street Meeting House. It seems all the girls are grabbing husbands
while they still have the chance. I hope there will be a few left when the war
is over.
Corbett Bishop, former Patapsco man, who is now at West Campton,
N. H. is on another fast. This time it is a sympathy fast for Gandhi, limited to
21 days. When he was at Patapsco he fasted for 40 days, only drinking
water. Most of the people here think he belongs in a mental hospital, or at
least should get a 4-F. They are glad he is no longer here, for he was such a
headache.
Bishop’s letter announcing this fast is so rare, I am going to copy it
here:
Civilian Public Service Camp #32,West Campton, N.H., February 11, 1943
To the Citizens of the World:
Dear Friends,
In sympathy with Mohandas K. Gandhi, I join the great
Struggle for Freedom, expressing it by way of a total fast, taking water only.
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If r. Gandhi’s terms are met, I shall drop my fast. Otherwise in sympathy
with his fast which is not unto death, I shall fast for twenty one days.
By this fast, I desire to contribute to the Great Struggle,
toward securing the recognition of the independence of the people of India;
and toward the freedom of all those individuals or groups in the United
States and other countries who may be restrained, interned or imprisoned
because of “race, creed, color or national origin.”
With Sincere best Wishes to all, I am
Respectfully yours,
CORBETT BISHOP
“Assignee to work of National Importance” under Selective Service
Copies sent to:
Mohandes K. Gandhi, Palace of the Aga Kahn, Poona, India
The King of England, London, England
Chacllor Adolf Hitler, Berlin, Germany
Emperor Hirohito, Tokyo, Japan
Bayayrd Rustin, 2929Broadway, New York City
Walter White, Exec. Sec’ry., NAACP
Toyohiko Kagawa, Tokyo, Japan
Arle Brooks, Conscientious objector, Federal Prison, Texarkana, Texas
George Yamada, Civilian Public Service Camp
David Deliinger, Newark Christian Colony, Newark, N. J.
Mr. Schulman, Chairman Local Board #7
Walter Balderston, War Relocation Authority Project, Poston, Arizona
Paul Comly French, Exec. Sec’y, NSBRO
Rev. Martin Niemoeller, Dachau Concentration Camp Berlin, Germany
Jerry Tuck, Editor “Conscientious Objector” NYC
Hon. Winston Churchill, London, England
William Hefner, Chairman Free Inda Committee, NYC
Miss Dorothy Day, Editor, “The Catolic Worker NYC
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Washington, D.C.
General Lewis Hershy, Selective Service, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Evan Thomas, Chairman, War Resistors League
A. J. Muste, Sec’y Fellowship of Reconcilliation, NYC
Donald Stevenson, Director CPS Camp #32
Joseph Stalin, Moscow, USSR
Hon. Francis Biddle, Attorney General of US, Washington, DC
Harry L. Hopkins, Washington, DC
His Holyness, Pope PiusXII, Vatican City, Rome, Italy
John L. Lewis, president, United Mine Workers, Washington, DC
William L. Green, Pres. American Federation of Labor, Washington, DC
The King of Italy, Rome, Italy
Mrs. Frances Gunther, Harpers Publishing Co. NYC
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Roger Baldwin, Director, American Civil Liberties Union, NYC
Peal Buck, Doylestown, Penna.
Dr. Haridas T. Muzumdar, India League of America. NYC
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, Riverside Ave. Baptist Church, NYC
Dr. John Hayes Holmes, Community Church, NYC
Dr. Allen Knight Chalmers, Broadway Christian Tabernacle, NYC
R. Boland Brooks, Legal Services for CO’s, Washington, DC
Hon. Herbert H. Lehman, Dept. of State, Washington, DC
Rufus Jones, Chairman, AFSC Phila., Pa.
Rabbi Stephen Wise, Free Synagogue, NYC
Sidney Goldstein, Columbia University, NYC
Herbert Hoover, Palo Alto, California

This time at least, Bishop’s fasting has a clear purpose. The last time he
began in protest to the gov’t refusal to grant him a sixty day furlough to
settle his business affairs, and ended up protesting “Man’s inhumanity to
man”.
Sunday afternoon, Feb 28th
This morning after Meeting, I went out for a two hour walk with Dick
Young of Troy New York, who came to camp three days before Christmas.
While some snow is still on the ground from yesterday, the air feels more
like Spring. We saw a flock of Cedar Waxwing, which are beautiful birds
with crowns on their heads similar to the cardinals, bright orange beaks and
touches of yellow and white on their grey feathers.
Byberry Hospital is going to take twenty five more C.O.’s from CPS.
Several from this camp hope to be chosen. Two men have left for the Army
as 1-A-O. They hope to enter the medical corps. Renfrew Doak – known as
“peanut” Doak the N. Carolina football player had his kidney removed last
week in the Salisbury hospital. His Mother was here a few days and she said
that the kidney removed was three times the normal size. The Doctor had to
make a cut in his side over a foot long, so I suppose he will be released from
C. P. S. now. While his mother was here she related an incident which was
news to most of us. It seems that Peanut was fed up, just before he left for C.
P. S. with reports that he was entering the “service”. He finally decided to
set the record straight. His statement, which was made about the time he was
to play his last football game, was read over the amplifier between halves by
the announcer. When Peanut ran out onto the field for the second half,
25,000 assembled fans cheered him, according to Mrs. Doak, “like a hero.”
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Ray Leirer, the boy from Gwynedd, has finally received his 4-F
classification after five months in C. P. S. during which time he couldn’t
work on project and had to be in bed most of the time without adequate
medical care. He had a strep infection of the kidney, I think, and almost died
once while here. He is now home and under the care of a doctor. But it took
five months to cut all the red tape in Washington and get his release.
Two very good one-act plays were presented Friday night. The first
one was Edna St. Vincent Millay’s “Aria de Capo” a subtle play about War
and Peace. The second play was a humorous one by Weeks called
“Cocktails” It is an experimental play and quite clever.
The latest problem to arise in C.P. S. is that of the farm labor
situation. The government has decided that we are to be placed on the farms
this Spring to help with the farming. The Comptroller General of the U.S.
issued a ruling stating that all compensation received by CPS men n farms
must go to the US Treasury. We will not be allowed to work without pay for
the farmers (as many here would like to do) and the money earned is to be
used for the war effort. Naturally, everyone here objects to working under
such conditions, and the Friends Service Committee is standing behind the
fellows in the Camps.
Philadelphia Meeting comes at the end of March this year. The
program was printed in the last weeks Intelligencer. Yearling Meeting
begins Wednesday, March 24th and lasts until Tuesday, March 30. I would
like to attend the Saturday March 27th Session- all day. In the morning
business session they will discuss the Education Committee work and the
Committee on Young Friends. In the afternoon, a joint session of the two
Philadelphia Yearly Meetings will be the report of the World Committee for
Consultation, which should be most interesting; and then the report of the
American Friends Service Committee. In the evening Meeting, again under
the auspices of the two Philadelphia Yearly Meetings, will be the report and
discussion of Civilian Public Service. Sunday afternoon, March 28th the
William Penn Lecture will be delivered, but this can be purchased and I
would not want to spend more than one day at Yearly meeting with my free
time so rare. There are so many things I want to do at home.
When would it suit you best for me to come home on furlough? I have
about five days coming to me now and by the 24th of March I will have
seven days, which I had better use up. You never can tell how long furlough
will be granted to us, so it doesn’t pay to accumulate too much. I do want to
be home on the 27th as mentioned above, but I don’t have to take all my
furlough at that time. I could break t up into two shorter periods if you
would rather have me do it that way.
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The General Service Fund, which supplies clothing and money for
furlough expenses for those who have none, or whose parents do not send
them any money for such expenses, is in need of funds. Perhaps you know
of someone who would like to contribute a little money to the fund. Any
amount would be of help to someone. I wish you would advertise this a little
at meeting. I will enclose a statement of purpose of the Committee.
The camp is planning to publish a new literary magazine, called
ANDANTE. The first issue will appear some time this month. One of the
campers has already published two books of poetry. Several others are good
writers of other types of literature.
I think I had better stop this letter before I run out of this nice paper. I
have owed you a long letter for some time now, but have not had the time to
sit down and concentrate on writing.
With lots of love to all, as ever, Conrad
PS. Give my love to Virginia and Dave too. I can’t wait to see the
baby. Write soon
Dearborn, Michigan February 25, 1943
Dearest Con,
I’ve been a pretty poor correspondent these past weeks. They have
been full to overflowing and I feel more like saving up everything to tell you
now that the time is nearer & nearer to being with you again. I have missed
you so very much and yet I am glad that I came. I left Milwaukee feeling
very sad – as I saw the psychiatrist that treated Tom and was told by him he
is incurable in his opinion. It is a long story and we will discuss it when I see
you. Don’t breath a word of this as Ruth does not know I went to see the
doctor. I learned his name quite by chance and found him. He was as
anxious to see me as I was to talk with him. He feels it is only right for Ruth
to give up as he will never get better. I would say the same thing. It is the
most heart breaking sorrow of my life to see Ruth in such a predicament. I
won’t write more but will tell you all. It has made life seem pretty dark for
me not able to really do anything for her. And she hopes on - feeling her
love and protection will eventually cure him.
There is a boy in Milwaukee I grew very fond of. He is due to go to
C.O. camp in the near future. I told him I was sending you his address and
that you’d write him. I wish he might go to Powellsville – he is such a fine
boy – Jewish I think. I don’t know when I‘ve liked anyone better and he is
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so wonderful to Mrs. Thierman since Stephen went away. That was a
wonderful experience for me to meet and be accepted in such a splendid
group. I enjoyed every one of them so much and it was such a bright spot in
my trip. I have a feeling I may see some of them in the East. I have messages
to Rufus Jones from a Dr. and Mrs. Knox – a perfectly grand couple who
lived in the same place with them in Pekin.
Dear Lucy has gone - I shall enclose Grace Wicker’s letter – and how
I shall miss her. I knew her condition. I am sure she knew it and I’m
thankful she was spared a long period of suffering – but how we’ll both miss
her. She was such a grand person and while we didn’t see eye to eye on
everything – we all never doubted each other’s sincerity for a moment.
Ruth and I had a fine trip over here – but the four days went all to
quickly and I found it took everything I could summon to my command to
say goodbye to her. I feel so terribly anxious for her safety. A sane man with
alcohol is bad enough – but Tom is drinking so terribly and it frightens me
so. As long as Margaret is there I think probably she will be safe. Margaret
is the girl who came to live with her from the office when Tom was to go in
the Army and she has stayed ever since.
It was so wonderful to be with Ruthanna She is such a wonderful girl
even though I am full aware she has made some terrible mistakes. I enjoyed
being in her home – doing for her again and feeling at night we were under
the same roof. It was so terribly hard to leave her – to her fate even though it
is what she still wishes.
Billy and Mil have a perfectly darling house - just across the street
from their former apartment. It is so completely and comfortably furnished
and is so attractive and convenient. Mildred is a fine little housekeeper and
is so pleasant to be with.
Maryanne is a monkey. She chatters away all the time – trying to put
words into sentences – and is so adorable looking and so winsome. She’s
very determined – Mil says some of that comes from the Wanners – but I’m
afraid she gets a good bit from “GaMoo” as she calls me. I wish you could
see some of her antics. She mimics everything and just adores to be with
other children. She is forever running up and kissing all the dogs she sees
and is just plain adorable- but quite a handful to manage. She is too sweet
with her mother. If Mil has been away and comes back Maryanne rushes up
to her and flings her arms around her neck and says “Hello Mommy dear. I
love you, Mommy” and will start patting her cheek and kissing her. It is just
so lovely to watch.
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No more now dear. I hope the socks fit. I made one a little larger than
the other. Better luck on the next pair. Will send Stephen’s address in this.
His name is Stephen Freschl – do write him soon or he’ll be gone.
Much love to you always. I enjoyed your last letter so much.
Affectionately,

Mother

Following is the enclosed letter.
277 Park Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Dear Marie:- Lucy died yesterday at the hospital and among her papers I
found your letter to her giving your present address. I know this will be a
shock to you as I presume Lucy never indicated to you the possibility of her
illness being fatal. It was cancer in the back bone which spread all over the
body and for the last two days she was practically unconscious. They kept
her from suffering in that way. She was among friends at the hospital and
the head nurse was specially good to her. So everything was done that was
possible. We had known for all these months what the trouble was, ever
since the x rays were taken a year ago last fall and it was heart breaking not
to be able to advise anything, knowing that nothing further could be done
than to take the x ray treatments. The doctor managed to keep the truth from
her until the end, so she never knew. I am so thankful she could go
peacefully and won’t have to be a be-ridden invalid for months. We are
having the service Saturday noon at St. Bartholomew’s Chapel, after which
the ashes will be kept in St. Bartholomew’s vault until we can take them to
Vermont and bury them in the family lot at Ferrisburg. Cy and Bill and
Cyrus will be here as the boys have not left for service yet. Whiting is on the
west coast some place.
I hope you are keeping well and we will see you some day in the near
future. You will never know how much Lucy appreciated your love of her
and how much she enjoyed writing you. Will you write Rae about Lucy?
My love to you, Affectionately,
Grace W. Wicker
February 11, 1943
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3/4/43
Dear Con,
So glad to have your fine long letter of the 27th which I am forwarding
to your Mother as she is now with Bill and Mill. I think she will return about
the 15th but will certainly be here by the time Yearly Meeting starts and it
will be fine to see you at that time.
The treasurer of the St. Elmo’s Club called on me at the bank
yesterday and I paid him $15.00 the cost of your pin and stein. That leaves
the $100.00 initiation which can be paid at any time within four years; 1942
and 1943 national dues at $15.00 each and 1943 local dues $20. That makes
$150 total.
Emma Shoemaker just phoned that she had been talking to David at
11 o’clock last night. He was leaving Florida for California for active duty in
the Pacific.
Before leaving they were told they would probably not return to this country
until the war was over and to make all plans accordingly. Camee was with
him two weeks and he put her on the train at 9 last night for Philadelphia.
Mrs. Grier took care of their son in the meanwhile.
Jack English arrived here Saturday a week ago and left last night for
Miami by plane. He and Elizabeth had a wonderful second honeymoon.
Dave is getting some hay baled with the help of Chesterbrook. He has
no help yet for regular work but does have a couple of men dong piece work.
The 19 year old nephew of the Hunts is now working at Chesterbrook as he
and his father both went there together. It would be fine if you could get a 6
months furlough from April 1 to October 1. We could then put in a sizable
garden as well as get our regular farm work done. No more now as I must
hurry to the bank. Dave, Ginny and all are fine.
Lots of love,
Father
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15600 Woodland Drive
Dearborn, Michigan
March 8th, 1943
Conrad dearest,
Only a week or two now and we’ll be together again if nothing
happens. Dad forwarded your letter to me – which arrived yesterday – It was
certainly an interesting one. You make me feel very much ashamed as I now
I have hardly written anything since I left home – but there’s so much I just
can’t write- but when we get together we’ll just talk our heads off. I think if
you take Yearling Meeting week off – it will be fine. Perhaps come home
around the middle of the week then we can attend the sessions together as I
am anxious to go to that Saturday meeting- the first day isn’t so interesting
as a rule – or the last two days. I also would like to get a small strip garden
under way. I hope I can take care of a little one. I expect to leave here the
15th which will bring m home Tuesday - the 16th. I want to be there for Dad’s
birthday – and I’d love seeing you then but if by waiting till the 24th you can
get seven days to be home – I think its worth waiting for. I can hardly wait
to see you. It’s the longest time we’ve ever been separated – at least it seems
that way – and as usual I find I can talk more easily with you than with
anyone else.
I am very much concerned about the Farm Labor situation and I have
felt all along that CPS could do a fine and worthwhile job there. I wonder
what the government would think if the CPS offered to do the job –
providing that all compensation received would go to the US treasury
earmarked to be used to provide food for the hungry in Europe. I can see it
just isn’t logical for you boys to be having the money earned by you to
promote the war effort- but as long as the government is to spend sums for
help abroad – why couldn’t your funds be used for that -surely that would
be consistent. I really believe that something of that kind is the answer.
Wouldn’t it help if everyone started writing the Comptroller General to that
effect. I know I‘ve thought of it for a long time. The farm situation is pretty
desperate.
I haven’t gotten to meeting here in Detroit although I am most anxious
to. I did enjoy every minute spent with the Milwaukee group. I hope you’ve
written Stephen Freschl. He is looking forward to a letter from you – and
he’s such a peach. I wish he could be a t Powellsville. He was just lovely to
me – in fact everyone was.
What sort of pups did Gertie have? I can’t just remember the breedsor is it a case of to much mixture to say. You’ll have fun watching them
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grow – or will they just be “put to sleep?” The food situation will pretty
much determine their destiny I suppose.
Ruthanna has been in Chicago this week attending a Child Welfare
meeting. I have a great deal to talk over with you. It’s so hard to put her out
of my thoughts for even a moment. It’s such a hopeless situation and one so
fraught with dangerous possibilities for her. I am so alarmed and anxious for
her – and yet so utterly powerless to help.
We are in the midst of quite a snow here. It was almost like a blizzard
yesterday- but while the sun is shining today it is very cold outside. Billy
and I took Maryanne out on her new sled this morning. I was turning it
around and upset her. She rolled out all blanketed up and didn’t know
whether to laugh or cry, but decided to laugh when she saw I was. She’s so
much fun. I think she has more charm than any child I’ve ever seen. She
grows better looking all the time and is very bright for her age. She is trying
to talk now and just attempts everything. It’s too funny to hear her reading
out loud to herself – occasionally you can make out a word but not to often.
Well, I guess this will be all for this time. Try and get home during the
last week of March and we’ll have a grand time.
Much- much love to you alwaysAffectionately,
Mother

CPS Camp #52
Powellsville, Md.
March 11, 1943
Dear Mother: (in Dearborn, Michigan)
Was pleased to receive your letter yesterday and glad to know that
you are enjoying your visit with Bill and Millie so much.
I have to laugh at your snowstorm there in Detroit. Daffodills are in
bloom here now and today the temperature must have reached 85 in the sun.
I got quite a burn out on the project this afternoon, for we worked without
shirts.
Over a month ago I wrote a long letter to Mrs. LaVake, telling her
about the family and myself. This week I received a lovely letter from her
and a large box of cookies – ten different kinds. She said, “Now anytime you
get to Washington, come to us; there is always room and we would be so
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glad to have you – this I truly mean. I am sending you a little treat – hope
you will enjoy it. Anything I can do for you, let me know. And do write
often, I do so enjoy your newsy letters, Fondly, Marie F. LaVake”
Now wasn’t that nice of her! I will enclose a copy of the letter I sent
to her- and let you see her letter when I go home.
Today I had a nice long letter from Mrs. Gamble. She writes such
delightful letters. I want to see them while home, too. I am taking up one of
the pups for Giles as his parents have given their permission. He has already
named it “Pocomoke”. Also had a card from Bacon Evans – who will be in
Phila. for Yearly Meeting. I do want you to meet him – and the Gambles and
the Howard Elkingtons. Mrs E is delightful! So different from Anna Bartlett
Griscom Elkingtons (Passmore’s wife).
I was in bed three days last week with a cold and sore throat. I woke
up one morning and couldn’t swallow – my throat was so sore. But it did
give me a chance to catch up somewhat with back correspondence. If you
could have seen the huge pile of unanswered letters – you would never have
sent me Stephen Freschl’s name. Why did you ever make such a promise? I
will write him tonight if I have time- but have had no time yet. He probably
doesn’t want to write me any more than I want to write him. However I will
try to comply with your wish.
Give my love to Millie and Bill. I am going to write them some day
when I get the time. I feel quite ashamed that I have neglected them for so
long – and have never even written to thank them for the lovely box of
candy. It was so very good. Would love to see them again.
I am looking forward to the week at home! Will probably arrive about
nd
the 22 of March. I am anxious to see you again. Will bring home a lot of
winter clothes and also some socks for mending!
Lots of love to all,
As Ever, Conrad
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CPS Camp #52 Powellsville, Maryland
Sunday, April 18, 1943
Dear Mother and Dad:The return to camp a week ago was uneventful. Bob and I enjoyed the
supper which Mother packed for us, though we couldn’t eat all of it. Jack
Hollister met us in Salisbury along with some others who returned the same
night. A whole busload of men went in town that night as the quarantine had
been lifted in the morning. They had not been able to leave camp for two
weeks.
The unrest in camp, of which we heard rumors in Phila., was caused
by a general furlough and leave ban for all CPS camp which was issued by
Hershey – without any reasons stated; ( it is expected to be lifted soon.) and
also a special ban on a conference which was to be held in Chicago. This
conference had been planned early in March by a group of men in CPS
camps - a minority which calls itself the “Social Action” group. The purpose
was to discuss current problems facing pacifists in and out of CPS camps
and a program of actions for the post war world. The men had saved up
furlough for the conference and had made all the arrangements. A. J. Muste
and Evan Thomas and other Pacifist leaders were part in the conference.
On April 6th a wire was received from Paul Furman, AFSC quoting a
letter from General Hershey: “No assignee in a CPS Camp will attend this
meeting - ‘Chicago Social Action conference and no director of a CPS will
grant furloughs to assignees for the purpose of attending this meeting.
Meetings such as these should not be planned – until approval has been
received from the S.S.S.”
Naturally most all of the men in CPS camps have protested this ruling
– the order was issued without prior consultation of the NSBRO and the
administrative agencies which call for a reexamination of the whole
relationship between the Selective Service and the religious agencies.
Legally we are conscriptees, but under civilian direction. Previously it was
assumed we could do what we want when on furlough. The conference itself
was not banned – only the attendance of men in CPS.
In the interim between the ban on furloughs and the beginning of the
conference (which is tomorrow), the Friends have been attempting to
negotiate with General Hershey – but he says he won’t give in.
Never since the beginning of the CPS has there been such a stormy
period as the last two weeks and yet I feel that there has been a remarkable
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feeling of unity in the camp – and a willingness to try to understand all
points of view.
Five men from here felt that this was the place where they had to draw
the line in their willingness to compromise. The conference was postponed a
week in order that the Social Action group would have time to think through
their position, but they decided that the conference must go on regardless of
the ban. So the five men have left camp (A.W.O.L.) for Chicago – thus
exposing themselves to a prison sentence. They did this only after serious
contemplation of the consequences of their action – certainly not for selfish
reasons. It seemed like dozens of letters have been floating around camp for
signatures – letters defending the right of these men to hold the conference –
and letters condemning their actions – letters to Hershey and to the NSBRO
and the AFSC.
There are many in camp who support the men’s right to hold the
conference, but think they should not do anything which might endanger the
whole CPS system. I personally feel this is a selfish attitude to take, for
when we, as members of a minority group in the nation made our decision to
be CO’s , we were not held back in our action by the possibility that our
action might endanger the whole country – in the sense that our country
might be conquered by the Axis powers and our families killed or enslaved
and our democracy destroyed. Recognizing the serious consequences which
our actions might have, still we did what our consciences told us was right to
do. Now these men feel that they must defend their civil liberties and
continue the conference. They are sincere and should be respected for doing
what they feel is right for them to do. Those of us who do not agree entirely
with the methods used in achieving the ends sought by these 5 men should
not value our own personal and group stake in CPS above free exercise of
the consciences of our brothers here who are going to Chicago. That is how I
feel.
I may not be able to go to Middletown. Seven were accepted by the
Hospital - including me - but then they decided they could only take fiveand since I was the sixth to apply it looks like I will be dropped from the list.
However, other hospitals will be opening up soon I hope. This means that
you will need not come down for a visit right away, Mother. I think the guest
rooms should be used by the wives and friends and parents of the other
fellows – at least until the furlough ban is lifted. I had 3 weeks at home –
while the others did not get home at all. So it would be better for you to
come later on.
Joe Thomas is assigned to this camp. He is scheduled to arrive May
th
11 . Also Charles Jolson is to come on the same date!
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Hannah Hollister came to Camp Thursday to stay. Guest rooms have
been shifted around so that she and Jack can have a small apartment. She is a
fine woman. Friday night Paul Wilhelm and Jayne Tuttle were married in the
Episcopal Church in Salisbury. The whole camp was invited and about 100
of us attended. They had planned to be married at the Stanley Yarnall’s
home in Germantown but could not because f the furlough ban so they were
married here on their mutual birthday. Jayne is a lovely girl. Her parents
disapproved of the wedding because Paul is a C.O. but she did not let that
stop her. They did not come to the wedding- Paul’s parents did come to the
wedding – and Mrs. Yarnall came down and several others from Phila. It
was a beautiful wedding when it finally took place. It was scheduled 8
o’clock P. M. and the church was filled up. Franklin Walkins played the
organ and we all waited for the procession to start – and we waited and
waited! Finally at quarter of nine the air raid sirens began to blow and the
minister appeared to announce that the train was an hour late - the train on
which Jayne was arriving. So for 15 minutes we sang hymns. Then the
second whistles and all the lights were turned out in the church.
The church is very impressive - a copy of an 8th century basilica-type
church with a beautiful altar and seven altar lights and a gorgeous altar
screen etc. Only the candles on the altar remained lightened during the
blackout and we all sang hymns for a half hour in the darkness. It was quite
beautiful. The lights came on again at 9:15 P.M. and again we waited three
quarters of an hour while Franklin played the organ. Finally at 10 o’clock
the wedding took place followed by a reception in the parish House. I felt so
sorry for Jayne – that her parents were not there. They have never met Paul
or they would surely have given their consent. He is just about the grandest
person in the whole camp. Everyone loves him. He never criticizes othersalways is happy and agreeable never sarcastic or unkind. Along with this
beautiful character, he has a fine spirit toward his work – has always worked
hard at whatever he is doing. He is the architect I spoke about when home.
Gertie’s pups are all gone now. We managed to find homes for all of
them.
There have been two birthday parties since I have returned. Bob
Sutton brought back all the ingredients needed for a cake when he returned
from furlough and he baked a cake for Henry Ahrens. Then several others
brought food of different sorts and we had a party last Sunday night.
Last night we had another party. Everyone took something to eat. I
took my jelly and we had a sizable feast. Mrs. Ahrens heard from Henry
about the cake etc. and so she in turn packed a box of all kinds of jellies,
Cheeses, nuts, raisins, crackers, candies, sardines etc. and sent it to Bob
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Sutton and Dick Young, two friends of mine. So there will be a party this
week for Dick Young and Bob. This all sounds like CPS is one big party.
We do have fun though in spite of the many problems which arise.
This is about all the news I can think of at present. Sorry I did not
write sooner.
With Love to all,
As ever,
Conrad.
CPS Camp #52
Powellsvile, Md.
Monday April 26, 1943
Dearest Mother and Dad: Many things of interest have happened since I wrote to you last. In the
first place, the furlough ban was lifted last Wednesday. I happened to be on
telephone duty at the time the telegram arrived – “furlough ban lifted - stand
away from the door!” from Mary Usuman of Phila. It came just in time for
Easter which was especially nice, as many of the men had wanted to be
home at that time.
In the middle of the week nine men left for Texas - for a “detached
service” project under the Coast and Geodetic Survey Bureau. Among them
were Carlye Hill – Bob Rydinger, Henry Satterttwaite and George Hay.
Another fellow left for Wash. DC and still another for Cheltenham School
for Colored Boys and one to Welfare Island Hospital in N. Y. So you can
see that the camp personnel is shifting continually as older campers are
moving on to detached service projects and new campers arriving. It is
estimated that the camp might possibly lose as much as one third of its
population in a month or two. But the main picture at camp will remain
unchanged, for each outgoing man is to be replaced with a newcomer. You
know that Joe Thomas has been assigned here and Charles Jobson. That will
make four from Valley Meeting in C.P. S.
We are still waiting to hear about the Middletown Hospital selection.
Now, I understand that I still may have a chance, as a hospital representative
is coming to camp this week to interview those who applied. There is still
one place open and there are three or four applicants for it.
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The conference is over and the men back in camp. Nothing was done
about it yet by Selective service. The men who attended seem to feel that it
was quite worthwhile.
Wayne Webster, whom Mother met in Yearly Mtg. holds the all time
record for getting quarantined. He went home on furlough when I did and
had to remain home while the camp was in quarantine. Then April 16 when I
returned, Wayne’s brother was quarantined for measles and he had to remain
home an additional week. (four in all) Then after he returned he came down
with the measles and is now in the isolation room of the infirmary – for two
weeks! This time the camp was not quarantined. Tom O’Leary who had
spinal meningitis, is improving steadily and is now at his home.
Irene Pickard is coming to camp the weekend of May 8th. Howard
Elkinton is due soon for a visit – and I hope he will stay a while this time.
Hannah Hollister is very well liked in Camp. She is teaching French already.
Several girls from Philadelphia are planning to come down to camp either
this weekend or the following one. This will be the second visit of the
Cwaacs! (“CWAACS Quaker Women Visitors?)
Yesterday being Easter Sunday, several of us decided to go over to
Easton Meeting – which is about 70 miles away. Bob Sutton and I decided
to hitch hike over and five others – Bob Leech, Reed Smith, Harold
Coppock, Ed Thatcher and Howard Lutz went by bus from Salisbury. Bob
had written to the clerk that several from here were planning to attend. We
were awaken by the night watchman at 5:o’clock am and dressed and ate a
hurried breakfast. Then Bob and I left. After walking several miles, the other
five picked us up in Hollister’s car and took us to Salisbury. We managed to
get a ride all the way to Easton and had much more fun than if we had gone
by bus. We rode several miles in the back of a large milk truck – sitting on
the cans. The truck stopped at farms all along the way to pick up more cans
of milk. Then we were picked up after walking a mile or so, by a man who
started telling us about his former job in the Cambridge Mental Hospital. He
told us that they now have several C.O’s there who were making out very
well and doing a fine job. We told him we were also CO and had an
interesting conversation from there on to Cambridge, Md., where he was
stopping. There were very few cars on the road yesterday, but almost every
car, which passed - gave us a ride. At Cambridge a car pulled up to us with 3
young men in front. The first thought which came to mind was how funny it
would be if they were CPS men – and they were! Much to our mutual
surprise. They were from the Mental hospital - and were on their way to the
Brethren Church in Easton. All three had been in Camp at Kane,
Pennsylvania and were fine men. Howard Lutz and Bill Darr had visited the
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Brethren in Easton two months ago and were impressed by their simplicity
and sincerity. When we all arrived inn Easton and went to the church, there
we found the other five from here who had arrived a half - hour before we
did. All were talking with the Brethren outside their church. We joined them
and met many of the families. They invited us to join them in their church
services but we declined as meeting was to begin at 11:00 am. We walked
back thru the town (which is quite pretty) met Richmond Miller and then
walked to the Meeting House. The old meeting house at Easton – named
“Third Haven” is the oldest Friends Meeting House standing in the world. It
was built in1684, I think, and the “Act of Toleration” which permitted
English Friends to build meetinghouses was not passed until 1687. So this is
the older than any of the English Meeting Houses. It is very large and
beautiful in its simplicity - white Clapboard on the outside - with two
sections - one for women and one for men. Benches like at Radnor Meeting.
Along side of the old meeting house stands a more modern brick building,
where meetings are held during the winter. They never build a fire in the old
house because of the danger involved. I was sorry that we had to meet in the
new building, which is as ugly as can be. This was their “half Yearly
Meeting” all the friends from the eastern shore were there from Camden
Delaware Meeting near Dover. Easton Meeting has dwindled to about ten
regular attendees and the nearby meetings have almost died out. Just a few
old remnants of the old families remain and there are no young people as all
who are interested. The members are wealthy aristocrats who keep the
meeting open for historical interest mainly. In the front of the meeting over
the facing benches was a huge American flag of silk- with lots of gold trim
and over to the left was a large service flag with twelve stars. Easton is
proud of the fact that they have no C.O.’s
A sign under the flag stated that the men whose names appear below
(and are represented by the stars) are out doing their duty and giving their
time and lives that this meeting might live. In all there were about sixty three
for the half Yearly Meeting. Afterwards we all ate dinner in a hotel – seated
at three large tables a delicious fried chicken dinner- the best I’ve ever eaten!
I had a wonderful time. Everyone I met was most friendly with me –
and all seemed to know my family. James Dixon said that he used o visit
Valley Meeting with his cousin Will West. I told him that I was his great
grandson and he was pleased to know that. He knew Grandpa & Grandma
Wilson and Aunt Elizabeth etc. He is related thru the Williamson family.
Then I met Amanda Norris, his niece who said she went to school with Aunt
Libby and knew Uncle Windy. She is just delightful! We had a grand time
talking. Next I met Marion Tyler Wrightson who knew Uncle Windy and
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Aunt Becky and Aunt Libby and Dad. She is Tom Claggett’s Aunt – a
daughter of William Tyler who died two years ago. He was the head of
Easton Meeting and very active in it. She is very nice. Told me that Tom and
Sallie were in Easton visiting Tom’s parents for Easter. You would never
guess who else was there. Jane Acker and Mr. and Mrs. Acker of Dover!
They go occasionally to Camden Del. Meeting and have several Quaker
Friends in Dover, so decided to drive down to Easton for the meeting. Was I
surprised! Jane is just as wonderful as ever - very pretty too. She said some
friends of hers are planning to come down to camp some weekend. The
Camden group was very much alive. Alice Brown the clerk is young and her
brother John Brown is quite interested in Quakerism. Also several convinced
Friends who are active in the meeting. Walker Mifflin of Dover was there.
He is President of the State Board of Agriculture. An old man John Willson
88 years old was there and some other people but no young Friends at all.
After dinner James Dixon invited me and whoever else wanted to go,
to go out with him to his farm. Four of the boys decided to hitchhike back to
Salisbury and Harold Coppock. Bob Leach and I went out with James and
Elizabeth Dixon to their home “North Bend” which was three miles outside
of Easton along the Tred-Avon River. A long lane bordered with old cedar
trees led into the place. It was almost a half mile long (it seemed) The house,
though not architecturally beautiful is large and handsome. It has an air of
stateliness which makes it beautiful. The lawn, with its old shade trees,
sloped down to the river, which curves around the place – with many coves
and bends. We walked around the house and through the lovely box gardens
- and then through the house, which I’m sure you would love to see. James
Dixon told me that my grandparents and great grandparents had often visited
them there. His two sisters went on the Florida trip with Grandpa and
Grandma West and Aunt Elizabeth etc. He told me that story of
“W. W. King of Prussia” Mother would especially love the interior – with
the beautiful old antiques and everything in such lovely taste. Of special
interest to me was a large family group silhouette with James Dixon’s great
grandmother sitting in a rocker, his grand parents standing and father and
aunt little children playing with toys. His father Robert Dixon was a cousin
of Grandpa West’s and of his generation. They were lovely to me and
wished to be remembered to al their Penna. Cousins. While we were there
some more cousins called. They were from Baltimore. Horatio Turner and
his wife Polly Dixon Turner with their two daughters Horatio Turner is a
cousin of Aunt Bidda’s and his wife told me that Uncle Windy was an old
beau of her’s. They came down for the day to plant their victory garden at
the plantation where they live in the summer –“Bloomfield” is the old Dixon
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plantation owned by James Dixon who was the oldest son – but lived in by
the Turners. We didn’t see it. All around that section are beautiful old manor
houses that have been standing for many generations. James Dixon’s
grandfather was the first one on the eastern Shore to free his slaves.
We returned to town about four and called on the Claggetts – saw
Tom and Sally and little Betsy who is very cute. Met Tom’s parents and
Grandmother Claggett - then we three went to a drugstore and had a sundae
and decided to call on some of the Brethren. We found that Mr. Fox the
minister lived on a farm about 3 miles out. So we walked out there and
found quantities of young people about six girls our age and the boys from
the mental hospital in Cambridge who had picked us up in the morning. We
were taken in with open arms. I’ve never seen such friendliness and
hospitality. We all sang around the piano – then had supper in the kitchen
around the large table. All kinds of food and loads of it - was on the table.
Everyone was gay laughing and joking. We enjoyed it more than anything
else the entire day. At 7:30 we piled into the cars & went to the Brethern
Church for their evening service. Most of them were young people – our
age. I’ve never seen such an informal church in my life. We sang hymns and
each one of us was asked to speak. Then we had to leave – before the service
was finished and dash for the bus at ten of nine pm. On the bus were two
Brethren girls or sisterns as I called them later. We talked with them all the
way back to Salisbury where they work. Then back to camp in Hollister car
which we had left at the garage all day. Arrived here at midnight after a long
day. Such was my Easter!
Did Mother go to New York to the sale of Aunt Hattie’s jewelry?
Please write to me soon and let me now more definitely when you can come
down and how long you can stay Mother. Will let you know immediately
when I hear further about Middletown.
Lots of Love,
Conrad
p.s. please excuse the scribble I had so much to say, I couldn’t take time to
be careful.
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Letters fro m Ci vi li an Publi c Servi ce Uni t 1 8
Connecticut State Hospital, Middletown, Connecticut

Figure 6: Undated unsent postcard.
On the back Conrad wrote, "This is a horrible view of the north Hospital - taken years
ago. In back is a large new wing built about two years ago. Wards 91, 92, 93 and 94 are
in the new wing and that is where I work.
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Conn State Hosp. Middletown, Conn.
Friday May 7th, 1943
Dear Mother and Dad: I suppose that you are both anxious to hear about my arrival here and
my first reactions to the hospital. Well, we are all walking on air – hardly
believing that it is all real. The place is wonderful! The hospital is located on
the top of a large hill overlooking the town of Middletown. The Connecticut
River is very close- just down the hill. Scenery is beautiful a view of the
mountains and hills on all sides – like at Middlebury, Vt. The college
(Wesleyan) and the town lie on the hill opposite to us – and partly in the
valley between. It is only a 25 minute walk into town and there is also a bus
which leaves the hospital twice each hour for the town.
We arrived Tuesday at 4:30 met Dr. Leak, the superintendent, who is
very nice. Then came to our rooms in the attendant’s home. Each has a
private room with bed, bureau and table – maid service in the morning. We
are not supposed to make our beds as room is aired each morning and
cleaned by worker-patients. Everything is spotless, clean, airy comfortable.
Married couples live in separate building and have a living room and
bedroom furnished. Meals are wonderful. All you can eat. There is not much
choice in food – but plenty of it. Coffee- (a pot at each table of four) milk,
too, second and third helpings if desired. Wed. am had five slices of bacon –
four slices of fried mush, 2 cups of coffee – glass of milk. Wed. morning
spent filling out our forms getting finger printed and fitted for clothes. Tailor
made uniforms are being given to us. We were measured for them
Wednesday. Also gave us four shirts, black rayon tie, suspenders, 6 pairs of
dark blue dress socks , one pair black shoes, six white linen handkerchiefs
and a brown state suit of poor quality for wearing until uniforms arrive.
They started us out in ward duty immediately – Wed. noon. I love it
so far. I was on late shift Wednesday from 12 noon until 9:30 pm with a half
hour for supper. Then again Thursday am from 6:30 til 4:00 pm with a half
hour for dinner at noon. So I was quite tired yesterday at 4:00 pm. I am in a
ward of old men – many of who are sick physically as well as mentally.
There forty men in our ward. I’ve grown fond of them already. It is easy to
see how readily they respond to kindness. Work is hard but interesting – will
write more about it when I find time. So Far I have been terribly busy.
Today I report for duty at 12 o’clock noon and work until 9:30 pm and will
probably work the early shift again tomorrow.
There are about five different hospitals here on the hill. We five were
put in the North Hospital – right near where we live. There is Reception
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Hosp. Main Hosp. And two or three others. Each has its own etc. Altogether
the hospital is about 1000 acres. It has a large farm attached and a beautiful
flower garden, lakes greenhouses etc. flower beds along the drive - old elms
and maples – all very beautiful
My address will be:
C. P. S. Unit #81
Connecticut State Hospital
Middletown, Conn.
Will write more later on. Just want to let you now that I love the work
and location. With love, Conrad
May 15, 1943
Con dearestAlmost two weeks and only a line from home – but busy - it seems as
though I’d never get through each day – but I’m so glad to report I’m feeling
just loads better than I did. If I didn’t know my back was around I’d feel
like sweet sixteen. I had such a wonderful day Sunday. Bill and Mil sent m
such beautiful flowers. I needed Con to arrange them but I tried to profit by
all I’d learned from watching you and they looked lovely on the sideboard in
the large white tureen – pink –light and dark snaps – lavendar- pink and
white stocks – the fragrant kind – 2 pink carnations – three red roses- 3
yellow daisies and huckleberry greens. I received your letter and a card with
a darling little hankie from Ruthanna and the promise of a letter which came
yesterday and which I’ll enclose fro you to enjoy.
Naomi arrived Saturday night with candy and a dear little hob-nail
sugar and cream to match a larger taller pitcher she gave me for Easter ad
then best of all to hear your voice on Sunday. It was just perfect. I sent your
letter on to Ruthanna in one I have just written her - so that way you can
keep in touch with each other.
Yesterday a box arrived from Grace Wicker with some interesting old
things Lucy had kept- a square silk crazy quilting a queer old green piececharming for a table cover- a little cover like the oriental rug only finer –
some exquisite old dollies – probably crocheted by Grandma Wicker and
various other things of that nature, and two old seal skin caps. Wasn’t it nice
of her to do that for me? I shall love having the things because Lucy loved
them.
Ginny has just phoned that Dr. Hodge had arranged for Dave to go to
the hospital next Friday night and they operated on Saturday morning. I’m
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glad it will soon be over for the sooner the better. I think everything will
probably be all right.
John Brudner came a week ago yesterday. I put him in your first room
– the one next to David’s. It really looked quite nice and John was as pleased
as could be. He came downstairs fairly beaming and said, “Mrs. Wilson –

Figure 7 Sheep (and a grandchild) on the front lawn of Elda Farm.

you have me all fixed up like a gentleman.” He loves being “home again” as
he puts it and while it means a little more work for me I’m so glad to have
him here to help I certainly don’t mind the extra work. Dad seems so
relieved too that everything seems to be moving in the right direction.
Dave and John are fencing in about a forty-foot wide by 100 ft. long
part of the old orchard, the part next to the old truck patch. The pig house
that Dave made is up there and as soon as he gets all the wire on, the mama
pig and her seven dwarfs will be moved into their new quarters. I hope we
can tear down the old wagon house – being careful to save the steeple – that
nice scalloping stuff and all the good lumber. It’s such an eye sore and really
a menace as it now stands – every wind storm I expect to hear it crash.
The vegetable garden is coming along well. We are having wonderful
asparagus daily – and rhubarb – the things you planted are all up- with the
exception of the spinach which only came up here and there. Naomi has
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decided she will pull weeds each Sunday as her contribution – she thinks the
exercise will be good for her. Dad goes out each morning and works around
a while and it looks fine. The chickens are doing well – not laying quite as
much as several seem to want to set. We have one hen setting on a batch of
pheasant eggs. I still can’t locate Palle. Some mail come for him from the
University but I wrote to Dot but haven’t heard from her – so will probably
hear before long.
(Early Saturday morning) Had to stop last night – to get dinner and then
went down and stayed with Ginny while Dave went to an air warden’s
meeting.
I expect today will see a lot more gardening finished up. I am planting
some flower seeds between the garden and the back lawn. John is making
me a nice bed from the forsythia bushes over to the chicken yard fence and
I’ll put all my cosmos- marigolds – zinnias there and have a cutting garden
right close to the house. I sort of couldn’t bear not having any flowers this
summer and maybe just one bed I’ll keep weeded.
I hope we can get the grass cut in my old garden this weekend – it’s
too high to tackle now until it’s cut with a scythe first. I can’t get over the
difference in Dave’s looks. He is so much more rested and he looks like a
different being. Mr. Stroh has been here this week – day and a half. He put
window cords in the side windows in my room and Daddy’s and the ones
just underneath in the parlors He hung the bathroom door in the back
apartment and put the mirror in the inside of it – with a little shelf right
under it – to hold a razor – powder things or anything you might be using –
while in there. It’s simply a grand idea – even Dad admits it. Then he
repaired the lids on the two big chests – which are now both in the storeroom
(Dave’s Room) the old white wardrobe is where it used to be in the space
from the wall to the door at Dave’s room. John uses it for his clothes. All the
rooms are cleaned up there and it’s very nice. Mr. Stroh also fixed the chest I
bought from Clara – put a new piece in where the worms had been and fixed
the little walnut cradle – now it’s ready for me to finish up. Also fixed the
window over the laundry tub so that will go up and down easily – so I can
open it this summer and he planed off the door going up the back stairs so it
would shut and the two cupboard doors in the apartment. So I am pretty well
fixed – oh he put new cords in the side window in Ruth’s room so I won’t
have any trouble raising that and it’s great having them in order. Dad said
I’d better get them all done while he was around – it’s hard to get carpenters.
I must bring this to a close now as it’s time for me to dress and go
down and get breakfast. I see Dad on the drive with a grubbing hoe – taking
out weeds.
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Loads of love dear – let me know what to send. I sent your white buck
shoes away to be fixed. They’ll be nice to have if you want your white suit.
I’m anxious to know what you want. I’m glad it’s going fairly well for you.
I’ll have to confess now – I was terribly anxious about it all. I sent Harriet
Hollister a lot of Portulaca seeds to sow in the sand in front of the staff
house. They always do so well at the shore – they should be fine there. Not a
word from Igal or “Ego” as John said his name should be. I’m glad the
strike is over.
Affectionately,
Mother
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
(mailed May 17th, 1943)
Darling –
Of all the terrible news today when I was all ready to have a nice talk
with you. The doctor sounded very nice and I pray you are being will taken
care of. These are the times it’s so hard to have you away. If I only knew
how you are right this minute. Dr. said you had a cold and some
inflammation of the eyes – my first thought was measles- you were exposed
to them and this would be about the time they’d develop. I’ll call up again
tomorrow to find out how you are. I wish I’d asked the doctor’s name. He
told me he’d tell you I called and I sent my love - as if you didn’t know you
have all I’m capable of giving. I just thought I couldn’t bear it when I heard
you were sick and away off there.
I am sending you some lilies of the valley by Special Delivery –
Airmail n the morning. How I hope thy reach you before they wither. I’m
going to send some to Ruthanna and Bill too.
I went to meeting this morning. Dorothy Hutchinson was there - the
author of “A Call to Peace Now.” She spoke very well. She was so
unattractive to look at and when she spoke in a beautiful clear soft voice
everyone sat spellbound. It was very wonderful. Sarah and Sam Barton were
there today. Virginia Walker and all her Norristown bunch. Jane and Alfred
Wright. I have asked little Malcolm Taylor to come to the farm for a couple
of weeks in June. He is the one whose Mother died this winter. Mr. Taylor
seemed so glad to have him come. Everyone asked for you. Naomi bought
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out Lloyd Douglas’s last book, “The Robe” I haven’t read much of it as yet
as I’ve been busy about the place.
I got as burst of energy yesterday and after cleaning up the refrigerator
room – set out for the washhouse. I swept down millions of spiders- brushed
walls- threw out trash and when I was finished I was dead tired but the wash
house was clean again and what a relief.
The phone just rang. It was Palle. He’s been at U. of P. all this time
studying. Dot asked him over for Easter and he couldn’t even get away. He
was so sorry to hear you were sick –sent you his best and he’s coming out to
see us as soon as he’s through.
I feel so much better it’s just hard to believe all my old pep coming
back. It’s too good to be true. I only hope it keeps up.
There’s not any news that I know of. Ernnie said that Okie’s had a
letter from Pack – a bit low in spirits- said he didn’t feel he was aggressive
enough. I’m sorry he is depressed and so awfully far away.
If you need me – when you get this have someone phone and I’ll
come. I wished you would ask one of the boys to call me and let me know
just how you are. They can reverse the charges.
Bill Dietz is n the Delaware Hospital in Wilmington – recovering
from pneumonia. Margaret is taking care of Ruth Flaccus, who has been sick
with a bad cold. She is recovering so slowly- I don’t think she is very strong.
Little Margaret is with her grandmother in Swarthmore now.
Everyone in the family is well as far as I know. Cousin Sallie told me
she wakes up in the night and thinks of you – and me too – dear soul she is
so sweet.
I wrote Helen Johnson yesterday – at the end I suggested perhaps she
could start paying her milk bill – if it was only a little at a time - here’s
hoping.
I suppose Joe and Charles are feeling less strange at Powellsville by
now.
Well, dear- no more for tonight- will hope to hear how you are by tomorrow
night when I shall phone gain. Will write more tomorrow. How I wish I
might be there to take care of you.
All my love – darling.
Always affectionately,
Mother
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Sunday evening (mailed May 17, 1943)
Dear Mother and Dad:
After working ten days as an attendant in the North Hospital, I have
been assigned to Ward #12 of the Main Hosp. as a patient. The Doctor
decided that I would make a better patient – at least for a while – but I do
have hopes of recovery and I’m not the most violent patient in the ward. No,
I didn’t begin to think I was George Fox or FDR so you can set your minds
at rest. It’s just a bad cold which affected my eyes. I managed to stay up
most of the week – keeping in bed when not working. My eyes were hurting
so much that I didn’t report to work. Dr. Wilk then sent me over here where
I am being treated like royalty with a private room and tiled bath and a nurse
to take my temp., pulse, and respiration every few hours and administer nose
drops and eye drops.
Tonight I am feeling much better and hope to be out of here tomorrow
morning. Someone told me this evening that there had been a call for me
from Phila. today I suppose you wee getting worried because I had not
written to you – but you can see now that I haven’t felt much like writing
letters. I am anxious to get back to work on the ward. It is loads of fun. Most
of my patients are just old men whose minds wander a bit. Six are bed
patients and several others are incontinent and have to be changed several
times a day. A great many of them are Irish and first generation Americans.
Some are blind and deaf many cannot talk coherently. It doesn’t take long to
get to know each one and learn how to manage him. Most of them sit out on
the porch all day- some smoking – other just sitting from morning till night.
The hosp. is beautiful, very clean and efficient. I’m certainly pleased
that I came here for I love everything about it. We are free here to do as we
please when not working. I have been over to the college several times
already. They have a fine library there. This is all the paper I have so I will
close. Just want you to know I am O.K. so you won’t worry.
Love,
Conrad
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Connecticut State Hosp.
Middletown, Conn
May 20th 1943
Dear Mother and Dad:With all the excitement made over me, - the three or four phone calls
to the doctor, the box of lilies sent special delivery and the frantic letters
from Mother saying that she had received the “terrible” news that her poor
darling had a cold “away off there” so far from home – I feel that the least I
could have done was to have had pneumonia or leprosy or some dreadful
illness. In fact, you made me feel quite guilty- sitting comfortably in bed,
looking at the National Geographic magazine, while sipping eggnogs and
orange juice; or dozing comfortably into daydreams for lack of anything else
to do. You must pardon my laughing at your letters, Mother (I know your
intentions were good), but I must confess I wasn’t aware of feeling very ill
and I did spend a delightful three days resting in bed and sleeping or talking
with Mr. Fitsialos, the Greek attendant, about ancient mythology and Greek
architecture, customs, language and people. The Doctor was quite jolly, too.
He told me that you called on Sunday and again Monday night; and your
letter which I received today said you called Tuesday PM – at least I
presume it was Tuesday night for the letter though undated was postmarked
Wed. morning. You could have talked to me instead of the Doctor, for I left
the infirmary ward Tuesday morning.
I really did appreciate all your concern Mother, but was somewhat
annoyed that you kept calling the Doctor every night. I had planned to talk
with you myself as soon as I got up- but decided not to since you had
already called so many times. It is just as easy to write, anyway – and much
cheaper.
We have had so much rain up here since I came. Perhaps that is
because we are so close to the Conn. River. Each day there has been some
rain – and everything is damp.
I’m glad that you have John Brudner at the farm, Dad. Naomi wrote
me that he had been doing a fine job of cleaning up around the barns. It must
be picturesque to have the sheep on the lawn, as well as economical of work.
Hope Mother won’t plant to many flowers. We have enough already. For
several years now I have wanted to do away with a lot of the flower beds
and plant more trees and bushes which require much less attention and really
make the place much more attractive all year around. I hope someday we
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can get more trees planted in back of the house to take the place of the
apples which will not last many years longer.
How many weeks will it take Dave to recover from the operation? I’m
glad he is having the operation right away and hope he will not suffer much
from it. Give my love to Ginny and Dave. Now that he has some help I hope
he will be able to get a little more rest. He was working much too hard.
I suppose Palle will soon be finished at Penn and will be out at the
farm for a while. Let me know if he has heard yet whether he is going to be
sent to Yale for his training. New Haven is not far from Middletown. So we
would be able to see each other more often.
The lilies of the Valley were very pretty and made my room both
fragrant and home-like. I have the Indian rug on the floor and another small
rag rug which the hospital supplied. The blankets, sheets and some of the
clothes I had at camp are not needed here, so I have packed them all in the
black suitcase and will take it home with me when I can manage to get there.
We will have a day off sometime around Memorial day – but not necessarily
that particular day. We can take the holiday along with our regular day off,
which for me is Monday – thus making two days in succession. We always
have early shift 6:30 – 4:00 the day preceeding our day off – and late shift
starting at noon the day following. So I would be able to come home for two
whole days. Will see if I can make it the first week in June if that suits you at
home. Then I can bring back with me the things I need for here such as my
white shoes, white suit, hankerchiefs, shirts and some notes I want. I am
planning to buy some moccasin-shoes for walking with my #17 coupon
before it runs out in June.
Had a lovely letter from Dorothy Okie recently. It amazes me that a
fifiteen year old girl can write such a beautiful letter. She sent me this
poem:
Over the shoulders and slopes of the dune,
I saw the white daisies go down to the sea
a host in the sunshine, an army in June,
the people God sends us to set our hearts free.
The bobolinks rallied them up from the dell,
The orioles whistled them out of the wood
And all the singing was “Earth it is well.”
And all of their dancing was “Life, thou art good.”
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This is just written from memory – so I hope it is correct. The letter is
over in my room. Is it not a pretty little poem? I don’t know who the author
is, but I have seen it before somewhere.
I am glad that Naomi can spend her weekends at the farm. I know
what a help she always is to to you all and it is nice for her, too that she can
get out in the country and fresh air and sunshine. Hope you all don’t work to
hard outside and tire yourselves out. Especially I hope Dad will not do too
much when he returns from work in the hot afternoons. It is fine to get up
early, before it is hot, and work in the garden but Dad shouldn’t work too
much in the sun.
Here I arrive at 5:30 each morning and have breakfast at 6:00. Every
time you look at the Conn. River it presents a new aspect. Sometimes it is
very still and everything is reflected clearly in it. Sometimes it takes on all
the colors around it. The other night it was blood red at sunset. The town is
beautiful as viewed from here on the hill. About ten church steeples can be
counted. There are some lovely homes up on the hill around Wesleyan. One
in particular is most unusual. It is a beautiful soft pink color with faded
murals in large panels, a huge cornice of Italian Renaissance style and black
iron work on the porch similar to the Holland farm. This in a setting of huge
old trees and surrounded by a brick wall, makes it stand out.
The Honors College where Dr. Kruse had his office is a beautiful
building too. Dr Kruse has been asked by the government to make a “goodwill” tour of South America this coming summer to represent the American
field of philosophy. He told them he was a Quaker and could not represent
the war effort in any way, but the government said that was all the better for
they did not want S. America to think we were cultivating the friendship just
for the war effort. My love to all the family and excuse me if I seemed to
scold to much in the beginning.
Lots of love,
Conrad
P.S. Aren’t these new four freedom stamps beautiful? Use them when you
can buy some. They have been rare so far.
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Thursday, June 3rd, 1943
Dear Mother and Dad:
I am spending a quiet day by myself up on a grass-covered hill near
Middletown. Monday is my regular day off, but I offered to work last
Monday, as so many attendants wanted to be away for Memorial day and the
Hospital was consequently a little short handed. Mrs. Deegan, our
superintendent in the North Hospital, told me that, if I so wished, I could
save my memorial day holiday for later on in the month; then she would
advance me my July 4th holiday, which, when combined with my regular
day off duty would give me three days at home. We can save up and
combine holidays like that- but can not save up the weekly day off. And
after working for nine days straight - ten hours a day, as I have done, I
wouldn’t want to if it were possible, for I find that one day of rest is needed
each week. The work is not very difficult physically, but it is tiring.
More than ever I am convinced that this is an excellent field for
Friends to work in. The work requires a great amount of patience and
sympathy and understanding -much more than the average person is capable
(or rather) willing to give. It demands a constant renewal of ones faith and
ideals. And also, since our society in the past has had a false impression of
mental illness, and people feel ashamed of it and reluctant to talk about it,
the type of worker in a mental hospital has been to some extent a low sort of
person who has no sympathy and understanding and little patience. That is
why the public hears occasionally of such scandals as happened at Byberry
in Philadelphia and which occur in all mental hospitals. That is why men
such as Jesse Holmes cry out against the inhumanity of our prison system
and mental institutions. You remember how concerned Jesse Holmes always
was.
It is not the institutions that are to blame, usually, for they would like
to improve conditions if they could. But the public needs to be reeducated
first, so that it will provide more funds to the state institutions and provide
more people who are willing to work in the institutions. I certainly do not
regret in the least my decision in coming here. I only wish that more of the
Friend’s could have the opportunity and experience.
Have not had the time or ambition to write many letters since coming
here, but then I never wrote many while at camp either!
This morning I bought four oranges, two cupcakes, a little package of
peanut butter “Nacs” and a “health bar” of fruits and nuts. With this supply
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of food, my writing paper and pen, dark glasses and a blanket and a pair of
short pants I came out on the hill to rest. It is almost too hot to lie on the
blanket so I am sitting on the ground writing. I also have Emerson’s Essays
along with me in case I feel like reading later on. I am hoping to reacquire
some of that sunburn which I had when I left camp and have since then lost.
Have not yet been to meeting yet as I have been working each
Sunday, but I have met a few of the people who attend regularly.
Will try to come home for three days later in the month – possibly Sat.
Sunday and Monday, June 19, 20, 21st or earlier or later - whatever I can
arrange. Is there any special time you all would prefer any weddings or
parties?
Had a letter from Ed Ramberg who is staying in Westport, Conn. with
Sarah’s mother – Mrs. Sargent. His leg had to be reset and the new cast
cannot come off until July 5th
With Lots of love to all, Conrad
Letter not dated reference to Dave’s birthday (June 22) means it was mid
June, 1943.
Hello StepchildI guess that’s how you feel by now – but no one has time to do
anything but work – and it keeps piling up higher and higher every weekdear knows what we’ll be like later on. At least I’m thankful to be feeling
well enough to do my part. I get so tired by night I couldn’t write a letter if I
tried – but sleep well and am alright again by morning.
Dave returned Monday evening. Ginny and David West came home in
the morning. I spent two days last week in their garden – got it all weededplace outside raked up and the lawn at the back cut. Dave’s place will look
very well after the grass gets a good start. John and I also pulled out a bunch
of poison ivy down there. We went the rounds and pulled it out where ever
we found it – then John hauled it away to burn. Of course it will come up,
but we got out all we could find. Dad has been making screens for the whole
house down there and they are certainly fine ones. He had the frames made
at Ward’s Lumber Co. then bought wire. He’s been putting that on and
fixing the hooks to hang them. It will certainly be nice. I’ve been expecting
Palle since Tuesday. He came out over the Memorial Day – that weekend
and left o visit someone in Richmond, Virginia - was coming home Tuesday
but guess he’s having a better time than he expected. I’ m glad – for he looks
very thin and tired. I expected to sit down early this morning to write you –
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but it’s now 10:50 – and I’ve just finished my regular work. The incinerator
you made me is a lifesaver. It’s so close I can empty all my trash etc. I keep
an old tin boiler next to it into which I can through things I don’t burn and
when it’s full we take it to the icehouse and dump it. It helps so much to
keep things tidy. Did I tell you I cleaned up the washhouse? You should
have seen me when I finished I was some sight.
Dave looks fairly well, but he is so quiet and low in spirits whenever I
see him. Not any more like he used to be than day from night. I am quite
concerned over him. I hope it isn’t anything mental that’s settling down on
him.
Dad is wonderful. He works every minute and yet he seems in good
shape- eats and sleeps well and we really have a good time working
together. I help him all I can I only wish I could do more.
Don’t worry about having a lot of flowers. Only one bed – the stretch
from the chicken yard over to the forsythia bushes you planted by the
washhouse entrance to the garden. I put a row of cosmos at the back- then a
row of large marigolds – then batchelor buttons – then zinnias- and baby’s
breath (annual), candy tuft and lilliput zinnias for a border. I planted them
last Thursday and by Sunday morning they were all up. It’s terrible weather
– rains everyday it’s hard o get things done outside. The peonies were
perfectly wonderful this year. I never saw them in such profusion or so
beautiful. I’ve picked dozens and dozens of them.
I’ll enclose a letter from Billy and one from Ruthanna – Mrs. Duncan
had been pretty sick, but seemed to recover rapidly. Ruth seems so thrilled
over the apartment in Chicago and her life there. Isn’t it fine things are
moving smoothly for them? Even if Tom doesn’t make much Ruth is clever
and capable and will manage and it’s the right way now for him to be at the
head of the household.
Mr. and Mrs. Machemer have gone to Cheyenne Wyoming. He is
through training at Cambridge and has been stationed as chaplain there in
some army camp. They came down to say goodbye Sunday and left early
Monday morning. She looked so young and pretty and both seemed like
newlyweds - her stay alone at the Manse – during his four weeks absence ended in “Romance”
It will be so wonderful to see you next week. Write if you need any
money to come home on. That will be near Dave’s birthday- which is the
22nd [of June]. We’ll have to celebrate on Sunday. It seems ages since we’ve
seen you . Your letters are always so full of interest. I wish I could write as
interesting ly. I am very anxious to hear all about everything.
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I think they have Joe Thomas with the surveying outfit at
Powellsville. I haven’t heard much about how he is doing. Sue went down
for the weekend last Saturday so will call her and find out how he is getting
on. His mother only said, “He doesn’t complain.”
Ruth’s new address is:
Hull House – 800 S. Halstead St.
Chicago, ILL. – Apt.B4
We sent them two reproductions of Hitchcock chairs. They were very
good looking and sturdy – painted a soft satiny black – with dull gold
painting. You know what they look like don’t you? They didn’t have any
straight chairs so we felt they would look well. I got them at Walter Yost’s –
a pre-wedding anniversary gift.
I suppose I’ve got to stop as I must run and put this in the mailbox for
Mr. Burns. Then I have Ruth and Billy to write to then I must transplant a
row of beets for Dad and do some weeding out there for him. We’ve had
beet greens – spinach and tonight the first peas from the garden. Wish you
were here to have some – but it won’t be long now.
Loads and loads of love- can’t wait for next week.
Affectionately,
Mother
Wednesday, June 23, 1943
Dearest Mother and Dad: I arrived at the hospital at 11 am yesterday after and uneventful trip.
Crossed New York City by taxi as you had suggested and got to Grand
Central station in plenty of time to catch the train for New Haven.
I was greeted royally by Amedon when I entered the ward and was
told to spend the rest of the day in the office of the ward so that I would be
within reach when he was ready to issue the orders. Last night after supper
Amedon told me all about himself and his position in the world which had
not been clear to me previously. He is much quieter now and easier to
understand now that I know who he is. He is not God Almighty or dictator
of the world at all but just Amedon – servant of the Lord and head of this
great institution. I copied down what he told me last night – as I thought you
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might be interested to hear – especially since he is a cousin of Mother’s –
being descended from the Haskell family of Massachusetts. ( He looks just
like what I would expect a Haskell to look like – piercing eyes, and rather
distinguished looking.)
Amedon- “You are working in the greatest hospital in the world young man.
The greatest for every nation. We have a great staff here –headed by Dr.
Whiting ( Dear old man) – the greatest science doctor in the world. We are
going to open a new building soon which costs $1,000,000. Praise the Lord.
You are very fortunate to be here, and if you obey my orders you will be
well rewarded. “
C. Wilson - “Will I have a chance to progress?”
Amedon – “Yes, you have the best chance in the world – with the privilege
of God Almighty to organize the thoughts through servants.
We expect the best doctors from all over the world to come to be n our staff.
One famous actor from London is expected soon. Two great German doctors
are coming and others from every nation. We will have a wonderful staff –
the besat in all the world Amen. Wires are coming from all nations. I have
been broadcasting to all nations. We send greeting every day or two.”
Note – We have a patient here named Panzetti –who is very noisy and
untidy. He has to be tied to the bed all the time as he rips up his clothing and
dirties the bed. Panzetti is an Italian and cannot speak but a few words of
English. He yells all the time and jabbers away in Italian and broken
English. But none can understand him – even the other Italian. Amedon is so
noisy that we had to put him in a small room with Panzetti- for whom he
took a great liking.
Amedon – “Panzetti is here already to represent Italy. We are waiting to
receive others any day now. Representatives and ambassadors are coming
from all countries of the world. All these representatives are coming to
inspect this great hospital. Panzetti is the first to arrive.”
C. Wilson “What connection do you have with all this Mr. Amedon? Are
you the founder or supervisor?”
Amedon – “No, I am not the founder, but I personally originated this idea of
the world’s greatest hospital. It was my own thought with the help of God
and the staff.”
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Note Then it was time for Amedon to go to bed as all the other patients were
asleep and he had been sitting up in the office talking to me until 8:30 PM
After a great struggle in which he became quite angry with me for
disobeying him and trying to tell him what to do, I finally got him to his
room. But he wouldn’t let me enter the room, for I might disturb Panzetti
who needed the sleep and quiet. Panzetti, however, began to yell and jabber.
Amedon : “Hello Panzy! The good man is with you now. I am going to bed
Panzy dear.”
Panzetti – “Ah ah ah blah blah whah…”
Amedon: Bless you dear old man Hallelulia, Amen. The good man is with
you now. He loves you
Panzetti: “Yes, I love you too.” “blah, blah blah ah-ah-ah. Etc. “
Amedon “Blah- Blah, blah! What kind of language is that! I can’t
understand you!”
Panzetti - (more of the same)
Amedon: “Shut Up!!!”
Thus ended the evening episode and I had to begin changing beds which
were dirty before going off duty at 9:30. I had about ten patients to clean and
change as usual. I was ready to sleep last night as you can imagine. This
morning I got up at 5:30 had breakfast and went on duty at 6:30 in the same
ward. Amedon told me last night he was through with me. He liked me
personally but if I couldn’t obey orders now, what would I be like in the
future? He could no longer trust me. But this morning he greeted me
cordially and said he was hiring me to be his personal valet. I could be
assured of a good position and salary but I must obey all orders! Around ten
o’clock he began to get very noisy – walked up and down the ward
preaching to everyone – and praising Pres. Roosevelt and damning Hitler
and the Axis. Then he began his broadcast to the world. I ran to get a paper
and pencil and recorded the broadcast as follows –
Daily Broadcast of Amedon to all the nations of the world.
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“Praise the Lord, Hallelulia, Amen. Oh what a glorious Army we have. Let
us praise our young men. Hitler is the bad man. Down with Hitler!
Democracy is speaking. Listen We praise the old soldiers of the last war but
the young soldiers are best. God bless them all.
God bless you Private Mullins. We praise the privates most of all, for
it is the privates in the army who receive the orders. Where would this
country be if the privates would run away when the Generals give the
orders?
What must we do? We must sacrifice to support our boys! They are
sacrificing their lives – millions of them. We must give our money to
support our brave boys in the army.
Friends of Democracy – Nations of the world I call on you to send in
your representatives. We invite you- everyone in the world – all nations to
send their representatives England and France have sent theirs. They will
arrive soon. Italy? Yes, they have sent theirs – but the others have not.
Now we are ready. Wire in their names. God will provide for all who
want to come. We are ready to entertain you. Come to the feats. God will
feed you all. I extend a greeting to all nations for our young men. God
appreciates these young men. Invitations have gone forth.
I have said enough, Hallelulia, Amen.” End of broadcast for today.
Then Amedon proceeded to bawl me out good and proper for asking
questions during his broadcast. I disturbed the broadcast and he couldn’t yell
at me to stop because they would have heard over the radio. So he remained
angry with me the all day. Finally when I was about to go, he decided to
forgive me this time but warned me for the future never to interrupt him or
ask questions when he is speaking- especially “When I am radiating”’ he
said.
I have written all this to give you some idea of what goes on in the
ward during the day.
I enjoyed my visit at home and think the work outdoors did me lots of
good. I even gained a few pounds while home, in spite of the work. Will you
send me my ration book which I left at home? The watch is a godsend to me
in the ward. I have to take 6 temps now every two hours - and always had to
borrow a watch to take the pulse.
Lots of Love,
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Conrad

June 26, 1943
Dear Con,
I am enclosing check which came in redemption of your bond. We
were glad to hear from you yesterday. Mother reads your letter every once in
a while and we all enjoy it. Palle and Gordon are plowing the 18 acre field
and I think will complete all but the triangle strip today.
Miss Cloud has been with us since Tuesday and I mailed a package of
dresses to Ruthanna today. Hope the weather is a little cooler with you than
it is here. This week has been a scorcher. We have been having cherry pie
and black raspberries all week.
Lots of love,
Father
Thursday, July 1, 1943
Dear Mother and Dad:Just a note to explain to you about the telephone call Sunday P.M.
Howard and Elsie Schomer are leaving the hospital Unit here to join the
Haverford Unit which is preparing for relief and rehabilitation work abroad.
So far as I know Howard will live at Haverford with the group and Elsie is
planning to get a job in the vicinity and if no provision has been made for
wives of the C.P.S. men, she will have to find some place to stay. They were
asking me about Haverford and the availability of living quarters in the
neighborhood. Knowing that apartments are difficult to find and rents are
high I thought I would ask you about the back wing of Elda.
It did not occur to me at the time that renting the apartment would
cause a lot of extra work, for Elsie is a very neat and clean and an excellent
housekeeper. I thought that she would be more of a help to Mother than a
hindrance, because she could help with the meals or even cook her own if
necessary.
Howard would not be able to leave Haverford during the week
probably, but he would go out to the farm on the weekends. He is the young
minister I spoke of when home, who refused to accept the deferment offered
to minister (Classification 4-D) and went to Camp Gorham in New
Hampshire. Elsie is a lovely girl. She is Swedish – tall slender blond with
flashing blue eyes. Both are brilliant persons – just a wonderful couple.
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Knowing how Mother dislikes being at home alone, I thought that she
would enjoy having Elsie stay with her. – and I thought that a little extra
money would come in handy. But I would not suggested their going to the
farm if I thought it would mean more work for Mother. And I certainly don’t
want you to consider the proposition if it will make more work.
Please do not think that it will hurt my feelings for I understand quite
well how much you all are doing at home and don’t want you to have more
worries. Howard and Elsie will understand perfectly. I told Elsie today that
you did not feel able to rent to them the rooms and she understands.
However, I did ask her to call you on the phone when she goes down on
Saturday to join Howard and I wish you would invite them out to the farm
some weekend. I’m sure you would love them both.
Perhaps you would ask Elsie if she has any place to stay until she
finds a room somewhere and if she has no place to stay maybe she cold stay
at the farm a few days while looking for an apartment.
This is by way of an explanation of the phone call.
I am feeling fine and am very happy here at the hosp. Will write again
soon to tell you the usual news.
Lots of Love, Conrad
Wednesday, July 21st 1943
Dear Mother and Dad: In the four weeks since I returned to Middletown from home I have
not felt quite up to par. Physically, I have been well; but something has been
wrong with me, for I seem to be in a stupor. Whether it has been the result of
the work, which sometimes becomes rather depressing or worry for you at
home, I cannot tell – but that hardly seems likely. Often I lie awake at night
- not thinking of anything in particular but my mind is in turmoil.
You probably wonder why I have not written to you. Time and again I
have tried to write letters but each time I write a few lines then sit and stare
at the paper and finally give up. Hundreds of thoughts go running through
my mind – but I can’t seem to collect my thoughts together and out them on
paper.
Now please don’t start worrying about me, for I am not losing my
mind. I just don’t seem to have much energy and will power. I certainly
enjoyed hearing Mother’s voice Monday night. That made me feel much
better. The last letter from home sounded so depressed. It made me feel bad
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all week – and worse still when I realized that I had not written for so long.
But Monday night Mother’s voice sounded wonderful and did me lots of
good.
The first Monday after my return to the hospital I worked on a farm in
Cromwell all day with another man from the unit. I was entirely out of
money & thought the change in work would do me good – which it did. A
few days later I received Dad’s letter with check enclosed – so I opened up a
saving account in the Farmers’ and Mechanic’s Bank in town – starting with
$20. Haven’t added anything to it yet- but I feel more secure with some
money in the bank. Then if I ever need any I can draw it out – and better still
I can add small sums each month from my allowance.
The second Monday after my return I had planned to work at a
nursery but it rained all day. I spent the whole day reading out loud with
Jack Petherbridge and discussing many things. We read out loud Hamlin’s
“The War Myth in US History” then some ancient Chinese poetry etc.
This place would be quite unbearable if it were not for the friendships.
If you could spend a day on the ward sometime you would understand what
I mean. The two female attendants screech like wildcats when they are not
gossiping about the other female attendants. I am quite accustomed to
hearing women use language which I seldom hear even in the barnyard.
There are certain words which one has to use sometimes to make patients
understand but here the women think nothing of using the most obscene
language at any time or in front of anyone. Usually I just pay no attention to
all the screeching and shouting but often it gets on my nerves and though I
try not to show it outwardly, I’m afraid it does affect me inside. The patients
are amusing at first. The attendants and worker patients are not amusing.
Amedon shouts at me all day long. He is going to put me in the guardhouse.
He will send me to Alaska and Washington if I don’t obey. If I want to
clean up the filth I can have it. “Kiss your dear old lovey dovey” he says
We’ll fix you Wilson! I know your people. The soldiers are coming.
Hallelulia This all day long from morning to night without end. Always
about me. At the same time Peyser is muttering away endlessly about me.
They are on my trail he says. Trying to pretend you’re honest when we know
that you spent four years in a federal penitentiary for passing bad checks.
Now don’t deny it Conrad Wilson. You tried to tell me you weren’t a
member of the Masonic order but I can prove it. You’re a member of the
Odd Fellows also. Your father may well be a banker but you are a bad
character. You can’t fool me.
Then Douglas Taplin, who is all deformed comes up to me and with
his face all twisted up, stuttering and spitting, says he understands it all now.
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“Why what do you mean, Douglas?” I ask. “I know everything. I am God.
Each person is a nerve and the central nerve in each person is a planet. We
are all planets. D.O.U.G.L.A.S. Douglas T A P L I N Talpin period.
NILPAT backwards that’s me. We have been excellent friends all the time.
Douglas doesn’t smoke. He is a good boy. He lets me read all his letters. But
suddenly he too became suspicious of me and now says he doesn’t know
what to believe and what not to believe. For all he knows I might be a
women in disguise. He has fits of temper and becomes quite nasty at times.
But all this is rather amusing or could be if it were not for the constant din.
People seem to think that by shouting and swearing at the dumb patients –
they will mind. But they become all the more confused. Sometimes I feel
like shouting too but I hardly ever do. You asked me about Amedon. His
father was president of the bank in Hardwick, Mass. His wife told me about
him. He was always a day dreamer – had big plans but could never
accomplish them. His mental illness came on suddenly. He was a Salvation
Army officer. That is why he is always talking about his great Army of the
lord. He says he is one of God’s three chosen people. Jesus Christ, Dr.
Whiting and Amedon are going to run the World. There is no longer any
United States – but just one great World Order. His name is really Amedon.
His family were well to do and he told me once that he was related to the
Haskell family.
As I said before life would be rather unbearable if it were not for my
friends. Often I could set down and write letters, but after working all day and working with people who are not always friendly I find that I need the
companionship of others. So we read out loud or talk and compare notes
about our work etc. Often go down to the drug store after 9:30 for some ice
cream or a soda. Thus spare time goes with little accomplished.
Last week, thinking that perhaps I was partly to blame for our social
ostracism by not attempting to go the second mile, I started to sit down at a
table with one of the older attendants. He jumped up and waving his hands,
shouted “Get away from this table and sit over there. Don’t ever come near
me I don’t want any of you ____ _____ cowards sitting with me.” So I said,
“Very well, if that is what you wish.” and sat down at another table. Later on
I asked Miss Kelley, who waits on tables, for some applesauce and the same
attendant, his conscience bothering him I guess, jumped up and shouted at
me “Trying to find out my name are you! Well, I’m not afraid to tell you.
My name is Bailey and I don’t care if you do turn me in.” I explained I only
wanted some applesauce and if only I had had time to think I would have
told him I wasn’t interested in his name. And to be sure it hadn’t even
occurred to ne to turn his name in to the supervisor. Well, that is a sample of
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how we are appreciated here and that is why I say that I value friendships
more than anything else. Money means nothing to me anymore. Just so I can
have my books and my friends.
From an ancient Chinese poem written by Ch’eng-kung Lui who died
AD 273 I quote a few lines which well illustrate an evening spent with
friends in C.P.S. It was like this in Powellsville – and before that at Bolsters
home in Berwyn.
“I sent out invitations
To summons guests
I collected together
All my friends
Loud Talk
And simple feasting:
Discussion of philosophy,
Investigation of subtleties
Tongues loosened
And minds as one.
Hearts refreshed
By discharge of emotion!”
A week ago last Monday I worked again all day for Millane Nursery. There
is an ad in the paper that anyone who wants to work for a day should meet
the truck at 6:30 in town. So Jack and I went down. Pay is 60 cents an hour
for a nine hour day and in the nine hours was included a fifty mile ride in a
truck to and from the work project. Such a ride through beautiful Conn.
countryside - up thru Avon and Simsbury. In the truck with us were several
young boys and four of the town’s worst drunks. I wish I could have
recorded some of the conversation. One of them had spent $80 on liquor in 5
days. They work for a week and drink for a week. Salaries are huge and they
have no ambitions but to live for each day. It was educational, a new
experience for me. I earned $5.40 that day - but decided not to do it again.
Work was not that hard but it was wasting the people’s money. Millane gets
a dollar per hour a head for all the men he can supply. He is not concerned
with the amount of work done, in fact the longer he drags out the project the
more money he can make. It is a government job we found out. So we
decided not to do it again. Besides I found I needed the rest more than I
needed the money and am afraid I was getting a little to interested in money.
So last Monday I sent the day alone resting and reading. All afternoon
I sat as though entranced, deeply absorbed in reading Lloyd Douglas’ great
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masterpiece “The Robe”. In the evening, having finished the book, I climbed
up the nearby mountain to the great “white rocks” where, after feasting on
the wild huckleberries which flourish on the rocks, I sat and watched the sun
slowly sink to the horizon. Endless miles of rolling countryside stretched out
below me. The sky was deep blue without a cloud. The river was a blaze of
gold reflecting the brilliant glare of the golden sunset. The hills in the
distance were hazy purple.
When the sun sank behind the mountain and the river suddenly
changed to a deep blue like the sky – and seemed to stand still. Village lights
began to twinkle in the distance and then the evening star came out.
Somehow I felt far removed from all the mad rush of the world – like
Emerson felt when he wrote:
“O when I am safe in my sylvan home,
I tread on the pride of Greece and Rome
And when I am stretched beneath the pines
Where the evening star so holy shines
I laugh at the lore and the pride of man
At the sophist schools and the learned clan
For what are they all in their high conceit
When man in the bush with God may meet.”
I never knew before how very beautiful the evening star is when it is the
only star in the sky. I was familiar with Wordsworth’s poem “Lucy”
“A violet by a mossy stone
Half hidden from the eye,
Fair as a star when only one
is shining in the sky.”
But I had never experienced its beauty until Monday night. Then when I
returned to the hospital I received the message that you had called. Monday,
therefore, turned out to be a wonderful day. I think “The Robe” is one of the
finest books I have ever read. Do you remember, Mother, that part when
Marcellus, still unconvinced, was discussing Christianity with Justus? “Of course – its utterly impractical’, declared Marcellus, “only a little
handful would make the experiment and at ruinous cost. The great majority
would sneer and take advantage of them, considering them cowardly and
feeble minded for not defending their rights. They would soon be stripped of
everything!”
“That’ true,” admitted Justus, “stripped of everything but the great
idea! But Marcellus, that idea is like a seed. It doesn’t amount to much if
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you expect immediate returns. But if you’re willing to plant it and nourish it
--I don’t believe I need make any explanation of this except to say that
is how I feel. Was not the last chapter powerful! The trial scene was very
moving. Marcellus’ explanation of the kingdom of Jesus was wonderful.
“His kingdom is a state of mind and heart that strives for peace and justice
and goodwill among all men.”
There is one book that I would like to own above all others at present.
That is Lin Yutang’s Anthology “The Wisdom of Chin and India.” Would
you see if you can purchase it in Philadelphia? If you can find it I will send
you the money. I think it costs about $5.50 It is a marvelous collection of the
great writings of the Far East.
It is very late – and I must get some sleep. At long last I have forced
myself to write a letter. Will you try and explain to John Harvey why I have
not been able to write that which he requested. I doubt if I can write it for
another week or two. You know I would do anything for the Harveys if I
could but I have not been able to do anything for the last few weeks. I was
feeling quite depressed, though I know not why. Writing this has helped me.
Lots of love to you both, Conrad
July, 1943
Con dearest,
Your long letter was so eagerly received and is still being read over
and over again. I too can say, “you probably wonder why I haven’t written
to you”. I could quote your entire paragraph and it would fit my mood
exactly - and yet I realize how definitely I have not attended to ‘first things
first” - for you are first – always in my thoughts- but of late not my actions
– and you are in the midst of a living Hades – and should at least have a little
word each day from those who love you – better than life itself. I am busy all
day but I can get tired and not have a mad house in my ears. I can close my
eyes in quiet but you can never do that and my heart aches for you. If I could
only do something or say something, which would really make it easier. My
first thought – perhaps you’ll smile over- for it’s so like any mother who
knows how tired bodies can throw a monkey wrench into mental activity. I
know from what Shomer’s said that your diet is a most unbalanced one.
Therefore – take this or leave it as you wish- I would see a doctor. See if
you’re anemic or if the addition of some vitamins wouldn’t perhaps help at
this time. I know the doctor in Berwyn has helped me just so much.
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The next and most important is to try a game I have been trying to
play with myself – only I have only ordinary rules to go by – and your way
is paved with every kind of difficulty, but you’re young- life is ahead – and
maybe these days mark the meanest and hardest you’ll ever know. It’s not
through ease – peace and comfort that we emerge “Soul triumphant” but
through doing our duty in the face of everything being torn down as fast and
we build or try to build. It’s so easy I too have passed through times – which
though often were perhaps were intensified by too active imagination – yet
to me were pretty devastating and only when I surrendered and say “Father –
I have chosen to follow your way – stumbling often – falling too at times –
but your way I must follow. Show me the way – speak to me in my need –
let me feel the pressure of your hand on my shoulder. I am al yours and will
do your bidding” does quiet come and a kind of strength – which seems to
lift me above the actual things I’m doing. And I find the strength to go on.
You have always been such a tower of strength for me and helped me over
the bumps and made it easier to carry on – for you seem to be all the things I
try to be – you seem always to have acquired that quiet strength I seek and
need and find if I follow through as I believe. That is why I know this
“searching of yourself” is actually because of a physical need - to help tide
over a bad time - for you are really on the right road.
Few will understand us now – Con – we have chosen the lonely road –
and we must travel it for a while at least, but if we can keep our eyes lifted
our purpose clear and our hearts and hands clean we can manage. I want so
much to talk with you and be with you for a few days I’m sorry we must
wait for two weeks, but if I possibly can I shall come then. I think following
the time and schedule you took I will arrive as you did. I shall in (end) this –
enclose Ruth’s last letter, which you wil enjoy and shall continue from here
tomorrow. I loved “The Robe”. Will see about your book at once and will
bring along another one you will love when I come.
Remember not an hour passes that you are not always in my love and
thoughts. You are my strength always and I wish I might help you as much
as you always help me.
Keep that priceless spirit you’ve always shown – the marvelous ability
to see the funny – side though now that seems to be out of bounds a bit. If
you can endure just past the endurance point. You’ll be out in the light – it
always is that way in life – be sure that there are those who have not felt the
depths have also not reached the heights. The Prophet – will help now. I
think the one on Joy and Sorrow.
My love dearest of boys.
Mother
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Dear Mother:
Just a note to let you know that I am looking forward to your visit at
the end of this week. If I am not at the bus stand when you arrive I want you
to call the attendant’s home - 1553 at the hospital and ask for me. If you
take the 8:00 am train from Grand Central and get off at New Haven, you
can catch a bus from the station then to Middletown. Or you can take
another train which would take you to Meriden, where you can get a bus to
Middletown. Getting off at New Haven and taking a bus from there is most
convenient I think.
Tonight I am beginning night shift – which means I will have the
same hours each night – from 9:30 PM to 7am. I was just told at noon today
– so haven’t had time to think about it – whether to be pleased or not. At
least that means I can have more time with you – and will be free to meet the
bus Friday or Saturday –whichever day you arrive. I think you said Saturday
in your last letter.
The only hotel is rather dingy looking and as most tourist homes are
rather dull I have made arrangements with a Mrs. Foye, whose son, Will
Foye, is at the Brattleboro, Vt. Hospital CPS unit, for you to stay at her
house.
Naturally we can’t be together all the time for I will have to sleep in
the mornings, so I thought it would be nicer to you to be with congenial
people who are sympathetic with C.O. ‘s. Some one you could talk with.
Mrs Foye is a member of the Wider Quaker Fellowship. Her husband was a
professor at Wesleyan but is now dead. She lives in a small but comfortable
house with Mrs. Gustafson – who works in the Wesleyan library. The two of
them will make you feel at home I’m sure. And at the same time you will
feel free to go and come as you please.
Mrs. Foye offered the room in her house when she heard that you
were planning to visit me. So I took her up on the offer. This will be much
better than a tourist home. We can eat our meals in town and you can have
breakfast at Mrs. Foye’s. Sunday evening after chapel at Wesleyan Mr and
Mrs. Darr have invited you and me over to their home. Reverend Stephen
Bayne, Chaplain of Columbia Univ. will be there too. I have been going to
chapel each Sunday evening – and I know quite a few people over at the
college now. Last night I went out with Prof. Reynolds to his home in the
country for supper and the night. Everyone at Wesleyan is friendly. I’m sure
you will enjoy meeting them.
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Now I must close this hurried note and get some super and a little
sleep before going on duty at 9:30. I worked this afternoon so have had no
sleep all day. Hope I won’t fall asleep tonight.
Will see you Saturday.
My love to all
Conrad

August 9, 1943
Dear Con,
We have certainly had a wonderful weekend. I stopped for Elizabeth
Salom on the way home from work Saturday. Dave and Reid were just
finishing lunch so Elizabeth and I ate ours while she told me of John’s
telephone [call] of the night before. He had not closed his eyes since leaving
home – in fact set on the arm of the seat from Bridgeport to Boston. There
he had breakfast, a stretch and massage to get rid of a headache and took the
9:30am train to Portsmouth. There he met the real estate agent and her niece
and drove down through Brunswick to Orr’s Island to view the 100 acres he
saw advertised.
The woods there 80 acres was the finest he had ever seen and the
home large and in good condition, but quite a distance back from the shore.
The woods made up for everything and he was delighted with the place and
thought he could sell enough ground eventually to pay for the place and still
have all he wanted left. On the way there he had seen several other places
none of which suited but told the owner he would go back to the hotel and
think this over. So the agent drove him back to Brunswick, where by the
way he stayed the night, and on the way John asked if there was anything
else to look at. She said no but they would stop and see an agent she knew in
Brunswick. They did and he had heard of a man who had to leave soon for
the west but had not put his place up for sale. However the agent called the
man on the phone and took John down on Harpswell peninsula to see the
property. They arrived at 8pm just at sunset and John saw the most
magnificent view he had ever seen. The place was right on the west shore
with miles of Casco Bay dotted with 50 or 60 islands and in the distance Mt.
Washington stood out plainly.
The woods was cleared the buildings and grounds in wonderful shape.
The house had a large living room 15’ x 30 ‘ with an open fire place,
furnished sun porch large bath and bedroom maid’s room, kitchen, enclosed
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porch, two car garage with room above and 2 separate cabins completely
furnished with baths. They wanted more than John wanted to pay but finally
he made an offer as all furnishings, rugs, curtains, General Electric
refrigerator, electric stove, oil range[?] were included. They decided to
consider the offer overnight and Saturday morning accepted it. John was so
excited he couldn’t sleep and didn’t get much rest on the trip. He stopped
and saw the Norrises on the way back Saturday night and took the midnight
train from Boston to New York. Had breakfast there and arrived home at ten.
We had one o’clock dinner which all enjoyed as Dave killed a chicken
on Saturday. All took naps except Dave who mowed and then John, Libby,
Reid and I played cards until time for the night work. Schweyers spent the
weekend with the Warners. After they left Warners drove over to get their
milk and we set playing with little “Becky” and talking of Marie. John went
back to work this morning and will work and like it he says now until after
the war. Hope your Mother is enjoying Connecticut. John says if she liked
“Ables” she will be simply entranced with this spot.
Lots of love to both of you, As always, Father
Wednesday, August 18, 1943
Dearest Mother and Dad:
I don’t wish to become involved in a lengthly discussion of the
psychological effects of a haircut but must admit that a good trimming can
produce wonders. Sat. night Charley Fisher, at my request, began clipping
my hair (I was his first customer victim.) and then Dave Marty helped even
it up at about ¾ inch from the scalp. The results were amazing to say the
least so we immediately cut off Charley’s hair – then Dave’s. Later on they
got Jack Petherbridge, Tom Korn and Paul Bateman and gave them all “crew
cuts”. We all felt rather light headed. This was partly to protest the $.75 rate
demanded by all the barbers in town and partly in fun. Anyway it made me
feel like a new person as a haircut always does. (Jack Petherbridge protested
vehemently at first but we told him he was too vain and Jack decided he
liked his after all.)
Sunday morning I went to meeting with Ruth Kirk and Elmer Finck.
Mrs Foye and Miss Gustafson were there – Mrs. Darr, Mr Reynolds etc. all
told me how much they enjoyed meeting Mother. After dinner Walt Johns
and I went out on the hill for a couple of hours to get some sun – afterward I
slept until 9pm. The haircut and the sunburn together with the sleep I have
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indulged in since Mother left and the consequent high morale only
strengthened my desire to do something exciting. So Monday morning after
work I threw some clothes into that little briefcase that Mrs Foye gave me
and with five dollars in my pocket started for New York. As usual had good
luck hitch hiking and arrived in New York by 12:30 I went immediately to
the Friends Center at 144 East 20th Street where Frances Hart Burke and
others are doing their splendid work. Bales and bales of clothing were
stacked in the Mtg. House awaiting shipment abroad. The women were
sorting clothes, mending, packing etc. Mrs. Burke arranges hospitality for all
visiting CPS men in town – provides tickets to shows, tours of Rockefeller
Center, room for the night and a date if desired and notified in advance. She
was just lovely to me and wanted to know all about my work here She
arranged for me to stay with the Helmsleys on 82nd Street. The 20th St.
Meeting is on Gramercy Park which is a pretty section. I walked over to 19th
St. and just for fun stopped in at the Girls Service League to see if Miss
Monroe was still there but she wasn’t. Next I went up to the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company on 23rd Street and called on Catherine Cook whom
I met in Phila. last January at the Young Friends Fellowship Conference.
Then up 5th Avenue by bus to Central Park. – and walked back several
blocks – looking in the shop windows – visited the museum of Modern Art
and the Public Library at 42nd Street. From there I rushed back to the Friends
Center to join a group of Mystics who meditated from 5:30 to 6:30. I felt a
little awkward in the group – as I couldn’t help moving once in a while and
when I did the chair creaked loudly. The rest sat so still that you couldn’t
even see them breathing.
I had dinner and went up to Helmsley’s about 8:30, feeling rather tired
after 24 hours without sleep. They had a lovely apartment between Madison
and Park Avenue on 82nd Street East - a few blocks from Central Park and
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Harry Helmsley is about 35 years old and
expects to be drafted soon. He will go to CPS camp – and was so interested
in hearing all about the hospital unit. Mrs. Helmsley was very nice too and
we chatted until after 9 then I took a shower and went to bed – in a huge
double bed with a mattress like a down quilt. You can well imagine how I
slept. Did not arise until 8:15 next morning. Breakfast with the Helmsleys
consisted of a glass of orange juice, half a melon, cereal, milk, coffee (and
eggs which I declined) and blueberry muffins. A real honest – to – goodness
home breakfast! Mr. Helmsley suggested an itinerary for the day which I
welcomed. Monday had been rather disappointing to me - but I guess I was
too tired. Tuesday was perfect. I talked awhile with Mrs. Helmsley after
Harry left for work. Then took the 3rd Avenue elevated down to Chatham
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Square – walked along Pell St. to Mott St. up Mott St. over to the Bowery –
then left Chinatown and walked down to City Hall by way of Park Row. All
this was new to me. I had passed through New York on my way north many
a good view of the skyscrapers from the Battery – then back to Bowling
Green, just in time for an open air Concert by the Goldman Band – Edwin F.
Goodwin, conducting.
Love Poem from Finlandia by Sibelius was wonderful. Thousands of
people jammed the Green and all he windows of the surrounding buildings
were filled with people. Overhead, great white clouds floated lazily by in the
brilliant blue sky. The great tall buildings and narrow streets and crowds of
people made a perfect setting for Finlandia.
Overture 1812 by Tchaikovsky and the Second Hungarian Rhapsody
were also included on the program – but did not compare with Finlandia, for
in these the music seemed to drift off in all directions and lose itself in the
open. They would have been better inside a building. But the Tone poem
seemed to fill the whole space and echo back and forth from the buildings
very majestically. After the concert, at 1:30 I visited the office of the War
Resisters League at 2 Stone St. in the Battery. Then had something to eat
and proceeded uptown by subway to the Friends Center – thanked Mrs
Burke for the kind hospitality and said goodby. Took a 5th Avenue bus
which went as far as 52nd, I think. Crossed over to Broadway, then up to 72nd
on Broadway and a cross 72nd to Riverside, crossing West End Avenue a
block below Mother’s old home, up Riverside Drive to 110th Street where I
got off. I walked up to the Cathedral of St. John the Divine and went all thru
it for the first time. By then it was about 4:30 pm and since I had to be at
work in Middletown at 9:30 I was forced to leave the city. I took a subway
train to 181st St. walked to Riverside Drive and was picked up by the very
first car I hailed. Arrived back in Middletown at 8:30 pm tired but more than
glad that I had followed my urge to do something adventurous. I still had a
dollar left out of the five but then I spend money for such foolish things
when I have it to spend. For instance, I had my picture taken for fifty cents
at a passport photo studio in the Battery. It was so horrible that I tore it up
and threw it away. And then I had dinner at Longchamps Monday night –
another foolish thing. It looked like an ordinary restaurant from the outside
but when I got in I was escorted down a great spiral staircase with filmy
pastel colored palm trees drooping all over the place and music and indirect
lighting and fancy decorations etc. The cheapest dinner I could get was
chicken chow mein at $1.35 and that did not include anything else. It was
delicious chow mein but I told the waitress I really wasn’t hungry enough
for desert as I was tired. A full dinner would have cost about 3 bucks I
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guess. It was in the Empire State Building on 5th Avenue. So you can see it is
probably best that I don’t earn much money for I would surely spend it all in
New York. I am most gullible. In case I got stuck anywhere on the road I
took with me Emerson’s Essay on Self Reliance – but I did not need it after
all.
Enjoyed Ruthanna’s letter and her comments on Aunt Hattie’s jewelry
and the Phi Beta Kappa key. It was typical of her not to want the jewelry. I’d
like to remember what it was I said in that letter to make you so concerned
over me. I guess I was feeling a little blue when I wrote it. – but I didn’t
mean to give the impression that the attitude of the older employees towards
the C.O. bothered me at all. They always made themselves more
uncomfortable than they made me.
By the way, how did Mother get the idea that Bill Darr is in Chicago?
So far as I know he is in Walhalla, Michigan – where ever that is.
The two books never did arrive. Do you know for sure they were
mailed? I would like to trace them.
Howard Elkinton never did arrive here as he had planned – which was
disappointing to me. We never heard what became of him.
This letter has been written off and on all night. It is now 4:30 and Mr.
Norman is calling out “Will someone please be authorized to volunteer to go
with me to the toilet!!”
So I shall close now and continue net week. Don’t think you must keep
writing letters to keep me from being depressed. You need not worry about
me. I am feeling fine and enjoy the work now more than ever. Hope I can
remain on night duty.
Lots of love to all
Conrad
P. S. Have been reading and studying Aldous Huxley’s “Ends and Means”
So far have covered only about 50 pages but thoroughly.

Dearest Mother and Dad –
On reading the daily report of the ward when I came on duty tonight, I
found out that “all the patients were quite.” (meaning quiet). That is putting
it mildly, I think! One never knows just what he will find on the report. Once
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I found written down on the time list “Wilson spit” which meant that I was
to have a split shift ( 6:30 – 1:15; 3:45 – 7pm) the following day! I told Mrs.
Samuelson that I was not accustomed to expectorating on Ward 92 – which
left her rather baffled for the rest of the day.
They say that the longer one remains here the more he becomes like
the patients. And sometimes I wonder! A few nights ago I found myself in
the midst of a serious discussion about God with one of the patients who is
decidedly ill, mentally. And yet there we were talking away in all
earnestness –“and me believing”! Douglas really hit on some great truths
too, if he realized what he was saying. Sometimes these people say startling
things which makes you wander just were to draw the line between sanity
and insanity. Douglas said, “God told me to hold my hands together (A
Hindu concept) because that is what makes the electricity to go round.”
“What is this electricity, Douglas? I ask. He answers, “Electricity is the
power that comes from God. You know what I mean by that, don’t you? I
think God is power, an electric power… God is the sun because without the
sun nothing would live. Our heart is like the seed of the sun. Our nerves are
like the seeds of planets. Our nerves go to the heart as well as to the brain
which is the main seed o God. Without this kind of brain we have we would
be like other animals.. Because God is like the sun.”
In a letter which Douglas showed to me he said this:
Mrs. Lopez dear,
You see now I see life this way. The sun is a ball of electricity and
God. How would anything live without the sun? Not even the moon would be
out would it? I see we don’t die at all. So I think that all this war is silly,
don’t you? I say that hearts are the seed of us & the sun is like a heart to the
earth.”
With love, Douglas.
He also said once that everything would be all right if we would be
ourselves. Just what he meant by that I’m not sure.
I am enclosing another letter, which is pathetic. It was written printed
in large ungainly letters on paper toweling. The spelling is choice. [The
enclosed letter did not survive]
I have moved from the 1st floor up to the 3rd floor of the Attendants
Home. The new room is much nicer than the old one – has a bigger bureau
and large closet and a better view. All the night men were asked to move up
to the 3rd floor. It is much quieter; yesterday I slept right thru from 8 am to
4:30 pm without waking once – for the first time since I went on night duty.
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Thursday night
Lin Yutang’s “Wisdon of India and China” came last week. It is a real
treasure. Eleven hundred pages packed with the great literature of the East. I
am so pleased to have it! Thanks ever so much. I have been reading a great
deal recently. Aldous Huxley’s “ Ends and Means” is excellent! It is an
inquiry the nature of Ideas into the methods employed for their realization.
Huxley maintains that “good ends can be achieved only by the employment
of appropriate means. The end cannot justify the means, for the simple and
obvious reason that the means employed determine the nature of the ends
produced.” The book is a cookery book of reform – but beginning with the
individual – and the ethic of “non-attachment.”
Also I have been coming under the influence of Gerald Heard and
Allan hunter. Gerald Heard is a great religious leader on the West coast most
noted for his “Code of Christ” and “Creed of Christ” both of which I am
reading and also some pamphlets entitled “Training for the life of the Spirit”.
He is a mystic and a psychologist and has een an inspiration for many men
in the C.P.S. whom I know. Gerald Heard, Aldous Huxley and Allan Hunter
are all connected with Trabuco – a new educational community – somewhat
similar to Pendle Hill - a modern version of the medieval university – which
hopes to become a self sustaining, co-operative community of students who
are determined that “only through change of individual character can there
be any real apprehension of God’s nature and will, and a lasting change in
civilization or humanity.”
I feel pretty well convinced that the greatest hope for the future lies in
small groups or communities of like-minded individuals, living together,
with humility, self discipline and re-education as their means for reaching
their ideals. We have to educate ourselves to discard our old values. And for
one individual to try to live a “no-attached” life, to try to “buck the world”
by himself, as it were, is almost too difficult in our present society.
Therefore the need for little communities - self supporting – and self
educating.
My greatest dread of the future is the fear that I might slip back into
the kind of life I was living before I came to camp. I was becoming more
and more narrow in my outlook. Not that I have become a new person; but I
have seen glimpses of the truth at times, and I glimpses of what life could be
if only I would begin. More than any other visitor we had while I was in
camp in Maryland, Ruth Seabury impressed upon my mind the need of a
wider vision – a vision which would enable one such as me to see the world
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through the eyes of all mankind, - not just through the eyes of my own race
my own country or my own religious sect.
That is why my reading recently has been directed toward a better
understanding of other races and civilizations. Each night I carry with me in
my briefcase – Tom Kelley’s Testament of Devotion; Emerson’s Essays
“The Prophet” The Wisdom of India and China etc. Enough dynamite to
blast the world- if used. Viewed from a pure selfish standpoint, Civilian
Public Service has meant for me a great awakening - a new awareness that
certain great truths do exist. What affect this new awareness will have on me
is entirely in my own hands. Only the future can tell.
We attach so much importance to our daily routine of living we forget
about our purpose in life. I found it so easy when home in April to slip back
into my old way of living – which permitted little time for meditation on the
things which are really of importance in our lives. Here I have had a chance
to sit down, aside from the world and think. And in thinking I am gradually
developing a philosophy of life for myself. We seldom realize when “on the
outside” how much of our time is occupied with so called “Worldly matter”
– at the expense of real thinking. We work all days at our jobs, we read the
papers, listen to the radio, attend meetings and so forth – and seldom find
time for considering where we are heading. We may even study the
philosophy of other great men – but what good does it do us if we have none
of our own?
While in camp at Powellsille my enthusiasm earned me the title of
“Lifer” and “200 per-center”. This enthusiasm, which at times was so
tremendous I had to do all I could to retain it, was not, as most people
thought, an enthusiasm for Civilian Public Service as such, or for the work I
was doing – but it was caused by the feeling within me that something great
is going to happen in my life. And I still feel that way – and I say this with
humility, for more than ever I can see my own faults. But each day whole
new areas of thought are opening to me. Who am I? A simple question and
yet it haunts me night after night. Who am I underneath? What would I be if
these outward veils of lusts – lusts for family, position and wealth, lusts for
power and possessions, pride selfishness, hatred and all my other
attachments – if these outward layers which are so firmly attached, could be
stripped off one by one until my naked self would be revealed? These and
other questions are coming to my mind again and again.
For a long time I have wanted to confide some of these thoughts in
you both and unburden my mind, but have been held back by the dread of
having Mother show the letter to all our friends and relatives. Often I feel
impatient that words are not just given to me to speak of my growing
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concerns. But then I realize that first of all there must be more spiritual
growth within me and more expression of the truth in my daily living before
I can reveal to others these inner emotions.
I must have more an “Acquaintance with” rather than a “knowledge
about” God, before I can tell others about it. Therefore, Mother and Dad,
please read this letter and try to understand and be patient of this condition
of mine, but then put the letter away. I would feel very badly if you should
show this to anyone else, for I have advanced so very little along the path of
truth – though ever hopeful that I shall progress further in the years to come.
Friday Night
The letter still remains unfinished and as it cannot reach you now until
Monday I may as well complete it before mailing it.
You may think from what I wrote last night that I am wanting to
escape from the pressures of the world by withdrawing into some type of
monastic community, but that is not so. “It is easy in the world to live after
the world’s opinion and it is easy in solitude to live after one’s own.” But I
agree with Emerson that “the great man is he who in the midst of a crowd
retains that blissful independence of solitude.” Mother expressed that very
fear when she was here and warned me that I must be careful not to
withdraw from “reality” and become too introspective. “You can’t live on
the mountaintop all the time” she said implying that it was allright for me to
experience the presence of God occasionally but then one must come down
from the mountain top into “reality” again. I don’t feel that way. I think that
a degree of development or evolution is possible in which one lives
continuously “in the presence.” It took Brother Lawrence over fifty years of
constant practice before he could say, “I am come to a state wherein it would
be as difficult for me not to think of God as it was at first to accustom
myself to it.” And a week before he died at a very advanced age - he was
able to say, “Let us now begin to be devoted to Him in good earnest. Let us
cast everything besides out of our hearts.”
It took Tom Kelly most of his life to reach what he considered the
beginning of an “adequate life.” Only in his last three years did his search
culminate in a rare degree of adequacy.
And that degree of adequacy is not something which comes to one by
chance. It takes many years of effort – a determined spirit, - a single
mindedness. It is so easy to become side tracked.
Ever since I was a small child I have been conscious of an inadequacy
of life – I never knew what it was I desired, but something was always
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lacking in my life. When I went away to Middlebury I was very conscious of
this. Used to go out at night when I should have been studying and sit on the
chapel steps looking over the valley at the hills in the distance. I was very
lonely and hated college because I did not have any goal in view. I wanted
something but knew not what it was that I wanted. I only knew that I did not
want to lead the conventional type of life that I saw all around me. My
desires and aims in life were not the same as those of my classmates – but I
didn’t know what they were.
Now, as I said before, I have had glimpses into a fuller type of life,
and having seen even such a minute portion, I am no longer satisfied with
the life I was leading and might still be leading had it not been for the war.
“We realize,” says Gerald Heard, “That we far to lightly assumed that what
we saw close about us was the utmost range of life capacity.”
And so, you see, life has taken on a new meaning for me and I am full
of enthusiasm for the future, full of hope and desire and joy. If at times I
seem depressed know that that is only temporary and will pass away when I
regain the confidence of his presence.
Have you read “The Outward Room”? I can’t recall offhand the name
of the author, but the novel is the story of a woman in a mental institution
such as this the thoughts that go raving thru her mind all the time and then
her escape, and life in New York City. It took her over a year to recover but
she finally overcame her fears and rediscovered life. I read it last week and
was quite moved by it. Especially since the things that tortured her while in
the institution were mild compared to this place, where minds decay more
rapidly each day through lack of care.
Also I read The Well of Loneliness by Radclyffe Hall which helped to
widen my understanding of a great problem in the world – the problem of
inversion.
Now I am about to begin “The Seed Beneath the Snow” by Ignazio
Silone, the author of “”Bread and Wine.”
In the chapter on “Devotional Reading” in Douglas Steere’s Prayers
and Worship, he mentions that Cushing’s Life of William Osler is a
valuable, which was described by one of his friends as “the most religious
book I have ever read.” Is this the book you purchased, Mother, or one
written by William Osler? Several of my friends here are acquainted with
Osler’s life and recommend the book.
When you find out definitely when Bill and Millie are coming East,
let me know so that I can arrange to come home for a couple of days. Let me
know how long they intend to stay and when you are going to Maine. I want
to see them very much.
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I am spending more money for fresh fruits now, and occasionally go
down to the restaurant for a salad.
Mary McClelland had a baby daughter born abut three weeks ago. Her
Mother and step-father – Bernard Waring were up here last week.
Carl Heath Kopf, a congregational minister from Boston (Mt. Vernon
Church on Beacon St.) visited us last week. We found we had many interests
in common and he invited me to Boston sometime after October 1st. He is
now making a tour of CPS camps. In Boston I will be able to see Ruth
Seabury again and Carl Kopf wants me to meet the sister of Kahlil Gibran
who lives there. Almost every CPS man owns a copy of the Prophet I think.
When I get my vacation (I can take one week after November 5) I
wan to spend a couple of the days at Powellsville. I didn’t realize until a
couple of days ago how much I miss the Camp and my many friends there.
I must finish this now or I will run on endlessly. Please pardon the
length and remember what I said earlier about this letter.
With love, Conrad
September 7th 1943
Dear Mother and Dad: Betsy and Gil Ingersoll are being married on Saturday, September 18th
at 6pm. I had a lovely letter from Betsy yesterday – inviting me to the
wedding and reception. The wedding will take place at her Grandmother’s
home in Haverford- Mrs. Walter Pharo, Passmore Road, next to Haverford
Friends. Considering the size of Betsy’s family and the necessary limitations
of any home wedding I thought it was sweet of her to want me to be at her
wedding.
I have decided to go to the wedding. You may think it foolish to go so
far just for the wedding – but I have always loved Betsy and would go twice
as far to be at her wedding. She is a wonderful girl and it makes me very
happy to know that she is getting such a fine husband. I would want only the
best for Betsy and Gil is that. He is a genuine person, kind, considerate,
brilliant, but unassuming, cultured and strong enough in character so that he
will not give in to domination. In fact, he is just what Betsy needs most of
all. I’m sure they will have a very full life together.
I shall go down Saturday morning after work, and return Sunday. Am
taking Sat. night off instead of Monday that week, so will still have the
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holiday (Labor Day) for later in the month – or early October- when ever
Bill comes home.
I am planning to write to the Wm. Okie’s to see if I might spend the
night at their home.
I’m not sure that I should try to go down to New Haven this Saturday
to wave at you as you go by. The train does not stop long in New Haven and
the trip down and back would take up so much of the day that I would not
get my much – needed sleep. Would you mind much if I did not meet the
train? Of course if Bill and Millie are with you and that is the only chance I
will have to see them, I shall try to be there. Let me know.
I can’t seem to get interested in “Seed Beneath The Snow” so have
put it aside. It is highly recommended though.
The chapel service was fine Sunday night. The preacher was
Reverend Roland H. Bainton, professor of Church History at Yale Univ.
Divinity School. Mrs. Darr wishes to be remembered to Mother. Last night
was my night off – and I slept most of the night. This afternoon was quite
warm. There wasn’t a breath of air in my room and I was not tired – so I
called up Prof. Reynolds to find out if I could go out to his place for a swim.
I bought some grapes and pears for m supper and met him down town at 2
pm. In the afternoon we worked on some stone steps that he was building –
and hauled some stone from the cow pasture. Later on I took the two
children (Lee and Philip) for a swim. We had a grand time. They are swell
kids. Then we had supper. I eating my fruit – plus some milk and home
made bread and they eating their regular supper. Then back to the hosp. and
to work. The ward is quiet tonight and none of my patients seriously ill.
I hope you have a dandy time in Maine. Give my love to the Saloms and
the rest,
With love,
Conrad

Middletown, Conn.
September 24, 1943
Dear Mother and Dad:By working Monday night, the 13th of this month, I was able to get off
Friday night of last week. Saturday I took off as Labor Day holiday as it
seemed foolish to be away Friday and Sat., then return and work Sunday and
be off again Monday, I persuaded Mrs. Deegan to give me the three days
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together. I hope you were not disappointed that I took three nights off –
because two nights I could not have saved anyway and it was better to spend
them at home than here in Middletown- even though you were away. I had
the most wonderful time! I hitchhiked into New York Friday morning and
took the noon train to Phila., arriving home about 3 pm. That night I had
dinner with Jinny and Dave and Sarah who was visiting them. Jinny
certainly is a fine cook. We had delicious beef heart, baked potatoes, sliced
tomatoes and corn on the cob (which I have not had all summer.) I slept at
the farm – in Mother’s room. It seemed strange to be all alone at Elda. But I
had been up for about thirty hours so I had no trouble in sleeping. Sat.
morning, after breakfast at Jinny’s, Dave and I killed and picked some
chickens. I called up Miss Rawn and was invited to Cousin Sallie’s for
dinner. Had a lovely time visiting with Cousin Sallie and Rawnie – and the
meal was like old times. The most excellent deviled crabmeat, peas, beans,
potatoes, celery, applesauce and cake - a banquet fit for a king. I mention all
this food because it was such a treat after five months of institutional food.
Then back to the farm where I cleaned the car and dressed for the wedding.
Mrs. Okie and Dorothy had been vacationing at Rehoboth Beach – but
returned Sat. afternoon at four. I had a letter from Mrs. Okie inviting me to
spend Saturday night and Sunday with them. Knowing that the ice box
would probably be empty since they had been away – I took along a chicken
for our Sunday dinner.
Betsy made a lovely bride. I never saw her more beautiful. The
wedding was very simple. Phoebe was her only attendant – and Gil’s brother
was “best man” Dr. MacBee married them in front of the fire place in the
hall. Mrs. Browning gave Betsy away. It was wonderful to see all my old
friends again. Elizabeth Wallace and Jerry Kirk – Sue Rhodes, June
Moorhouse and Joey were there from Betsy’s class at Baldwin School. Jane
Layton and others whom I knew at Vassar – and one whom I had not met
before.
Mrs. Browning called me by phone Saturday morning to tell me that
Betsy had sent a special delivery letter to me inviting me (which did not
reach here in time) to sit at the Bridal table at the reception. Now when I first
entered Mrs. Pharo’s home my eyes lit on a certain very beautiful girl whom
I had not met. The house was quite crowded with guests – many lovely girls
from Betsy’s class and all her relatives – but this girl stood out from all the
rest. Later she was introduced to me as Trudi Thannenhauser of Boston – a
Vassar graduate of last June. We chatted a while around the punch bowl as
the other guests were served dinner – discovered that we were both asked to
sit at the Bridal table – which caused much good natured jealousy among the
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other’s in the crowd and lots of kidding. Then when we went in to dinner
found we were seated next to each other, to our mutual satisfaction. Trudi
was very much interested in Conscientious Objectors – and wanted to know
all about the camps etc. I was the first she had met I think. Her father is a
German refugee though her mother has always been an American citizen.
We had such a good time at the dinner. I can’t hope to describe the meal
adequately. We had fruit cup, delicious croquettes which I think were
sweetbread – chicken salad, peas, potato chips ice cream ad all the
champaign (sic) you could drink. As fast as a glass was empty a waiter
appeared to fill it up again. There were about twenty five of us at the table
which was arranged in a U shape. I met Barna Burleigh Browning
(George’s wife) for the first time. There were numerous toasts – to Betsy
and Gil – to George who is overseas- to Phebe and Dan Ingersoll – and we
called in Mrs. Pharo a most charming grandmother – and drank a toast to
her. But the toast which I appreciated the most was one that Betsy gave me
in silence yet deep with understanding. She was lovely to me and seemed so
pleased that I came to her wedding.
A word or two more about Trudi Thannenhauser. She is tall and
beautifully proportioned - has long jet-black hair and a lovely deep voice
with a heavy accent. She is quite brilliant- majored in chemistry at Vassar
and has a teaching fellowship at Rutgers University now. I hope I shall see
more of her. I did not get back to Okie’s until after eleven thirty – but they
were waiting up for me and we talked a while before going to bed.
I could not sleep all night but I suppose I got some rest as I did not
feel tired the following day. Dorothy and I went to church at St. Davids
Sunday morning. In the afternoon we read out loud to each other from “The
Prophet” and talked of many things. It was a beautiful day outside. We sat
on the grass on the terrace and enjoyed the warm sun. Mrs. Okie roasted the
chicken for dinner. It was juicy and tender and the skin was very crisp and
crunchy. In the evening I called on Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle Billy- then to
Bolster’s and then went down to Dave’s where the Warner family had
stopped on their way home from Anderson’s. It was the first time I had seen
little Becky since she was a baby in arms. I was glad to see them all.
At the farm again I rushed from room to room gathering up my
belongings and throwing them into my suitcase. I packed in half an hour.
Dave took me back to Okie’s at nine. Mr. Okie and I stayed up till one a.m.
talking about Architecture, war, etc. Monday morning Dorothy had to go
down to Baldwin School so we went down together by train and I continued
on in town. Had a long talk with Barnard Walton about the future of C.P.S. I
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shall give you my reasons for deciding that Friends should not continue to
administer and finance C.P.S. in my next letter.
From there I went up to the University – saw Colonel Tidball at the
School of Fine Arts and Dean Koyl Then had a long talk with Courtland
White – my English professor and fraternity brother. He was very interested
in my work at the hospital.
I ran into Bayard Badenhauser and had lunch with him at the “Lido”.
He has given up the study of law and has turned to the study of philosophy.
Over a platter of Italian spaghetti and meat balls and a glass of beer we
discussed the problem of conscientious objection to war and our individual
philosophies. Bayard made me do some hard thinking and I enjoyed the visit
with him.
From 30th street I had my last glimpse of Philadelphia as I took the 4
o’clock train to New York. I found it difficult to leave after the three
delightful days. I wish I were not so attached to Philadelphia and all the
people there and around home. Betsy’s wedding still seems like a dream to
me – a brief glimpse into the past which made my heart ache momentarily. It
was so wonderful to see all my old friends once more and to be reassured
that my stand against the war had not separated us.
Anne Doughten was at the wedding. They received word last month
that Bill was killed in the invasion of Sicily. Bill had volunteered. He was
such a fine boy - with a great future ahead of him.
John Haas was there, too. He is an officer in the Navy – now. He is
going to be the best man for Rich Bolster in November. I must close now.
Lots of love to you both.
I’m sorry that I missed you – but know you will both understand.
With Love,
Conrad

Thursday night
10/14/43
“The winter tree resembles me
Whose sap lives in its root.
The spring draws nigh; As it, so I
Shall bud, I hope, and shoot.”
Dearest Mother and Dad: -
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This choice morsel written by Thomas Ellwood, early Quaker and one
time secretary to John Milton, appears in “Anthology with Comments” a
Pendle Hill pamphlet written by Elizabeth Janet Gray. Though awfully
amusing, it has a certain charm to it; and because it so adequately expresses
my inmost feelings at present I am including it in this letter.
The past few weeks have been difficult ones for me- in some ways
and wonderful too. I’ve been reading furiously Lytton-Strachey’s “Eminent
Victorians” the poems of Stefan George, Plays of Oscar Wilde, “Portraits in
Miniature” by Strachey, and a couple of novels in between.
I am beginning to see myself as I really am. Intellectually I am a
winter tree – bare and apparently dead yet full of hope for a blooming future.
My ignorance of the artistic world to which I belong appalls me. It is
unbelievable, for I have so much appreciation and so little knowledge. Great
music moves me tremendously and yet what do I know of music. I can’t
even play an instrument. I don’t know any of the great symphonies. I’ve
only seen three operas. The great masterpieces of literature remain almost
untouched by me. The works of art unknown and I’ve never seen but one
professional play. All this is of lttle consequence I suppose but it does make
me wonder at myself. What have I been doing all my life? Anyway, “the
Spring draws nigh” and I am optimistic.
Sunday I shall tear down that wall which I have built up around
myself and begin to live. Ruthanna was so right in what she told Mother
about me last winter.
Like tides on a crescent sea-beach,
When the moon is new and thin,
Into our hearts high yearnings
Come welling and surging in –
Come from the mystic ocean,
Whose rim no foot has trod,
Some of us call it Longing,
And other’s call it God
(Wm. H. Carruth)
I am planning on going down to New York Monday. I want to go to
the Ballet Theatre and have dinner with Victor Chapin if he is in town.
I do hope we can decide on a becoming name for Ruthanna’s child. It
is such fun to choose a name for another person – especially when that
person is still safely in the womb and unable to retaliate. Let’s pick out a
corker ad keep it as a surprise for her. n
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You know it was really inconsiderate of Ruthanna not to consult me
before this. (Conrad: from O.H.G. = wise counselor) Here it is only one
month before the blessed event and I shall have to tax my brain to the
utmost.
But since I was not asked, I shall promptly put in my two-cents worth
– take it or leave it. I hope Ruthanna will not pass over this problem too
lightly – for a name can play and important part in the psychological
development of a child. It can be a thing of intense beauty – exquisitely
proportioned, euphonious and in good taste (philologically speaking) and
thus lend a certain enchantment to the owner. It can be harsh and
disagreeable as are most names which attempt to combine a given name of
one national origin with a surname of another. Or it can be thoughtless and
common place as most names are in the present age. Names which combine
two given names into one make me sick. Names which are handed down
from generations past, like the dress suits in the attic chest are either
hopelessly worn out or don’t fit. Besides they never look quite right – even
though altered to fit. So we’ll not even consider them. Sally West is out.
And just because Great Aunt Lucy-belle was such a dear old lady (and
had a pocketbook) poor sister of the present day has to go thru life with a
millstone around her neck!
Mother’s suggestion of Karen meets with my approval. But there must
be no middle name with Karen. It would be better though to pick out a good
old Scotch name to go with Duncan (offhand I cannot think of any Scotch
names) Isabella Duncan, or Isabelle Lawton Duncan would be nice.
Catherine is excellent but should have a three syllable middle name to go
with it – like Catherine Fitz-Gerald Duncan. We don’t have any 3 syllable
surnames that would combine with Duncan on our side of the family – but
perhaps there is one on Tom’s side. I seem to recall a MacIlwain somewhere
which would do.
Now I have always loved the name Jessica, but it would be
unfortunate if the child should be named Jessica and then didn’t live up to
her name. If there is a possibility of it, by all means name her Jessica. Jessica
Duncan! I can see her in my dreams. Louisa and Alexandra are two favorites
of mine. The name Isolde and Griselda have always fascinated me. We must
not forget the possibility of Lillian. That is such a pretty name. Lillian
Thornton Duncan would be O.K.
But not Molly!!! That is impossible. How could Ruthanna even think
of it? And please not another Ruthanna. I don’t really mind the name but it is
so worn out in our family. Let’s get something exciting – perhaps even a
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little risqué – like Stefany or Cornelia, something she can call her own ( if it
is a she) and be proud of, something catching, intriguing and fascinating.
Of course it may be a boy. In that case I agree wholeheartedly with
Ruthanna. It must be Thomas. But not Thomas Lawton Duncan, Jr! Give
him a name of his own. The Father’s name is Thomas Lawton Duncan, the
grandfather Thomas MacIlwain Duncan, the great grandfather Thomas
Duncan and the great-great grandfather Thomas,so far as I know. It would
spoil the whole sequence if this Thomas should be a “junior”. What then
should be the middle name? Well the MacIlwain came for Mr. Duncan’s
maternal grandmother’s side, Lawton in turn came from Tom’s maternal
grandmother’s side , so that should lead us to seek a name from the child’s
maternal grandmother’s family. Have you guessed it already? Yes, Thornton
is the only possibility. Thomas Thornton Duncan. Mother’s Great
grandmother was Sarah Thornton whose father I have reason to believe was
named Thomas Thornton since she named her only son, Thomas Thornton
Rhodes. Uncle Rae’s middle name came from this source.
If twin sons should appear on the scene – my other suggestions for a
son would be:
1. Malcolm Duncan
2. Alexander John Ross Duncan
3. David Wilson Duncan (crossed out in original)
4. Duncan Duncan (I’ve been drinking)
5. Jeffery Duncan !!! good!
6. Bertram Roderick or Kenelm
I thank you!
(p.s. You may read this letter to Ruthanna and Tom. I’m sure they will
appreciate this sage advice. They will probably name it Conrad.)
I shall leave here Sunday morning, October 24th and will surely be
home in time for dinner. Will not have to return till Tuesday afternoon.
Had a delightful letter from H. Christian Rohlfing III. Dear Chris! Do
you remember him, Mother? He is going to be home on furlough next week
– including the days that I will be home. He would like to come out to the
farm Sunday and spend the night. I would love to see Chris again and talk
over old times and find out about camp life since I left. Will that crowd you
too much at home? Let me know immediately so that I can write Chris. And
would you look in the Phila. Directory for his home address and send that to
me at the same time?
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I am enclosing some snapshots of myself which you may enjoy. The
profile view, taken at Powellsville, you have seen before. It is much too
cruel looking for me. At least I hope I don’t look that cold and haughty. The
laughing pose is the most flattering, but the one is which I am sitting on the
ground most nearly catches my true nature. The picture itself is not too good
but there is a certain expression in my face which rarely comes out in a
photograph. The hands are good to in that picture. I’m having a few copies
printed for my friends.
I’m feeling much better than I did but still have a cold in my head. I
am thinking of transferring back tone of the camps sometime after
Christmas. The reasons are purely selfish ones – for I consider this work
more valuable than the work projects of the camps and would like to be able
to keep on with it.
But since coming here I have not felt well physically. Probably due to
the terrible dirt and the lack of physical work and fresh air and sunshine. In
camp I felt very well. The out of door work did me good. Here I work all
night and sleep in the daytime if I can and never see the sun. More than the
physical strain I feel a terrific mental strain – more than ever during the past
month. This is the first letter I have written in four weeks and this was
started last Thursday. Here it is Sunday and I have not finished yet. I can’t
concentrate any more. All the time my thoughts are churning about in my
mind giving me no rest – even in my sleep. If only I were not so sensitive to
the cruelties which go on here. And yet I cannot help myself. Why is it we
humans are such hypocrites? We are horrified at conditions in a Nazi
concentration camp yet totally ignorant of what goes on at home.
I can explain this mental condition better when I see you next week
than here on paper. It is enough now to say that due to the physical and
mental strain I think it would be better for me to get away from here while
I’m still sane. I can’t imagine any more horrible place to end my days. Yet I
hate to have people think I can’t take it.
Would like to get a present for Betsy and Gill – and one for Jane and
Rich. Will Palle be home next weekend? It would sure be swell to see him
again. Hope he can find time to come up here sometime.
My love to all – As Ever,
Conrad
P.S. Received Mother’s letter and the book. Thanks!
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October 20, 1943
Dearest Con,
Just a note as it will be such a short time before I have you home
again. I am so glad you can come- and it will be such a relief to have a long
and I hope satisfying talk with you –as I have been much concerned about
you. I feel somewhat – that the present terrific conflict going on in our minds
– the inability to concentrate – the heavy aching of our hearts night and day
is primarily due to the world we are finding ourselves living in. The only
thing it is possible to concentrate on is the conflict we are eng aged in. It is
the very air we breathe and yet feeling such complete opposition to the war
method and also such fearful apprehension of the outcome – makes it doubly
hard. I know it is hard for me. It must be a thousand times harder for you.
We try to escape by every though possible and that’s why we seem to be and
are in a mental unrest – but we can’t toss it out – when its touching the lives
of everyone around us and when we always come back to the question –
“Why can’t he feel like most people and go in and get it over with” and then
the ache around my heart comes and I know why I can’t believe like that.
Every man is a part of God. I can’t believe in taking a life and we go on –
sensitive and perhaps grateful to our fellow beings trying to understand how
we can feel that way - when they believe they must go at things in a different
way.
I believe you are right in transferring back to camp for a while at least.
It’s easier to think in the open. We’ll talk about it. I’ll look up Chris’ address
in a directory when I go into town tomorrow. The only Rohlfings listed in
the phone are two. (I just left this and tried the first one and had a long talk
with his Mother. The number is %Harry C. Rohlfings 4926 Hazel Avenue
Philadelphia. The phone number Alleghany 8947.) Mrs. Rohlfing didn’t
even know Chris was coming home – but I gave her my phone number and
asked her to have Chris phone me for we wanted him to come out and see
us. I hope that meets with your approval. You know I’ll find a place for you
all and you know too your friends are my friends and always welcome.
Thanks so much for the dandy snapshots. I sent my “cruel” one to
Ruth and kept the last one you sent. You couldn’t look cruel – it is a more
thoughtful – perhaps a little sad and certainly much more mature expression
than any I ever had of you- but I like it. I see so much of your father in that
particular one. I hope you have enough of some of his fine qualities to carry
you safely over the emotional intense reactions to life – you have gotten
from “the old lady” – but to me you will always be “my most wonderful
dream of a son – come true.” I couldn’t have had anything so nearly what I
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wanted - and no matter whatever happens to me – al my life will have been
worth living – just the perfect times with you Con – never forget that.
I am sending back Victor – a fine face- who and what is he? I hope
Monday was a happy day.
Libby English has a little son born last Thursday – about a month too
soon. Both are doing well. Temple Jackson English III. I hope that is
satisfactory to you sir. Libby went to a football game at Penn Saturday and
screamed her lungs out. Then on Thursday to see Othello – three murders
and one suicide to get stirred up over. Young Terry I guess wondered what
on earth was going on – so he turned over and by Thursday decided to come
out and see for himself. It’s all over and I’m glad for both Libby and her
Mother.
Joey has an apartment in town- is working as a welder at Budd’s 7am
until 3 pm. Colby missed out on the medical end and is at Fort Benning with
the paratroopers. It must have been quite a surprise and disappointment – for
he thought he would be at Jefferson Medical. I have sort of an idea – they
might have been married and both worked – like Rich and Jane.
Did I write you Tom Bolster’s have a little daughter? Mrs Bolster
(Clara) has been quite ill but is better now.
Please bring your “inheritance” home. I am anxious to see it. I like
the things Billy received very much. Bill says that Mil’s stuff is pretty
trashy. I’m sorry. You should see some of mine. Soy bean –Split pea
necklace and a black bag – spirit of ’76. I’ll be quite fetching when I get all
decked out. I love my watch chain and thimble.
Did I write you that Uncle Charlie Evans died two weeks ago? He
had been sick for some time. It is well for him he doesn’t have any more
suffering.
I don’t think you’ll see Palle. He would have to be on his way back
before you’d even get here. And he wrote he had forgotten that he had
accepted an invitation to Long Island for a wedding.
No more now. It will be grand to see you. Bill came last Sunday. We
had three wonderful days together. He went to the Wanners today and
Saturday they’ll come here for the rest of his stay. Maryanne is adorable but
some little tempest when she’s crossed.
Much, much love dear – and I’ll be counting the hours till you
come.
Affectionately ,
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Mother

Friday Night Nov 11?1943
Dear Mother,
I received a most lovely letter today from Aida Gamble in which she
said they had visited Powellsville recently “And it did not seem just right
without you there.” She learned from Chris that I was not to happy here. “I
would wonder whether you should have volunteered to do this work. Many
boys are volunteering to do it out of a sense of urgency of the need for such
workers --- but – it is very evident that most people should not work with
mental cases. Young people cannot take such work without getting very
involved emotionally over the lot of those condemned to mental hospitals
and themselves get very worked up over their inability to help as much as
they would like to. There are so very few of us suited to work in mental
hospitals.”
Having gotten that off her chest, so to speak, she proceeded to tell me
all the news of camp – of Russell Freeman’s resignation from the
directorship; of walks in the woods to collect Partridge berries, wintergreen
and ground pine for indoor gardens; of Giles (who everyone but I disliked –
for he was a little pest.) who “was sorry that you would not be at camp when
we went down for he has a real affection for you.” It was a very sweet letter
and so kind of her to sit down and write such a long and charming letter. It
made me feel happy all through.
(Saturday PM)
I shall have Monday and Tuesday off this next week – Tuesday as
Armistice Day holiday. If the weather is clear, I’m going to hitch hike over
to Utica, New York (230 miles) and look up some wills and other family
records. I shall call on all our relatives there and probably get some pictures
of your grandparents or have copies made of the pictures which they have.
It will be interested to hear your reactions to the handwriting analysis
which I sent you yesterday.
There has been a lot of bad weather in the past two weeks but today is
perfect- clear and cold. The view from my window is magnificent.
Los of love to you, Ruthanna and Tom.
as ever,
Conrad
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Hull House Chicago, Ill.
Con dearestHere I am – Sunday morning – and I’ve been here since Friday
morning – and this is the first time I’ve gotten down to writing. I called the
hospital Thursday about four o’clock to be told you were on duty and I
couldn’t speak to you until 9:30. My train left at 6:49 so I left with no talk or
even a good bye with you.
The trip here was a pleasant one – in spite of the fact that the steam
pipe wouldn’t turn off and I would have been cooked had I remained long in
my seat. My traveling companion was a woman about my age – on her way
back to Chicago to pack and ship her furniture to Princeton, N J where her
husband is stationed in the research department of RCA. We had a delightful
time together. When the heat became unbearable we went to the lounge car.
It happened we had just pulled into Pittsburgh – 2 am. Mrs. Garrett and I
spied sandwiches and hot coffee on the platform so we piled out and
invested and took them back with us. We spent the rest of the night there –
talking dozing and much more comfortable in general. The train was on time
and Tom and Ruthanna there to meet me. How good it is to be with
Ruthanna again. They both look well and happy. Tom made a priceless
crack just think, by saying that Ruthanna was probably the “second front’
that Russia was looking for. She carries her child so beautifully and looks
and seems so well, although I don’t believe she has much longer to wait. The
little things I sent out are really quite lovely and last night when Tommy was
out we put them all away in the chest. That was really a good idea of mine
for she really would have no room to put anything more in.
This apartment is really very attractive. The large living room which
is about 27 by 15. The woodwork is a soft brown oak – the brown brick of
the fireplace and the pale blue green make a very lovely background for
Ruthanna’s rugs and furniture. As usual they have achieved something very
comfortable and harmonious. Ruth and Tom just seem to know what to do
with things – at least it always just suits me. They have a tiny little kitchen
quite complete a good sized bedroom and bath. It is very cozy and attractive.
Hull House is very interesting. I think it is English architecture. I shall
try and get some pictures of it for you. There is a very interesting court in the
center and the buildings around it. The original house is beautiful the most
beautiful paneling I ever saw – old fireplaces and some lovely old furniture.
You’d love it. I have a small corner room on the third floor - smaller than
yours at the hospital. The couch bed is clean and comfortable. I have an easy
chair, small table and bureau and a big closet. I can be very comfortable in it
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and it’s better to be able to get out from under at night or in the daytime if it
seems best. The cost of the room is $16.50 a month – so that too is most
reasonable. The community about us is very interesting. We are right down
in the pushcart district – Greeks, Italians, Jews, colored. The shops are fun
and of course I am enjoying it all to the utmost. It will be a bit lonely when
Ruth is in the hospital – But I can keep busy. There is a lot to do here – little
things I see I can do to make it easier for Ruth and I’ll want to be it all ready
for her to come back to.
Did you get my letter with the $10 enclosed? I don’t usually mail
money that way and I was getting anxious to hear if it reached you safely –
let me know- if you don’t feel like writing just a postal will do. I know how
it is when you just can’t write letters. I am sending you the letter I received
from Chris. I think he’s right about camp. Maybe if you hold out a while you
can go back to Powellsville. Maybe a temporary exchange of places with
someone there might be accomplished for you might just want to go back to
Middletown after a while. There is so much that is desirable about it. The
Wesleyan group interesting, fine understanding and sympathetic to your
views is much to be thankful for at this time. At any rate don’t make any
decisions please until we’ve had our week together in December. One thing I
have found to be good advice and that is “never make a decision when
you’re below par physically.” I feel certain if you would take time out to see
a doctor and get a little physical boost you’d be much better.
Every day since I’ve been here has been foggy, wet and terrible
outside. Nothing much drearier. I’ll be glad when I hear from you again. I
hated seeing you so weary and discouraged and not be able to help, but these
times are so difficult and more and more I know a 53 year old reaction to
them could hardly be similar to a 22 years old.
Well, there doesn’t seem to be much more to write about. We can’t
get out until it clears and then maybe I can tell you more. I wish I had your
power of description and my letters might be a bit more interesting.
I hated to say goodbye to Maryanne. She is so much fun and so
darling. Such an active little mind and so responsive – also peppery. It will
take much wise handling to bring her up and at this moment I don’t feel too
optimistic over her prospects - but there again as in all things that part of my
life is now over but it is hard to think one knows the answers and have to
keep still.
Joey may be married the last of the month. She is definitely going to
be married the first furlough Colby has. I feel sorry for Becky – her life
seems to be tumbling about in a rather curious way at present. Libby and her
baby came home last Monday. Little Terry is very cunning – quite a little
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person. Libby seems very well and probably she and Becky will make out
very well – in the new situation.
Much – much love my dear and drop me a card if nothing else nd
remember to tell me about the $10. I’d hate to have lost it.
Affectionately,
Mother
Hull House
Chicago. Illinois
November 13, 1943 (mailed)
Con DearHave just returned from the hospital where I found Ruthanna and
Thomas Wilson Duncan looking and doing splendidly. Isn’t that a nice
name- I suggested Thomas Makepeace Duncan as long as he arrived on
Armistice Day – but Wilson it is. Ruth seemed so well and pretty tonight.
Quite a change from the exhausted – weary pain torn expression of
yesterday. Tommy arrived around 2.30 – after one full twenty four hours for
poor Ruthanna. She went to the hospital at 4:30 pm on the 10th. Tommy has
a regular Crew cut – His brown hair stands straight up is about an inch long
– grows into a peak like mine. He has large wide apart eyes. I haven’t been
able to tell the color as yet – large nose and big mouth. He weighs 7 ½
pounds but looks quite big and has really fine features. Have you heard Ruth
Flaccus has a little boy born Sunday the 7th. David Walter Flaccus – he
weighed 8 lbs. 3 ounces both are well.
Must write Dad now and tell him the baby’s name. Daddy Tommy
can hardly contain himself. He was really wonderful all through it never left
a minute- except to go out and bring me in a sandwich and some coffee. We
both sat up all night at the hospital. Write won’t you? Lying in Hospital
South 59th Street Room 332.
Loads of love,
Mother
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Mailed November 16, 1943
Hull House
800 S. Halsted St.
Chicago, Illinois
Dearest Con,
Your two letters received this morning were most welcome. I was
getting terribly jittery over your long silence. Just as I was taking the mail
from the box the Machemers phoned they were at N-western station. They
were on their way back to Cheyenne Wyoming and had an all day stop over
here. They came straight to Hull House by taxi and we had a wonderful day.
It was half raining-half snowing and miserable under foot so we stayed
home all day and just visited. We couldn’t see Ruth until 3 pm and as it is
way on the other side of town they were afraid to risk the trip out and back
so didn’t see Ruth or young Tom. I went out to see Ruth tonight she seems
to be getting on very well. Have I told you they named the baby Thomas
Wilson Duncan? He’s very cute –doesn’t look a bit like any of my children.
Mrs. Duncan was here on Sunday she was pleased with him and thought he
was just like Tom.
The handwriting analysis was very clever – so much so true – about
both of us. I couldn’t tell you more about Dad. One thing I do know and
especially witnessing some of Tom’s reactions and being with him – that
loyalty and quiet are two of the greatest things to accomplish in living. Dad
is like a rock to lean against and how I could lean at the present moment. I
feel terribly tired – you can well understand how clever young Sabin is. It
was so much fun to read. So many things cancel each other out. He must be
fun to talk with – only remember – it’s just a very clever line.
I’m so sorry to know how hard it is for you - and I wish so much I
could help you. I went to the station yesterday and got my reservation back
for December 9th – after that I hope you can come home for a few days real
rest and we can talk things over – that is such a nerve wracking experience
for you – but now is the time to make the most superhuman effort you know
of to pull yourself together. The refuge I would seek would be religion. How
about going to see Mr. Darr - he was such a peach – or go and spend and
evening with Mrs. Ford and talk things out. She is very sensible and very
understanding – now is the time to push away who might not understand the
kind of faith it takes to pull yourself together and go on. I’ve been so low in
spirits and whatever it is one goes on – and then when it was the darkest –
the peace and quiet would come and I would know what to do again. We
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can’t always know the answers. We must wait and pray for direction. If we
really open ourselves to God – help will come – it always has for me.
I hope you are not concealing any real physical trouble from me. My
family always seem to keep things from me – you wouldn’t do that I hope.
I’ve asked you to see a doctor for so long. I can’t tell you how much Dr.
Miller in Berwyn helped me and then I was able to go on and help myself.
Must do a thousand and one things this morning so will have to
continue with this tonight.
All my love dear- I’ll try and do my job here (and never fear – it is
one of the hardest things I’ve ever tackled) and you try and keep going a few
more weeks and then we’ll make plans for the next step.
Remember we can only do so much in this world each day – what we
can’t change we just endure till we get a chance to work from the outside.
Affectionately dear,
Postcard:

Mother

November 16,1943, Tuesday noon

Dearest Mother,
Just discovered that I forgot to mail a letter to you I wrote last
Friday. Had a most wonderful time in Utica, visited all your relatives –
found some wills, census records and so forth Visited Miss Flora Hill,
Aunt Ida Williams’ sister who told me all about our Williams relatives on
the West Coast. She knew all the older generations – the Halls,
Marquises, Williams etc.. Lots of interesting information. Saw your
grandparent’s beautiful home of Genesee St. It is very large and in
excellent condition. Will write you all about my trip Love, C
Postcard:

Hull House Postmarked Chicago Ill. Nov 23 1pm 1943

Enjoyed the card on the 18th so much. Also letter and postal. What a
wonderful time you must have had – am very anxious to hear all about
everything and everybody. Hull House doesn’t look like this today–
another story added and buildings all around it – opening onto a central
court. Ruth and little Tommy doing well. Am terribly busy playing nurse.
Ruth and Tommy back from the hospital Saturday.
Love Mother
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November 20, 1943
Dear Con,
Glad to hear you are feeling better and hear you will be down for
Joey’s wedding.
I sent your trunk by Express on the 11th and am sorry it has not
reached you. Enclosed is the receipt which may enable you to trace it. Be
careful of this as it shows the insured value of $150.00.
I am going to drive Aunt Libby, Virginia and David to visit Mildred
and Maryanne and show them proofs of Maryanne’s pictures which are
great. A letter from Ruthanna yesterday says she expects to return home
today. She and the baby are in fine shape. It was certainly fortunate that your
Mother left when she did and got acclimated before Ruthann went to the
hospital.
I stayed at the farm a week eating with Dave and Virginia and then
moved to the Saloms where I am staying. Give us a call here when you
arrive as Aunt Libby will be glad to have you here also. Hope this arrives
before you leave.
With love,
Father
December 4, 1943
Friday P.M.
Dear Mother,
The lovely birthday surprise came yesterday – the prints are beautiful!
Thanks so much. I have so much to tell you – about the trip to Utica and the
trip home to Joey’s wedding – which was perfect. Joey was a beautiful bride.
Colby looks marvelous! And all were so very nice to me. Marie –Louise
especially. Love to Ruthanna and Tom. And please don’t worry about me
Love, Con
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December 6, 1943
Hull House
800 S. Halsted St.
Chicago, Illinois
Dearest Conrad,
Strange this greeting “Dearest Conrad” was as far as I was able to go
– and now I have your letter written on December 3. I haven’t written you
out here – I couldn’t – too much was in doubt about – too much I hated to
divulge – it didn’t seem loyal. It has been a very difficult time. I’ll be glad to
go home. It will be hard to say goodbye to Ruthanna – as I now in my heart I
shall never return. If you want to know why I shall tell you when I see youif not I shall shut it away in my own heart – and I can assure you – I shall
not break under it.
I cannot now reply to your letter I’m glad you wrote it. It must be such
a relief to have written as you did I hope you feel better.
(later) You perhaps have misunderstood much that I have written. Had I
thought you had no religion it would have been rather silly for me to suggest
looking in that direction. Especially – one cannot derive any help from
something one has had no contact with. It is so difficult to know what to say,
when no matter what is said – you or anyone else feeling as you do, is ready
to lay it at the door of “my generation”. You are not in a mood to understand
if I would write – “I know what you are saying. I, too, loved my mother –
with all I had. I, too, wanted life – I wanted to be free. I was resentful of all
that was said.” But it’s all true. Each generation (although I am ready to
admit – the situations are changed somewhat by the times) goes through the
same struggle. My Mother broke down and died when the pressure became
too hard. Now (and I think always I can say) I shall not. Due to what? Am I
a stronger character than those before me – decidedly not –but I have
something beyond you all beyond – myself –I am dedicated to following the
way of Christ- and nothing but losing Him will break me. We seem to be
getting pretty well exercised over something which is not reality at all
between us.
You and I have always had a very close relationship –that has been for
the most part because I leaned on you more than was perhaps was quite
natural. My life has not been too happy. I have had some pretty bad doses to
swallow at times and many pretty harsh things have been said and because
you were always kind and I found comfort and peace in your companionship
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– perhaps I leaned too heavily, but I never in any way wished to influence
you in your decisions. You have your life to lead and you will have to make
your own way. I can’t go along and have no desire to go along as a prop of
any kind. If you make mistakes (who of us hasn’t) we only grow in that way.
If you can’t come back and try again after a mistake or two – then you are
not the person I thought you were.
The excerpts from my letters sound quite like “Alice in Wonderland”
not too much connection in thoughts, but I too have been under strain. I have
been very much so – this last year. All I meant by fixing up your room was
to make curtains for you such as Ruthanna has here – really quite an
innocent thought – nothing complex in it in any way. If, as Aunt Bidda has
said about Dad and Windy – stocks and bonds and frizzled beef largely
make up their thoughts, perhaps mine are made up of God and curtains. I
hardly know how to write. To me our relationship has always been a very
healthy and natural one. If, to you, it has suddenly become something
frightening and abnormal - I can only say – you are unduly alarmed – go
your own way- live as you wish – it’s your life and I can’t be responsible for
what you think or do – or do I wish to be.
I have read your letter to Ruthanna and we have talked of it most of
today. As usual she has been most understanding and you are quite right –
she is the finest person I know in any ways. I have only the greatest love and
respect for her – even though we don’t see eye to eye on many things. We
are quite back on the old basis – only more so and our love for each other
has only ripened into something much finer than either of us knew before. I
can see no reason why you and I should suddenly decide there is anything
unusual in our love for each other. I don’t particularly like the word – but
it’s most expressive of what I think your slant on tis is and that word, sir, is
“cockeyed.”
I am quite able to fill my life to overflowing with things I’ve been
putting off till I had time. I’ve made up my mind to go back to work at the
piano. I’ve always known that sooner or later I would do that and I’m going
at it again. I also have some other plans to work out –so I too sound a
warning – that “Radium Mama” is again on the road – and we’ll both go our
ways and I shall not bite you – but on the other hand I don’t care to be bitten.
Do you think I’ve enjoyed too much being alone on “the dear old
farm”? Of all people I probably understand best of all what you meanperhaps you’ll recalI didn’t care too much about moving up there. Another
thing if you go W. Conrad on me I’m joining the WAACS tomorrow.
I want you to do just as you feel best about coming home. Naturally I
have looked forward to seeing you. I thought we’d have some good walks
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and talks together. There’ll be no volcanic eruptions on my part – Con – so
don’t worry and don’t misunderstand my letter. I know how deeply you felt
when you wrote as you did. I understand it all if I have caused you pain and
heartache – please know it’s the last thing on earth I would have done. You
were kind to me when everyone else was not – I shall never forget it. I love
you deeply and sincerely and always will, but understand I know and accept
the fact and agree with you completely – you want to be free to do with your
life as you wish – it is my wish that you feel that way. It is only a normal
healthy feeling I’m glad you wrote as you did.
Am leaving Thursday for home. Hope to hear from you soon.
Much love always. I’m glad you liked the black fruits. I think they are most
interesting – particularly as it’s been fun knowing Dr. Jacobs – their creator.
The books will be coming later. I spoke to Santa when I was downtown.
Affectionately,
Mother

December, 1943
Dearest Con,
Your second letter came as a great relief to me – for it showed you sensed
the situation and had the courage to face it. Perhaps you’ll recall I have said
“build yourself up physically and the mental strain will take care of itself.” I
am glad – happy- if you get a 4F who cares – you need to build up
physically – and getting out on your own – and into a normal - healthy
atmosphere - and working – will do it quicker than anything else. I am glad
you have made up your mind to do it.
As far as mistakes go – there is no one I ever knew – who hasn’t made
them and I believe it’s foolish to feel we must tell this or that to anyone –
what you do is your business. You know in your heart whether something
has been right or wrong. Confess it to your own soul and if you’ve done
wrong – let it guide you in not making the some mistake twice. We all make
mistakes – follow others often – who are stimulating but not helpful – in
haste do many things we wouldn’t have done had we thought – but it’s up to
us whether we continue in that or pull out and start again. I’ve never talked
with a psychiatrist – I’ve often wanted to – but I know the answers to my
problems and with God’s help and a bit of elbow grease and perseverance
I’ll step out from under mine and you can do the same.
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I hated to say “cockeyed” was the word – and I think I didn’t apply it
to your particular problem – didn’t I say – perhaps – my love for you was
not abnormal or unhealthy? I happen to know what my love for you is – and
I felt perhaps your feeling about an abnormal attachment was a bit
“cockeyed.” Only a poor attempt to sound unconcerned. I’m not
unconcerned only I know – that if that is the way you feel now- the only
healthy thing for you to do is break loose and get on your own and I say to
you “Go to it and win out.” Dad and I are here – come back when you feel
like it and try your wings. I have no fear for anyone who doe that it’s the one
who is afraid to try that we have to worry about.
I never wanted you to go to Middletown. That was your decision – not
mine. I’m only glad you’re going to get out of it – the sooner the better.
I hope you’ll get home next week. We can go to the woods and cut
some laurel. No one feels much in the Xmas mood, but we can think much at
this time of one who came to a troubled world and carried the message of
Peace and Goodwill as long as he remained and make his birthday a time to
rededicated our lives to his way if we believe in it.
Much love to you. We’ll be glad to have you home and it shall be as
quiet and restful as you wish.
Affectionately,

Mother

Elda Farm Berwyn, Pa.( undated)
Dearest Conrad,
It was good to see you yesterday and to find you looking so well. I
don’t know when I’ve seen you looking any better. I was glad to see Igal
again – what a dear fine young boy he is. I hate so to see him going to
prison. Once behind the bars he can do nothing to help himself or anyone –
and I am more nd more convinced he could be of so much more good on the
outside. I wish I knew what to do or say I feel so inarticulate and so
uncertain when I see someone so ready to take all for an ideal. I am not like
that. Bob Sabin is right. I may dream big things but I fear I lack the courage
to carry them through.
I hope I didn’t stay too long and that you and Igal had time to talk
together. I feel he is quite mature and fine in his thinking and perhaps would
speak words of far greater wisdom to you than some of the more recent
friends. I think Igal has the capacity for very loyal friendship. I don’t believe
I was ever more moved than when he leaned down nd kissed me goodbye. I
do like him so very very much.
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New York Streets, Child’s restaurants and hotel lobbies are not the
best –places I know to visit in – so I still hope we can talk again in front of a
big crackling open fire and really talk. It grows increasingly difficult for me
to talk freely with you or really anyone. We are right in the middle of such a
topsy - turvy mess – that just no one knows the immediate answers.
About the only way anyone can keep their reason today is just
working hard getting tired out physically so that real sleep comes when we
go to bed – and in the many – many little ways – such as you always knew
so well how to do – just acting – speaking – living kindly toward those
around us. (Just now I was interrupted by Dave bringing me a Xmas card
from Ann and Margaret White) They told him they wanted to send me a card
because I was a person with so much money and I was always kind and
spoke to those who didn’t have much. I wish the first part of it was true for
think how much good I would do for others if I just had money now.
I am so glad you feel able to talk freely with me. It’s such a healthy
sign. Don’t let anyone sell you on the idea of unnatural love between us –
what utter bunk that is. That line always comes from people who have never
known deep and true love – how cold anyone understand something they
have had no acquaintance with and if they had known it - they couldn’t
speak that way.
It’s the same thing when we try and speak of God. If someone has
never had a deep religious experience or felt close to God in anyway- they
simply can’t get it at all. A person living close to God and a deeper life shows it in his every action. Could anyone know and talk with Douglas
Steere very long without feeling aware of that great spiritual force leading
him on. I find the book of Brother Lawrence always so helpful. It’s such a
protection against the outside jolts and misunderstandings. It is all so simple
– he finds- just living always as though in the Presence of God. After your
first letter came to me in Chicago I went back to Hull House and when I
could I got out my little book and read – read every word of it and then I was
calm again and able to answer you. No one knows better than I how hard it
is sometimes to discern between good and bad – or who our real friends are
and who are not. No one can really hurt us – unless we let them. I feel this
fall quite as though I had taken my last hurdle – and it’s such a wonderful
release. I can love those again for whom I felt such real bitterness because I
know – I too have much to be forgiven and if I were to be forgiven I must
forgive and forget. I have said and done much that I am sorry for therefore I
must be ready to return good always for evil and it works.
You spoke so often of feeling so confused and mixed up in your
thinking yesterday. Everywhere one hears the same thing. We are living in
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confusion. I know that for me I go through different periods of action and
inaction. I have times when I seem to know how and what to do – moments
of great religious fervor and real insight into the things I want most of life then there will be long periods when I go through weeks of just living –
going through the days and weeks and performing the endless little tasks
each day with apparently no mental activity at all then out of the seeming
darkness the light comes again and I tackle things with a new certainty and a
new purpose and I realize I have been growing in a spiritual stature all the
time. We must not grow tense or despondent when apparently we have to
stand still for long periods of time. If we just keep still and work harder at
the insignificant things we do – the light does come and we wake up and
find we have been going up the ladder all the time.
Be a bit more thoughtful about talking too much of yourself. Rae once
wrote me one of the wisest bits of advice I ever read. He said, “Always let
the other person talk about himself and if you are a good listener he’ll think,
‘how wise he is and understanding.’” When you feel a bit upset or confused
don’t talk about it – find someone a bit worse off than you are and do them a
good turn and before you’re finished your own apparent distress will have
been forgotten or faded into insignificance.
You were so right when you said you put things off – you didn’t
always cooperate too well – when you didn’t feel too much like it. You
needed to get away and get to work – all so healthy – to know what you
need and then go at it.
You don’t have to break all ties to do that because we believe exactly
as you do that that is exactly the answer and the sooner you get started the
better. Stop all this subjective thinking, clamp right down hard on yourself
and refuse to become involved in any deep discussions that nobody knows
the answer for - for the present. Pull out of yourself – you can do it. There is
one thing I know and that is there is nothing wrong with you. You are weary
of your job (who isn’t) bored perhaps hurt a bit over the attitudes of those
about you – but you can pull out and you alone can pull yourself out. You’re
not made of the stuff I know you have in you if you say you can’t. And if
anyone tells you or suggests to you that your home or your parents are
unnatural – tell hem there’s a sweet place they can retire to where they’ll
find no homes or parent’s love to bother them.
Much love. I hope your Xmas box tiny as it is will reach you safely
before Xmas.
Affectionately, Mother
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December 23, 1943
Dearest Con,
Two boxes are on their way special delivery to you. I hope they will
reach you by Xmas. I am not pleased over the edition of Leaves of Grass but
Edith said she could get no other. The other box just has a few things that
may be of use- I also asked Mr. Goodman to mail you three new white
shirts. I hope they will be right.
I sent a letter off to Igal yesterday – dear boy- how I wish I might help
him. The outlook for him seems anything but bright and he’s such a fine
person.
I went in town today to get some enlargements of some snaps of little
David – taken late summer. They are just splendid. We’ll send you some
latter. We are down at Dave’s now. Dave and Ginny are out shopping and
we are keeping little Davey. Aunt Bidda has given Ginny her big St. Bernard
– Debbie. She is lying on the rug in the living room. We have a big roaring
fire but if you stir an inch from it you freeze. Dicken’s Xmas Carol is on the
Radio with Lionel Barrymore as Scrooge is doing his usual good work.
Davey just woke up and cried. He needed changing but was a bit timid when
he found his mother was not taking him up. He’s a cunning little boy – and
is so good looking.
Ruthanna writes Tommy is doing well now he is on bottles. I’m glad
for I know how worried she must have been when he didn’t gain. I told her
about Igal – how I hope they do meet for I know they’ll like each other.
I shall be glad to hear how you reached home on Sunday and how the
work is going. Never the less I’ll be glad if you get out of there entirely. I do
feel Dr. Leek has tried to help in all ways he can however.
Uncle Billy Conrad was operated on Monday - a preliminary
operation – the second one will follow in a week or ten days. I wish you’d
write him a note. Room 421 Bryn Mawr Hospital.
Much love Con – It won’t seem like Xmas this year – this will be the
second one with you and I miles apart. I wish you were coming home –
don’t make it too long afterwards.
I hope you are feeling better and we’ll be thinking of you.
Affectionately always,
Mother
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Letters fro m the war fro nt whi le d ri vi ng an
ambulance
for the American Field Service
in
Italy, France, Holland, Germany
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Figure 8 Conrad Wilson in AFS Uniform sketched by F.T. Chapman
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Figure 9 Insignia
The top two items were actually worn by Conrad during the war. The crossed cannon and
buttons from the British Army Unit Conrad served with.
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Henry Hudson
Hotel
353 West Fifty Seventh Street
New York 19, N.Y.
___
COLUMBUS 5-6100
Tuesday P.M.
Dear Family Enclosed are a few articles which I will not be needing and which
might get me involved in endless explanations.
Had lunch this noon with Mr. Huck who sends his regards to all at
Elda. I can’t tell you when I’m leaving - but destination is Italy which
pleases me.
Until you are notified otherwise - send mail to the Field Service at 60
Beaver St. Everyone in the office appreciated the cookies which mother put
in the suitcase.
I shall send back a few things which I will not be using - the less
baggage the carry the better.
Love to all,
Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
About March 30 1944
Con dearest,
Quite a piece of news for you- since yesterday – Miss Rawn stopped
in with a bit of news that just about bowled me over as I know it will you.
Mr. Kriebel had just told her that Cousin Sallie Walker left her Chevrolet car
to you. It seems a slip of paper written and signed by her was among some
Christmas cards in her sewing cabinet that Cousin Lide had taken. Cousin
Lide found it – after she had taken the sewing box home. The car has been
sold but the heirs have decided to pay the money to you – which will amount
to the assessed value – less 10% which will be $661.50. Isn’t that the biggest
surprise you’ve had yet? I’ll write you more about it when I hear – Miss
Rawn seemed so delighted over it. She said she wanted you to have
something so it looks like you would have a little something of your own –
which we are so pleased to know – wasn’t it perfectly wonderful of her to do
that for you?
Yesterday I sent a box of cookies and some gingerbread to Palle. I
hope he gets the box before everything is to stale.
Libby and Jack have gotten a five room apartment at Atlantic City –
where Jack is to be in training. They moved down today. Aunt Becky will
stay until Wednesday and take care of Terry until they get settled. It’s nice
they can be together for a while anyhow. Colket called up last night. Dad
talked with him - told him you had called etc. He wanted to hear all about
you.
Joe and Sue Thomas came to call yesterday afternoon. Joe had lots to
tell of Powellsville and different ones there. He thinks the new director is
pretty good for the job. Hopes he’ll get a little more discipline than they’ve
had. He is not satisfied with the way things are running. Sue has a good job
in Salisbury and they have a dandy little apartment – so things are going
well for them.
At dinnertime Mary Lawrence and Serena Niles stopped on their way
in from Chicago. Dad had brought home a shad - so we had a nice visit with
them and a good dinner, which they seemed to enjoy.
Cousin Emma Bechtel will be with us over the weekend . She is
coming home with Daddy tomorrow noon.
Ruth’s reports from the hospital are all good – for which we are
thankful.
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Today it has been blowing a gale. I hope if you are on the high seas it
isn’t too bad – for I can see plenty of sea sickness if it was like it was here.
Must get to bed now. It seems such a long time since Monday – the
things I’d like to say but won’t - for you know how I feel – and I shall keep
my chin up and keep busy.
All my love dear- always
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Mother

Early spring April 1944
Elda Farm
Berwyn
Con dear –
Well- I’ve seen the kitchen – it’s a riot. Did you ever know people
who just did whatever came into their heads – like that family? I wonder if
you noticed the expression on the bird on the right side of the tree – nothing
in the whole place gave me such a kick as that bird. He has the expression of
a minister blessing his flock. I told Colly – they’d never need to ask a
blessing – all they had to do was cast their eyes upward to the bird and they
would feel all properly attended to in that line.
And horrors upon horrors – Colly’s room- with the fat and forty nude
girl friend over the mantel – and everything that made you look around sure
the next thing to greet you would be the shiek himself – only to rest your
eyes on Colly – not in any way wearing the marks of the desert – or anything
else unusual.
Marie Louise played the most wonderful April fool prank on Frannie.
You know your deadly rival, Lesile the too old – hard drinking (I can’t spell
Lieutenant) how do you? Well she wrote a letter – supposedly to him – after
he had visited there for a weekend – left the letter (dated April 1 which
Frannie never blinked an eyelash over) marked copy on a table downstairs.
Frannie came in – picked it up and proceeded to have a fit. “Mother how
could you do such a thing? Why did you etc.etc. etc. etc. Finally after about
an hour of such raving – she had to be shown it was April 1st.
Mary Louise said she’s a Wilson all through and no one has been able
to fool her before but that worked perfectly.
Emma Bechtel arrived with Dad from lunch on Saturday. We had
quiet and pleasant week - staying home (it was rainy and nasty out) visiting
and playing some bridge Saturday night.
We did the annual Wilson
calling on Sunday. I always take her around to see the relatives when she
comes.
Bill Naussau gets out of the hospital Wednesday – then a ten day leave and
then shipped – too bad he didn’t go with his friends but Father Billy says –
that won’t be now – I can’t see why he couldn’t join them – but I can’t see
lots of things – at least I’d run things differently (I can see you smile at that)
Emma came supplied with the usual – Dick and Thalia letters –all of
which were interesting and amusing.
No news here- all are well- missing you – as you can guess and
anxiously waiting for word to come that you have reached your destination -
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wherever it is. I hope spring will be beautiful – if it gets a chance to spring in
all that bombing. I sent Palle his gingerbread and cookies only to receive the
enclosed postal the same day. What will you bet he’ll sample it’s contents
shooting or no shooting.
Must get this in the mail – so will continue in my next. Would that my
vocabulary – plus imagination could find interesting expression of bed
making – dust chasing and dishwashing – perhaps who knows I’ll write a
choice bit yet.
Anyway – all my love – dearest son and always my thoughts are with
you.
Affectionately,
Mother
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April 9th 1944, Easter Sunday
Con dearest,
All day I have your wondered where you are- your first Easter away
from America. I find myself trying to see you, hear your voice and sort of
feel your presence - the best ting to bring you nearer is to wear or just hold
your old red flock coat. I find I feel a bit closer that way.
I hope you were near a radio on Easter – the music was so wonderful
– especially Jascha Heifetz paying the Mendelssohn Concerto with the NBC
Symphony and Toscanini. Then in the evening the Cleveland Symphony
playing the Pathetique of Tchaikovsky - the most beautiful to me of all
symphonies.
Little Tommy is growing by the minute. We have lots of fun over his
so called music lesson each day. It consists of sitting on my lap. I play some
chords in the bass – and hold his finger and make him strike the notes in the
treble. He seems to get a big thrill out of it. I tried little Davey yesterday and
he was all for it but he really whacked the piano.
Aunt Becky has been here since Friday. We’ve had such fun. Aunt
Libby and Uncle John stayed for dinner Friday and Saturday night and today
or rather yesterday by now – for I had to stop writing last night. Ginny Dave
and little Davey were here.
The sheep were turned out in the meadow – so many little lambs all
gamboling about. There is nothing though to me which seems quite as stupid
as a baby lamb. They won’t follow their mother’s into the enclosure but run
up and down outside the fence making a terrific stew about things. Dave
tried and tried to catch two unruly ones and finally after many failures got
them in again. Little Davey was simply entranced with the whole show only
I think he was sorry not to be in the field with them.
We talked with Billy on Friday night – then the next day a letter
arrived, which I’ll send to you as it was meant for you too.
Katherine Bunch came over today with a dear little hobnail vase of
blue bottle hyacinths. First I’d seen in bloom – mine are up but no more –
She said she had brought them in and forced them. It made me so homesick
for you I thought I couldn’t take it for a minute - I suppose when we hear
from you it will be easier.
Colly is definitely going back he phoned me Friday. He as been in
New York and there they told him you and another boy had left. He wanted
to know where you had your shots as he had to crowd his into three weeks.
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He said the unit was definite now and he was going. I’ll be seeing him soon I
hope and will tell you more.
Joey just phoned to get your address or APO and when I go in town
tomorrow I’ll stop at the house and tell Bob Pitts. He wrote me last week,
wanted news of you and Palle. He was so wonderful to me the night I
phoned that you had left. It wasn’t so much what he sad as the way he put it
and the understanding he displayed. All in a flash I knew how fine he was. I
shall return Sam’s sweaters at the same time. Maybe I’ll stop and talk with
Dana Howe. I liked him so much.
Ruthanna has decided to stay through April with us. I think it will do
her good and I know it is a lifesaver to me. Tommy is growing so nicely. Cut
his first tooth Thursday and the next one is close behind. He has leaned to
turn over now and goes so fast he scares himself half the time.
Will order your pictures tomorrow I still can’t seem to choose – the
profile is still in the lead I think.
Aunt Benita called Friday evening. She had been in Long Island for
two weeks if we had known you could have seen her. She felt so sorry she
hadn’t phoned sooner when she heard about you. I think she will come over
the latter part of the week. She says Uncle Rae is very well. Jim is still flying
for Eastern.
When you want anything I can send please ask for it. It will be
wonderful just to shop for things for you – if I just know what you want.
Am sending a choice bit Ann Doughton passed on to Joey. You’ll
probably enjoy it we did –
“Said a poor benighted heathen with a jungle for a home,
Who’d think my fame would spread afar to lands across the foam?
I wasn’t very handsome – I wasn’t very bright
But now they come to see my nose, the islands greatest sight.
My nose was once a simple nose – a little flat and bent.
But now my nose is not a nose, it’s a monument.
So tourist take your place in line and for a modest fee
You’ll rub the nose that rubbed the nose of Mrs. Franklin D.
A thought has just occurred to me which I find rather stunning.
Since my nose rubbed a Roosevelt nose, will it too keep on running?
Must stop now and be sure it gets to the mail on time
Much – much love my dearest
Devotedly, Mother
Am sending check to Field Service to your account. M.
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
May 1st, 1944
Con dearest,
At last I have a place to be alone in and write as I want to - it’s so
strange - not to be able to write. I suppose when I know where you are it will
be easier and yet it’s hard to say it’s like trying to live with only half your
heart beating and that making terribly jumpy beats – each day explaining to
myself that it’s really too early to expect to hear from you – and then the
hope that maybe tomorrow news will come.
Saturday I started forth to my wilderness that was once a garden –
arrived with various tools and a wheelbarrow. I worked all morning up in the
rock garden and you should see it this morning – all clear of weeds dead
leaves and much poison ivy the juice of which has managed to cover my
arms and hands and I feel pretty itchy, but the remaining shrubs and little
woodsy plants you put in there long ago all look so fresh and grateful for a
chance to live again. The columbines are almost in bloom and so many of
them. They look so lovely next to the regular violets and little anchusa (?)
plants – which are heavenly blue. The May apples are in leaf and the Blood
Root has fairly bloomed its head off – lots and lots of wild geraniums – and
believe it or not since sitting here a jack in the pulpit leaf has unfolded right
before my eyes. The birds are everywhere. I hear two cardinals chattering
away often and a strange shrill bird note I don’t know. I wish I knew more
about birds and their calls.
Dad mowed the grass in the garden (upper end) yesterday and I started
taking up what plants I wanted from the lower beds I am doing away with.
Three clumps of yellow lilies from Clara Bolster’s – I put in around the pool
bed. I dug that up pretty well – rearranged some of the little cow – slips put
in more perennial baby’s breath and some coreopsis (spelling)it all looks
very lovely and nothing has died down over night. I took up two poppies
coming up in the old bed and put them in around the pool and later when
they finish blooming I’ll transplant the two big gorgeous plants by the pool
too.
The next thing I want to do is spade up the bed you changed to the left
as you come into the garden. Take out some of the phlox plants and out in
some at the back of the bed then I shall plant annuals such as marigolds and
zinnia and candy tuft here and there though the bed and it will make a lot of
color. The long bed by the bushes at the back has to be dug up some and
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things rearranged a little but it’s going to look very well. I am giving jut
loads of phlox, iris, coreopsis etc. to Ginny and Katherine.
Dave and Ginny have whitewashed their house and you can’t imagine
how lovely it looks. Dad and Dave dug up lots of forsythia and spirea and
lilacs and Dave has them all in. You don’t know what a difference it makes.
Then Dave went up to the woods and brought down some dogwoods and put
them in and the whole place looks different. The grass is real green and if
they can just finish the porch and paint it the place should look a lot nicer.
Little David spent Wednesday and Saturday night here with us. Ginny
and Dave wanted to go in and see “For Whom the Bell Tolls” and Saturday
they went to market. Naomi came home with Dad Saturday noon. She kept
busy with the usual sorting of this and that. I wonder what will become of
her when she gets to the end of it. She brought a baby slip up for me to do
for her – she said my sewing was finer than hers but by the time I had
gardened all day my hands felt pretty stiff to do any fine work. However I
finished it up for her and I guess it will answer. One can’t buy anything like
that now and the only thing is to get busy and make what you want.
No word from Mary’s yet. I called on Saturday and she was still in the
land of the living. I have two kimonos to make for the new arrival. I should
have had them finished long ago – but I never get caught up.
Ruth and Tommy went home Wednesday night. I just didn’t dare
think what it would be without them. Ruth was so dear and thoughtful of me
when you left and has been such a comfort. I could talk freely with her and
she knew how comforting it was just to be able to let out to someone who
understood all the various tests examinations etc. proved all in good shape
for her. I am convinced more than ever the tensions under which she must
live is the cause of it all. She feels Tom is improving some – so we’ll just
have to trust she’s right. I shall be anxious to hear how she found everything
on her return.
To go back to the garden – there are two little new flowering almond
shrubs which are in full bloom – alongside the one you transplanted up near
the pool. I was so pleased to see them because the other two died.
Wednesday- Emma Roberts has asked me to lunch Emma Bechtel is
to be there – wasn’t it nice of her to include me. I shall enjoy going so much
for I have always wanted to know her and never have felt I did. She sold
some of her chairs at the Walker’s sale. Clara Laurie bought one – a nice old
curly maple rocker which she is letting me have for what she paid for it for
your room. It’s like the one in the four poster bedroom – only in maple.
They are so comfortable and I love them.
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I am fairly surrounded with bees – all busy flying about – doing their
work. I am going to try and write out here from now on it seems to bring you
nearer. There’s not a plant you or you and I haven’t dug up and brought
here. I am sitting on the top step just in front of the birdbath and it makes a
heavenly place to write in.
I talked to Colly last week. I must try and see him some night this
week. I guess it won’t be long now until he goes. I talked with Marie Louise
a while last week. She wishes he wouldn’t go and well I can understand how
she feels – but these days I simply don’t know any answers for anything. It’s
a magnificent service you will be doing – purely constructive and a chance
to help and really aid suffering. I wish I were young and a nurse I’d be there
too.
Another letter from Palle. I haven’t written him yet – so will do so
when I finish this. Will send the last two letters on to you. I have been
mailing the Intelligencer to you but until we hear it’s hard to know whether
you’ll receive any of the mail. And please make requests in your letters so
that I can start mailing packages.
Miss Cloud was here Thurs and Fri. She is going to send you some
little half lb. packages of candy from Dairy Maid” on her way back and forth
from 69h Street. . They can go within the 7 oz. limit – she says. Then Mrs.
Pomerantz told me I could get cheese pckgs. at Fluke’s without requests so
I’ll send some to you and to Betty McCloud when I go in for your pictures at
Manri Banks tomorrow. I can hardly wait to see them. I had a large profile
done – for me and the other three are in your hat. I think they’ll be very good
if they are I’ll get more later.
Must close now and write to Palle. Maybe today will bring good news
of you. All my love dear. I am very proud of what you are doing and always
you must know that no son ever brought more into a Mother’s life of real joy
and pride than you have given me.
God bless you always dear, Mother
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Notification to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson of Conrad’s arrival.
American Field Service
Stophen Galatti, Director General
60 Beaver Street, New York, N.Y.
___
Whitehall 3-1767
May 5, 1944
MEMORANDUM: The A.F.S. unit of which your son is a member
has arrived at its destination.
Signed: William H. Wallace Jr.
Asst. Director General

*

*

*

Cable - C.D. Saus Origine

E.F.M.

Mr. & Mrs. W.W. Wilson
Elda Farm
Berwyn Pa.
Fondest Greetings. All well and
safe. Letters received, Many Thanks.
Conrad Wilson
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V Mail
May 5, 1944
Dearest Con,
Joy ruled my word yesterday when the telegram arrived. I didn’t quite
know how to control myself – Mr. Burns the postman seemed almost as
pleased. He has hated to say “no news” each day. I phoned Dad, wired Ruth
and Bill and then called Colly and different ones here. I called Dorothy Okie
as soon as I knew she would be home and she just couldn’t talk for joy. I
certainly am very fond of her. She is quite a rare person – very
understanding and very fine. Did some planting in the garden. Put in
Larksburgs and poppies also a packet of rock garden seed- don’t know what
all is in it. The white violets are too lovely this year. Sent you a little book
called “Dreams” by Olive Schreiner yesterday. It s a gem – will be anxious
to hear your reaction to it. Am going to try and buy one for Dorothy.
Much love dear. I feel so thankful to know you are well and
safe. These have been terrible weeks.
Love,
Mother
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from Naples, Italy
To: Mr. and Mrs William W. Wilson
Elda Farm
From Vol. Conrad Wilson
Berwyn, Penna. USA
Amer. Field Service
A.P.O. 464
c/o Postmaster
New York City

May 1st 1944
V. Mail -

I

Dearest Mother and Father: Have finally reached my destination after
a most glorious trip. I never had such a wonderful time in all my life. Such
luxury! John and I were the only passengers on board and the only
Americans. In case the ship goes back to America - I have given my home
address to 3 or 4 of the officers who became very close friends. They can
tell you about the trip across. If any of them call you by phone please invite
them out to a big meal or weekend. - G.E. Harwood, Chief Eng. &
Christopher Alderson, Michael Rand or any others who might call. They
were wonderful to us.
Received 2 letters and 3 V. mails from Mother. Please number your
letters after this. Only a mention of the car, which you probably told about
in the last letter. Would you like to buy a car? Ha! I should make some sort
of deal! Italy is beautiful. Burton Holmes certainly did not exaggerate.
Love,
Conrad
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Figure 10: Crew list from the S/S Samtucky
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from Naples, Italy
May 1st 1944
V. Mail Dearest Mother and Father: - I am in a lovely old Italian Villa in a
fairyland of white roses, wisteria and palm trees. The view from my
window is magnificent! Such sights I have seen - You simply must take a
cruise after the war. Every building is a different color - old rose, orange,
yellow, orchid etc. - an artist’s paradise. Censorship prevents most
everything I would like to tell you. But I can assure you we had a most
wonderful trip over. Was glad to receive your letters today. They were
waiting here for me. V. mail is best - but you don’t fill the sheet - Mother,
which is allowed. It’s sure to hear about Colly. Which pose did you choose
from my pictures? I would appreciate your giving Dorothy one. She liked
the profile best. There was money waiting for us here. Thanks - Don’t send
any more unless I request it.
love to all,
Conrad
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May 16, 1945
Dear Conrad,
We are delighted that you had such a pleasant trip and will be glad to
have the friends you made the trip with Sunday or a weekend at the farm.
So far they have not phoned to us.
The weather this year seemed to go from winter to summer without
any spring or at least not enough to get the spring work done. Dave did very
well however disking in most of the oats and grass seed without attempting
to plow except for corn. I plowed on Saturday from 2:30 to 7:45 and he
finished yesterday and I guess planted the last today. One night I disked until
11:15 to get ready for Dave to plant. That day he had bought a lighting
system for the tractor and I made full use of it. Uncle John and Aunt Libby
go to Maine next Monday for thee weeks to get their camp ready to rent.
Your Mother and I are invited to go up for a couple of weeks in the fall to
help them close as we did last year.
Love, Father
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A.F.S. 485 coy HQ Rt#6 south of Cassino

May 8th 1944

Dearest Mother and Father: The 3 V-mail letters that I have written to you during my 1st week in
Italy have been so brief that I think it is about time that I write a real letter. I
hope you did not worry about not hearing from me for such a long time but
there was no way of mailing letters at sea and although I started several I
tore them all up.
The days immediately preceding embarkation were filled with
excitement. Expecting that each night would be our last in the States, we
celebrated accordingly. Although our money seemed to disappear rather
quickly we had a most delightful time and were able to become well
acquainted with one another before separating.
Our group, as you know, was broken down into small units of one, two, or
three men to a ship wherever room could be found to squeeze in an extra
passenger.
I was booked with John Field Upson, a cousin of the Marshall Field’s
and nephew of the African Director of War Relief for the American Red
Cross. He made a pleasant traveling companion - though a little boring. I
cannot begin to tell you how pleased we were with our quarters. My room
was particularly fine - an officers room on a corner of the boat deck - with
two port holes - a wide bunk, desk, chair, long built in settee, upholstered
in green leather, a wash basin with hot & cold running water (fresh) at all
times, an electric fan etc.. The furniture was all a natural colored oak &
very good looking. Curtains, bedspread & settee all in green and the walls a
light cream color with perhaps a touch of grey or green in it. Under the bunk
and under the settee were large drawers - built in - and over in one corner a
huge closet. This minute description is needless, but I wish to impress upon
you a picture of thee luxury in which we traveled. It far exceeded our
wildest hopes!
Censorship, of course, prevents me from describing many details of
the trip which would be of interest to you - but perhaps my British friends
from the ship will get in touch with you if they return to America. If they do
be sure to ask them for details of the trip - the lovely sights etc!
The moccasins came in handy. Before leaving N.Y., I took them to a
shoe-maker and had thick soles & rubber heels put on. I wore them every
day on the ship. The weeks passed all too quickly.
We were awakened at 7:30 each morning by the steward who brought
tea to our rooms. Breakfast was at 8:30. In the morning we would walk
about the ship - talking with various crew members - or do what washing we
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had - or read and play cards. I’m glad I took along the cards. On stormy
days we would play by the hour - which was O.K. until suddenly the ship
would roll a little more than usual and the cards would go flying in all
directions. John was a little sick one morning but I was never bothered at
all. I loved the rolling. Some days were just perfect. The sea was a brilliant
blue. I never dreamed it could be so lovely and I don’t wonder that Uncle
John loves it so. John and I were strictly passengers and though we offered
our services to the Captain we were not assigned to any duties.
So the days passed - eating, drinking, talking & sleeping - never have
I had such a wonderful vacation. I’m so very glad we went on a British ship.
The British do not throw themselves upon one like most Americans. They
keep to themselves and never ask questions, I never saw people so uncurious, one day I happened to mention Christopher to his roommate of six
months and William said, “Who is Christopher?” - “What”!, I replied, “So
you mean to say you don’t know a person named Christopher?” He
protested that he knew no one of that name and I told him his roommates
name was Christopher! Can you imagine!! Living with someone for six
months and not even knowing his name! But that is typical of the British
they never pry into anyone’s affairs and are very reserved.
I, being ultra curious as you know by now, asked myriads of questions
and by the end of the trip knew more about the officers than any one of them
who had lived on the ship for months. But they didn’t mind my curiosity at
all. They enjoyed our company as much as we did theirs and we quite sorry
to have us leave the ship.
When we didn’t have anything else to do, John and I copied poetry
from a small anthology of English & American Verse, belonging to the
Cadets sometime read, “Miniver Cheery” a poem by Edwin Arlington
Robinson. Others that we copied were “The Highwayman,” by Alfred
Noyes, - “Song of the Chattahoochee” by Sidney Lanier, - “Richard Cory”
by E.A. Housman - “When I was one and twenty” by A.E. Housman - “Sea
Fever”” by J. Masefield and “The Listeners” by Walter de la Mare - etc.
I started to tell about meals - a while back. Dinner was at 12:30, tea
and cookies (called biscuits) at 3:30 in our rooms, official Tea at 5:30 which
was a hearty meal. for instance: 1st course - herring, 2nd baked bean on toast
and french fried potatoes, 3rd -salad & cold sliced meats, bread & butter &
jam, tea - cheese & crackers.
The again at 8:30 or 9 p.m. we had tea and little sandwiches made by
our steward. Thus, altogether I consumed about 8 cups of tea a day and got
to love it. Always put milk in too.
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The Captain was an interesting man to talk to - He did not mix with
the other officers and they did not like him much - or rather, they were half
afraid of him. But John & I had several long conversations and found him to
be quite cordial & friendly. The Chief Engineer - a man in his late forties
we liked most. We spent many evenings talking & drinking with him. I
hope he will meet you sometime.
2nd radio officer; (Blackened out) was most typical of the British - or
rather, what an American imagines a British is like. His father is in the
Colonial Service. His sister is a talented young pianist - studying at the
Royal College of music in London. His grandfather is a country parson.
Himself - tall, very handsome, very quiet & perfect manners. I gave him
Dorothy’s and Phebe Brownings address & telegram no. in case he ever
comes to Phila. - if he should call, please invite him out to the farm or help
him make arrangements for seeing Phebe or Dorothy - none of them know
anyone in Phila - and I’m sure they would enjoy a restful weekend in the
country - with good home cooked food and mint juleps,
I have been in Italy a week now and am enjoying it - do not have an
ambulance of my own yet but will probably get one soon. Spent a day and a
half under a car learning maintenance etc. Also learning a little about the
motor & the names of various parts. My neck was quite stiff after a day on
my back under the car and I was covered with grease. We are camped in a
grove of olive trees nestled in among some hills. Natives often come
through the camp on the way to pasture their animals. An old-old man will
come through with a few sheep, several goats, 3 donkeys, two cows and a
horse - plus a dog and two or three children all carrying long switches to
steer the animals. I have been placed in the platoon I wanted to join. Liv
Briddle is a fine leader. Everyone likes him. This is a swell group - the
finest, of course, in the A.F.S. We have our own mess with tables and chairs
- china plates, tumblers, tablecloths, etc. with two Italian mess boys to wait
on table and British cooks. By paying extra we are able to eat in style and
get a much better selection of food - such as fresh asparagus, peas, lettuce,
fruit juices etc. It is quite a change after eating out of a metal mess tin,
sitting on the ground, and the British food - for the 1st few days. We each
pay 20 cents a day - an initial fee of $1.’’ and contributions from time to
time. The difference in food is more than worth the extra cost of living.
The days here in camp have been lazy ones. I have taken several
walks and done some pencil sketching to occupy my time. There are
numerous quaint places to sketch. Yesterday I stumbled upon an old well
with large stone trough beside it. Where an old woman was washing clothes
- a grape arbor trellis around this little grouping and it made a perfect subject
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for a picture. Send me any film you can get. I think it will go through the
mail 1st class but don’t mark it “film” or it might not get thru. I climbed up
around some ancient ruins two days ago - and got a magnificent view of the
surrounding countryside. Little walled towns will be perched on the tops of a
steep hill. You wonder how the people climb up to their houses.
Today I found out. I went on my first run which was taking a civilian
patient from one of these hill towns to a hospital. I had to arrive up a very
narrow street among ruined houses, up a terrific grade. You drive up one
direction then make a sharp U turn and continue up the opposite way:
(drawing of zig zags) like this! Such a time as I had trying to understand the
Italian. Well I finally got my patient to the hospital and a woman passenger
who went along to visit her sick husband. The Italians are very emotional.
The woman burst out crying when she saw her husband. It was an Italian
civilian hospital and no one spoke English. About 15 doctors and nurses
crowded around me trying to tell me something - all jabbering away at the
same time - Finally, I decided that they wanted me to take another man to
his home - that was not on my program but I finally gave in and agreed to
take him. I loaded him in the car on a stretcher and found that his wife was
there too & had to go along - plus the woman I took too see her husband.
Another old hag who looked like a Gypsy jumped in the car and said she
was going too - but I didn’t know where she was going and I was very firm said this was no taxi and made her get out - off we started - it was getting
late in the afternoon and I was afraid I would not get back for dinner - so I
said with many gestures “me no ?” and pointed to my watch & stomach. All
were most sad that I should miss my dinner so out came a loaf of bread some sugar, a lemon a glass of milk - probably goat’s milk, and some raw
eggs. The woman punched a hole in the egg & told me to eat it. Eggs are
raw over here - so I thought it would be good for me and I sucked out the
egg - then another egg - I tried to explain to her and explain I would rather
cook the egg but it was too late & before I knew it I had eaten 3 raw eggs - a
glass of milk with sugar in it, a raw lemon with sugar and 3 thick slices of
dark chewy bread with sugar. The greatest experience was arriving at the
man’s farm. All were excited even me. They wanted me to blow the horn all
the way in the lane which I did and all the children & women came running
out - we waved & shouted and I pulled up in the barnyard to unload my
cargo. All the family had to climb in the car first to kiss & cry over papa.
Everyone was weeping & wailing so loudly and most happy - There were no
men around so I took one end and the women the other end. Everyone
helped and we took him up the steps on the outside of the house & into his
room. This was followed by hundreds of grazie’s & blessings on me. Out
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came the Virgin Mary to bless me and a bottle of wine. We all shook hands
many times - more grazie’s - and my answer “prego” -you’re welcome more blessings and I departed amid wavings of hands This - my first day of
driving.
Today I received mother’s V-mail written on April 28th and the letter
from Palle to “Mama Wilson” - sent to me May 1st that is very fast delivery
- as it was only yesterday I got a letter dated April 1st telling about the car.
You can imagine how puzzled I was to hear, on arrival, “Isn’t it wonderful
about the car you inherited” - Now - this letter explains it all. Too bad the
car had been sold. I was hoping that you were going to have it to use during
my absence. However, the money will come in handy after the war.
I would like Father to put $500.00 of the amount away for me - and
keep the remainder = $161 or whatever it is for himself - for whatever use he
wants it. That will pay back in part - the amount he gave me when I joined
the A.F.S. Please now, take that amount out of the total and use it. You have
given me so much always - that I would really feel better if this new venture
would not be costing you so much.
If you want to send me a package - send some hard chocolate -not
Hershey bars - which might melt, a book called “The Wind in the Willows”
by Kenneth Graham - which Cadet Rand described to me as his favorite
book when he was young. It is one of those books like A.A. Milnes’
“Winnie the Pooh” which is enjoyed by old & young alike; the small leather
bound edition of the Oxford book of English Verse - and plenty of pictures pictures of Bill Millie & Maryanne - Ruth & Tom & Tommy - Dave &
Ginny & little Dave- etc. Tell Frannie to send me her picture too - Marie
Louises’ letter was not amusing!
Have you invited Sam Vilman and his girl out to the farm since I left?
I was so sorry that they could not come while I was home. Please give my
best to any of the Prat Brothers you might see - Bob Pitts, Juan, etc.
It might be a good idea to put my old watch, cuff links and the
emerald studs in a safe deposit box at the bank until my return.
I guess I had better close this now while I can still hold my eyes open.
I have been writing in a small tent filled with smoke & people yelling &
playing poker - sitting on the ground trying hopelessly to concentrate on this.
So please forgive this awful scribble, spelling and disjointedness of
this letter.
My best love to all the family - let me know the names of any and all
new members as they arrive (Has Marie Nassau’s arrived?)Bueno notte with love from Conrad
P.S. You might let Dorothy read this if she can make it out.
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May 23, 1944
Dearest Con,
Yesterday seemed just too wonderful to be true. The long – long
looked for letter so like you- so intensely interesting – every word of it. I felt
myself riding along beside you up the mountainsides – I’ll bet you’re glad I
wasn’t – wouldn’t that have made some back seat surviving for me? Or
would you have put a gag in my mouth and tied me to the stretcher? The
scene at the Italian hospital – the picture of you sucking raw eggs – (it
makes me shiver at the thought) the arrival at the farm and “Papa’s”
welcome plus the Virgin Mary and wine was superb. Oh how we laughed
and how we really tied it up with our experiences in the little French
Canadian town of Jonquiere – and the “habitants” there – and no one on
earth could enter into it all better than you.
You must have felt like the “Prince of Wales” on your trip across –
from your V mail letter I said to myself “he must have been on a British
freighter” Now this letter mentions Cadet Rand – cadets wouldn’t be on a
freighter so I says to myself again says I – “Ha – ha – it was a British battle
ship” and of course I’ll never know unless you’d write “The canaries are
always singing here.” And I’d know my second guess was right – at any rate
– what a trip – and having lived though my second summer in Canada in the
center of a real British colony I know too, how good their tea is – how
heavenly their scones and little tarts and sandwiches are – most of them (The
English) some, like most of us here, were decidedly stuffy. Their humor is
rather subtle. I had a feeling that Christopher was putting you on – they are
like that. I’m glad you liked them. I managed to get one film – when I left
Ginny’s to be developed. The pictures will be finished on Friday. They are
all of Tommy, Ruth, Davey and perhaps Dad and I are in some – at any rate
I’ll send you some of all. If they are as good as the movies Aunt Libby took
Ruth and Tommy and Dad and me they’ll be fine. I’m going to have some
taken out and finished from the movies. I’ve never seen better pictures of
Ruthanna – she’s beautiful. The second film is an old one Naomi gave me
for you. It may be O.K, and it may not. As the time has expired on it – but
Aunt Libby had one like that and it turned out perfectly so you can try too.
The car news must have been very puzzling. Dad says the estate has
not been settled of course and your money will be paid then. I think your
suggestion to Dad was a lovely one and I know he felt that way too but I also
know he was more than glad to do what he did and that he wouldn’t think of
using any of it. Our wants our few and we are living very quietly and simply
and the most pleasure we could get would be in doing things for our
children. We only wish we culd do more. This is a wonderful experience for
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you – some of it may be very sad and depressing – but certainly there could
be no better way to serve – and there will be so much that is gloriously
stimulating – wonderful sights to see – friendships made – lasting onesopportunities for helping – such as you perhaps had dreamed of – but now
actually becoming realities. You are the best one of all the children to be
doing this - make the most of it all – there is always a bright spot to shine
through the dark hours my heart and hopes and deepest love is always with
you – wherever you go.
I sent up two pictures for Dorothy to choose from and as I expected
she chose the people. I gave another to Aunt Libby. Marie Louise wants one
–Aunt Becky, Joey, Ruthanna, Billy – I must order more – They are very
good. They tell me David Shoemaker is expected back in June – won’t that
be wonderful for Camee and Aunt Emma. I guess you know Margaret and
Bill Dietz are going to have a baby in October and here’s some news – hot
off the griddle- Elizabeth English is having another next December I don’t
know what that will do to Aunt Becky’s plans to meet Dick in Seattle
November 1st.
Marie Nassau has a little boy – named for Rex – he weighed 9 ½ lbs.
some baby no one quite sees how Marie managed it.
I’ll send the books you mentioned. You and David had the “Wind in
the Willows” but I can’t find it. Uncle John gave it to you when we lived in
Bridgeport. I can hardly wait to hear your reaction to Olive Shriver’s little
book “Dreams” I just ate up every word of it. Dad will adore hunting up just
the right kind of chocolate to send. That’s right down his alley. I hope he
mails it before he consumes it all. It’s a weak streak in my old man – he
loves his sweets.
In the same mail of May 1st I sent you another letter of Palle’s and a
long one I wrote you. They’ve probably reached you by now.
Last week I was working for Ginny all week – laundering practically
everything but the house. Then Friday and Saturday I house cleaned her
living room and dining room and put all the clean draperies up and
slipcovers on – fresh flowers everywhere and it did look lovely – my own
house is still hopefully a waiting attention but it’s so big I hardly know
where to begin.
Katherine Bunch had hopes of a job in Norristown at “Food Fair” for
$23 a week. She went to see about it yesterday and was turned down. Now
she tells me her Mother wants her to stay home and take care of the children
so that she can get a job – isn’t that something? Katherine would just loathe
having to do that – so I don’t know what will happen if I don’t have anyone.
I’ll just have to get on as best I can and probably it won’t be too bad as I am
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feeling very well and I never mind work if I’m feeling alright. The first two
big oriental poppies are out in the garden today – aren’t they gorgeous
things? My marigold seeds didn’t come up too well – nothing like as many
as I’d hoped for - and I can’t find any sign of the “ larksburg” seeds I
planted. Oh, by the way – we have the best one yet from the “lady of the
Flak and Larkburg” she told Aunt Libby last week that she had taken a nap
on her “chaste lounge” - Isn’t that too – to delightful?
I’ll give Frannie your message about her picture. I knew you’d get a
big kick out of that letter. The “prospect” is arriving for the weekend week
after next. Marie Louise is busy planning now and what the young hopeful
will appear in each morning –afternoon and evening etc. etc. Colly has the
garden a veritable scene of enchantment – a hollow tree all planted in
petunias and hanging vines with a light carefully concealed in just the right
spot and all shadowing the darling little pool he has made – all we need now
is soft music stars and moonlight and the stage is all set. It’s a riot to hear
them on the subject.
All of Ginny’s family are about to arrive. Her sister Ethel – her
husband and two children are here now –Versal, Bob and their two darlings?
and Papa Berkhouse come Friday – between the two houses we hope to take
care of them. By Monday David will probably have left for the Army – I’ll
bet he’ll be fit to be tied for they are not decidedly not stimulating – and the
kids are- I’m glad for little Davey’s sake – they don’t live near.
Mr. Hunt is having sixty acres of his place surveyed – we are all agog
to know for what purpose – but he too must be a bit British - no news has
been forthcoming from that sector.
Mrs. Laurie – Janet and young Eddie Hawes may be up for the
weekend Ed (Daddy) is going away and I’ve asked them up. I hope they can
come.
Emma Bechtel spent the night here last week. Thalia and little Johnny
are coming up in June. I understand from Aunt Becky that Robb is most
unhappy in Florida. Nothing to do of any interest in his field of work and he
feels he is slowly rotting – too bad – and having to live with Thalia probably
doesn’t add to his enjoyment too much. She is fun – in very small does.
No more now- must go and wash dishes and then have some ironing
to do.
Much much love dear – and when you get time sends us some
more of your experiences – Don’t fail to ask for anything you want.
Always devotedly
Mother
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from: (“B” Plat. H.Q. still with 485 Coy HQ)
V Mail
To: Mr & Mrs. Wm West Wilson
“Elda Farm”
Berwyn, Penna.
U.S.A.

From: Vol. Conrad Wilson
Amer. Field Service
A.P.O. 464 C/O Postmaster
New York. May 14th 1944

Dearest Mother and Father:
The two books mailed in Norristown on May 3rd arrived May 9th !!!
The next day I received an Air Mail letter dated April 3rd. The packages
had come by air and the air mail by boat. A letter from Ruthanna yesterday
and one from Mother saying she had received my Cablegram. I am
spending every spare moment painting and sketching. There are so many
picturesque spots. Would you please try to get me some more watercolors
sometime. I would prefer the tube paints. Ask Col. Tidbad at the School of
Fine Arts what kind to get and where to get them. Tell him I should have a
good collection by the time I return. In a few months I may need another
pad too. The Windsor Newton heavy watercolor is a good one to get. I need
some buttons -- brown ones about 1/2 inch in diameter - better send about
30 of them. Also some large safety pins of horse blanket pins if Naomi can
find some. I need them for my bedding roll. I have carried my first patient Its wonderful to feel useful - especially after two weeks of sitting around.
I’m feeling on top of the world - and am very happy to be doing this - My
love to all - As ever, Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn
May 26th
Con dearest,
Was glad to receive the V mail of May 14th and learn you were well
and busy and liking it. Dorothy phoned me that day before to tell me she had
a letter written the 15th and read me what you had to tell her of carrying your
first wounded- poor lads – all of them – what a mess this world is in. I took
all the mail we have from you up to Okies for them to read – night before
last. They all look so well – never saw Dorothy look so lovely. She certainly
is a fine looking girl and she just is so fine. Mr. Okie rode back with me as
far as Brownings. I do like him so much. He seemed to want to talk of Clara
all the time. I think he misses her more than the others. There’s something
awfully gentle and fine about him. He’s hard to draw out but on the subject
of Clara – we could both talk easily and freely for I loved her very much –
and I think he is very like her. The Okie house is just lovely. It looked so
beautiful the other night – and all over the railing across the front they have
the most beautiful clematis vine – not the small flowered one we’re so
familiar wih but one with large white star like flowers – Mr. Okie told me
the variety but as usual I’ve forgotten. It is very lovely however.
In last night’s mail I received a long letter from Palle – which I’ll
enclose. It has a wistful homesick note and I answered it and sent my letter
off before writing you. I tried to cheer as well as advise him to just relax and
not worry so much. It would be such a blow to him not to make out in O. C.
S. but I’m sure he will if he just forgets to be afraid.
I cut out two things from Wednesday nights Bulletin which I’m
enclosing. The one about the children and the English was most amusing –
the other makes me feel sorry. So much to be said on both sides I know and
yet I too now Americans make themselves very much disliked and they do
deserve criticism. I wish we didn’t bluster about so much – sometimes I feel
it’s a sort of nervous tension we all seem to be under and it works out that
way.
Yesterday I went down with Daddy he let me take the car as it was
pouring rain. I went to Mrs. Laurie and we had some coffee together – then
went down to her shop. She had someone there for the day. So we called on
Helen Johnson who sent you all good wishes – took her out to lunch. Then
Clara and I went over to the Gulph to see Mary and the babies all were wellalthough Mary looked pretty tired. Mary Cutler was there so that made it
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doubly pleasant. The new baby looks much as Corona did only she’s very
much prettier. From there I took Clara back to Janet’s were we sat and
visited and then I went down to the bank for bank for Dad and we came
home – a very lovely day – I forgot to mention that I ran in to say “hello” to
Cousin Martha on the way down DeKalb St. She said to be sure to give you
lots of love from her. George has been made a Lieutenant Commander. One
wonders – why all these boosts. He’s never seen any Sea Service as yet.
Well, I’m glad – for her sake- for it makes her very proud of him.
I read or hear people I know taking about happenings. I was so
amazed last week to hear one of the minsters from one of the large Episcopal
churches in Germantown tell of an incident he experienced in Harlem. He
told it with a plea for understanding but the point was – all stories like that
just fan the flame and are better not repeated. I never yet have met with
anything but considerate treatment and I think it largely because I’m never
on the hunt for trouble and don’t expect it. Negroes like the whites are just
the same – we have good and bad certainly it isn’t a matter of color of skin
and there are no kinder, braver specimens of humanity any where than are to
be found among the negro race remember – our darling Frankie – and
certainly no one could be nicer than our Ruth Thomas. She always asks right
away – what I’ve heard from you - and always sends her love. I confess at
this moment it’s hard to know about the political game here at home. I think
I shall vote for Roosevelt only I don’t like the idea of 16 years in office. I am
scared a bit too for if anything should happen to Roosevelt – Truman would
go in with all the “southern democrats” behind him and then what would
happen to the colored situation – and that has got to be handled intelligently
and justly – in the near future. We’ve been unwise and unintelligent long
enough. On the other hand – I’m scared pink to see the “Big boys” in the
G.O.P get back in power. There is so much for and against on both sides –
it’s hard to know and you can’t believe much you hear.
David has finished shearing the sheep – the poor things look so funny.
The meadow looks like a nudist colony.
Will attend to sending the paints next week also new pad. I’m so glad
you are doing some sketching and painting – wish we could see them – but
do keep it up for you really have a great talent there – you should have heard
Colonel Tidbull – talking to Ruthanna about your work. You only mentioned
John Balderson. Isn’t he a twin? Where is the other one? I’m so glad you are
with Livingston Biddle. Is he still writing? I haven’t
seen but three articles he wrote sometime ago for the Bulletin. [See
Appendix C]
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The rest of Ginny’s family are arriving tomorrow night. Mr. Berkhouse
reached there this morning I expect them all up for a buffet supper Sunday. I
had them all for luncheon on Wednesday. Her sister isn’t good looking but
quite pleasant.
Must close this now and write Ruthanna and Billy.
Much – much love dearest boy – it is wonderful to be hearing from
you again. Dad sent you one film and has probably mailed the other by now.
He was afraid to send both at the same time. Will get the pins and buttons
and get the box off probably next Wednesday.
By bye again for this time. I wish I could see you but I’m so happy
that you are feeling as you do about everything –
Devotedly, Mother
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1st Field Amb, M.D.S. 6th Armored Div. Guards Brigade
Sunday
Vol Conrad Wilson
American Field Service
APO 464 C/o PM New York
May 21st 1944
Dearest Family,
If I could tell you where I am and describe the gorgeous panorama
which stretches out before me, I’m sure you would be most jealous. You
probably know the events of the past week better than I, as is usually the
case back home. All I can say is that this is certainly a fascinating place to
be in. Here, the trees are all torn in shreds and broken down, the houses in
utter ruins and the ground all torn up - and yet everywhere flowers in bloom.
The inevitable poppies - they are everywhere - small purple flowers - yellow
wild mustard etc. I am parked in a wheat field or what was supposed to be a
wheat field. I’m afraid the farmer won't have much left when we move out.
I came here yesterday over roads which are beyond description. You
cannot begin to imagine how torn up a road can be - deep ruts - shell holes rocks, makeshift bridges and so forth. I should hate to go over the same
route at night. The previous night we did travel in the dark - but not over
such a rough road. That was bad enough for me, however, for you can’t see
far at midnight without lights.
I smile to myself when I sense from Mother’s letters how worried she
is - because I am having such a wonderful time and was never happier in the
least - but then I’ve always had a secret yen for adventure.
Last night I dug my first slit trench - for safety’s sake and lined it with
sandbags, but then I did not have to use it. However, if I did not have one
dug, I would not have slept so well as I did - knowing that I could jump out
of my ambulance and into the trench if bombs were dropped.
I am attached to a fine group just now - British - but I’m not allowed
to say which division. They are all quite nice to us. Bob Yarnall and one
other driver are here with me. Liv Biddle just drove up with our mail and I
received a letter from Mother dated May 1st a nice long one and also the
letter from Palle.
Have received several of the Friend’s Intellligencer. Why don’t you
call their office at 1515 cherry St and give them my new address? That
would save you the trouble and expense of re-mailing. I hope you have sent
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some films. How I wish I had a roll today - the sky is brilliant blue with
great billowing clouds and the mountains around here are beautiful.
I must admit I do not appreciate the little book “Dreams” - I guess I’m
not in the mood for that type of literature out here. I don’t agree that it is the
perfect companion for “The Prophet”. Anyway, I would rather had
something light and gay than these “oh so beautifully written” pieces that
one is supposed to weep over.
All my Love
Conrad

(12th H.A.C. Regt R.H.A.) In Valley under Monte Cairo near Cassino)
Wednesday
Vol. Conrad Wilson
American Field Service
A.P.O. 464, C/O Postmaster
New York, NY May 24th
Dear Father:
The scene has changed once again and I am now attached to a
Regimental Aid Post at the front. In Sunday’s letter I said that 3 of us were
attached to an M.D.S. ( Main Dressing Station). The next morning a request
came through for our ambulance and I, hearing about it before the other two
men, said to the O.C. that as long as my car was nearest the road I might as
well go. Thus I pulled a fast on over on Bob and Pete - who would probably
be sore if they knew where I am. We usually draw lots for such an
assignment because everyone in the A.F.S. unit wants to go foreword but
quite often, and especially with new men, they get stuck at an M.D.S.
evacuating patients back to a C.C.S. at a R.A.P. - the wounded men are
given first aid - and then sent by ambulance back to an A.D.S. (Advanced
Dressing Station) or sometimes directly to the M.D.S.
Our R.A.P consists of one Doctor (a Captain) and his assistant and
myself. Mine is the only ambulance here. In one room, in the ruins of a 3
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room house, is the R.A.P. The officiers mess is in the adjoining room, which
is really only 3/4ths of a room since our wall is missing. The room overhead
is not used.
When I arrived the Colonel came over and invited me to eat with the
officers of the Regiment. They are all very friendly - especially Captain
Brown (the doctor) and the Padre. So are all the soldiers, too - in fact this is
the first group I’ve met yet. And I hope I will remain with them permanently
- which does seem probable.
The noise is terrific but does not bother me. It is a little hard on the
eardrums sometimes and then you have to open your mouth to reduce the
pressure. My first night here was quite an initiation and I might add that
most of it was spent crouching in a slit trench with the Captain and three
others - while shells were bursting all around us. The protection which a slit
trench gives one is amazing. Nothing but a direct hit can injure a person and
then it’s not a case of injury. Direct hits are rare, however, and most damage
on the battlefield is done by shrapnel which flies in all directions when a
shell bursts. In a slit trench you are protected from the shrapnel and thus feel
quite safe. You remember how after that terrific bombing and shelling of
Cassino a few months ago - the Germans were able too emerge from
underground and keep fighting that is a good example.
Yesterday I felt quite at home - I went out and gathered a lovely
bouquet of flowers - made a vase out of a cylindrical cigarette can which I
hammered to represent hand made pewter ware and scalloped around the
edge with tin shears. There I placed the flowers on the table in the Officers
mess - and they certainly brightened up the room. This morning again I was
busy with the tin shears and this time I fashioned an ornate candle holder out
of a cigarette tin. I didn’t bring my paints up here with me - so I am forced to
seek relaxation by cutting up cans.
The Padre and I have had some delightful chats and he keeps bringing
me the “Country Life” magazine which is full of illustrations of English
Country homes - antiques curiosity etc. He is very well liked by everyone
and a “regular fellow” as one might say in the States.
When the guns stop firing for a while the silence sounds awfully loud.
Just now there is a lull.
Don’t show this to mother if you think in might cause her to worry but really there is nothing to worry about because I am doing what I have
wanted to do for many months and am very happy. I’m not really as scared
as I thought I would be either! In fact I’m enjoying it tremendously.
I should like to hear from you and about the farm. Mother’s letters
have been coming regularly but I probably won’t get any mail for the next
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few days or until I go back to our Platoon H.Q. I haven’t been able to mail
the letter I wrote last Sunday. So these two will go out together at the first
opportunity.
My love to all and please write when you find the time.
Your devoted son
Conrad
The regiment is the Royal House Artillery – commonly known as the HAC’s it is part of the 10th Armored Division of the British 8th Army -This
information was given me by Richard Yarnall - who phones me on his return
from Italy. (Note by Mother)

Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
June 4, 1944
Dearest Con,
So you don’t like my “oh so beautifully written” stuff well I guess
perhaps it is hardly anything to appreciate much – in the surroundings you
are in – then too fifty three laps up far more on that side – than “twenty
three”.
Your two letters were devoured. What an experience – and you can’t
imagine how wonderfully clear a picture of anything your letters give us. I
can’t comment – you say you “sense” my worry. Of course you do – and yet
I know if you are getting a chance to serve and do your part in the tragedy
we are all engaged in – I would not have it otherwise. I am proud beyond
any power to express and I go with you in spirit everywhere – and I feel very
very close to you- always, which comforts me much. And I sense that you
are feeling complete satisfaction with this choice and so all I can say is “God
Bless you and keep you.” It is surely a chance for real service.
Dave read your letter with great interest – “Sleeping in a slit trench all
night out picking flowers the next day” He scratches his head and walks out.
I was surprised to know flowers could grow up in all that waste. What are
the little purple ones like? Send me some in a letter.
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Con – where did you put all your films? I can have different prints
made and send you. Will enclose the ones we took of Ruth and Tommy the
day you left. Write Ruth and tell her to send you books. Her little ones are
just over the 8oz. limit so there must be a request. I’ll have a book on the
way to you Monday. It’s supposed to be funny and if you can’t manage to
laugh over it - maybe you can pass it on. I was amused as I thumbed through
it – over the account of a woman giving a blood donation. I think I shall give
another donation soon. I probably can do it safely now and I should be
careful to take along plenty of food to eat before I go sailing blithely down
the corridor again.
Colly has gone to Washington. His AFS pal Dave Hendricks came
back again and got him interested in citrus fruit growing in Florida. It is the
usual “Wilson” manner - “A friend of Dave’s – practically owns all of the
citrus fruit industry” so the boys have gone to Washington to discuss it with
him – with the idea of working at it and eventually becoming fruit growers
so I hope he likes it. I had lunch at Michlands then he was all for the
“Merchant Marines.” I feel that he is decidedly at very lose ends but then
“aren’t we all” these days. The great weekend for Frannie is over. There has
been no announcement of any engagement in the Bulletin as yet. Will see
them all tomorrow as I am driving up to bring Emma Bechtel and Dick
down to the farm for dinner and over night. Dick reached home last Sunday
and is making flying visits to see all his friends and relatives before he goes
back.
Last night we went to Swarthmore to dinner. Joey and Aunt Becky
were there. We all went to see “Claudia” put on by the Player’s Club. They
did it just as well as the Theatre Guild Production I saw several years ago –
was the book funny? A bit - but we thought it vey humorous.
I can’t tell you much about the farm. Dave seems to have everything
under control. His friend Dorsey comes over a great deal and helps him. Jim
Dixon will be back for the summer and young Reed Ritchie is returning.
Catherine now expects to be with me so maybe things will be moving
smoothly here at home – whatever comes we’ll try an meet it.
I let Ruth Thomas wash screens Monday and I tackled the washing.
Not having enough by two pm I decided to do some gardening. After
weeding and transplanting cutting down daffodil leaves which were all over
the place, I decided I would get rid of all the poison ivy which seemed to be
all over the place. I carefully washed my arms and hands with yellow soap,
put on gloves and went out to battle. Result? I am covered . It’s on my eye
lids face, arms, hands. I keep painting it with this alcohol – iron- water
solution and if I should suddenly appear and war hoop realistically enough –
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the countryside would take to the woods for I’m no one’s pretty baby. Just
writing about it started up the itching so I just put a lot of calamine lotion on
it and I sort of look like a study in “Brown, white and pink all over.”
We really had some excitement around here last Saturday. I was
cooking in the kitchen and was suddenly aware of the buzzing of a worker
bee at the side window. I tried to get him out by raising the window and
doing a bit of urging, but was unsuccessful so went about my cooking and
thought no more of it. A little while later I went upstairs and from the back
rooms I head the strangest noise. It sounded like two or three tractors
coming up the back lane at once.
Imagine my surprise when I looked out the back window toward the
tennis court to see the whole place so thick with bees I could hardly see the
apple tree. Literally millions of them all flying around and making this
amazing noise. I called everyone and we watched from below. They had
swarmed and were going in a crack in the wall of the house just under the
back bedroom. We called Rich Bolster and he came down but by that time
they had their program well underway – so we have a hive of bees in the
wall and if you put your ear against the inside wall you can hear them all at
work and buzzing away at a great rate. Now all we have to do is to cut a
little piece of the wall and I can have coffee and toast and spread it with
fresh honey right for the hive – if I decide to have breakfast in bed. I have
read descriptions of bees swarming but I had never witnessed such a sight
before. The air was fairly black with them and when they finally massed
against the wall of the house they hung together in great strings.
The Dr. Van Fleet Rose at the entrance to the garden is just heavenly
this year. I have filled the house two different times with the most gorgeous
bouquets. Everything seems to have been most luxuriant this year. Did I tell
you your three tulip poplar trees are growing beautifully. The one at the back
of the truck patch is about twelve feet high and looks very sturdy and fine.
Barclay Jones is going to Africa. I guess you’ll find an account of it in
the Friends Intelligencer – also young John is going on some camp trip to
Mexico – some goodwill group.
John Harvey they say is very miserable some throat trouble I’m sorry.
A note from Virginia Keeney yesterday asked that I send you their love. Sat
at the same table with Betty Frorer and Molly Boileau at Espenshades. She
asked all about you. She seemed to have more animation than I’d eve
noticed her having before.
We are well – young Davey got out of his pen and started up the road
for the farm. A colored man in a truck and carried him home to Virginia –
result – three locks on the pen gate. It is a big picket fence enclosure in their
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back yard – in which he has his sand box and toys. I think next he’ll try
climbing over the top as he certainly is climbing all over the place now. He
is certainly cute. He got a terrible black eye falling into something Saturday.
Now he comes running to us with outstretched arms when he sees us. To
date all he says is his own adaptation of “Grandpa” Bapa or something like
that – but he means Grandpa for he calls him and comes running whenever
Dad appears.
Billy, Maryanne and Mildred arrive on the 20th. I am so pleased. Billy
says Maryanne is overjoyed and makes a new selection of her toys every day
to take home to “Baby Dabid” She’ll be so much fun this year. We sent you
one film and another is probably on the way by now. I am trying to get some
for you from the film place in Binghampton, N.Y. Hope I’ll be successful.
Must close this now and get it n the mail.
All my love – dear – and I’ll write soon again.
Devotedly, Mother.
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( same regt. Across Melta River - branch of Liri)
Sunday
Wilson

Vol Conrad
APO 464, c/o Postmaster
New York - May 28th

Dearest Family: Only this morning when I happened to find two of our AFS drivers,
was I able to hand over my last two letters to be relayed back to H.Q. A
whole week had passed since I had seen any of our men. They told me that
several letters are back at H.Q. for me, but no one had any idea where I was
to be found.
I am stationed at a Regimental Aid Post - an Artillery regiment and
consequently quite noisy as you can well imagine. But it did not take long
to get used to the big guns and I can now sleep fairly well right through the
loudest gunfire.
I am sitting comfortably under a grape arbor at the rear of my car.
There is a cool breeze and a delightful fragrance in the air. The countryside
is really lovely here in Italy. Each day if possible I pick a large spray of
flowers for my little home. Which consists of the Ambulance, two chairs, a
slit trench and a patch of deep grass all surrounded by grape vines. Today’s
bouquet is made up of white priest hedge - wild pink gladioluses and blue
“love - in the mist.”
The officers here are first rate - especially the Colonel, who, on my
arrival invited me to eat with the officers of the regiment. Usually there are
about 9 of us at the table - the Colonel, the major who is 2nd 1/c., four
Captains (the Doctor, Padre, Adjutant and Tech Adj.) two Lieutenants and
myself.
I don’t know how I will ever get along without my tea when I return
to the States. You will probably find me at all hours heating some water.
The M.O.’s batman (servant) - makes tea for us in the R.A.P. when we rise
in the morning. Tea again for breakfast - tea at 10 am - tea at noon, at 3:30
pm, at dinner and sometimes later on in the evening. Alas, I might add that
our cups hold twice as much as those at home.
One day recently we drove over the most awful roads - pulled into an
orchard about 7 pm and immediately began digging our trenches while the
cooks prepared a meal, then, after I had dug for an hour, we received orders
to move on - drove for another hour and again pulled into an orchard, there
we dug in quickly once more. My hands blistering and the night so dark that
I could hardly see what I was doing. Soon German planes came over and
dropped four flares just overhead, making everything as bright as daylight. I
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managed to squeeze down edgewise into my shallow and narrow trench and
pulled some blankets over my head as the bombs began to drop. Fortunately
no one in our group was injured, but I must admit it was not too pleasant an
experience. One feels quite naked when the flares are overhead and each
bomb sounds as if it is coming directly at you.
Tuesday, 30th
Finally I have received some mail and a cable from Father. There
must be some other letters on the way because these two from you are dated
the 16th and 17th and my last letter from Al Stuart in which he enclosed
several clippings and told me all the news of Delta Phi of Philadelphia.
Two weeks ago, I received a long and interesting letter from Bob Pitts
- one of the best I have ever had. He can certainly write well - knows just
what would be of interest to me and expresses himself in such a delightful
way. Please tell him how much I have appreciated the letter.
I would like to have a good pipe if you can find one - and you might
also send a carton of Chesterfields, a box of this air mail paper and two or
three rolls of toilet paper - Also some dark glasses.
Well, it is “getting rather twelvish” and some tea will soon be up - so I
shall close for the present My love to all at home
Conrad
p.s. you should see me now in British shorts - knee length, hose gaiters and a
smashing large beret - Have a good tan and never felt better. C-
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V Mail
June 11, 1944
Dearest Con,
Your long letter of May 28th and 30th received on June 10 Pretty fast
work. What days you describe. It is all very interesting and I know you are
making the most of it all. How I’d love to see the wild gladiolas are they
much smaller than out cultivated ones? Cousin Emma and Dick Bechtel
have just left, also Miss Rawn. They were here over the weekend. We had
such a fine visit with Dick. He is now an instructor in radar at M. I. T. but is
so anxious to get to the Pacific. Billy, Mil and Maryanne arrive on the 20th.
Billy had written us he would not be out this summer – so we are all pleased
with their change in plans. Am going to town Wednesday and will buy all
the things you requested. The news from Europe sounds as though the allies
were gaining ground all the time. I wish I could know where you are. It’s
fine you like the group so much – that makes life brighter. I try not to worry,
love for if you are doing what you want to do I would not have it otherwise.
I am only very very proud of you. All here send their love and are always
anxious to hear the latest news from you. We all agree we have never read
more interesting letters. Biddle Page has gone in the service. Helen isn’t sure
what she will do as yet. Colby is in Florida. They divided all the things at
Wilson Farm yesterday.
All my love,
Mother
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North of Rome along Tiber
June 12th 1944
Vol Conrad Wilson
American Field Service
A.P.O. 464 c/o Postmaster
New York City
Dearest Mother and Father: I’m sorry that I have not written for such a long time, but I feel sure
that if you could know the difficulties of our life here - you would
understand. My last letter was dated May 30th. Since then I have either
been too busy or too tired to write - our Regt. moved into a lovely little
meadow for a short rest - soon after I wrote to you. The large oak trees short cropped grass - sheep grazing along a stream - reminded me of
Pennsylvania - the following day, much to my disappointment, I was called
back to our H.Q. which was located as an M.D.S. What a miserable day that
was! I hated to leave R.A.P.(though it turned out that it was only for a few
days) - and to make matter worse I broke my first and only bottle of gin
driving through a field, and the same day my battle dress trousers were
stolen by Italians when I had to leave my car unguarded and walk up into a
hill for an old sick woman. After all the trouble I went to - in order to get
her to a Doctor - she refused treatment. You should see these Italian
women. They are very strong. You see them walking along the roads
carrying huge bundles - on their heads. Refugees returning to their homes
from the mountains where they have been hiding - carrying with them all
their belongings - one woman was carrying two collapsible iron beds on her
head - Another, a sewing machine the size of ours at home walking miles &
miles with it on her head.
It was fun being back with the other AFS men for a week - we moved
almost every day and always set up our mess where we stopped. I remember
one day when - in half an hour after we had stopped, we had our mess tent
up - tables, chairs, tablecloths flowers - china - everything in order, the
British officers wandered over and gaped - in amazement at our luxury. We
were having a cocktail party while dinner was being prepared.
Well, finally Liv Biddle was able to send me back to an R.A.P. I
reached them just as they were pulling out of their camp - So I just joined in
the convoy and tagged along with them all day. In the late afternoon we
pulled into a field and I introduced myself to the officers - A thunderstorm
blew up suddenly so I invited the major and two Captains to sit in my car
during the shower. We talked for a while - then the major brought over a
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bottle of gin and the Captain some whiskey which we finished off just in
time for supper. I had not eaten all day - so I was good and hungry. Just
then a message came to me that a duplicate order had been issued and I was
to return to headquarters. H.Q. had moved on ahead - so I started out to
catch up. Reached the town about 7pm. There I saw the most beautiful
view I have ever seen in all my life without exception - a glorious panorama
as sunset time. I had to stop along the road to admire it. The same evening I
met a very nice Italian family in the town and spent two hours talking with
them in their home.
We conversed mostly in French. The head of the family was a captain
in the army. Living with him were three nephews their wives and children
and one niece who was the most beautiful Italian girl I have ever seen. She
was my age, light hair and laughing eyes. Their home is in Rome but the
family has not lived there for the past year. However, they plan to return in
another week and gave me their address and telephone number. The
Signorina has two brothers - one a Doctor of Chemistry whom I met - and
the other a Captain in the army - now a prisoner of war in Germany.
When I left there about 10 pm I began to go to bed, but first walked
over to the M.D.S. to see if any patients had come in. My name was next on
the list and two wounded had just come in. I started out at 11:30 pm, drove
miles and miles back to a hospital, and finally got back to M.D.S. at 5:30 the
next morning. Washed up and had breakfast then received orders to return
to my Regt. - much to my satisfaction. We drove all day - finally reached our
destination at Midnight - I thought I just couldn’t keep my eyes open any
longer - for I hadn’t any sleep the night before and no food all day except for
a small breakfast.
Just then a car up ahead struck a mine and I was wide awake.
Fortunately the driver was thrown and uninjured.
Now don’t think from this that all our days are so strenuous - they
vary. Sometimes we travel all day and all night. Others are most pleasant in
beautiful country - with many lovely sights. One day we were parked
alongside of several “long-Toms” - which were firing every few minutes.
The noise was terrific! The next day we rested in a lovely meadow I went
horseback riding for an hour along the country lanes, which was loads of
fun. Was riding along a lane, when I came upon four large guns on each
side of the road. Just as I passed between the guns they all fired and the
horse jumped, but I managed to stay on and away we galloped.
The same afternoon, I satisfied a life long ambition with the Colonel’s
permission. I drove to Rome, accompanied by one of our Captains, who was
a classical scholar at Cambridge. I can’t begin to describe my feelings on
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entering the city, it is beautiful beyond description - lovely gardens - old
villas - ancient ruins - the people amazingly well dressed. We had lunch at
the best hotel - in the officers dining room run by Americans. After lunch
we went to St. Peters in the Vatican which is positively breath taking. Chills
ran up & down my spine as I entered. It is magnificent and tremendous. The
colosseum was rather disappointing to me - but the Parthenon and the great
arches - and the forums were more beautiful that I expected. But the most
thrilling occurrence of the day was a parade of some Scottish Regt. down in
the Forum Romanium in full dress - bagpipes & all - with hundreds of
people watching and cheering.
Somewhere along the road last week I found an oval table with a
pedestal support. I carried it with me until last night when I had to leave it
behind with the table an old candle lantern, a piece of paisley shawl and a
bowl of flowers. I had quite an attractive home. Padre, Capt Brown (M.O.),
Lt. Crouch and I used the car for a dining room. Also, Padre & Capt Brown
have been sleeping in the car at night - whenever we can find a few hours for
sleeping. Last night was very exciting - we started out after dark - in a
pouring rain and traveled over a rocky, muddy mountain lane. So we went
through a village about 11 pm all the people came out and cheered and
clapped their hands and carried out glasses of wine. We continued as the
road got worse & worse. I was just wide enough to squeeze through.
Finally, one of our trucks slipped off the road. It took about half an hour to
get my ambulance past. We had to dig away part of the bank. The road was
a sea of gluey mud. Captain Brown had to walk ahead at times to show me
the road and guide me over huge rocky ledges in the truck. The one of out
jeeps turned over in the road and we had to stop at a farmhouse for the rest
off the night. All the Italians are wild with joy and want to do anything
possible for us. We lit a fire in the fireplace and got dry & warm then turned
in for four hours rest.
This morning we lifted the jeep over and proceeded to this point. I
have been writing this on and off all day. Had some ghastly business to do
just a while ago but I’d rather not tell you of my work. It does seem awful to
be sitting here telling you of all the pleasant things that happen when at
times it is so very horrible. As it was just an hour ago as I was writing this
letter. Yet I find that it is better to think of the most pleasant aspects of our
life - of which there are many.
(In the same letter...)
June 15th
I think that Italy is the most beautiful country that I could ever
hope to see. You just can’t begin to imagine what lovely views I have seen.
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I understand that I am allowed to say that I have been in Naples - though it
was only for a short visit of two days. The bay of Naples is very beautiful
with Mt Vesuvious and the Isle of Capri and the City of Naples surrounding
the bay.
Also I was at (cut out by censors on original copy, CW penciled in
Cassino in journal notes) saw the ruins (cut out by censors CW’s notes say
see letter of May 21st) that was the glorious panorama I mentioned in one of
my earlier letters.
Must close now. My love to you all. Have just received Mothers letter
of the 27th of May - And one from Dorothy May 26th
Love, Conrad
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Sunday, June 18th
Elda Farm Berwyn
Con dearest,
Another week has passed – your letter of May 30th we received June
10. Since you wrote we read of the 87th Army driving along at a terrific rate
– the retreating Germans going so fast it almost resembles a rout. If you are
with them I wonder how that would read to you. It seems so strange not to
know where you are – it’s quite a new and terrible feeling to me – and yet
your letters all sound so completely satisfied with your choice that it makes
me very happy.
I have just come upstairs and had to stop right here and take a bath.
Naomi and I had washed Hunter and then we took off all the fleas – ticks,
lice etc. and whether it was imagination or not I do not know but I felt
absolutely alive. It’s better now poor dog – he was a mass of everything that
crawled.
The garden is quite pretty – and will be really lovely when the plants
begin to bloom. The bottom of the pool is full of portulaca – the perennial
sweet peas- are all in fine bloom and lilies are putting their first appearance
on the bank. Dad is keeping the lawn mowed each week and it really looks
well. I have hundred of petunias and I think it will be pretty to plant the
driveway bed with them. They will come up each year and will require very
little care and give the bed a bit of gay color. I’ve already put a lot of plants
in the rock garden - also a small lemonish yellow marigold – which will be
pretty. The candy tuft border around the tennis court side is up and should
look quite well I think. I do hope things will bloom well for it’s been quite a
bit of work.
Naomi has just brought me a clipping from a paper of May 18th telling
of the heroism of Charles Satterthwaite – Joseph Harty and Drayton Smith.
It’s quite an account and I’ll send it along. I wonder if they are in the same
platoon that you are.
Saturday we mailed you two packages. The cigarettes- tobacco and
pipe will be sent this week with more film (I got you three by writing Ansco
in Binghamton) we don’t want to send more than one at a time in case the
packages go astray. I couldn’t get any more thin paper, but I hope to get it
this week as it is on order. It’s so hard to get the things you want. Mrs.
Lynch and Mrs. Pomerantz sent you their love when I stopped in on
Thursday. I also sent you two silly books “Mama’s Bank Account and
Dorothy Parker’s collection. I haven’t read either of them, but I hope you’ll
enjoy them and pass them on if they’re any good.
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We are expecting Billy, Mil and Maryanne on Tuesday. This week
I’ve been getting the attic and third story cleaned. Taking the worst places
first in case I don’t get it all done. I have had all your good things cleaned
and everything is put away in good shape. When we cleaned our old closet
in the 3rd story we found the roseatte(spelling?) we hunted all over for – I
put it with your other drawings. You know the one I mean in charcoal that
we couldn’t find.
Poor Palle missed out at Quantico. He wrote me a very blue letter and
yet was very splendid about it all. Will send you the letter. I’m so sorry for
him – for it seemed to mean so much to him but both Dad and I feel he was
never officer material from the start. He is much to emotional and high
strung and I’m sure he’ll fit in better in some other field.
Aunt Libby and Uncle John returned from Maine Tuesday night. They
had a wonderful time and we had succeeded in packing everything up well
last year so mice and squirrels had not done any damage at all. They are
going back shortly after the fourth. I found a letter the other day that should
have gone to you long ago – so I’ll send it along in this. It had been put
away in the desk and forgotten. I’m so terribly sorry- as I’ve tried to keep
things going to you.
The farm is looking well crops are up and now it’s easy to see what
this new contouring looks like. It remains to be seen whether it proves nay
better than the old way- I have my doubts for I think the old farmers knew
pretty much how things ought to be done.
Little David came up with his grandfather this morning. He always
goes along to Walkers with Dad on Sundays when he takes the milk. He
wanted to get up on his highchair – so we put him up and tied his bib and in
spite of having just finished a big breakfast at home – he ate a dish of puffed
wheat and two helpings of frizzled beef. He is the best looking little fellow. I
want to take some pictures of him with Maryanne when they are here to send
to you.
Will you let us know if you receive the different things. I’ve mailed
you a lot of old prints thinking you might enjoy them and will keep it up as I
find them or will certainly send any new ones.
Dick Barkley has been reported missing in action. It’s pretty tough.
Jim had just seen him I think he wrote in his last letter. No word of Colby
since the invasion. I hope all is well with him.
Jack English’s father died last night. He had had an operation and was
improving – then euremic poisoning set in and he died in just a very short
time. I think Jack is in Norfolk - so they can probably reach him. Anderson
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is expected home too. I think it’s probably quite a blessing for he was
slipping both mentally and physically.
Versal and her two children returned from Kane Friday night. They
will be here until Tuesday. Last night the Salom’s brought their movies done
and we saw all the old ones as well as the new. The one back in 1927 and
1928 – when you were all little we always enjoy seeing – the one
particularly that Grandma is in.
Well I must get dressed now and get things ready for supper – the first
cherry pies today - wish you might have some. I sent one down to David’s
and he just phoned it was wonderful.
Goodnight my dear boy please try and sense how I miss you then I
won’t write it for no words could ever express how I miss you and how
wonderful it would be to see you. How much we’ll have to talk about some
day. Everyone sends love – here at home – and you well know how much of
mine you have.
Devotedly,
Mother
We are all well.
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June 19
Dear Con,
We haven’t heard yet whether you received the first film mailed or not
but have mailed two others at different times in the hopes that some reach
you. I have mailed many letters written by Mother that you must be better
informed than I am happening except as to the farm. As there was very little
alfalfa to cut this year it was finished a week ago. This week we are still
harvesting the barley and follow with Rye, wheat and oats. Hope to get some
done while Bill is here on his vacation.
We ran out of hay but the pasture is good and the 1st cut of alfalfa is
fed at milking time. All corn is gone and we didn’t sell any this year so the
pigs have been pretty good eaters. Dave divided the new orchard in three
parts with wire fence so that he can feed to better advantage separating the
pigs according to size. Two weeks ago when Roy was over we moved the
sheep to the Holland meadow after first fixing the electric fence and mowing
grass under it and they are doing well over there.
Several heavy rains that we have had were taken care of very well
with the contour strips. We had completed all of our farm and the Holland as
well in the spring planting. LeBoutiller said his corn planted in a solid field
washed so much that he has to replant it. The only new alfalfa planted was
that we disked into the wheat, rye and old alfalfa. In the wheat and rye it
seems to be doing very well but in the old alfalfa the ground was probably
too solid for it to get much of a hold.
Everyone is delighted with the progress being made in Italy and we
have been delighted to receive your letter though none have arrived in the
last ten days. No one around here has received any mail from England
written since the 1st of June but I suppose some will come by the latter part
of this week. Jim Wilson has been made a Major. Richard and Dave are still
in training and Winfield in a sub in the Pacific.
Lots of love,
Father
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June 20th ‘44
Vol. Conrad Wilson
Amer. Field Service
A.P.O. 464 C/O Postmaster
New York, NY –
Dear Virginia and Dave: Nearly three months have passed since I left home - and this my first
letter to you. But I trust that you have seen all my letters to Mother and
Father - which were written to the whole family. I have just awakened to the
fact that Dave’s birthday is the day after tomorrow. And although this will
not reach you until long past that date, it brings greetings and best wishes
from sunny Italy.
The past few days have not been very sunny however, and you should
see the mud. It is not at all like the mud at home - more like cement - and
underneath (3 inches) the soil is dry as ever.
I don’t like to make you jealous by telling you what a marvelous time
I’m having - but I must admit this is a wonderful experience and I wouldn’t
miss it for any amount of money. Nor would I want to go thru it again - for
sometimes it is all hell turned loose and other times more like heaven.
It is a thrilling experience to enter these towns and villages after the
Germans leave. The natives often go wild with joy - all cheering and
clapping - throwing bouquets of flowers and running out with glasses of
wine. Never drank so much wine in all my life - all day long it seems - But
then I never felt better either.
The Italians are marvelous farmers. Every square inch of soil is used.
Orchards everywhere with grape vines strung between the trees and wheat
and vegetables between the rows of trees and vines. The soil is very rich
compared to ours in America ( at least to most of ours) huge heads of wheat
six inches long and very thick. Trees laden down with fruit and vines
literally covered with grapes. All this seems unbelievable considering the
many centuries that the soil has been tilled and strangely enough there are
almost no weeds at all.
I read with much interest the glowing reports of your son in Mother’s
letters. I guess I will hardly recognize him when I return. Mother says that
his hair has turned curly. Hope that Ginny and David had a nice visit in
Kane.
I can’t tell you where I am in Italy but it wouldn’t do much good if I
could for we are almost continually on the move. You can probably guess
anyway following the newspaper reports on the program of the battle. Army
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life does seem to agree with me and I feel certain that it is doing me worlds
of good. I have been quite busy during the last few weeks and consequently
have had little time for writing, (for example)
We started out a few nights ago at 7pm, drove all night in the dark
over the most awful roads with diversions where bridges had been blown up.
Stopped at 6:30 am for breakfast - then continued on our way at 7am and
drove till 3 pm. When we reached our harbor. As soon as we arrived shelling began and several in this Regt. were killed and wounded. I loaded
up my ambulance with four stretcher patients - all very serious and started
back at 7:30 pm for a main dressing station. I had to drive 55 miles at a very
slow speed ( because every slight jar was torture to my patients) and the
night was very black and the road full of holes and bomb craters. Believe
me, every bump hurt me too, because it would bring cries and moans from
the men. I thought I would never reach the M.D.S. but finally did at 12:30.
And I was exhausted - but I got the men back safely and without to much
discomfort. Since I had not slept for 46 hours and only had one meal (the
breakfast mentioned above -) I just had to stop for some sleep. So I stretched
out in my car for 4 hours then began the long trip back. It is quite
remarkable though how little sleep one really requires under such conditions.
Well, this is just one example of my work - though oft repeated.
That same day - when I had gone out to bring two of the wounded
men to the R.A.P. our Padre was hit and a little later when I was helping to
cut off the clothes of the wounded men, I was shocked to see Padre lying
there on the ground beside me with wounds on his face and neck. He was
very brave, just lying there quietly and insisting that we tend to the other
men first. He had lost a great deal of blood as his jugular vein had be hit,
but now he seems to be getting better, from what we hear, and if so, I can
only say that his was a most remarkable escape from death.
I should love to hear from you sometime, but I know how terribly
busy you are on the farm (I don’t envy you in the least) Do take care of
yourselves and try not to kill yourselves with so much overwork.
My love to you both and also to my little nephew As ever, Conrad
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June 27, 1944
Elda Farm
Berwyn
Dearest Con,
It’s been a Week since I’ve written - a week filled to overflowing.
Billy Mil and Maryanne arrived on Tuesday morning. They all look so well.
Maryanne is just as adorable and just as spoiled as ever. It’s really too bad
and yet she is so cute and winsome. We went out to look for a mother cat
with kittens at the barn that I thought should be fed. We were looking
everywhere and calling – Here kitty, kitty – when suddenly above us
appeared – Mama Puss – but she was too timid to come down. Finally after
calling and calling with no luck, Maryanne said, “Aren’t you going to come
down and see my grandmother – kitty cat – this is my grandmother” It did
sound so cunning and funny. She has grown quite a bit. She and David both
want what they other happens to have so there are many tousling bouts when
they are together and I would say they are pretty evenly matched. They
stayed with us until Thursday morning and then we took them up to
Fleetwood. We expect them again tomorrow and they will stay until Sunday
night. Mr. and Mrs. Wanner are coming down Sunday morning and will
spend Sunday and Monday here with us.
Saturday afternoon Dad and I went to Moorestown, N. J. to have
supper with the 1904’s [Swarthmore Class] at Alice Perkins’ Uncle Windy
had come over the night before and stayed on helping Dave – so he drove us
over. We went back to Windy’s overnight – then on to Swarthmore next
morning to Commencement. President Nason of Swarthmore is certainly just
the right one for his post there. Young – charming with such a delightful
sense of humor and so much ease and power in all he says. One cannot help
but feel if we could only have more and more of such people – somehow it
would be much easier to all get together in a new kind of world when this is
over.
Our new Sec. Forrestal [He became Secretary of the Navy on May
19, 1944, after his immediate superior Secretary Frank Knox died from a
heart attack.] made the commencement address and it was very good. He too
impressed us as being a very fine sample of person to represent America’s
Navy.
Bill Carson graduated from Swarthmore that day – both Carson boys
look very bad – thin – pale and not healthy in anyway.
We all went over to Emma Jane’s afterwards for a picnic lunch – Ruth
and her children were there, Margaret and Bill Dietz, Ruth’s David is the
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tallest baby I’ve about ever seen. He isn’t a bit good looking but he’s very
good and jolly. Poor Lou was bitten quite badly by a police dog that
morning. It seems he was on his way to pick cherries and had gone to the
door of the house to see the man who lived there when this dog that is
usually tied pounced on him through him down and really torn into his leg in
several places tearing tendons and generally doing quite a bit of damage.
Lou tired to fight him off until the man arrived. He was trying to get at his
throat but Lou managed to protect himself that much. I have called to see
how he is getting on but the school couldn’t get Ruth. Ruth and Lou are
heads of the work camp there this summer. They are picking and processing
fruit and vegetables.
Margaret looks well. Bill expects to be Pvt. Bill Dietz in the next
month and Margaret will come home to her mother. She is a beautiful girl, I
think, and seems to get along with her Mother much better than Ruth. Emma
always seems to be on the defensive with Ruth. I guess it’s the old story of
two strong wills not being able to give in.
Aunt Libby, Uncle John, Ruthanna, Miss Rawn and Dorothy Okie
start off for Maine early Thursday morning. I hope Dorothy can go along. It
will be so nice for both her and Ruthanne. John came down yesterday and
we hauled my Mother’s old red trunk out of the corncrib. We cleaned it out
and it is now packed with blankets and what not and is on its way to Maine.
It is heavy braced with metal and should prove useful to pack things in that
are left over the winter. The mice have certainly had one big time over the
corncrib and they have succeeded in chewing a big hole in my old trunk and
well you should see what the inside looks like –and worse smells like.
Sometime after the children go back to school I shall go up there and once
again attempt to put things in decent shape.
I have news just for you – for I was only told on Saturday and I don’t
know whether even Dad knows as yet –Dave and Ginny are expecting a
baby in January. I’m glad. It will be two years and I think that is an ideal
time to have another and all children should have a sister or brother – then if
they feel they’ve had all they can care for – stop there. Maryanne very
definitely needs another in their family only I fail to see how Mil could take
care of another. She always seems so worn out. I sort of wondered if perhaps
she was going to have another and hasn’t told us –for while she looks well –
she seems sort of all in. Time will tell, but it would be a good thing.
No word from you in over two weeks the last was written May 28 –
30. You had just gone with a British Artillery outfit. We suppose you have
been kept so on the run you’ve had neither the time or place for letters. I sent
a package to you on Friday – pipe, some tobacco, cigs, toilet paper and more
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film. I hope it reaches you safely and finds you safe. I hope after a long siege
of work you can get a chance to rest up some. From the radio and papers the
8th Army have met with very stiff resistance. This morning comes the news
of Cherbourg’s surrender and at what a cost. It all a makes me simply ill –
the world is so sick and it wasn’t suppose to be like that at least I wouldn’t
think so.
Franchon Lippincott came over for the day yesterday. I have waited
for so long for a good visit with her. Dick is in the “Office of Strategic
Services” in Washington. It is quite a job. And while he is in the Army he is
wearing civilian clothes. Walter is expecting to receive a commission in the
Marines at any moment – that will mean Bee and her children will be with
Fanchon somewhere.
Aunt Becky now expects to go to Texas in August to visit Nancy then
to Seattle to meet Uncle Dick and after a few months – return home together.
I hope it works out that way. This has been a hard year for her. Jack has
gone – where no one knows. I guess I wrote you his father died. Too bad it
had to be but he had been both physically and mentally ill for some time.
And it’s all for the best probably since he could never enjoy life again. His
mother and sister are at Ocean City at present with Libby and little Terry.
Aunt Bidda has not heard from Jim since the invasion or from
Winfield who is on a sub in the Pacific in a longtime. They read us Jim’s last
letters, which sounded well and happy and one from Richard who has finally
finished his course and goes on to the next camp soon he doesn’t know
where yet. David is still in this country – but feels he will over at any
moment now.
A letter from Ruthanna says Tom’s aunt expects to leave Chicago
September 1 to come to New York and set up a UDC in New York similar to
the one in Chicago. In that case Tom – with two years experience to his
credit will apply for the job there. Ruth says “Keep your fingers crossed we
may be east yet.”
I saw Jean Walton in Swarthmore on Sunday. She was quite surprised
and overcome by emotion to hear where you are. She said to wish you “all
the luck in the world” and sent her wishes to you. She said, “He is the most
wonderful person I about ever knew” and with a hard pressure on my hand
and “I can’t say anything but you have my understanding” and it all
comforted me greatly. There is just nothing anyone can say that eases the
pain of longing for one and yet we must be brave and hope and wait. I am
trying hard to be the kind of Mother you can be proud of. I know you love
me but I want you to be proud of me as I am of you.
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All my love dear – and I hope this finds you well. We are all well at
home and everything in fine shape.
Always your devoted,
Mother
(Don’t you need more money
Vol. Conrad Wilson, Amer. Field Service,
A.P.O. 464 c/o Postmaster, New York
Sunday, June 25, 1944
Dearest Mother and Father:
It is unfortunate that I used up so many superlatives in describing
Southern Italy, for now I am at a complete loss of words suitable for
expressing my sentiments on the place. Four days ago (look up the news of
that date) we arrived in this city for a rest. It is beautiful beyond description,
especially so for me because of my study of architecture and there are many
gems of the past, some, even more ancient that Rome; lovely old churches,
palaces. gateways and winding narrow streets. Of course almost any town in
this whole part of Italy would fit into this description. We have come
through several, but this is the first one in which we have stopped and had a
chance to look around. Officers’ mess has once again been set up and all of
the men are living in homes of various Italian families. And what a
wonderful time we are having!
I met a professor of Philosophy and languages who has been kind
enough to show me most of the historic points of interest and also to
introduce me to some artist friends of his. Yesterday I went to the studio of
one of the artists to view his work which was quite good. I spent two whole
hour in one church yesterday looking at the painting and exquisite wood
carving of the early 16th century. There is one door in this church that is
covered in the most delicate inlay work that I have ever seen, two panels in
the door depict scenes in an old city - lovely picturesque executed in wood
inlay work, so delicate and fine that grapes on an arbor can be seen and each
feather an a bird is a separate piece of wood. Enough of this. You can well
imagine my joy at seeing in reality many famous buildings and works of art
which I had already known, slightly, through photographs and paintings in
my textbooks at collage.
The night before last was history in the making! What fun I had.
Being the only American, I enjoy a unique position with the Italians because
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nearly all of them have friends and relatives in American which is sort of a
“Shangri La” to them. In the evening a crowd of Italians gathered around my
car which was parked in the piazza outside of this apartment building. In the
car were ten children of all ages, some boys and girls my age and one senora
whose husband is a prisoner of war. We were all talking away at a great rate
in Italian mixed with French and English and having a grand time. More
and more began too gather around and gales of laughter broke out when I
leaned out the window and said “mia famiglia”.
Then we all got out of the ambulance and I taught them how to do the
“Virginia Reel.” One of the boys had a harmonica and soon caught on to the
tune of “Turkey in the Straw.” I wish you could have seen us! All the
Italians leaning out the windows of the apartment and the piazza crowded.
When we tired of dancing we commenced to sing and all insisted that I sing
some American songs. So I sang “Go down Moses”, “Way down under the
Suwannee River” and other Negro spirituals - translated into Italian after
each line - shouts of bravo came from all sides. Then we all sang some
Italian songs such as the “Neapolitan Boat Song”. Afterwards we sat around
talking and laughing and comparing the two languages. Everyone wanted to
see my pictures of home. You should have heard the oh’s and ah’s and
comments on Mother’s beauty at the age of 50 (the picture in the rock
garden with rascal), (Italian women seem to grow old at an early age ) and
the picture of Maryanne with the bottle when she was a baby! All the little
Italian girls fell in love with Maryanne -- the most beautiful child they had
ever seen! All these people want to go to America after the war and two of
my friends Calviero and his lovely fiance, Graziella have promised to visit
us at the farm someday.
Last night was disappointing I had been invited to the theatre by three
girls who were giving a dance recital at 6:30 pm but just as I was preparing
to wash and dress some German shells landed just outside the building and
several civilians and British soldiers were killed and wounded. By the time
we had dressed the wounds and evacuated them to the hospital it was too
late for the performance and I was too tired anyway. So I spent the evening
again with my Italian friends and tried to explain to them the philosophy of
Quakerism which they decided is a “bouna Religone.” Then we sang some
more, and resumed our lessons in “la lingua Italiana.”
The day before yesterday I hit the jack pot in regards to mail. V-mail
June 5th from Mother and a long letter of June 9th, V-mail June 8th from
Aunt Libby, letter and several Friend’s Intelligencer, May 23rd from Father
and a lovely letter from Middlebury acknowledging mine, etc. I don’t want
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you to keep sending the Intelligencer, give my address to them as I asked
and they will send it.
The two books I enjoyed immensely, especially “Lost Horizon”, an
excellent selection you made. Claudia, light and gay just the type for over
here and you couldn't have chosen better that Lost Horizon, knowing my
learning toward Eastern Philosophy. I’ve read it twice already! Don’t send
any books on the war if possible and as soon as possible try to get some
books on Italian Architecture. Call the University School of Fine Arts by
telephone and ask to speak with Prof. Gumarr (pronounced Goonyer) Tell
him for me that his course on the History of Architecture is being much
appreciated by me and I would like to purchase some good text on Italian
Arch., classic Roman, etc. He can probably tell you what to buy and where.
While on this subject, I should tell you my plans. I should very much
like to remain in Italy for at least a year after the war, studying Architecture
and History and learning to paint. Here I can study visually the great works
of past centuries which I could only study second hand (from books and
photos) at home. It would be a wonderful opportunity for me - I could take
the money which I inherited from Cousin Sally and use it for living
expenses and possibly make some arrangements with the University of
Penna. for transfer to Rome and Florence and other Italian Universities. I
could make my home with some Italian family, by then I will most likely be
speaking fluent Italian and French. I might even live in Paris for a year.
Now I don’t want to worry you about this for I realize that you are probably
looking forward to my return ( as I will be also at the end of my enlistment)
but these are just a few suggestions which I am putting forward so that I can
get an opinion from you. Would you speak to Prof. Gumarr about this and
find out his reactions. I can’t write to him at the present for I don’t have the
time to spare.
The picture of Ruthanna and Tommy were not so good and awful of
Mother. Not only were they blurry but there was no sense of composition in
the pictures which is more important than anything else. Unfortunately I left
my camera back at General Headquarters A.F.S., since I had no films and it
will take weeks to get it here. Don’t know why you sent all those pictures of
Maine and those old snaps taken years ago and one of Rose Hall etc. I don’t
really want a lot of just any old photos for I haven’t the room to carry them.
So, in the future please pick out just one or two of the best for sending
overseas.
I’m terribly sorry that I haven’t had time to write to other members of
the family and I do hope that they will understand, you may pass these
letters I write to you on to the rest of the family, to Bill and Ruthanna, the
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Saloms, Warners, etc. Tell them I often think of them and send my love to
all.
If anyone would like to send a present I should like to have 3 bars of
that lemon verbana soap from Wanamakers ($1.50). Don’t send any
cigarettes, unless you already have, for I can get plenty here, chocolate is
always appreciated, small books, films, (Ruthanna may be able to get some
in Chicago - tell them the film is for your son overseas - I think that may
work, it does in England) more gillette razor blades, a lot of them please,
chewing gum for my little friend Antonio, Oh, and also I would like a
package of individual tea balls, The British think that is most amusing but I
just want to show them what good tea we have in America. It would be
swell to have individual tea balls when out in the field.
Before closing, I would like to reassure you that whatever might
possibly happen over here to me (and I don’t mean to be morbid, but I have
seen several friends and comrades killed and wounded quite close by)
whatever might happen is O.K. by me, because I am doing a job of my own
choosing and am very happy in that job. I feel like a new person since
coming over here - like I had a new lease on life. I only wish I might have
come sooner, but everything seems to work out for the best in my life and I
feel that I have been very fortunate always Lots of Love to all from your devoted son,
Conrad
Vol. C Wilson,
Amer. Field Service, A.P.O. 464
C/O Postmaster, New York
July 3rd 1944
Dearest Mother and Father: I hope that you did not worry too much about the scarcity of letters in
the month of June. It was difficult to write many letters - with so much
excitement going on - but the two I did write made up in length and quality,
I hope, for the lack in quantity. (Does this make sense?)
Yesterday, I received letters from both of you. June 18th and 19th and
the enclosed letter from Palle to Mother and one from Bernie Gross in
Middleton, Conn. Was it not kind of Bernie to write me such a comforting
letter - giving news of my former patients and saying that I am still
remembered by the patients in Ward 42? He is the chap who knew the
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Copeland Girls - (remember Peggy?) - I don’t believe that Mother met him,
but he was always first rate and a sure friend.
Also received a note from Trudi Thannahauser whom I met ay Betsy’s
Wedding - that dazzling creature with jet black hair and a deep resonant (?)
voice. She had heard from Elizabeth Wallace that I had joined the A.F.S. so
immediately sat down and wrote to me.
It is too bad about Palle, but quite frankly I am not in the least
surprised as I never felt he was material for an officer in the Marines - just as
I am certain I could never be. Especially since the Marines are supposed to
be tough hardened men who can slash a throat or run a bayonet through a jap
without blinking an eyelash.
We have moved from our harbor which I described in my last letter out to the country again. How I hated to leave. I had been living with an
Italian family - poor but hospitable and had made many friends among them.
The last night was exciting and somewhat amusing . I was sitting
outside in the moonlight with two lovely senorinas when three drunken
soldiers came along hunting for a girl who had slapped one of them in the
face with a handbag when he had made advances. The one soldier said he
was going to find the girl and beat her up. I assured him that it was neither
of my girls because I had been with them all evening - dancing and singing.
But he wasn’t convinced, so I signaled to the two girls to get into the house
and then, before I could see it coming, I landed in the gutter seeing stars. On
the way down I hit my head against the wall - which raised a huge lump on
my head. I got up and wandered off - not wishing to fight with three
soldiers. Well, it all turned out O.K. for in a few minutes I went back to the
girl’s home to see if they were alright - and what a reception I had! They
pawed over me in sympathy and rubbed my head - and said poor Conrads “toute per me” - All for me you got wounded. By that time I was ready to
go out and get “wounded” again - seeing the results. I was not hurt at all but they made a terrific fuss over me.
July 6th ‘44
Have been busy again carrying wounded to the hospital. It got pretty
“hot” here yesterday and this is the first chance I have had to continue my
letter.
How I wish you could see this place! A great villa or palace I should
say - of a famous Italian Count. Such lovely rose gardens, terrace, vista
through armurs of trees. A paradise really! The Count and Countess have
been quite hospitable and friendly.
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Yesterday when we brought in some wounded - the Countess
appeared in a white uniform of the Red Cross and helped us with the men.
She is always around trying to help out in any way possible. I spent several
hours talking to them yesterday - they both speak English (& French,
German etc) The Count has traveled all over the world and made the grand
tour of America many years ago.
This morning I asked the Count if it would be possible to have my
clothes laundered. He was most gracious about it and sent immediately for
his valet - who is washing it now and will have it all pressed for me by the
evening. (Will continue later_
With Love
Conrad
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
July 3, 1944
Con dearest,
At long last your letter arrived on June 28th. It has been read each day
and I think I could about repeat word for word fro memory. It had seemed a
long time since we heard yet in reality it was three days short of three weeks.
However you know your Mother’s capacity for imagining and I was
anxious, but the letter came – so full to overflowing with interest. Think of
seeing Rome - Naples- the bay of Naples – I hope I’ll see it through your
eyes and powers of description when you return. It will be like the little girl
“Tell me a story” only it will be an old woman – longing to hear every little
bit.
Colby is alive and safe. Joey has heard. He was injured in the leg
some time during the invasion and is now in a hospital in England. His
nurses hail from Pennsylvania and his doctor went to Amherst. Colby writes
he is well cared for - smoking Red Cross cigarettes and out of it for six to
eight weeks. I don’t know the nature of the wound. He said t was a cut up
near the knee and his leg would be in a cast for six to eight weeks. The main
thing to rejoice over is the fact he’s alive and will recover.
We were all at the Warner’s Saturday night. Becky had our family and
Mr. And Mrs. Lamb. They were very interested to hear all about you.
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Elizabeth English is home again with Terry. He is very cute now
bright red hair and that white skin that is invariably covered with freckles.
He is all boy and very nice looking.
Yesterday Mr. and Mrs Wanner were here for the day. The children
left for Detroit on the Red Arrow and we all saw them off. Maryanne is just
adorable but so spoiled it is just pathetic. She is just fine as long as her
Father and Mother are not around, but it does seem too bad to see a little
child and such a sunny delightful little girl being so miserably brought up. It
makes me very unhappy for she could be such a darling. Maybe she can be
reasoned with when she grows a little older.
Bill looks well but he is quite stout. He did a little harvesting with
Dave on Saturday the barley was ready to come in and he and Dave and Jim
Dixon worked all afternoon until quite late. The wheat looks very good. In
fact all the grain I hope we get some breaks getting it in. How strange and
terrible to come across guns and ammunition hidden in fields. I saw a picture
in yesterday’s paper of a beautiful Italian field- flowers everywhere and then
a little clearing filled with ammunition.
It was something to hear all about your visit with the Italian family. I
hope you can see them again.
Dorothy may go up to Maine later. She had been visiting somewhere
in New England and didn’t get home until the night before Salom’s left and
she was not keen on going right away again. I have not seen her but once
since you left and then only when I took her your picture and letter. I think
she is helping her mother a good bit right now.
I hear Jane and Richie are going to have a baby in November. Jane
expects to stop work next month. Also Ginny tells me Bud Acker may come
home at any time.
In the AFS Bulletin it reports David Heath injured – not seriously I’m
glad to say. Tad Salom was not in the invasion but Peter is on his way now
in a replacement division.
A long letter from Palle arrived on Thursday or Friday. He is quite
forlorn I’m afraid over his failure to make his place at Quantico, but more
and more I feel Palle will do much better in something else. I never saw
anyone get so nervous over anything in such a short time.
I stopped in at Marie Louise’s Saturday on my way home from
Berwyn thought I could get some news of Colly for you, but everyone was
away.
We were down at Bechtel’s Thursday night for dinner. Little Johnny
is very cute, but surprisingly thin – perhaps he is running his baby fat off to
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for he is very active. Thalia seems just the same as ever. Sallie has broken
her engagement so that affair is ended.
David Shoemaker will not be home. All officers in the Pacific are
frozen to their posts according to the latest reports. However Lollie Park’s
husband is in - for a leave of 55 days. He has been gone for over two years
however.
It’s getting near mail time so I’ll finish this down at the box to be sure
I won’t mss putting it in.
We’ve had some beautiful days lately not too hot with a cool breeze
which has made it very pleasant. My candy tufts and zinnias are in full
bloom and are very pretty. We’ve never had so many lovely flowers before –
but things get ahead of me so.
A postal arrived from Aunt Libby on Saturday saying they ran into
terrific heat in Boston. I think it will be pleasant in Maine. It usually is
although it can get awfully hot in the middle f the day.
I hope you can get some more paints. Isn’t it about time we sent you
more money –you said not to send it until you requested it and I don’t
suppose you’ve really needed it when you’ve been so busy, but you can have
it whenever you want.
Tomorrow will be the fourth of July again. How times flies. You’ve
been gone since March and it seems years – to me.
Miss Cloud is coming on Wednesday. We are gong to finish up my
things – then we have a lot of things to make for Maryanne – that Mildred
didn’t have time to finish. Sometimes as I look at this generation I wonder
more and more how I ever did so much in the past – small wonder I feel
tired now. And that I made so many blunders over the years. Just too weary
and too many things o think of.
Just as I was about to put my meat in the oven for dinner yesterday
my electric stove oven broke. I was sort of wondering what to do next when
Dave brought up that Dutch oven of Ginny’s and I went ahead and finished
up and was serene once more. It was sort of trying though – wondering what
I would ever do. I could have started up my stove but by the time I’d have
that hot enough the day would be over. I wish you could be eating with us.
Really I never eat anything that I don’t long to have you share it. I’ll make it
up to you when you get back. We’ll have to eat stewed alfalfa for the rest of
the summer I think as beef and lamb are out of sight in points now. However
it does seem fair that we should eat while Europe starves.
Barclay Jones left for Cairo. He has some important job with the
American Friends Service in regard to feeding etc. I think he will be a very
good man for the place.
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We were all surprised to hear Dewey make such a strong speech at the
Republican convention last week. I was very impressed with him and his
voice had such a young and vigorous quality. Clare Booth Luce spoke the
night before and I was so mad I could hardly hold it in. She sort of “Struck
below the belt.” I think her talk will get votes but it was shocking to me to
hear a woman play on the emotions of other women who have men in
service for political purposes – maybe I’m wrong but both Bidda and I felt
that way about her.
I am going to say good bye for now and then f Mr. Burns doesn’t
come I’ll write on until he gets here. All my love dear – Devotedly Mother’
I will send on Palle’s letter. I would send yours to him only I am so
terribly afraid always that they might go astray. I get panicky after I mail
them to Ruthanna until
They come back, but she does enjoy them so much. I am anxious to hear
from her gain. I guess she much better because she doesn’t mention herself
anymore. The cherries are ripe. We had lots of cherries pies since Mil and
Bill have been home. I haven’t done any up as I’ve used all that were picked
in pies or puddings. I don’t think there could be anything much better to eat
than a good cherry pie. It must be long after twelve o’clock and Mr. Burns
has not come yet. It means more and more uninteresting reading for you –
my letters are so darned stupid and yet I find there’s really nothing that
sounds interesting to write about. I’d like to be to be able to fill mine with as
much pleasure as you give us – no one could write a better letter than you
do. All I seem to be able o do is write stupid news.
He’s come Bye, bye for now.
Elda Farm, Berwyn July 9, 1944
Dearest Con,
Almost a week sine I’ve written again terribly busy days. It isn’t that I
accomplish much in them but it just takes me so long to do anything these
days.
The folks went back to Detroit Sunday night and I thought I’d try to
rest the next day, but nothing doing in that line. Then on the 4th it was
something all day. Zilla and Frances came up to pick cherries – stayed for
lunch and we played checkers with Dad until three, then dressed and went to
Sawyers for supper. She had Cousin Aubrey, Mary Cutler – Thomases –
Clevengers- we had supper outside and it was very pleasant. Then next day
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Mss Cloud came and we have been sewing ever since. I finally got her to
stay over Sunday. It made a little change for her.
Violet Smith arrived Saturday afternoon and is here until tomorrow.
Her husband returns Saturday for a furlough. Then she is returning with him
and will do nursing out there. I guess I told you she has given up her work at
Bryn Mawr and is going to be out in Oklahoma with him for a year – where
he expects to be an instructor.
Had a postal from Aunt Libby Saturday. They are enjoying Maine
very much. She says Miss Rawn loves it up there. I expect she’ll be coming
back this week. Then John’s father goes up for a while I think that is the
reason John decided to stay up – this year – his father is now in his 89th year.
Dave brought up your letter for me to read. They were very pleased to
hear from you and I was glad to know you were all right. How terrible to
read of Padre being wounded. How I hope he will recover. I know that was
hard for you - what a fine person he must be. I hope you’ll let me know how
he is getting on – we have wondered whether he is English or Italian.
Yesterday Violet and I picked flowers for all the vases. The candy tuft
for small vases is very pretty this year ranging in colors from deep purple to
pale pink and white. I would have lovely zinnia – only the beetles like them
as much as I and they are thick on everything.
Saturday we cut the wheat in the big field by the garden. They worked
all day with a combine. It is beautiful wheat and we seem to have a good
crop. We hope to finish that field today and then go on to the one in back.
George Quigley will bale the straw – with his pick up baler. Dad says we
have about 18 acres of rye, oats and wheat left to do.
Katherine Bunch is down in Maryland. I miss her very much but was
kept too buy last week to stop to think.
Along letter from Ruthanna – she says the heat in Chicago has been
terrific. Her bedroom was 96 for three days. Her comments on the
Republican convention were most amusing. She says it’s good thing
Dewey’s voice has improved so much - when he has so little to say. I guess
she and Tom are still strong for Roosevelt. We wonder how he and
DeGaulle are making out in Washington. The papers say all is being ironed
out satisfactorily.
Yesterday William Cadbury and his wife were in meeting. Emily
Harvey phoned to see if we would be there but no one seemed to want to go
from here. I never saw a day go by so fast and no one doing anything.
This Thursday – Thalia, Emma and little Johnny are coming up. They
say now just for overnight but I’d like them to spend the weekend. I’m afraid
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he is quite a handful and it won’t be easy for Cousin Emma to have them
there as Thalia is very hard to live with.
They have heard from Jim Wilson. He is now a Major and his flying
days are over pretty much. He has completed 60 missions and his work is
mostly desk work. John Duncan is safe – expects to get back to England
soon. So he must have been in the invasion. They think David Wilson has
gone and Windy has not been heard from - Colby is improving all the time.
Must close this and get breakfast but will write more tomorrow.
All my love dearest –
Mother
Will continue this tomorrow – “Your Mommie”
V Mail
To: Mr. & Mrs. William W. Wilson
c/o Elda Farm
Berwyn
U.S.A Pennsylvania
July 10, 1944

From: Vol. Conrad Wilson
Amer. Field Service
APO 464 c/o Post MNew York, N.Y.

Dear Mother and Father: I just found one of three V Mail forms and decided to make use of it.
I have been out of them for ages and consequently you have been receiving
real letters. I prefer these because the space is limited and I can’t run on
page after page. By the way, how do you like my new writing paper? I have
a huge pad of the paper and 100 envelopes - all for $1.00.
Two lines were ruined the day before yesterday when a shell landed
near my ambulance. Fortunately I was in the house at the time, bringing out
a wounded soldier. I quickly loaded the two wounded on the car and started
out for the R.A.P., but I had to drive all the way back on rim of a wheel, over
a most miserable road. All ruts and shell holes. I got them back safely
though and that is what mattered. The next day Sgt. Brod, A.F.S. brought up
two new tubes and one new wheel and my car is now O.K.
Please don’t send all those old snapshots you keep finding in the attic
and elsewhere, I only wanted one or two good ones of the family.
Love Conrad
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Figure 11: Monastero Arsenale near Vairano by Conrad Wilson

Vol Conrad Wilson
American Field Ser., APO 464 c/o Postmaster, New York City, N.Y.
July 11th 1944
Tuesday Dearest Mother and Father: When I was down south of Cassino before this campaign began, I had
time to sketch a little and paint with my watercolors. Since then, I have done
nothing in that line. However, one of the watercolors, and the best, was a
picture of the ruins of an ancient monastery on a hilltop (not the famous
Abby of Cassino) - which I happened to show to the Countess yesterday.
She gave a gasp when she saw it and then told me that she owns the land all
around that section, including the old ruins. We both agreed that it was an
amazing coincidence. She thought the painting was quite well done. I shall
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send it to you when I get a chance. The trouble is, it is difficult to mail letters
now - because I so seldom see any A.F.S men and all our letters must go
back through the A.F.S. Consequently I often have to keep these letters
several days after writing them before I get a chance to mail them.
I hope you don’t mind my making requests in my letters. If it does put
you to any trouble please disregard the requests for usually they are not
important and when I reach large cities I can buy the things desired.
Mother’s guess as to the voyage across was all wrong. I came on a
British Merchant Ship - not a Battleship. It was small, but new and
comfortable and the crew were first rate. Probably Uncle John is familiar
with the type of ship. I had an officers room and all the comforts of a first
class passenger on the Queen Mary pre-war. Did you ever hear from any of
the officers of the ship? Of course there was no guarantee that they would
go to Philadelphia. But if ever they do, they have promised to look you up.
Surely you must be familiar with the route of advance from Cassino
on up. I can’t understand why you say “If only we knew where you are” All you have to do is follow the newspapers. You already know I am with
the British Army. Or are we in Italy crushed aside with all the news of the
2nd front?
To bring you up to date on packages received and letters - so far, I
received two books - Claudia and Lost Horizon - also “Dreams” by Olive
Sch - Oil and the first two rolls of film - the one new roll and the old roll.
Two small boxes of sweets - “Dairy Maid” or something of the sort have
arrived - but I don’t care for them very much and that is all. Probably the
other packages which you have mentioned in your letters will arrive soon.
In one city we came through I bought a beautiful silk scarf yellow
with small blue designs and the two ends a brilliant red, yellow & blue
pattern. It goes well with the dark green shirt I brought with me from
America. Most of the British Officers here wear brightly colored scarf, and
open-neck shirts - to cheer up the drab khaki.
By the way, Mother, I have read “Dreams” and take back my first
hasty comment. It is a good but still not of the sort of literature I want to
read on the battlefield.
I suppose you have had a lovely visit with Millie, Bill and Maryanne.
Does Maryanne still remember her Uncle Conrad? She has only seen me
once or twice. You are the lucky ones to have three grandchildren. But you
had better hurry up before Aunt Emma and Aunt Becky get ahead of you.
There doesn’t really seem to be anything to write about - as you are
probably concluding to yourselves already - but I feel like writing so shall
continue to bore you a bit longer.
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At a church service Sunday evening, the Chaplin read the 23rd Psalm
as translated by a North American Indian. I shall send you a copy some time.
It is excellent.
Since the 22nd of May, eleven days after the campaign started, I have
been attached to a very old and famous regiment. I have been told by
several what a singular honor I received in being invited to eat with the
officers - Ha Ha! But the distinction between officers & men is much greater
in this British Army that in the American. These Officers are “born” into the
Regiment as it were - consequently are considered somewhat snobbish by
others. I find them to be very fine men in action - calm and collected always
- in spite of their brilliant peace time uniform and polo playing which is
looked upon with scorn by many of the ordinary soldiers.
All this makes my own position in the Regiment a bit trickish at times.
It is one that requires a lot of diplomacy. In the first place I am an American
- though not exactly a typical one as conceived in the imagination of a
Britisher - and secondly, I have been given the privileges of an officer
(which the AFS usually gets) and this is quite naturally resented by men who
have been fighting for five years. However, I have been quite careful in
what I say and usually don’t say much and I feel that all possible difficulties
have been overcome. They do appreciate the service I give and many have
told me so which is satisfying to know.
I am wondering if you have received all my letters and if any have
been censored. According to my list I have written 5 V-Mail and 8 regular
Letters bringing the total to 13 including this. Recently I have written to
Rawnie, Cousin Emma Bechtal, Dave & Ginny (20th June) - and Dorothy.
Still have not written to Ruthanna, Bill, or my aunts, but shall try to do so
soon.
Excuse the length I am feeling fine and have not lost any weight since
leaving home. Hope you are all well at home All my love Conrad
p.s.recent letters written
#8
May 30th
#9
Middle of June
#10 June 25th
#11 July 6th
#12 July 10th
#13 July 11th

last received
June 9th from Mother
June 11th V-Mails
June 18th fr, Mother
June 27th fr Mother (rec’d July 12th)
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Postscript:
When I return home I am definitely going by way of England. I understand
that that is possible according to arrangements made with British govt. So,
another lifelong desire may be realized!
Con

July 17, 1944
Con dearest,
Your letter of last Monday eclipsed anything we’ve read yet in the
way of letters from anyone – such a delightful description - one caught the
very feel of everything as we read on and on and over and over. I was
dancing with you all in the square – I was traveling the bomb shelled roads
and my heart was aching over the sadness and horror of the “ghastly times”
– which seem so terrible in a world which shoud be for work and play and
happy satisfying living. How I hope Padre is going to be well again. And
how I wish it could all be ended.
I called Professor Gumaer – who, by the way, is not at the University
now. I had a very fine talk with him by phone and am sending him a copy of
your letter. He sent you his very best wishes and several times told me to be
sure to tell you how much pleased he was to know what you were doing..
Over and over he would say “Oh, I’m so glad your son is doing that work. It
is a magnificent service and I remember him well and feel he will be really
satisfied in this work and that is what he should be doing.” He
recommended two booksArchitecture of the Renaissance in Italy
By W. J. Anderson
History of Italian Paintings
Mather
I toured Philadelphia bookshops in vain, but Leary’s have ordered
them for me and I should have both on the way to you in about a week. They
are still in publication the former – a Scribner’s publication and the other
from Henry Holt. He thought you would be sure to like and use both and
said when he read your letter he would probably be able to think of others.
I bought and mailed Gillette razor blades and all the gum I could beg
– (There is practically none to be had – our Army and Navy get it all) I
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found two packages of chiclets – also some tea balls – life Savers and more
Brigg’s tobacco. The lemon verbena soap Wanamaker’s is all out of. I am
going in town on Friday and will try Gimbels and Strawbridges. I asked in
several drug stores with no success.
By separate package I mailed two more little paper books. One is
Wodehouse’s and the “Book of Boners” that one is so sublimely ridiculous –
it may bring forth a chuckle or two when you feel least in the mood to smile.
The French translations and history ones are quite choice (some of them).
Every one has been talking the Razor’s Edge by Somerset Maughan so I
bought it to send but I let Emma Bechtel read it and I glanced through it and
as I have not read it perhaps I’m unjust to say I believe it belongs under the
group Rae would label “poison” for it is well written I think but pretty bad in
spots – maybe I should send it on and see what you think – then again others
usually like what I don’t. Rae says he classified all books in thee groups.
Good- the ones of wisdom and beauty that live on
Poison – well written but filthy
Garage – just that-which pretty well fills our bookstores.
We have had busy weeks – and I have been on the go – every minute
with work – so my letters have slowed up some. Bill, Mill and Maryanne
went home July 2. Next day we washed and sort of got organized again. The
4th we really loafed. Zilla and Frances came up to pick cherries and stayed
on in the afternoon. Sawyer’s for supper. Then Miss Cloud on the 5th – she
stayed until Monday evening the 10th. Violet Smith arrived on the 8th and
stayed until the 12th. The 13 Cousin Emma and Thalia and little Johnny
arrived. We asked all the cousins here on Friday afternoon to see Johnnie
and Dave. Polly Page and her mama, Marie Camp – Terry – Pat Nassau,
Marie Louise and her Mother and Father, Virginia Wilson, Geegfee and
David Flaccus Camee Carol Aunt Emma, Mary and Corona, Gertrude
Mullin Dawson and her baby.
Only a few came – no gas – other reasons. The Swarthmore’s had no
way. Camee - same reason. Marie Camp had just had novacaine and was
feeling bum. Marie Louise no reason in particular, but we had fun anyway
and the kids made heavy in roads into the ladyfingers and vanilla ice cream.
Helen Page expects to go down to N.C. to visit Biddle who is in camp
there now. She has given up the little house and is living in Dave Wilson’s
third story with Polly and helping Virginia , who expects a third baby next
month.
Friday 14th Uncle Windy arrived and Saturday 15th Sallie Bushong –
so we had quite a family and lots of fun. Everyone helped and it wasn’t hard.
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Katherine Bunch came back this morning. She says she’s going to
stay but time will tell. I’m getting along all right anyhow but if she stays
we’ll work outdoors some as the beetles are here by the thousands and things
are not so good and need weeding. The wheat harvest is all over and it’s
been a very good one. All are pleased and it’s nice to know it is finished.
The fields of corn are in fine shape although we need rain now very much. I
think the new way of planting has proven most successful - certainly it is
very beautiful to look upon.
Colby is getting on well. And says he will hate to leave the hospital –
he is being so well cared for, but I have an idea he will be there for along
time. Sunny Nassau is in England. Tad Salom was not in the invasion and is
still in England.
Aunt Libby pulled a muscle in her foot climbing over the rocks. It has
been very painful but is much better now. Miss Rawn returned on Thursday
of last week but she is at Becky’s and we haven’t seen her – as yet. Libby
English is with Jack at Virginia Beach and Aunt Becky has Terry at
Stillpond.
Aunt Bidda expects Richard for the week in Vermont. Uncle Windy
goes up tomorrow and is taking Esther’s horse to her. He borrowed a horse
trailer from Tom Harvey. It will be some trip for him and the horse too
probably. If only the horse “could sit down” as Rosa Chew wished the cow
to do that she rode behind down the Devon Hill one time and watched as she
lurched about on the turns in a little open trailer.
Bill Dietz leaves for the Army today and Margaret is to stay with her
mother in Swarthmore. That gets you up to date with all the news I know –
oh no – Colly is in Winter Park, Florida with Dave Hendricks and liking it
more all the time.
I think your decision to stay on after the war is a good one. It’s hard to
know just what to say – for you know full well how much I’d like to see you
– and yet know in my heart – that you are well – finding that which is of
interest to you and which you are so qualified to do and do well and that you
are happy and satisfied with your decision means more to me than all else.
You have brought me everything in life a mother could wish for. I can’t
express what your love and understanding has meant to me. It guided me
over the rocky paths and filled my days with joy in you. I found strength and
peace – and all that made life worth living and through your eyes I saw
glimpses of a way of life that to me has been very beautiful. I think you
should go on now – filling your life with all the beauty – knowledge and
purposeful living that you can bring to it and knowing you are finding
satisfaction in o doing is all Dad and I could ask for you.
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We, too, are growing closer in understanding all the time and we will
remain here – living and working together and rejoicing in all you
accomplish that is good – I feel – quite like the idea in the “Magnificent
Obsession”. You have decidedly a great part to play in this life – curiously
you are our child and to us – all that we desire – now – you must go out into
the world and do your part – we want you to do it – give to others the great
joy and love – you have brought into our lives. We won’t feel we are losing
you – only that you are living your life to advantage to yourself and those
with whom, you come in contact – and we will be here and ready to help in
any way we are able. I think you are absolutely right – that nowhere could
you gain the knowledge and appreciation of art and architecture better than
in Italy.
I must get his much in the mail so will take it on to the mailbox and
continue in my next –
All my love dearest sonDevotedly,
Mother

July 17th 1944
Con dearest,
This is only a continuation of my letter this morning, which is now on
it’s way. I have tried to answer your question of “staying on” in Italy after
the war as I really feel – for to both Dad and me it seems like the best place
and the right time to go on and finish – and surely no spot on earth could
offer more in beauty and historic interest and you would have the added
interest of going on with your study of the Italian language – added to that
you may be able to do some teaching on your own account there by helping
yourself – a little. I’m sure the financial end will work out for we can surely
help some too. At least you can be thinking these things over and by the time
you are free to make plans something will probably open up for you.
We read your letters to Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle Bill Conrad last
night and they enjoyed and appreciated them so much. Aunt Elizabeth said
to give you lots and lots of love and tell you she often thinks of you. They
both agreed that you write very wonderful letters.
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Dad is having copies made of the last one – so that we may send them
to Ruthanna and Billy and Palle. I shall enclosed Palle’s last letter in this
one. He seems happier now and I believe he will find it’s all going to turn
out for the best.
I smiled when you scolded me about sending all the snapshots. I just
thought others might enjoy seeing places here in America and the pictures
might call forth recollections that you cold pass on to the others abut the
people in them or the places themselves.
Mrs. Frederick just called and wanted to know something about the
Field Service. Someone they know is anxious to get into it. Her son Walter
has completed 300 hours in the air – has the DFC [Distinguished Fly Cross]
air medal, clusters and the Purple Heart. He was burned by flak last year, but
it was nothing very serious.
Lollie Park Hunt and her husband and little Diane expect to be back in
the East by the end of the week. He is going to be stationed at Camp
LeJeune for a while. That is where Palle is and I shall to see him and maybe
if he gets to know Palle he can help him along a bit. Will Hunt is now a
Major in the Marine Corp.
I just go so asleep on my feet I decide to lie down and take a nap with
the result that my whole afternoon is gone now. I guess I’ll be glad I slept
but at this moment I feel deader than ever.
What picture could you mean of me in the rock garden with Rascal
and my beauty at 50? You must have posted someone’s face over mine.
That’s an idea anyway the setting is so lovely and just give me a new face
and all would be rosy.
Must bring this to a close and now and get a letter off to Palle. I haven’t
written him for over a month. I’d give anything to be able to write letters
like yours. We tried to figure out the town you were in we thought perhaps it
might have been Assisi.
Much love dear and I’ll try and send more gum and soap on Friday.
Affectionately,
Mother
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Vol. Conrad Wilson
Amer. Field Service
A.P.O. 464 c/o Postmaster
New York City, NY
July 19th 1944
Dearest Mother and Father:Since my last letter I have acquired a new car; which I would be
pleased to have were it not for the unfortunate circumstances which gave it
to me. The former driver (AFS) was killed ten days ago. Tom Marshall. I
did not know him, but he was one of the old timers and a very good friend to
all the men at Platoon HQ.
The ambulance is one of the newer models, more comfortable than the
old and more convenient in many ways. My old car had a lot of things
wrong with it the door would fly open at every slight jar - the starter kept breaking down,
the brake would not hold well, the windshield was covered with cracks etc.
However I was quite fond of it because it would go anywhere where needed
the most and was powerful. This one does not seem to have the power - but
really I’m quite pleased to have it.
We have left the beautiful home of the old Count. Before I left the
Countessa gave me the address of their main home (This is only their
country home) and invited me to visit them when the war is over. The Count
gave me the address of his tailor and his son in a city to the North, so that I
can get acquainted with people if I do remain in Italy after the war to study
architecture.
The last letter from home was dated June 27th. Mother asked if I need
any money.
So far I have made out O.K. on the $20. per month that is because
there are so few chances to spend money where we are out in the field and in
the country. I did get a chance to buy some new clothing in one city we
came through. Usually I spend about four or five dollars a week on such
things as Naaf-rations (soap, candy, cigarettes, razor blades etc); laundry,
wine, postcards, fruit, mess fees, etc. Consequently, I am a bit low on cash
and could use some more. Why don’t you send me about $40 or $50 of the
money from the car, or hasn’t the estate been settled? If not, I can make out
alright - so don’t worry, I just thought it would be nice to have a little on
reserve in case I get a few days rest sometime in the future.
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The Countessa had some of the most beautiful roses I have ever seen.
She is an expert at grafting roses and has many prize ones. The ones she
gave me were called Aurora Boreals (spelling?) - and Queen Astrid. The car
was filled with their scent for several days.
Do you receive the Monthly book of letters from the AFS? I have
written to the Friends Intel. requesting them to send the magazine to me. I
found out that a personal request is necessary for Post Office regulations
The news of the World sounds encouraging - with the shakeup in
Germany - Surely the German generals know that the war has been lost and I
suppose they are becoming uneasy now that the Russians are approaching
their vast states in Prussia.
I suppose that this war in Italy is a farce compared to the battle in
France - but this is bad enough for me. I don’t envy the soldiers on
Normandy, but I surely do admire them, and also I might add that I have a
deal respect for the British soldiers here Love as always – Conrad

V Mail
July 20th , 1944
Dearest Con,
I haven’t written one of these in quite some time. I was glad to receive
your letter of July 3 and 6 on July 18. Miss Rawn’s letter arrived at the same
time. Hers was dated July 8th. Emma Bechtel wrote me she had received a
letter on the 17th from you. That will show you how things are coming
through. I was wondering if any of my many packages ever reached you –
you mentioned film – I’ve sent five rolls to date, but don’t now whether I
can get any more. I’ll try. I sent all your letters on to Ruthanna so she will
try and get some I know. Mrs. Frederick told me of a Edison Kenyon who
wants to join the Field Service. I wrote him today and invited him to come
out and send the night here and I’d give him all the information. I could also
give him the 60 Beaver Street address and advised him to write there.
Strange but I can’t figure out just who you’re with or where. There’s a
Polish outfit on the Adriatic coast – then a central 8th Army group. I’m all
mixed up. I know you can’t tell me and I suppose someday I’ll know. I do
hope Padre is getting better. If I had his name and address I’d write to hm.
The democrats are in full swing in Chicago t present. The President speaks
tonight. I’m anxious to hear him. Ruthanna writes that they were pleased to
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note the improvement in Dewey’s speaking voice. “It will make it bearable
to listen to – as he has so little to say.” I feel more like Aunt Het this year. I
think I’ll stay home and pray. Mr. Salom is in Maine with Uncle John now.
I hope he has a wonderful time as he was looking forward to his vacation
with so much enthusiasm. Think of it he is in his 89th year. Miss Rawn
doesn’t seem too enthusiastic about her trip to Maine. I haven’t heard from
Ruthanna for over two weeks. Hope all is well. All are well at home. I kept
little Dave all day while his mother was in town. We had lots of fun. He was
as good as gold.
All my love, dear.
Devotedly,
Mother

Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
July 27, 1944
Con dearest,
I have been trying to find a “rested” time to write you a real letter in
ever since last Sunday so here goes – Your last letters have been so
wonderful again – if you know how often we read them and what they mean
to me. Your check on letters received is absolutely correct. I mean letters I
have received from you. I thought one V mail was mssing but it come along
day before yesterday July 25th. It was one you wrote July 10. The one written
July 11 I received July 24th. So you see 10 to 12 days between the writing
and receiving – but some of that time probably mean it’s been held up by not
getting mailed.
I know that I should keep track of my letter I write and packages I’ve
sent, but I don’t. I’m not careful like that a it you now. I have sent airplane
paper and envelopes – 3 more films, pipe – tobacco, cigarettes, two books 1.
“Mama’s Bank Account” 2. Dorothy Parker, 2 more paper books, Gillete
blades, soap (I couldn’t get the lemon verbena anywhere) I sent three kinds –
the one called “Omnibus” smelled like verbena to me. And I love
sandalwood and the other. I’ll send lemon verbena when I can get it. I’ve
literally begged for the chewing gum I’ve bought and sent. All of ours now
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goes to our armed forces occasionally one can get lifesavers. I’m anxious to
know how they carry. I found and sent you Polaroid glasses inside a roll of
toilet. I only hope some or all if it reaches you. The first book Professor
Gumaer recommended is now on it’s way. It is “Italian Paintings” by
Mather. The other I’ll send as soon as it comes from the publisher. It is
ordered and paid for. I sent a copy of your letter – in which you mention
Professor to him. I know he’ll enjoy it. He kept repeating over and over how
glad he was you were doing what you are doing.
What a ride for two wounded men – on the rim of a wheel. I hope it
wasn’t much of a trip and how terribly lucky you were.
I know exactly where you are now but you see there is a part of the 8th
army going up along the Adriatic – according to the papers. I’ll enclose
clipping. Dad was sure the beautiful old church you spoke of with the
glorious woodcarving was in Assisi. When you can tell us I hope you will –
also where you were when you talked of the palace and the Count etc. I
thought it might be near Perugia. I took your letters up to Marie Louise’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams and Julia are there. Julia enjoyed them all immensely
as she knows all of Italy well. I can hardly wait to see the painting. How I
shall treasure it. Yesterday I filled two medium sized green bottles with
lovely sprays of young English ivy and placed them on either end of the top
part of your desk. They look just perfect there underneath that square you
have hanging over it. The bottles are about 5 ½ inches tall and a gorgeous
green.
Monday we washed the lovely old homespun blankets I bought at
Cousin Sallie’s sale. They just look wonderful now I’m going to turn down
hems at either end and cross stitch in brown and green wool. The cross
stitching now is all worn ragged and all colors. The brown and green will
match the initials and numbers worked in on them. I know you will be keen
about them. They will go so well with the old quilted counterpane and the
down quilt which is in brown and green.
Igal called me by phone Tuesday on his way home from Denver. He is
out again but I think goes back in another month. I only talked a few minutes
with him. He wanted your address which I gave him.
I love to have you make requests in your letters. It gives me
something to do for you – even if it’s so little – you know how much it
means to me to be able to do anything. Don’t you need money? You know
you said not to send any more until you requested it - so ask if you wish any.
And do keep on asking for things – otherwise I can’t mail you anything over
eight ounces.
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I hope your head recovered from its bump. Some incident and we
smiled when we read “I was ready to go out and get ‘wounded’ again.” I
suppose the Italians are quite emotional. I envy you the chance to know
people of other lands and know them as friends. Thalia and I had quite a
lovely talk before she left – and she wrote me such a sweet note. I liked what
she said of you so will enclose it also the note I received yesterday from
Marie-Louise. I don’t deserve any credit for you. All I did was bring you
into this world. And love you more than you will ever know but I am proud
of you and the dear lovely character you are. You have given me so much
dear, if I could only express it to you, but you’ll find it – wherever beauty is
- for it has been all beauty to me.
I am so anxious to hear more of the Padre. Do you hear from him –
and how is he making out. Is he an Englishman? I have some more of Olive
Oil’s books. I happened by chance upon a second hand shop. Undine - From
an African Farm and two more books of “Dreams” I can get more of Kalil
Gibrans’s works if you care for them. Brentano’s have quite a few - they
looked wonderfully interesting as I glanced through them.
I have just about finished reading Somerset Maugham’s “The Razor’s
Edge” Benita had written of it and it has been so talked up I bought it to send
to you. Emma Bechtel read it while she was here and thought it quite
horrible so I thought I’d better read it before I mailed it.
I think he is quite amazing in his ability to draw word pictures of
people and places. Some of it is very lovely, but in order to pick out the
beauty spots one is forced to read through such poisonous filth – that I
wonder is it even worth reading most of the stuff that’s written today. The
book says on the cover “The story of a man who found faith” but somehow
the thing seems so terribly overdone. The people in the book seem so
incapable I would say of understanding Larry (the main character) because I
can’t conceive of anyone attuned to beautiful thought – engaging in
conversation words of such filth. Of course that is just my way of looking at
it. Also- I don’t think people should be allowed to use obscene in books and
surely not the name of Christ – in connection with vile terms. Maybe I’m old
fashioned but it just nauseates me. I don’t think the two tie up. Now I
suppose I’ll have just made you most curious to see it and read if only like
most people to disagree with my viewpoint which I know is old foggiush
[fogeyish] probably is no such word – but you get my meaning.
No news of Ruthanna for a long time. Hope I’ll hear today from her.
I’m always pretty much concerned over her and when I don’t hear I get
panicky.
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There is no news from here – except that Mr. Thomas is dying. He ad
a cerebral hemorrhage last Friday and no hope seems to be held out for his
recovery.
At last the Major’s have received word from Tad – that he is “well safe and
resting”. He was in the invasion – a glider pilot – and no word had been
received since the invasion until last week.
The cast has been removed from Colby’s leg. He writes he’ll be
jumping in a month. I want him to be well, but how I wish he wouldn’t have
to do that again.
Colly is very happy in (Winter Park, Florida % General Delivery) if
you should want to send him a line.
I gave his mother a copy of your letter of June 25 to send him. Dad
had several copies made to give to people. We sent one to Ruthanna – one to
Billy – one to Colly one to Prof. Gumaer and shall send one to Rae.
Yesterday I brought your old “Kiddie Koop” down from the corn crib.
Mr. Stroh is going to put wooden legs on it with caster in them so it will be
easy to push. Then I’m going to paint it all over and get a mattress for it – so
I can take care of two babes at a time here. They’re getting so numerous I
must be prepared.
Billy and Mil aren’t having another until after the war and Ruthanna
has her hands full now. If Tom could be depended upon I know she would
like another but things are too dubious in that direction.
We went to Warner’s Sunday night. Little Terry is just adorable. I
think he looks just like Libby now but he has brick red hair and it is awfully
attractive.
Rawnie has taken her first case in Norristown – looking after an old
woman who is bedridden. Rawnie says with “Arthuritis”. She has an
apartment in Jeffersonville in September - a bedroom, bath, living room and
kitchen. She is quite pleased about it and I’m so glad for her for she just
couldn’t get settled in anyway.
Must close now and get this in the mail. We took some pictures with
Dave’s camera at Marie Louise – out in Colly’s garden. If they are any good
I’ll send you some.
Much – much love to you always,
Devotedly
Mother
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V Mail
July 29, 1944
Dear Con,
Just a few lines this morning before I settle down to the day’s work. I
did up 15 qts. of yellow transparent applesauce yesterday. I want to do the
same amount – more for myself and then I want to try and do 15 or 16 quarts
for Aunt Libby. I wish I could get crab apples and I’d make jelly. I haven’t
had any of that for a long time. I feel almost ashamed to write of all the silly
little details of my life. I keep going each day – not doing anything
important and I’d love so to be easing – if only in a small way all the
suffering, but my job seems to be here – doing what I can and I think if
things were are meant to happen and I can be of more use they usually do.
We go to Dr. Thomas’s funeral this afternoon. He was 69 – he certainly
never looked it. He had a cerebral hemorrhage a week ago and died
Thursday. At last a wonderful letter from Ruthanna. All is well there. Will
send it on in next week’s letter to you. Ginny and Dave have it now. My
flowers have bloomed very well and I have all the little vases filled
constantly. Your picture always has the loveliest bouquet by it. I try to fix
one for it that looks like you. Well, we read that King George has been
visiting his troops in Italy – so before long I suppose you’ll write about that.
It also said my old friend Stoky (Stokowski) was there too. It seemed so
lovely and so characteristic of you to sing our beautiful negro spirituals
when asked to sing of America. There is nothing lovelier. Ruth says you are
the “personification of the Good Neighbor policy” I think she is right. I have
to take back what I said about “The Razor’s Edge” Chapter six is wonderful
– Larry reminds me of you in so many ways. How trite my letters must seem
to you, you are so busy doing great work and so in the center of it all. Here
where all is peace and quiet – the birds singing little grey squirrels racing
about it is hard to think that the rest of the world must hear so much.
All my love,
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn
July 30th 1944
Con dearest,
Some one is crooning Lily Marlene over the radio downstairs. Do the
British soldiers sing it more than anything else as we are told here in
America? It’s quite a song.
I had such a fine letter from Prof. Gumaer yesterday which I’ll
enclosed in this. I wrote you I had talked with him by phone and one of the
two books recommended by him is now on its way to Italy. The other hasn’t
arrived as yet from the publisher. I also sent him a copy of your letter which
he seems to have enjoyed as we all have. Is he right – were you in Perugia? I
couldn’t just know whether you were that far north at the time. He knows
Emma Bechtel well – the world is small.
Today is Sunday but Naomi and I canned 16 qts. of applesauce – that
makes 31 qts. for me and I won’t be doing any more – now- it was so cool in
the kitchen – it was really fun to do it.
Naomi came back with us yesterday. We picked her up in Norristown
on our way home from Dr. Thomas’ funeral. So many old friends have gone
this year. It’s hard to realize we are the “older generation” now. Aunt
Elizabeth and Uncle Billy have just been here. They wanted to know all
about you and sent their love. They had dropped William off for camp on
their way and then had stopped at David’s. They were just glowing in their
accounts of little David – and really he is just about the handsomest child I
have ever seen – and so winsome. Ginny is certainly doing a good job as a
Mother.
I sent Maryanne the little dresses and nightgowns Miss Cloud and I
made her and I really would have given most anything to have seen her in
them for they were lovely. She said, “Grandma is a nice girl to make me all
these pretty things.” Mil and Billy both wrote she was so keen about them
she wanted to wear them to the exclusion of everything else.
Here’s a good limerick that just came over the radio –
“Here lies the body of Phyliss Bower
Who died by swallowing Leidlitz powder
Called from her home to heavenly rest
She should have waited til it effervesced.
I’m wondering about tonight – reports are the battle for Florence is
raging. If only those beautiful places might be spared – if only this terrible
mess might end – and Pisa – reports are it may be bombed. The paper from
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Rome says there was no indication the Germans had used the Monastery at
Cassino for any army work. I wonder (as I write your voice singing “I
wonder as I wander” keeps coming to me) I know I must not say anything
that keeps longing to be said – don’t scold me if I just tell you once in a
while “I love you” and miss you – beyond any words to express and I’m
proud of you – oh so proud – my dearest son, but I mustn’t write as I would
like to.
Such a time as I had washing Hunter. He was fairly alive with fleas
and ticks. I put a little Crelin in the water and after I finished I literally
combed fleas out of him for an hour – but what a relieved dog I had. He
hardly scratched for 24 hours afterwards. The cat has become quite civilized
– no more accidents and guess what? They both devour with gusto –
pabulum and milk – baby food. They both just lap it up.
Next week Dad and I are going to Avalon to spend the weekend with
the Clevengers. The Sawyers are going and Cousin Aubrey. It will be nice to
get away for a few days. And in September we are going to the Salom’s for
Dad’s vacation. That will be a real rest. Week after next I’m going to start
painting. I hope I can do a good job of it. We are going to KenTone the walls
downstairs. I send you some splashes on paper as you can see the colors.
Dad says he’ll get someone to fix the cracks up first then the painting will be
easier.
I haven’t heard anything of Dorothy Okie in ages. I must call her and
find out how they are. I heard Norman Acker was coming home some time
ago, but have heard nothing since.
Tomorrow we start cleaning the walls in the kitchen I think I’ll the
paint. Ah, what rot – my letters must be nothing really interesting, but Con
nothing really happens in my life that is interesting – except when your
letters and Ruthanna’s arrive.
Must close now and get to bed as it’s late and anyway – you’ve
probably gone to sleep trying to get through this.
All my love dearest boyDevotedly,
Mother
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Vol. Conrad Wilson
American Field Service
APO 464 c/o Postmaster
New York City
Sunday a.m.
July 30th 1944
Dearest Mother and Father:It is Sunday morning and the sun is just rising over the mountain
giving a rosy glow to the mist in the valley below. In the distance a church
bell is pealing away and all around me hens are announcing their morning
accomplishments.
Occasionally the peacefulness is interrupted by the sharp crack of
gunfire but I’m quite used to that by now - so it doesn’t disturb my thoughts.
I’ve been reading some of Dorothy Parker’s poetry which is very good especially one poem - “Veteran” from which I quote:
“When I was young and bold and strong,
Oh, right was right, and wrong was wrong!
My plume on high, my flag unfurled,
I rode away to right the world.
‘Come out, you dogs, and fight!’ said I,
And wept there was but once to die.
“But I am old; and good and bad
Are worn in a crazy plaid.
I sit and say, “The world is so;
And he is wise who lets it go.
A battle lost, a battle won The difference is small my son.”
Inertia rides and riddles me;
The which is called Philosophy.”
Now I suppose you will think this rather inappropriate just now (on
the battlefield) but I am in a philosophical mood this lovely morning and it
appeals to me. Also I can agree with D.P. that “good and bad are woven in a
crazy plaid.” Yesterday (in the afternoon) seven Italian partisans appeared on the
scene armed with all sorts of guns (American, British & German), knives,
hand grenades etc. - much as pirates would appear in a comic opera. Young,
handsome but fierce looking blokes - (I shudder to think of meeting one in
the mountains) … Texas Dave in riding breeches, boots, and a grey broad
brimmed Stetson complete with side burns and a handsome mustache.
Words cover all: a great tall loosely put together chap - wearing blue
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trousers, red shirt, German boots, a bright yellow and white handkerchief
protruding from one pocket, black hair slicked down with grease and held in
place by a kerchief tied around his head (on an angle) - dark skin - very
white but protruding teeth - a grin from ear to ear and in speech, nothing but
a loud “HAW!”
They were out looking for fascists - and I must say I don’t envy those
fascists! letter unended.
Elda Farm
Berwyn
August 2, 1944
Dearest Son,
Just a few lines tonight – in with Ruthanna’s letter which I know you
will enjoy. I’ve been darning all day. I’ve sewed on thousands and thousands
of buttons, mended about six pairs of Dad’s pants and have pretty well kept
out of mischief Monday Catherina and I donned our overalls and went up
over the corn crib and cleaned the place up. I think I could put my finger on
anything around the place now in the dark. We never stopped from ten am
until 5:45 but it’s just in perfect shape now. We cleaned out trunks and
dusted and put in them all those old Century and Harper’s magazines – some
rainy day I’m going up there and have a real feast going over them. I put
camphor balls in the trunk so the mice and rats will let them alone. I never
cleaned such a mess in my life. The whole place is finished now but the
kitchens so I’m ready to paint.
Reed Ritchie is coming out next week – maybe he’ll help me. His
brother Jim just returned from the Pacific bringing his wife with him. He’s
taking a course in Radio work at Annapolis – quit a surprise for the Ritchies.
Also I just received an announcement of Dick Lippincott’s marriage to
Annabeth Allen on July 8 in Chevy Chase, MD. So that really is news.
Went to Ardmore yesterday to do some shopping. All I bought was a
pair of shoes at Gentings and I don’t think they’re going to be comfortable
now I have them. Everything is of such abominable quality now nothing
seems worth buying.
There isn’t a thing to write about except we are on the brink of a
terrible upset in Philadelphia. The PRT started to train negroes for work on
trolley’s etc. the regular help have gone on strike and rioting, awful rioting is
in full swing. It is a terrible situation and only the beginning of a great
upheaval here in America. Of course you know my entire sympathy is with
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the negro- it is high time discrimination was done away with – but I hate to
think what we are in for – all the situation has needed for some time is the
match to start the fire and I feel sure this is the match. Tonight’s papers say
the War Labor Board is considering calling in the Army to stop the rioting.
Why do people have to feel and act as they do? Most of our negroes are
wonderful people and they’ve put up with injustice for so long.
[See Appendix B for more information about strike and its’ results]
Must get to bed –things look very ghastly around Florence. How I
hope you are safe and getting some rest. It must be so terrible from all
accounts in the papers.
Much much love to you dear – will write again in a few days
Devotedly,
Mother
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
August 10th ‘44
Con dearest,
I’m gardening again. We’ve had a rain at last – cool, refreshing,
drenching rain and green has returned to the grass and flowers. The corn is
saved I guess, but it was getting very serious here.
Catherine came out and helped me today and we made a big dent in
the weeds and dried up stuff. Catherine cut off all the dead iris leaves – cut
out trumpet vine and mulberry seedlings which keep coming up in the
flower beds. Dad is cutting lawn again and soon the place will look alive and
well once more. Everything was burnt up. I wish you could see the darling
little humming bird flying in and out of the flowers on the trumpet vine
outside this window. They are such lovely things.
Ruthanna has sent me some snapshots of Tommy so I’ll send you on
one or two. He looks well and jolly and isn’t he all Duncan? Little David is
changing in appearance very much too. He is a beautiful boy –much finer
looking than David was, but I can’t see any resemblance to our family in
him now. He is getting so much bigger and more grown up – and is just
loads of fun. Still doesn’t talk but I think he will soon as he sort of chatters
away in his own language all the time.
We had a wonderful weekend with the Clevengers at Avalon. We
went down with them Friday afternoon. Next day Edith and Fred Sawyer
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and Aubrey arrived and it was all very pleasant. We went swimming
Saturday and Sunday afternoons. I haven’t been to the shore for four or five
years so it was a real treat.
Clevenger’s have a very beautiful cottage on the bay – seven
bedrooms – 2 baths-large living room and kitchen - porch entirely across
the front which is right on the bay – another across the back where we sat
and eat our meals.
You drive into the basement from the street - enough room for two
cars on one side and a laundry, shower, bath and toilet on the other. Polly
has beautiful flowers – all along the front by the waterfront she has a border
of petunias about a foot and half wide on either side of her property running
the entire length from the bay to the street she has a five foot bed of
gorgeous red tiger lilies, white phlox and a border of dwarf marigolds.
Against the house she has shrubs and various flowers in large beds. Every
morning she gets up at five and goes out and works among them until it’s
time for breakfast. Flowers always grow s well at the shore and then when
they are cared for so perfectly – they are a sight to see. I never saw lilies so
beautiful or such a quantity of them. Polly is a lovely person – a beautiful
hostess and it was just wonderful to be with them all. Dr. Thomas died. I
guess I told you. He could never be well again and it would have only time
before he would have been quite ill mentally. I’m sorry for Mrs. Thomas –
he was a grand person and we’ve all lost another good friend.
I spent Tuesday in town with Mrs. Lippincott. Dick married a
Washington girl July 8th. He didn’t let his mother know until afterwards so
you may imagine how cut up about it all his mother is. It’s hard to
understand how he could treat her so as he and Bee are all she has and she’s
had a pretty hard struggle. I tried to comfort as best I could – but I’m very
much concerned about her for she is very low in spirit at present. I tried to
make her see that being very much in love might easily make him forget all
else for the moment. She surely can remember when it might have been easy
for her to forget others in the rapture of the moment, but it is never easy to
listen when one is deeply hurt and if she can just be patient and wait – old
healer time will step in and make things right again.
We had our first corn and lima beans last night from Dave’s garden.
He has a big truck patch across the road on the Holland place. He also
brought up a basket of tomatoes which I canned for Virginia nine pints and 1
pint of juice. I told them I’d can them for us all as they ripened until Dad and
I go up o Maine to Uncle John’s. That will be about September first. I think
the rest this year should do Dad a lot of good, although he looks very well.
He’s been so fine and understanding since you left. You two are very much
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alike in many ways. We both miss you so terribly and it will seem as if
Heaven is very close when you return. Yet we are so proud of the part you
are playing so courageously and your letters home are masterpieces we do
enjoy them so very much.
We haven’t heard now for three weeks. I hope all is well. I can
understand how it is impossible for you to write if you are in on the assault
on Florence – but how relieved we shall be when we know you are safe once
more.
Ruthanna sent home a box of Tommy’s out grown things –two of your
pictures, she too kept a profile and a lot of small books – paper ones – I’ll
mail four in separate packages tomorrow and send the others along next
week. I hope the other packages have reached you by now.
Our best cow had a beautiful heifer calf last week – since then a little
bull calf has arrived. I think he will be kept for beef for the winter. The two
younger heifer calves of last winter are pastured out in the front enclosure
and are growing into very beautiful animals. I think the last calf makes the
eleventh heifer Dave has.
Reed Ritchie arrived last Thursday but is staying down at Dave’s –
perhaps that’s best – for it must be more fun for him being with Dave and
Dad and I are quite content as we are here.
We had supper with Uncle Windy Tuesday. They expect Jim will be
back in the late fall- also they’ve heard from Winfield. He is in at a sub base
somewhere for two weeks. He is well and happy is studying navigation as
much as he can. He writes he would like to go into the Merchant Marines
after the war. Richard was home on furlough. He brought his latest girl –
she’s from Augusta Ga. Windy sys she’s very nice and he seems to think it
is quite serious. David has not been heard from of late. He may be on his
way across.
David Shoemaker has arrived in San Francisco and is probably on his
way across country toward home. All is excitement on the on the home
front. I’m so glad he can come - think of it – he hasn’t seen his baby since
she was a few days old.
Bill Dietz is in camp in Arkansas. He hoped to get in with the
engineers but due to the number casualties they all landed in the infantry and
after thirteen weeks training will be sent across. Margaret expects her baby
in October. She is coming to spend sometime with me next week. She is a
lovely girl and I shall be glad to have her.
Peter Salom has been invalided home with a nervous breakdown –
due to the blow on his head last winter in camp. I can’t see how he was ever
sent over in the first place. He’s always been a very nervous person and to
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be sent over just after he recovered from a fractured skull seems strange.
Aunt Libby wrote me the news in her letter I received yesterday.
Virginia Wilson has a new baby – another boy, but I’ll have to let you
now his name in another letter as I haven’t heard as yet. I wrote Colly a
letter about two weeks ago but haven’t heard from him. No word from Pale
in quite sometime I have sent you all his letters.
I think I have given you all the news at home. I have been reading
more of Olive Shreiner (Oil’s) work. She is quite a writer most of it I enjoy
very much, but I can well understand how it is definitely not battlefield
literature. I’ll save the rest for your return.
I bought a book - the latest and their parting gift to the world by Charles and
Mary Beard. It is a condensed History of the U.S. It sells for 69 cents. “The
Beard’s Basic History of the U. S.” I am anxious to read it.
Loads of love my dearest boy – my thoughts and love are with you
every minute.
Devotedly,
Mother
Berwyn, Pa.
August 14, 1944
Con DearestThe radio said the Allies occupy Florence – only patrol work is being
done. Food has been taken to the people. This was the report at 8 am we are
cabling $50 to you. The AFS sends cables on the 1st and 15. How I hope it
reaches you safe and quickly. I had an extra check from Mr. Huck quite
unexpected. It was the balance due me from the earnings on my share of
Aunt Hattie’s estate so it came just in time to send on to you. I wish it were
twice as much. We couldn’t send you any of your money as that estate is
still unsettled but we can and will send you what you need if you’ll just tell
us. Oh- how I hope you’ll have some time in Florence and can really see all
the beautiful works of art of the past. The papers say the Germans did not do
much harm- except bridges and one paper said a German officer recognizing
famous works of art had taken them in a truck and sent them back to the
Reich.
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Your letter of July 19th arrived Saturday August 12th. You’ll never
even half know how welcome it was. The days and weeks had seemed
endless since we heard – your last letter was dated July 12th.
I read of Tom Marshall’s death in the AFS Bulletin. It is too bad – too
bad all this waste of noble lives. I wish we could talk. I don’t know what I
should write but it’s all so wicked and wrong. I have been following closely
the progress of the 8th Army each day and the description of those diabolical
booby traps concealed in trees put terror in my heart.
I can’t see where my letters can be if the last was dated June 27th. I’ve
sent letters, V mail packages – since then. Perhaps they’ll all arrive at once
like the packages Mrs. Pomerantz sent her son. He got 20 in one mail at one
time.
Would you want me to send some excerpts from some of your letters
to AFS for the bulletin? I have wanted to at times but wanted to be sure you
so desired. I am going to take all your letters and copy them in the order in
which they have been received into a book when I go to Maine.
We are going to try and get you a fountain pen. I understand they are
hard to get but Dad said he thought he could get one from the place the bank
orders their supply.
Colby Wilson is back in America. He phoned he reached Charleston,
S.C. yesterday morning. He expects to be transferred to a hospital either
Valley Forge or Atlantic City in a day or two. He is walking and of course
there is great rejoicing that he is back. I only hope he cans stay. Jack English
is home on a nine day furlough then goes to Jacksonville for training for an
air plane carrier.
Windy received David’s APO number which is 452 I think. It looks
like there’ll be some airborne activity from somewhere in Italy I guess 452
means Italy. Windy was with us over the weekend. I’ve never seen him so
quiet before. I feel very sorry for him. Bidda is in Vermont and he s all alone
in Riverton and I know how anxious he must be about David.
I have been canning tomatoes for Ginny as fast as they’ve ripened. I
have done 12 pints – 8 quarts and 2 quarts and 1 pint of juice. I told them I
would keep on canning them as they ripened until Dad and I go to Maine.
We go August 31st and the address in South Harpswell, Maine % J.S. Salom.
You’d better not write there for we’ll probably be home before your letter
would reach me and I’ll have David forward anything that comes here. Nell
Amelia is up with Aunt Libby now.
The heat here has been terrific. Yesterday I just had to force myself to
do the work. It was actually breath taking. The radio says relief is on the
way. We should be cooler by Wednesday. Thank goodness. We had some
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rain which saved the corn. Saturday in the midst of canning Dave came in to
get me to run the tractor from them while they brought in straw. It is really
beautiful in those back fields. Hot as it was there was a little breeze blowing
and I do love to be out there. Our corn and soya beans look wonderful. I
think the rye and oats crops were fair – especially as it was late getting
planted.
Must stop now and get this down to the mail box will continue there
until Mr. Burns comes.
All my love dear – I wish I could see you and hear your voiceDevotedly,
Mother
I am enclosing Ruth’s letter she and Tom enjoy your letters so much and I
send them all on for her to enjoy.
August 22, 1944
Dearest Con,
Sent you off more books and some pamphlets which came – put in a
copy of the New Yorker. The cartoons are always so good. Oh, here’s
something you’ll enjoy. Did you hear about the little boy who said, “All that
I know I learned at my Mother’s knee and other joints.”
Well, lots has happened since I wrote. I’ve finished 47quarts of
tomatoes and 8 quarts of juice. Margaret Dietz came Friday afternoon and
stayed till Sunday night. She has been making little deer out of cotton
material and stuffing them and they are just so lovely. She charges $2 a
piece for them has made 40 or more. She is doing it to help out on her
finances while Bill is away. Sunday I had Conrads, Shoemakers, Warners
and Cousin Bayard Amelia here for a picnic supper. David Shoemaker is
back looks well and of course he and Camee and little Carol are supremely
happy. They went from here up to Aunt Libby’s house in Devon Sunday
night. Aunt Libby offered it to them to have some time to themselves. We
told them if they wanted anything to let us know otherwise we would leave
them alone.
Colby is in a hospital at Camp Dix. They didn’t have the equipment at
Valley Forge for the treatment his leg required so they sent him there. He
was home from Saturday until today. I guess they were glad to be together
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again. Becky said he looks well and aside from walking with a limp gets
around very well. I don’t believe he’ll be jumping again. Will probably put
in some other kind of work.
Jack left yesterday for Jacksonville for training for an aircraft carrier.
David is to report there for the same training in another month. The training
will be for two or three months so Camee and little Carol will be with him.
I enjoyed Margaret’s visit so much. She’s really an awfully nice girl. I
like her so much better than Ruth. Margaret Flaccus still holds all the
records for brilliance. Her latest is to say, “I aint got no shoes” and then wait
for her grandmother to correct her. She keeps repeating it in a very mournful
tone until she is corrected. She’s cute but going to be terribly whiney and
fussy if they’re not careful. She has to have her food just so and everything
she does must have a little extra fuss about it.
You should see little David – if he isn’t more fun than any child I
about ever saw. He is staying with us here while David and Ginny are at
Ocean City for a few days. They left David here Sunday night and they left
early Monday morning. I’m so glad Dave has been able to get a few days
away. Earl is back at Mr. Hunt’s and he is milking night and morning and
Jim Dixon attends to feeding and watering.
We have a little yellow tiger kitten like the ones we used to have. He
is full of play and has decided to adopt us. David adores him and the antics
those two are going through is something too funny for words. Dave keeps
racing back and forth on the porch yelling “Kitty, Kitty and the cat runs and
hides under the chair and tables and peeks out at him.. They play that way by
the hour. You sort of have to watch them for both get to rough and the kitten
has terribly sharp claws. Davey is perfect happy here.He hasn’t fussed once
since Ginny has been away.
Your book on the Architecture of the Renaissance in Italy won’t be on
its way for about three months. I just heard from Leary’s, but I’ll send it on
as soon as I get it. I have had a lucky break through – I managed to get a
flexible leather bound edition of the Oxford Book of English Verse as soon
as it gets here I’ll send it on. One of the bookstores advertised for it - it’s
bound in blue morocco. I hope it comes soon.
Aunt Emma said she managed to get you some gum which she mailed
to you also some tea balls.
Tonight’s paper says the Germans are entirely out of Florence – how
I’d love to know where you are – what you are doing. I only hope you
managed to get a little rest. We haven’t had a letter since July 19th - but we
cabled $50 to you as soon as we received your letter. I hope it reached you in
time.
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Haven’t heard anything from Detroit in sometime but I haven’t
written in a long time. You and Ruthanna seem to be the only ones I get
letters off to.
Cousin Martha McFarland is seriously ill in Temple University. She
was taken suddenly ill last Friday night. She wanted to hear your letters so
Uncle Billy took them all in to her. I had them all arranged in the order in
which they have arrived. She is having the nurse read them to her.
This week the Sawyers are coming up for the weekend. I thought
Amelia’s were coming up but Nell just called. She is going to the shore.
You know its’ strange how I keep calling little David Connie. I’ll say,
“How does the kitty go – Conrad” or “What does the moo cow say Connie” I
catch myself calling him by your name all the time. He is so fond of that
picture Cousin Sallie left you. I hung it over your bed and he gets up and
points to the horse and dog. He just stands and looks and looks at it. I never
saw such an affectionate and responsive little fellow.
Wednesday morning –
I don’t see how I ever took care of four children and did everything
else. This baby seems to take all of my time and when night time comes I
can’t do anything but just fall into bed.
It’s wonderful to see Camee and Dave together again and I’m glad to
now Joey and Colby are to have some time together soon. I’ll write you
about Colby when I know a little more.
Nell says Uncle John is very anxious to sell the place up there but that
Aunt Libby and Ruthanne don’t want him to. I can’t see why he doesn’t
realize what a wonderful place it is to have if only for the next few years
while Ruthanne is young. Such a place for young people to have fun in. It
will mean more to her than anyone else. We used to have such wonderful
times together in New England when I was young. The memories of happy
summers spent in the woods and climbing about on those wonderful rocks
along the shore.
I guess I’ll have to continue this later on in the day and give Dad this
much to mail this morning.
Just a moment ago the radio announced “Paris has been liberated”.
How fine it was the Allies went around and left the actual entrance into the
city to the French and De Gaulle.
Much much love dearest son. Will continue this laterDevotedly,
Mother
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ContinuationWe have a little yellow kitten at the barn. The first one in ages. He has
started to come up to the house for a bowl of pabulum and milk night and
morning and I wish I might describe the antics of cat and young Davey up
here on the lawn yesterday afternoon. We simply roared with laughter. The
kitten got into the enclosure around the little dogwood tree – out front Davey tried and tried o get over the wire all the time holding on to a large
red and blue ball Maryanne brought him. Finally after much squealing and
fussing he made it. The kitten in the meantime had climbed the tree and was
peeking down on him. Dave looked everywhere for the kitten and finally the
kitten made a little move and Davey spied him up the tree. Then he called
him and the kitten came down and went dashing around after the ball and
after Dave and was so gay. Davey must have decided he’d rather be on the
outside – so another struggle ensued and he finally climbed out. Soon Miss
Kitty followed and then Davey began throwing a little pillow at him. He’d
run after the kitten – falling more often than running and he’d throw the
pillow at the kitten and then when the cat would appear he’d lean over and
laugh as loudly as a grown up. I guess they kept up the performance until it
was time to take Davey home for supper and bed. I’ve never seen a baby
more fun than he is. He spent Saturday night here with us while Ginny and
Dave went to Norristown. I’ve never seen such a little head of curls – golden
ringlets all over his head. He’s really a beautiful child.
I called Mrs. Croll on Friday to see how Bobbie is – she is well
expecting her baby about now. Mrs. Croll promised to let me know as soon
as it was over.
I expected to have this letter go in with the one I was writing this
morning but Mr. Burns was on time today so I am continuing up at the
house. When I told him how glad I was to receive your letter in Saturday’s
mail he said, “I knew you would be and did you hear me blowing my horn? I
blew and blew.” I would have heard only I was out in the back field driving
the tractor for Dave. He was feeling pretty bad when we didn’t hear – he told
Ginny – he could hardly bear to tell me each day. Everyone everywhere asks
for you. The Italians where I have my hair washed always want to hear all
about you – especially Joe – an old Italian from somewhere in the south of
Italy. He’s always very much interested in hearing all about your doings in
Italy. He says, “He must be so nice a boy – do a fine job.”
Well, I must end stop this now as I have so many letters to write
All my love my dear,
Mother
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V Mail
August 31st 1944
Dearest Con,
I addressed this on the train to Boston but it was so rough I couldn’t
continue. It was the some hot ride of a year ago with no Conrad at New
Haven. I hated to look out when we reached there. We had a pleasant
companion on the trip to Boston - a Miss McElwain from Downingtown.
She got on in N.Y. and soon started talking. She was a cousin of the
Moncine Biddle’s who built the foundation for a home at the Forge and then
was forced to move because it was taken over by the park. She was
interested in the Field Service as she knew Stan and Richard Yarnall’s father
very well. I am going to copy all your letters into a book wile I’m in South
Harpswell. Cousin Martha enjoyed them so much. She is resting
comfortably but I think her condition is a very serious one. I’ve started a
new book and it’s quite delightful. “Anna and the King of Siam” I’ll mail it
to you as soon as I’m finished. I think I’ll send you “The Razor’s Edge”
you’ll be interested in Chapter 6. It is devoted to Larry’s account of his
search for a satisfying way of life and intensely interesting. I am going to try
and do more reading this year. Rae and Benita are coming East and will be
at Elda around the middle of September. Train has started so I’ll have to stop
will mail this at Portland. All my love dear, I hope you are well.
Devotedly,
Mother
Vol Conrad Wilson
Amer. Field Service
APO 464 c/o Postmaster
New York, NY
September 1st
Dearest Mother and Father: Chopin’s Prelude in C Minor and one of Bach’s Inventions in C
Minor have brought back memories of home tonight. I dread to think how
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many weeks have passed since you last heard from me and really I can offer
no excuses this time.
Our whole Platoon is together now. After three months on my own I
am beginning to get acquainted with the other A.F.S. men. Tonight I am
sitting in our grand salon while Ed Hicks, grand nephew of ‘Death Valley
Scottie” is playing on our piano. Rachmaninoffs prelude in C# minor and a
Polish Mayurkha have just been played. I had not realized how much I have
missed music until Ed began to play. Classical music always makes me
sentimental so you may thank Ed for this attempt at a letter
I cannot tell you where or why I am but, as usual, I can give you only
a few sketches from my life. Recently, I
Major cut by the Censor
At the time we were living in a great railway station with our living
room in the 1st class waiting room which had a huge long bar and the first
ice since I left home. B Platoon, that fabulous institution of the AFS moves
along from one villa to another carrying with it 5 Italian servant, 3 Victorian
sofas, tables, chairs, piano - numerous trunks of personal belongings. If we
cannot find a Castle or Villa we take over a railway station or a
turburclousus Sanitarium as at present. At the station we had 3 lovely
barmaids and eight men servants, Now you may think this is no way to win a
war but I am quite certain that our platoon shall be remembered always by
the British Army and not only because of our lavish parties! We have been
presented with a lovely plaque and been made honorary members of the
Division we served with.
I spend most of my time with the Italian people and have learned to
love them very much. They are not at all like the ones we know back home.
Many are blond and tall and good looking as compared to the short dark
greasy type in America.
*
*
*
V Mail
September 1, 1944
Dearest Con,
Well here we are at Salom’s, Dave, Camee and Peter Salom are here
and it’s all very jolly. The camp is very lovely. John has done a great deal of
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painting which has improved everything very much. He has painted the
kitchen and back porch white and it is so much lighter and much larger in
appearance. He has also painted outside and made a great deal of clearing up
through the woods. The biggest job of all is a ninety foot cat walk and little
sliding car on rollers on which he can haul his boat in and up on the rocks .It
represents a great deal of work – cutting down the trees and fitting them
together. It always amazes me the way he seems to know just how to do
everything. Ruthanne has done a wonderful job in her room over the garage.
It is really quite an artistic achievement. She has painted her furniture made
darling curtains and it is very very attractive. She is such a lovely person. I
think she has developed more than any one I know. We are going for a long
walk tomorrow to see some lovely home belonging to an artist which she is
most interested in. Must get this in the mail.
Devotedly,
Mother

Western Union Telegram September 13
#2 Cable Sans Ariguie - via RCA Sept 13
William Wilson
Elda Farm
Berwyn Pa
Letters - parcels - Money received Many Thanks. Perfectly well.
Don’t worry. Letter follows. All my love
Conrad Wilson
S. Harpswell, Maine
September 16th, 1944
Con dearest,
We’ve been here almost a week now. Today is raining hard. We were
all out in the woods cutting out dead wood, twigs and generally clearing
away when it began in earnest and we were forced in. I think I like the patter
of rain through the trees and on the roof quite as well as the clear days. Dave
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and Camee and Peter are having a grand time together. Today is their last
day here – Camee and Dave’s. We will all miss them. They have been
staying in the little guest house we were in last year.
I guess John has fully decided to sell this camp. The water supply is
not adequate to run the camp as a business unless he goes to the expense of
digging a new well which I don’t think he wants to do. It is perfection here –
perfectly equipped – wonderful view, beautiful cottages. One feels like
saying “All this and heaven to” Libby and Ruthanne are just wild about it
here. I’ve never seen Libby so happy anywhere.
The news is startling. The English and Americans well inside
Germany. How much to believe – what it all portends – is the question. Not
much about Italy of late and it’s all important news for me. I wonder where
you are – what you are doing I hope all is well with you – but the time has
seemed eternity – since we last heard.
The folks called Aunt Becky to say goodbye. She leaves at three this
afternoon. Uncle Dick wired he was in Seattle – only a day or so ago. He
had flown in from the Aleutians. Aunt Becky hardly knew what to do as she
was going to Nancy’s for quite a visit. She will go there anyway for a week
before she starts out for the West Coast. Nancy just told her she was
expecting a baby in March. The babies are arriving at a terrific rate. I
wonder what sort of a deal this world will give that generation. I wish I
could be sure I could see the events of the next ten years. I don’t particularly
want to be here but I’d like to be where I could watch it all and not be
visible. How I would like to hear what you think about it. What most men
are thinking as they live on day after day in the midst of it all. The way
people react at home is very amazing but I realize only close range would
perhaps alter a set opinion.
The boy who lives at the next camp left today to go into some part of
the service Navy I think. I am wondering how his mother feels. He is only a
youngster. The boys who can spend their summers here certainly are
unusually blessed. The woods offer so much and if you have a boat and can
get about among the islands it must be wonderful.
We rowed across to Whale Boat Island on Sunday. Dave rowed
Camme and me in the first load and then came back for Aunt Libby and the
food. Dad , Uncle John and Peter had gone out fishing with Mr. Baxter and
Hartley. They have a beautiful little cabin cruiser. Mr. Baxter took us for a
short ride in it on Saturday. It is simply heavenly to go shooting about
through the water. I don’t think I’d ever tire of it.
The mail is in - none from you. The hours until tomorrow will be
endless. I don’t just see how I can last out up here unless I hear something
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soon. Ginny promised to mail me anything that came – but I haven’t
received a line from anyone – the only one I want to hear from is you
however for I am very much worried about you now.
Tomorrow while the others take Dave and Camee to the train,
Ruthanne and I are going to walk to S. Harpswell. It’s a seven mile walk
there and back which I know I’ll enjoy. We had lot of fun cooking our
dinner over a fire on the rocks at Whale Boat Island on Sunday. Food always
tastes good cooked out of doors.
Every one is going to bed now so must turn out the lights
Loads and loads of love to you – dearest son
Devotedly
Mother
Elda Farm, Berwyn, Pa. September 18th
Con dearest,
Things have been happening so fast in the last week. It’s hard to know
where to start first. I think Ill proceed from the last and work backwards. At
eleven twenty five last night Dad and I put Michael Rand on the train at
Devon after spending one of the most pleasant evenings I have ever known.
He phoned me the night before that the ship was in Philadelphia and I
immediately asked him to come out. We set the time for last night and Dad
met him at Devon at six p.m. I had asked him to bring anyone with him if
they cared to come, but he seemed to want to come alone. And as I had no
idea much about him – how old he was or anything other than you liked him
which was enough for us all. I thought the first time it might be better.
When that lovely boy stepped out at the back door at Elda I felt his
beautiful personality at once. It was just another one of my boys coming
home. I had dinner just about ready and while I was finishing that he and
Dad walked down to the barn and out the back lane a little. I have never seen
anyone enjoy a meal so much. It was just wonderful to see and he was so
natural and lovable and so visibly content to be home with us. He kept
telling me over and over again what it meant to him to be here and how good
the dinner tasted – the first bit of home he had had in over a year.
We sat a bit after dinner and talked. He has a delightful sense of
humor and his stories of the trip across with you were wonderful for us to
hear. He only hopes you get to London to see his parents as he found us. I
assured him it had always been a life long ambition for you to see England
and I was sure you would bend every effort toward reaching there after the
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war. Later in the evening we went down to Dave and Ginny and stayed until
train time. They all seemed to like each other at once and before he left
Ginny brought little Davey down for a minute or two. What a darling boy he
is – just the kind of lad you love and what a home reflects. I seem to know
them all.
He is coming out tomorrow noon (Saturday) to Devon .I am going to
ask Dorothy for supper. And he will remain with us until Sunday. I sent him
back last night loaded down with a big bag of apples and a half of a big
chocolate cake which he seemed glad to take. We are going to Nell Amelia’s
Sunday for dinner with Saloms and I’m going to take him along. It will be
pleasant all around. I am simply amazed at his poise and dignity and only
nineteen. I could hardly believe it. We’ve all just fallen in love with hm.
When we reached home from Maine at 1:30 Sunday morning we
found Aunt Benita and Uncle Rae here at the farm. Dave had phoned us they
were coming Saturday evening so we left Maine a day earlier than we had
expected. Rae stayed until Monday evening and left at 7:47 for Chicago
where he hoped to spend several hours with Ruthanna. We phoned her after
he left to let her know so that there would be no chance of their missing each
other. Next day Benita and I went to town. I shopped for some warm things
for little Tommy and saw Benita off on the train for N.Y. at noon. I was
quite tired and reached Norristown at three o’clock hoping Dad would want
to come home early. He said, “I was just dropping a note to you. Jim Wilson
leaves 30th St. Station for Miami at 4:19 if we hurry we can see him.” We
got in the car and dashed to Bryn Mawr – left the car and caught a train for
30th St in a few minutes and had a nice visit with Jim before his train left. He
looks simply wonderful.
Will stop this and continue after the mail arrives. It is now 11:30.
All my love dearest boy,
Devotedly, Mother
[See Appendix A for letters from Michael Rand and his Mother]
Elda Farm
Berwyn
September 25th
Con Dearest
I expected to finish your letter of Friday in the afternoon but Ginny
and Dave came up and so here it is Monday. We had a perfectly huge
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washing to do this morning so I stayed in the kitchen and helped Ruth consequently I'm writing this late in the afternoon.
Michael Rand spent the weekend with us. He reached Devon about 1
o'clock and I had lunch waiting which he seemed to thoroughly enjoy. After
lunch he said he'd love to give Dad a lift so I trotted out an old pair of your
dungarees, flannel shirt, heavy socks, shoes etc. Michael was really happy he
went down on the lawn and he and Dad raked and burned trash, picked
apples and just had a fine time.
Frances Wilson appeared at dinner time and stayed with us. Aunt
Libby and Uncle John were down in the evening so we had a jolly good
time. Michael had the bed back in the apartment which he said felt like
heaven to him after the ship. Yesterday morning we sat around some after
breakfast. I showed him pictures you have taken, among your snapshots and
we talked of England and you and then the Saloms came and we all went
down to Cousin Nell Amelia's for dinner and supper. Michael seem to enjoy
it all very much. After dinner Nell, Michael and I took a long walk Chestnut
Hill we stayed until after 9 o'clock then returned to Elda and Saloms took
Michael to Devon to the train. He is coming out to dinner tomorrow night.
None of the officers have called me I asked Michael if I could send an
invitation to them by him and he seemed to feel that they would phone me
same as he did if they cared too and so I’ll wait to hear from them. I phoned
Dorothy to come down Saturday for dinner but the Okies were away for the
weekend at Rehobeth Beach maybe I can get her for next weekend if the
boat in still in – for Michael will be here with us if it is. We all are just keen
about him and he is just one of us like all the other boys to come here are.
next day
Dad came home I had to stop and get dinner. We had a nice visit with
Rae and Benita. They were here at the farm when we reached home at 1:30
Sunday morning Our train down from Maine with very late due to the
necessity of rerouting trains around Connecticut where damage from the
hurricane of two days before had been pretty severe. David and Ginny had
taken care of the LaVakes for dinner that night. They arrived about 5:15. It
was the first time Ginny had seen Rae- needless to say she liked him very
much.
Elizabeth English and Terry were staying at Ginny's so we have them
all up for dinner on Sunday. In the evening the Amelias arrived so another
evening was pleasantly spent. Rae left on Monday evening. He had several
hours in Chicago before his Minnesota train so planned to go and spend it
with Ruthanna. We phoned her Monday night to be sure she would be there.
She seemed well and delighted over the prospect of seeing Rae. Haven't
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heard of yet what kind of a visit they had together. We kidded Rae a good
bit. He seems to be anti everything Ruth and Tom are for. Benita and I told
him all the topics of conversation that he could not start that would lead to a
pleasant little visit.
Michael showed me pictures of his mother and father. They look like
such a delightful people. His mother reminds us all of Aunt Bidda. He
certainly reflects a lovely home where sound and high standards are lived up
to. He only hopes you get to London so that you can know them as he knows
us. He doesn't seem to be very keen about the men on the boat. Of course
he's quite young, quite homesick, and it is easy to understand for he has not
rubbed shoulders much with them being a cadet. Anyway he is the very
happy with us and we love having him here whenever he can come out. He
bought me a big box of candy on Saturday. He seemed sort of embarrassed
when he give it to me and said “I would love to have brought you flowers
for I always bring my mother flowers but I didn't have time to hunt for a
florist.” I wanted to cry it made me think of you my darling and how we’ve
loved flowers so much. I promised to write his mother and will sometime
today.
The night of the hurricane was very exciting. Some neighbors who
live next to John and Libby but well back from the coast had stopped in and
stayed to dinner. As the warnings were beginning to come in by radio from
coastal stations and Red Cross. Tales of 50 ft. waves etc, etc. Mr. Allen said
“I don't want to scare you all but I do think it may be safe if you would lock
up here and come over to our house for the night. It sounds alarming and this
place of yours would never with stand a bad storm.” Well we locked up,
gathered a few things we didn't care to lose and went over. They smiled over
my possessions I had all your letters, the proofs of little David’s pictures and
my pearl ring and nothing else.
It was very exciting. I have never seen such a wind - a large picture
window in the Allen’s living room bent in and out in and out like so much
cloth buy didn’t break as we all expected. The rain was terrific all night also
the wind. Great Spruce trees bent down almost to the ground - many
uprooted. We made coffee and ate at 3 a.m. At 5 the wind stopped, rain
ceased, stars came out and we thought it would be over only the air had a
strange feel to a suddenly a black cloud appeared in the sky - the wind
started up and the things lashed us for over an hour and a half. It was a
strange and terrible night to look out at sea. However no damage – much - a
few leaks - easily taken care of, wood piles to build up again otherwise all is
well. The worst of the storm went out to sea just below Portland.
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Next day Ginny phoned your cable has arrived. It is not necessary to
tell you the relief I felt. Your last letter was dated July 19 we are now
anxiously awaiting the “letter follows” I hope all is well with you.
We drove with Mr. Allen to Pemaquid Point to see the surf next day
and sat for over two hours watching the relentless waves dashing over the
rocks and felt how inconsequential our little individual lives are n the full
picture of life and yet how important to us our life and that of our loved ones
is to each of us. I haven’t been to Pemaquid since I was a girl.
Must close now and get this in the mail. Will write more later. At last
I have your “Lemon Verbena” soap. It came in at last.
All my love – dearest son – You are in my thoughts every
moment.
Devotedly, Mother
Vol. C Wilson
Amer. Field Service A.P.O. 464
% Postmaster New York, N.Y.
September 1944
Dearest Mother and Father:
Two months ago I promised to send on to you the subject of a sermon
I heard – the 23rd Psalm as translated by a north American Indian. As usual I
tucked it away and promptly forgot about it until by chance I unearthed it
today so here it is.
Mother asked about sending letters to New York. The answer is NO –
definitely!
I was very pleased with the photographs of Tommy but cannot agree with
you that he looks more like the Duncan family than the Wilson. That one
close up looks more like Dave than his own son and in all the pictures he
looks like Ruthanna and Father.
What is the name of Dave Wilson’s new son? With so many new
additions to the family I will have quite a time getting acquainted when I
come home.
New packages have arrived including the history of Italian painting,
candy , tobacco etc. Everyone laughed at the tea. It’s like carrying coals to
New Castle. It is amazing how the British army survives on tea, bullybeef
and biscuits. But it does.
Love to all. Conrad.
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The 23rd Psalm as translated by a North American Indian
The great Spirit above is a shepherd chief. I am his, and with him I want not.
He throws to me a rope, and the name of that rope is love; and he draws me
very tenderly to where the grass is green, and the water not dangerous, and I
eat and lie down satisfied.
Sometimes my heart is very weak and falls down; but he lifts it up again,
and draws me into a good road. For his name is wonderful.
Sometime, it maybe very soon. It may be longer, it may be a long, long time
He will draw me into a narrow place between mountains. It is dark there, but
I’ll not turn back, for it is in there between those mountains that the
Shepherd Chief will meet me, and the hunger I have felt in my heart all
through this life will be satisfied. Sometimes he makes the love rope into a
whip; but afterwards He gives me a staff to lean on.
He spreads a table before me with all kinds of food. He puts his hand upon
my hand and all the tiredness is gone.
He fills my cup till it runs over. What I tell you is true, it is no lie.
These roads that are away ahead will stay with us through life, and
afterwards I shall go to live in the Big Camp and sit down with the Shepherd
forever.

V-mail
Dearest MotherI have a favor to ask of you. Would you hunt through all my family records
(which I believe are to be found in the bottom drawer of my trunk) and try to
find the notes on the family of your grandmother Emma Rhodes? There is
one small chart which gives all the necessary vital statistics such as dates of
birth and death of Travis Rhodes and Sarah Thornton and also the date and
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place of their marriage. I can only remember the approximate dates – but I
want the exact ones.
I know a chap in the RAF who lives in Oldham, Lancashire and has
friends in the village of Shaw from which your great grandparents came to
America in 1841. He has returned to England and has promised to hunt up
families I am interested in if I can supply the necessary information.
Have been quite busy, but never felt better.
Lots of love,
Always,
Conrad

Vol C. Wilson
American Field Service
A.P.O. 464
%Postmaster New York, NY
September 27th
Dearest Mother and Father:
It is hard to remember just what I have told you in previous letters.
They have been so irregular. Sometimes I wonder what you most like to hear
– daily happenings can be so monotonous and yet there is not much else to
tell about.
Life is rather dull now. We have been working at various C. C. S.’s
for several weeks – no forward work at all. The work is more steady at a
CCS and the trips are much longer. For two weeks we were taking patients
from a CCS to a general hospital (inked out ) miles away thus doing
(blacked out) miles a day. It’s a long trip for wounded men especially when
twenty miles was over a rough winding mountain road. Then we moved and
moved again from one CCS to another where ever we were needed. In doing
so we have met most branches of the British Army – Indians Greeks,
Canadians, Polish etc. For one week we were doing 250 miles a day – that
included night runs as well. Consequently I did not feel much like writing
when off – duty. But I feel very badly about not writing for so long – for I
know you must have been worried. On top of that I understand that mails
were held up and many letters did not get through. For example I received
one letter at the end of July that was mailed at the beginning of June.
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There are many things I would like to write about but do not because of
censorship and discretion on my part. These things can wait until after the
war. I will say that my views on war have not change very much since I
entered into it. I perhaps have a better understanding of war – surely more
than I ever could have had by remaining at home. And also my attitudes
have changed but the basic beliefs are the same.
I have talked with soldiers from all over the globe – including many
Germans and find them all about the same. An army is made up of
individuals – good and bad. The German atrocities we read in the paper I can
believe. Many of them are all to true. They are sickening. But also I know
atrocities committed by men of the allied armies. I have heard them bragged
about and wonder just what we are fighting for. Indians have told me of
conditions in their country - conditions confirmed by our own men who have
returned from India – and once again I wonder. More and more I am
convinced that war will never accomplish anything and when this one is
finished I am determined to work for a better world. The future does look
black especially for the western powers. The news from America is often
discouraging for us who are overseas. We are told we are fighting for
democracy and a better world – we’re not told it really- but I would say
many are actually fighting for that reason – while at home all the white
employees of the streetcar lines strike because three negroes are employed.
Just ask some infantryman fighting along with the negro what he thinks of
that! Disgusted is not the word for it.
I think Ruthanna’s comments on Politics are pretty sound. I can’t see
where any progress has been made in political thinking by the Republican
party. It looks to me like there will be a repetition of the last war – with no
immediate hope for a lasting peace.
I won’t discuss this further now. It would take too long and I’m up
next for a run – will probably go out about midnight. The trip to the hospital
usually takes about three hours from here.
A request: Kagawa’s “Songs from the Slums”
Goodnight - Lots of love to all
Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn,
October 3, 1944
Con dearest,
At long last a letter. I couldn’t open it fast enough and poor Mr. Burns
must have had to buy a new horn for his car – he blew it so hard. Really Con
although I don’t know what it must be passing through the terrible
experiences – the confusing – puzzling – baffling emotions of it- would you
if you could just try and send me a V mail or a postcard say, once every two
weeks – just so that I can manage to live and keep up here at home. A whole
page of your letter was cut out by the censor – the only one censored at all
except one or two lines in very early letters.
I feel entirely at a loss to write to you. I can and do tell you of the
little every day happenings – such as coming and goings – who has had a
baby – fleas on the dog – litters of pigs (millions of them now it seems) but
the big things the longings – frustrations – desires to be up and doing things
that count - I try to keep quiet about. You are passing through what I feel
sure is veritable Hell on Earth for you – to be sure, brightened with new
faces – ideas- scenes- experiences, but never the less – there is the awful,
awful waste of it all – daily for you to see suffering – death – poverty – all
so destructive and it must be so so almost – if not entirely impossible to keep
up your courage – your faith – your energy to carry on. I try to understand
Con – I try hard to “add my courage to your own” in thought each day and
night.
I know I detected bitterness in that last letter – especially in your
reference to the tales of heroism and achievements of the Americans Yes, I
know we boost too much are too noisy and gushy at times, but you must
remember, too, that these accounts are written with perhaps a thought or two
of the news hungry parents of boys over there - and if a little solace may
come to them to feel pride in what their boys are doing I think probably it is
all right. I suppose in England too (providing they have the same “freedom
of press”) the deeds of heroism are written up – for British Mothers to read.
I wrote a long letter to Mrs. Rand the other day. I was so impressed
with the finess of that boy. Leaving home at sixteen and going off to sea –
surely finding every sort of temptation lurking around every corner and yet
at nineteen still holding fast to the high standards of home and family and in
such a mature way. As he modestly said to me, “It’s no particular credit to
me that I don’t drink. If other people want to it’s their business but naturally
being at sea – we all know sailors and the things they do and if they want to
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make fools of themselves as they do. It’s all right by me but I’ve seen
enough and I dislike the stuff and what it does.” I told Mrs. Rand how
grateful we were to Michael for looking us up and how much we admired
and liked him. I hope you’ll get to England sometime to see them. Michael
is so anxious to have you. I gave him your address as he asked for it. He
mentioned “Wind in the Willows” to me. I will get it and mail it to you
tomorrow. I must have more requests now in order to send packages.
Christmas boxes will start going off this week. I wish I knew aside from
soap, candy, gum books – what to send.
If in every letter you ask for candy, I can keep it coming as it’s cold
weather now and it won’t spoil. It was just about impossible to buy any this
summer. I hope the boxes will reach you on time. Do you need any warm
clothing? Do write and ask me and I’ll get it right off to you.
Expect a check from N.Y. anytime now and after I buy Ginny a new
dress I’ll cable the balance to you. I wish I could send more.
Noami came up for the weekend. She managed to get two rolls of film
for you. I’ll put it in your box this week. We made 42 pints of green tomato
relish. It is so good. We started at 2 Saturday afternoon and never stopped
except to get dinner until eleven at night. It’s quite a job but wrth it. I made
grape jam but it isn’t thick enough – however it’s good to use on bread and it
now takes 20 points for a lb of butter and most of the time we can’t get it. I
don’t even miss it. I can make things taste just as well without it.
I guess I must tell you –I read and read and read your letter through
hoping to find something in it just for me – like “I miss you, Mother,” or
“I’d like to see you”, but I found only “I rather like the European way of
living – only I do miss the good cooking of home.” And as I wrote Palle,
“Must I always be remembered only in connection with an apple pie or
chocolate cake?” does that sound a little “saucy” too.
Saw Joey and Colby at Aunt Libby’s Friday night. Colby left for Ft.
Benning, Ga. Saturday night. He doesn’t know just what he’s to do as yet
but it will most likely be here in this country. They had a wonderful time at
Aunt Libby’s place in Maine and both looked very well. Marie Louise, Buzz
and Frances were there. Aunt Libby just had a buffet supper. Frances
promised to send you a picture. I told her I still had hopes of having her for a
daughter - in - law and she said to tell you to be patient Les would probably
only last about twenty years. His name is Lester Grey. I told her she was far
to young and attractive to only be able to look forward to being a “Grey
Lady”. She’s lots of fun.
I expect to see Aunt Benita for a moment at Paoli tonight. She is
returning to Minneapolis on the “General”. Jim, Margaret and little Roger
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are coming for a visit on Thursday. I’ll be so glad to see them again. I hope
they won’t be bored so they’ll come back again.
I wrote Bob Pitts last week in answer to a letter he wrote me asking
for Palle’s and your addresses. I shall ask him out as soon as I can find a
spare weekend
Ruthanne Salom and I were planning on going to the orchestra
concerts on Friday afternoons as I used to go sitting way up in the
amphitheatre, but she told me she couldn’t adjust her classes so we’ll have to
pass it up unless we can plan to go Saturday nights. She is just hungry to
hear and understand good music and I offered to take her. I’m sorry for her
life is quite confused and mixed up at present I fear.
I had a dandy long letter from Ruthanna which I’ll enclose. How I’d
love to see little Tommy. He must be quite a boy. I’m glad Rae went to see
them. Benita said he wrote glowingly of his visit with them.
I received a letter from Cousin Rae last week wanting your address so
that he could write you now and then. I’ll send it on to him at once. His
writing is worse than mine – if that could be - so you may have a hard time
figuring it out.
Cousin Aubrey is about to be married. It’s quite a surprise as he
started running around with this woman the last of June. He never met her
until then and he’s apparently fallen head over heels in love with her. She’s
very pleasant, very fastidious as to apparel quite an artist (on her face). I
never saw so much rouge and lipstick on any one woman in my life. She’s in
her fifties – a widow with two grown daughter – one quite a musician still in
college. Her name is Walton and she’s lived around here always. She is very
wealthy and really very nice only the exact opposite of Cousin Lide.
Mary is quite philosophical about it all and now of course she is
completely free to go with Paul and no responsibility of home ties. I think
the only criticism of it all is marrying so soon after Cousin Lide’s death –
but if he can do it at all what difference whether its ten years or ten minutes.
The thing is being able to or wanting to. I know Lide would want him to be
happy and if this is to make him happy it’s ok by me. I’ve tried to write him
a couple of times but I get “Dear Aubrey” down and then I c an’t write. I just
have nothing to say – for once.
Much, much love dear. I was so thankful to hear you were safe and
alive. If Ed is the one to thank for my letter – you may thank him for me, but
I’d like to think you remembered me because I’m Mother and we do like to
be thought of. And you are my dearly loved son.
All my love – my dear
Devotedly, Mother
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October 12 1944
Con dearest –
Another week rolled by with no word from you. Your last letter was
dated September 12 and it didn't sound like you – somehow. Your third box
went off yesterday and it was a book from the Overseer’s of Valley Meeting.
It is Janet Britney's new book Judith I haven't read it but it must be good for
her books usually are. I have mailed you two of the very best books I have
read in the long time. Earth and High Heaven by a new Canadian writer - a
truly fine piece of writing and Rufus Jones new book The Radiant Life
which is surely our beloved Rufus at his best.
I have joined the Literary Guild and each book I get that I think you'll
enjoy I’ll send on - when you've read them can't you pass then on for the
others. Some you’ll maybe want to keep like your Oxford Book of English
Verse etc. but most of them you’ll probably want to just leave at HQ for the
others. I thought that perhaps that would be the best way to get the best of
the new books to you. I went to Leary's last week to see if your book
recommended by Doctor Gummaer had been heard of but still no word from
Scribner's they said. Did you ever get the others I sent? By Mahler I think.
I had another one of my bad throat attacks. It came on very suddenly
last Friday morning. I managed to stay up until Monday then I had to give
up and go to bed. I'm fine again now but it is a queer thing how weak you
feel afterwards. I guess if sore throats were all you encountered life would
seem pretty bright again.
At home we are in the midst of the usual pre election mudslinging. It
seems so hard to understand how it can go on at a time like this. I really
don't think we should be holding an election until this is over and yet I'm not
sure - I don't seem to be sure about anything anymore. Maybe it's because
I'm getting old and I can't think but I sort of hate not being able to make
decisions even if I'm wrong as often I was and have to take it all back, it was
fun having an opinion but if what it's all about appears confusing to you over
there - it is certainly a mystery to me.
Word from Moscow sounds good. Apparently Mr. Churchill and Mr.
Stalin are getting on well in their conference. I have an idea Russia will want
outlets to the sea – in many places. There will certainly have to be a very fair
and understanding group in command this time - in order that a just and fair
peace may be established. I’m not sure a new political group here at home
would be wise just now. And yet it is a very peculiar situation to be faced
with one man in the White House for sixteen years. How do the British feel
about Roosevelt? Ruthanna is working her head off to get out the vote. Her
activity is with a P.A.C. group (Political Action Committee). She writes a
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friend of hers is trying to teach Tommy to say, “I want Roosevelt” Her
comments on Dewey are quite amusing. She evidently doesn't think much of
him. Dewey seems like a very straightforward, honest, hard driving sort of
person - only I'm so afraid of the crowd he’s tied up with. I would hate to see
the country back again when it was at the end of Hoover’s administration.
However our country will not be any stronger than the rank and file of
individuals who lives in it - and one gets frightened over the generally
apathetic attitude towards everything that most people seem to have.
Well we are in the midst of a mess here at Elda. Our pump in the
meadow finally wore out and a new one is being installed. They took down
the old framework of the windmill, knocked over the pump house and have
built a concrete box like affair. Then a new pipeline has had to be dug – it
runs straight from the pump towards the main driveway and turns right at the
back driveway and runs up along it to the upper barn. That’s as far as it has
been marked out. It has to be 30 inches deep. Poor David has been digging
all day and he looks so terribly tired. Dad tried to get some men from
Doyle’s to help but there were no men to be had. The farmer is in a terrible
plight here- just no one to lend a hand. I hate to see David so completely
worn out as he looks. Dad helps him all he can but of course that’s not
much.
I've had David West today. Bidda gave me a ticket to see the theater
but I gave it to Ginny. She’ll get more thrill of being away than I will and I
like to see her get away. Little David is growing so much older - each week
sees quite a change. He is beginning to talk says quite a few things and
babbles away to himself. He is now busily making a “choo-choo out of
blocks and then he pushes it along on his little table and says “choo choo
choo” as it moves. He is quite a little boy now. It's a lot of fun to take care of
but he reminds me a great deal of David when he gets mad. He’s reaches the
stage now where he throws himself down and kicks – but he’s soon over his
outbursts. I’ve never seen a more independent little fellow.
Did I write you that Nancy Schweyer expects another baby in March?
Margaret Shoemaker Dietz had a baby son last Friday. William Harry Dietz
Third. He weighed 8 pounds 8 ounces The babies seem to be getting bigger
and bigger. Margaret is very well and happy. Daddy Bill is out in Arkansas
in camp in an infantry outfit. I hope he can get on to see his baby before he
has to go.
Bobby Croll was very ill five days after her little boy was born and
Warren got emergency leave and came on. She is alright again but everyone
was greatly worried about her. They named the baby William Ellis Croll
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Aunt Becky and Uncle Dick expect to return the end of the month.
Aunt Becky went out to Oregon to meet Dick the day after Labor Day. They
will have a nice trip. I’m glad he is coming back.
Cousin Aubrey Anderson was married last Thursday. I think I wrote
you about it. It's hard to get used to but everyone seems like her. She sees
very nice, but quite different from Cousin Lidie. No one could ever be like
her though. Mary and Paul and the two children expect to go to Tennessee
week after next. Paul is in some kind of chemical work for the government.
They will drive down and the government moves their things. It is in an
enclosure. No one can get in or out without a pass. Mary says the houses are
like little boxes, but they will get along I know.
The flowers are so beautiful now - such gorgeous brilliance and the
marigolds are perfectly huge. They always seem so especially lovely this
time of year.
We are all well at home. Haven't seen anyone lately – except Mrs.
Laurie and Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer. They were up for last weekend. Mrs.
Laurie and Eddie Hawes, her grandson, came Friday afternoon and Sawyers
on Sunday. The Amelia’s were at Aunt Libby’s, but I only saw Bayard for a
few minutes.
I expected to have Jim and Margaret LaVake and Roger here this
weekend but my throat hurts so bad and I have chills and fevers we thought
we’d best postpone it – a strep germ is no fun to fight.
Will close this now as Dad wants to take it to the mail.
Much love dear. please let me have requests for anything you might
want. We are sending more money by cable. It's my birthday present to you.
All my love - always
Devotedly,Mother
October 14th 1944
Dear Conrad,
Enclosed is a release to be signed by you and witnessed covering the
proceeds of Cousin Sally Walker's car. The executor is now ready to make
distribution upon receipt of this release. The acknowledgement may be taken
by any army officer but it’s not important if difficult to obtain. If you wish
this paid to your mother to hold for you please write note of instruction.
Cousin Sallie left a signed memo in her handwriting, but undated leaving
you the car. This was not probated as part of the will and according to
Aubrey has no legal standing. It was discovered after the car has been sold
for $840. The heirs thought that all the memos left by Cousin Sally should
be carried out whether dated signed or not. In your case they thought you
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should be paid the inventory price less inheritance tax on that amount paid
the state of Pennsylvania rather than the sale price of approximately $100
more and both your mother and I thought you would appreciate having
anything you receive.
Things are not so well on the farm. Our pump is down and of course
there have been leaks in the pipeline for over a year. We are having a new
system installed and laying new pipeline from the pump to the gate near the
drive and along the drive up the hill to meet the old line crossing from the
barn to the house.
Cousin Aub was married on October 5th to Mrs. Clara P Watson a
widow whose husband died about 5 years ago. They have returned home
from their wedding trip but Aub is not back at the bank yet. Mailed you 2
boxes last week, one marked from your mother and one from Dave. It was to
keep track of what was sent and two this week one from your mother and
one for me.
No news from you since the one we received about a month ago
following your cable. Mother cabled $30 more yesterday. If there is anything
you need be sure to let us know.
Lots of love, Father
Elda Farm
Berwyn
October 16th, 1944
Con dearest,
Such a surprise as we had last night. Salom’s and Ginny and Dave
were here for supper. It was Uncle John’s birthday and I was busy getting
this ready when the phone rang and central said N. Carolina was calling me.
In a minute or two Palle’s voice came over long distance, just as plain as
though he were in the next room. I was so in hopes he could get up but no
one is getting leave and I have an idea he is leaving at once. He sounded
very well and happy says he made out very well in this last work he’s been
in. He said he was in the midst of writing me and thought he would take time
out and phone. Dad listened in on the phone upstairs and I was so glad
Ruthanne was here so that he could talk to her too.
I have just written him in hopes he will get the letter before he sails. I
have a feeling it will be a long tie before we see Palle again.
Cousin Aubrey is married again. I guess I wrote you. The Valley
buzzed some but on the whole people seem to like her and everyone
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accepted it. She is the exact opposite of Cousin Lide. She looks like a
Power’s model - much style - make up – flowers in the hair etc. quite a
creation but Cousin Aubrey thinks she is something right out of a fairy story
and I hope it will be the usual fairy story ending, “and they both lived
happily ever after.”
I dressed all up the other night. A gardenia in the curl on the top of my
hair, much rouge – lipstick smeared on thick powder – pearl earrings, pearls
around my neck. I was some sight. When I heard Dad coming I threw my
arms around his neck and said, “Darling, I missed you so.” Dad seemed
quite surprise then drew back and took a look at me – smiled and said, “My
God, all this and heaven too” I told him second wives seemed to know all
the answers so I was going to copy everything Mrs. Anderson did and make
Dad just as dashing a lover as Cousin Aubrey. We’ve had so much fun over
my attempts at looking “ravishing.”
Mrs. Anderson is curing Aub of swearing. She says “It hurts her so” I
wish her luck but I fear she’ll have many aches before she’s through. Every
time he swears he has to give her a dollar. She ought to have quite a bit by
the end of the year.
The new pump is about in. It should be much more satisfactory than
the old one. I believe with this one either the house tank or the barn tank and
the pump is placed on a sort of flat concrete tank on the site of the former
pump house.
We had our first heavy frost last night. All my flowers are gone this
morning. I was so glad I had picked everything in bloom yesterday. You
should see the white ironstone oval dish. It is on the piano and filled with the
most beautiful yellow marigolds. It is too lovely for words.
I suppose Michael is back home by now. How happy they will be. He
said f were not for going home he would be in the depths over leaving
Philadelphia and Elda Farm. He seemed to love it here and we certainly
loved him. You certainly do manage to pick friends we are perfectly keen
about. I never heard anyone speak more beautiful English. It was like
hearing lovely music. What a pity Americans spoil the language in such a
shameful way – with careless speech - crude slang etc.
I think you’ll be so keen about the edition of “Wind in the Willows”.
It is one illustrated by a friend of the author’s and the illustrations are
beautiful. That is a wonderful book good for old and young alike. Dad sent
you off a box of sweets on Friday and that night when we reached Salom’s
they were packing a box for you and Libby said Emma Salom Norris had
sent you a book on the “Architecture of Florence”. Wasn’t that just too
lovely of them? Mr. Wanner phoned for your address the other day. He said
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he was sending boxes to boy’s overseas he was fond of and wanted to send
you one. He asked for your size in socks. I don’t know what he is sending
but he was so happy in doing it and I thought it was so sweet of him.
I’ll enclose two letters this time. One is a letter from Mil to Ruith
which she sent me and the other is Ruth’s last one home. I don’t like the idea
of a kidney infection – can’t imagine what would cause it. I’m glad she is
better though. It’s hard to know your children are ill and not be able to go to
them or do for them. Little Tommy must very cunning and quite advanced
for his year.
Yesterday was Terry English’s first birthday. He and his mother are
visiting Grandmother English. Elizabeth thinks Jack will be home next
month and plans to have the baby then.. Since it will be another caesarean it
is possible to set your own date. Jack expects to go to the Pacific in
December.
Colby Wilson is to be at Ft. Benning, Georgia for the duration. He has
been placed in the pharmaceutical department and there will be no more
jumping or overseas duty – thank goodness. Joey expects to go down and get
a job near him.
Aunt Becky and Uncle Dick expect to be home now by the first week
in November. They are having a glorious time, back in their old haunts in
Hood River. It must be fun to go back again to the place you started from.
After all these years I’d love to go and see what Jonquiere is like. Maybe we
can sometime.
The bank or estate is ready to pay you your money coming from the
sale of the car as soon as you sign the release or whatever Dad sent you. It
will be nice to know you have that to draw on, if you want to use it for
anything you’d especially like to have or do before you come back when
your time is up. Each day will seem like years until we see you and yet we
both want you to see or do what you want to do while you are there. Think
of it. Here it is October and we haven’t seen you since March. It seems like
almost an eternity to me.
Have you been able to take any pictures yet? You’ll send us some if
you ever do take some. I am hungry for just a peep of you.
Cousin Martha McFarland came back from the hospital yesterday. Dr.
told her to just come back and take up her normal life again and just not
worry - but I fear there’s plenty to worry about for I know from the nature of
things there can’t be too much hope for her. She always sends you her love
and wants to hear all about you. Conrad’s stopped yesterday on their way
home from meeting. They both looked well. Had stopped at Dave’s first and
could only talk about how cunning and smart little Davey is. He really is just
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wonderful and the handsomest little monkey. He is talking more all the time
and the deft way he uses his hands is simply amazing. Of course it’s quite
understandable that his grandmother should feel that way, but I’m only one
among all the rest. We got him his first galoshes Saturday also a pair of
rubbers and you should see him. He looks adorable in his little red overcoat
– a red beret and little red and white suit. He spends lots of time here with us
and we enjoy every minute of it.
Must close this now or it will be too late for the mail. I am going
down to Emma Bechtel’s Wednesday for overnight.
Much – much love dearest boy. I hope you are safe and well. Tell Ed
to play again. Maybe we’ll get another letter. Only a card to know you’re all
right if you haven’t any more time. We do miss you so Con. You’ll never
know how much.
Devotedly, Mother
Vol. C. Wilson
American Field Service APO 464
%Postmaster New York, NY
October 22nd, 1944
Dearest Mother and Father:
All of my experiences of the past six months, all of the interesting
people that I have met and told you of, the cities and the towns that I have
visited and described in my letters to you, seen suddenly to have lost
importance and slipped into a vague and distant past.
I have been on leave in Florence, the city I have subconsciously
longed for all my life. And now that I have been there, I find that I am at a
loss for words to describe it to you. A word description would not be
sufficient. Florence is not a place for me, as Rome was for instance or
Naples. It is a feeling, a mood, better to be described by advising you to
listen to some beautiful music which is a blending together of several tones,
no one which is outstanding, into one exquisite harmony.
I say this because I have seen individual works of art, have known
individual persons, have been in homes, have seen bits of country, each
which surpasses it’s equivalent in Florence. But never have I experienced all
these things combined so gracefully and so simply.
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With two weeks of leisure to look forward to, I did not feel the
necessity on arrival, of dashing about seeing all the sights - which so spoils
many a visit to famous spots.
Rather, I climbed up this hill of San Mimialto south of the river Arno,
and sat for a long time looking out over the city. It was sunset time. The last
rays if the sun fell of the Duomo, Giotto’s campanile, the many church
spires and towers and prettiest of all, on the long row of old houses which
lines the river bank. Over the city and more apparent in the distance, there
hung a thin veil of evening haze – pink and transparent which added a
certain enchantment to the sight. Church bells peeled from all parts of the
city, but seemed only to emphasize the stillness and peacefulness of the
scene.
Such was my first sight of Florence – so lovely that I almost dreaded
to enter this city – like a child who eats all around the edge of his plate,
leaving the choicest morsel in the center for last.
The following day was Sunday and it rained all day. I stayed home
most of the day – reading and getting acquainted with the other chaps who
were on leave or convalescing at our villa. Only in the late afternoon did I
venture out and that was to attend a symphony concert at the Palazzo
Vecchio. The Florence Symphony orchestra is excellent. On that particular
Sunday they had a guest soloist – an American pianist Rick Ferris who at
one time was in the Field Service. He played Grieg’s Concerto in A Minor
(?) accompanied by the full orchestra. This was my second sight of Florence.
And so it continued, day after day for two glorious weeks.
Surprisingly enough I did very little sightseeing, considering my love for art
and architecture. Deciding that the great works of art, after waiting so many
years, could wait a few more for my return visit – I attempted this time to
catch the spirit of the city by meeting people, talking with student at the
Academy of Fine Arts, walking the streets window shopping or sometimes
spending hours in a little antique shop. I feel that I really know the city now.
It is home for me rather than just another city. I have so many friends there
and such fine ones.
In the villa just above ours on the hill of San Miniato lives a family
half Scottish, half Italian. Mrs. Giufridda was born a Strachen-Cameron in
the highlands of Scotland. Her son Julio half Italian, educated in England
and very brilliant; daughter in law pure Italian and very charming; 11
months old Grandchild, Christian and the mother of the daughter in law
(commonly referred to as “the old woman” by Mrs. Giufridda who is two
years younger) makes up the household. All were so wonderful to me and so
hospitable that after the 1st week I moved up and lived with them, continuing
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to eat at our own villa. Nerina, the daughter – in – law, went shopping with
me one day. We purchased some lace for Mother’s birthday and a few little
odds and ends at an antique shop, which you will see later on.
I shared a large bedroom with a war correspondent of Reuters who is
a captain in the Indian Army and a friend of the family. It was through the
Giufriddas that I met the Peterich family and I shall be eternally grateful to
them for that. This remarkable family is one of those rare ones you find in
this world from which you part feeling a hundred times richer and happier.
Never have I met such a fine family - extremely intelligent; deeply religious;
sensitive to the beauty of simplicity, of flowers, of music, of books. Each
and everyone in the family won my heart immediately. Especially the
daughter Coccolo who at the age of 18 years, plays the piano beautifully,
speaks four languages, thinks in two languages and can milk cows and work
in the fields. Though not beautiful in the usual sense of the word not one
who causes people to turn and look at her, Coccolo is truly lovely. The
beauty of her soul shines in her eyes, her way of speaking softly and slowly,
her thoughts, her smile and her poise. With all these outstanding qualities
she has common sense and tact which is really amazing in a girl of her age.
The family is Catholic and they live so simply and sincerely that it is a
joy to see them together.
October 27, 1944
On reading over this letter I wonder what you must think of all my raving. It
is always the same and I’m ashamed of myself. Yet I find it very difficult to
control my enthusiasm. Each year becomes more and more wonderful for
me, and although I’m often discouraged about the future of the world, I’m
not at all discouraged about my own future. Nor do I dread years to come
and look back with envy on years past. The future will be so full of interest
that, come what may, I’m ready and anxious to face it. Please excuse the
little diversion from the course of my letter!
One day I went out to the university and attended a class in the
History of Architecture. Afterwards I met several students and we all went to
the studio of a young artist. There we talked of art, poetry and philosophy
etc. I found the students in Florence right on the tips of their toes. They out
me to shame by asking me all sorts of questions “What do you think of the
philosophy of ______? Have you read such and such book?” and so forth.
However, we had a wonderful time and I liked them all so much. I returned
several times. One day we had a party of about 14 students mostly from the
Academy of Fine Arts. One of the girls was studying philosophy and was
familiar with the lives of Tagore, Kagawa, Gilbran etc. We sang danced and
talked all afternoon. The students are mostly very poor with hardly enough
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to eat. Giorgio’s studio is in a garret near the academy, very small, rather
dirty- bare of furniture but filled with paintings. From the small window you
look out over the roofs of Florence, the pink tiles and moss, an occasional
balcony with potted plants, and over all the great Dome of the Cathedral.
Mrs. G. had such a delightful sense of humor. She reminded me of
Cousin Lucy Wicker very much (if you can imagine Cousin Lucy a mother
of a family and a widow of an Italian). We spent so many pleasant evenings
together singing old ballads, whistling, telling true ghost stories and reading.
We would sing, “Oh, no John, no John, no John no”; “John Brown’s body
lay a mouldering in the grave”; “I wonder as I wander” – (Julio knew many
of these ballads dug up by John Jacob Niles in the mountains of Kentucky);
“Three Blind Mice”; and so forth. We laughed over “The Wind in the
Willows” and ‘Winnie the Pooh”. Both of which they have enjoyed for
years. We roasted chestnuts and listened to strange tales – tales told by Mrs.
G about her grandparents in Northern Scotland, tales of the sea told by a
British Sergeant -Major who lived with the G____’s before I arrived, and
who would come to tea in the afternoon and sometimes early in the morning
to sit and play Bach by the hour.
You can picture from all this how wonderful my leave was, and why,
when I left, I felt just like I was leaving home. The time passed quickly, but I
was very fortunate to have such a long leave. I enjoyed every minute of it,
and can hardly wait to get back there one more.
I am at my old post again, way up in the mountains. It has been
raining for over three weeks, so you can imagine what these narrow winding
dirt roads are like.
However, we have a little house of two rooms – one above the other. I
am sitting in front of the fireplace, listening to the crackling logs and the
music of the mountain stream which tumbles over a ledge outside. Just
above us on the mountain is an Italian mule pack company which adds
interest to the landscape. The houses are very picturesque built of stone,
great log rafters, and each room on a different level. Even the roofs are
stone- flat slabs placed one over another like shingles.
Padre Hearsey is back with the Regt. again recovered completely from
his wounds. At evening prayer service the evening (it now being Sunday) he
spoke on the meaning of prayer. It was a fine sermon.
Dearest parents, please do not think I have forgotten you in this new
life. I miss you both very much, though I try not to think that we are
separated. Your love always guides me and makes me feel very close to you
– no matter how many miles apart.
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Always your devoted son,
Conrad
Elda Farm
Berwyn
October 25, 1944
Dearest Con,
I certainly hit the jackpot last week – three letters from you in one
mail then toward the end of the week a V. mail. It seemed too wonderful to
be true but I can readily understand how impossible it is to write when you
are on the run continually with the weariness that must follow. I was so
relieved to know you were temporarily back from the front. Maybe it isn’t so
exciting but I felt you should be getting at least a temporary
break from it. It’s a little difficult to puzzle out the war news from Italy.
There must be much we don’t hear and of course that too is very
understandable.
Thank you so much fore the 23rd psalm translation. It is beautiful
beyond words. I happened to see the “gals” on Friday and was able to read it
aloud to them. I also showed them the “Overseer’s” attempt and we all
agreed something should and would be done. Betty McCord said she would
see that nothing like that went out again. You know I opened that letter and
read it before I mailed it to you and was so disgusted and yet it was so
sublimely ridiculous and knowing your gorgeous sense of humor I sent it on
with no comment and have been waiting for your reaction which is just what
I expected. Always there are two sides to everything – you don’t know but
John Harvey has been slipping very badly. He has had a stroke or else
something is seriously wrong with his throat for it is with the greatest
difficulty he manages to talk at all. He speaks very slowly and sometimes his
voice completely dies out before he finishes. It is quite likely he has
difficulty in doing all the things he takes on to do and while the trouble is he
shouldn’t be taking on so much he at least tries to do the many things. John
has always worked hard for Valley Meeting and while he and I have never
seen eye to eye on anything – I have the deepest respect for the effort he has
made and great sympathy for him now. I feel certain he is “going out” fast
and so we must see the funny side and be as tolerant as possible.
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Dad went to meeting with me Sunday. I don’t have to tell you how
pleased I was. I was in Wayne Friday morning and stopped to see the
Keeney’s. They all kept me telling them all about you and each sent you
their love - and lots of it. There was no question of their sincerity in the
many lovely thoughts they have expressed about you. Dear Old Mrs. Keeney
won’t be here long I fear and she is truly a great little old lady. I am very
fond of her.
Thank you for sending me the “B Platoon” news sheet. I enjoyed it so
much.
I was so interested in what you told me of your conclusions on the war
to date. I was grateful that Lt. Biddle let it go through. I have wondered how
actually “being on the scene” would tend to change one’s point of view and I
read over many many times what you had to say. What is a CCS said to
myself, “Central Causality Station” tell me sometime.
Actually all the news regarding that PRT strike has never leaked out. I
feel it was the colored question some say not - however anyone with a grain
of intelligence knows that there very definitely is trouble ahead if
segregation and all this discrimination doesn’t cease. [See Appendix B] It
fairly makes me boil every time now that campaign mud is being slung right
and left. However most of that seems to come from the GOP.
I had a long letter from Palle yesterday which I’ll send you. It was a
sad letter to me. I think Palle is loath to go and his thought of the little sister
is so beautiful. I shall carry out his request, but it’s hard to know just what to
get for her. I can’t very well get her a dress for I have no idea how big or
little she is. And I can let Tiny in on it for Jean might get wind of it in some
way and Palle very plainly wants it “a big surprise.” I’ve thought of a wrist
watch, but then I don’t know whether she has one or not. Maybe Libby and
Ruthanne can help me out.
Will send on the data on the Rhodes family later today. I think I’ll
copy it off in case the letter would get lost. You have done the most amazing
piece of research on all this. I wonder if you know how very much I
appreciate it all for I do.
We read – Monday- of the largest convoy to date some 160 odd ships
- arriving safely in England . I’m sure Michael’s boat was in it – for the time
just seems to fit in with his boat’s departure. I am glad he can be home once
more. He is a darling lad. We all feel quite in love with him. I wrote his
mother a long letter after he left. I hope she received it.
David’s baby’s name is Jonathan. Now they have David and Jonathan.
They are all well there. No one hears much from Colly. Dave Hendrick’s
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father bought a 100 acre fruit farm and he and Dave are running it. I wrote
Colly a long letter but he never answered it.
Last week I spent the night with Cousin Emma Bechtel – Lollie’s
family are great friends of Professor Gumaer. He talked at great length to her
of you. Lollie said he liked you so much. Did you ever get his letter that I
sent you? Lots of my letters must never have arrived as I remember telling
you all about “Jonathan”. Did you ever get the paints – water color pad- pipe
– air mail paper – big safety pins – razor blades? If you want nay more be
sure t ask for them - as I can’t send more now without a request. I’ll send
Kagawa’s book – also his “Grain of Wheat” next time I go to town.
Ruthanna loved them. I gave her both many years ago.
I must stop and get this is the mail. Will write more this afternoon
when I send the Rhodes records.
All my love dearest boy – don’t worry if you don’t feel up to writing
just a V mail with “safe and well” will keep me going for I kow how hard it
is to write. I’m glad if you can relax a little.
Always your devoted,
Mother.
Elda Farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
October 25th 1944
Con dearest,
Continuing from this morning - I am sending you what I think you
want on the Rhodes family. Perhaps you’ll have to assemble it again - as I'm
not so good on all this, but I do want you to know always how much I
appreciate what you did for me. Now I really have a family. It always seems
strange that to me mother seemed to drop out of her family so completely.
Of course she was so heart and soul in music perhaps that’s the answer.
Anyway when you come home we’ll take a trip to Utica and what fun it
would be to see all the people go and see where they all lived. I don't want to
go until I can be with you. As usual going though your things makes me so
lonesome I could just die. Time is passing and maybe next year will pass by
quickly than the past months I hope so.
Last week in Germantown I heard Irvin Cobb’s daughter speak. She
was quite interesting. A strange exotic looking creature - so made up it
made you think Halloween was actually here. She was interesting though,
particularly her anecdotes of Florence and the people she met there. She
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said, “Florence was usually spoken of as a sunny city for shady people.”
She was fun to listen to and her account of an evening spent at the home of
JM Barrie where she met a man who seemed even quieter surlier than Barrie
and was told later it was Lawrence of Arabia was very funny. She was only
17 and when asked who she most anted to see in England answered Fred
Astaire. So she was taken to see J. M. Barrie. She told of Monte Giffone and
I think the Sitwald family in Florence. I probably got this all wrong anyway
that's what it sounded like.
I was away three days in all last week Tuesday I went to Norristown
with Dad and had my hair washed and called on Cousin Martha. She is very
miserable. I’m quite worried about her.
Had dinner with Mrs. Sawyer and Mrs. Laurie and went to the
antique show with them back to Mrs. Laurie’s overnight. Next day had
luncheon in with Cousin Emma at Germantown Women's Club then the talk
by Miss Cobb (Mrs Somebody or other) then back to dinner and all night at
Cousin Emma’s - next day in town home at night and next day in Wayne.
So I was on the go most of the time. I should be ready to start painting but
days go by and I don't get started - easy to see why.
Today I've been writing most of the time. It seems to take so long to
do everything. I must move very slowly.
I had a letter from Bill Pitts today. He is at Yale now. His letter
seemed a bit vague, but I've always thought he was a bit peculiar.
No word from Bill for some time. I'm wondering if he is going to be
taken in the army. There's no word yet on young Dave Wilson but they feel
sure he is somewhere in Germany.
I wanted to hear Dewey speak last night and went downstairs a little
while before hand lay down on the couch and went to sleep and missed the
whole thing - mad was not the word for it. Maybe I’ll read it in the paper
tonight. He was speaking from Minneapolis.
The pump is almost all installed. It’s been a mess but we had hot
water all the time. The Hunt’s think they're sold their farm to Mr. and Mrs.
John Yohn of Cynwyd. We used to meet them at Sawyers when they lived in
Cynwyd. They are very nice and would make pleasant neighbors.
Must close this now and be thinking about supper. Versal and Bob
and another friend of Ginny's were here Monday night for dinner. Bob
leaves for the Pacific Friday night. Versal is going back to Kane and stay
with her family.
Much love dear I wish I could write you as interesting letter as you
write us. Its a great gift to be able to write as well as you do. I wish I could
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see you. You should see all the little grey squirrels down on the lawn little
Davey adores them. We have so many this year.
Bye bye for this time
Devotedly
Mother
Elda Farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
October 30th 1944
Con dearest
I’m enclosing the speech made by President Roosevelt in Chicago
Saturday night is a masterpiece. It was followed yesterday by a marvelous
talk by Dorothy Thompson. I am sending you a copy of that and send it to
you at once for it too is a fine specimen of what a great many people are
feeling.
Donald Nelson made a fine speech Friday night for Roosevelt. I have
made up my mind to vote for him and strange as it may seem Dad seems to
be wavering in his thinking and it’s towards Roosevelt. I know Ruth and
Tom will vote for him.
I have been washing and starching curtains all morning. It is a
gorgeous sunny fall day here - a gentle breeze blowing and the color
magnificent. The Maple in front of me is too lovely for words – the leaves
are a greenish gold and completely edged with bright red. The foliage is
really wonderful this year.
Aunt Libby has been down with a hard cold and Ruthanna seem to
have quite a bit when we saw them Saturday night. Aunt Libby has been
doing a good bit of painting and I’m afraid it was too much turpentine.
Dad has been taking in the apples. We seem to have quite a few nice
ones this year. He has them all fixed up in the cellar where the coal is kept. It
should be nice for them there. That is where Jimmy always put them in the
past. While Dad gathered apples yesterday Sunday I washed the windows
on the outside downstairs. I did them on the second floor Saturday, now the
rest of the week I’ll be ironing curtains and I hate the job. I don't know why I
always hated to iron so much for things look pretty good when I’m finished.
Dad and I went to a meeting in the morning. Miss Rawn sat with us.
She had just been in Cousin Sallie’s. The McCready’s are fixing it all up and
Rawnie says it looks lovely. They opened up the fireplace in the sitting room
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which is the library, a new bathroom upstairs and one on the third floor.
They are making three lovely rooms up there. I think I'll go over some day
and look around
Mabel Hine spent the day with me Friday. She wanted to hear all
about you and was delighted to have me read some of your letters to her. She
always seems so wonderful to me. I hardly ever feel conscious of her
blindness - she gets around so well and makes no fuss about not seeing.
Sometimes I feel guilty for not helping her more when I see her suddenly
stumble for she always seem so able to look after herself. She asked for your
address so sometime I know you'll hear from her.
Mrs Harvey, Mrs Malin, the Plummers in fact all asked for you at
meeting. Mr. Harvey tried to speak again and it is just pathetic dizzy to see
him. I can't imagine what is wrong if he hasn't had a stroke. It may be cancer
of the pharynx. Anyway it's something quite terrible.
Yesterday we were entirely out of water. Dad filled milk cans at
Centerville and we only used as much as we just had to have later in the day
we got the old pump started and manage to get a little stored in the house
tank we hope the new system to be completely installed in a few days.
Must close now and get this in the mail I’ll try and get some v mail off
this week to you as I'll be terribly busy for the next two weeks. I'm so all
fired slow about everything I do. This getting old is so is bad business.
All my love dearest - from all accounts the 8th army is having a pretty
tough time just now. I hope you are well and safe.
Devotedly,
Mother
David Wilson is still in England. Bidda heard last year last week.
Vol. C. Wilson

American Field Service
APO 464 %Postmaster
New York City, NY
October 31st, 1944

My dearest Mother:
Since most of my letters to home have been written more or less for
the consumption of the whole family, I am writing this one for you alone and
hoping that it will reach you in time for your birthday on the 18th.
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I have noticed from your most recent letters that you are missing me
too much. Now this may seem to be a foolish thing to say – but really,
Mother, I don’t want you to be sad that I am away. You must try to be very
happy always – happy because you know deep down within yourself that
you will always be with me where ever I go. I’m sure you must know this.
It’s really almost amusing at times! When poking around in a little
antique shop, I find myself thinking- “Oh, wouldn’t Mother love this
cracked cup,” or “this old frame”; and when looking up at some quaint old
stone casa away in the hills, I say to myself – “Couldn’t Mother fix this up
perfectly, with gingham curtains, hook rugs and hollyhocks”; or gain when
meeting some new friends, I wish so very much that you could meet them
too, because I know so well that you would love them as I do.
These few insignificant examples are enough to show you how much
your life and your love have influenced my life and that alone should make
you happy. But these “common interests” as it were, are only a secondary
reason for my love. The real reason goes a lot deeper than that. I mean, you
can’t expect all your children to have similar likes and dislikes (and it would
be a rather dull family if they did) yet all your children love you equally and
it would be very unfair to assume that anyone loves you more than another.
Why is this so? It is because you have always given of yourself so
unselfishly and generously. You have made our home something we are
proud of. You have made all our friends welcome. And you have taught us a
way of living which is both simple and sincere, and which, though it may
not yet be too apparent in us, will surely show in each of us as we grow
older.
You often think that you have been a failure as a Mother. I have heard
you say so. That is not true (if anything, we have failed you in the past –
though I don’t think we always shall). Now when you get to thinking this,
just consider two things.
First. Think of the friends of your children. All through life we have
brought our friends home. Think of Bill’s friends that he used to bring home
from school and college- George Forney, Joe Thomas and others; Think of
Ruthanna friends – Jean Walton, the girls at Middlebury, her friends in
Milwaukee and Chicago; think of Dave’s friends- Paul Machemer, Jim
Ritchie etc.; and of mine, Palle, the Bolsters, Dorothy, the Brownings and
many others who know you even though you have not met them; all these
friends of ours love you as their own mother and so often tell us how
fortunate we are. Is not that something to be proud of? Does this make you
think you have been a failure?
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Secondly. There are things you have said in the past, there are ways
you have acted when tired out that you probably hold against yourself and
think of it for years after. Naturally you are not perfect. None of us are. We
all have our faults. But I can say this sincerely for myself and I am quite sure
for your other children. None of us will ever remember you for your faults.
Your many fine qualities so far outweigh your faults.
I was sitting here tonight trying to think of your faults, of unpleasant
scenes – not a very nice thing to be doing – Anyway, that’s what I was doing
and for the life of me I couldn’t remember any single episode or any fault.
So there! Now I know there have been such- but time erases unpleasant
things so quickly that I can only think of what a wonderful Mother you have
always been.
It is now nearly midnight ad I must close, but first I want to tell you
something. Do not keep thinking that you will not see me for many many
months. When the war ends here in Europe, and that will probably be next
spring or possibly sooner, I shall be coming home. Under the contract I
signed, I serve only on the European front and cannot be transferred to India
if the war would end here tomorrow. Even though our period of enlistment is
not finished, we will be sent home when hostilities cease in Europe. I am not
going to stay to study in Italy – in fact I couldn’t if I wanted to. So I’m
coming home for a visit and then if possible join some relief organization
preferably thee AFSC for service in Germany. I have a feeling I will be
needed in Germany. It sounds vain, but I feel I must go and try in my own
small way to bring about a better understanding among the nations of
Europe. I would like very much to work with the Quakers. But I shall
discuss this in another letter. Already I have discussed the subject of postwar problems in Germany with my friends in Florence and that is why I
have reached the above conclusion.
How I wish you might know the family I refer to as the P--- family!!
Perhaps you will meet them someday. Coccolo and I found a beautiful
flower in the woods below their villa. We dug it up and brought it into the
living room. It was like a crocus – bright yellow with leaves of a daffodil.
We all sat and admired it. Mr. P--- said he would and paint it and name it Fiori Corrado. He only began to paint two weeks ago but does wonderfully
well. Coccolo’s real name is Gabriella (Maria Gabriella P--) She is such a
lovely person.
Goodnight and lots and lots of love, always,
Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
November 6, 1944
Con dearest,
The day before election, it is cold and raw out. The wind is blowing a
gale and the sighing of the wisteria vine as it swings around on the cable you
fixed for it sounds so weird and depressing.
I have just finished the washing. I thought at first I wouldn’t out in out
but just for a few minutes the sun came out and I braved the wind and hung
it out on the line. I’m glad I did for it’s almost dry and I can get it ironed
tomorrow.
I had a busy week. I ironed all the curtains and hung them I went to
town one day. On Friday Cousin Zilla, Cousin Mary Cutler, and Ginny and
Dave were here for lunch. Then Dad and I went to dinner at Harvey’s. It was
a given in honor of Mrs. Aubrey Anderson 2nd. They had about thirty three –
all from the meeting. It seems strange to know Aubrey is married again, but
everyone seems to like the new Mrs. Anderson and she really is very
pleasant but us different from Cousin Lide as day from night.
Saturday afternoon Cousin Emma Bechtel – Dick – Thalia and little
Johnnie arrived for over the weekend. We had a pleasant but pretty
strenuous time. Dick is through at M.I. T. but has received no further orders.
He has asked to go to the Pacific, but had to go back to Boston last night to
await final word. Thalia looks better than she did last summer but is still
pretty tiresome. I feel sorry for little Johnnie. He’s a little boy, but she is she
always spanking him for something or other. It seems to bad for all he needs
is watching and a little careful training. Dick seemed utterly disgusted with
her and you sort of can’t blame anyone for feeling that way.
I had Ginny and Dave and Davey up for dinner. Davey looked so cute
in a little yellow suit with his golden curls. He’s way behind Johnnie in his
talking. Johnnie says everything now and Davey only a few words. I’ll have
him talking when I take care of him in January. A bit of news – just for you–
so don’t mention it in any letters. I’m quite sure David is leaving Elda. He
has been getting very disagreeable lately and finally I said I’d like to talk to
him and we had a very nice talk but he’s very much disgusted with the way
things are going and feels he can never get along with Dad and Uncle Windy
and that he can never make Elda go. Of course Dave is tired out and in the
dumps, but on the other hand I am convinced that in spite of the fact that
Dave is a hard worker – he is no organizer or manager. He’s careless and
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sloppy in his work and when he has help he plays along with them too much.
I hate to say this – but I’ve watched him over the last two years and I think it
will be better for him to work for someone else. He won’t take orders from
Dad. He resents everything Dad tells him and he’ll have to conform if he
works for someone else.
It’s too early in the game to know more to tell you. He hasn’t said
anything to Dad as yet, but he has been very much in the dumps lately and
maybe it will be all for the best. Certainly I can do nothing about it and shall
keep out of it. I really think Dad has been very fair with him and if he leaves
I don’t think Dad should feel responsible in anyway, on the other hand I
know from years of experience that Dad is difficult too. He is slow to make
up his mind and never likes to take a definite stand on anything. It’s very
trying at times. You just never know where you stand or how much you can
do about anything and if you were trying to run things outside it would be
very hard. I’ll let you know as I hear how things are developing.
The Hunts have sold their place to some Cynwyd people - friends of
the Clevenger and Sawyers. We used to meet them in Cynwyd years ago – a
Mr. and Mrs. Yohn. They have one son in the service. He is nineteen and
married. His wife came to call on us yesterday with Mrs. Yohn. She is a
sweet girl and she is very much pleased with the idea of living in the
country. They paid $85,000 for the place. Mrs. Yohn is fat and noisy – very
jolly and good natured but doesn’t care what she says. I think she is rather
apt to startle the staid quiet folk of Chester Valley. Mr. Yohn has made loads
of money in the lumber business and at present they are rolling in money,
but I believe they will make very pleasant neighbors and I’m glad the Hunts
can get away. It’s been very hard on him with his bad heart and I know he’ll
be glad to relax a bit – if he can- I just wonder what she’ll do with herselffor I don’t believe she ever reads, but maybe she’ll find other ways to
occupy herself.
I don’t know what you’re liable to hear from Conrad’s next. Aunt
Elizabeth is getting more and more exacting and particular with each month
that passes. She has to have her own way and the minute she sees something
to be done – she can’t wait a second – for anyone. Her latest escapade was to
get out on the roof and sweep leaves from the gutter on the edge. In order to
keep from falling she strapped a trunk strap around her waist and had Ethel
hold the end of it from the window. It’s a wonder she didn’t break her neck
for she’s always falling. I feel so sorry for Uncle Billy for he never knows
when he leaves in the morning what he’ll find when he gets home – and it
worries him. I said to her, “Didn’t you know if you got dizzy and started to
fall Ethel couldn’t possibly hold you back and think how she feel if she
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knew she had let you fall.” But Aunt Elizabeth just insists she had to get it
done. If I get like that when I get her age – do please just shoot me.
There’s not much to write about. Aunt Libby is better but still has
quite a cold. Aunt Becky and Uncle Dick were scheduled to get in around
one today from Montreal. They came home via the Canadian Rockies. I
expect they’ll have a lot to tell us. Elizabeth expects her baby about
Thanksgiving time.
The news in the paper concerning Italy fills me with terror. The
papers say the Allies are outnumbered and the Germans are greatly
reinforced and attacking fiercely. How I wish it could all end. I can’t see any
sense to it all. What good is all this slaughter and what lasting good can ever
come out of it all. We are probably the most hated county in the world now.
I haven’t heard from Ruhanna now for two weeks. She was well again
when she last wrote. She is working hard getting out the vote for Roosevelt.
It’s a PAC committee she’s on.
Dad just came in I’m glad for the men just arrived for the water pump.
They say they are going to get it going tomorrow. I hope so. We are the most
dug up looking place you want to see and if cold weather sets in it will
make working pretty difficult.
No more now – dear – I must go out and get my clothes in before it
gets too cold out there.
It will be three weeks tomorrow since I last heard from you. I hope
you are safe and well.
All my love - my dearest son,
Mother
Volunteer Conrad Wilson
Amer. Field Service APO 464
%Postmaster New York, NY
22-10-44
Dearest Mother:
I have mailed three packages recently – two of which contains old
books for my library and the third a little present for the 18th of November.
Beautiful though it may be, this little bit of Italian love is nothing compared
to my love for you, which can be expressed neither by gifts nor words.
A letter is in the process of being written and will be finished as soon
as I can settle down to earth again. Just now I am soaring out of this world.
Your devoted son,
Conrad
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V – MAIL
Elda Farm
Berwyn
November 13th, 1944
My dearest Son,
The long – long looked for word came Friday your V Mail of October
nd
22 and it contained the one sentence I have lived for for so long – if I
never have anything again as long as I live I’ll have that to read over and
over again. You don’t know what it has meant to me –as I go through my
days here alone – waiting - hoping – praying that you are safe and well and
content in hat you are doing I keep wondering if I have done my best
through the years – surely I can see the many times I have lacked wisdom the frequent lack of self discipline – the almost hopeless fatigue at times and
yet always hoping the tremendous love I bore you all would some how out
balance and make up for my failures in other ways. I wanted you all to have
the right life values to feel we couldn’t take more from life than we really
gave and above all to feel a genuine and deep concern for your fellow man.
As I watched you grow and develop I became certain that you and Ruthanna
would feel that concern and it would be a guiding influence in your life.
Billy and David are both fine in their way but their thinking has not reached
the same depth that you and Ruth have reached.
I shall look forward to the arrival of little package for the 18th and you
maybe sure my dear it shall remain the treasure I shall love most – always –
but more than anything else in the world to me will be your letter. It came
when I needed it so – as you have always come to me in one way or another
and smoothed the road I had t travel.
In the same mail I received a card from J.G. Morris. It reads “To
Conrad’s people with best wishes for the best Christmases. May you have
many friends as good as Conrad has been to me
From 7264739 W.O. II
J.G Morris
137 Field Ambulance
C.M.F.
Who is he and how would I reach him to reply by adding Italy to the
other address? I’d like to know more. It was sweet of him to send us a card –
you thank him and tell him we appreciated it so much and I’ll write when I
know where to send it. [See Appendix D for Jack Morris’letters]
Aunt Bidda – Uncle Windy – Richard and Es were here for dinner
yesterday also Dave and Ginny, Davey and Naomi. Richard goes back
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Figure 12 Postcard and Envelope from JG Morris
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Thursday he is engaged to a perfectly lovely girl – Frances Hawkins from
Georgia. She is a senior at Winthrop College S. Carolina – is 19 – taking a
pre – med course. She was up for a week and Aunt Libby had us up for
supper last Tuesday night. She is quite the most charming and altogether
delightful person I have met in a long time. Rather tall slim and good
looking and is most interesting to talk to.
Aunt Libby just phoned. She sends you lots of love. She is always so
anxious to hear all the news I have of you. Did you ever receive some tea
balls and gum from Aunt Emma? She always asks me and of course I have
to tell her I haven’t heard.
We called Ruthanna up Friday night the 11th was little Tommy’s
birthday. Ruth says he is the cutest little fellow - stands up alone. He has
been walking for along time but always by holding on to things. He must be
quite a boy. Do you remember the boy I told you abut who resembled you a
little? He teaches wood crafts and shop at Hull House and has his apartment
all fixed up as a zoo for all the children in the settlement. It’s really the
cleverest thing – the whole thing looks like the tropics and he has a great
many little animals – many from South America. The children all come in to
see them and he tells them stories and lets them feed them if they ask him.
Ruth says she took Tommy over and he had a new cage there evidently
expected some new occupant so Ruth undressed Tommy and put him in the
cage and they told the children he was a little white baby gorilla. Next day
all the children returned to see the baby gorilla. Tommy had a wonderful
time. Did you ever hear of anything to beat that? When we called Ruth said
that Lyman had just cleaned her kitchen – in return for her help in cleaning
his zoo.
She was jubilant over the election. I was the only one in the entire
family who voted for Roosevelt. I sort of thought for a while that John
would come around but in the end he fell in line and voted for Dewey I have
never been so disgusted with a political campaign before. The Republicans
just got rid of their real man in the Wisconsin primaries – Wendell Wilkie. I
guess the big boys realized they couldn’t manage him – so they threw him
overboard then all through the campaign it was mud and more mud. I don’t
like the idea of a fourth term – but I do honestly believe Roosevelt is the
man for the hour. Anyway I voted for him in spite of the family and entire
community so that’s that.
The pump is in and working well. We had a long talk last night after
the others had gone – just Ginny, Dave, Dad and I and again I was amazed at
Dad’s understanding. He has come a long way in his attempts to understand
and see the other fellow’s point of view. I felt very proud of him last night.
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He was so clam and just and cooperative. Dave is physically worn out and
therefore in a bad mental slump and I think just sitting down and each of us
saying the things over which we were most concerned – without rancor or
haste and pleasantly helped us all.
Dad is going to try and find another man to help. One man simply
can’t do it all and Dave –while he is a hard worker is not too good as an
organizer. Dad and I both are interested in getting things cleaned and painted
up. I have always felt if things are kept up it somehow bolster up one’s
morale a good bit. I don’t believe Dave will stay here long but this is no time
to move right now just as Ginny is about to have another baby and certainly
he doesn’t want to change until he knows what he is going to want to do and
has something in view.
His father told him he never wanted him to stay if he wanted to
do anything else and that he understood how he felt absolutely. I know we
are all felt better and closer united when we finished talking. That’s the only
way for people to get along. It’s only too bad we couldn’t earlier in life but
it’s wonderful to see the change in Dad and it makes me so much more
hopeful for the future.
Mail time over now – no letter – I’m curious about you. Your note
said, “letter in the process of being written and will be finished as soon as I
can settle down to earth again. Just now I’m soaring out of this world” what
does it all mean? I hope something very wonderful to you maybe the letter
will explain.
Palle is n his way to the Pacific. A lot of letters for me to put
away just arrived. One from his little sister, Jean. Some weeks ago Palle sent
me a money order for $50 to buy Jean a gift from him something for her to
keep always. It was a sweet letter and a beautiful thought. He suggested
jewelry – a party dress (which is out for I have no idea as the size.) but he
left it up to me and both Aunt Libby and I think a pretty wristwatch. I am
gong in town on Wednesday and will hunt – he ends the note to me today –
“Lots of love – dear Mama Wilson. I am forever thinking of you and
beautiful Pennsylvania.” It was written on the back of Jean’s letter to him.
Dear boy – we all love him so much I hope he comes home again to us all.
Richard and Jane Bolster have a little daughter – Katherine Levering
Bolster born November 3. I shall try and get up to see them soon. I haven’t
seen them since you left – in fact I just don’t seem to see anyone much but
the family.
Aunt Becky and Uncle Dick are home - reached Philadelphia last
Monday. Dad and the Saloms went over that evening, but I was quite tired
and I also wanted to hear the last of the election speeches. I had listened to
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all of them. Uncle Dick looks perfectly wonderful - about twenty years
younger and so well – has gained over twenty pounds. I have never seen
such a change.
While I was listening to the election eve program and all the
different ones speaking for Roosevelt a voice suddenly said, “I am John
Patrick from the American Field Service – I am just back from India and
(due to something or other in NJ state) I will not be able to vote tomorrow.
Won’t someone going to the polls – who perhaps can’t make up his mind
how to vote – cast a vote for Roosevelt for me.” And I found myself saying
out loud, “I will John Patrick. My vote will be yours.” I think I’ll write and
tell him.
Ruthanne Salom is thinking quite seriously of going to Bradford next
year. Won’t it be wonderful if she really does decide to go there. I know she
will never have cause to regret it. I can’t imagine a more wonderful school to
go to.
Haven’t you managed to get any snapshots as yet? I do want just a
glimpse of you so much - get one beside your ambulance for me, please.
I haven’t been able to get any more film of late Will have to write to
Binghamton again.
Joe Thomas called yesterday. He is going to Cornell to take a course
in cow testing. And then will be sent to different places in N.Y. state to do
dairy testing. Powellville has been taken over by the Mennonites. Betty
Mellor is working in some home for feeble minded children in Philadelphia.
Many of the boys have gone on detached service. She is going to stay home
with Joe’s mother for a while.
Dick Bechtel still has no orders. He is staying at the student house at
M.I.T. waiting to know what next.
Ruthanna said the other night she was sending you her copy of “Songs
from the Slums”. It’s out of print and I haven’t been able to get it. She is
glad to have it to send.
Much, much love dearest boy. I hope you are getting a well deserved
rest. Liv. Biddle’s account of the 6th Armored Div. Drive from Cassino was
very interesting. [See Appendix C] Now I know just where you were. What
an experience.
Again all my love – my dearest –
Your devoted
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
November 21 1944
Con Dearest,
I have written you a v mail I'll be anxious to know how you receive
them. I shall send this by Airmail. I have had a feeling of late you have not
been getting my letters with any regularity so I am going to send the v mails
more often. Your packages have not come yet. I shall let you know when
they reach home. I hope your Christmas things are will arrive on time and in
good shape.
Libby's Salom just phoned that things were going pretty hard for
Libby English. She had a little son Saturday night. Richard Warner English
but the water broke at Libby Salom’s - her bladder was torn and of course
there is a real fear of infection. Poor Libby had taken cold so they couldn't
give her ether and the effects of the spinal wore off before the operation was
over. It was a terrible ordeal and poor Libby Salom was pretty well played
out- for she and John had to rush her to the hospital and make all the
arrangements. Dick and Becky were in town and they couldn't reach them.
They knew nothing about it until it was all over. They have a drainage tube
in her bladder and one in her nose. All is being done that is possible. It was
too soon after the other baby to have another in that way.
I saw Warren and Roberta Saturday They rode in on horseback. I
never saw each other of them look better. Roberta was perfectly beautiful.
Their baby is doing beautifully weighs 14 and a half pounds and is only 11
weeks old. It seems pretty soon for Bobbie to be on horseback as she was
desperately ill after the baby came but she said she was just walking the
horse. The girls seem to do queer things these days. Rose Hall Thomas had
twins recently. I don't know whether they were boys or girls. We went to
Espenhode’s for dinner Saturday night the 18th. Dr. Freed and Mildred sat at
the table with us. They said Irving was in Casablanca. He is in the Navy.
Just before Palle left he sent me a mail order for $50 to buy a little
piece of jewelry or something off I would choose for his little sister Jean.
Last week I picked up a very dainty and beautiful little gold wristwatch at
Caldwell’s. I had it marked on the back “Jean from Palle” in tiny block
letters. I had help in choosing it from Mr. Wilson at Caldwell’s who always
waits on the family and has for years. We both thought it better to get one
good thing than several trifles. This she can use all her life and treasure. I
hope I have chosen wisely and that Palle will be satisfied. His last boxes of
clothes letters and personal belongings arrived last week and have been put
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away for his return. I suppose he is on his way to the Philippines by now. He
had reached the Pacific coast when he last wrote, but did not send me his
APO so I can’t write him.
Did I tell you that Bob Pitts wrote me a letter in answer to mine to
him. He is at Yale now and is going on with his study of architecture. He
didn’t say why he left Penn accept he needed a change of faces.
Isn't it funny that Professor Gumaer should know cousin Emma
Bechtel and Sally Bushong so well. They have sat next to each other at the
Opera years. I'm going with Emma sometime so perhaps we'll see him.
Leary’s sent back my $7.50. They can't get the Anderson book he
recommended to me The History of the Renaissance in Italy. They said as
soon as the Publishers had it - they would let me know I'm sorry.
Dad and I are going to call at Cousin Aubrey’s tonight. Cousin
Aubrey led the forum in Meeting on Sunday and will do again next Sunday.
He made a wonderful success of it. He is reviewing Fosdick’s book I gave
you “on Being a Real Person” George and Emily Walton were there. George
gave a very profound and beautiful talk based on Rufus Jones’ little
pamphlet just out entitled. “Are we ready?” He asked about you and sent his
love.
In my email today I told you about Dick Lippincot going to be to
work for the UNRA. He will be flying to Italy in the next few weeks. He has
your address - all I know just AFS APO #64 as I know his I’ll send it to you.
Maybe you want to get in touch with him. He’ll be a great man for the job I
wish you could be with him later on.
It is simply pouring out has been since yesterday - when we woke up
the ground was covered with snow yesterday but it soon turned into rain and
it has been raining steady ever since.
Our new water system is installed and working well. It is been very
expensive however which isn’t so nice to think of.
Today is Mrs. Louis Johnson's birthday. I am sending her some
flowers. I wonder how old she is now - must be getting quite old, but aside
from being terribly deaf - you don't see much change in her appearance.
Cousin Martha McFarland went back to the hospital yesterday.
Ginny and little Davey and I went to see her Saturday morning. We
went to Norristown with Dad and took Davey to have his haircut. It was the
first time and how we hated to see those little golden curls go. The barber
was careful and he thinks the curl won’t leave. Davey really looks better. He
was so good and seemed to enjoy very much. He is certainly a darling little
boy. We are getting everything ready now for baby “sister.” I hope Ginny
will have a little girl for she wants one so much this time.
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We have about 65 little pigs in the box stalls. Dave is selling all he
can. He wanted me to roast a whole one, but as silly as it sounds - for I cook
other animals – I just can't make myself do it. I've grown so fond of them.
I’d feel like I was cooking a member of the family.
Dr Taylor and Malcom were here for dinner Friday night. He stayed
until 1:15 a.m. – keeping that poor kid up and all he did was rant on against
Roosevelt. At the close the evening he suddenly turned to me and said you
voted for Mr Dewey - of course?” to which I said. “No I did not.” He looked
startled and said, “Well, who on the earth did you vote for?” to which I
sweetly answered, “I voted for Mr Roosevelt.” You should have seen him. It
was funny to watch his expression. He turned to Dad and said, “Well Bill, I
see I’ve come too late I should have come earlier.” I thought to myself,
“Brother if you had I’d probably twice for Mr Roosevelt.” He is the very
worst bore I’ve ever listened to. Me, I, myself for all that time was just too
much.
Isn’t it perfectly amazing about Dad and meeting? He is liking it so
much and is the more eager of the two of us to go each week. It makes me
very happy - and believe it or not after dinner at Esplanade Saturday he
seemed delighted to go and see the McCords. We had a wonderful visit
together. He seems well and certainly perfectly lovely to me. He is so
understanding and cooperative - you would be very happy to see him as he is
and I don't have to tell you what a difference it makes in my life.
I have nothing further to tell you of Dave. He seems better since we
got all talked everything out and is going about his work in a normal way
again. What the future will bring I do not know, but knowing he is free to
choose and that we will understand and be behind him must help and he
can’t make changes now in Ginny’s condition. It wouldn't be fair to her.
I must close this now. I think I told you all the news and I must get a
letter off to Jean about the watch. I send a little card of explanation with the
watch but want to get a real letter to her. What a dear Palle is. I hate to think
of him in the Marines. I do so pray he returns.
I wish I might tell you again and again how much I'll be thinking of
you on December 6, but if I thought of you every minute it wouldn’t be
different from any other day. I am always with you in spirit and my love for
you is so great it is beyond any words I can find to describe it. You have
been and always will be my greatest joy and happiness. How I would love to
hear your voice and see you but I have you all tucked away in my heart
always.
This is all for now my dearest son
Your devoted Mother
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Vol. C. Wilson

American Field Service APO 464
%Postmaster New York, NY
October 22nd, 1944

Dearest Mother and Father:
All of my experiences of the past six months, all of the interesting
people that I have met and told you of, the cities and the towns that I have
visited and described in my letters to you, seen suddenly to have lost
importance and slipped into a vague and distant past.
I have been on leave in Florence, the city I have subconsciously
longed for all my life. And now that I have been there, I find that I am at a
loss for words to describe it to you. A word description would not be
sufficient. Florence is not a place for me, as Rome was for instance or
Naples. It is a feeling, a mood, better to be described by advising you to
listen to some beautiful music which is a blending together of several tones,
no one which is outstanding, into one exquisite harmony.
I say this because I have seen individual works of art, have known
individual persons, have been in homes, have seen bits of country, each
which surpasses it’s equivalent in Florence. But never have I experienced all
these things combined so gracefully and so simply.
With two weeks of leisure to look forward to, I did not feel the
necessity on arrival, of dashing about seeing all the sights - which so spoils
many a visit to famous spots.
Rather, I climbed up this hill of San Mimialto south of the river Arno,
and sat for a long time looking out over the city. It was sunset time. The last
rays if the sun fell of the Duomo, Giotto’s campanile, the many church
spires and towers and prettiest of all, on the long row of old houses which
lines the river bank. Over the city and more apparent in the distance, there
hung a thin veil of evening haze – pink and transparent which added a
certain enchantment to the sight. Church bells peeled from all parts of the
city, but seemed only to emphasize the stillness and peacefulness of the
scene.
Such was my first sight of Florence – so lovely that I almost dreaded
to enter this city – like a child who eats all around the edge of his plate,
leaving the choicest morsel in the center for last.
The following day was Sunday and it rained all day. I stayed home
most of the day – reading and getting acquainted with the other chaps who
were on leave or convalescing at our villa. Only in the late afternoon did I
venture out and that was to attend a symphony concert at the Palazzo
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Vecchio. The Florence Symphony orchestra is excellent. On that particular
Sunday they had a guest soloist – an American pianist Rick Ferris who at
one time was in the Field Service. He played Grieg’s Concerto in A Minor
(?) accompanied by the full orchestra. This was my second sight of Florence.
And so it continued, day after day for two glorious weeks.
Surprisingly enough I did very little sightseeing, considering my love for art
and architecture. Deciding that the great works of art, after waiting so many
years, could wait a few more for my return visit – I attempted this time to
catch the spirit of the city by meeting people, talking with student at the
Academy of Fine Arts, walking the streets window shopping or sometimes
spending hours in a little antique shop. I feel that I really know the city now.
It is home for me rather than just another city. I have so many friends there
and such fine ones.
In the villa just above ours on the hill of San Miniato lives a family
half Scottish, half Italian. Mrs. Giufridda was born a Strachen-Cameron in
the highlands of Scotland. Her son Julio half Italian, educated in England
and very brilliant; daughter in law pure Italian and very charming; 11
months old Grandchild, Christian and the mother of the daughter in law
(commonly referred to as “the old woman” by Mrs. Giufridda who is two
years younger) makes up the household. All were so wonderful to me and so
hospitable that after the 1st week I moved up and lived with them, continuing
to eat at our own villa. Nerina, the daughter – in – law, went shopping with
me one day. We purchased some lace for Mother’s birthday and a few little
odds and ends at an antique shop, which you will see later on.
I shared a large bedroom with a war correspondent of Reuters who is
a captain in the Indian Army and a friend of the family. It was through the
Giufriddas that I met the Peterich family and I shall be eternally grateful to
them for that. This remarkable family is one of those rare ones you find in
this world from which you part feeling a hundred times richer and happier.
Never have I met such a fine family - extremely intelligent; deeply religious;
sensitive to the beauty of simplicity, of flowers, of music, of books. Each
and everyone in the family won my heart immediately. Especially the
daughter Coccolo who at the age of 18 years, plays the piano beautifully,
speaks four languages, thinks in two languages and can milk cows and work
in the fields. Though not beautiful in the usual sense of the word not one
who causes people to turn and look at her, Coccolo is truly lovely. The
beauty of her soul shines in her eyes, her way of speaking softly and slowly,
her thoughts, her smile and her poise. With all these outstanding qualities
she has common sense and tact which is really amazing in a girl of her age.
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The family is Catholic and they live so simply and sincerely that it is a
joy to see them together.
October 27, 1944
On reading over this letter I wonder what you must think of all my raving. It
is always the same and I’m ashamed of myself. Yet I find it very difficult to
control my enthusiasm. Each year becomes more and more wonderful for
me, and although I’m often discouraged about the future of the world, I’m
not at all discouraged about my own future. Nor do I dread years to come
and look back with envy on years past. The future will be so full of interest
that, come what may, I’m ready and anxious to face it. Please excuse the
little diversion from the course of my letter!
One day I went out to the university and attended a class in the
History of Architecture. Afterwards I met several students and we all went to
the studio of a young artist. There we talked of art, poetry and philosophy
etc. I found the students in Florence right on the tips of their toes. They out
me to shame by asking me all sorts of questions “What do you think of the
philosophy of ______? Have you read such and such book?” and so forth.
However, we had a wonderful time and I liked them all so much. I returned
several times. One day we had a party of about 14 students mostly from the
Academy of Fine Arts. One of the girls was studying philosophy and was
familiar with the lives of Tagore, Kagawa, Gilbran etc. We sang danced and
talked all afternoon. The students are mostly very poor with hardly enough
to eat. Giorgio’s studio is in a garret near the academy, very small, rather
dirty- bare of furniture but filled with paintings. From the small window you
look out over the roofs of Florence, the pink tiles and moss, an occasional
balcony with potted plants, and over all the great Dome of the Cathedral.
Mrs. G. had such a delightful sense of humor. She reminded me of
Cousin Lucy Wicker very much (if you can imagine Cousin Lucy a mother
of a family and a widow of an Italian). We spent so many pleasant evenings
together singing old ballads, whistling, telling true ghost stories and reading.
We would sing, “Oh, no John, no John, no John no”; “John Brown’s body
lay a mouldering in the grave”; “I wonder as I wander” – (Julio knew many
of these ballads dug up by John Jacob Niles in the mountains of Kentucky);
“Three Blind Mice”; and so forth. We laughed over “The Wind in the
Willows” and ‘Winnie the Pooh”. Both of which they have enjoyed for
years. We roasted chestnuts and listened to strange tales – tales told by Mrs.
G about her grandparents in Northern Scotland, tales of the sea told by a
British Sergeant -Major who lived with the G____’s before I arrived, and
who would come to tea in the afternoon and sometimes early in the morning
to sit and play Bach by the hour.
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You can picture from all this how wonderful my leave was, and why,
when I left, I felt just like I was leaving home. The time passed quickly, but I
was very fortunate to have such a long leave. I enjoyed every minute of it,
and can hardly wait to get back there one more.
I am at my old post again, way up in the mountains. It has been
raining for over three weeks, so you can imagine what these narrow winding
dirt roads are like.
However, we have a little house of two rooms – one above the other. I
am sitting in front of the fireplace, listening to the crackling logs and the
music of the mountain stream which tumbles over a ledge outside. Just
above us on the mountain is an Italian mule pack company which adds
interest to the landscape. The houses are very picturesque built of stone,
great log rafters, and each room on a different level. Even the roofs are
stone- flat slabs placed one over another like shingles.
Padre Hearsey is back with the Regt. again recovered completely from
his wounds. At evening prayer service the evening (it now being Sunday) he
spoke on the meaning of prayer. It was a fine sermon.
Dearest parents, please do not think I have forgotten you in this new
life. I miss you both very much, though I try not to think that we are
separated. Your love always guides me and makes me feel very close to you
– no matter how many miles apart.
Always your devoted son,
Conrad
Vol. C. Wilson

American Field Service
APO 464 %Postmaster
New York City, NY
October 31st, 1944

My dearest Mother:
Since most of my letters to home have been written more or less for
the consumption of the whole family, I am writing this one for you alone and
hoping that it will reach you in time for your birthday on the 18th.
I have noticed from your most recent letters that you are missing me
too much. Now this may seem to be a foolish thing to say – but really,
Mother, I don’t want you to be sad that I am away. You must try to be very
happy always – happy because you know deep down within yourself that
you will always be with me where ever I go. I’m sure you must know this.
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It’s really almost amusing at times! When poking around in a little
antique shop, I find myself thinking- “Oh, wouldn’t Mother love this
cracked cup,” or “this old frame”; and when looking up at some quaint old
stone casa away in the hills, I say to myself – “Couldn’t Mother fix this up
perfectly, with gingham curtains, hook rugs and hollyhocks”; or gain when
meeting some new friends, I wish so very much that you could meet them
too, because I know so well that you would love them as I do.
These few insignificant examples are enough to show you how much
your life and your love have influenced my life and that alone should make
you happy. But these “common interests” as it were, are only a secondary
reason for my love. The real reason goes a lot deeper than that. I mean, you
can’t expect all your children to have similar likes and dislikes (and it would
be a rather dull family if they did) yet all your children love you equally and
it would be very unfair to assume that anyone loves you more than another.
Why is this so? It is because you have always given of yourself so
unselfishly and generously. You have made our home something we are
proud of. You have made all our friends welcome. And you have taught us a
way of living which is both simple and sincere, and which, though it may
not yet be too apparent in us, will surely show in each of us as we grow
older.
You often think that you have been a failure as a Mother. I have heard
you say so. That is not true (if anything, we have failed you in the past –
though I don’t think we always shall). Now when you get to thinking this,
just consider two things.
First. Think of the friends of your children. All through life we have
brought our friends home. Think of Bill’s friends that he used to bring home
from school and college- George Forney, Joe Thomas and others; Think of
Ruthanna friends – Jean Walton, the girls at Middlebury, her friends in
Milwaukee and Chicago; think of Dave’s friends- Paul Machemer, Jim
Ritchie etc.; and of mine, Palle, the Bolsters, Dorothy, the Brownings and
many others who know you even though you have not met them; all these
friends of ours love you as their own mother and so often tell us how
fortunate we are. Is not that something to be proud of? Does this make you
think you have been a failure?
Secondly. There are things you have said in the past, there are ways
you have acted when tired out that you probably hold against yourself and
think of it for years after. Naturally you are not perfect. None of us are. We
all have our faults. But I can say this sincerely for myself and I am quite sure
for your other children. None of us will ever remember you for your faults.
Your many fine qualities so far outweigh your faults.
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I was sitting here tonight trying to think of your faults, of unpleasant
scenes – not a very nice thing to be doing – Anyway, that’s what I was doing
and for the life of me I couldn’t remember any single episode or any fault.
So there! Now I know there have been such- but time erases unpleasant
things so quickly that I can only think of what a wonderful Mother you have
always been.
It is now nearly midnight ad I must close, but first I want to tell you
something. Do not keep thinking that you will not see me for many many
months. When the war ends here in Europe, and that will probably be next
spring or possibly sooner, I shall be coming home. Under the contract I
signed, I serve only on the European front and cannot be transferred to India
if the war would end here tomorrow. Even though our period of enlistment is
not finished, we will be sent home when hostilities cease in Europe. I am not
going to stay to study in Italy – in fact I couldn’t if I wanted to. So I’m
coming home for a visit and then if possible join some relief organization
preferably thee AFSC for service in Germany. I have a feeling I will be
needed in Germany. It sounds vain, but I feel I must go and try in my own
small way to bring about a better understanding among the nations of
Europe. I would like very much to work with the Quakers. But I shall
discuss this in another letter. Already I have discussed the subject of postwar problems in Germany with my friends in Florence and that is why I
have reached the above conclusion.
How I wish you might know the family I refer to as the P--- family!!
Perhaps you will meet them someday. Coccolo and I found a beautiful
flower in the woods below their villa. We dug it up and brought it into the
living room. It was like a crocus – bright yellow with leaves of a daffodil.
We all sat and admired it. Mr. P--- said he would and paint it and name it Fiori Corrado. He only began to paint two weeks ago but does wonderfully
well. Coccolo’s real name is Gabriella (Maria Gabriella P--) She is such a
lovely person.
Goodnight and lots and lots of love, always,
Conrad
Dearest Mother:
In your last letter you requested a photograph. I’m sorry to say this is
the only one I’ve taken in Italy. Perhaps you remember me mentioning Anna
Maria in one of my letters in June.
This is all I can offer at present but it brings wishes for a Happy
Birthday
with love from Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
November 27 1944
My dearest dearest Son
What a feast we have had a long and delightful telephone
conversation with Lt. Biddle in which he told us all the many wonderful
things about you. We wanted so much to hear and then the next day - the joy
of finding your two wonderful letters in the mail box.
What letters - what description - after fairly weeping for joy that you
could have two whole wonderful weeks in Florence. I started with you into
the vacation. I actually felt myself sitting by your side silently watching the
same the sunset you describe on the hill of San Minialto – the haze – the
hush- the light over the rooftops -the music of the church bells - how
indescribably beautiful. I too felt completely spellbound by the perfection of
your description. It made me think of Debussy so much in his music brings
such pictures to the mind as we listen under the spell of it.
Then I could see you reluctantly leaving there to enter the city and
how eager for it and yet half afraid that it might not be as exquisite as you
longed for it to be. How afraid I've been to attempt to play some very
exquisite piece of music lest in some way my fingers could not to fully bring
out the true beauty of it all and then the ecstasy of realization. I gasped over
a free orchestra in Florence. It seemed incredible at such a time and how you
must have enjoyed the Grieg concerto. It is wonderful. And how like you not
to go dashing about trying to see this and that – but just quietly letting time
go and offering your very soul to let it absorbs the beauty and joy as it
appeared each day.
How wonderful the family must have seemed and how it bears out our
feelings that we find real people - living - thinking - acting in a real and
simple and fine way everywhere - if we just seek them out with open hearts
and love. I love to read your description of them and laughed with you over
“the old woman”. You made each one of the family very real for me and I
feel I know them well. And then the lovely Coccola. I love her already - how
beautiful your description of her - how I could almost look into her eyes and
know the beautiful spirit within. When real love comes to you, Con which it
perhaps has it would be so wonderful so deep and pure and holy. For you
when it really dawns - will mean such an awakening as you never dreamed
of and then it will fill your life so completely and perfectly. My friends have
said often – Poor Con – when he brings a girl home what will you say – not
to them for their chatter, but for you- my son, I'll say “Thank you God for
bringing me this lovely spirit to walk hand in hand through life with him.”
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also I shall love her as a daughter. For I shall know any girl that you give
that love to- will be sensitive to all that is finest and truest and best in life else you couldn't love her that way. Maybe I'm just previous - but I want you
to know that I shall feel and how I shall rejoice in your joy.
Don't ever worry over enthusiasm the warm wind that blows us on and
on from one beauty to another –only keep a check on it when you are not
quite sure it is understood.
How wonderful you can go to the University and see and know some
of its students. Professor Gumaer will enjoy knowing that. I thought I would
be seeing him next week Cousin Emma wanted me to come down to the for
the night and to go with her to hear Faust. He (Professor not Faust) sits next
to her. I can't go because Miss Cloud will be here and we're going to sew for
Ginny and the new baby. She gave me a rain check so it will be January 2nd
that I shall go with her. The description of Mrs. G with her rugged Scottish
ancestry - the widow of an Italian with all the fire and warmth of the south and then tying her up with Cousin Lucy thought of strict (for she was strict
in a way) and rather intolerant Lucy (how I love her) married to an Italian
and mother of a family - made me smile. How dear she was and how too bad
it was that she could never know the joy of children of her very own.
I am so relieved to know of Padre Hearsey and to know he has
recovered. How often I prayed that he would be spared and return. I'm
mailing a little pamphlet – you’ll both enjoy reading. It was written by one
of the best preachers I've ever listened to. And then dearest boy, thank you
and bless you for telling us not to think you have forgotten us. We both well
you could never do that as we could never for a moment forget you and
though so far apart you are always with us whenever we are.
I wish I could write the wonderfully interesting letters to you that you
write to me. My letters most of the times seem so dull and uninteresting
when I read them over - but not much happens around here.
I received two darling pictures of Tommy today enlargements of
snapshots. He is very cunning but looks to me looks just like Tom. Ruth
seems to be increasingly active in the life at Hull House - so many meetingsresidents dinners etc. I wouldn’t be surprised to see her take a good position
there sometime and it really is quite interesting place.
Fred Hunt is moving back to Detroit that maybe another boost for
Billy. I hope so. Did I tell you that Maryanne called me on the telephone to
wish me many Happy returns? She was very cunning, but talked so hard and
so fast I could hardly understand her.
Cousin Martha is back home once more after having 52 hours radium.
They seem hope for her but I can't see how they can
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Betty McCord Mrs. Wetzel at lunch here on Saturday - both sent you
their love do everyone I see I had a long talk with Dorothy on the phone
Wednesday night she called me to hear if I had any news of you - said she
hadn't heard from you since August said she wanted to write you but didn't
know what to say. I assured her you would enjoy anything she wanted to tell
you. She wished me a happy Thanksgiving and it certainly proved to be one.
Saloms and Dave’s had dinner with us. I think Dorothy is such a lovely
person. Mr. Okie still is doing nothing, but Mrs. Okie has her work at Red
Cross. It's a strange situation. I don't know but he may have some trouble
like Clara Bolster - something must be wrong.
No more for tonight dearest son. Thank you for all the beautiful things
you said to me. I’m glad you feel that way about me dear for I have loved
you better than life itself.
You mustn’t think of me as unhappy. It is true I miss you every
minute but I'm very proud of you in the glorious service you are giving and I
know wherever you go you will bring love and joy and peace into the hearts
of all who know you.
All my love my dearest son Devotedly,
Mother
v mail

Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
November 29 1944

Dearest Con,
The perfectly beautiful lace was waiting for me on my return from
Philadelphia last night. It is just exquisite and I can't tell you how much I
love it and more than all else because you chose it and sent it to me. Did you
ever see anything so perfectly beautiful as that workmanship? I shall
certainly treasure both pieces. I love the little round piece - what wonderful
taste you have. One book arrived by separate package – a French book of
prayers. I have just put it away for safekeeping
I went into town to do some shopping but the stores have nothing. All
lines have been depleted. I am going to give them blood for Libby English if
Dr Anspach will let me. They gave her four transfusions and that must all be
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replaced. She is getting along well and Little Richard is really a beautiful, a
truly beautiful little baby I have ever seen. He looks just like Libby.
I had a long letter from Dick Bechtel today. He is still awaiting orders
in Boston. I will see cousin Emma tomorrow. She said she wrote you a few
weeks ago. There is no news that I haven’t written Oh, yes Richard Wilson
may get married at Christmas time and it may take place in Riverton. It has
rained here all day everything is muddy but I guess you laugh at our mud as
compared with Italy. A new heifer calf was born last night.
With much love dear and many many thanks for my beautiful lace,
but the letters are the most wonderful present I've ever received.
Devotedly
Mother
V mail
Elda farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
December 2nd 1944
Dearest Con,
I hope your birthday greetings reach you on the 6th. Aunt Elizabeth
sent you five dollars - out of the $20. It is hard to know what to send now. I
want more requests candy, gum, soap, books clothing if you need warmer
things. I asked Lt. Biddle and he said winter issue had arrived and you were
taken care of. Let me know please. Just write the same request in each letter
then I can continue to send what I can find and the other things. We are not
allowed to send anything now until after Christmas. If only all the boxes get
to you get there safely. One from Aunt Libby, three from home,one from
Emma Salom Norris, Mr. Wanner - Ruthanna - not much but little things
maybe you can use and the books (some of them) read and pass on to the
others. I had a lovely letter from Mrs. Rand, Michael’s mother day before
yesterday will send it and Ruthanna’s on Monday. She says Michael is
heading this way again. Who is Morris who sent us the card? I want to send
him something. What can you suggest? Is there anything I could send Padre
Hearirsey - what about Thomas Kelly’s “Testament of Devotion”? No news
since I wrote. I had Davey all day yesterday and last night. He gets his own
books that we keep up here and brings them to me - then climbs on my lap
for me to read to him. He points do all the different animals as I tell him
about them. He is a very lovely child. Just now he keeps asking “Where is
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bahardby Seesee?” He will be a darling from now on. This morning he
helped carry in dishes for breakfast and he loves to help.
Much love dearest boy we are with you constantly in spirit
Devotedly, Mother
Vol. Conrad Wilson

American Field Service
APO 464, % Postmaster
New York, NY
November 11, 1944

Dearest Mother and Father:
Only a few lines are forthcoming tonight to let you know that I am
well and happy. All is calm and peaceful were I am at present. How much I
wish you could come to Italy sometime! The countryside is so very, very
beautiful. The autumnal colors are not nearly so brilliant as in America, but
they are lovely nevertheless – soft yellows and browns, rust colors and the
silvery green of the endless olives.
The letter telling of Michael’s visit finally arrived - a couple of weeks
after the one saying, “Michael must be home by now,” which puzzled me no
end. The paper concerning the will of cousin Sally has been received and
will be returned shortly.
When on leave I purchased a pair of beautiful brass candlesticks –
very simple but solid ones- which I shall send home sometime. I left them
with my friends the Giufrriddas for safekeeping.
I have two invitations for Christmas and I do hope so much I can be
free to accept one. This will be my third Christmas away from home – two
in the CPS camp and one in Italy. Wherever I am, however, I do enjoy
Christmas so I am looking forward to his one. Please don’t worry about gifts
this year.
Love,
Conrad
PS November 27th
I found this tonight thought it had been mailed two weeks ago. Will enclose
it anyway Conrad
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November 26, ‘44
Vol. Conrad Wilson
APO 464
% Postmaster New York City
Dearest Mother and Father:
I have often told you how unreal the film versions of war are. Tonight
I want to paint a picture that you will better understand – for it is very
typical of scenes which appear in the films. I feel as though I am only an
onlooker and this is a stage setting.
To say the scene is awful is to be misunderstood unless you take the
literal meaning of the word. It is beautiful and yet I wonder at myself how I
can say this or even think it- but I do.
Picture to yourself a small mountain village, now in ruins – not a
house left untouched. Cold, colorless moonlight reflects on the crumbled
remains of walls making them ghostly white. Against the deep blue sky, the
black trunks of shattered trees are silhouetted with bare awkward branches
reaching out as though pleading for pity where there is no pity. Even dead
trees can be beautiful at night. Great beams of light from the searchlights
supply the only true colors - a dead sickly yellow fading into a pale
transparent blue., blue into purple into the deep blue black of the night.
In the far distance, short spurts of machine gun fire, closer the bright
flashes of the larger guns occasionally disturb the thick silence. Then all is
still I am reminded of Walter Delameres way of expressing the feeling –
“How the silence surged softly backward when the plunging hoofs were
gone.” A fine mist creeps through the valley below, enveloping all. I shiver
partly in awe and partly from the damp cold, decide to write a letter, climb
over the piles of rock and fallen rafters to a hole in the ground. Down the
hole by way of a ladder into a small vaulted room – my home at present. The
room was probably part of a cellar for the house that once stood above. The
other rooms of the cellar are filled in with the walls of the house. This one
withstood the shells. It is a small sturdy barrel vault. (Don’t let this scare
you. Not a shell has landed since I came here. This all happened weeks ago.)
Our room is dark and damp lit by one small kerosene lamp. Two
Britishers share it with me. They talk about the front – the infantry, slit
trenches, madness, hell.
I began this last night but now it is tomorrow. It is very difficult to
write. Why must you want letters every two weeks?
Have just finished reading “The Fountainhead” by Ayn Rand please
read it and tell me what you think of it. An English friend tells me his
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opinion: “Ayn Rand is an atheist - so are all his (sic) characters. Ha Ha! But
I want you to read it now. It took me three days. I couldn’t out it down.
I can’t wait for Razor’s Edge to arrive. I read it last week. Discovered
it at midnight – read till 3:30 a.m; began again at 8:30 and finished at 4 pm.
Had to skim though it since it was not my book and I was supposed to leave
at 10 am. It was wonderful. I’m not surprised you hesitated in sending it to
me. – ( I don’t mean that as it sounds!)
I guess I had better close this letter; it doesn’t seem to be leading
anywhere. Should try to do better next time. I really feel badly about making
you worry so much. Try to forgive me. It’s not that I don’t think of you and
love you, as mother’s last letter hinted at Apple pies be damned. Home
means more than that.
Love to all always,
Conrad
Elda Farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
December 3rd 1944
My dearest son,
Another Sunday -only a handful in meeting with Harry Frorer sitting
alone on the facing bench and no one speaking but Winoa Erickson and Mrs.
Malin. The Harveys have gone to Florida for the winter. John seemed in
pretty bad shape. He speaks with the greatest difficulty.
Aunt Libby and Uncle John came down and took us in their car. Poor
Dad had a terrible time getting to Walker’s with the milk- as some part had
frozen and he couldn't get it started. I thought he had gone and was taking
my time about getting dressed and getting breakfast and when I finally came
downstairs was still out in the driveway. David was working on it by that
time and by 9 45 had it running so we have little time to eat breakfast and
get to meeting.
Davey came up as I was writing the above and then Aunt Libby and
Uncle John came - so it is quite a bit later.
Davey is at home here now and does love to be here with us. He has a
little book Johnny MacDonald brought called Good morning Davy” and his
has pictures of a little boy named Davy going through the various activities
of the day from the time a little bird on the window sill awakens him until he
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goes to bed at night. Our Davey is just keen about it and runs to the
bookcase in the four poster bedroom where I keep his books and gets it out
and then climbs up on my lap and we go over it many times. Davie always
points to all the things I ask him about. He understands everything that is
said to him but doesn't talk very much himself. When the radio is on and
there's dance music - he dances about and loves to have me pick him up and
dance around with him. He’s loads of fun. He adores animals and is very
gentle and loving with them.
Aunt Libby and Aunt John just returned from Swarthmore they said
Margaret’s baby was so advanced for his age and is very handsome. Bill
Dietz had his leave cancelled and is in sort of an officer’s school out in
Oklahoma. Too bad he hasn't seen the baby and doesn't know when he will. I
had a postal from Bob Sabin asking for news of you. I sat down and wrote
him. Telling him of you and what you were doing and received a very nice
letter of appreciation from him. In it he asked me to send you his best wishes
and the hope you are finding great satisfaction in your work. He asked me if
I could send him word of you from time to time which of course I should be
glad to do.
Emma Roberts stopped in the bank Saturday and ask to see Dad. She
had been talking with Mrs. Yarnall and said you and Richard great friends.
Mrs. Yarnall said, “Did you know he was a very fine artist?” to which
Emma Roberts replied “No I didn't – he is only twenty-three.” and Mrs.
Yarnall said, “Well he has three paintings hung in some palace in Italy.” Dad
thinks Mrs. Yarnall must have made a mistaken. How about you putting us
straight on it. and I thought maybe she might have said you made paintings
of 3 palaces.
I do so hope Liv Biddle comes up for dinner Friday night I am so
anxious to see him and to ask him all about you, but I know it's a lot to ask
of him when he doesn't know us and is only here for such a short time.
Anna Jones said Barclay was in Rome today. How I wish you could
see him. He is working for AFSC. I don't even dare let myself think of your
return. I could stand the ecstasy of it. I just tried to go on week after week
trying to know that sometimes you'll be coming back and feeling so proud of
the wonderful job you are doing - for as Liv Biddle said “You had done a
perfectly magnificent job.”
Am reading Fosdick’s new book, “A great time to be alive.” It is fine
but I know somehow I have been able to concentrate the last week I just put
it aside and start reading your two last letters over. I wonder how many
times I have read them now. I can pretty nearly say them from memory.
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Must close this now and get to bed as I have a very full week ahead.
Miss Cloud comes tomorrow and we are going to sew for Ginny plus a few
things for here. Ginny keeps well and is growing nearer and dearer to me
each day. She’s a fine little girl.
Much love - my dearest boy – I’d give most anything to be able to
write you the glorious letters you write me. I am happy dear happier than
any Mother I know in having you for my boy
Good night again,
Devotedly,
Mother
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
December 11th, 1944
My dearest boy,
I wish this letter could be handed to you on Christmas morning. It
maybe - or possibly on New Years. Everyday for me is just the same for I
have a little feeling near my heart all day and in fact always when I'm awake
and its you, dear. I just seem to keep you there and all my thoughts are
always with you. I can't have one that I don't unconsciously share with you. I
find myself talking with people and listening to them and always that little
feeling I am talking with you miles away from everyone with whom I
happen to be. I find myself saying, “Isn’t she funny, Con? or “Well let's do
such and such a thing now” and so it goes and so as you wrote me in that
beautiful letter for my birthday - we just go hand in hand together in spirit
always.
You mustn’t feel sad dearest for I'm not. I'm happy – happy in the
real knowledge that you, -my most perfect love and joy have gone out into
the world (awful place that it is now) and in every corner you reach – those
with whom you come in contact with feel more comfortable and cheered and
warmed by the sincerity and understanding that radiates from you. I feel so
proud that through me has come into the world a far greater and finer spirit
than I have ever known and it makes me feel very humble and overflowing
with gratitude to God that I am your Mother. I never looked at your picture
that I don't say “Thank you, God.” Now its out and you’ll just have to
forgive my “spilling over” a little, but remember dear - I can't come now and
hold you very tight for just a little except in my thoughts.
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I have that very good picture of you and that cute little “Anna Maria”
to look at every time I get near my bureau. That makes 6 of you on my
bureau and two more on my mantle. I see you wherever I look.
Last week Miss Cloud and I were real busy. We trimmed our new
baby's bassinet and its sitting in the back room – all already to put little
“sister” in. We made guest room curtains for Ginny's house – fixed her
downstairs hangings - made curtains that pull across the windows in the
back apartment – and dear little white dimity curtains for my bathroom. So
now the house is all fixed for the winter. The apartment curtains are very
simple inexpensive (unbleached muslin with two and a half inch band of the
same chintz which the dressing table and stool are covered with on the
edge.) They do very nicely there and now people won’t have to turn out the
lights back to get undressed.
Miss Cloud’s niece, Betty, is still in England nursing. She is in a
hospital in the south of England. Cloudy misses her very much.
I hear Billy is a better job. Mrs. Hunt told me that Fred said He would
get a better job as soon as he reached Detroit. He left last week and I'll be
anxious to hear what has taken place. I have a letter from Mil last week but
have heard nothing from Bill since I returned from Maine in the way of a
letter. He did phone me on my birthday and little Maryanne chattered away
at such a great rate. I have bought her all four AA Milne books for
Christmas.
Helen Johnson just called me - to ask for you. She sends you her love
and said to tell you she thinks of you so much.
Last night I had quite a house full for Sunday night dinner supper - my
new neighbors the Yohns, Mr and Mrs Hunt, Zilla and Frances Walker,
Saloms, Sawyers, the Andersons Clara Laure, Amelia's, and Clevengers. It
was sort of a welcome for the Yohns and goodbye to the Hunts. They have
taken a house out in Indiana where Mrs. Hunt mother's, brother and a
brother of Mr Hunt live and are moving out by Christmas I think. They will
be having a sale of things they don't wish to keep on the 18th – a week from
today The Hunts have been good neighbors to us and we will miss them. The
Yohn’s are very different but I expect will have lots of fun with them - Mrs
Yohn is very short fat and nosy a bit rough and apt to say anything that
comes into her head. I have an idea she may cause many Chester Valley
eyebrows to raise but she’s good hearted, sincere, full of fun and I like her.
Mr. Yohn is a quiet person fun but quiet. At present he is rolling in money.
They have one son an MP in England goes back and forth on the continent to
England with prisoners I think. He has a darling wife Barbara who is living
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with the Yohns. We all like her very much. They’ll probably be a lot more
fun than the Hunts but one never forgets old friends.
Mrs. Anderson is very much liked by everyone. She has a lot of quiet
charm - is quite nice looking and just quietly and graciously takes her place
among us and we all like her. There will never be anyone like Cousin Lidie
for me - yet I like Clara and feel she will perhaps be a better companion for
Aubrey. It is very funny to hear him trying not to swear. He has substituted
“the dickens” for “in hell” and is really trying hard to speak differently. He
has to give her a dollar every time he swears and while he is really doing
nobly, she told me she had collected enough since they were married 2
months ago to buy pads for underneath all the rugs – downstairs. I must look
around and start fining Dad for something - maybe I'll charge for not picking
up his clothes poor darling - he would be in the poor house in a few weeksfor on that score he gets “wusser and wusser”, but Con he is so thoughtful
and kind to me these days and so cooperative about everything you would
love it and so as I do. I think he seems well but I noticed he tires easily and I
try and see he doesn’t overdo. He looks very well.
I should send you Ruthanna’s last letter which Friday. Tommy must
be quite a boy, but I think I have never seen a child quite as all together
adorable as our little Davey. He’s such a good little fellow and so lovable.
He loves to have me dance him around and the minute he hears music he
comes running to me with his arms out to be taken up and dance around and
he holds my arm out as stiff as a little poker.
I am going in town tomorrow- before I go to Bryn Mawr will try and
get my shopping a bit more under way. I do hope all your boxes reach you –
I only wish I had sent you warm Things even if Liv Biddle did say you were
well supplied. Please send request for candy – soap in every letter - also
books - I can't mail you anything over 8 ounces without a request so please I
love so to get little boxes of things off to you - how about cheese - fruit cake
- tinned stuff. Please ask for what you want.
Everyone here last night ask for you and all sent their love - maybe by
next Christmas you'll be with us again. I can hardly dare let myself think of
it - its too glorious.
Libby English is having a hard time of it. She is suffering terribly with
her back. We are all pretty anxious about her – young Richard is doing well.
Richard Wilson was married last week on the 8 I think. He was
intending to be married on the 22nd but received orders to go to Randolf
Field in Texas so Frances and he decided to get married before he left and
then she can go to Texas and be with him during the Christmas holidays. She
doesn't finish college until next June.
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What do you hear from the “Florence” friends and especially the one.
She sounds so lovely from your description. Maybe we'll know someday - I
hope so.
Must close now and catch up on a little sleep.
My love you always have with you and may the new year brings
peace to a torn world and my beloved son.- may the new year bring peace to
a torn world, my beloved son back to his home in those who love him so
very very much
Devotedly,
Mother
I hope Padre Hearsey is well and with you and please my kind remembrance
J.G. Morris. I will be glad to hear of him from you. Mother
Vol. Conrad Wilson ,
American Field Service
APO 464
% Postmaster New York City
Dec. 13th
Dearest Mother and Father:
With all the rush of Christmas mail, I’m afraid this will not reach you
until the first of the new year. I feel certain that you know that my thoughts
are with you always – especially this time of year. I had intended to write
you a nice long letter, began one last week but never finished it. Ended up
by sending V- Mail greetings to all the aunts & uncles, brothers &sister- and
nothing to you at home. I did not find time to wrap and mail presents, but I
have a few for you in safekeeping.
I saw Coccolo one day last week. Every time I see her I think she is
more wonderful (and yet I hardly noticed her the first time I called on her
parents.) She is half German, half Italian small, not pretty, but too beautiful
to describe. Her father, Eckart Peterich is a German poet and artist,
extremely intelligent but also the most kind and gentle and sincere person I
have ever met. Her Mother is lovely (a sort of cross between Emily Harvey
and Clara Bolster – taking the best from each.) a truly noble woman. How I
hope I can spend Christmas Eve with them!
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I must close this now. It is just a hurried note to let you know I’m
feeling fine and am very happy. Lots and lots of love and best wishes for the
coming year.
Conrad

Figure 13: Envelope with Air Mail and censor stamps.

V Mail
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
December 13, 1944
Dearest Con,
The last of the three packages has just arrived. They all reached here
in good condition. Did you know the little book on Italian architecture had a
perfectly exquisite piece of handmade lace tucked in amongst the pages? It
is the finest and loveliest piece imaginable. The other two pieces I can
hardly keep put away. I keep getting them out to look at everyday. I never
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expected to possess anything quite so lovely and when I know that you
picked it out and sent it to me - it is just too perfect.
Yesterday I gave some more blood to the hospital it came out
beautifully and as I have lots more now, they tell me I could a give more in
10 weeks - if I were younger I could give it every 8 weeks. They seemed
surprised when I told them I was 54. So you see I must be quite young and
kittenish (haha!).
Today I rested and darned stockings all day, but I really never felt
better. Libby English is better again but still suffering a bit with her back.
David Shoemaker returned from Chicago yesterday where he went for some
landing practice. It was so snowy he never even got up in a plane. They had
some 26 inches of snow out there. I don't know how long he'll be home and
then he must be off to the Pacific again. Jack goes today. I have no particular
news. Tomorrow I'm going down to Polly Clevenger's for lunch and next
day in town. Little Davey tells me he is going to have a “kiddie car” for
Christmas. Dave is making him one now. Ginny is well, but I wouldn't be
surprised to hear of the new baby anytime now. Will let you know right
away. I shall put the books away carefully for you.
My dearest love,
Mother
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
December 21st 1944
Con dearest,
I am two days late with my usual Monday’s letter. The Hunts had
their sale that day and the whole countryside was out. Dad and Dave bought
quite a few farm things – among them a huge canvas to spread over a hay
wagon in rainy time. We occasionally borrowed one from the Hunts. Dad
bought a buffalo robe for the car, rakes, a little step ladder for me, shovels,
coal bucket, mop etc. and I bought three old picture frames. One is very nice
and good shape - it is quite sizable and I’ll have a mirror put in it. I bought a
glider for Dave's porch, two straight and one maple rocker for Ginny's guest
room - a cute little bar room chair for Davey -three straight and one rocker
and pieces of carpets for Ruth Thomas - a table for Ginny and so on.
Nothing of any value was sold - no old dishes or nice things. I did get
a cute little ironstone toothbrush holder on a little plate. It was all white and
sort of square and the little dish it fitted on was square. I put it up in your
room. I also had those old yellow apple butter jars fixed for lamps and am
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going to have two good looking shades made for them. They look lovely in
your room.
Dave helped the auctioneer. He held up everything that was sold and
his antics and comments were as good as a circus. He had everyone in gales
of laughter. I bought Fred Hunt’s baby crib - mattress pad etc. all for a
dollar. It's a cute little crib in perfect condition and it will be fine to have an
extra, but when Dave saw me get it he called out “There goes my mother now that will have to be filled – she keeps me busy. Well thank God I have
two brothers.” Finally when he held up two bed pans - I just closed my eyes
and hoped for the best, but he made no comments thank goodness. I don't
know when the Hunts are going but I know just as soon as they can.
Ruthanna sent us a Mexican pottery water jug 4 little ashtrays and 4
mugs. They are lovely but in the coming two mugs were smashed to bits and
one ashtray. I hate so to tell her for they are just lovely and I do like
Mexican pottery but it is so fragile it just can't take the slightest jar.
Everyday I get out my beautiful beautiful lace you sent me and look at
- then just put it back again for safekeeping It is so beautiful how they ever
make anything so fine and all by hand what beautiful taste you have and to
think you bought it all for me and I know how very little money you have
dear. I will certainly treasure it always.
We had a big snowstorm Monday night and the ground is all covered
with snow. The Bunch children are having a wonderful time out with their
sleds. Little Davey was up yesterday and we took some pictures of him and
others. I’ll send them on if they are any good. The pictures I am enclosing
were taken up at Colly’s last summer. They lost them at the place where I
have them developed and they were just found last week. They are very
good of Davey and it shows Colly’s little pool real well - in the corner of his
garden. I haven't heard anything from them for quite a while. Dad sees Buzz
each month and he reports all is well but I don't see a soul for Dad has the
car and it’s too far to walk. I did see the Bolster’s baby last Saturday and she
is adorable just the prettiest little baby about ever saw. Jane and Rich look
very well and both send you their best. Bobbie Croll brought young Billy
down to see us last week. He’s huge and looks so much like Warren – only
his ears stick straight out and sort of curl over the wrong way. It's too bad for
otherwise is a darling baby. He smiles and coos when you talk to him and is
growing very nicely. Bobbie looks well - never saw her prettier, but she’s
pretty blue right now for Warren is on his way to the Pacific and from there
she doesn't know.
Had a lovely letter from Mrs. Milner thanking me for my letter to
Jean. The watch I sent her from Palle hasn’t arrived but she said Jean was
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simply delighted and she felt it would come soon as there was a boat due
from the state's at any time. I wrote you that Palle had sent money to buy a
present for Jean and had left it to me what to choose. Mrs. Mylner said Jean
never had a watch and would be so happy to have one especially so since it
came from her big brother. She said she was coming to the States next
summer and would come and visit us. She is going to put Jean in a school up
here. I am wondering how George School would be - for her - only I'm
afraid she is to young. I wish she could go to school here and live with us.
Libby English is better again. I only hope she continues to improve.
She has had a hard time. I have no ill effects giving blood - your old mother
is getting stronger all the time. I'll be giving some more in a few weeks.
Later in the evening
I had to stop and get dinner - since then we've listened to such a wonderful
talk by Sumner Wells –so fair and just. I wish I could feel that the United
Nations will be farsighted enough this time to realize that in order to give
peace a chance to work Germany a chance to live and work and there will
never be real peace as long as people are held down forced to work with no
hope.
Over the radio the church bells are peeling Christmas carols I wish the
spirit of that infant Jesus might be reborn in every heart again all over the
earth. It seems so strange the people could refuse to listen to his way. It
would be such a better world if they just would.
I must to bed now as I have to leave with Dad in the morning.
It will be four weeks Friday since we heard from you. I hope you are
safe my darling. I miss you so but I am glad your loving spirit is bringing
cheer to those in suffering. I would not have it other wise. I only wish I
might be helping you with your work. But I am in spirit – always –always at
your side – dear- loving you and proud of you.
All my love and goodnight – Hope you’ll enjoy the snapshots and
remember I’m not quite the atrocity that my pictures always seem to make
me.
Devotedly,
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn PA
December 26 1944
Con Dearest
I have just finished a v mail for you and now for a letter. I am using
my Christmas present from Aunt Libby for the first time. We had a busy
time before Christmas. I worked all day Saturday morning making
Christmas cookies and some black walnut cakes. How I wish you could have
some. I made little gingerbread men for Davey, Terry and the Bunch
children and the cakes for the aunties. It was so good to hear from you - only
I could read the feel of that damp hole in the ground and knew so well your
thoughts as you wrote them. Dear -I never had an idea that my letter sounded
as it did - when I wrote, “must I always be remembered in connection with
an apple pie.” I was trying to be funny and make you laugh. I could never
doubt your love for us or home any more than you could ever doubt ours for
you. But I guess humor is just sort of impossible in these days. And to think
you received that crazy letter in November – I thought I wrote it sometime in
early October. Just as I was writing this, Zilla and Mary Walker called so it
is several hours later now. They both wanted to hear all about you and sent
their love.
In my v mail this morning I told you all about taking Davey to
meeting and how much he and we enjoyed it. After meeting we came home
and David and Ginny and Naomi and the Saloms came to dinner with us. In
the evening we went down to Ginny's and helped trim the tree. David had
the Hunts over and we listened to the carols and later had cocoa and cookies.
Davey tells everyone that Santa bought him a “baby see sie”. Yesterday
Christmas Day we went over to the Warners - after breakfast and stayed till
around 1:30. Dad and Naomi and I were alone the rest of the day. Naomi and
I were knitting and Dad reading. In the evening I called Livingston Biddle
but he was out. I called just now but he was still a way - will try again. I had
invited him to dinner but he wired from Baltimore he would be away and he
hasn’t got in touch with me since, but I realize how his time is filled to
overflowing. I would have loved and hearing more and more of you. So
many questions I have to ask - the description of that awful vault you’re
living in - fairly gives me the creeps. I can't bear to think about hardships
you are enduring and every time I feel cold and shaky I find myself saying,
“Stop shaking you old milk toast - just think of the boys in the rest of the
world.’ One day I said right out loud at the table, “I’ve just got to do
something to help. I can't stand another moment.” Dad I guess thought I’d
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lost my mind - for we were just sitting there quietly - but always I’m one
place and my thoughts away – off - with you.
Today the sun is shining again. Yesterday it rained away most of the
snow, such a dull, dreary sad Christmas with only a hope that another
Christmas our boys would be back again. What a day it must have been on
the western front. The radio told of great activity around Faenza -it's rather
peculiar that the picture of that mountain village, the ghostly moonlight,
flashes of gunfire, the ruins exactly coincided with a mental picture I have
had of you in just that picture and singing “Stille Nacht – Heilge Nacht” to a
war torn country side. I might just as well be there for I can see it and feel it
away off here. You just described exactly what I been seeing in my mind for
weeks. I really believe Con, we’re very very close through all of this.
I am sending you all the cards I received for Christmas so that you
can enjoy them to. I love Christmas cards. I only send a few to sick folks and
very much loved folks and these I wrote notes on. This morning I sent off
“Green Dolphin Street”, “The Valley of Decision”, “Razor’s Edge” to you.
Pass them on to someone when you’ve read them. I had never mailed “The
Razor's Edge” for everyone around here just disliked it very much. But I was
very much interested in chapter six – I think it was - that was a description
of Larry’s quest for the answer he longed for. I think of the old Hindu faith of the search of the soul for perfection was the part of most interest to me.
I've always felt the soul goes on from one existence to another - always
growing toward perfection – as we progress here in spiritual growth so that
shall be that much more near the goal in the next journey and so on. Does
this make sense?
Did I tell you of the interesting old tin flour bin at Hunt's sale? It's
about 3 feet high and about 40 inches in diameter - a lid on top and a drawer
in the bottom – a handle on the outside that turns the sifter inside - which
sifts the flour into the drawer. I'm going to get Helen Johnson to give me a
few lessons in Pennsylvania Dutch painting - then I shall paint it black and
put some old designs on it and it will just be perfectly stunning. I think I
paid 80 cents for it. I thought the tin all black and then in the middle - a little
old Dutch man and his wife and some old tulip designs on the top and
bottom. Maybe I'll wait for you to see and decide. You’ll love it. I know I
could do this stuff like that if I just knew how to go at it.
Mrs. Laurie gave me a mercury glass vase. It is glass with silver
painted on it in some way. It will look for a nice on a windowsill with ivy in
it. At last I have succeeded in getting alot rooted and it is doing nicely.
Helen Johnson gave me a little vaseline glass pitcher - holds about a pint of
liquid. I put it in the shelf for the other colored glass and it looks lovely.
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Libby English add a letter from Jack the other day I receive the day I
received yours. She was very happy. That was her first since he left.
Con dear – you asked, “Why do you have to hear every two weeks?” I
don't mean you must write us letters for I can well imagine how difficult it
is. Just what I meant was send a V mail with “safe and well, Con” and it will
be O.K. I just get sort of panicky when six weeks go by and I hear nothing like this summer. I don't want you to feel you must write for I can guess how
hopeless it is to try and write as things are now for you. You might just say,
send me candy me, send me this or that - then I’ll have a request so I can
send things and I’ll know you are O. K.
Two days later
I set here writing you - in the four poster bedroom - when the phone
rang and a boy’s voice said, “Is this Mrs. Wilson? I’m Richard Yarnall - you
know the rest. He told me all about you, the name of your regiment as he
says you call it - just where you were when you wrote from your vaulted
room. He said you had plenty of warm clothing - told had the ambulances
were equipped with stoves that were always accessible. Maybe he was
painting too good a picture to allay my fears but he said you were happy,
had many friends in the regiment - that you ate your meals with the colonel
and have been doing a grand job. Well I have been treading on the high
spots ever since. He told me of all the beautiful paintings you had done and
drawings. That you had an exhibit of them at AFS headquarters and that they
were very beautiful. Thinks you are very very talented. He seemed vey nice.
It was wonderful of him to call me. Now if Michael comes back soon I can
tell him the name of the regiment.
I’ve been on my back with my old back kicking up again. Guess I was
a bit over tired and took cold in it. It will be ok in a day or two. I sit and
write and keep a hot pad on it and that always straightens me out no time –
and I've never felt better.
Snow again - in the front the front lawn and all the trees are covered.
The sun makes diamonds of all the little snowflakes. It's lovely here at Elda
– in winter except inside some of the parts that help are too cold for comfort.
Marie Louise Wilson called me yesterday came down for the
afternoon She seemed better than I've ever seen her. We just had a lovely
visit together. Frannie’s love affair seems to be at a standstill. Colly has
been sick but he was better. Marie Louise seems concerned about him and
he doesn't seem to tell her my much. Maybe that's it. She just still feels she
must know about everything. It's hard for mothers to get through their heads
that their little boys grow up and must fly away and make their own lives.
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That is life and I think rather we should feel glad that they are men to be able
to stand alone.
We at last heard from Billy, not a very lengthy letter but he is very
busy in the purchasing department at Chrysler - and doing not only his own
work but that of two other former men so he has little time for writing. Fred
Hunt said Mildred and Maryanne were coming East right after the first of the
year.
Must close this now and see about lunch. Mrs. McCord, Fanchon and
Emmie are coming here because I couldn't get to Wayne with my back
kicking up. We are going to eat by the fire in the back parlor as the house is
pretty cold.
Much - love to you my dearest boy. I told Mrs. Yarnall I hardly dare
think of the joy I would feel if you are home. She seemed so happy. I'm
happy for her.
Devotedly
Mother
January 10th 1945
Con dearest,
I have tried to write you for days and I couldn't and now it will just be
the best I can do - no more or less. I have read The Fountainhead by Ayn
Rand Read it through – first - parts thoroughly but for the most part just a
dashing through - then back to it - a page here many times – a chapter there,
a single sentence with such rapture I had to get up to know it was I - but I
can't tell you what I think. I have no words for it. It is unquestionably fine. if
he is an atheist well maybe in the same sense of the word that most people
think they are Christians. What difference - the word for it - so called
atheists so true to the best in him - too fine to bow to anything in him but
start naked truth or so called Christian soft spoken benevolent souls-who
stick you in the back if they are put up against the “you or I shall survive.”
The man is a superb writer who knows his people - how they think and how
they act. He has done some very naked characterization or else I know such
hum drum souls that they have never registered very definitely one way or
another. He is a worshipper of “truth” and what is a greater goal to work for.
In places I'm not sure that he has not failed to see a “truth” above it all, but
who am I to question him or anybody else. I see what I see and feel -
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someone sees - something else. The main thing - be true and
uncompromising to know to be so for you within yourself.
How you must have enjoyed it all. How you must have read and
reread Howard Roark’s plea before the judge. I'd like to sit unobserved and
hear a real discussion of that. How you must have understood and felt how
he felt about his work, but I can't discuss it. I can only feel it and know it's
truly great writing. I think I have permitted myself a veritable orgy of
speculation - for I have hardly been able to put the book down and I must
have a copy for my own to turn to when I will.
I must just find out about Ayn Rand. I have never heard of him before
did you?
This last week has been a strange one for me. A cold which just
settled in my back managed to reach my throat and when chased away from
there seems to have moved in all over me and I can't shake it. So I have
given way to it and today and taking sulfa and staying in bed. Maybe I
picked up an extra bug or two at the Opera – well it was worth it – only I
could very well do with just the music –being unable to squelch a wicked
sense of humor that refuses to stay out. I find myself straying from the
sublime to the ridiculous when I hear such beauty of tone and purity
emerging from the figure of Lawrence Mielchior - weighing about three
hundred pounds and all encased in flowing robes of silver and Christmas
tree toppings. I like to hear with eyes closed – and when I see – I like to look
upon real beauty. It all is sort of one thing – beauty, but diluting it is bad.
What I am writing I’m sure won’t read like sense maybe the sulpha
pills are making me queer – for my head does rock a bit.
Saloms and Dad and I went over to Uncle Windy's Saturday night for
dinner. Dinner was good and I always enjoy being with Aunt Bibba.
Yesterday was a honey - a heavy snow storm in the early morning hours
turning into sleet - which made going very difficult. Dad took the milk then
came back and we decided we’d pass up a meeting and just stayed home
near a fire. I read and knit alternately all day - but by night my cold was
worrying me so I went to bed about seven. It’s better today but I'll stay in
and keep quiet until it's over or I have to get up to care for little Davey.
Frances Wilson called me up last night to ask me to go to the
orchestra with her Friday. I think as soon as I can I’ll see if Marie Louise
and I can’t go each Friday. She does what I always did – sits up in the
amphitheatre.
Did I write you that Marie Louise came down one day last week and
spent the afternoon with me? She’s really quite a person. I always liked her
but found her a little difficult to follow always. She’s definitely been torn
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abut from one idea to another for so long that she isn’t sure about anything,
but she’s a very sincere person and I just always liked her and she’s fun to
be with – most of the time.
I just took a few minutes to read some more from The Fountainhead
This time the search of Roark for Steve Mallory and of the conversation in
Steve’s room - what a person he is. I could read the book continuously
turning from one chapter to another and picking at random. You talk about
enthusiasms - your crazy old mother gets so carried off her feet at times and
the older I get the less I care. I get so bored with these souls – colorless as
_____ who can only get lukewarm about things - but I realize it's hard to get
back to earth again.
Isn’t it tantalizing what a little knowledge does? Since talking with
Richard Yarnall I want to ask all matters of questions. I won't make a
nuisance of myself so I won’t call him up and if I ask you - it will be so long
till you receive the letter and then longer till you think to answer and
probably you won't remember, so I'll just have to wait until you come home
and then I'll be just as I always am when I want to reach up and pull shear
ecstasy down beside me. I’ll talk utter nonsense or not be able to utter a
word. I can hear you softly whistle over that last and think, “Not if I know
Mother.”
I'd like to be out here about now. I have to pick myself up bodily and
swing into a bit of systematic work. I'm certainly quickly getting into the
way of being a number one procrastinator.
I'm glad you liked “The Razor's Edge.” I didn't think it was a very
great book or too convincing but I thought certain paragraphs were very
strong. How I wish I could talk to you this very minute. I'm looking at your
picture and your smile and you might be thinking, “You're a funny little
piece - Mother - but I love you.” and I'm thinking “You're a wonderful lad,
Con. I see all kinds of greatness in you if you let it come out. I think I’ll
know it all - everything you accomplish even if I'm not here to see it - for
my faith in you is larger than anything else I possess.
All my love dearest son,
Devotedly,
Mother
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Vol. Conrad Wilson,
American Field Service
APO 464
% Postmaster New York
Jan. 15,’45
Dearest Mother and Father,
With Christmas and New Year celebrations already long past, I think
it is about time for me to settle down and write a few letters before I forget
all I want to say. I enjoyed Christmas – though perhaps not as much as
previous years when I was in CPS camp. The spirit of goodwill was not
quite as apparent as I would have liked it to be. I realize however, that five
years of war is more than enough to kill that spirit in most people – so I
should not have been too surprised.
All the wonderful packages arrived and made me very happy. Such a
fine choice of books! Already I have read “Judith”, “The Wind and the
Willows” and “Anna and the King of Siam” and have reread much f the
Oxford Book of Verse. The edition you sent me is very beautiful. Every
page of “Anna __” was fascinating. “Earth and High Heaven” I have not
read – but Captain F. – of the Medicine Corps has enjoyed it and it is now
being read by Nerina Giufridda. All the other look promising. I shall let you
know how I enjoy them. Eckart Peterich glanced thru “The Radiant Life”
and said that it is “charming” – he wants to borrow it when I have finished.
Signora Costanza P is reading “The Wind and the Willows” aloud to her
younger daughter Susanna who is just learning to speak English. There
couldn’t be a better first book in English; it is beautifully written and yet
quite simple.
Emma Norris sent me a lovely book on the early architecture of
Florence, and along with the book a present for an Italian boy and an Italian
girl – two pairs of socks. The book is almost too handsome for here. I’m so
afraid it might get soiled. I have lost the address of the Norrises in
Cambridge so will send the letter to you to forward to her. Ruthanna sent me
Kagawa’s Songs from the Storm” and “The Grain of Wheat” plus a number
of pocket books. You can see that I’m literally swamped with books. I don’t
know how I’m going to find room for them all the next time I move.
Packages arrived from Bill and Millie, Aunt Emma, Aunt Libby etc. How I
am going to answer them all is beyond me.
I’m writing as small as possible in order to get as much as possible in
the letter but I find it difficult to manipulate my fingers. They seem
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perpetually cold this winter because I have such poor circulation – but I
prefer to think as my Italian friends in this village do. They always tell me,
“Mmani fredde, cuore contento” which means literally “Hands cold- heart
happy (or content) and I guess that’s true because I have been very happy
here. The people are wonderful to me – so generous and hospitable – really
they would give you their last shirt if they thought you were cold – and if
they have two loaves of bread – they want you to have one of them.
There is the sweetest old woman here that I’ve met in all of Italy my
Aunt Cornelia. She is 79 years old unmarried and lives in a damp cellar with
a bachelor nephew. Her home and all that was in it was destroyed and yet
she never never complains, but is always happy – laughing and bringing joy
to all who know her. I’m told she had a beautiful home and came from an
old gentile family of the neighborhood. Certainly she was educated more
than most of the peasants around here and her strength of endurance under
these awful hardships is noble. How Mother would love her. Aunt Cornelia
always has loads and loads of flowers around her ome. I told her of Mother’s
love for flowers and for curios glassware and antiques. I showed her all my
pictures of home. She shed a tear for Mother and said she hopes I will soon
be home again. She thinks often of my mother and all those who have sons
away from home. One day Aunt C. gave me an old oil lamp like our New
England Betty lamps. It is brass and can be hung anywhere – on the mantle
or on a chair etc. They were used for lighting the way to bed. She had heard
that I had admired one like it so she wanted me to have one. It is so pathetic.
She has so very little now and yet even wants to give away that little to her
friends. The other day we were talking of my postwar plans and I told her of
my desire to return to Italy after a visit with you at home this coming fall.
She told me how much she hopes I will come back to see her but expressed
the fear that she might not be living by the time I get back to Italy after the
war. I told her that she must wait for me to come back and that her life is
very valuable to all who know her for she has much to teach the younger
ones.
It’s funny how differently people react to hardships. Some complain
all the time and weep and wring their hands while telling how the Germans
have taken away everything and there is no soap, no sugar, salt, no meat –
“no nothing.” Others I know accept their own suffering as being nothing at
all and think only of the others who are suffering. Those who shout the
loudest often are suffering the least, (not always but quite often). Aunt
Cornelia is one in a thousand. How often I wish I could do something for
her. Her only shoes are old felt slippers patched many times. She hasn’t
mentioned it, but I have noticed it. Every morning she gets up at fie and goes
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to mass. A Franciscan monk told me today that she is so very good – gives
to the poor – gives to the church for its work, lives so sincerely and never
complains.
I have been studying a bit recently and have improved considerably in
the past two weeks in speaking Italian. The Italians are such patient people
and so encouraging to one who s studying. In America we are so apt to
become impatient with foreigners and if one of them does not speak correct
English we think they are awfully ignorant or stupid. English is many times
more difficult to learn than Italian. The Italians seem so pleased when one
tries to speak correctly and they pour forth compliments. The language is
beautiful and very musical. I have been reading some Italian poetry this
week. One poem especially I like –“La pioggia mel pneto” by Gabeile
D’Annunzio. In it he describes the rain falling in a pine woods and towards
the end he says:
“E il pino ha un suono, e il mirto
Altro suono, e il jinepro
Altro ancorastromenti diversi
Sotto innumerevoli dita “
“And the pine has one sound and the myrtle
Another sound, and the juniper still
Another – different musical instruments
Under innumberable fingers.”
(The fingers being raindrops)
I was able to carry out my plan for Christmas Eve though it meant
staying up all night, driving icy roads over the mountains. The few hours
sent with my friends were worth the long drive. Nerina and Jiulio and Mrs.
G were at the Peterich’s –also an artrist friends of Mr. Peterich (a Jewish
refugee from Germany) Bill Pardi of the AFS and myself. The living room
was beautifully decorated – flowers, a tree with candles and ornaments and
under the tree – the scene of Jesus’ birth with carved figures of all the
biblical characters. The room was lighted entirely with candles which threw
delightful little patterns of color all around the room from the crystal
chandelier Great trays of sweets and cookies and fruits were placed on a
table at one end of the room.
When I arrived all were in the midst of opening parcels. The
Guifridda’s had a little book for me “I fioretti di San Francesco” The little
flowers of Saint Francis in Italian. Signora Costanza gave me a blank book
in which to copy my favorite poems. She is choosing several of the best
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Italian poems for the book and Eckart is going to write a couple of his own
poems in the book as well as one of his translations from Sappho – with the
Greek and German side by side. The book is beautifully bound and in an
attractive case.
I arrived to late for the opening exercises of their annual celebrations.
They always begin with a small play written and presented by the family and
for the family. This year the children all recited poems, one a German poem,
one in English, one in Italian and one in French. The children of the servants
all take part in the festivities. Later we sang carols in German which we
were very lovely – especially one called “Es ist ein Ros’entsprungen” which
we sing ever year in our “Okie” family group. At midnight we went to mass
in that favorite church of mine which I described in an earlier letter. After
mass I started back.
Must close now but will continue in my next letter.
Lots and lots of love as always,
Conrad
C Wilson
American Field Service
APO 464 % Postmaster New York
February 4th 1945
Dear Dad,
I have just received word that you have a new grandson – John B.
Wilson. Congratulations! That goes for Dave and Ginny too – so would you
carry to them my very best wishes. The family surely is growing rapidly. I
can hardly keep track of all the new births and now your own family
numbers thirteen. After the war, when your grandchildren come to the farm
for Christmas, it will be just like when we were children and Grandma
Wilson was living. Then Uncle John will have to show us films of the
generations of children at Elda.
For several weeks I have been living in a small mountain village with
six other Americans – away from the rest of our platoon. We had a very
interesting life there, got to know most of the people in the village, and felt
quite at home. But now we are back with the rest of the platoon and in a
larger town.
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When repacking yesterday I discovered the release to the Norristown
Penn Trust Co. which I had mislaid somewhere and then forgotten about.
Our own officer felt that he should not sign it as the Commissions in the
AFS are honorary and not likely to be recognized in legal matters. I took the
document to the town Major who is actually a member of the U.S. Army –
and he did the signing in the presence of witnesses. I’m awfully sorry this
did not get attended to months ago, as it should have been.
I haven’t heard any news of the farm recently – but suppose that there
is little going on in the winter.
Italy has been very cold this winter. Strange to say, it is quite hard to
get wood. Last week I carried to the hospital two Italians who went up on a
mine while searching for wood. The third member of their party was killed
outright. Have not been terribly busy this winter, because as you know, the
front has been rather stagnant.
All the packages were received and very much appreciated. Please do
not send me any more money. I have plenty and beginning April 1st (at the
end of my 1st year in the service) I will be receiving fifty dollars a month.
Mother asked about a person who sent you a Christmas Card. He is
Jack Morris a quartermaster sergeant who I knew last summer when working
at a CCS. W.O.II means Warrant Officer 2nd Class. If Mother wants to write,
he should be addressed as Mr. Morris (not Sargt. Morris) The address he
gave is correct – why should Mother want to know his correct address? CMF
stands for Central Mediterranean Forces.
Ten months of my service have passed already. The other eight will
soon be gone and I shall then be on my way home. I imagine that the
European war will be over by then. Home will surely look good to me. How
are the little trees growing –the ones I planted in the past few years? Over by
the ice house door there is a horse chestnut tree like the ne at the foot of the
lawn. It is the only one we have ever managed to start since coming to Elda.
I’m afraid the pear tree there beside it will stunt its’ growth. Would you take
a look at it and make sure?
I hope tat you have been well this winter and are not working too
hard. Give my best to Cousin Aubrey and my love to all the family.
Affectionately,
Conrad
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Telegram
Number 1 Received by FBY
Dated: INTERNATIONAL – SANS.ORIGINE ESM FEB. 16, 1945
To MRS WILLIAM WEST WILSON, BERWYN, PENNA.
ALL WELL AND SAFE PLEASE DON’T WORRY LOVE
CONRAD WILSON
Elda Farm
Berwyn Pennsylvania
February 19th 1945
Con dearest,
Your cable arrived Saturday February 17 and it was greeted with great
rejoicing. It had been a long time since we heard we wonder so much how
you are, what sort of course you are living in. Richard said you were miles
from headquarters. He seems so nice when I talk with him over the phone hope we can get him out here for dinner next week before he goes back to
college. Saw Cousin Emma Bechtel Saturday night at Clevengers she said
Dick was still at Norfolk. He is in charge of the installation of radar on a
ship there and may go out with the ship when it leaves. I sort of doubt it I
think he will be kept there for just that purpose. He is very anxious to be on
this way however.
I don't seem to have any news to send you. Mildred looks very well
Maryanne is perfectly beautiful - just full of charm and winsome ways but
very decidedly getting her own way on everything. It's too bad for it will
make life difficult for her one of these days. She seems very bright for her
age and is certainly a real little charmer. She calls me her blue grandmother
and Alice her red grandmother however when I put on a black dress to go to
Fleetwood I turned into my black grandmother.
It was fun watching Davey with her. He was coming down the stairs
as we went in at Dave’s and he called, “Hello Maryanne and hugged and
kissed her. He kept bringing her all his toys and wanted her to have
everything he had to play with. He’s such a darling. Little John is gaining
nicely. He is really a very fine looking baby.
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Dad has been down at the building and loan meeting. I heard a strange
noise downstairs and went to investigate it was only Hunter (the dog) in the
midst of a bad dream. David Shoemaker is going to Norfolk in a few more
weeks to continue his training he has been training at Cape May all fall.
Connie and he had a small house there and it's very nice for them maybe she
can go to Norfolk too. They say it’s all most impossible to find a place to
live there.
How strange and trite my letters must seem to you and how I wish I
could write differently. So much I say to you in my thoughts - they are
always of you - wondering where you are - what you were doing - realizing
the great difference in thinking the experience of your present life is making
- saying to myself, will I understand, will he talk to me of it all and will he
know how much I want to know and I'll try to understand all and will I see it
through his eyes - as I want to – Conrad - my dear boy - it would be so
wonderful to see you again - hear your voice and talk with you.
What tales of people, places - things done and talked about you'll be
able to tell me. I wonder if I'll ever see Italy. I have always so longed to see
Naples, Florence, Venice, Rome –but at least I’ll see them as you tell me of
it all.
Today I read all your letters over again. They are so wonderfully
interesting. Is Padre Hearsey with the regiment still? I should like to meet
him.
I haven't heard from Michael again. I guess his boat didn't return to
Philadelphia but I know he'll always hunt us up if he does come this way.
What a fine lad he is. I never saw such poise and beautiful manners in a boy
of his age and his English is so beautiful it made me think of music. Why
can't our American youth be like that? How much I'd like to see Coccola.
She must be so very lovely. I am wondering what kind of homes our
American girls will ever make. The more I see of them the more I feel sorry
for the boys.
(Tuesday February 20th)
So it goes – interruptions - never able to finish what I'm doing. I often
think that is why it is so difficult to coordinate my thoughts into something
like a real letter and now most of Tuesday morning has almost gone by. My
baby wash is out in the sun. I've done that each day for Ginny, which I know
it’s a real help. I don't go down to the little house so much for I feel it will be
easier for her to get going on a regular system, but I do all the washing that
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is done up here. It takes a lot out of each day, but I don't mind that and I
have a very vivid memory what a real chore baby wash each day was.
I hope I can have Maryanne here alone for a visit. It's not that I don't
want Mil(dred) – I think it would be such fun to have her here for a visit
alone and more than that it will do them both good to be separated a little. I
told Mil I would be glad to keep her if she wanted to be free to go about a bit
- see people so we’ll see what happens. Maryanne is very observing. I was
changing my shoes and she was watching me quite intently – finally she
said, “Those are very pretty shoes, grandmother.” She rolls her R’s so and
speak slowly and very plainly.
Ginny just phoned and such a commotion on the other end of the line
until Davey was allowed to say, “Hello, mama,” then all is well. He is just
adorable – but so determined. He gets so mad – he loses his balance and falls
down when he's trying to make his no’s very emphatic.
I have read “Great Son” by Edna Ferber - a very interesting book. She
can pack so much meat into such little space is. She gives such a good clear
picture of four generations and some of her paragraphs are so descriptive of
types and situations that I’ve bumped into so much and you feel the change
in thinking and acting rather than having every little detail described which
for me often discolors lovely writing. So much in “The Fountainhead”
would have been better left to the imagination and it is such a remarkable
book. I felt Ayn Rand weakened a great piece of thinking and writing by
seeking in that way to produce a “bestseller.” So much in life that loses
beauty when an effort is made to describe it in words – do you follow me? I
am sure you do.
I shall try and mail “Great Son” to you along with “Captain from
Castile” which is not much but books are welcome I know. I only hope
they’ve reached you for many have been sent. You’ll love the descriptions of
the different ones in Great Son. Old Madam Melendy - quite like the head of
the house of Falna – Emmey’s a bit like I see myself – often – stuffy pleased with the trifling things she does – her dinner party or brunch whatever it was - sounded just like a family party here. One can laugh to
ourselves and at ourselves - as I often do – and yet I have the utmost respect
for family loyalty and the energy and things a great family stand for. I'm
really not Emmery but I see strong tendencies and it’s a wise man or woman
who, early, learns to laugh at weakness and makes a start to correct them.
I’d give most anything to see your paintings I hope you bring them
home with you so I can see them. Richard says you’re really good - to me
but Emma Roberts came into the bank to tell Dad she had heard from it from
Mrs. Yarnall.
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I still haven't put a bit of paint on this place. I hope to get going in the
fall but the days when into weeks and always so much to do I hadn’t planned
on - then the baby in January and I had Davey here and now March. Mildred
will be here - so it will have to be April. That's a better time however when
the fires go out for our place to gets so smoky from the fireplaces. I’ll have
to have chimneys cleaned before I paint else my work will be for naught as
the smoke this winter has been very dense. Maybe some patching will be
necessary in the flues - especially the dining room side. When we have a fire
in the fireplace now the cupboard next to the mantle is filled with smoke and
it’s bad up in your room. Something's wrong. Dad refuses to think it's
dangerous, but I do. I think a fire might break out most anytime.
What on earth did Dad write you about cousin Sallie’s money? He
said - when I asked him – He advised you to have them turn it over to me.
You know all I want to do is to have you have it - whenever you feel you
want it. The heirs are very anxious to settle things up but if you have any
word - it has never been received. I could have just put in your account in
the N.Y. bank where we send checks for you to draw on. I’m sure you must
need more by now. Dad’s been a bit tied up, but we’ll try and get some to
you on March 1st. Let me know what you want me to do with it if I do
receive it – won’t you.
The news seems hard to believe - closer and closer the armies seem to
be coming into the heart of Germany. It's all so terrible and so all wrong.
Must stop now - my dearest and start the ironing also want to send a v
mail to Palle
All my love dearest Son - you are never out of my thoughts day or
night.
I love you so very much.
Devotedly,
Mother
February 23, 1945
Dear Conrad,
I was glad to get your letter today and learn that you were getting
along o.k. This was the first letter since one dated December 13th that your
Mother received at Elda. We were anxious to learn whether you had any
furlough at Christmas and if so whether or not you got to Florence.
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We have also had a cold winter and lots of ice. Lambs were born early
starting just before the middle of December and we sold 20 of them to
Yohn’s who bought and are now living on the Hunt farm.
Dave also sold them 9 young pigs and we are negotiating with them
for sale of our cows and calves. Jim Wilson has been sent to Brazil. He
married a girl from Charlotte, N.C. a few days before leaving and phoned
home the news just before leaving Miami. Winfield expects a furlough in
March. Dave is in a hospital and writes he was slightly wounded but we do
not know the extent of his wounds – a telegram from the War Dept. said a
letter would follow but it has not yet been received.
There was no hurry about the release. It has not yet arrived but
suppose it will in due time.
Yesterday was a holiday and I wanted to go to the woods and get a
few more dogwood trees, but got busy with other things and didn’t get it
accomplished. Today is clear and warm – about 50 degrees. So maybe we
will have an early spring. We are eating meat from a heifer Walker’s killed
for us the latter part of the last year and I put it in a cold storage locker here
so we don’t have much trouble with red points. Ruthanna writes that there is
a chance of Tom going in the Army dependent upon his physical exam and
if he goes she will bring the baby on and visit us at Elda.
David Shoemaker has been at Cape May but is leaving for the south in
about a week. Margaret’s husband is being sent to Oklahoma.
Elizabeth English’s baby was in Temple University Hospital for a
couple of weeks, had an operation and is improving. Your Mother is
concerned because you did not ask for something. We cannot send over 8oz.
by mail without a request so if there is anything you need be sure and let us
know.
Lots of love,
Father
V-Mail February 24, 1945
Con DearestOh what a gala day yesterday turned out to be –you letter of January
th
15 arrived and read many many times. When Dad came home he too had a
letter from you dated February 4th. So you see how uncertain the mails have
been. I think one of your letters must have gone astray for you mention
going to mass in the church you mentioned in a previous letter and that
never arrived. I shall write you a long letter tomorrow. This is for business. I
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very much want to send a box either direct to Aunt C __or you for her. If
you would send me any idea of size – I think I could go ahead and if you
would send the request in several v mails I can send off a 5 lb package with
each request. I mean list requests in different letters- then I’ll have no
trouble at the P.O. The darling. How I’d love to have her right here with me.
How right you are in telling how much older people have to give us. They
have so many years to look back over and those who have lived bravely and
unselfishly, look with so much clarity on the present and good will toward
the future. Oh, how I would like to talk with you- your letter –told me so
much and I always catch that feeling of perfect understanding between us. If
I could write to her – would she like that – someone could translate for her –
and I feel such a deep sense of gratitude and so close to those dear friends
who have been do generous in sharing their all with my boy. I am ready to
send anything to you or do anything you would mention I just don’t know
how till you tell me.
Love, Mother
V Mail

February 17, 1945

Dearest Mother,
By the time I finish my wanderings in Italy I should have quite a
sizable collection of objects. I told you about the brass candlesticks I
purchased in Florence, and in a recent letter I described and old brass oil
lamp. Now I must tell you of my prize piece – a beautiful table lamp in
brass. It is very old and in the style characteristic of Florence, I have seen
and admired the Florentine oil lamps ever since I came to Italy, but as they
are extremely difficult to find and very expensive, I never thought I would
own one. I will try to sketch it below but I know my sketch will not do it
justice. It stands about 18 inches high, has three wicks, a container for oil,
which slides out of the bowl up and down the stem and attached to the bowl
by brass chains, a pair of scissors for trimming the wicks, a snuffer and a
little needle for pulling up the wick up out of the bowl. The stem of the lamp
is more slender than I have drawn it here but you can get a rough idea of
what it is like. The next time I go to Florence on leave I’m going to send all
the brass home. Lots of it. Only 7 months to go.
Love as always, Conrad
I miss you always
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
February 26, 1945
Con dearest,
You can’t imagine the joy we had in receiving your letters. I don’t
believe I have ever read more interesting description and you catch such a
real picture of it all. I always feel as though I had been right there and seen it
all. I haven’t been to mass since I was a little girl and went at Christmas time
to see the church in its’ Christmas adornment. Anne taught me several little
Catholic prayers which were always part of my prayers each night. She was
a fine devout Christian – and as a child, not even my Mother’s figured any
close in my love than Annie. All she ever had to say to make me toe the
mark was “Very well, Annie will just pack her clothes and go back to
Ireland.” - and I was ready to do her bidding. She used to sing that old song,
Say – darling say – when I’m far away – sometimes you will think of medear.” And to this day it always makes me so very sad – and I still see in my
mind a vision of Annie packed and ready to go to Ireland. I guess she had a
big part spoiling me outrageously – for she adored me as much as I adored
her but I’d rather love very much than be luke warm – any day.
The Warners didn't come this weekend, but the Windy’s did - Uncle
Windy, Bidda, Esther - the horse in a trailer - Debbie and the black dog,
Timmie. It was quite a sight to see them rolling in. After dinner Aunt Libby,
Uncle John, Father Salom, Aunt Becky and Uncle Dick all arrived and
stayed for supper and the evening - so it was a busy day for me.
Bidda forgot to bring us pictures of Jim's wife but she said she liked
her very much. She's about her height - blonde – and quite talkative - as
lively as Frances (Richards wife) is quiet.
Marriage is strange days. Frances seems to be so bright and have so
much to her. I kept wondering what they’d ever find in common after the
radiance of the first awakening dimmed a bit. It's so necessary to want the
same things in life - to value the same things. It is very terrible to feel
complete lack of response to the beauties that thrill one so deeply. That old
saying that “opposites should marry” must have originated in a state
hospital.
I'm so glad you received your Christmas packages and am so longing
to get some more on the way. I could send so much that you could give away
if I just had requests and requests but they're so strict about packages. I was
ever so relieved to know the Oxford Edition has reached you. I had quite a
time getting one and then it was not the flexible leather advertised for, but I
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took it as it was a lovely edition. I have some more books to send you -great
son by Edna Ferber - and others - as soon as I get a request. Just read them
and turn them over to the Field Service for others - or give them to the
hospital. That's why I send them as I do - you don't want to be bothered
lugging them all around – only a few that I know you treasure are worth
keeping – and wherever they help to cheer - or make life easier - give them .
Aunt Libby received your letter dated February 3rd Saturday February 24th. Mails are getting better again.
I keep thinking of Aunt Cornelia - all the time - how I wish I could
know her and help her. She has grown so far beyond her physical body. How
glorious is a life when that takes place a complete selflessness. Father
Salom - now 89 is such a darling and has such a noble and wonderful
attitude towards people and the world. It's a joy to sit and listen. He can’t
talk of anything now but the coming peace and his hope for the world. He is
so far far beyond most of the people I ever see in intelligence and an
unselfish outlook. He kept bringing in Edward Bellamy’s “Looking
Backward” and told me something I never knew before- that Bellamy had
followed that book with another “Equality. I must get it as soon as I go to
town.
Just saw the postman and ran down to the mailbox. Your letter to
Emma Norris was there and I have sent it on to her.
It was lovely of her to remember you. I’m wondering if you are learning to
play chess or cribbage. I never saw such tiny sets they certainly won’t take
up much room. How my Father loved to play chess. He would sit hour after
hour over a game if he could find anybody to play with him.
I am concerned over your being cold and wish I could help. I wonder
if you need any special kind of vitamins. Let me know if you need any
clothing of any kind. It would be on the way at once. Wish I knew Aunt
Cornelia’s shoe size or clothing size - I could get some more things off to
her. Do write me about it. Bless her heart. I love her already. If I could only
be there helping
Dad and I had such a long talk last night. The cows are going to be
sold. David feels it's too expensive to buy feed for them and if he is freed
from the barn work he can give all his time to the cultivation of crops. Dad
also said he was going to get the house and barns all fixed up this spring.
Hallelujah! I hate to see everything going downhill so much. Once we get
started it won't take so long and it does need attention badly. So many large
branches have broken off the maple tree just next to the pine in the front.
Dad and Dave were busy Saturday trimming it as best they could and roping
some of the weak branches to the firmer ones so they would not fall against
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the roof and smash through. The dear old pine box is fine but the maple is
getting very weak. It can't last much longer. The big pine farther down that
was struck by lightning that time lost a huge limb in a bad storm last month
and in falling it tore more great strips of bark from the trunk. Too bad as that
poor tree has struggled for survival for some years now.
Aubrey Crawford is coming down for me this afternoon and I'm going up to
see Anne. Since her return from the hospital she has had rheumatic fever. I
guess I wrote she had a very severe operation but was recovering nicely
when the rheumatic fever set in.
Mr Buchanan died last week. Do you remember Mrs B. your old
teacher from Radnor? If you care to send her a little note the name is Mrs.
Harlan Buchanan, North Wayne Avenue, Wayne. She always seems so
proud of you and she is very much alone.
The book “Judith” was sent to you by the Valley Meeting. Better drop
a note to the Valley Monthly Meeting % FSC Harvey, Radnor, Pa. I guess
its’ very good reading.
David Wilson is back in combat again. Aunt Bidda thinks. She has
heard nothing from him – but his girl had a letter saying he was up and
working again. Jack English is still somewheres in California training from
some special mission. I saw Libby English Saturday. She looks terrible but
she has had a terrible winter with her baby in such bad shape. He is much
better now
Aunt Dorothy asked Dad about you the other day and when he told
her we had heard – she burst into tears and said she couldn’t bear to think of
all the boys were going through. It would mean so much to her - if you’d
just send her a V Mail – no one thinks of her much- I’m afraid- and she
always asks about you.
No more now –dearest boy – I must get ready to go to Anne’s. All my
love and thank you – oh so much - for your letters.
Devotedly,
Mother
Please thank Aunt Cornelia for mothering my boy and tell her I send her a
great deal of loveA letter from Palle Saturday – 4 days after it was written on an island in the
Pacific and I received it here. Am sending it on to you.
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VMail undated
Dearest Mother
“Sumer is icumen in” and your son in Italy is beginning to think of a
few things he would like to have in way of clothes. Do you think you could
find a pair of light colored corduroy trousers? They come in a buff or almost
cream color or very light tan. I don’t want green, blue, dark brown or any
other color – only as mentioned above. Also I would like a good shirt,
oxford cloth if possible in a cream color (not pure white unless the other
cannot be found – but I think it can be found) a knitted tie (dark); two pair of
knee length stockings – khaki color or buff as the British wear. All this
doesn’t sound very military but I assure you that it is traditional in the AFS.
Do your best anyway – especially the trousers.
Love Conrad
VMail- Undated but mentioned in VMail that follows this one
Dearest Mother ,
I read in the newspaper that air mail letters are not getting through to
the states very regularly, so I think will try these again. There is not much to
tell about anymore I used to be ale to write pages and pages.
Did you know I was born on Saint Nicola’s day? There was a bad man
in Bari who took three children and pitched them in a barrel (like fish) Their
father went to Nicola, a good man and told him of this catastrophy
whereupon Nicola went to the barrel and told the children to rise up and
live- which they did! Forever after this Nicola was regarded as a saint and a
protector of children. Gifts are given to children in Europe on December 6.
We include this legend in our Christmas celebrations. I don’t know why I’ve
written of this except if I had been born in Italy I wojld be known as Your
loving son, Nicola
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V Mail
March 1, 1945
Con Dearest,
I meant to say St. Nicola – what a choice bit in your V mail of
yesterday. Sounds like children in the Fiery Furnace. Air Mail Letters seem
to be taking a long time as I wrote you. A note came through on December
23 written November 11, another on January 24th written December 13.
Then two – one to me dated January 15th and on the same day – one to day
dated February 4th. I hope you have received my letters – although as
compared to the interesting letters you write mine must be sorry stuff to have
to read. You have a new cousin – Alice Elizabeth Schweyer born on
Monday February 26th. The Alice is for Herb’s mother and the Elizabeth for
Libby. Aunt Libby had her purse stolen in Best’s store yesterday. $40 in
cash- her Wanamaker coin, ration books, glasses, etc. She reported it at
once. The girl said the only one who had been at the counter was a Jewish
woman who had asked for powder and when the girl was bringing it said, “I
won’t take it now” and suddenly hurried away. Uncle John joined Libby at
the store and together they were waiting to take a train in town at the
Ardmore station. Libby spied a Jewish woman sitting four seats from her.
She had two big paper bags on her lap. She called John’s attention to her and
John walked back and forth in front of her. The woman appeared very
nervous and suddenly started for the door. John was there and sort of took
her arm. Aunt Libby was right behind him and saw her bag she thought in
one of the paper bags. Aunt Libby said, “There it is.” And started to reach
for it- and the woman said, “It’s not in that one- here it is” and fished out her
pocket book and gave it to her she kept saying “I was just going to take it to
the station agent. It’s alright isn’t it?” She got away and Libby sat down on
the first empty seat opened her bag and everything was there. Libby hadn’t
seen the woman and had been given no description of her but the woman
recognized Libby and probably thought John was a detective with her. Isn’t
that something?
All my love,
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
March 16, 1945
Conrad dearest,
Over two weeks since you received anything more than the
“dehydrated” mail from me -I’ve been busy –trying to take care of Mil – and
looking after Maryanne along with my usual routine. Then Catherine was
home sick – so letter writing was out temporally. Mil is much improved,
although she has to go back Monday afternoon. Doctor said there was still a
little pus there and it wouldn’t be fair to her to let her go until it was entirely
clear.
Today is like a warm spring day and you can almost see the buds
coming out. Dave's pigs have played havoc with my garden and I fear I have
lost a great deal out there. They would come by threes and four's and root
around until they just about ruined everything - if it wasn't pigs and was
rams or lambs – but always something. I hope he’ll keep them all penned up
somehow this summer. The little chicks are still not here. Dave has ordered
them again from Ohio. Chickens are getting very scarce now. I only wish we
had some already here.
David has sold all of the cows. We will have to buy our milk in
another month. I guess I wrote you that Mr. Yohn who bought the Hunt
place is putting in a large dairy. He is building a milk house with all the
necessary equipment to really run a modern up to the minute diary. Dad says
Dave will have more time to devote to the fields - he will if he stops talking
long enough - but as long as he can find an audience - you know Dave. This
is “entre nous” (between us) It worries me so – though Con. I had such high
hopes of David making a success of it here and of course the story is just the
opposite. Sometimes however its best to get to the end of the road and then
be free to choose another. I try to think that way -so many interesting and
really helpful things I could be doing were I not in what is very much like
captivity - for while I’m free I’m really not free to live at all.
Yesterday was a gala day for me. Mildred had to go to the doctors
and then she wanted to go in town to do some shopping. I took Maryanne
and went to the zoo and it was a perfect lark from beginning to end. She was
just entranced with everything - except the house where the Hippopotammi,
Elephants, Rhinos are kept. As we open the door each one let forth with a
roar which sounded like all Hades let loose. She grabbed my hand and said,
“Let's get out of here.” I tried to tell her they were all calling a greeting to
her, but I guess I was not convincing for while she looked at all of them –
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she seemed genuinely relieved to be out of the place. She loved the ducks in
the pond and the little animals. The ducks would come waddling up to the
fence and stick their bills through the bars for peanuts and she would say,
“Oh you darling little thing here is a peanut for you” or “How do you do. I
am Maryanne Wilson. Are you glad to see me?” I have never seen such
appeal. She is absolutely beautiful and when she talks she twist her little
mouth in the most adorable manner. Mil chooses the sweetest clothes for
her which she wears like a little princess and she is altogether lovely. We
went to a little lunchroom on the ground and she's sat up like a little grown
up and ate her lunch. Where ever she goes she has all the attention of
everyone – and she beams on everyone and the world is hers. Here is a good
example of how she acts. We got into a trolley car and sat down and the first
thing Maryanne turned her million dollar smile on a woman across the aisle,
then she said to me, “Grandma I'd like to go over and sit by her.” The
woman by that time was wreathed in smiles. Maryanne went across and sat
down – looked up and said, “I just love everyone.” Where upon – old sour
faces – and pleasant ones alike were beaming. She’d be a good one to send
out on the “Good neighbor – program.” Only watch – if she doesn’t get her
way with her Mother –there’s a temper tantrum – on the spot. It’s just a
shame for Mil is lovely with her, but Maryanne rules her with an iron hand.
She got into quite a conversation with a naval officer on the train going in.
She asked him, Why he didn’t have his shooter on (meaning gun I suppose).
He was completely won over and they talked away at a great rate –when he
asked her “what her Daddy was doing” she replied – rolling he eyes and
looking very sorrowful –“My Daddy’s home in Dearborn being very
lonesome for me.” I tell Mil it’s really a crime for Bill to go on working – if
they every take her to Hollywood they’d be wealthy overnight. I have never
seen anyone smarter or cuter. (I don’t sound like a proud grandma by any
chance, do I?)
We are going to Warner’s for dinner tonight. It’s a celebration of
Dad’s birthday tomorrow. It was fun having the cousins together – one day
this week. I wrote you about it. Did I tell you that when Maryanne saw Terry
English creeping into the room she said to Davey, “Here comes that crawly
baby again.”
I am scheduled to go on jury duty Monday. It is a traverse jury – I
suppose that means that we go about from place to place. Mil plans to go
home next week and leave Maryanne with me so I’ll have to ask to be
excused. I would have enjoyed serving. It was interesting the other times I
was on and we need people on juries who are willing to use their heads.
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I haven’t any more news. I haven’t been anywhere – or seen anyone I
haven’t told you about for I’ve been pretty well confined here at home.
The news gets increasingly more hopeful of the end of it all – but
what an orgy of terror and destruction Europe is passing through. It just
makes me ill to think of the terror and hatred and suffering – where on earth
are we going and when will people wake up to the folly of it all?
Windy was here the other night. He had a letter written to him by
Richard’s wife – which he read excerpts from. He seems to derive such a
great amount of joy from her- and it was almost pathetic to see how touched
he was as he read her letter to us. It was full of just lovely, friendly feeling
toward him and I was so glad he had it. No more word of David. I wish he
would write his mother. She has been so brave and having four away is
pretty tough.
Someone said it didn’t seem possible you’d been away a year. I felt
like saying it had seemed like all eternity to me. Think of it – a year in
another week - how I hope the next seven months pass quickly I am going to
keep very busy.
I was simply delighted to know you had acquired a table lamp. I love
old brass and you’ll be so happy to have it later on. Where are you keeping
all your paintings? I have longed to see just one –how about it?
Must close this now and get busy on Maryanne’s afghan. I have it all
finished except sewing together and the border.
All my love my dearest son – you may not even want to be but you
are – and I can’t help loving you so much - so you’ll have to take it.
Devotedly,
Mother
V Mail February 20, 1945
Dearest Mother:
The town we are living in is quite uninteresting compared to the one I
told you about in January. It always takes longer to get acquainted in a large
town and the people never seem quite as friendly. I do love the little
picturesque mountain villages. The one I was in last month was perfect. The
people were so good!
I have made a few friends here, among them a blind pianist and
philosopher. Three years ago he was paralyzed and lost his sight. However
he can still play the piano with a great deal of feeling. He too lives in a
cellar. His home was destroyed by shells. Now he has nothing left but
courage and I know it takes a great deal of tat to face the future. Such people
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as Aunt Cornelia and this maestro are few and far between. They just put to
shame the rest of us who have so much to be thankful for.
Love always, Conrad
V Mail March 2, 1945
Dearest Mother:
I have returned from a week’s leave in Florence, which was very
pleasant at this time of year. I lived in a civilian pensione instead of the AFS
villa. Visited all my friends and made some new ones. You would love them
all I know. Two packages are on their way to you. Let me know when they
arrive. One contains a pair of brass candlesticks which may be reproductions
but even if so they are beautiful. The other contains one Florentine oil lamp
(not the one Aunt Cornelia gave to me) and the little bed lamp which I
described to you and which Aunt Cornelia did give to me.
Also I’m sending to you a gift for Dorothy Okie which I want you to
take to Caldwell’s for straightening and cleaning. It is a delicate silver
calling card case in old Florentine filigree work. I don’t want it to be
polished much – just a wee bit. It is more beautiful as it is. Her initials are
D.W.O. Tell Caldwell’s to be very very careful with it.
Love, Conrad
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
March 24th, 1945
Con dearest,
Your letter of March 2nd arrived on March 23rd one day less than 3
weeks. That is a change in the speed of the mail-certainly- mail service has
been so slow this winter, but I suppose we should be thankful for service at
all. It's hard to believe the papers and radio one wonders how the Germans
are holding out with all these armies coming from all directions at once. I
wish it was over – and even when it is it will probably be lots for you to do
for a while. It's wonderful to know that next week we’ll be starting the last
third of your enlistment.
Maryanne and Mildred went back to Fleetwood Tuesday morning. I
had to go on jury duty in West Chester Monday. Dad didn't think I should
ask to be excused so I went. It looked as though we had enough to keep us
going all week but by Tuesday the lawyers had settled most of them so
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Tuesday we were excused for good. The only case I was on was an
automobile collision case. An oil truck got out of control and bumped into a
passenger car at the junction of Radnor and Gulf Road. No one was hurt but
the passenger car damaged. It was rather stupid all of it.
I expected Mrs. Duncan who is visiting her sister in New York last
night but Dad waited for several trains in Paoli and she neither arrived,
phone or let us know in any way.. I'm just as glad as it gives me a chance to
work out of doors a little. The daffodils are almost out, in fact, the ones they
put down at Ginny's last year have been out for a week. They are quite
protected there by the porch. Forsythia is more luxuriant this year than for
many. The bushes in the driveway that you cut back last year are in full
bloom again. I have cuttings in every room in the house just about. And it
looks so bright and gay.
Just went down for today’s mail but no word from Mrs. Duncan. Can't
think what could have become of her except she wasn’t any more anxious to
see me then I was to have her come. We just have nothing in common and
while I don’t feel one way or another about her I’d rather not have to talk
with her.
Still haven’t heard whether or not Tom as accepted or not. I do wish
Ruth could come home for awhile. She sounds homesick a bit now and I’m
quite sure things are not going well for her out there. I don’t believe the
Army will ever accept Tom. I can’t see what good he would be to them – for
he’d never be able to stand anything.
I have David here with me today. Ginny has a cold and so has John –
so Davey came here. He was riding about on his little kiddie car all morning.
He’d ride up to me and call “Hello, Mama” then off again. I was working
outside – uncovering flower beds.
Now for the things I really want to talk about - those wonderful
snapshots. The one of you and Coccola I just adore. It is so perfect of you
Con and you look so well and so happy. I wish I might have seen her eyes –
she is looking down in the picture and her hands are hidden too. I love to see
eyes and hands but it looks as if the sun managed to stop your smile and
what a joy it is be able to go and look at them whenever I want to. I just
adore the picture of Coccola and her mother. Her profile is so perfect and the
sweet smile she is giving her mother is so lovely. I shall keep it safely for
you. I can see Lucy in Signora Giufridda. She looks very much like her.
How I wish I could tell them how much I love them even now – just because
you do and because they have been so lovely to you.
I had a long letter from Jack Morris the other day. He had just
received mine and was apparently glad to hear from me. I’ll send it on to
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you. He sent me a snapshot of his wife and little son – Philip looks very
much like Billy did as a baby that age. I think it was lovely of him to answer
my letter and I shall write again. April and May I am going to paint. The
plasterer comes some day next week to patch up cracks and then I’ll get
started. Each time I’ve started to make plans to get underway – something
has happened to hold me up. I hope I can really get going this time. I only
hope I get the right colors and can do a good job.
Aunt Libby told me of your wonderful thought of us. She hadn’t read
that part to us and cut it out so that if I asked to read it I would think it had
been cut by the censor. I suppose she has written you - as she didn’t want to
pick a rug without me. I think it would be wonderful to wait for you to come
home and then you and I could go together and get one. We’ve waited so
long- we can wait a bit longer and I’d like to have you do it. However –
much as we both appreciate your wonderful thought of us we think you must
keep the little you have for yourself. I can get one with my money by next
fall and you and I can have the fun of choosing it together. I never heard of a
dearer sweeter thought and Dad and I certainly do appreciate it. What a son
you are. I just can’t see how you ever happened. You’ve been so wonderful
to us and so thoughtful.
I am overjoyed that you have the lamps you mentioned- you’ll love to
possess both of them. I hope they reach home safely. It seems sort of risky to
send them. I’ll let you know the minute they arrive. I shall adore the
candlesticks. They are something I’ve always longed for and never dared
hope to possess.
I had a letter from Mrs. Mylner this week. She has written me several times.
Jean has had the measles and been quite sick. They are coming to the States
in early September. They are going to leave Jean with her sister in New
York and have her go to school there. I had offered to let her live here and
go to Miss Baldwin’s. I think Palle was quite anxious to have her there but
of course they know where they want her to be. Tiny seems very nice and I
feel as though I know them all pretty well now.
You should have seen little Davey helping Dad and me pick up sticks
and burn them. He really worked hard all afternoon. He seemed so little to
be working away at it. It’s really amazing the way he understands and uses
his hands. He and Grandpa came in about 5:30 and first Dad had his bath
and then Davey had one – then supper and to bed. I’ll wager he sleeps well
tonight for he should be good and tired. He is saying sentences now. He was
pretty slow about talking – so I’m glad he’s starting to talk as it is time for
him to start.
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Anna Crawford is getting better. She has had a bad time of it - and
then to cap the climax – she took a bad cold and has been just about
coughing her head off. Audrey is home now and takes care of her and does
all the housework. She seems very much a person. I really like Audrey a lot.
She tells me Jardin Guenther is in the Field Service. Do you know him?
Marie Louise and Buzz are visiting Colly and Dave Hendricks in
Florida. Colby has a furlough next week. He and Joey are going over from
Ft. Benning and be there too. Quite a family gathering. Mr. And Mrs. Frank
Williamson celebrate their sixtieth wedding anniversary on April 6.
Burglars broke into Cousin Emma Bechtel’s when she was in N.Y.
They took her mink coat, all her antique jewelry, about fifty dollars in cash,
and dear knows what else. It was too bad Emma will feel sort of nervous
about being there alone now I’m afraid.
Margaret Dietz and little Bill left by automobile for Ft. Sill, Oklahoma
– to see Daddy Bill. Walter went along with her on the trip but will return by
train. Margaret expects to stay on with Bill.
No more now as I must get to bed. All my love dearest boy. The time
is passing- and oh the joy – of having you home again.
Mother
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V Mail
March 2, 1945
Dearest Mother:
I simply can’t get over the amazing coincidence of that photo you sent
me (showing a wounded man being pulled on a sled) with reality – because
that is exactly the place I was in during most of December and part of
January. It’s too bad the name of the village was not given also for of course
I cannot reveal that. It was from there that I drove to my friend’s house on
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Christmas Eve. I was up all night. However, that is not the place I wrote
about in January when I met “Aunt” Cornelia, but the weather conditions
were about the same and sleds had to be used to bring down the wounded.
For several weeks there was no way to send out letters because our
letters cannot go thru British channels – but must be sent thru the AFS H.Q.
Enough of these V mails for tonight. I must write a letter in order to send the
picture.
Love, Conrad
March 2, 1945
Dearest Mother and Father:
Have just finished writing 3 V – mail letters and now am finishing off
with a note in order to enclose the photograph of Coccolo and me which I
mentioned. I am also enclosing a small snapshot of Coccolo when she was
two years old. You may keep it for me but don’t lose it because there is no
negative.
I hope the packages arrive. Soon there will be more to send but they
are not yet wrapped. I purchased today a beautiful wall plaque – a Madonna
and child in terra cotta of the 17th or early 18th century. It is large and fragile
so I will have to store it and carry it home with me when I come in a few
months. It will look lovely in my room. I’ve been trying to find one for
months!
Lots of love – always , Conrad
March 6, 1945
Dearest Mother:
I sent off a box yesterday containing the little silver case for Dorothy.
Tomorrow I’m sending a small painting, which was given to me by my blind
pianist friend. Had a box made for it, so it should arrive intact. When in
Florence on leave, I stopped at Navone’s and told them how pleased you
were with the lace. Prices have gone up since I purchased your lace in
October. Now it’s out of sight. Your letter of February 20th and 21st arrived
yesterday. For a long time the airmail letters have been coming by ship –
that is why it has taken so long to hear from me. I’ll stick to V mail from
now on.
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I’m running competition to you and Mrs. Yohn. Today I bought two
little frames for 30 cents each. They were a dollar each with ugly pictures in
– so I bought them without the pictures. They will be very pretty in the four
poster bedroom. Shall send them soon. My prize purchase must wait until I
return. It is too fragile to send by mail.
Love, Conrad
V –Mail –
Mrs. John Yohn
Green Valley Farm
Devon, Pennsylvania.
March 26, 1945
Your letter of March 5, received today March 26 –
My dear Conrad,
Mercy, here I am 52 - and never expecting to get another real thrill and along comes your sweet note. No wonder your sweet mother talks of
nothing else but “Con” and - well, I guess I get jealous. No joking- I love
your mother dearly. She is a sweet person and I know why you are too. No,
darling I’ve never been in Italy. Syracuse is the farthest in Pa. and N.
Carolina in the states. I saw the laces Mother got and they are beautiful. I
also saw the picture you painted (the one in the L room) that’s lovely too.
I’ll have you paint me some and help get this house decorated. We had
dinner with your Dad and Mother last night (Sun.March 25) and had a grand
time. We love it here Conrad and I too am anxious to meet you and know
we’ll be great friends. Hurry this mess up, Conrad so we can have some
good time together. We’ve got a lot of cows, lambs and pigs (all from the
Wilsons – remember them) I feed the chickens, lambs and pigs – and bother
it’s a job. Yes, I heard of your work and it’s a wonderful job you are doing. I
also saw Gabrielle’s picture – hot darn!! Be a good boy though and know
that I can’t express my appreciation of your thoughtfulness in writing. Chin
up and know we’re rooting for you .
Cordially,
Mae W. Yohn
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March 12, 1945
Dearest Mother:
These past three weeks have been beautiful – warm, cloudless days
without the usual March wind. It helps make up for the many months of bad
weather that we have had. From all I’ve heard about your winter, I believe
we were much better off over here.
If soap is not too expensive now, would you send some more? Please
don’t jump to the conclusion that I am spotlessly clean nowadays for I don’t
use all the soap you send for myself. It is very rare in Italy so I want it for
my friends. Also would like a good necktie. Can you find a knitted one?
Don’t want any gum but a few little cans or jars of spreads, sardines, lobster
cheese spread etc. would taste good if you can find some.
Bye for now
Love,
Conrad
March 26, 1945
Dearest Mother and Dad,
A little note to let you know that all is well over here. Hope you get
the packages I sent. The one containing the oil painting (given me by a
friend) also had in it a brass rod which is part of a lamp. The rest of the lamp
will arrive later, so hold unto the rod. How did you like the snapshot of G
and me. I thought it turned out pretty well.
Give my love to the family when you see hem and to Dorothy if you
should see her. I’m anxious to know if the case arrived.
Tell Colly, for me, that I’m with an old friend of his – Johnny Meeker.
Wish Colly were here.
Lots and lots of love always, Conrad
V- Mail- Elda Farm, Berwyn, Pennsylvania April 4, 1945
Dearest Con,
The first package arrived in perfect shape yesterday – April 4th. I
unpacked and assembled the table lamp and it stands on the chest in your
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room and the adorable little “Betty” lamp is in your corner cupboard
awaiting your return to them. They are beautiful. I don’t wonder you love
them. In the same mail I received the most beautiful letter from Mrs.
Peterich telling of you, of your arrival at their house on Christmas Eve, of
your visit on Coccola birthday, of their love for you and the kind of person
you are. It is the loveliest letter I have ever received and I shall cherish it
always, I shall answer it today. Such a dear friendly understanding letter
telling me all the things I most long to hear and in English that read like
beautiful poetry. How wonderful they must be and how happy it makes me
to really know my boy has friends in far away Italy who think of him like
that. Oh, Con, you and I are so very- very wealthy in the things that really
value in this world. I shall send all your requests off this week and please
send more in each letter – then I can keep more coming. I shall write an air
mail later today. This is only to let you know the lamps have arrived.
All my love,
Mother.
Elda Farm Berwyn, Pennsylvania April 7 1945
Con dearest,
All the V Mails, 2 packages have arrived. I have sent you V Mails
telling of their arrival, which you’ll probably receive long before this. I am
so thrilled over them all. That table lamp is just too lovely and I simply
adore the little one Aunt Cornelia gave you. My candlesticks are just
wonderful – I never expected to have any so lovely. What beautiful taste you
have and how you always manage to know exactly the things I love.
This week I had the most wonderful surprise a perfectly beautiful
letter from Coccola’s mother. It is simply the loveliest letter I have ever
received (except my birthday letter) – she wrote in English that read like
very exquisite poetry and what a lovely, lovely person she must be. She told
of your visits - on Christmas eve and on Coccolos birthday –of your
bringing the first spring flowers and how like spring itself you really are –
always filling people with joy and hope – as I read it over and over –many,
many times the tears wouldn’t stay back and little Maryanne came to me and
looking up at me said, Grandma – why are you crying?” and she couldn’t
quite understand when I answered, “Just for joy, Maryanne, just joy.”
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How lucky you are to find friends like the Peterich family. I certainly
don’t wonder you love them for they must be a truly rare and beautiful
family group. I felt as though I had always known her – so warm and
understanding and with such depth of feeling for the true ad beautiful. I
could never express what the letter meant to me. I tried to tell her in my
letter to her written the next say, but I had no words equal to it at my
command. You’ll have to watch when you return to Italy after the war – for I
shall try and find the recipe for Alice in Wonderland’s cake that she ate as
she fell down the rabbit hole – so that I’ll be small enough too hide in your
suitcase and go along with you. I would love to know them all.
I didn’t know about addressing the envelope. I just used our own
English way – Mrs. Eckart Peterich but I had a feeling it should have been
Signora Costanza Peterich - tell me please, when you write.
I remember thinking when I wrote to Michael Rand’s mother last fall
after Michael had been here – what wouldn’t I give to receive a letter telling
me all about my boy – but little did I ever expect to receive anything of such
true understanding and lovely friendly spirit. I believe we both must think
pretty much the same way about many things.
I do hope you’ll like the many kinds of soap I’m sending. No more
lemon verbena at Wanamakers – it’s not being made but I found a very fine
verbena soap made by the English which I bought - also sandalwood, pine,
Old Spice, Lanolin etc. I hope you’ll like it - also the other things. The knit
ties I bought in brown and dark green – all the shirts I saw had long pointed
collars and if I remember correctly – you didn’t like them but what to do –
its the thing one can’t buy anything else.
I have been to see Anne Crawford a lot. She sees a little better – only I
fear she has a long road to travel – back to health again. She is always o
interested in all you’re doing. Audrey is quite wonderful –keeps house so
beautifully and takes excellent care of her mother. She is really quite a girl.
I saw Dorothy Okie for the first time in almost a year the other night.
She stopped in at Aunt Libby’s. She is looking very well and seemed so glad
to hear of you. I shall take care of the little silver case as soon as it arrives.
Her father is much better now. Ruth Hess has joined the WACS or WAVES
– I can’t remember which.
I received a letter from Jean Mylner yesterday. Palle writes them quite
regularly and is well and happy. She tells me he has sent home many of his
paintings and they are very good. He must be able to see all the color he
wants now – out in the Pacific. Did you ever get the paints, water color pad
and all that stuff I sent you last year? I have often wondered whether I sent
you what you wanted. I went to Colonel Tidball and he took me to some girl
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who knew up in the drafting room and she made out the list for me and I
bought what she had on it.
Dad and David have been planting potatoes since supper. Dad helps
David quite a bit when he comes home from the bank. I guess I told you the
cows were all sold to the Yohn’s, who are building a fine milk house and
putting in all the latest equipment etc. We can get our milk there and it is
really much better I guess for feed is realy too high to buy and with the care
of all the cows Dave must neglect his crops and it’s absolutely impossible to
do both with no help. Jim Dixon is going in the service now so that is
Dave’s last man gone.
We have just heard definitely that Ruthanna and Tom and little
Tommy will arrive April 26. They are moving all their things here. Tom has
been rejected for service again and is going to try and locate in the East. I
don’t know much about it all as yet but I have a feeling Ruthanna has had a
pretty hard time of it. She is ready and eager to come home – it was her
suggestion and we are only to thankful to have her before things beome too
hard for her – at least she’ll be ere now and cared for and I only hope Tom
will be successful in finding work to do.
I went to see Virginia Walker this morning her Mother died yesterday.
We will all miss Leilia Walker – she was a valued member of the meeting
and just a fine person in every way. I stopped in to see Cousin Martha
McFarland but the nurse was busy with her and I couldn’t see her. She is
going down hill very fast. I’m so sorry for her for she’s very much alone.
Mil and Maryanne went home Wednesday night. I miss little
Maryanne very much. She is a perfectly adorable child but a very spoiled
one. I know Billy must have been very glad to see her and she surely missed
her Daddy. He was always on her mind and she would always end up by
saying, “I know he’s very lonesome for his dear little Maryanne” and she
would look so solemn and sad – it was very funny to watch her.
Must get to bed now as I’ve had two very busy days and I’m tried.
I hope you are safe and well. I can hardly wait for the months to pass,
but I do feel so much happier and more content knowing you have friends in
Florence – like the Peterichs and Giufridda’s . Please give them my love
when you see them again.
All my love - dearest boy- I love you very very much and no hour
passes that it is not filled with thoughts of you. All your trees are doing well
and everything is in full bloom in the garden – a very early spring –
`

Devotedly,
Mother
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Villa Fasola
1.via Sta. Margherita a Montini
Florence
February 28, 1945
Dear Mrs. Wilson,
Conrad has become a real friend for us and so I want to write and send
a little greeting to his Mother that is surely missing him very much. Since we
have known him he has come to see us often, but two of his visits were
specially joyful. The first was Xmas Eve. We had hoped he could come but
it was not absolutely sure that he would be able to. Well, the tree was lit –
the songs were sung and everybody and everything looked joyful aand
beautiful as always on Xmas Eve, but dear Conrad had not appeared – But
suddenly the door opened and there he stood – fair and blue eyed- muddy up
to the waist, but beaming. He had driven many hours through the night, his
car was covered with snow. I think you can imagine that he was not badly
received. We were all touched and happy that he had come.
The second visit I want to tell you about was last week. It was the
birthday of my eldest girl but we had decided not to have a party. Again the
door opened and there stood Conrad.
It was a lovely sunny day and Conrad brought a bunch of the first
spring flowers and he looked so gay and kind that it was as if he was
bringing spring itself. And really he is like spring – because all he does and
says fill one with pleasure and hope. He will help, wherever he goes to make
people understand and forgive each other, the two things that will be most
needed after this horrible war. For your sake I hope he will be able to come
back to you soon, but we will be very sad to see him part.
He has so often told us about you and his home that has made our
friendship so real and I’m sure it will never break.
I hope very much that you will come to see us when Peace is made in
Europe and then to be able to talk together will be much nicer than writing.
Please accept my love and many greetings from us all.
Yours,
Costanza Peterich
[See Appendix E for more letters from Costanza Peterich]
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Figure 15: Conrad with Costanza Peterich of Florence, Italy.
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To: Mrs. William W. Wilson
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
From: S/Sgt. Robert Z. Moore
ASN 330290005
824th Ord.Base Depot Co.
APO 772
Dear Mrs. Wilson,
It was my pleasure to meet a fellow Pennsylvanian and someone I
think you know. He’s a tall handsome young blonde who answers to Conrad.
Among the things he told me he’d been unusually busy the past few
weeks and hadn’t had an opportunity to write. Worse still, he did not
anticipate being able to write for several more weeks. Such being the case
and since I myself can by comparison, can take this war in my leisure
moments or leave it alone, it seemed altogether fitting and proper that I
should let you know that he is as healthy as anyone from Pennsylvania
should be.
This is a poor substitute for one of his letters but you can be sure of
hearing from him as soon as he is able to settle down to writing.
Sincerely,
Bob
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April 20th, 1945
Dear Mother and Father:
Sorry I haven’t been able to write for the past few weeks but I’m sure
you will understand when I’m allowed to explain. If you received a V-Mail
from a Sgt. Bob Moore and noticed the heading, you probably know already
the cause of the long silence. My last letter from home was dated March 16.
It is now April 20 so you see how it goes with me – too.
Bob Moore was in the bed next to mine at a hospital where I landed
last Saturday after a little accident. Nothing serious – just a cut on the back
of my head received when the car I was traveling in ran off the road and
turned over. Fortunately, no one was hurt badly. John Meeker was
untouched and I, who was sleeping n the back, had no bones broken and no
bruises – only the cut from which the stitches were removed this morning. I
haven’t been confined t bed at all. But I’ve been wandering around the
hospital all week, feeling as if I were a Sikh wearing a great turban. This is
an American hospital. The food is wonderful – vegetables, fruit, real butter things I haven’t tasted for months. The American food ration is more than
twice that of the British and there is a greater selection of foods. Yet the
British seldom complain – and I cannot say the same for my fellow
countrymen.
I am hoping to be released tomorrow of the following day. Then
comes the job of catching up to the rest of my outfit, where ever they are
Needless to say, I miss all my friends in ____. Could not even bid
them farewell – which was very sad. Did you receive the photograph of C-?
I thought it was a sweet picture – though she was not looking at the camera.
I wonder how long it will be before I return to (same place). I did love it so!
Though my feelings were shared by few.
We were all shocked by the news of Roosevelts sudden death. I
haven’t spoken with a single soldier who has not considered his death a great
loss to the world. The soldiers overseas had great faith in him. It is hard to
imagine Truman meeting with the leaders of or allies to make the peace –
but we must hope for the best. Personally I’d rather see Eleanor step into his
shoes for the duration of the term.
The days seem long and dull here. Can’t even write because I have no
return address until I reach my destination – and cannot use the old one
because it would give away who and what I am. I assure you it has everyone
puzzled here. But such security is necessary I’m told. Still don’t know how
I’m going to send this letter though I shall try to figure out a way.
Lots of love to all, as ever,
Conrad
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April 30th ‘45
Dearest Mother and Father:
At long last I am able to write a letter, having found my new address
this morning. What a treat was in store for me. Mother’s letters of March 24,
and April 7, the two V mails (April 5 and 6th) a letter from Aunt Libby and a
note from Mrs. Yohn. I have read and reread them several times today. I’m
so glad you like the lamps and candlesticks. The other things have to remain
in [censored]* until after the war. The main purchase of my whole stay in
[censored] was a magnificent ceramic plaque of “The Adoration of the
Magi” done by [censored] of [censored] who is said to be the most talented
worker in that medium in [censored]. It is really a lovely piece. I knew
[censored] quite well and he gave this to me at a very reasonable price. It is
now at the Pe[censored] on [censored].
I am pleased that you received the letter from Mrs. P. now you know
why I raved so much. Her husband is wonderful, too. How I miss them.
I have just been told that I cannot use any names of persons or places
that would indicate where I have come from. Therefore I have censored the
first page myself and will be more careful from here on [* Conrad physically
cut the words out of the page so there are holes in the original letter where
the word censored appears].
As regards the address – the one you used will probably reach her but
what you suggested was much better. Did her letter not contain the full name
and address? I am not allowed to write to civilians so will have to
correspond through you. I was released from the hospital a week ago
yesterday after a full week of boredom. I wrote a letter while there but could
not mail it until his morning. The cut healed up perfectly and never bothered
me at all. Poor John M. felt terribly about it, which is too bad because it
wasn’t his fault. He is such a remarkable person – kind and understanding,
full of fun and an endless number of amusing stories. Colly knew him in
Africa. He is in his late forties and is the only Unit #1 man still driving an
ambulance in the field.
I am writing this from an old manor house in the Netherlands where
our company H.Q. is located. The house, which is surrounded by a moat,
stands well back from the road and village in the center of broad meadow
where cows are grazing. The house is lovely, built of a soft red brick and set
in a grove of great beech trees. I have never seen such a clean looking
country. Everything sparkles. The gardens are beautifully kept in care.
I have been in Bruxelles on a two day leave. It is a lovely city very
modern and clean, many beautiful parks and palaces. It was completely
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untouched by the war. But with all this it still does not have the charm of
those other cities that I have been in.
Tomorrow I go from here to rejoin my platoon. I shall write more then
and try to make up for the long stretch of time in which I could not write.
Loads of love to all the family – give them my new address (and don’t
forget the Det. A after AFS) Many many thanks for the lovely letters. Tell
Aunt Libby not to feel so badly. She did right, but I do want you to spend
the money towards a rug. (I shall write to her soon)
Always your loving son,
Conrad
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Figure 16: David Currie Wilson killed in action MARCH 24, 1945
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Dearest Con,
The war has touched our family for the first time. Uncle Windy’s
David was killed in action in Germany March 24th. The word that he was
missing came a week ago. It seemed hopeless to try and feel he might have
fallen into friendly hands- and it was- for the final news came Thursday
night. Just twenty two and only one of the thousands and thousands of boys
to give their lives in such a horrible way. How I pray he didn’t suffer. Poor
Aunt Bidda and Uncle Windy. It is heartbreaking to see their struggle to
endure it. We were there with them last night. As I lay thinking of you – in
the night- wondering where you were- what you were doing – of your
gentle, loving spirit- always filling everyone with fresh hope and forgiveness
– of the utter and complete joy your life has brought to me - my heart cried
out in grief for them who have had their youngest son taken away. Why, oh
why does this terrible evil have to go on? Maybe my dearest one, you can
find something to write that will comfort them. I just can’t say a word –
nothing comes and this week too has bought our beloved leader’s life to its
earthly close. It just doesn’t seem true – it seems as though we have all lost a
dear and very personal friend. Here in our nation all people who loved him –
feel just that – a deep personal loss. Never have I heard anything like it -all
people from all walks of life – stunned and grief stricken sincerely
expressing their great love and loyalty to the greatest American certainly in
my lifetime. The tributes paid him from all over the world have been so
beautiful and so true. It is a saddened and lonely America. His great
leadership should challenge all of us left both young and old to carry on in
his way and try to bring about the kind of Peace in the kind of world he
longed and gave his life for.
Ruthanna is coming home –Moving home. Her furniture and things go
the morning of the 25th and they leave in the afternoon and are due to arrive
the next morning. You well know how glad we shall be to have her home.
What the future will be, I don’t know but at lest she will be here and we can
work things out together. I have felt for some time things were not going
well for her. Her letters were rather conspicuous by their absence of news.
Dear old Grandpa Cody died about two weeks ago, He developed a bad cold
which turned into pneumonia. He was a dear kindly old gentleman. Quite the
finest of that whole family. Also Betty McCord’s mother died yesterday. Did
you ever meet old Mrs. Brooks? Another grand person,
My letter seems all of sadness of death and I know we shouldn’t be
sad – for it is spring again – a beautiful one. It arrived in all its glory all at
once. It was as if at a signal from the sun all of earth bloomed again. The
wisteria is so very lovely and the bees are having such a gay and busy time
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in it. I picked some flowers for your vase on my bureau and the one on
Dad’s - white narcissus (with heavenly fragrance) red columbine – darling
little red prineselas – white and lavender violets and wild geranium. It has
been so beautiful in our little garden. The little willow tree is a big boy now
– and it’s long weeping branches hang way down to the ground almost
concealing Bill Hetal’s love seat and the birdbath. The silver bell is out
doing itself. And everything is very beautiful. The young lilacs have
bloomed profusely – especially the young lavender bushes you put in over in
the garden – and ever day a lovely red cardinal flies about calling to his mate
and last but not least yesterday as I entered the outside kitchen on my way
from the dining room – what greeted my eye but a huge woodchuck standing
up on his hind legs – just like a person and solemnly eyeing the house. He
stood that way long enough for me to get Dad and Katherine there to see him
– then he hurried away into the washhouse. It was really funny to watch him
and he seemed so completely unconcerned.
Such beautiful music from the N.Y. Philharmonic as I write –
Beethoven first- now Mozart – and to end with Brahms 2nd Symphony. All
advertising over the radio was called off with the news of the passing of our
President. And since Friday we have had nothing but beautiful music.
The lovely little card case arrived Friday in perfect shape – such an
exquisite thing. I am taking it to Caldwell’s on Tuesday and will have them
carry out your wishes and then will give it to Dorothy.
You have a lovely addition to your room. The lovely maple chair I
bought at Cousin Sallie’s is home. Mr. Bender – who has taken the Miller
Store at New Centerville and is doing a thriving business in Antiques – and
refinishing old furniture – did it up for me and it is just perfectly beautiful.
Shall I clean the candlesticks and the lamp? I shall await instructions from
you. They are being admired by everyone. I just love them all. The last two
of your packages started on their way to Italy to you. The other two went
Tuesday. Clothing, soap – a bit of foodstuff – but please more requests. I
can’t send anymore until I get some. Why don’t you always send at least one
request each letter then I can get a 5 lb. Package on the way. I hope the
things are all what you want. I couldn’t get any long stockings. I went just
everywheres. The socks I sent you can give away if they are of no use.
Last week I literally emptied out the closets and chests of clothing for
the AFSC. Fanchon took them in her car. I filled the whole back of it.
(Later) Mac Taylor’s father and his new wife to be on April 28th just left. He
is marrying Archie and Ethel Tyson’s daughter, Edith. She’s a very nice
woman about Virginia Walker’s age. And is lovely looking and everyone
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says she is a very fine person. I’m glad for Mac’s sake. He needs the security
of a home.
I must close this now and send off a note to Ruth and one to Bill. I
miss little Maryanne. She was strenuous, but oh so sweet and so much fun.
All my love – my dearest son. How I pray you are well and safe – and
I know if that is so you are bringing cheer and comfort to all you come in
contact with. Nelson Eddy is singing a most beautiful song in tribute to
Franklin Roosevelt –“Let not yout heart be troubled”
Devotedly, Your Mother
April 25, 1945
I saw Emma Norris Friday She was down for her Father’s 89th birthday.
Dick Lippincottt’s address is
Richard E. Lippincott
APO 512 UNRRA Greece Mission
% Postmaster NewYorkCity
Fanchon says to be sure and get in touch with him. She feels you would like
work such as he is dong and feels h could help you. Write to him anyhow.
V Mail
Dearest Con,
The picture has arrived also the brass rod – in fine condition. The
coloring is so soft and restful. It reminds me of you. I can see how you
would like it and what a lovely old frame. I took the little card case over to
Caldwell’s and Mr. Wilson went with me to the desk and explained just how
it was to be done. It will take three or four weeks. They couldn’t make a
leather, or silk or velvet lining for it so I will have to do it myself. I think
probably cardboard pieces covered with silk moiré in whatever color
Dorothy wishes. I can do fairly fine handwork so I’ll do my best and will do
it when Dorothy decides what color she wants. . It certainly is a lovely
delicate piece of work. It was very much admired at Caldwell’s. We are busy
getting the third floor rooms – all except the storeroom - ready for Ruthanna.
Retouching the walls and repainting the woodwork. Then we’ll freshen up
the floors and it will be ready to put her furniture in when it arrives. Though
it best for them to have a place for themselves and it is going to be very
comfortable and pretty.
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No news that I can think of. Warren Croll is in India and hating it. I
hope all is well with you. The papers are full of news and I only hope it all
ends soon. All my love, dear. I hope my parcels get to you in as good shape
as yours reached here.
All my love,
Mother .
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
Con dearest,
Another APO number. I’ve written two letters to the APO London
address which arrived a week ago – maybe you’ll never receive them. It’s
something to keep up with you these days. Your cable was such a
wonderfully welcome one. I am still wondering what “The hospitality of the
people here is wonderful” means – where can you be – Bob Moore’s V mail
of several weeks ago was postmarked France – April 16th. Well maybe we’ll
get a letter some time.
Tad Salom is back in the U.S.A. again. He has a knee and hip injury –
which Polly’s husband says he can be cured by an operation.
Ruthanna is gradually getting settled. Hull House was over run with
roaches – so we are being careful to wash everything well before taking
things upstairs. Never have I seen things in such a mess. Ruthanne was
completely exhausted when she arrived and I don’t wonder. Young Tommy
while very cute and bright just starts out the minute he wakes up and tears up
everything in his path until he goes to bed. I have never seen a child like
him. He’s very handsome and perfectly huge. I think he looks like that
picture of my sister Inza – although he is very much like his father.
David is building some kind of contraption to dry alfalfa – in the barn
– thus doing away with the gamble of leaving it out for the sun to dry. It is
quite a complicated affair . Air is blown through big airways – by electricity
on the floor – underneath ad the hay can be brought in straight from the field
and dried. I hope it works.
I wrote to Palle this morning I sent you his last letter written from
Okinawa. Yesterday some sailor on board the ship that took the
Headquarters Co that Palle is in from Guadalcanal to Okinawa - sent me a
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note explaining an enclosed money order for $36. that Pale had given him (
before landing on the beach) to send home to me. I wrote him too.
We are so anxious to know when you left Italy – how you left and all
about you. How I hope your packages arrived before you had o go.
Night before last there was a notice of Liv. Biddle’s promotion to the
rank of Captain and stating he had been put in charge of all the units of Field
Service in France. It also told of his marriage to some girl he’d met in Italy
from Brattleboro, Vermont. All this time I thought he had married Mrs.
Huber’s daughter from Bryn Mawr.
There isn’t a bit of news – we’ve been trying to get Ruthanna settled
so we could get going on our painting downstairs , but while we’re getting
along we’re far from finished.
Tommy and little David seem to have a real good time although here
are frequent mishaps and squabbles. Davey went home with a bump the size
of a walnut on his forehead yesterday. No one knows what happened. Ruth
had been watching them and had just left a moment to get something in the
house when the shrieks announced something had happened. Tommy had a
big stick with something or other on the end of it and it’s quite likely he
gave Davey a bang with it. He’s some rough neck. He’s full of mischief and
fun - and is always ready to race around.
Today is cold and dreary. There’s a heavy rain falling and it’s so cold
we’re almost frozen – to add to the fun – the furnace is out. This has been
the craziest spring – summer heat in March for weeks and now cold and rain
and wind in May – nothing ike May as a rule. Things coming up don’t know
whether to grow or not.
Must close now and get to ironing. Wish you had some of the rice
pudding and rhubarb pie I cooked today. When you come home you’ll have
to all the things you want and I’ll have them waiting.
All my love dearest boy – do write when you get a minute. We’re so
anxious to hear all about you.
Devotedly,
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
(May 13, 1945)
Con dearest,
This is Mother’s day and for me it has been one of deep thankfulness
to God. You have been such a joy – such a comfort and strength to me – all
through your life and now I know you have come through all this and your
life has been spared to me and to a world that needs rebuilding with love,
forgiveness and understanding all of which you give in great abundance. I
am proud to be your Mother. I shall never understand how much joy could
have been given to me but I shall always be very grateful.
And now while you are and will always be my boy – you also belong
to a sick world and you must feel (and know I shall feel) that wherever you
can help to build and make life happier for those who have suffered much –
that is where you must be. It is what we come into the world for and what I
would most desire for you. It is what I would want to do if I could and I can
only rejoice that my boy is so much better equipped than his mother to do
such a work well.
When your letter of April 30th arrived yesterday – it was certainly a
shock to know you had been injured – although I had been perfectly certain
in my own mind that some thing had happened. Everyone had tried to tell
me to the contrary but I just knew inside something had gone wrong for you.
It was relief to hear you again and I’m anxious to get the letter you wrote in
the hospital perhaps that will explain what it was all about. You said, “John
Meeker felt so terribly.” What could have happened? I hope you can tell us.
I’m glad you could see something of the Netherlands. I have always
wanted to go to Holland, but I have wanted to see so many places that I shall
be able to see now – when you return for you make everything so clear.. It is
like being actually there on the scene. I wish you might have known David
Wilson was buried in the American cemetery in Holland – maybe you might
have gone there and been able to tell poor Aunt Bidda something that would
have been comfort to her. It was so sad – so terribly sad to think of all her
sorrow when we were rejoicing in your cablegram. I knowing my boy was
safe and Aunt Bidda knowing the war for her would never be over.
You wrote you were joining your Platoon – I wonder where it is - by
now and how soon you’ll be coming home. I still don’t dare let myself think
the joy makes me dizzy.
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Joesph Thomas and Sue have a little daughter “Susan Vogel Thomas”
born last Thursday at Bryn Mawr – both are doing nicely.
Dad and I , Ginny and Dave went to meeting today. Everyone asked
for you and seemed happy to know you had come through safely. Fred and
Betty McCord spoke so beautifully – also John and Emily Harvey. It was a
lovely meeting. Ruth and Tom had things to do – so they’ll go next week.
Last night Ruth asked me what I wanted for Mother’s day and I told
her a cup of coffee before I got up – so when I opened my eyes this morning
– there she stood at the door with a steaming cup of coffee waiting for me. It
has been a beautiful day. Dave and Ginny and Naomi were here all day.
Naomi sent me such a lovely card and brought me a box of candy when she
came out yesterday. We have been busy all day – just doing meals and
dishes. Naomi is busy knitting up here while I write. Ruth and Tom are
painting their bookshelves and white furniture. Their apartment is going to
be lovely. Ruth looks so much better since she came back. She didn’t look
like herself at all- poor child - so thin and worn out looking.
Dad wired off a place for little Tommy down next to the fenced off
part of the lawn. Big Tom was helping him hold down the wire – when the
rams came up from behind and butted him about three feet along the ground.
He was not hurt but slightly surprised. Its’ so funny about them – little
Davey and Tommy go up to the fence and the rams come up and lick their
hands and are as gentle as can be but not so to anyone else. Every time
Ginny asks David where anything is he says, “Tommy took it” that’s his star
retort now. You’ll certainly love that child – he’s just too lovely for words
and Ginny is an A-1 mother.
No more tonight my dear as I want to write Palle. It must be pretty
tough were he is on Okinawa. Lollie Park’s husband is a Major in the 6th
Marine Division where Palle is.
All my love – dearest boy –I hope you are well and having a happy time –
now it is over.
Devotedly
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
(April 28th)
Dearest Son,
Good news coming over the radio. It seems like it must be almost the
end. This morning’s paper speaks of a truce in Italy. I just keep saying, “Oh,
God make it so” and how I pray you are safe and well. I got such a nice v
mail from Bob Moore – this week. It frightened me at first for I thought you
were wounded but he assured me “he was as healthy as anyone from
Pennsylvania should be.” And that you would write again when you could
and I really didn’t expect to hear as I read the news and knew how fast the
8th Army was moving. Why can’t it all end – right now – maybe it has and
we don’t know.
Ruthanna is home with her darling little Tommy and big Tom. I didn’t
get a real letter off to you last week for we were busy painting the rooms (all
but the store room) in the 3rd story. Their furniture will probably arrive
tomorrow and you should see the old third story. Your old room on the left
is painted in a soft gray blue – that is their living room. The bathroom is in
peach – woodwork, walls, all of it. The front room on the right is a lovely
yellow and all ceilings are white except in the bathroom. Then best of all
Dad rented a sanding machine and Dave took all the old varnish off the
floor. Then we did the rest with sand paper and Tom is shellacking them –
then after two coats of shellac – we’ll wax then and they’ll be like new. The
woodwork is receiving a coat of white and it looks lovely. Little Tommy is
to have Bill’s old room and the room in the front is to be Ruth’s and Tom’s.
They are going to be here all summer anyway. It is simply wonderful to have
Ruth home again and we’re having so much fun fixing things up. As soon as
the third story is done we’re going to do the downstairs.
The farm is looking very well – I mean the fields. Now Dave has so
much more time he is working very hard on the contouring and planting and
it looks jut wonderful. We go over to Yohn’s for our milk – get 7 or 8 quarts
at a time and I bottle it and just put it in the ice box – so it’s just the same as
far as milk goes. We have lots of little chicks – over the milk house –as soon
as they are big enough for frying – we’ll have a big day of preparing them
for the freezer locker – then we’ll get more chicks.
Yesterday we put the two old sows out with all their babies. It was fun
watching the babies dashing around in the high grass. Tommy was
entranced. He is the fattest, huskiest little boy – great big brown eyes – curly
hair and just another million dollar smile like Maryanne’s.
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We’ve just been playing bridge and Tom and I beat a Wilson combine
– so we feel pretty good. We’re going to keep track of it from now on. We
just heard over the radio that Mussolini had been hanged. It doesn’t seem
true will be anxious to hear later news.
Had a fine letter from Palle day before yesterday will send it out to
you.
Tad Salom is in New York – was invalided home from England. He
got through most of the fighting safely and then went on furlough –
dislocated his hip playing basketball with some Frenchman. He will be all
right again after a slight operation. Joey and Colby spent a furlough in
Florida with Colly and Dave Hendricks. Marie Louise and Buz went down
for six weeks. So Colly was really entertaining in a big way. They have 100
acres 40 of which are in orange trees.
Saw Anne Crawford and Audrey yesterday. Anne is very much better,
but she has a long way to yet, before she is really well. Cousin Martha is
going down very fast. She sent for me to come down so I went with Dad
yesterday morning. .She asked all about you and it seemed to brighten her up
very much.
The Harvey’s are back again. Mr. Harvey isn’t a bit well. It looks as
though he might have had a stroke. He speaks with a great deal of difficulty.
David has just come in. He and Ginny and the two boys were away
for dinner today – somewhere over in Drexel Hill – friend of Ginny’s who
has to little children too and all about the same age – so the children have a
grand time too. Little John is growing so fast and now laughs and coos when
you talk to him.
Miss Cloud comes tomorrow for a week. We’re going to make
overalls – and sleepers and cover a chair and various things like that.
Must close now and get to bed. I’ll be so glad to hear you are all well
and safe. These last weeks must have been so busy and so much has
happened
I only hope it won’t be long before you are coming home to us again.
I don’t even dare let myself think of it – the joy is just too much – what a
homecoming that will be. This last year has been endless.
All my love dearest boy,
Devotedly,
Mother
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V Mail
May 1st, 1945
Somewhere in Germany
Dearest Mother:
Would you write to Palle’s father and ask him to send me some
addresses. I believe his Mother is living and probably others of his family or
friends. One never knows if or when such would come in handy but it is best
to be prepared ahead of time.
This is quite a interesting experience for me. I shall write tomorrow
and describe a bit of the country. All goes well and it looks as if this stage of
the war will be over soon.
All my love,
Conrad

Telegram Postmarked May 8, 1945 Philadelphia PA 35 10:30 AM
MRS WILLIAM W WILSON=
ELDA FARM BERWYN PENN=
NO NEWS OF YOU FOR SOME TIME. HOSPITALITY OF PEOPLE
HERE WONDERFUL. MY LOVE AND GREETINGS ON MOTHERS
DAY
CONRAD WILSON
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
May 8th
My dearest son,
The cable arrived this afternoon – at noon I said to Ruthanna –“If
Conrad is able he’ll cable to me today” and then only one hour later the
welcome news came. Oh my darling – if you only knew what that message
meant to your Mother – waiting and hoping you were safe. I wonder where
you are – perhaps Denmark – and right now – maybe you’ve found Palle’s
people. Mrs. Guenther phoned Audrey Crawford last week that your whole
platoon had been sent to northern Germany. I phoned New York but they
could give me no more information other than the change of address.
And you say –“No news from home for so long- “Isn’t it just too bad?
– where have my air mails – V mails – boxes etc. all gone. I’ve been writing
you right along and sent all your clothes – food – soap – films on to you. I
hope they reach you eventually. I wrote a V mail to Bob Moore who wrote
me about a month ago – that he had seen you and you “were as healthy as
anyone from Pennsylvania should be” - very thoughtful and delightful note.
I had such a wonderful letter from Signora Costanza – which I answered. I
wrote you all about it but probably you’ve never received the letter. Also all
your boxes arrived – everything in perfect shape. Dorothy was simply
delighted with the card case and I am overjoyed to have the other lovely
lovely things. I am telling you all this again as it sounds as though you had
never received any of my mail.
Ruthanna and Tom are busy unpacking and arranging their furniture
in their third floor apartment. You’ll never recognize the old 3rd story. The
wall, woodwork and floors are just so lovely and now to get started
downstairs. I wanted to have it all finished by the time you came home, but
if I don’t we’ll just do it together. Maybe you’ll be coming soon. I just can’t
let myself go for a second. Today when we heard over the radio it was all
over and then I heard from you. I just felt like crying – singing – dancing shouting – all at once – and what did I really do? Your Mother went back to
the washing machine and finished the wash. I only did Ginny’s – Ruth’s and
our own. Three in one day, but as each piece went through the wringer I kept
saying “Oh thank you God.” Ruth Thomas was here. I let her clean and I
washed and dear old Ruth couldn’t stop crying either – she was so happy
and then later Katherine came in and we told her and we all started rejoicing
all over again.
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The family all went to Warner’s tonight. Little Tommy and I are
home. I just couldn’t go over with everyone. I just wanted to be alone with
all my joy. I called up Bill in Dearborn and talked to him – and he was so
happy to know we’d heard from you. My last word from you was a V mail
dated March 26 and this is May 7th.
You’ll just adore little Tommy. He’s the finest long boy I just about
ever saw and such a husky one. He’s trying had to talk and is too cute for
words – not afraid of anything and how he and Hunter adore each other.
Hunter is the most wonderful dog with the children. He loves them all and
will let them maul him and al he does is ask for more.
Miss Cloud was here last week. We sewed hard everyday – overalls
for Tommy and David and Grandma – chair covers, dresses fixed. We really
got a lot done. She’ll be glad to hear you are O.K. Each day when I would
go down for the mail it would be so awful to have to report “nothing yet.”
Warner’s were here last night – and Nell and Bayard were here for
dinner. Night before Mrs. Laurie and Mrs. Wolfinger were here for dinner –
everyone is so glad to see Ruthanna again and it is so wonderful to have her
home. She looks a lot better now than when she arrived.
You will probably go to England now before you come home and
what a treat that will be for you. You’ll see Mrs. Rand and maybe get to
Oldham. I can’t wait to hear all about you and your plans – and above all
when you’ll be coming home.
You’ll have to forgive this letter – for I am a bit light headed tonight.
I’ve tried to keep my chin up this last year and go on, but always I was right
there with you in my thoughts – it was as if I were two persons – one of me
doing the work and the other off sitting beside you on the ambulance and
always that terrible fear that something might happen and now it’s over. I
just feel all weak inside and I know I won’t be myself again until I’ve had
just one good cry for joy.
I won’t write anymore now. I wish I could send you a cable, but
perhaps you’ve received the little letter I wrote to the new address last week
by now.
All my love – my dearest boy – it’s all too good to be true. What a
welcome is awaiting you at home. God has been very good to us.
Devotedly,
Mother.
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May 3, 1945
Dear Mother and Father:
All the news seems to indicate that by the time you receive this letter,
the war in Europe will be over. But that does not mean that I shall be coming
home right away. There will still be hundreds of hospitals full of wounded
and the thousands upon thousands of nearly dead persons in the
concentration camps. The stories you read about these camps are true. It is
hard to imagine how the human animal could be so cruel. It is sickening.
The country is very beautiful – quaint little half-timbered house some
with thatched roofs, but mostly tile roofs – neat gardens, flowers and
vegetable mixed together. Spring is here and all the flowers are in bloom. It
makes one sad to realize that with all this beauty there is so much ugliness. It
will take years to reeducate these people. If they could only know what has
gone on in the concentration camps – if they could see what their own
soldiers have dome in other countries – that would help. But the Nazi
propaganda and education has warped the minds of many.
The little photograph of Maryanne with her neighbor is sweet. How
much she looks like her Mother! I can’t remember how old she is – is it 3
yrs. Or 4?
By the way, would you send a photograph of me – like the one you
have in profile to Mrs. P and family? They haven’t any picture. Also, would
you have the one of C- and me reproduced and enlarged. I cannot find the
negative of it.
I have some new friends of whom I will write you later.
Love,
Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
May 22, 1945
Dearest Con,
Your very welcome letter of May 3 arrived this morning. I am
thankful you are well and I know wherever you are you are doing your work
well – even though it is heart breaking. It seems unthinkable that such
atrocities could have been perpetuated on human beings. The pictures are so
terrible and the stories seem unbelievable but I guess you know – by now –
and again I am thankful and proud you are doing your part in relieving the
suffering.
I got your letter on the way to blood donors at the Red Cross
headquarters in Philadelphia. Betty McCord and I each gave a pint today. I
must have been a bit excited or something for they almost wouldn’t take me
as I had a temperature of 99 4/5 but I sat a while and it dropped 3/5 of a
degree and I was accepted. It gives one the feeling they at least have right to
be alive – if you give some blood and it’s so wonderful to me to be able to
give it.
I went to Manri Bank’s and ordered the two pictures and will send one
as soon as they are finished. How about the Guifriddas - shall I send two and
ask Signora Costanza to give one to them?
Your lovely, lovely painting arrived on Saturday – also your paints. I
simply am speechless – and so is everyone else – Con- they are perfectly
beautiful. The way you have caught the sunlight playing on the trees and
through the buildings –I love them all. I look at them the last thing at night
and the first thing in the morning. I just like to touch them and know you’ve
touched them and I feel closer to you – but then I always feel close- so very
close to you – you seem always with me.
Everyone says Maryanne looks like me and she is like me. Sunshine
one minute and apt to be in a storm the next. Poor kiddie – she has a hard
road ahead and she is such a darling and so absolutely adorable. I guess I
wrote you of our trip to the zoo and what fun we had. Just she and I. She
held my hand and in the other carried a bag of peanuts and she went
skipping along chattering a mile a minute. She go dashing up to the different
cages and say, “Hello- you cute little things, I’m Maryanne Wilson - are
you glad to see me?” I never had such a day – we came home just dead tired
but happy. In the trolley car on the way home –She looked across the aisle
and said, Grandma, I want to go over and sit by that lady.” I said she might
so over she went (by that time the woman was all smiles) Maryanne settled
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herself on a seat beside her – then looked around the car turned on her
million dollar smile and said, “You know I just love everybody.” The whole
car was hers. She is certainly a little charmer. Tommy is so cute. He’s the
most energetic youngster I have ever seen. He goes from one thing to the
next – climbing, pulling down and generally wrecking everything in sight.
By night he’s exhausted and so is everyone else, but he’s cute and very
bright.
Dave and Tom are up in Devon tonight shearing sheep. Then they are
going to get their hair cut. So no telling when they’ll be in. Tom has been
helping Dave put in his new blower for the hay. It’s quite a piece of work
and will dry the hay in the barn instead of just leaving it out for the sun to
take care of. I just hope it will be satisfactory.
When I reached Devon tonight I found Dorothy Okie at the station. It was
raining and she was waiting for it to stop before starting for home so we had
a nice visit. I read her your letter and then Dad and I dropped her off at her
house. She is just crazy about her card case and it is just lovely. She is
coming down to see your pictures. Con – I am so happy to have them here to
look at. I had been so anxious to see them. Richard Yarnall just was keen
about them.
No word from Palle since April 16th. He is on Okinawa. I do hope and
pray he is safe. I wrote his sister, Jean, last week and sent her a full “Wilson
saga”. She sent a full page of questions for me to answer.
Peyton Adams’ wedding invitation has come. She is marrying Ensign
Thomas Duncanson June 2nd.
Must get to bed now as I am beginning to feel pretty weary.
All my love – dearest boy. Your letter didn’t mention what landed you
in the hospital. I judge you are all well now. I hope so. I shall have the
snapshot of you and Coccola enlarged at once.
Goodnight - dear,
Mother
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May 13th, ‘45
Dearest Mother and Father:
The days are flying by now and yet I seem to get so little
accomplished. I fully intended to write last week, but never got around to it.
There is almost nothing that we are allowed to say about Germany – so all
will have to wait a few months until I reach home. I don’t think it will be
long now.
It does seem strange to be talking in so many different languages. To
my Polish patients I must talk in German (the few words I know or have
picked up this month) – to the Belgians and Hollanders I usually speak in
French and then last night I spent two hours talking to an Italian doctor in
Italian. I found it fairly easy to switch back into Italian though I discovered
that I must practice more often if I am not to forget it. This noon I am going
with a group of Italians including the doctor. They are having a macaroni
dinner.
How I would love to go to Italy but I guess that is out now. I wanted
to see Venice so much. However, I think it will be lovelier after this war
when the soldiers are all gone.
Went horseback riding the other day but had no saddle and my legs
became tired quickly. It is beautiful country for riding, here. All the trees are
in bloom – horse chestnuts, lilacs, yellow locust, apple trees etc. Everything
at once it seems. Though the first few weeks were cold and rainy it is now
perfect weather – warm sunshine lovely evenings. It does not become dark
until after ten o’clock.
May 15th
I was about to tear up this letter but have decided to send it on anyway
– stupid as it is. I wonder this morning how I can write such stuff about trees
and flowers – when our poor world is so damned sick.
Must close this now as there is nothing I can write about. I am well
and happy to be busy. There will be lots to tell about when I’m allowed.
Love to all
Hastily, Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
May 30th, 1945
Con dearest,
Your letter of May13th was waiting for me when I reached home last
night and was very welcomed. I can understand so completely how difficult
it must be to write letters under the circumstances. We are very thankful just
to know you are well and busy – for really if we’re doing all we can to help
a situation – desperate and even futile as it may seem – at least you now you
are doing your share. I wish I could help in Europe. I suppose I would be of
no use what so ever, but it would be satisfying to feel you were even a very
small part of the reconstruction program. Last Tuesday Betty McCord and I
gave a pint of blood each at Blood Donors. I was proud to be with Betty for
her blood was O and was sent whole while my contribution had to go into
plasma. However that helps too I guess, You should see the people pouring
in the Red Cross all the time. It’s like an assembly line. You’re only still
while your temperature is being taken and while you’re on the table.
By the time this reaches you I shall be at Sagamore Beach on Cape
Cod with Mrs. Laurie. She is to have Ed Hawes cottage for June and has
invited me to go up with her. As things are here now, I can leave – for Ruth
is quite able to take over and maybe by the time I’m back she’ll be settled in
her own apartment in the third floor. It is finished now and looks very pretty.
Now all they have to do is place their things and arrange their clothes etc. It
will be a very comfortable place for them. I am sorry not to have the
downstairs done but maybe after a rest I’ll feel better able to do the job well.
Maybe you’ll be coming home before it’s finished and I can have a
professional to choose my colors and lend a hand. It would be fun doing it
together. I think you do the most beautiful work I’ve about ever seen.
Richard Yarnall told me your pictures were beautiful, but I really had no
idea how much you had improved. It’s really remarkable.
Cousin Martha died last Friday and was buried yesterday. I’m glad
she was released from all suffering – for she couldn’t be well again. George
has been so wonderful to her and to everyone. He is a Lt. Commander now
and has been in charge of all naval supplies in this area with an office in
Norristown –so he has been within call constantly. The big house will seem
empty with out her cherry voice and smile. Again I feel I have lost a very
dear friend – for we loved each other very much.
Last night Dad and I called at Marie-Louise’s. Little Anya Langar the little Polish girl she was so fond of died with spotted fever. She was sick
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only a short time, but didn’t have sufficient resistance to throw off the
disease. So many are having it around here. It has become quite a menace.
Doctors are advising everyone be inoculated.
What a linguist my son must have become. It must seem strange
speaking in different languages. What sort of work you are engaged in –
perhaps in a hospital or evacuating the ill to hospitals or ports of
embarkation.
I had a letter from Mrs. Mylner and one from Jean day before
yesterday. Tiny said Mr. Mylner had called his folks in Denmark about you
and was writing you. He has quite a family there. I sent their letters on in a
letter to Palle. No word from him since April 16 and of course he’s in such a
hot spot. I feel pretty worried about him, however he is not in the assault
troops – so that is some relief. He is very interested in his work Tiny wrote.
Ruthanne graduates next Wednesday. I shall have to miss her
commencement as I leave on Tuesday the 5th with Clara.. She said if you
came home in June – you were to come straight to Sagamore Beach and stay
with us and have a real rest. Wouldn’t it be heavenly to have a visit together
on the Cape. Think of the walks we could take. Sagamore Beach is next to
Sandwich. Do you remember that fascinating little town the day we drove
through the Cape? I don’t suppose you’ll be through in Germany before the
end of the summer however.
Jim Wilson, I hear, is coming home in June and he and Jane will go to
Vermont I believe to farm. Jane is a lovely girl – very fine looking and
charming. I like Richard’s wife very much too. She’s much more quiet than
Jane – much like Aunt Bidda. My favorite of all is the girl David was
engaged to. She is just a darling. She and Aunt Bidda are such a comfort to
each other. I guess by now you have received my letters telling of David’s
death and that he is buried in the American cemetery in Holland. It is all too
terrible – and coming just at the close of the war. Poor Aunt Bidda – the war
will never be over for her. She is wonderfully brave.
You certainly have no reason to apologize for your letters. They have
been so full of interest and have been such a bright spot in our lives during
your absence. A big wooden box containing books, papers, the other parts of
the second lamp, ash trays (in perfect condition) letters- pictures etc. arrived
Monday. They had been sent with your pictures I guess, but that particular
box had gone astray and at last appeared at Elda Farm. Everything came
perfectly and I have put then away in your room to await your return. What a
sad lot of letters I have written you. They must have been nauseating at
times and so boring. I wish I could write as you do. I took a peep at the
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fascinating pictures of places and it will be so wonderful to hear you tell of
the interesting people and places and experiences.
I had a long letter from Jack Morris the other day. I had written and
thanked him for the snapshot of his wife and little son and had sent him
some snaps of Elda. It’s nice of him to write and he seems to be such a fine
chap.
The first crop of alfalfa is about to be cut. The new blower in the barn
is just about finished and I hope it will prove satisfactory. A few good breaks
for Dave would seem pretty fine. .
The crops are all planted and if the weather ever settles down to
normal - things may grow again. It’s been so cold and rainy and such wind
storms. Trees blowing down all over the place. The old maple and pine out
front still stand I always shiver inwardly during a hard blow for it’s only a
question of time before the maple can’t take it any longer.
I was glad to know you are well and certainly hope nothing will send
you back to the hospital again. I suppose you can’t tell us what happened,
but I as long as you’re safe and well – that’s all that matters.
All my love to you – Conrad. It will be a happy day when you come
home again. How we have missed you You’ll never half know.
Devotedly, Mother
Sagamore Beach
% Edward M. Hawes
Cape Cod, Mass.
Con dearest,
I sent you a V mail this moning – so now here goes for a real letter.
Clara came up Monday evening with Dad then early next morning we went
in from Paoli – and took the 8:05 for Providence – then by bus to Buzzard’s
Bay – then taxi to Sagamore Beach. Janet and Ed Hawes have a lovely place
here. It is an old cottage and so comfortable – nice living room- dining room
kitchen – and large room overlooking the bay off the kitchen – downstairs three bedrooms and bathroom on the second floor and four and bath on the
on 3rd floor. There’s a lovely big porch upstairs with deck chairs – where we
can look out to sea. The place is beautifully planted – a lovely woodsy wild
garden out at the side with nicely cut paths through it. Ed inherited the place
from a cousin Edward Hawes of Boston. Ed and Janet come up in July and
Clara invited me to come up with her for June. So here I am. All care and
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work put aside and just eating, sleeping reading and writing – it is such a rest
and the last few weeks at Elda have been rather hectic. Tommy is very cute
but quite strenuous – and much harder to adjust to than David or Maryanne.
He isn’t a bit like Ruthanna used to be - or like any of my children, but he is
very attractive and bright and I know I’ll get used to the confusion again.
They at last are moved into their third floor apartment and it is very
comfortable. Now when I return home I shall get started on the downstairs.
It certainly needs it badly.
Palle sent home a big box from Okinawa. It contained a pair of new
army blankets (Japanese) he found in a cave. He also sent a khaki uniform
and 2 pairs of summer pajama trousers (Japanese and new) five lovely
lacquer bowls, 1 fan and a metal bowl. He wrote that the island has always
been famous for its lovely lacquer and these little bowls are very pretty.
Lollie Park’s husband is in the 6th Marine Div. With Hdqts. Co. at Okinawa.
He and Palle have been introduced by letters from Lollie and me so they are
probably good friends by now. Palle wrote me such a wonderful letter. I
think he really feels that he belongs to us – just as we feel he really does.
I was so relieved to get your letter of April 20th written from the
hospital and when I think how lucky you all were – it makes me fairly shiver
to think what a narrow escape you had. I suppose you couldn’t say what
made the car leave the road – or how far you had to travel to get to the
hospital. Well you landed in one before it was too late and you’re all well
now. So I’m very thankful. You had written Johnny Meeker felt so bad
about it – I suppose he must have been driving.
I sent a lovely picture of you – the profile I like so much – in an 8 x
10 size to Signora Costanza – also gave one to Marie Louise. She has asked
for one so often – so I had one finished for her – when I ordered the other.
She framed it at once and you now adorn the top of her new bookcase with
Colby, Colly, Joey and the rest of the favorites.
I guess I told you that little Anya died week before last – of Rocky
Mountain Fever. Poor Marie Louise was so terribly broken up – for she
really loved that little girl as if she really belonged to her – and then she was
just Johnnie’s age when she died and it brought all that back to her. Tick’s
are very dangerous around home this year. I hope none of our children get
bitten by one.
I copied your first five letters into a book yesterday. It will be so nice
to have them all written out in order. I have been wanting to get them written
for a long time, but this is the first time I’ve had.
It is quite cold here. We have the oil heater on and it keeps the house
so nice and warm inside but it seems almost like late fall outside. The man at
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the taxi office at Buzzard’s Bay said it was likely to last all this month and
was caused by some disturbance in Hudson Bay. I suppose he meant
icebergs. Down home is was just so bleak and cold with rain almost
everyday – Quite upsetting from crops.
What happened to Sgt. Bob Moore? I just felt something was wrong
when I received his V mail – for it was so cleverly worded - just too well
done for any ordinary circumstance. It was so lovely of him to write and I
wrote and thanked him but I don’t know if he received the note.
In copying your letters I recognized the painting at once referred to in
your first letter- the old lady washing clothes – by the well. Are those street
scenes in Naples? They do fit descriptions of your first impressions of Italy
and I know you were there – also – is the painting of the ruins up on a high
hill the picture you showed the countess and she said she owned all the
ground? It is so interesting to have them and they are so well done.
Must close now and start copying some more. Am going to do some
each day.
All my love dear – I hope I’ll get some letters from you while
I’m here.
Devotedly,
Mother
May 30, 1945
Dearest Mother and Father,
Your letters have caught up with me, some forwarded from Italy,
three from the London address and two with my new address. My last letter
must have baffled you by its abrupt ending. I’m sorry but it has been
difficult to write when censorship regulations limit one to small talk and
such large things must be left unsaid.
The weeks have been flying by and I have lost all sense of time. There
is still much work to be done, so I have no idea when I shall be coming
home. None of the packages that you sent last month have arrived but I
guess they will reach me eventually. It doesn’t look as if I will need the
addresses I asked you to send to me. I doubt if I shall be able to get there.
I was very sorry to hear about Uncle Windy’s David. I have written to
Aunt Bidda and Uncle Windy but it was hard to know what to say. There are
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so many thousands in each country. I was up at Belsen Concentration camp
when I received the letter. The tragedy there was greater than anything I had
previously seen. Nothing I could say in writing could begin to portray the
horror of the camp. We worked hard each day- cried, prayed and fell
exhausted into our beds at night. It is something we all shall remember to
our dying day. Each of us felt that if we had done nothing else in our lives,
our lives had been worthwhile just for the little we were able to do in those
days at Belsen. The few of us from C platoon who were there had no cars
(ambulances) – we worked in the number 1 camp – the original
concentration camp – evacuating the people from the huts. I will try to tell
you of the conditions when I get home. I cannot write of them – everything I
say seems so unreal to me.
The trip up from Italy was beautiful – by boat from Liverno to
Marseilles. Then the drive from there up through France into Belgium and so
on. The accident I spoke of was not so serious. John fell asleep and drove off
the road and the car overturned. The car was completely wrecked but John
was untouched and I received only a cut on the back of my head – was not
even knocked out. I felt much worse about my suitcase than about my head –
for the suitcase was smashed up – my head was all healed in a week and I
was on my way again. The hospital was in Lyons.
Germany is flat, cold, and rainy. I’ve never seen such weather. Here it
is almost June and we are still wearing coats. Italy was lovely. How I miss it,
I think I was about the only one in the AFS who loved Italy. I don’t know
why, but I could live there always. I doubt if I shall get to England. There is
always the possibility, but with the choice of Paris or London for leave –I
am most tempted to choose Paris. But then I may not get a leave at all – for I
had one in Italy in Feb.
Lots of love as always,
Conrad
Sagamore Beach
% E. M. Hawes
Cape Cod, Mass.
Con dearest
I wish you were here. It’s al so wonderful – the quiet – the beautiful
beach – with all the many almost jewel like stones – lifting themselves to the
sunshine ( remember when we gathered them at Provincetown) the view on
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clear days of the monument at Provincetown – way at the other end of the
cape. I walked out along the beach the other day – sometimes wading along
the water’s edge – sometime up in the dry sand – how I wished you could be
beside me. I thought when I came here and could rest I could write a little
more interestingly to you - but I can’t write for some reason or other – so
you’ll jst have to try and understand and know I’m doing the best I can.
Certainly I am rested as I haven’t been in years and yet Clara and I keep
busy all day. This week I painted all the furniture in her room – plus kitchen
chairs – 2 tables and a towel rack. Her furniture is a lovely pale yellow and
looks very well in her little room with its soft green walls. She dyed some
lovely patterned linen and made curtains yellow background – and so that’s
finished. The other stuff we did in white. Tomorrow we start painting young
Eddie Hawes room in white keen tone. I sort of dread that but once we get
started it will be ok.
Today is a bit on the coolish side. The last three days have been good
and warm but this morning we have a roaring fire in the fireplace and it’s
quite comfortable to be indoors. Yesterday cottagers began streaming in – up
until now we have been practically alone but the inn opened yesterday and I
guess form now on there will be more activity – also the Post Office is open
– so now we can be sure of mail coming and going.
It’s too bad if you don’t get to Denmark. It would be interesting I
know for you to meet Palle’s people. And I’ve always admired the Danes.
They always seem like such genuine people from the few I’ve known. I do
hope you can return by way of England. For well I know what it would
mean to you to get into some of those little English towns. Who knows but
what we may go there sometime – whenever I get away from Elda the
“might be’s” take possession of me and hopes seem to take shape and
become “will be’s”. At home the little every day chores seems to consume
all time and always I’m tired, but not here I am determined to try and
balance my days a bit better and not get so involved in hum drum but
probably I won’t do any better when I return .
What a heart breaking experience Belsen must have been. How
trifling the things I write about must seem to you after that and how
impossible to comprehend the sufferings of those poor helpless souls – so
powerless to save themselves. What is the answer to it all- is it (all this
cruelty and suffering) because man has cast God to the winds – and is trying
to go it without faith in the direction of a higher power? Can love and
friendship – and understanding change the situation – can good will toward
all men reign in a world so upside down? So many questions keep milling
about in my head
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I’m sorry about your suitcase – but oh so thankful you were spared.
What a horrible thing it might have been. I think German weather was no
different than any other place for I have never seen such a crazy spring as we
had – cold – damp and dreary – most of the time but from now on it should
be nice.
Italy must be lovely. How I love those two street scenes you painted –
were they of Naples or Florence or where? The color is perfect and you have
the great talent of imparting the “feeling of the thing” you paint. Looking at
those pictures seemed almost like actually being in the place. I just put them
all in a huge old book of Chester Co. maps and properties – and put them
away where no one can injure them.
I wish I could write you some news of home but I have none. I hope
all are well but Dad just sent me a tiny note when he forwarded your letter
last week and an even shorter one the day I left when he sent me Palle’s
letter which I sent on to you. Did I tell you he sent home a box containing
Jap. Army blankets – a Jap. uniform some lovely little lacquer bowls – a
metal dish and a red silk scarf? He hopes you can bring some coins (for little
Jean who is making a collection) from the countries you are in – is that
possible? Maybe you’ll be home when the Mylner’s come up the last of
August. They are bringing Jean up to go to school with her cousin in N.Y.
This Thursday Mrs. Wolfinger is coming up and the following
Wednesday Mrs. Sawyer is coming with a friends, Miss Hinkle who intends
to drive her up and will take Catherine and me back with them.
Clara and I took a taxi too Sandwich one day last week. Only two
antique shops were open and after we shopped we spent the afternoon in the
beautiful little library. I reading a book on the early history of the Cape and
its people. It’s hard for Clara her ankles are so bad she can hardly walk and
she can’t see to read or sew much – so she’s pretty inactive. I have been
reading a good book to her. “The Townsman” by John Sedges. Now we are
reading “Young Bess” by Margaret Irwin, a story of England’s Queen
Elizabeth. Did you ever receive the 7 or 8 books I have mailed you since
Christmas? If you want money or anything sent I wish you’d let me know
for I can’t send unless you request.
I’m glad you wrote Aunt Bidda and Uncle Windy. They have been
very brave, but I know how their hearts are grieving. I think David was
engaged to one of the dearest girls I have ever met. Frances has spent much
time with Bidda since David was killed and they have become very close to
each other.’
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Must close this now and go down to the Sun and find out when they
serve dinner. Clara thinks she would like to go down and it would like to go
down and it wold be a nice change for her.
All my love – my dearest – as the time is drawing nearer for your
return. I have to just keep the longing back or I couldn’t bear it. I have
missed you so and yet I know this has been something you’ll never regret
having been a part of and we are all so very proud of all you’ve done.
Devotedly, Mother
Con dearest,
Such a life as our Mother is leading. I’ve been here three weeks
tomorrow and instead of going home Dad and the Saloms are coming
through Boston Wednesday and I’m to meet them there and go to Maine for
two weeks. Dad has decided to take is vacation now and so another two
weeks will be spent in my beloved New England.
Catherine Wolfinger arrived last Thursday and we have had such a
good time together. She is such good company and it’s been a real spree
being with them.
Yesterday was a really wonderful one. We were down on the beach in
the morning. Then came home and had dinner and toward late afternoon a
neighbor came in her car ad drove us to Sandwich to the house of a Mrs.
Dexter – mother of a former friend of Catherine’s up on Curren Terrace. It is
the loveliest spot I have ever been in. It’s quite an estate here on the Cape –
some 66 acres all in beautiful winding lawns – backed on all sides with
rhododendron, laurel – all sorts of flowering shrubs. I have never been in
such a perfect house – a low rambling Cape Cod house and inside the lovely
low ceilings -beautiful old fireplaces and furnished through out with the
loveliest antiques I have ever seen. – all old family pieces – lovely banjo and
terry clocks – gorgeous old mirrors – the loveliest dining room I have ever
been in. Mrs. Dexter was one of the dearest old ladies – she reminded me of
a little delicate piece of Dresden china – and she was such a typical New
Englander – gracious, charming, I just loved her. After our call we drove all
around the estate past a lovely pond with banks of beautiful pink laurel in
full bloom, through lovely woods full of flowering shrubs, past a dear little
formal garden. It was just a wonderful time. Then Mrs. Atwood asked us in
for tea and waffles, followed by an evening I’ll always remember. Mrs.
Atwood’s husband died a year ago, but before he died they travelled about
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for years in their own boat – a lovely cabin cruiser – which they loaned to
the government for the duration of the war. Their last trip was to Guatemala
and the pictures she had from there the many lovely textiles. The stories she
told us. I could have sat spellbound for days. What fun it would be to travel
and see so much. I suppose you’ll have so many, many interesting stories to
tell of people – happenings and places.
You so often say, “I’ll tell you about it when I get back.” And that is
another reason why it will be wonderful to have all your letters copied into
this book in the order in which they arrived. As you read tem you can tell us
all about what happened there and it will be so wonderful to hear about the
things we’ve wondered about.
Tomorrow Mrs. Atwood is going to take us on a regular tour of
gardens and old houses around the Cape. It should be interesting for Mrs.
Atwood was born in Provincetown and knows the Cape from A to Z.
Dad say people are coming from all around to see the new hay drier in
operation – won’t it be fine if it works out well. Dave certainly deserves a
few good breaks. If that will dry the hay so as to retain all the color and
vitamins – it should be much more saleable (Is there such a word?)
Do you know Arthur Babson Wheeler? I have a letter of his to his
Mother – about the work in a concentration camp. He is an AFS man. He
went into every detail of the work. I’m wondering if you were with him. The
time there would be something you could never forget. I can’t picture how
terrible it must have been. Those poor – poor- people – how I wish I could
be there to help. Arthur Wheeler spoke of no equipment for intravenous
feeding. That is too bad for their recovery would be so much quicker.
Must close this now and get it in the mail. Loads of love to you my
dear and I hope I’ll hear from you soon. The 30th of May was the last.
Bye - bye dear –
Devotedly, Mother
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V Mail
Heeze, Southern Holland
June 13, 1945
Dear Dad:
Sorry I haven’t written for so long a time – but I’ve been very busy
this past month. I expect to leave here on the 15th for Bruxelles and then a
few days for home. In all probability I should be home by the end of this
month or early in July. But don’t tell Mother that as I’d rather it be a surprise
I don’t want her to come home from Cape Cod to make preparations then
she would be too tired to enjoy my homecoming. Hope all is well at home.
My love to all. Will see you soon.
Love,
Conrad
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Figure 17: Ticket Home to America after the War.
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Figure 18: Wilson family on the lawn at Elda Farm 1945
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Figure 19: Medals
These medals represent acknowledgement by the British government that the service of the AFS
was an indispensible part of the war effort. Many lives were saved by the efforts of the AFS
drivers to get the wounded proper care.
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Letters fo rm A meri can Fri end s Servi ce
Co mmi ttee
November 5,1945 - December 6,1945
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Figure 20 AFSC Travel orders
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Figure 21 -Selective Service Travel Permit
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Sunday November 5, 1945
Con dearest –
Just a note today from the hospital. I came in to see Naomi this
afternoon and after visiting hours I found a writing room and am writing
while I wait to see her again at visiting time tonight. She is more
comfortable today but still suffers much pain.
I have written Gerda Peterich - and returned the pictures – As soon as
Naomi leaves Elda I shall ask her over for a weekend – It will be wonderful
to know her. We took our little lonely friend over to Gimbels where she
wanted to see her relative – who is a buyer there. She was quite brave after
the boat left – but I know she felt pretty blue over the separation.
You looked so happy as the boat left that lonesome for you as I shall
be – it makes me happy too to know your dreams have come true and you
are going back to lend a hand in the work of helping sufferers back on their
feet again. God give you the strength to carry on with wisdom and
understanding I can’t think of anyone who could do a better piece of work in
that line than you.
I hope the trip over is a restful one – for you were very tired I know.
The ship seemed a fine one and I was very much pleased to see how
comfortably located you were as to living quarters.
This morning Ruthanna, David and little David went to meeting with
me. Many inquired for you and spoke so lovingly of you. Harvey’s left for
Florida this afternoon. John has a very bad cold. I hope the warm sun will
soon have him on his feet again for I fear he is a very sick man.
Tom and little Tommy had gotten on well while we were gone
yesterday and little Tommy has kept saying over & over again today,
“Connie gone on a boat, Mommie” We shall try and keep your memory very
much alive in him while you are gone.
I shall go in on Tuesday for my first day in the packing room. I know
I shall get much comfort out of being engaged in work of that kind.
Salom’s and Warners are at Aubrey’s for dinner today. I hope they
have as pleasant a time as Dad and I had.
Don’t worry about me ever, Con. I shall try and keep busy during
your stay away. I am happy for you and very proud of the service you are
giving. If I can help in anyway here at home you have only to write to me. I
am sorry I didn’t always measure up as you probably wanted me to but we
can’t always see things in just the same light. I shall try my best to do the
right thing as I see it.
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Your stay at home was very wonderful – and the memory of your
smile and voice will always be with me – you never leave my thoughts my
dear, even if you are miles awayAll my love – dear – always
Your devoted, Mother
Requests please
Elda Farm
Berwyn, PA
(Nov.12, 1945)
Con dearest –
103 weeks until you return. I’m going back to school days. We always
checked off the weeks until vacation time – so you see I’m back at my old
game. I hope the days have been beautiful ones on ship board – and that
your traveling companions were pleasant. Each day that was sunny and mild
I have tried to picture you stretched out in the sun resting and enjoying the
beauty of the ocean & sky. That long stay on the boat looked awfully good
to me. I can’t imagine anything more restful – providing the weather was
good.
Tuesday I went in to the store room for my first day. Dora was so
lovely to me and showed me just the right procedure on everything and by
the end of my day I was beginning to feel quite like an old timer at the work.
Friday I missed out as I was held up in Norristown and didn’t get to the
storeroom until a little before twelve. I took in the things Miss Rawn left and
Dora had someone there helping so I said I’d be in on Tuesday (tomorrow)
and work all day. I always try & in to see Naomi by late afternoon – as it is
pretty lonely for her and the fact that she is deaf & can’t hear what others in
the room are saying makes it harder. She is doing well but is very jittery and
nervous and consequently doesn’t make too good a patient. I’ll be bringing
her back here for two weeks at the end of the week and while I’m glad to do
it and take care of her I know it won’t be easy.
When Dave and I returned from Meeting yesterday – Billy was here.
He had gotten down to Fleetwood Friday night and will take Mil and
Maryanne back with him today. He was driving – looked well and was glad
to have a house. They move in on the 20th. Not the same house he originally
rented – that was sold, but another - nicer one in Watertown just a few miles
away. They will stay in a hotel for this week and get moved from there. We
were surprised to see him for no one knew he was down in these parts.
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There was no orchestra on Friday – so I dropped in at the Service
Committee – saw Kenneth & Bob Good. I had hoped Kenneth would be
coming with me for the weekend but unforeseen meetings were to occur
over the time – so our visit will have to come later.
I sent the bag off to the field service just now along with a letter to
Margaret & Sam Ashehnan. Sam was a classmate of Bill and Ruthanna at
George School. Margaret his wife had sent in two boxes of clothing – just
lovely things – and because I knew Sam I jotted down their address & sent
them a note of appreciation & told them how it came about. Bernard Walton
happened to be there while I was sorting & he was telling me how fine they
both are and what splendid work they are doing at Greenbelt – Maryland. It
is some sort of experiment in co-operative living – probably you know more
of it than I.
Tommy was two years old yesterday. We sang “Happy Birthday to
you” but he thought we said bird day so he went around singing “Happy
Bird day” I bought him a little doll which he liked but he was quite pleased
with some blue oil cloth horse reins with bells across the front. He kept us
driving him about the rooms and seemed to thoroughly enjoy pretending he
was a horse.
He and Dad have gone up to Great Valley Mills now & then on to
Malvern. It is the 12th but the Bankers get their Armistice Day the next day –
they never miss a holiday – by any Sundays getting in the way.
Ruthanna & I went to see Naomi last night. Dad went to see Saloms
and waited there for us. Saloms have painted and papered their house
upstairs and it looks very lovely. They had quite a fire in the nurse’s home
across from the hospital where Naomi is – on Friday. I went by just at the
finish – windows on the first and second floor were all smashed and it
looked like quite a bit of damage had been done. It was a two alarm fire so it
caused a good bit of excitement.
I wrote Gerda Peterich – the day after you left & returned the pictures.
I haven’t heard anything from her – as yet.
I’m having quite a time disciplining myself. One minute all choked up
and ready to swim away in my own tears & the next I’m saying “You silly
old woman – he just doing what you would have him do.” I’m a sorry
mixture of strength and weakness.
I’ll be so anxious to hear first impressions all about living quarters,
personnel, etc. etc. Please tell me all the little details for I’m so interested in
it all - and then I can feel a bit closer to the work. Will be anxious to know
too whether the ship docked at Genova or Naples & who met you.
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There’s no particular news here at home. We are all well. Everyone
inquires for you - you have many loving messages sent you all are interested
in what you are doing.
Sent a wire to Palle Sat. congratulating the new officer – wonder will
he wear a bar on that white underwear?
Mrs. Duncan was here over Wednesday and Thursday. Left Thursday
night for Chicago – she had been in Washington interviewing Sollens about
a job with UNRRA . I don’t suppose she’ll get one. It was for a year in
China.
Loads of love to you dear It will seem a brighter world when we hear
of you again.
Remember me to Hayden – and lots of luck my dear –
Devotedly always,
Mother

Con dearestJust good night dear – and to let you know how much I enjoyed
working in the “storeroom” at 1515 ( Cherry St.) Everyone was lovely to me
and I got on well. The work is easy and pleasant and I feel I am doing
something necessary and worthwhile. Had a long talk with Bernard Walton.
He spoke so lovingly of you. Said your sweet smile would take you far & he
felt sure you would do a fine piece of work.
Saw Naomi in the late afternoon. Had a sandwich and milk at the
terminal where you took me, bought a few posies & went to the hospital.
Dad and Tom painted the old De Soto when I returned it was dark,
but when the driveway light shines on it - it looks like a Rolls Royce - we
may get at least a quarter for it now if we try to sell it.
No more tonight – pin a medal on me for true nobility. I was so
anxious to peek inside the Guifriddo letter.
Hope you are well & happy –
All my love, dear
Mother
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Nov. 26, 1945
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
Conrad my dear,
It’s over three weeks now and the Service Comm. and I are beginning
to think it’s about time to hear. When I stopped in last Tuesday – the 20th –
Hugh Middleton showed me Hayden’s cable which arrived on the 19th.
At last the men are at work on the chimneys. We called Bob Doyle
again and he sent three men this morning. They found the sitting room
chimney full and the soot that clogged the outlet had been on fire at
sometime- in other words it was a real fire danger spot. The chimney on the
back building was so solid they couldn’t get a cedar brush through for
sometime – a good reason for the poor draw on my stove in the outside
kitchen. The dining room chimney was apparently in pretty good shape –
also the two on the parlor side. I’m so relieved it’s been fixed for I was
really anxious about fire and I guess I was pretty well justified in my fears.
Now we can get to the painting I hope - but not until the first of the year
Dr. Mitchell & his wife are going to meet me in Meeting on Sunday
next and coming home to dinner with us. Dr. called on Saturday. He said to
tell you he had spoken again at the Italian Relief Society and also at a school
in south Philadelphia. He asked me to tell you all were well and that he
enjoyed both evenings very much.
David Ritchie spoke at our meeting a week ago. He brought with him
four young people from his week end work camp – who talked to the junior
forum. He must be doing a fine piece of work. I certainly enjoyed all he had
to tell us. Yesterday we had the beloved “Dr. Dick” formerly of George
School – now succeeding Barclay Jones as headmaster of Friend’s Central.
His name is Richard McPhele or something like that - maybe McFeeley I’m
not sure of the spelling- (McFeely)
Tom Harvey got as far as Labrador and then his plane was forced to
return to N.Y. for repairs, but he was on his way again by the next day – and
I guess he’s there now. Tons of clothing have been pouring in for Finland.
I like going in on Tuesday and working. I am rather stupid about
making out the slips but I am beginning to catch on and I manage to keep
busy all the time I’m there. Do you remember “Cornelius” the rather stout
colored man who is always there? He is the loveliest person and sings all
day - in a lovely deep voice - the most beautiful spirituals and hymns. One in
particular that I liked “I must have Jesus – I cannot bear my troubles alone”
he tells me is an old Presbyterian hymn. We are great friends. Dora is very
pleasant always and “Wocka” or however you spell it – the Japanese woman
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that I work with – tries to be pleasant. The way she says”U-nited States of
America” and pitches the clothing we can’t send to Europe into that
particular bin is most amusing. She doesn’t mean it at all as it sounds – but
it’s really very funny.
We are getting very nice things sent in – 79 duffle bags from Chicago
– in one lot. I’ll be able to tell you more as I get more accustomed to the
work there – so far I’ve only seen blankets and quilts being packed – and the
bins are fairly overflowing with garments we’ve sorted and unpacked, but
maybe they pack those on the days I’m not there.
After Lunch
Joyful news - a letter from Mrs. Castiglioni just arrived – in which she tells
me you and Victor C. arrived safely in Genoa on the 22nd after 19 days at
sea. It was such good news. She says it maybe difficult for you to reach
Chieti but writes “I am sure Victor will help him to stay a few days at Milan
till he can proceed southwards- and provide him with accommodation at
Rome too.” Aren’t people wonderful? I have just written to thank her for her
thoughtfulness in writing. It was such a lovely letter and she was so relieved
to know her husband was safe. She had been so worried about mines in the
harbor at Genoa. Oh, but I’m thankful you reached there safely and now it
will be so wonderful to hear all about your trip. I phoned the Service
Committee and they were glad to hear you had reached there. They had a
cable saying “David Hartley was out of the hospital and recovered”, they
hadn’t known anything about him being ill or hurt and they are completely
puzzled. I hope he is really all well. Also – Jack Waddington had trench
foot. Do please be careful to keep your feet dry. Miss Perry said Bob Good
would be on the way soon. Hugh Middleton was going to Washington Wed.
to see about his passport.
Thalia McDonald had a little son last night – Nov. 25- Emma called
but didn’t know what they had named him. I’ll hear tomorrow because I am
going in to Emma’s for the night & she is taking me to the opening night of
Grand Opera at the Academy. “Der Rosenkavalier”. It will be very enjoyable
I know. I am going to work at the storeroom on Wed. instead of Tues. this
week. I called Dora and she said it would be aright.
I haven’t heard from Gera Peterich as yet. I told you I had written her
the day after you left but so far no answer. Uncle Rae and Aunt Benita are in
the East. Rae called on my birthday they had just reached Jim and
Margaret’s. Benita called this morning that they would come over Friday but
just for a day or so – as they are returning Sunday I think. I’ll write you
more when I see them.
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Windy Wilson is home. We haven’t seen him as yet but he arrived
about ten days ago. Aunt Bidda has Jim and Jane’s baby. Jane brought her
up & then flew back south to Jim. I don’t know how long Bidda will have
the baby. Richard and Frances are there too- so they have quite an increase
in their family.
We went to Aunt Becky’s on Nov. 18th. They had a birthday cake &
ice cream for Ricky and me. The cake had one big candle on it & one small
one. We had the cousins here for Tommy’s birthday & had a little cake and
ice cream. Tommy has been singing “Happy Birthday to You” ever since.
Margaret Shoemaker Dietz’s Bill has had German measles but it was very
light & he is well now.
Aunt Elizabeth Conrad gave us a note for you and five dollars
yesterday at meeting. We’ll deposit the $5 to your account at the bank.
We had Dave and his family here on Thanksgiving as well as Naomi
& Palle. I brought her home from the hospital on the 15th. She gained back
all the pounds she lost in the hospital in a week. She looks well and seems to
be in good shape again. I wish you could have had some of the mince pie. It
was so good.
I guess I better stop this before you are exhausted. I wish I could be
with you on your birthday, but I shall be thinking of you as I am at all times
on all days.
All my love dearest boy and I hope you will be well and happy in
your new work. I am wondering if you were able to stop in Florence on your
way to Rome. I hope so.
Affectionately always
Mother
November 26th, 1945
Palle returned on Nov. 11. 2nd Lieutenant – went to Yale – registered for
March – saw his family in New York & left for Miami Friday – Rec’d. a
wire from Miami Sat. “Arrived safely Miami with fears(sp unclear)
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Western Union
CDU245 INTL = CD ROMA VIA RCA 24 27 1400
VLT WILLIAM WILSON=
=ELDA FARM BERWYN (PENN)=
ARRIVED GENOVA FRIDAY FLORENCE SATURDAY PETERICHS
AND GIUFFRIDAS WELL AND HAPPY ROME SUNDAY LETTERS
FOLLOW LOVE AND KISSES=
CONRAD.
Duplicate of telephoned telegram
S. S. Imboden Seam
Approaching Gibraltar
November 18, 1945
Dearest Mother and Father:
After fifteen days we have not reached Gibraltar, but the 1st Mate
promises that we shall see the “Rock sometime this evening. Such a trip! If I
had not had such pleasant voyages on the last two crossings I’m sure that I
would be now be saying “never again”. We have been tossed around up and
down for fifteen continuous days of which not one has been entirely clear –
rain each day, storms and this everlasting rolling. I am convinced that the sea
is not entirely to be blamed – surely it was rougher at times during the other
trips. This ship was made up from the body of one type and the
superstructure of another- consequently it does not balance properly.
Poor Mrs. Picasso has been in bed almost every day since we started.
Her husband, as you probably noticed has been quite ill – he only has half a
stomach and that is almost useless -, and he must only eat certain light foods.
Castiglioni and I have been well. The rolling has been unpleasant, but we
have not been sick. We play cards and talk for hours upon hours seldom go
to bed before one am. But even then there is little sleep and I lie awake
usually until three or four am
On top of all this the Captain has been dreadfully rude to us
passengers the whole trip. I won’t say here all the things he has said to me in
our rare encounters – only that it has been interesting, but unpleasant to
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know that such a twisted, warped and prejudiced mind exists on the earth.
Some time perhaps I shall write down some of the things he has said
discussed with me – or rather, has flung in my face during his frequent
outbursts.
Victor Castiglioni tells me that since November 1 it as been possible
to send eleven pound packages anywhere in Italy. If this is true, I shall be
most content.
Everyone says that we shall go from Gibralter to Toulon France and
from there to Genova. I don’t know how I shall get from Genova to Chietibut I am hoping to go though Florence on the way.
Today is Mother’s birthday and I had hoped that I would be in Italy by
now and able to send a cable. This will arrive too late, but it will bring with
it my love and the knowledge that I was thinking of Mother on her birthday
– though not in a position to do anything special. Today it is raining as usual
and I am afraid that we shall not be able to see the scenery as we go through
the straits of Gibraltar.
I am wondering what the next two years will bring in to my life, but
remain confident that I shall gain from the new experiences.
Lots of love to all,
as ever,
Conrad

Continuation

November 23rd Genova

Finally we have arrived! When we reached the Mediterranean, the
water became calm, the sun came out to greet us and the full moon to guide
our way by night. The days were lovely so warm I was able to strip to the
waist for a sunbath. From Gibraltar we went northeast, past the Balearic
islands including Minorca – the home island of the Salom family to Toulon.
We had to pull into the harbor for instructions Wednesday noon. The view
was magnificent. The city stretched long the coast with a backdrop of high
mountains. The houses were of all colors –pink, mauve, yellow with green
shutters, pale blue with pink tiles, brick red etc. We could see lovely gardens
and terraces with palm trees, pines and numerous hanging vines. I was able
to take several photographs from the bay which I hope will turn out well.
The sun was brilliant. All day we remained out in the harbor and finally at
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nightfall the orders arrived and we began the last lap of our journey – from
Toulon to Genova. The full moon rose as we were leaving Toulon- it was at
first, a brilliant red-orange color and as it climbed higher above the islands it
became silver.
In the Mediterranean each day there were several small showers and
always beautiful rainbows – but the strangest sight I have ever seen was a
pale white rainbow at night – the full moon shining through a distant shower
on the sea produced this rare sight. The rainbow was not around the moon as
is frequently seen at night when a cloud passes under the moon – but it rose
out of the ocean and returned to it in perfect arch form.
We arrived in Genova yesterday and I brought my luggage ashore
today. I have called Rome to inform the FAU that I have arrived and expect
to leave tomorrow for Rome by way of Florence. Last evening, here at the
Allergo Principe ( an American Army hotel) I had dinner with a Spanish
woman (the wife f an American War Correspondent) who knew David
Blinkenstaff, the AFSC representative in Spain whom I also met in
Philadelphia two months ago. Mrs. White has great respect for the Quaker
work in Spain. She met her husband during the Spanish civil war, has
traveled with him over the world ever since. Now in a few days she will
return to Spain for the first time in eight years. Mr. White is now in
Jugoslavia, but will return to Italy in a few weeks. They have been in Russia
for 6 months during the war – so have a fairly good picture of life there –
which is not very pleasant. Also Mrs. White has been in Philadelphia and
wants very much to build a house in the country outside of Philadelphia
when she and her husband return to America.
Genova was partly destroyed by the war but life goes on as usual in
Italy. Prices are extravagant but there seems to be enough goods – mostly
luxury items which the poor cannot afford. However, I don’t think that
Genova has suffered as much as the south.
Must close now, it is too dark to write.
All my love,
Conrad
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C. Wilson AFSC Rome, Italy
November 25, 1945 (Sunday)
Dearest Mother and Father:
My first letter covered the main points of interest in the trip from
Philadelphia to Genova – almost three weeks of travel. Now I have more to
tell about in an additional two days than of the entire three weeks preceding.
Yesterday and today! Genova, La Spezia, Pisa, Florence, Siena and Rome –
not to mention the countless small villages- hill towns scattered castles
crowning high points and the beautiful countryside in between.
We left Genova yesterday morning. The road twisted and turned along
the coastline – sometimes going behind the hills for several miles and then
suddenly opening out onto the sea with a magnificent view of the coast lined
with small villages, inlets and peninsulas. Lovely villas lined the coast roads
– and terraces covered with flowering vines – flowers every where and palm
trees, pines, strange tropical plants and trees that I had never seen before.
You just can’t imagine how beautiful it was. We stopped at La Spezia for
lunch. There, the main street through the city was lined on both sides with
large orange trees trimmed to the same shape and all covered with ripe fruit.
After La Spezia it began to rain a little and the going was more difficult. We
passed through the great pine forest near Forte dei Marnie and I don’t
wonder that Mrs. Peterich loves it so – for never have I seen such pines! We
arrived in Pisa about six in the evening and from there I telephoned to
Florence to warn the Peterichs of my approach. Susi answered but got so
excited that she couldn’t speak even Italian, so dropped the phone to call her
mother. Gabriella was at the New Zealand Club, working but was expected
home later.
From Pisa to Florence took much longer than we had expected. A
downpour of rain slowed us up considerably. Consequently we did not arrive
until quarter to nine, went directly to the Villa Fasola, drove into the
courtyard after having almost kissed the maid who opened the iron gates –
(so happy was I to be there.)
Mr. Peterich and Susi came rushing out in the rain to greet me, we
quickly unloaded all my luggage, gave instructions to the driver and then
proceeded into the house where Mrs. P was waiting with open arms. When I
telephoned earlier she was in the process of writing Mother. Aia, the
governess, is back with them, a lovely woman. We had dinner then and
afterward we called Gabriella at the New Zealand Club where she must
work late each Saturday night. Gabriella answered just one word – venga! ( I
come!) and within five minutes she had arrived by jeep.
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Such a beautiful evening we all had together. So much to talk about,
pictures to show, presents from America to open, a little story to read aloud
etc.
The Peterichs have moved into another section of the Villa – the low
very picturesque wing across the courtyard from the main house. There, the
ceilings are low, the rafters painted a soft chocolate brown and the spaces
between the rafters a deep brick red. With the cream colored walls, the
brightly colored curtains, the brick floor and with just the most intimate of
their possessions, such as the family pictures, the bird, the little glass cabinet
filled with miniature furniture and the miniature silver tea service, the total
effect is lovely. A little dream cottage with small windows overhung with
grape vines and a door leading out into a little family garden containing
vegetables, chrysanthemums and herbs.
Two other families are living in the main house. The ground floor has
been rented out to one family for some time, and now just recently the
Peterichs have found tenants for the first floor (where they were living the
last time I was in Florence.) – a family that is delightfully nouveau – riche
and can afford to pay a good rent. I say delightful because the woman loves
to talk of her money and put on airs. Mrs. P has some nuns and orphan
children that she helps care for. The nuns often come to sew and knit for
Mrs. P. Well, the new tenant summoned the nuns and said she wanted them
to do some knitting for her, but the nuns were too busy until after Christmas
and had to refuse, where upon the woman became quite angry and said, “My
money is as good as anyone’s else!” So you now see what I mean – they are
a constant source of amusement.
Dolores, the maid, says in the evening to Mrs. P., “now I go over to
my contadini.” Contadini is the word in Italy meaning the country peasants.
Anyway, the new arrangement is better all around and the Peterichs are quite
happy.
We had a lovely evening together. They were all so pleased to know
that I had found Gerda P. in New York. That was a real surprise.
Sunday morning was magnificent not a cloud in the sky. I stayed until
about ten-thirty and then had to start out for Rome. We stopped for a few
minutes at Guifriddas. Nerina is expecting a baby in a few months, but all
looked wonderful and I had a nice visit. Mrs. Guifridda had written to me
and the letter has probably reached you by now. Read it and send it back to
me, please. I told Nerina to write to you, Mother, and request a few things
which cannot be found here in Italy and she has promised to do so.
We had dinner in Siena at a sidewalk Café, sitting in the sun. The
setting was lovely – the same scene you see in that water color over the
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mantle in my bedroom. I cannot describe the beautiful trip through Tuscany
down to Rome – maybe next letter.
Love to all,
Conrad
C. Wilson AFSC
% UNRRA Italian Mission
APO 394 Postmaster New York
Sunday, December 2, 1945
Dearest Family,
Just a note to let you know that I have arrived at Ortona and am very
pleased with the whole set up. Yesterday I went out to the villages for the
first time. Destruction is incredible. I don’t know of a single project in
AFSC or any other organization more worthy or more down to earth.
You must still have a request letter for APO addresses so this can be
used for a package of food. Candy for the children etc. Need is terrific for
the Italians- not for us. Our home is comfortable. Food is good and I am very
happy.
Shall write this afternoon in detail. A car is leaving for Rome just
now, so I have scribbled this note which brings a word of news and lots of
love
From
Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
December 5-/45
Con dearestTomorrow will be your birthday and there will be no word or greeting
from your Mother. That I shall be thinking of you all day goes without
saying and I hope you are happy and well and finding satisfaction in your
new work.
I have been enjoying my work so much at the store rom. I make many
mistakes which may be more annoying to me than the others. I wish I was
not so stupid, but they are all very lovely to me and we have a happy time.
Dora is so thoughtful and has been keeping me off my feet in the afternoons
by giving me acknowledgement cards to address. Anna May – the little
Japanese girl(who is a perfect darling by the way) has a good bit of work and
having the cards sent off must help to lighten her load.
We sort clothes all morning. I work with that Japanese woman
“Wacka” is all the name I can remember – who is kind and good hearted but
a bit confusing to me at times – however we get along famously. I wish we
could get more accomplished. The wheels turn too slowly for me, but I don’t
know enough about it all as yet to offer any suggestions and perhaps we are
baling as much as can be found space for on the ships. Robert Good expects
to be on his way most anytime now. I was going to ask him to carry some
things for you, but it seems a bit of an imposition – so will start mailing
boxes and trust they will reach you safely. When I came home the other
night Tommy was in the car and as I got in he called, “Connie come” I
explained you were not on the train & he said, “Uncle Connie’s gone in a
boat on the water to Italy.” He is growing up so fast you can just see the
change from one week to the next. He is certainly a bright child and getting
cuter by the day. He calls me “Grandmommy” now and it sounds so sweet.
When I came in last night he called out “There’s my Grandmommy”
We went up to Paoli to say “Hello” and “Goodbye” to Aunt Benita &
Uncle Rae. After many phone calls they finally decided they couldn’t get
over to see us this trip. They both looked well. Aunt Benita perfectly
beautiful. Benita says the baby is the image of me – poor child. We were
sorry not to have them come over – but we tried hard. Benita said to couldn’t
be worked from their end – this time.
Went to see Athalia Monday. Her baby is named Philip Robb
McDonald,Jr. Both are doing well. Emma and I enjoyed Der Rosenkavalier
so much. I went down to her house for dinner. Then Robb drove us in town.
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He was going to a medical convention in Cleveland late that night – flying I
believe – but was going to the hospital first. He’s a mighty fine chap. I like
him better each time I see him.
Sunday morning Dr. and Mrs. Mitchell met Dave and me at meeting. I
think they enjoyed their first experience at Friend’s Meeting very much.
Everyone was very friendly and the meeting and forum quite interesting.
After meeting we all came back to Elda for dinner. Ruthanna & Naomi had
cooked it and it was delicious. I had made a mince pie & a cherry from some
of our frozen cherries before I went to meeting – which were very good and
after dinner we sat and talked around an open fire in the back parlor. Saloms
came down. Warners with Libby English & the two babies and Aunt Bidda –
Uncle Windy – Es & young Billy Tyson so we had quite a day. Mrs.
Mitchell is very pleasant- much quieter than Dr. Mitchell, but we all like her
very much. He had been down to a second meeting of the Italian Relief
Society. This time it took the form of a bazaar to raise money for Italian
Relief. Dr. sent you all good wishes – was glad to know we had received
your cable.
The day we received the wire, a postal arrived from Mrs. Peterich, but
knowing you had seen her- I’ll send it along with this. Also two other letters,
which arrived in yesterday’s mail. How surprised they must have been when
you arrived. I can hardly wait for your letter telling us all about your
journey- how you managed to reach Florence etc. etc. Trust you to get there
as soon as possible. I’m glad it was possible for you to be on your way so
soon.
I talked with Ruth Perry out on the elevator at the AFSC office. She
asked me to call her some Tuesday so we could have lunch together. I like
her so much. I only wish I could help more days, but I can’t see just how I
can do it now - maybe later on.
Surprise and joy
I left this to go for the mail and I have your two letters – such
wonderful letters and so full to overflowing with all the news I longed so
much to hear. Of course what I wanted most of all to know was about the
trip to Florence. How happy you must have been to be together once more.
Your description of little Susi answering the phone and her excitement was
priceless. I’m sorry that I did not open Mrs Guifridaa’s letter. I had quite a
battle with myself, but my better self won out and it and another which came
in the same mail started back to Italy next day. I will be glad to send
anything Nerina would like to have and also any thing Gabriella & Susi
would like. I hope the woolens were what they liked. Later we shall have
more to choose from.
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Too bad about the trip over. I was in hopes you might have some
warm sunshine and rest, but from all accounts my wishes were useless. The
captain of your ship is only one of many warped and prejudiced beings. It is
so heart breaking to know the world is so full of people like that. Only
yesterday while talking with Cousin Mary Cutler – on my way to
Philadelphia – I heard another perfectly disgusting story of prejudice. It
seems there is quite a lovely negro colony on the Matsonford Road – on the
way to Conshohocken – that is the road where Dr. Mitchell hopes to build. It
seems that the negros want to attend the church at the Gulph – and the new
minister is anxious to have them but the congregation is up in arms and most
antagonistic toward the idea of colored people in their midst. So there you
are. They are just so small and narrow. I wonder if my Cornelius, who works
at the storeroom, would change their attitudes if they could hear him sing.
He just makes the days there perfect for me for he always sings as he works
in his beautiful deep voice, I love to hear him so much.
I think I shall phone to Gerda Peterich and tell her of your visit to the
Peterichs. I have not heard from her since I wrote the day after you left. I
returned the pictures but she still has my letters from Mrs. Peterich. I haven’t
been able to ask her over for a weekend as yet for I had Naomi here for two
weeks – then the Mitchells last week – but I shall write to her soon for I
really want her to come very much.
Well, dear – this must be bought to a finish now - as I have several
other letters to write before I stop.
Lots of love to you and now that your letter have arrived you don’t
seen so far away. I must buy another little book now and start Book II of
“Letters from My Son”. I wonder what the next two years will bring into
your life. You bring so much to life - I feel sure you will receive much that
will be very beautiful – for you deserve it my dear.
Always you devoted,
Mother
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C. Wilson AFSC
%UNRRA, Italian Mission
APO 394 % Postmaster
New York City
Ortona a Mare
December 7, 1945
Dear Mother and Father:
This past week has been very full. The daily trip from Ortona out to
the little villages in the Aventino River Valley is long and tiring. We rise at
six thirty and start out usually at seven or seven thirty. Although the road to
Palena covers only about sixty miles, it winds up over the mountains with
numerous hair pin bends and steep climbs and takes hours to pass. I have
been driving a large Studebaker truck which have ten wheels and carries five
tons of materials. Consequently it is not so speedy. The loading and
unloading of the tiles and bricks and cement takes a lot of time also. We
usually arrive at the villages at about one o’clock or later. Then we unload
and make arrangements for the next load. Then load up with wood which is
to be carried back to the furnaces and traded for more building materials. By
the time we get back to Ortona it is dark and we are tired. Often we do not
arrive until 8 pm or later. Thirteen hours makes a long day, especially when
driving a truck on mountain rods.
The ruins of the villages are incredible. Great masses of rubble piled
on a hill top-ghostly remains. It is almost impossible to believe that people
are living in among the ruins but they are – hundreds of them, dressed in
rags, many barefooted, hungry looking, yet complaining little. Everyone
speaks some English – because they all have lived in America – mostly in
Pennsylvania. (Phila. And Pittsburg) All have relatives – brothers, uncles or
parents in America. One will come to me with a letter showing an address in
West Phila., another in Ardmore, another in some remote village in western
Penna. One old man who is living here with us lived ten years in Malvern –
worked for a while at Johnson’s Quarry. These villages are cut off almost
entirely from the rest of the world. The people are very poor – always have
been I suppose. The land cannot support the number of children. Then most
of them go off to America to find a job and send back some money for the
family in Italy. They always marry people from the same village and
consider the inhabitants of the next village as foreigners.
In November of 1943 all the houses and villages in the Valley were
mined and blown up by the retreating Germans to prevent our troops from
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finding winter quarters. Now after two whole years, only a few houses have
been rebuilt. Thousands have sought refuge in other parts of Italy and are
living in refugee camps under extreme conditions. Those who remained
among the ruins are living almost as animals, but they seem eager to begin
rebuilding when transportation is possible. The AFSC unit here has worked
out a method of securing building materials by barter and is offering free
transportation for same. The only rebuilding that has been done by this
arrangement, so you can see that the work is useful.
We are living in Ortona for the winter. Snow has begun today in the
mountains – but here by the sea there are still some flowers in bloom and
oranges on the trees. It is rather damp and cold however and I am glad that I
brought such good warm clothes. At FAU headquarters in Rome where I
stayed from Sunday till Thursday of last week – I purchased a good quilted
sleeping bag – warm as toast. You climb in it at one end and pull a string at
the top which brings the bag close around the neck. We are living here with
a unit of the IVSP – International Volunteer Service for Peace – which is
doing similar work but on a different level. They are mostly English. The
unit consists of four women and six men. They are leaving in January so that
will leave just our AFSC -FAU unit in this area.
The IVSP had a group of students out here when I arrived – students
for the University of Rome who came out for ten days of volunteer work.
We had loads of fun in the evenings – singing and talking and playing
games. I was sorry to see them leave. I am hoping that we can make
arrangements for a summer work camp in this area so that during vacation
next summer a group can come out to work with us.
This letter business is going to be difficult. We are using a Rome
address in care of UNRRA. This means though that mail must wait in Rome
until someone drives out to Ortona. Perhaps this winter the road will be
blocked at times in the mountains. The only mail that I received so far is the
first letter you wrote and the one enclosing my mail from Florence and
England. I understand that my old regt.( the 12 RHA) is still overseas –
probably in Austria – so have written to the Padre and Col Barstow for news
of all my friends.
Will you send a package with candy for the children – 4 pounds of
small hard candies, nay kind of which there are many small pieces. Also
send cigarettes for me - Luckies or Philip Morris
Lots of love – always
Conrad
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Conrad Wilson AFSC
Palazzo Cespa
#88, Via Giovanni Ceccario
Ortona a Mare
(pro.Chieti)
December 11, 1945
Dearest Family,
Christmas approaches and my thoughts naturally turn toward home.
This will be my fourth Xmas away from the family circle. What joy there
will be when we are all together again for an old fashioned holiday. I hope
that this one will he happy for you at home and that all the grandchildren
will be at the farm.
This evening a small group of us have been practicing carols, mostly
very old English ones that I have never heard before, including some
beautiful rounds. “Es ist Ein Entspringen” remains my favorite of all, though
I have just learned another which almost rivals it. The words are as follows:
“Here is joy for every age,
Every generation,
Prince and peasant, chief and sage,
Every tongue and nation,
Every tongue and nation,
Every rank and station,
Hath today salvation.
Alleluia.”
The music is very weird, a modal tune, which I can not write down.
There are dozens of early old carols which we seldom hear in America. I am
going to write down some of them to bring back with me.
When all the students were here we had loads of fun singing group
songs of all nations. There are several songs and games in which those
singing must act out the words as they sing.
I believe that I shall be able to go to Florence for Christmas. The great
difficulty is in finding transport. We have only big trucks so I shall have to
hitchhike which will take two days at least each way. Sam Marriage says
that I can take my 1st week now instead of waiting three months and I would
rather spend Christmas day in Florence with the Peterichs than spend several
days there in the spring because they always have such a beautiful
celebration.
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Did I tell you about the material? Everything worked out well,
because Susi turned out to be larger than Coccolo and Susi loved the red
pullover with the grey wool material and Coccolo’s favorite color is that
very shade of blue. C. is going to make a top coat of the brown tweed. The
blue pullover, which was smaller fit her perfectly and she already has a grey
skirt which matches quite well. They were both very happy.
The box of chocolates practically disappeared the first evening. They
gobbled them down one after another with ohs! And Ahs! The box of sugar
was the most welcome gift I think because they have been without for some
time. If possible send a package of sweet things to the Peterichs - sealed
chocolates, hard candies, honey etc. perhaps, also some type of canned fish
or lobster. Delicacies are rare here unless one can afford the black market
prices. The Peterichs’ diet is very simple – just the bare necessities.
Did I tell you Nerina is expecting a baby in the spring? I wish you
would send them a layout or whatever you call it. They are hoping for a boy
this time. I did not see little Chris when I stopped to see the Giuffridas. She
was out with the nurse.
In case this does not arrive in time for Xmas I shall send a night letter.
The mail situation is quite bad. I must wait for a truck going from here to
Rome. The road to Rome is fast becoming clogged with snow. Try writing
two letters – one to my Rome address APO 394 and one to the civilian
address which appears above. I shall see which arrives more quickly. I
believe that you can send Air Mail to civilians in Italy now. So far, I have
received but one letter from home.
The dialect here is dreadful. All the endings are hopped off and I am
fast forgetting all the correct Italian.
Lots of love to all
Conrad
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December 13, 1945
Elda Farm,
Berwyn, Pa.
Con dearest,
We’ve had our first real snow. It started to snow while I was on the
Phila. and Western gong to 1515 Cherry on Tuesday. It came down fairly
steady all day and by five o’clock all of Rayburn Plaza was a fairyland - soft
snow and ice clinging to all the trees- shrubs. The branches just hung down
with the weight of their ice covering. It had melted and then frozen earlier in
the day- then by evening it warmed up and just the lovely soft snow came
down. The lights from all the buildings made it all glisten like millions of
diamonds. Walking over to Suburban Station to come home I really wished I
could just walk on and on into it and not go home, it was all so lovely.
Next day it was pretty bad on the roads and with all the old cars –
there are many accidents. Three were killed on the Lancaster Pike at Berwyn
Wed. a woman skidded and three were struck before the car was stopped.
Ginny and I drove in town with Mr. and Mrs. Yohn and we just escaped
hitting a pole when John’s car skidded going down a hill on Haverford
Avenue.
The four boys expected to be on their way to Italy early in the week.
Kenneth said passports and everything had arrived. I hope their voyage
won’t be too rough- but the papers have been full of tales of ships being laid
up off coast due to storms.
Barbara, Jack and the baby have arrived at Yohn’s. They have made a
beautiful apartment for them and May is delighted beyond words. I only
hope all goes well. Lou Whitworth has left. May said they were going to let
him go – for he is no farmer and his wife would never make a farmer’s wife.
So they just have the one there now with his wife and we wonder how long
that will last.
I am writing this before breakfast Tommy has been getting awake
before light climbs out of his crib and runs over to get in bed with his mother
and father. It being right over my head – all sleep is over as a rule for me. I
have thought it was a bad habit to let him form and it may be over now for
he fell with a thud this morning. It was about five thirty and such howling –
too much to be hurt much. And if it teaches him a lesson – it will be goodfor I fear he is destined to learn all things by experience – certainly not by
discipline. He and I had pretty bad colds – mine has hung on now for over
two weeks. I expect it here- for the house is bitter cold at times and hot as
fire at others. I’ll try and get through the winter. I think the children should
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come down and use the other two front bedrooms – but so far they won’t do
it. They will as soon as one of them gets real sick, but then it’s too late to
avoid the trouble.
Jim Wilson and Jane are definitely at opposite ends of the pole – and
are not living together. Bidda told us Sunday when we were there. It is too
too bad. If there were not the baby to think of it would be different. I liked
Jane very much when I met her but Jim never impressed me as being very
responsible. I feel sorry for her. We saw Windy on Sunday –he is engaged to
Cynthia Carpenter of Riverton. It will be announced at Xmas time. She is at
Smith College now – has another year. Windy looks very well – quite a bit
like our Bill.
Bill writes they are all moved in and like their new quarters- despite
the fact that the landlord would make no repairs and things were in bad
shape. They come down for the holidays next week. I must still have
requests as long as I use an APO number. The postmaster in Bridgeport let
these boxes got through – but no more without requests. Then we can get 11
lb boxes off regularly. Must continue this letter as it’s time to get breakfast.
All my love my dear. I hope you can keep warm. And that things are going
well.
Affectionately,
Mother.
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
Dec. 26
Con dearest,
Two weeks since I’ve written to you and what a time we’ve had.
Tommy had scarlet fever and with it a cold on his lungs that was just about
pneumonia also has been cutting four stomach teeth at once. He is much
better and I think Dr. Miller pulled him around in very short time. He was a
very sick little boy. We brought him down in your old room & Ruthanna
slept in there at night. Ruth just about came down with the grippe. Dr. gave
her something which turned the tide and also gave me some medicine which
straightened out my cold. Then big Tom came down with grippe and he was
really feeling bad for a few days – so it’s been a pretty bad two weeks. Dr.
let me go in town Sat. last to do some shopping. He felt I was safe as I had
scarlet fever when I was a child so I had to take a bath and put on all fresh
clothing and then I could go.
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I was so glad to get your letter the day before Xmas. It was the nicest
gift of all and it was so interesting to hear all about your work. I shall send
the candy and cigarettes off this week sometime. I sent two boxes off two
weeks ago but the cigarettes in it were Chesterfields. I haven’t had Mrs.
Peterich’s letter as yet. There have been so many ships in distress at sea- that
perhaps it was on one of them and lost. I have worried a lot about the boys
on their way to Italy - for the storms at sea have been numerous. I hope they
haven’t tossed about too much.
Saturday – Dec. 29th.
So it goes three more days have gone by- During that time I have been
in town and fifteen lbs. of hard mixed candies – two boxes gum & cigarettes
are waiting to be packed & shipped. Monday morning will see them on their
way – and each letter you send me put a request for anything you wish and I
shall endeavor to get it right off.
Tommy is dressed and running about upstairs. He is well on the mend
– shows no signs of having been sick other than his skin is a bit flabby. Ruth
has taken very excellent care of him and I’m sure he’ll be quite himself
every soon.
Aunt Becky had a big family dinner Xmas eve. Dad- Ginny & Dave &
the children went. I stayed here with Ruthanna – as I had been with Tommy
a lot of the time and I didn’t think I should go where little children were.
We put a dear little tree up in the four poster bedroom. Dad did the
smart thing of putting it in an automobile wheel for a stand. The most
perfectly balanced tree we’ve ever trimmed was the result. We put
Tommy’s toys under it filled the stockings with little things. And had
everything ready up there for Xmas morning so Tommy could enjoy it.
At eleven pm I walked down to Dave’s to see their Xmas
preparations. It was such a beautiful night - typical Xmas sky – stars so
bright and the country all snowy white. How I prayed you were in Florence
– but I shall have to wait a long time to know that. Where ever you were I
was with you as always in spirit.
A picture has just arrived for you from Irma Rhoads. Such a fine
strong face – the same deep set eyes, definitely like Mother. She looks very
lovely. I shall put it away for you and write her. It was nice of her to send a
picture and I think I shall send her one of you.
Also a note on a Xmas card from Mrs. LaVake. Delighted with your
visit- thinks you are just like me etc. Also a letter from Rae at Xmas time so
pleased to hear of you & proud of you work. Mrs LaVake had written him of
your visit too.
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I have a bit of family news – which is quite sad I think. Jim Wison
and Jane have separated. I think it was Jim’s decision although I am not sure
– too bad on the little baby’s account. Windy& Cynthia Carpenter
announced their engagement a few days before Xmas. Cynthia or Cici as
they call her- is a daughter of Joy & Chuck Carpenter of Riverton – old
friends of Bidda & Windy. I haven’t heard of any wedding date as yet. There
is a strong resemblance between our Bill and young Windy.
Your work sounds so interesting and I can easily see how tired you
must be at night. You must be a good driver – to handle a big truck like that.
The ambulance driving experience must be proving of great help in handling
you present work.
I just called Ruth Perry at 20 S. 12th to get the latest news for you. I
hoped for news of Bill Congdon – I hope he can stay with us until he sails.
I’m sorry he will be having wintry seas to travel on.
I wish so much Nerida Giufriddda would write & tell me what to
send. I bought some pale blue& pale pink baby wool to start two baby
sweaters for her, but I would love so much to send the things she needs and
cannot obtain in Florence. I am going to write her as soon as I finish this –
but it will be so long if she hasn’t already written to me before she can
receive a box and I don’t know when the baby is expected.
There will be the New Yorker magazine coming to you shortly. I hope
you are not getting it at HQ so that you will all enjoy it. Tell me if you want
subscriptions to any other magazines. I thought of the Christian Herald –how
about that? Betty McCloud always speaks so highly of that publication.
I went in town the other day with David Ritchie. I read him your last
letter about the work you are doing which interested him very much. He is
certainly a fine person and his weekend work camps are doing a great work.
Do tell us the name of the man who lived in Malvern and worked at
Johnson’s Quarry. We are anxious to know. How pleased he must have been
to have someone to talk to from his home in America.
I have been talking with Theresa Rubbo. Her father’s people came
from down near Naples. I thought maybe they might have relatives up in
your section & I would write you of their where abouts. I am going to see if
Clara Aquilante’s family have relatives near you.
John Waddington had written of the work in Chieti province and it
was published in the Intelligencer of this week. I haven’t set your copies on
as I assumed the unit received a copy each week. Let me know if you wish
your’s sent.
Things are much the same as when you left. David is working hard
but liking his job very much. Tom is about the same – up & down – but no
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change for the better to report. His father spent the weekend with us two
weeks ago. He talked to Dad and me - and takes the same position I do – that
Tom must definitely be made to work- that he will always be like this as
long as he is not made to work. He says he has been this way always. That
John Duncan was not so bright but was always a great worker and had to be
to get through school and college but Tom would do anything he wanted –
just got out of everything.. He says there is absolutely nothing wrong with
him but boredom, indifference and laziness- I believe he is right – but what
to do-it just makes me ill. I try to go on and not dwell on it, but I can’t bear
to see him lying around sleeping while dad is out working so hard. It just
isn’t right. I wouldn’t have allowed my boys to treat Dad that way and I
can’t bear to have to let him. I pray for guidance and understanding but I
can’t get any answer in my heart but “face the issue” and I really feel it must
be faced for everyone’s sake – as well as Tom’s own good.
Mary and Paul and the children are back home again. Paul intends
going to the University the next two years and getting his doctor’s degree in
chemistry. They all look well. They have been coming to Meeting and I
hope they’ll continue. It’s nice seeing little Davey and Corona together.
I wish I had more of interest to write of. I have gone to the Orchestra
Friday afternoons and enjoyed that – yesterday I heard a very fine all
Russian program. I am going back to the store room to work week after next.
I enjoy that too. Only I wish we were working faster- one gets impatient to
see things moving. I rode in town with the Yohn’s the Sat. before Xmas and
took two big boxes of clothing that Mary Machemer had sent to me to e
taken in. Only some boys were there packing. Everyone else away or sick.
We have had a terrible epidemic of grippe but the sulpha drug seems to keep
it in check.
Bill and Mildred and Maryanne went back today. I only saw Bill once
for a little while. They couldn’t come here on account of Tommy- it was
most unfortunate.
Loads and loads of love to you my dear. I don’t have to tell you of
how I miss you, but if you are happy it’s what I want most of all.
Affectionately
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, PA
Con dearest,
No word from you in several weeks. I hope you were able to get to
Peterich’s for Xmas. It was nice to know the things we bought were right. I
have sent one package to them and another is packed & ready to go. I’ll send
you the list of what they contained & if you can think of anything special let
me know. How I pray it won’t be opened for I sent a 5lb box of sugar. I am
only allowed to send loaf sugar so I talked to Dan Fisher at the post office &
he said he’d take a chance & send it. So I did. I also sent you two boxes. I’m
anxious to know how and when they arrive. I was able to buy fifteen lbs. of
hard candies so am sending some in each box I send to you.
I am knitting a baby sweater for Nerina in blue & have pink wool for
another. Am sending her a list of articles for her to look over and let me now
what and number she wants.
Aunt Dorothy is buried today. She just died last Sunday – just died in
her sleep – no suffering at the last, although she was in the hospital – having
fallen just before Xmas and broken her hip. They fixed it with a pin and she
was getting on well but I guess it was just time for her to go. So many
speculations as to what is to become of this and that- & who gets this and
who gets that etc. etc. It’s interesting to hear the comments.
I haven’t seen Bill Congdon yet. I went to 20 S. 12th twice – called by
phone & left messages. He phoned me last Friday night & I was hoping to
see him at the Service Com. Meeting Sat. & did sight him when he was
asked t stand. I got back there as soon as I could but he’d gone, and in the
afternoon it was the same way. I’d like so much to see him & invited him to
come out but he is staying with old friends in Ambler and I can understand
how much more interesting that is for him. He sounds so nice over the
phone.
We all went to Swarthmore Sunday night to hear Nora Walen(?)
lecture on Germany. A boy asked her a question about Belsen and Dad and I
spoke to him afterwards. It was Fred Balderson. He spoke of “Your
wonderful paintings” and how talented you were. He said he had always
longed to ask you for one but never quite dared. He surely is a fine looking
chap & seemed so nice. We saw Jean Walton for a few minutes. She sent
you her love – wanted to hear all about you.
Dad has quite a bad cold. The worst one I have known him to have in
a long time. It was better this morning and I hope continues to improve. It’s
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just been one thing after another since Tommy had Scarlett Fever. I hope
things straighten out soon.
The meeting of the Service Com. Sat. was interesting. David Hartley
gave his report on Italy. I felt I could have told them much more form your
letters. Hugh Middleton asked if he could see the one from Ortona about the
work – so I gave him that to read. He is a very pleasant person.
We were quite busy Tuesday at the storeroom things seem to be
moving along much more rapidly – but we could use so much more help. I
wish I could go in more than a day and a half, but I just can’t as things are
here – perhaps later.
One little girl – (one of the Stokes children from Germantown) sat on
the facing bench Saturday afternoon. I wondered why she was there when I
first went in, but soon to find out she was President of the Fifth Grade class
at the Coulter St. School & was there to read her report of the work her class
had done. I never heard anything so well done or so cute in my life. She was
just a tiny little thing & she stood up before the entire meeting and made a
much better report than many of the older ones had done. Her class had
collected 250 pairs of shoes for overseas. They used their class money to pay
for those needing repair work. The shoemaker had been very reasonable in
his charges with the first lot they took him. So when they gave him the next
lot they explained to him that they had much more money now & felt he
should charge them more because he had been so generous to them with the
others. It was just too cute to hear her – and when she finished she won the
applause of the entire meeting house. She ended “And my class wishes to
thank the American Friends Service Comm. for their cooperation in getting
our shoes over to Europe.” Rufus Jones commented that we might all learn a
good lesson from such an excellent report & he wished some of the older
ones could give as clear and fine a report as she had given.
I was with Fanchon Lippincott all day. I hadn’t seen her since you & I
had luncheon with Ernie (?) and Fanchon that day in town.
I may be able to buy some loaf sugar. A young Italian grocer way out
on Fourth street in Bridgeport has had it & has sent it to Italy and he is going
to try and get some more & has promised to sell me some. How I hope the
Peterich’s get what I sent.
There’s nothing more to write about- Tom may get job soon in Public
Health work in town. Barclay Jones asked him to come over one night &
sent him to see the head of the Friennd’s Neighborhood Guild. He has been
trying to land a job since. I do hope it works out for he’ll be much better off
if he’s busy.
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Loads of love to you. Am getting anxious to hear from you. I have
written steadily to you and the next box to go to you is the sixth since you
left.
Affectionately
Mother

My love to the boys. I hear they are there.
Have ordered 3 of those profile pictures
One for Irma Rhoads
“ for Mrs. LaVake
“ for Rae.
Conrad Wilson, AFSC
% UNRRA, Italian Mission
APO 394 Postmaster NYC
ORTONA A MARE, ITALY
December 29, 1945 (and Jan 4, 1946)
Dear Mother and Father:
Early this morning I returned to Ortona from a beautiful Christmas in
Florence. I had left here Saturday a week ago much against everyone’s
advice. The roads across the mountains were blocked with snow, the only
civilian train takes days, and the main road north to Ancona was closed
because the bridges were being repaired after a convoy of tank – transporters
had crossed and weakened them. At Pescara the Town-Major told me to turn
back, that I couldn’t possibly get through to Florence in less than four days.
However I noticed that some trucks seemed to be going through, so finally at
two o’clock I managed to get a lift in a civilian truck. Two miles north of the
city we came upon a long line of parked vehicles that were waiting for the
bridge to open at five PM. The driver of the truck I was in decided to try
another way around so off we went through muddy lanes, through five rivers
in which several heavier trucks had sunk too deep in the mud, where Italian
lads stripped from the waist down led us across the stream, feeling for the
depth of water and for rocks. In this manner we arrived at Ancona at eight
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pm. There we stopped for dinner and after an hour and a half proceeded on
our way. At Ancona I took over the wheel and to my surprise remembered
every turn and bridge along the road which I had not passed over since
September of ‘44. The highway has been resurfaced since then and this truck
had bright lights, whereas I used to travel the road at night without lights and
with a load of wounded. For these reasons I knew every bend and dip from
Ancona to Rimini. We went straight through to Bologna, arriving there at
three thirty in the morning. From there I was fortunate in finding a train at
four –fifty which arrived in Florence at ten Sunday morning.
How wonderful it is to arrive in Florence on a bright Sunday morning!
My enthusiasm has never dimmed and each time I return the city looks more
lovely than before. As usual, I stopped at the little florist shop at the foot of
the hill below the Peterichs for a small spray of flowers. This time I selected
some bright orange calendulas mixed with a smaller yellow daisy-like
flower and two beautiful orchids, one a soft yellow and the other a speckled
brown with a touch of green and white. We put a few oak leaves in with the
orchids and a single spray of silver-blue berries. Then came the climb up the
narrow street bounded by high stone walls past beautiful old villas, gardens
with tall cypresses and little groves of olive trees, a flock of sheep nibbling
grass along the roadside, with a view out over the city becoming ever more
lovely as one climbs higher, and then the Villa Fasola, so very plain and
graceful standing among the olives – practically unchanged these past five
hundred years.
The villa means so much more than a house to me. It is a real home in
the highest sense of the word. (You have a feeling as you enter the very gate
that this is not a house you are seeing but people’s lives) A home of great
simplicity and sincerity, of high learning, integrity and above all else a home
of love. Signora Costanza told me one evening as we were sitting by the
fireplace that the lives of the owners of a home are reflected even in the
servants and that one can know on entering a home for the first time what
sort of people he is to meet there by taking notice of the actions and natures
of the servants. The same applies also to our larger home, the country in
which we live.
When I arrived, all were busy with Christmas decorations and
preparations. Tea, bread and jam were brought for me and we sat down for
rest and chat before beginning. The day that my telegram had arrived telling
them that I was coming for Christmas, another telegram arrived at the villa
announcing the happy news that Mimi, the youngest daughter, had crossed
the Chiasso frontier on her way home from Switzerland for the first time in
over four years. What joy for the Peterichs! Mimi arrived a week before
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Christmas – tall and very thin for a girl of thirteen, quite nervous and frail,
but very sweet. She speaks mostly in French and German and makes
amusing mistakes in Italian after so many years away from home. She would
come to my room in the morning to call me and forgetting that I do not
speak French, rattle away in French, “Conrad come quickly, we shall eat
within ten minutes and you must not be late.” Then she would pause and
think and add sweetly, “But if you would prefer to remain in bed, that will
be all right too.”
Sunday afternoon Coccolo and I gathered branches of leaves and
berries for decorating; Aia worked on the tree, trimming it with little red
apples, glass birds and white candles; the younger girls were unpacking the
toy kitchen which I shall tell you about below; the servants a were in the
kitchen preparing good things to eat; and Signora Costanza was doing the
thousand and one jobs of importance, keeping everything running smoothly,
judging the decorations etc.
In an earlier letter I described the rooms they are occupying at present.
For Christmas these rooms were beautiful beyond description. Great copper
bowls of autumn leaves and berries, a little pine ledge along one wall, just
wide enough to hold pears, apples and tangerines with bits of laurel peeking
out here and there, the tree and under the tree the famous toy kitchen which I
had not seen before. It is a room measuring about a yard long by two feet in
deep, open at one end, furnished with tables, benches, high cupboards and so
forth all in pine, supplied with every conceivable kind of kitchen utensil on
cooper – pots and pans, bowls, ladles, kettles, water urns, little moulds with
delicate designs for baking cakes and breads – just everything that a real
kitchen in a great villa contained two hundred years ago, for that is the age
of this toy kitchen. Besides this complete set in copper and brass, there is a
complete table service in pewter with plates, mugs pitchers, platters, forks
knives, spoons, cups and saucers, etc. plus various potteryware such as jugs
and bowls. It is a most unusual collection, a huge number of utensils. The
cupboard shelves are lined, little drawers filled, the walls covered with these
lovely old cooking forms, a string over the fire place holds all the various
ladles, strainers etc.
In one corner of the room was a large lemon tree with bright green
leaves and covered with rip fruit. Under the lemon tree was laid the presepio,
the holy family, the three kings, the shepherds and sheep, the worshiping
peasants etc. a charming setting. In another corner was a table on which
were placed the bowls of fruit, cakes, candies and small presents for each
member of the family.
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January 4, 1946
The family on Christmas Eve consisted of Eckart and Costanza
Peterich: their three daughters, Aia (Maria Huber) the governess; Maria –
little orphan girl whom the nuns brought to their home for the Christmas
season; Teresina – the daughter of a peasant family which looks after the
villa at Forte dei Marmi and who comes to live with the Peterichs during
Xmas, Teresa and Dolores – the two maids who would never desert their
beloved family, a jewish woman who lost everything under the Nazi –
whose name I don’t remember, but whom I had met a year ago I Florence, (I
think she is Austrian or Hungarian); Professor Longhi nd his wife – who
have no children, (He is a famous art historian and has at his home a great
collection of 16th and 17th century paintings) Elena Franchetti – a girl of
twenty-three years whom I had not met before; a very poor seamstress –
whose name I don’t recall; and myself. Thus we numbered sixteen for the
Christmas Eve programme, which began at five PM.
Aia had written to Mimi in Switzerland a long time ago to tell her to
begin studying the violin but never to mention it in a letter. Then if it should
be a failure no one would be disappointed. Mimi followed the instructions,
learned well the violin without giving the slightest hint to her parents. The
Christmas programme began with Mimi playing “Stille Nacht, Heilige
Nacht” outside the living room door. The door was opened and we all came
in signing softly. Mimi played very well, very clearly and without a mistake.
Her parents did not say a word but you could see their great surprise. This
was followed by the Christmas story from the Bible read by Mr. Peterich in
German. Maria and Teresina then recited together a poem in Italian – in the
hurried and singsong voices of frightened children. Mimi’s turn came next,
and she recited in French another Christmas poem. Susi continued in
German and Coccolo finished in English. Then we sang “Es ist ein Ros
entsprungen” accompanied by violin and accordion. Afterwards we opened
our presents with great merriment and joy. Coccolo gave me a little book of
old Tuscan songs, ballads and children’s chants, with the various versions of
each hill-town. Mimi brought from Switzerland a book of photographs of
alpine flowers which she gave to me; Susi copied a poem of Goethe for me
and decorated the paper with little flowers etc. Signora Costanza had for me
a guide book of New York with Quaint illustrations which belonged to her
grandmother.
We had a wonderful dinner of vegetables as last year, followed by a
sweet, then settled down to an evening of discussion. I was fascinated by a
long and intense discussion of the Catholic Church between Eckart Peterich,
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Professor Longhi and Elena Franchetti. For the first time that evening I
began to wonder who this girl could be, who spoke with such power and
conviction. Later I learned more about here from Signora Costanza. A most
amazing person! The result of a strange union – of a very old father and a
young mother. A girl with the wisdom of an old philosopher, the intelligence
of a genius, and the vigor and courage of a child. She lives alone in a tiny
room above a pensione, surrounded by her books and just a few possessions
– a room smaller than our washhouse and very simple. From the window
you see the pattern of tiled roofs, the narrow streets and the great church of
Santo Spirito. Elena is considered by the Peterichs as their spiritual child –
the most close to them of all their friends.
At midnight Aia and I went to Mass at Sante Croce in the city. There
was beautiful music, violins and the organ, a choir of small boys. The others
were too tired to walk so far, so waited until morning. We found there at the
church my friends Eduardo Bargheer.
The following day was filled with visits to my friends. A long one
with Edouardo in the morning during which he showed us all his most recent
works. Soon will be published a new edition of Pinnochio, illustrated by
Bargheer with charming line drawings which capture the spirit of the true
Italian Pinnochio. I shall send you my copy when it arrives. Coccolo and I
then had lunch with the Giuffridas and stayed most of the afternoon. I think I
told you that Nerina is expecting a child. Little Chrissie is quite grown up
since I knew her last year. She chatters away now in Italian and English,
talking to her granny in English and to the nurse in Italian – though at times
she gets the two mixed up. It is very amusing to hear her, when she can’t
make herself understood in one language, she repeats in the other. Of course
it is much easier for a child to learn two languages at the same time than to
learn first one and then a second.
In the evening after tea I called on Elena. We talked for about an hour
and a half straight on ideas and various approaches to life, on war and
attitudes towards solving or meeting such problems, on religion and it
relation to life in general. I have never talked with anyone who put such
intensity into the expression of her thoughts. Her face and especially her
eyes showed the sincerity of every word she uttered. Not only this, but she is
one who reaches to the very deepest aspect of the problem and brings out
into the light with an easy grace. Al this time we talked in Italian because
Elena does not speak very much English.
That same evening, after dinner I had a very long talk with Signora
Costanza. How I wish you could know her! She has taken me into her family
as we at home have taken Palle. I left the Villa at three am the following
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morning after three hours of sleep. The trip back to Ortona was full of
interest – including a stop at Faenza to visit all my friends there. I found the
dear Maestro Fontano again. Must close now.
All my love,
Conrad
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
January 10
Dearest ConToo long again between letters. How I can keep so busy and do so
little is beyond me. I comfort myself when I don’t write with the thought of
how stupid my long accounts of dishwashing- cleaning dust, feeding the cats
etc. etc. etc. must be. But that is all very bad for well I know what letters
mean. For the days here are endless when I don’t here from you for a long
time.
Well – we are out of captivity. Tommy has been declared safe to
mingle among others and Ruth and I can move about as we please once
more. No one will ever make me believe he had scarlet fever – but then
again I’ve been known to be wrong a few times. Cutting four teeth - a cold
that bordered on pneumonia plus the suspicious rash (which eventually
peeled – the only thing which seemed to indicate scarlet fever) was enough
to make any baby sick. He is so cunning these days – says everything now –
and chatters on and on - long- long sentences and many gestures to make his
conversation more emphatic and convincing. Dad shook his head last night
and said, “That Tommy is the brightest child I’ve ever seen.”- not strange
words to come from a grandfather – but it’s really so – (this from the
grandmother). If you could hear him say all the many nursery rhymes and
tell us “Connie’s gone on the water in a boat to Italy.” You’d be amused and
surprised at the rapidity with which he is developing.
I met David Hartley – night before last he was at Barclay Jones’ and
they all came over to call. He is so nice and brought many pictures of the
little towns and countryside which showed quite clearly the work being
done. How beautiful Italy must be. I get more and more impatient to see it
but I suppose that will never be.
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Bill Congdon is in town- has been for a week. I have left word for him
to call me today- as he was attending some meeting when I called. I hope
he’ll feel like coming out to stay here during the remainder of his time. I was
not able to write him as long as Tommy was sick. Sat. is the annual AFSC
meeting at 115 Cherry – Fanchon & Betty McCloud & I will be there so I’ll
be sure to see everyone.
Yesterday I went back to my job at the store room. How glad I was to
be able to get in again. Everyone seemed glad to see me – and it was so
much fun to be working again. I couldn’t have picked anything I liked better
and now I feel like an “old hand” at it all.
A Walter Pope was working there. We ate lunch together. He was in
A Platoon American Field Service in Italy. He knew Johnny Meeker in
India. I wasn’t to impressed with him. I tried to get him into a conversation,
but didn’t get to first base so gave up. I’ll be going in again on Friday
morning. Maybe Bill Congdon will have lunch with me & go to the
orchestra. I’ll ask him anyhow.
We went (Dad & I) over to the Yohn’s New Year Eve- poor May –
has been very blue since Barbara & the baby left. They had some kind of a
flare – up & Barbara moved out – bag & baggage. I hope it will pass over &
be patched up for May was looking forward so much to the baby being there
and had fixed up a very lovely apartment for them- It was really beautiful
and so exquisitely furnished.
I had a long and very satisfying talk with Tom the last day of the old
year. I won’t go into it, but before a large fire in the sitting room we talked
every thing over that’s been milling about within me for the past eight
months. I told him just how I felt discussed his future at some length and he
was very receptive to it all. I felt Tom and I were on a better footing than
ever before and that we both understood and respected each other as never
before. He promised me he would get work and I believe he will. Tonight
he is going to see Barclay Jones who out of a clear sky – asked me about
Tom after meeting and expressed a desire to have a talk with him with the
idea of finding a job for him. I had told Tom I would be glad to speak to
Barclay, but before I had a chance Barclay spoke to me – so I’m praying
about it.
A picture of Irma Rhoads arrived for you - which I have put away.
She is a very fine looking woman. I am going to send her one of you as she
expressed a desire for one.
I hope your four packages wil reach you safely. The first two in care
of J.W. and the last to APO 394. We have subscribed to the New Yorker for
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you & the Friends Intelligencer will be coming. I paid for your subscription
& gave them your address yesterday. It will be coming first class mail.
I am writing Nerina Guifridda today and certainly will send her a
layette not lay out. We enjoyed a good laugh over your lack of knowledge of
“The Infants Corner” I only hope I will be able to get everything. I’ll also
get a box off to the Peterichs by the first of the week- Sugar – candy- soap –
some canned things etc.
Colly was home for the holidays but I was not able to get up. So I
didn’t see him. Bill Nassau is back & Chuck Hall. Hugh Crawford came
back but is in the Naval hospital with malaria. Jane Bolster expects a new
baby in June and Richard must accept three years of duty at sea. Not such a
happy prospect for Jane with two babies.
Dick Bechtel is on his way to China- as yet Thalia &b Robb have not
found a home. Houses are getting so scarce the situation is a grave one.
Uncle John’s father died the last day of the old year - just slept away –
without much suffering. He had been at John’s over the holidays - with a
nurse. He had had several heart attacks and they knew his condition was
quite serious. He was doing a large jig saw puzzle when the last attack
occurred and didn’t live quite a day. To me his going was a beautiful thing
just as his life had been – and he sent an example it would be well for all of
us who knew him to try and follow.
Must close this now. I do hope you are well. Your letters are such a
joy. I hope they won’t be held up too long. David H. tells me Elizabeth
Walking has her UNRRA job. I’m so glad for both of them. Give Hayden
my best – also the other boys if they have arrived. I liked them all –
particularly Bob Good. I’d like to wager he will be a big success in his work.
All my love - my dearest sonDevotedly
Mother
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Ortona a mare
13, January 1946
Dearest Family,
These weeks following Xmas have been busy as we have taken over
the large UNRRA project in Ortona. The IVSP personnel who were working
for UNRRA have gone away and we did not want to see their work stop –
we made an agreement with UNRRA continuing the two projects. To
continue the work without too big a break was a difficult job as we did not
take over until the day IVSP left.
Each day I have been going around the countryside in a jeep
inspecting houses – talking to peasants who want to rebuild. UNRRA
supplies free transportation of materials for those who want to build – but
the materials must be purchased by the builder of the house.
Every day I find families living in dreadful conditions – ten or twelve
persons in one small room – many without sufficient clothing – all sleeping
in one bed. The conditions are pathetic. It is hard at times to keep up one’s
courage. Italy is a strange country – people are so corrupt and dishonest and
at the same time so likeable. Among the poorest and most ignorant one finds
truly great people.
Here in Ortona there are a few that one can talk to. They are mostly
stupid unthinking people. My dearest friends in Italy are among the very
lowest class of country peasants and their opposites in Florence. Although
there is such a vast difference in education and wealth, these two groups
have more in common than all the thousands of small town people like them
in Ortona.
Last week some men came to our house at night to say that a boy in
the hospital had to have an operation immediately and the surgeon in Pesca
had no means of transport to Ortona. I went dashing up to Pesca and in less
than an hour the surgeon had begun the operation. It was a case of a ruptured
appendix and the poor boy was not expected to live – but he is hanging on –
and each day I go to the hospital to visit him. And read to him etc. Yesterday
a touching thing happened. He gave me his only possession a little mirror
with an Alpine boot and insignia on the back. I refused at first but he felt so
hurt and angry that I finally had to take it. Do you wonder that I love these
people so much? I can be completely disgusted with them at times and then
something happens that makes me change my attitude.
Tomorrow I’m going out on a three or four day inspection tour of the
Sangro River Valley to make a survey of the damage and the possibility of
extending our work into that area. We have here now two fine Italian boys
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from Rome – who have become my closest friends in the group. The English
members of the group are wonderful persons – everyone- but most difficult
to talk with. I found British soldiers more easy to get along with than these
Quakers and CO’s.
A few days ago, when driving along a country lane, I heard strange
music coming over the hill. Off I went to investigate and came across two
minstrels playing bagpipes. I had heard bagpipes existed in Italy but this was
the first time I had seen them. These two were mountain shepherds from
near Cassino. Each winter when the sheep are in the barns they take their
ancient instruments and wander up and across the mountains – playing at
each farmhouse and village. They carry with them two cans in which the
peasants put oil. They sleep in the peasants huts.
After a long argument I persuaded these two simple lads to come with
me to Ortona to eat dinner with s and play for us. They said they couldn’t
come because they were so dreadfully dirty and lowly people – but finally
they came- very shy and played their charming music. The bag is made of a
sheepskin with the wool turned inside. Attached to the bag are three pipes of
varying length. The tour usually lasts two or three weeks.
How much I have missed you all these past weeks. Letters hardly ever
come. A truck is going to Rome tomorrow so I am sending this with it.
Much much love to all the family
Always,
Conrad
Ortona a mare
23 gennaio, ‘46
Dearest Mother:A truck leaves for Rome in the morning and so I am writing a hurried
note to let you know that I am well and thinking of you always. I feel sad
when I think how little I have written about my everyday life. I had
promised to send little sketches of interesting events. I want so much to do
so but just have not had time.
I would like to tell the details of last weeks trip to Sangro how we
were caught in a blizzard and isolated in a small mountain village for six
days – cut off by twenty foot drifts of snow.
I would like to tell about my little friend Aldo for whom I fetched a
surgeon from Pescara one night two weeks ago – of the daily visits to the
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hospital to read stories – talk and give hope. He was recovering nicely until
last night (it was ruptured appendix). I returned at 7 PM from my day’s work
out in the country- and as I was eating my dinner, someone came running to
inform me that Aldo was dying. At the Hospital, the doctor told me he could
not live past midnight. No one was doing anything – just waiting. The poor
father weeping in a corner - the old grandmother on her knees praying and in
a little chapel the priest was saying the last rights (sic) Aldo clutching my
hand tightly whispering faintly that he could not live longer.
Gaetano and I went rushing out in search of penicillin – finally found
some at Chieti and returned at 11 pm in time. Today Aldo still lives but there
is little hope for life.
Conditions are so terrible, so heart rending, Mother. You must
understand when I cannot find time to write that it is because of people like
Aldo whom I cannot leave alone, that I do not write and I spent most of the
night at the hospital.
I feel so useless in the project work – all the other are so much more
efficient – and understand it so much better than I. My only consulation is
that I love these poor creatures and they love me. If I can give a little hope to
them, a little understanding that is enough to satisfy me. I hope it will also
satisfy the AFSC – justify the expense they went to in sending me across to
these people.
The knowledge that your thoughts are with me and that you
understand why I must be here gives me the courage to go on. I could not
live in America knowing that I had work to do in Italy. These people have so
much to learn and at the same time so much to teach to the world! The
inconsistencies that exist – the maddening lack of organization and trust in
others. The dishonesty – and yet I cannot hgelp loving them all and nor can I
explain it. So I go on from day to day with joy and sorrow strangely mixed.
Constanza P. writes to me giving encouragement. She is lovely to me
– a truly great person. You must know her someday. I know you will be
dearest friends – she considers you as such already, speaks lovingly of you
always. I must enclose her last letter for you to read.
Now I cannot write more I am tired and have so much to think of and
to do. I wish you could know how fortunate all of you are in America. I
know that life seems discouraging for you. But when you think this try to
remember these people – old women carrying huge bundles on their heads
barefoot in the snow – babies dying because there is no warmth and food
and no proper medical care
Good night and always love
From your Conrad
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9- February ‘46
Dearest family; Just a brief note to assure you that I am well. Jack Waddington has
been here for a visit and is returning to Rome in a few minutes.
The weather has changed and the outlook is brighter. Soon I shall be
going to Casoli – a beautiful little town on a hill closer to the mountain
villages. I shall be much happier there. I don’t like Ortona. We are going to
set up a branch office and garage in Casoli – the section will be smaller –
this group is really too large.
Eckart P. was left Italy for Munich in Bavaria – some sort of mission,
which he has wanted for a long time. Costanza will be lonely but happy that
he has the work he wants. Before he left he wrote me a letter saying that we
must never lose touch with each other and that I must never despair of the
good that exists in mankind and in the world. “Who believes in evil calls
upon the demons – who believes in the good calls upon the angels” and may
my protecting angels lead me again many times close to my most faithful
friend Eckart P. It was a beautiful letter in Italian I will always treasure.
I must close now – Jack is waiting to leave. Much love to all. Your
letter has arrived telling of dear Mr. Salom’s death. Tell Uncle John and
Aunt Libby how much he as inspired me to a better life.
All my love,
As always –
Your Conrad
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
February 13, -46
Conrad dearestAt last three wonderful letters from you. It was a case of “the last shall
be first” etc. as the letter dated January 23rd arrived on Monday the 11th and
the ones of Dec. 29th and Jan. 13, Tuesday the 12th. Needless to say how they
were received – we have read them over and over again and once more my
heart has lost some of its weariness, just knowing you are alive and well.
The letter of Dec. 29th telling of your journey to Florence – the trials
which beset you on the way – your joy upon re-entering your beloved city,
the preparations for Xmas – the celebrations – visits with friends every word
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of it has been read – talked and thought over. I am always amazed and
charmed with your ability to paint in words – your experiences –
impressions you make me feel I was with you – seeing and experiencing it
all – and of course it is the only real journeying I’ll ever do – but it’s very
delightful traveling with you in your letters. How strange and exciting to be
driving the old ambulance roads again and your memory must have been
filled with the pictures of former days- when you drove the poor boys out of
the battle and back to at least a temporary rest from the horror of it all.
I start to read your description of the Villa Fasola and its’ dear
occupants and I become lost in the thought of how beautiful it all must be. I
like what you said of the meaning of the house – that you feel you are not
seeing a house but the lives of those within its’ walls. Signora Costanza is so
right when she tells you a house reflects the lives of those who dwell there. I
am so happy to know you were able to reach there and be with all those
friends you love so much – glad too of new faces you saw for the first time
and became so interested in. How stimulating such contacts must be. I get so
much comfort knowing you are privileged to have friends like the Peterichs
and that they love you so genuinely – and have opened their home and hearts
to you. I feel I really do know Mrs. Peterich well and she probably knows
the real me from you and my few letters much better than if we were
actually together – for my life seems to be a continual round of unconnected
action and the days slip by with little accomplished. I always have a deep
sense of not belonging to my life here. Things I think I seldom speak of and
things I speak of would usually be better off unsaid – and so it goes. I wish I
could look on life more objectively and not be so everlastingly over sensitive
- life is so tremendous and the little part we play so small but of so great
importance – that it is very foolish to ever be subjective in our thinking.
I sent the last box of things – such as sweetened cocoa - chocolatesoap – elastics – and the other items Mrs. Peterich wanted off by mail this
morning. Dad thought I should wait to see if the other boxes ever arrived,
but I felt it had better be on its’ way for it takes so long apparently to get
there. How I hope the sugar won’t be confiscated. I am told we can’t send
sugar or coffee to Italy but the Nescafe and powdered coffee perhaps will get
by I hope so.
I have just finished the second of the two little baby sweaters for
Nerina’s new baby. I was able to buy some sweet material for Chrissy. Mrs
Giufridda said a thin woolen material with a little flower in it – and I was
able to find some very sweet stuff – but it is so expensive. – just a little
flowered challis - $2.35 a yd. Our prices are just soaring over here. America
is presenting a sorry picture with strikes all over and all production tied up.
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It’s hard to believe we could be in such terrible difficulty – when we need to
be up and doing at this time. I think the time will soon be we’ll know that
belief in God and his love was far better to live by than the theories of a lot
of crack pot psychiatrists – when we let down on all self- discipline – and
substitute frustration because this one or that one is to blame for our
difficulties – something is wrong. God is always ready to guide providing
we earnestly seek him to know the way – but we must seek him with an
open mind and trusting heart and then & only then will strength and wisdom
come.
How heartbreaking to watch little Aldo’s life slowly sipping away –
and even though you had almost accomplished the impossible it just had to
be. You have lived so close to life and death in these past few years – try and
feel that he will be freed from so much suffering and pain in going “home”
now- and try to find peace in the knowledge that each time we give of
ourselves – and hold out a helping hand – we are about “our Father’s
business” and though perhaps we cannot save we have smoothed the going
out just a little for those we have tried to help. Dear little boy - am thankful
he had you to lean on even for a little time.
And Con don’t become discouraged f you can’t feel you are as
experienced as some of the others on the project. From your letters I would
say that you have a big contribution to make in understanding and knowing
the feeling of those with whom you come in contact. Try and understand the
generations of restraint that have gone to make these Quakers quiet and hard
to talk to. It is the quality in them which has always made it difficult for me
to understand in them. Just do the best you can each day and don’t try to
draw any comparisons. You do what you can in your way and let them do
their part. You are doing a fine piece of work – probably you are much
better fitted for that kind of response –than they are and never forget for one
moment that we are with you inspirit and have the greatest amount of faith
in all you do. How well I understand you must be doing what you are. I
would not have it other wise. It is what I would be doing were I free and
younger. You have your life before you. I know you will give your best
always and no one can do more. There is bound to be sadness and weariness
and discouragement at time but you can find comfort and strength in the
knowledge you are doing all you can and then attack the day with renewed
courage – that slogan of the Salvation Army, “A man be down, but he’s
never out. “ is pretty fine.
Now I must tell you of some of our days here at home –
I had a birthday party for little David on his birthday. Twenty four
youngsters ranging from (Margaret Dietz’s new baby – Dorothy) three
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weeks, Polly Salom’s six months old Carol Ann.) to seven years - Betsy
Potts Jane and Ed Potts little girl - -besides the children- doting grandma’s –
mamas, papas etc. we had around fifty people – wherever you stepped you
had to watch out & not step on a creeping child – or a toy or rolling marbles.
We had “Custer’s” make a birthday cake and we had ice cream and cookies.
I brought up the two long children’s table and 24 chairs from Meeting. We
bought a long paper table cloth at the 5 & Dime with big birthday cakes
printed on it and at each place we had little paper boxes in which we put
marbles with a big shooter in the center – instead of filling them with
candies. The boxes were in pink and blue & we had pin wheels for each
child in pink and blue - and it was quite a sight to see so many little children
sitting down together and no fussing or quarreling, but when it was over I
felt very tired. The following Tuesday Ruth and I had all the girls here – the
little group that Frances Walker started in the fall. They meet every second
Tuesday at a different home each time. A nice little group – they knit –
crochet & talk (ED note Stitch and Chatter Club) Mary Corona and Ginny’s
sister, Versal (sic Versel), and Libby English are the latest additions. I have
gone in each week to the Service Committee to work and to the orchestra
onn Friday afternoons. Last Saturday afternoon Uncle John and Aunt Libby
took us to the Academy to hear Burton Holmes lecture on the Virgin Islands.
It was very good and the pictures wonderful. Afterwards we saw Ingrid
Bergman &Gregory Peck in a picture called “Spellbound” a very good
picture of a love story between a young psychiatrist and a patient. Then we
had dinner and home around ten. It was quite a party for us. Last night I had
ten here for dinner including Mae and John Yohn. Then we went over to
Mae’s on the pretext of seeing her house – all the rest of the party were there
to surprise her – it was her 53rd birthday and it was a complete surprise. We
played bridge & then had refreshments of ice cream, cake and coffee. Ruth
and I stayed over & cleaned up after the rest left – washed the dishes etc. so
I didn’t get to bed until two. Mae had said one night on the way to a surprise
party for Arthur Clemenger that no one had ever given her a party so I
decided she was to have ne this year. They are always doing something for
us – so I got the thing going & I think it pleased her, but I’m so glad now to
be getting back to normal again. I do these things but my heart is not in them
and it seems as though the real me was away – way off in a different world
entirely
I sent three pictures of you away recently. One to Irma Rhoads – one
to Mrs. LaVake & another to Rae. I shall enclose Rae’s letter to me. Thank
you for sending Costanza Peterich’s letter. I enjoyed reading it so much. I
loved what she said about human beings being like plants – needing
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attention and loving care in order to grow well and beautifully. How true it
is. Her life reminds me so much of mother’s. Her hands always holding the
reins in the life of her home – but I imagine free of the actual physical strain
of doing the task Mother - until her health collapsed - always managed
everything – and all who worked for her – not only respected her but loved
her devotedly.
Tommy is growing nicely. He seems a lot older now – He knows so
many nursery rhymes and rattles off the alphabet from A to Z ending up
with “Oh dear me.” He still frets and whines a great deal. He is very bright
and manages his parents very expertly I feel sorry for him later on & for
them – but perhaps this method is better than ours was we’ll have to wait
and see. Ruthanna is well but weary of it here – and Tom is just the same.
He continues to work about outside, but is not attempting to enter any kind
of work. It will be a year in April and it worries me terribly but I am saying
nothing.
Dad is well but tired. He recovered from his cold but he rests much of
the tme when he is home. He has grown so much older this last year – in
appearance. I keep on as usual. Ruth Thomas has been sick for sometime so
I have added her work to mine. It tries me some but I am able to do it.
I shall send you a box – in a day or so – I’m glad to have another
request – for I could send no more until I received one. I would also like to
have your civilian address again- I can’t find it. Ruth wrote you there. I
wonder if the letter reached you or if our packages ever arrived.
Much – much love to you – my dearest son.
Devotedly – your Mother
February 17, 1946
Sunday
Dearest ConJust a little note tonight before I go to bed. I’m alone here with little
Tommy and of course my thoughts are with you as they always are. Uncle
Windy’s family are up at Aunt Libby’s plus Joey and Colby who arrived
home recently. Jack and Libby English – Jack reached home Wed. morning
of last week. Joey is expecting a baby in August. Colby is going back to
Williams to finish up & then will try to get into U. of P. medical school. I
guess Joey will live at home with Aunt Becky. I don’t know anything about
Jack and Elizabeth’s plans. I suppose Jack will have to start hunting a job –
Windy is entering Dartmouth this week and Richard and his wife are leaving
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for Vermont tomorrow morning. Richard hopes to get a job in the copper
mine near South Strafford. Frances, his wife, is expecting a baby in June.
Jim and his wife have separated. Jim is supposed to be in love with a girl
from Montreal that he met in Brazil. I have no comment on the last – you
probably know how I feel.
This morning Jinny and Davey & I went to meeting. Little Davey &
Corona sit up in meeting like two little angels. They are certainly cute
children. I don’t know what I would do if I couldn’t get to meeting. I seem
to need that hour of silent worship more than anything else in life. My
thought was on you and your work and I prayed you would not become
discouraged if all was not smooth – but rather you would derive strength
from the knowledge you were giving all you could in the work of rebuilding
faith and understanding and love in this very ill world of ours. When we give
our best we can do no more and often we live so close to our work that we
fail to see the real good we are doing each day. You are so rich in beautiful
friendships and you are an experience which will enrichen(?) (is there such
a word?) all of your life. So if everything doesn’t always run smoothly don’t
become depressed but just go a head with each day and know that in the end
everything will turn out right.
I think I shall go in town tomorrow instead of Tuesday & then go
again on Wed. as Friday will be a holiday for Dad & I wouldn’t want to be
away. All our CPS boys are leaving us. They must go back to camp again.
They were a fine group and I enjoyed working with them. Frances Wilson
went in with me on Friday and worked all day. She is lots of fun and I think
everyone liked her a lot.
I talked with Bill by phone tonight. They are anxious for me to come
up but I can’t bear to leave my work. I am really very happy there. I only
wish I could give more time to it. Mrs. Yohn figured in quite an accident
Thursday. Their new ram got her down. She tried to get up & he knocked
her down a second time. Had Jack not been there to knock him away I guess
he would have killed her. She is suffering terribly and it looks as though her
ribs were broken but she won’t hear of having a doctor. She insists she is
alright, but I greatly fear she is pretty badly hurt. It’s too bad – I can’t
believe her Christian Science will knit broken bones.
I must get to bed now. I wish I could write you interesting letters, but
I just can’t seem to do that anymore. Am sending you two boxes in the
morning. Please keep up the requests and write everything you can think of.
If there’s anything I can send for any children you know – let me knowAll my love – my dearest son, Your devoted Mother
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Ortona a mare
February 23, 1946
My dearest Mother: Your long letter of Feb. 3rd has arrived and I marvel at how you can sit
down and write so much with all you must do. It gives me much pleasure to
think what a wonderful Mother I have. There are few who do so many
tedious jobs and keep smiling. I read your letter to Gaetano the EnglishItalian boy who is one of our unit and he could hardly believe all the things
you wrote of. Two days a week in town – a party for fifty laundry- mailing
packages to Europe etc, etc. You see, few women in Italy do such things. It
is true that the peasant woman work in the fields like mules, but you will
never find a woman who works at so many different things and does
housework as well. He wants to know you, too. Says he must write to tell
you how he admires you. His mother never writes to him. Has just left Italy
for England without even leaving a note to say goodbye – or that she was
going.
Costanza P. has written another beautiful letter – but as I want it near
me always I cannot send it on. In the letter she says:
“To discover beauty and kindness in human beings and to try and help
those that need consolation is not enough for you at this stage of you life.
You must read a great deal and through the experiences of men that have
proved by their achievements to be great, find consolation after having
found knowledge. The consolation is for yourself, but the knowledge is
what will give you the power needed to raise those that have morally fallen
so low, like those that sorrowed (sic Surround?) you now. Knowledge and
culture brings such richness to one’s mind that in all situations one will be
able to discover its ends and means. But you have no time, you have no
books. This must change and we shall put our heads together to do it. Books
I can send you, those that are considered the pillars of humanity, but I should
have wished that you could see works of great art of every kind, listen to
music, read poetry (These last two things are less important at this moment –
because first you must acquire knowledge and experience)” –
Later she writes - “It is difficult to have to realize that so few have
been made wiser by suffering and that many many mistakes are beginning to
be made again.”
Of Elena Franchetti she writes: “What Elena has written to you is
absolute truth and beauty. She has herself, after many battles, acquired a
pureness that seems above only “human” strength. But she still goes on
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battling and yesterday I found her nearly in tears because she could not cope
with her work.”
Elena has written to me (in Italian ) a lovely letter – part of which I
sent to Costanza P. knowing how you always used to enjoy sharing with me
letters from my friends I shall translate also from that of Elena.
“Every human relationship is fascinating but the relationship of man
with God is always the most mysterious and the most beautiful – but also the
most difficult… For the larger part (of humanity) in fact. The greatest
obstacle (to this relationship) is individual pride, that is, the preoccupation
with oneself (il proprisis) that in some is manifested under form of
preoccupation in one’s own wellbeing, in one’s comforts and pleasures etc.,
and in other under form of preoccupation in one’s own reasoning, ideas,
opinions, etc…… (We must strive for) freedom from the innumerable chains
which hold man tied to himself….
I see..often..Constanza and family… their little house is always a
kingdom quiet and intact from the bad and the silly happenings of the
daytime.”
How I should love to be closer to Florence – to be strengthened by the
wisdom and love of these dear friends. Today is Coccolo’s birthday. Last
year at this time I was there. I few days ago I wrote a long letter to her which
I hope will arrive in time. Have you received the letter telling of my
Christmas? It was too long I suppose but everything was so beautiful I had
to describe in minute detail or not at all.
I shall be moving to Casoli next week . We are setting up a section
there – closer to the mountain villages. I know I shall be much happier there.
Much, much love always
from Conrad
P.S. Send another package if possible – two have just arrived. Thanks.
My love to all
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Mailed March 12, 1946
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa
Dearest Con,
Lots to tell you since I last wrote. Life seems to get more
and more confusing by the minute. Tom has returned to Chicago.
A job seemed to be opening up for him with a chance to work into
the Union with a good friend of his – Walter Sassman so quite
suddenly he decided to go back. Barclay Jones had been trying to
get a job for him in Philadelphia but one job didn’t pan out and the
second one Tom wouldn’t even go and see about so perhaps that is
best. Ruthanna has had the offer of her old job in Milwaukee
which was a good one and the salary is higher now – so she is
feeling she would like to return to it – if she can make some
arrangement for Tommy. Eventually she will have to go back to
work and with her profession it would seem better not to be away
from it for too long – however both Dad and I would love to have
her remain here for the summer with little Tommy. That will give
us a chance to have Tommy’s tonsils out. Ruth will be a little more
rested and by fall Tommy will be ready for nursery school. That is
our feeling about it all – what she makes up her mind to do will be
another thing. I think it is best that Tom left for he could never do
the spring work here and now we will have to make up our own
minds what we are going to do about the farm. I’ll write you when
I know anything more.
Mrs. Mann phoned me last night from Southern Pines. All
her children are with her again and her son said he had seen you at
Christmas and you told him to call me. She sounded so very nice.
She stays at the Warwick when she’s in Philadelphia. They are
returning to Philadelphia May 2nd at which time I shall get in touch
with her. She told me she was going to try and finds a house for
next winter out our way. I’ll write yo more of that when I know
more, but it was lovely of her to phone me and I liked talking with
her she sounds very nice.
I had a fine talk with Henry Master last week. I don’t know
whether you know him or not but he heads up the Italian project
work in Philadelphia for the Service committee. David Hartley also
called me and we had a fine talk over the phone. I like him so
much and feel sure you will find him a very understanding person.
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He kindly offered to take a few things to you so Palle and I went
shopping and I have sent you a pullover sweater in tan for spring.
It looks like a hand knit and I hope you will like it. Also two
bowties which Palle and the man at Scott and Hunsicker picked
out. A pair of shorts – a new cut – if you like them I can send
more-also a belt- some thin writing paper and cigarettes. I’ve never
heard ether from you or Mrs. Peterich if any of the boxes I’ve been
sending have ever arrived. I’ve sent four or five to Mrs. Peterich
and I think seven or eight to you. Mrs. Mann said she had sent
thirty to Italy and not one had reached its’ destination. I have a
lovely box ready for Giufriddas but I’m afraid to send it almost.
Things are so expensive and it really means quite a loss when they
are not received.
I’m glad to know you are getting out of Ortona as long as
you didn’t like it. The unit must have been too large and Henry
Master thinks the smaller units will be much better too. When I
was in his office I had a little chat with Douglas Steere – also Ruth
Perry. She is planning o come over some Tuesday and meet me at
the store room and have lunch with me at the Whittier. By the way
our store room has to move. The school of which it is a part has
been sold I think. We are moving April 1st over near the river on
24th Street. It will not be as easy to reach, but I’ll try to manage as
I’d hate to give up going in. The packages still continue to pour in.
The work goes on and on sometimes you woner where all the
clothing can come from. I only hope it reaches Europe. Most of our
old CPS boys are gone – new ones come in – but it’s hard keeping
track of them all. Dora always wants to be remembered to you and
Bernard Walton talks with me a great deal about you. Says you
were always a great favorite of his and feels you have a great
understanding and concern for people. He says people with you
spirit are very much needed in the world today. I don’t think you
have to worry much over whether you are doing well. Most of us
can do the practical things but seldom do we know people like you
so never be discouraged. If you can’t always do the things the
others seem to find easy – It would probably be impossible for
them to do what you do and do so well.
Emmie, Betty and Fanchon had lunch with me Thursday.
First time in ages that they’ve been here. We enjoyed it all very
much.
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Mrs. Yohn is still in bed with a trained nurse I don’t know
the extent of her trouble – but broken ribs or whatever it is
Christian Science will cure it – as far as she’s concerned and I only
pray she’s right, but she has been down a long time.
Aunt Bidda’s father was buried Thursday. He was 85. He
had been failing rapidly and wanted to go so much. I think I told
you Richard and his wife are in Vermont and Winfield is in
Dartmouth.
Sat. night
I’ve just been reading this letter and of all the uninteresting
stuff I ever read it is the worst. Poor Con- I know you must look
forward to word from home, but I simply can’t write any more.
There’s just nothing of interest to tell.
Ruthanna went over to Swarthmore this morning with Jean
Walton. She came for Ruth about eleven and they have not
returned so far. I only hope Ruth will have a good time – as she
needs to get away. Tommy was very good all day – in fact he’s a
different child entirely when she’s away. He eats, sleeps, plays and
there’s none of the crying and whining that goes on when Ruth is
with him. He just seems to know I mean what I say – so settles
down to having a good time. I can’t understand how children here
in America are allowed to do the things they do. I certainly never
let mine get into everything.
Johnny has the mumps. That means Davey and Tommy will
follow suit for they’ve all been together everyday. The little boys
get on much better together than they did. Last Tuesday Libby
English brought her two over and it was fun watching them.They
were all lined up down at the barnyard gate – watching the sheep.
Suddenly we saw lambs all dashing about and discovered Tommy
had climbed under the gate and was chasing them all about with a
stick much to the delight of the other boys.
Bill Taylor, Malcolm’s father phoned tonight . Among the
things he wanted to now was, had you received a Xmas card from
him – so do let me know if yo did – else he’ll pester me to death
every time I see him. He’s getting to be a terrible nuisance in
meeting, always objecting to everything everlastingly talking with
nothing to say.
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Betty Frorer has just announced her engagement to someone
named Boileau – he’s really nice. Frorer’s have sold their house.
They intend going to Florida in the winter. Harry bought a small
place down there a year ago and will live in one of the little houses
Harry built across the road from his old house – when they are in
the Valley.
I must get to bed now. This letter has not been much but I’ve
been terribly tired lately. I think it is due probably to worry as
much as anything. Write when you can. I am anxious to know of
Aldo – did he live? If so isn’t there something I could send you for
him. It might be surer of reaching him that way.
Send me more requests and also your new civilian address.
All are well here at home. David likes his job better all the
time. I guess it was a good move. Haven’t heard from Bill lately
but they were well last time he wrote.
Lots of love to you, Con. I miss you terribly but if you are
satisfied and happy that is all I ask.
Goodnight dearest sonMother.
Mailed March 26, 1946
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
Con dearest,
So-so busy again. And so tired – I can’t understand why I’m so
terribly tired. The past two weeks we’ve been sewing. Ruthanna is
getting Tommy’s summer suits made – and I do all the dozens of
button holes. Aunt Libby has Miss Kushner for tow days and gave tie
to Ruthanna so she has her things all made soon she and Tommy will
be all fixed up for the spring and summer.
This last week has been yearly meeting week and as I was a
representative from Valley I’ve been going in quite regularly. I’ve
seen so many boys you knew. Robert Leach came into the store room
the other day while I was working. We had quite a long talk. He
hasn’t changed much except in appearance. He has broadened out
some and looks better groomed seems more poised and older in every
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way. Howard Lutz and I had quite a talk. He hopes to go to France
after he gets out of CPS. I saw Leonard Kenworthy, Bob English, Jack
Hollister in the distance but not to talk to – also Howard Elkington.
John Steere gave a wonderful report of service in mental
hospitals and what the CPS boys are preparing to do for the hospitals
in the future. He was a wonderful speaker and gave much the best talk
of the week. Aunt Libby, Ruthanna, Ruthanne and I attended the joint
meeting at 4th and Arch Sat. Afternoon and evening. Clarence Pickett
reported on foreign service and then we heard from the CPS boys. The
evening was given to national and international affairs and what the
Friends are doing about it all.
You are not getting letters as you should from me of late and I
can’t just explain it. I simply can’t write. Don’t worry I’ll be alright,
but I’ve just gotten very worried and tired and it’s most difficult to
write. The words just don’t come. I talk volumes to you in my
thoughts, which are always with you, but I know that’s not much
when you are wanting letters.
The letter you wrote Ruthanna on Feb 3rd arrived three weeks
after the letter you wrote me on February 9th saying you would soon
be going to Casoli. I hope you are there now and that the whole
outlook is brighter for you. I sensed deep despair in your letter to me
and Ruthanna’s made me want to cry. I feel I understand it all –
perhaps I cannot, but when you are sad and weary – my heart too is
very heavy. I want you to be happy and full of energy and the joy in
doing and I know how discouraged you must have been to have
written that way. I hope too that your hand is well again and has not
caused you too much pain. You seem so terribly far away. It has been
five weeks today since I received the last letter from you. Aren’t mails
terrible? Will you please tell me if any of your packages have arrived
or if you’ve heard whether any I’ve sent to Florence ever reached
there? Also I want more requests- please and your civilian address in
Casoli.
John Jones and Richard Mille leave in a few days for E. T. U.
work in France. They were both in meeting today and spoke very
well. They carry greetings to Friends wherever they may find them
from Yearly Meeting. John is an awfully nice boy. I hope you’ll meet
him there.
Palle is working hard at Penn. He lives at the Delta Phi house
and comes out here weekends. What a worker he is. Yesterday he and
I cleared and weeded in the garden. He cut down lots of old bushes
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and cleared out dead wood- finally it poured rain and we were forced
to come in, but we’ve made a good start and I’ll do a little frequently
til it’s done. I managed to get into a bunch of poison ivy and my
wrists are covered. Also I sprained the fourth finger on my left hand
pulling out ivy – outside that I’m alive and kicking. Palle just worked
on and on and cleared up as he worked. He said he hadn’t enjoyed
anything so much in ages. He still worries a great deal over his work. I
fear it is going to be hard for him. Ruthanne is certainly doing well
and is very much in earnest. I am amazed at her drawings. They are
really good.
Talked with Elaine Cleveland at meeting Sat. She said they
heard from Doyle Porter. He reported having seen you and that you
were well.
I wish you would write us a bit about the group- your reactions
to everyone. You have never mentioned any one and I’d like so much
to hear.
Talked with Virginia Walker. She tells me that the friend of
hers – with whom you had dinner one night, came from Casoli and
that all her relatives live there. I hope it will mean pleasant
associations for you.
Must say goodnight now. I can hardly guide this pen as you can
probably see from the wiring. I’ll be alright. I’m just a bit edgy of late
and it shows up in all I do.
All my love - dearest boy – and I hope you are well.
Devotedly,
Mother
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
April 2, 1946
Con dearestAnother week rolled by and still no word from you. The office said a
letter postmarked March 10th from Doyle Porter mentioned having seen you
the previous day and that you were well. Our last letter here was written
February 9th so it seems very long to me especially since we heard. I have
been wrapping packages to send the Guifriddas. They should have been on
the way ages ago. I wish I could send some coffee but I am not allowed to
send it. If I could just know the instantamions tins of coffee ever reached
you or the Peterichs I would take a chance. But I’ve never heard anything
arrived and I hate to send things to be lost. There is a new organization now
called CARE which I am told is the safest one to do business with. They
send anything you pay for and insure it. I am going to investigate and see
what I can do – now that you are in Cassoli. I hope I can get some more
things off to you. I have no requests but maybe I can get your civilian
address from the office. We had a fine weekend – Palle came out and
worked in the garden and it does look well. I spent a few hours there each
day last week and it’s perfectly amazing how fast things have grown.
Columbine is almost out – a great many daffodils are blooming and I have
never seen forsythia as luxuriant as it is this year. Our place is just a mass of
gold. Palle is very interested in it all and you know what a worker he is – so
probably I’ll be having flowers again. He is very anxious to get them
planted.
Ruthanna and Tommy leave for Milwaukee on the 10th. Ruth is going
to visit Mrs. Duncan for a month and will look around for a satisfactory
Nursery School for Tommy as she has the promise of her old job back with a
very substantial raise in salary. She was also offered a job with Children’s
Aid in Norristown with a starting salary of $2,400 a year, but she would
prefer being in her old office in Milwaukee and then Tom could come down
from Chicago for weekends. Dad and I would prefer that she and Tommy
remain here and that she would take the Norristown offer. She may if she
can’t find a suitable arrangement for Tommy. I shall miss her terribly.
Davey and Johnny have both had the mumps. I thought I was getting
them yesterday as my whole face hurt me terribly, but I think I just caught
cold when I was hanging out the wash as it was very raw and windy
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yesterday. I feel better today. Now we are wondering if Tommy will catch
them as of course he has been exposed to them.
David Forney stopped in to see us a week ago. He has been overseas
54 months. He looked very well and we were all glad to see each other
again.
Last week I gave away your brown covert cloth suit. A boy getting out
of the C.P. S. hadn’t any clothes so between Dora Preston at the clothing
room and what I had here we got him all fixed up. He was someone Bill
Plummer wrote his father about and Will was in at the clothing room trying
to get a suit for him when I arrived. So I knew I was doing what you would
want me to do in sending your suit. I also sent shirts, socks and ties – and
Dora found underwear – and two very nice shirts - so that ought to be a
start.
We are in a terrible state here in America. No one seems to know
what it’s all about. Industry is all tied up in strikes. The housing program is
just dead – everyone distrusts everyone else and our country along with the
rest of the world seems very sick. No one seems to have an answer for it.
Prices for clothing are on the rise – that is what clothing is for sale – for ts
much worse in many ways than it was. You just can’t buy stockings in the
stores and yet you read and hear of great quantities being given away as
prizes for such things as getting Republicans registered, aiding the Red
Cross drive and such – I’m sure I don’t know what is to become of the world
– and fields are unplanted while we are told the worst famine in history will
take place all over Europe next year. I wish I could have known how you are
faring. I was told when the UNRRA goes out at the end of this year all of
you in Italy may be sent to France. Johnny Jones said that last week. He
probably heard it from the AFSC office. He and Richard Miller left Saturday
for service in E.T. U. in France. They are fine boys. I hope you meet them
over there sometime.
We had supper Sunday night with Clevengers in Cynwyd – then drove
in to the First Baptist Church to hear the choir sing “The Seven Last Words”.
It was very beautiful. I have never heard it sung so well.
There is not any news of any kind to write you of. Clara Laurie hs
given up her shop is about all that may be news to you. I think she will miss
it very much, but she hasn’t been well too much of the time and perhaps this
is best. I haven’t seen much of her this year I’m sorry to ay – for I always
enjoy being with her.
We talked with Billy by phone one night. They are all well. Maryanne
says she doesn’t like school for she has to write long words all morning and
then sleep on a hard bench. She will soon be five. It hardly seems possible.
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Much love to you- dear- I miss you so much it just seems unendurable
most of the time, but two years will pass I guess – five months tomorrow
since you sailed away. I hope all is going well with you. Keep up your
courage. We are always with you in spirit and love. It must all be such a sad
experience. I wish I might be helping.
Affectionately,
Mother
Elda Farm April 6, 1946
Con- my dearest son,
Just another word for Dad to take and mail this morning. It has turned
cold again, the thermometer at 36 this morning but nothing seems harmed in
the garden. It is so beautiful here now. I never saw forsythia as luxuriant as it
is this year. A letter from Mrs. Peterich a few days ago which I answered
immediately. I shall send it to on in this. I am so glad she received the sugar
and she didn’t mention any mishaps so I’m hoping it reached her intact. Tiny
Mylner sent me 15 lbs in 5 lb. Bags last week – the day after she mailed it an
embargo on sugar was put on – so she can’t send anymore, but I have that
and shall send you a bag as soon as I get another request.
Ruthanna goes to Milwaukee on Wednesday night. If she can make
what she feels is an adequate arrangement for Tommy I think she’ll stay if
not she’ll return. I hope for Tommy’s sake she’ll come back for the farm is
surely a better for him this summer than it will be out there. Dad and I have
both talked to her but with Tom in Chicago she is not satisfied here. I shall
miss them. Tommy is very cute now and is amazingly bright. He used long
long words and is astonishing to see the way his little mind works. He is
very active and I fear he will not be too happy when she takes him away.
Mrs. Peterich is having a difficult time I fear. I wish I could comfort
her – but not knowing any of the circumstances makes it hard. I wish you
could find time to just send her a postcard each week. I’d be a lot better if I
could just get a card every week or two. I know you’re too busy and tired to
write letters but if only I knew how and where you are and besides you could
put a request on a card and I could keep busy sending you food at least.
I sent off three boxes to Guiffridas – this week. I hope they arrive –
eventually.
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Ruthanna and I have been sewing steadily for several weeks.
Tommy’s summer wardrobe is quite complete now and Ruthanna’s well
stocked up. She goes back well supplied in everything – I’m glad to say.
Now I must get busy for little David for he seems pretty low on clothing.
Last night I had Sally Bright, Anna Lamb and Jean Walton for dinner.
It seemed good to see the old friends together again. Sally’s husband is a
professor at the University of Wisconsin. Anna lives in the far west Her
husband is a forester and Jean is working on her Doctor’s degree.
This letter sounds very tiresome – but so is its writer- I find I can’t
write anymore.
A letter to you from Liv Biddle enclosing a small gold button for your
coat lapel with a replica of the plaque presented to the B Platoon on it. It is
lovely. Dad says I must copy the letter – then send it on to you and the
button is in my jewel box awaiting your orders. He must be a grand person
and I’m so happy he sent you one. It was such a lovely thing to do.
Must close as Dad is going to the bank and I want him to take this.
All my love dearest son –
Affectionately, Mother.
April 10, 1946
Dearest Mother and Father,
I must apologize for the absence of letters from Italy. Since coming to
Casoli I have been literally swamped with work trying to take care of the
houses, rations, messing etc. and at the same time the office work. Each
night I have been up past midnight preparing all the drivers instructions for
the next day’s work. We manage to keep all the trucks on the road, but with
difficulty because the brick furnaces are all about empty of materials. In
another two weeks the work will be much easier. We shall be able to send
out trucks knowing that a load is at the furnace to be carried. I have not been
able to write to you – not even a postcard. I hope you will understand.
Packages have been arriving. Wonderful ones – I’m sure at least seven have
come in the past two weeks. Have not heard from Constanza if hers have
come, but they will most likely take longer than mine.
As soon as someone arrives, and I think that will be ina few days – I
am going away for a week’s leave. I must get away soon as I cannot cope
with the work when I am tired and jittery. The more I see of Italian
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housekeepers, the more I admire Mother. How on earth you ever manage the
work is beyond me.
I’m so glad that you have Palle near to you. I’m looking forward to a
nice visit with him in S. Thomas after this work in Europe. Ask him to write
me sometime, please. I know that I don’t deserve any when I never write to
anybody but just the same I’d like to hear from Palle.
The Casolani give me no rest. Every five minutes during the day –
during meal time – until late at night, they come begging for permission to
ride on our trucks – favors, jobs etc. etc. From the richest to the poorest they
come to me because I’m too patient with them. I can’t even walk in peace on
the street now because they stop me every five steps to ask a favor.
I came down to Ortona yesterday to get some inoculations – typhus,
tetnus and Typhoid. Now I’m off for Casoli again.
Lots and lots of Love,
Always from
Conrad
Mailed April 30th
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa
Con dearest.
Several weeks since I have written- weeks of real anxiety for you –
but relieved by your letter of April 10th received a week ago. I have wanted
to write you each week but the days have been so filled and by night what I
would have written would have been sorry reading. Two letters have come
from Mrs. Peterich. This last one written April 23rd and received today April
29th just six days – that is really quick work. I am hoping that perhaps you
are with her at this moment. I am so glad you can get away now for I can
sense from your lack of news that you have gone thru moments of great
struggle and I am saddened and worried for you – and yet I know that no life
is free from periods of great despair. The little part we seem to play when we
would do so much and yet when we live so close to that life we often feel
inadequate and it’s because we are living too close to it and need to get off
and see it in perspective. The very fact you are there working your head and
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hands weary to help is of great importance to you – and to those with whom
you are coming in contact with. It is tremendous and fine thing - to want to
help – deeply and sincerely- that is the thing – and if results seem small it is
too soon to see – keep on doing your best and trust in God. Mother’s best
loved motto that she so often quoted to me, “Do each day’s duty in
accordance with your highest idea of right and trust the result to God” was a
pretty good one to follow.
Ruthanna is back in Milwaukee. Her old job at the Children’s Service
Assoc. was waiting for her plus a goodly raise in salary and the setting of
hours to fit Tommie’s needs. She and Tommy are staying at present at Mrs.
Duncan’s. Tommy is in nursery school each day. Ruth is delighted with the
school which is supervised by the State Teacher’s College and staffed by
college graduates. Tommy is very happy. He is adjusting himself well to
everything and at the school they think him a finely adjusted flexible child.
Big Tom has a job with Pepsi Cola Co. in Chicago and likes it. He comes to
Milwaukee weekends. We miss Ruth and little Tommy very much but she
must decide what is best for them and this was her decision. Elda will
always be open for her to come to should thing not go as she hopes.
We are busily fixing up our downstairs – the plasterer has been here
and the walls are now waiting for the paint. I shall start in the dining room
tomorrow. I have finished painting the china cupboard in the dining room
next to the mantel. The dishes have all been out – washed and put back – the
sitting room cupboard Dad is putting a false back in so I can use it for books.
The walls in the dining room sitting room and hall will be that lovely warm
yellow and Stratford green in the two living rooms. I opened a can of that
and tried it on a section of the wall and it is very lovely there – a soft blue
grey –green just lovely with the old gold and old furniture etc.
The davenport and wing chair are being reupholstered – and the big
sofa is being repaired so we are slowly progressing.
Palle was here over the Easter weekend and just about completed the
wall you started at the head of the driveway. He only has a few feet to go.
He weeded and spaded it all up and it looks very nice. I have set out a great
many daffodils bulbs so in another year that should be very lovely. Your
small trees are fairly dashing into big trees – how rapidly tulip poplars shoot
up. The one near the wash house must be about fifteen feet high – all your
walnut trees and the horse chestnut bushes are doing well.
My garden is very pretty this year. I have been doing a good bit of
work there and it has been beautiful. I have lots of annuals planted and Palle
and I expect to have quite a colorful display this summer. It is nice having
Palle near and he is happy to come here as we are to have him. I guess I am
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as close to a Mother as he has ever known and we are very close to each
other. Always he is talking of you the Delta Phi’s think you’d better be
coming home before two years. Palle did well on his first project – “a war
memorial” He and some others receiving the highest mark possible. I was so
glad it turned out that way for he was very much upset about it and worked
night and day to finish it on time.
Did you receive my letter telling you of Liv Biddle’s little gold lapel
button he sent you with a replica of the plaque presented to B Platoon. I have
it put away for you with his letter awaiting your instructions. How nice of
him to do that.
Saturday Dad and I and Uncle John and Aunt Libby drove to Boston
to spend the weekend with Billy and Mil and Maryanne. Saloms continued
to Maine today to open up their camp and Dad and I came back by train
getting in to Philadelphia at seven am.
Billy and Mil have a lovely house at 113 Charming Road, Watertown,
Mass. It is very attractive and comfortable – three bedrooms, bath – a large
living room with a most attractive fireplace- a small very pretty dining room
and a good sized kitchen. Mil is a perfect housekeeper everything so
exquisitely clean and she had such delicious meals for us. Little Maryanne is
just too lovely – has developed into wonderfully helpful and sweet little girl.
She just couldn’t have been sweeter and we had a very wonderful time and
hated to leave.
Saw Emma and Ed Norris yesterday. Emma was writing you. She said
she had received a beautiful letter from you after Father Salom’s death.
Emma wants very much to know if you could find her something she has
always wanted. I can’t tell you what it is but I told her to write and tell you
and I knew you would do all in your power to get it for her. I thought maybe
Mrs. Peterich would know where you could buy one. Con – do you need
anything? Money – clothes? I wish you would let me know. I must get some
more things ready for the Peterichs and I wish I had some requests from you.
It maybe you will need money for Emma’s gift. Let me know please – and
please try to get what she wants – she has been so wonderful to you and all
of us.
I must go now as I have to go down to Ginny’s and then meet Dad at
Valley Forge.
Much, much love - my dearest son. I hope you are having a much
needed rest or have had one. I know you will love being at Peterich’s. Has
David Hartley returned yet? And what of Bill Congdon and Hayden – tell
me a little sometime
Always – all my love, Mother
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Carrara in Tuscany
May 4, 1946
Dearest Mother and Father,
Tomorrow I shall be in Florence for a week of rest. I left Abruzzi day
before yesterday- went to Rome for the night and proceeded to this unit at
Carrara with David Hartley. Carrara is in North Tuscany – between the sea
and the mountains. NOT so far from Forte dei Marmi – (ten to fifteen miles I
think) – After a week in Florence I shall return to Carrara to remain with the
unit.
How wonderful it seems to be back in Tuscany – where people are
cultured and clean. The language is pure Italian so I shall be able to learn
much more than when I was in Abruzzo.
I was attached to Casoli and in a sense – was sad to leave but it is such
a relief! In Florence I shall rest- live quietly at a hotel – be free to visit all
my friends without being a burden to them. It is better that way.
I promise myself to spend more time writing so you and the service
committee can expect long letters concerning the past four months. In
Florence I shall be able to think more clearly. Honestly, you cannot know
the difference in the way I feel already.
David and I had a good long talk coming here yesterday. He is a fine
person. Thanks so much for the beautiful sweater, ties, underpants, cigarettes
etc. David gave them to me in Rome yesterday. I had many many friends at
Casoli – chief among them Nicolino D’Amico our cook and his family – but
I shall tell you about them in my letter from Florence.
You ask for requests but I think you ave sent too much already. So
many packages have come and they were such lovely ones. All those little
cans of meats, cheeses, candies etc. were a wonderful addition to our Mess.
The rations are sufficient but always the same so you can imagine how the
Casoli section enjoyed all the little extra. I used them in making sandwiches
for those who were going out to the mountain villages for the day. I used
them at teatime and always when we had guests. Everyone marveled at the
variety of luxuries, which seemed never ending.
If you can send more things (and please don’t tire yourself, Mother,
because I can get along without them) I shall list here those things that I
prefer1. Boxes of Swedish bread rye crisp or whatever it is. So wonderful with
cheese.
2. Cigarettes
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3. Nescafe - I love it. The coffee in our ration is very poor and always
stale. We get loose ground coffee probably month old.
4. Cans of sweets as before where does father get them? They are always
so fresh in those cans.
5. Fruit cakes it keeps wonderfully always arrives moist and fresh.
6. Honey spread
7. soap ( but don’t mix the soap with the other things the odor penerates
sometimes)
I understand that a separate letter is needed now for each box so I
shall request soap separately.
Received Father’s letter a few days ago. It was so kind of him to write
and I feel so very ashamed of myself for these past few months
It shall not happen again – this long period of no news
.
I am feeling already like a new person and with a complete change
and rest I am sure that I shall be able to write sensible letters.
Now I must close.
Lots and lots of love to all
From Conrad.
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Florence, May 11, 1946
Dearest Mother: This wonderful week in Florence is drawing to a close and I must go
away tomorrow. But I am so happy that I can remain here in Tuscany. You
cannot imagine the difference between Abruzzo and Tuscana. This evening I
am sitting with Guilo and Nerina with whom I stayed all week. Mrs.
Giuffrida has gone to England for the summer but will return this fall. It is
so nice to be alone with Giulie and Nerina- Giulie is strumming n the guitar
and Nernia is knitting. This afternoon we had tea in the garden. You would
love the garden - filled with such lovely flowers. Blooming right now are tall
red snapdragons, calendulas, yellow daisies, California poppies – a strange
Persian rose,
but brilliant orange in color; borders are of aliseum, silene (pink) pnsies and
for get me nots. The garden is terraces with stone walls so typical of Tuscana
– olive trees which are blooming now, fruit trees, figs etc.
The view from Giuffrida’s is one of the most beautiful in Firenze.
You do not see the city, but the lovely rolling hills the distant mountains.
From here is the best view of Villa Fasola in its cluster of cypress trees on
the next hill – also the “Torre del Diavolo” the Devil’s Tower, where
Francesco Lurani lives, Francesco is a young friend of the Peterichs, a
brilliant boy of fifteen years who studies Greek and Latin, philosophy, and
literature, writes poetry. The house is an old ivy covered tower – filled with
beautiful antique furniture. Above these two villas crowning the hill is the
loveliest of all. The villa I always dream of owning someday. It has no lawns
but sits majestically in a grove of ancient olives – extremely plain. The old
woman who lives there has atrotious (sic –atrocious ) taste and the house is a
nightmare inside, but it could be so beautiful.
Do you now, we all think that you and Dad should come over to Italy
next spring. Prices are gong down and by then should be more normal. Italy
is expecting a good tourist trade next year needs it greatly. Father and you
have never been in Europe and you should really come just once you both
need a rest, badly. Here you could live quietly in a pension, visit all our
friends and come to love them as I do.
I cannot finish this just now for I must go, but shall continue there is
so much to tell you that I must have more time.
All my love,
Conrad
(enclosed with this letter are two letters written to Conrad’s Mother by
Nerina and Mimi.)
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Florence – L’Aquilotto May 10th 1946
Dear Mrs. Wilson ,
We received lovely things you sent us – two parcels with all sorts of
sweets (???) and books. Thanks very much indeed. It was very nice of you!
And let me tell you now how very happy we were to see Conrad arrive this
last Sunday morning.
He has been staying with us. He looks so well and so very happy at
the prospect of being transferred to Carrara and leaving forever that dreary
Abruzzi –land. There is very good bus service from Carrara to Florence so
he can spend weekends here with us all – and this summer more over we
shall move to a place near Carrara where we have a bungalow by the sea.
We hope that he shall be able to stay there most of the time enjoying the
shore and the sun.
We all want you to come over next year in the spring. You’ll come
and live quietly in Florence – know us all formally instead of by letter.
You’ll love Florence all the beautiful flowers – the easy quiet life we live.
Here it is very quiet. The view of the hills is very restful – cypresses and
olives so typically Tuscan. And we have such a good ---- which is waiting
for you and you could sit for hours in the garden.
You’ll love Chrissie to and Martin. (By the way the book you sent to
Chris is so lovely! She was crazy about it when she saw it today! Guilio says
he’s crazy too – about the sweets. (please for give us if we are such
irrelevant children – Thanks again for your kindness. As soon as I have
some good photographs of the children I shall send to you and write again .
Love, from Nerina.
Mimi’s Letter
Dear Mrs. Wilson,
I am here at Giufrida’s with Conrad in the garden, and we have
decided to write you. Susi and I thank you so much for the book, that will be
very sweet when read altogether. Mamina translates for me, because I do not
know English and I am very sorry for that. Conrad has come to us for ten
days, and we all have lots of fun with him.
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We received your packages and we have all been vey happy. Thank
you so much. Mrs. Giuffrida (Nerina) had had another baby (the same
Martin) that is so dear and I love him very much: only Chrissie still more.
The other evening we have danced with Conrad and we had such fun.
I hope that you will come sometime to Italy. (then) I shall be very
happy.
La mia mammina, Coccolo and Susi all greet (send greetings) you
very much and I especially.
Your Mimi
Susi will write.
Saturday May 12, Dearest Mother :- My letter will follow under separate
cover. Lots of love Conrad.
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
May 14, 1946
Con dearest –
Two wonderful letters arrived yesterday from you. One written
February 23 from Ortona – the other from Carrara – the 4th of May – only
eight days on the way. The mails have been strange and uncertain. How
happy I am that you could be in Florence for a week. I received a letter from
Mrs. Peterich just two weeks ago saying she was expecting you at anytime
now. The visit will be a very wonderful and inspiring one. It is life saving at
times to be able to dwell upon the mountain tops for a little while and the
memories of such moments go so far in helping us over the depths of despair
which all people who live close to life and feel deeply about the sorrows of
those about them must pass through – knowing a beautiful life like that
always makes me feel so close to God and his love – and so sure of his ever
protecting care if we just seek him and open our hearts to him.
My head hangs in shame as I read the lovely things you say of me. I
seem to accomplish so little as compared to the things I would like to do. It
is comforting however to live in the knowledge that we do all we can do
each day and that that is all any of us can do. In the past I was apt to feel
such terrible discouragement when I failed to measure up to all I had hoped
to do but now I do what I can – an am grateful for the strength to do that
much and know that tomorrow is another day to take up where I stopped the
day before.
I have just said goodbye to Mil, Billy and Maryanne. They arrived
Sat. night having attended heir fifteenth reunion at George School. We had
such a lovely weekend. Now (Tuesday) they go to Wanners for two days –
then back to Maine to see Aunt Libby and Uncle John, then a few days on
the Cape. It is Bill’s vacation . He is leaving his position with De Soto and
going into business with Mr. Wanner. He is Treasurer of the company.
It will be wonderful having them so near home again. Little Maryanne
is a darling. Uncle Billy Conrad and Aunt Elizabeth were coming over on
Sunday and when she heard she came running to me thinking it was you and
said, “Oh, Grandmother my uncle Conrad is coming – my dearest dearest
uncle that I love best of everyone.” He was so happy and I hated so to have
to explain who it was and that she would have to wait a long while to see her
Uncle Conrad. It seems so endless when I think of the months which still
must pass – but six of them have gone and I am trying to keep busy – and
even if your work is discouraging- I know in my heart that you will always
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be thankful you gave this time out of your llife for others more unfortunate. I
agree so completely with Mrs. P who writes to you, “It is difficult to have to
realize that so few have been made wiser by suffering.” But the one thing
we must always keep right before us – is that no matter what all about us door think we must live up to our own highest ideal of living and then our own
life has never been lived in vain. We never know how much our example
and loving interest may affect those with whom we come in daily contact.
I have now finished the dining room completely and ceiling – walls
and most of the woodwork in sitting room. The yellow walls, white ceiling
and white woodwork look just beautiful. You can’t picture the difference
until you se it. My shelves all snow white with the old pieces of colored
glass in the dining room are just too lovely – and Dad said quite
unexpectedly “I don’t think a painter could have done such a perfect piece of
work.” I even plastered all the little cracks everywhere and it just looks
wonderful. The soft green for the living room will be perfect too. It is just
the color I wanted most. I just put it on in a few spots to be sure it was just
perfect and we are both delighted with it. Palle came out one night last week
and did the hall ceiling for me. It looks fine and now I only have side walls
and floor to do there. So you can see I’m moving right along. We have had
the furniture fixed two. The four little Victorian chairs now have new seats
in them and they are lovely. The two little mahogany ones that were in green
plush – are recovered one in a lovely green striped material that goes
beautifully with the green walls – the other a soft pinkish peach – material
that is lovely. The big davenport has been fixed and will go in the sitting
room with a lovely brown slip cover with cording of yellow and big gay
pillows in yellow with a splashy floral design in it in blue rose, green etc. on
either end. The pink atrocity that Dad sat in has been covered in a lovely soft
dull blue. It will have a gay pillow on it. And the mahogany davenport is in
the big living room – with a new seat in it and reupholstered in a lovely soft
brownish gold material. Everyone is simply crazy about them- the two big
chairs are having slip covers made. One a yellow background with large
floral patern in it – simply stunning and the other a plain sort of gold corded
material. It will all be just too lovely. Mrs. Laurie found me an old man who
did some work very satisfactorily for her and he came and did the work –
very reasonably and very well. Dad is delighted as I am over it all. You
won’t know Elda next time you come home, but you can’t know what it
means to me to be getting it looking right again.
Had a lovely letter from Ruthanna Saturday. I’ll send her letters on to
you for I know you will enjoy reading them. I am so glad everything is
working out so satisfactorily for her.
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Dave’s house is looking so well. He has been fixing up the shed off
the kitchen for Ginny and it is beginning to look very well. All their bushes
and plants are growing well and the little house is beginning to look very
lovely. The little boys are well and growing so big. – Johnnie runs around
now and is still the same happy little fellow. He looks so much like Windy
Wilson did when he was young.
Must close now. I am so thankful to get these requests and will get
started on them at once. I’m thankful the other things finally arrived. Mrs.
Peterich seemed pleased with her things and I hope Guifridda’s finally
reached there. Will be sending more soon. I have quite a box in he midst of
assembling for the Peterich’s – wool, candy – etc.
Much – much – love to you – dearest Son. You can’t know how I
mmiss you, but maybe you really do. I’ll be writing soon again but when
you think of me. Just see me up on a ladder paiting away at a great rate. It’s
loads of fun.
Devotedly
Mother.
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Villa Serenella
Via Roma 54
Carrara, Italia
May 17, 1946
Dearest Mother and Father:
I am back in Carrara after a most delightful leave in Florence. What a
perfect time to go there. The flower show opened the day I arrived –
Constanza, Mimi and I went together. It was in the open – the street which
runs from the piazza Signoria at the Palazzo Vecchio, down to the Arno
between the great Uffizzi Galleries of Art. Great banks of azaleas against the
columns – a beautiful loggia with famous staturary surrounded with flowers
etc.
Edoardo Bargheer was exhibiting his paintings that same week. He
does wonderful work – though in the great Nazi exhibition in Germany
several years ago he was included in the exhibits of degenerate art and later
his works were destroyed. It is fully thought that the exhibit of degenerate
art drew crowds of people while the exhibit of “good” German art was quite
dull. Had a long talk with Edoardo. He is now chosen representative of the
Germans here in Italy of which there are so many. So he has an important
job. He works furiously, turns out volumes of work. You would love his
Pinocchio – published this year. It is he real Italian Pinocchio – so different
from Disney’s version.
We went to two lovely concerts ( Coccolo and I) the first was
Beethovan’s 7th Symphony and other less important work and the second
was Dvorak’s 5th Symphony – Wagner’s prelude to Tannehauser etc. I made
many new acquaintances this time. Went with Guilo one day to dine with
Aleramo Scarampi – whom I had met last year. He has a gorgeous home at
Bagni a Ripoli. Along the Arno just outside of Florence. The park is grown
wild. The grass untrimmed and the bushes grown high – but it is so beautiful
like that. I wish you cold have seen the floral arrangements – great sprays of
flowers through the rooms. Venetian painted furniture centuries old, great
carved tables with high chairs – lovely Persian rugs, tapestries etc. The Villa
itself is Tuscan in it’s plainness – but very majestic. There is a great garden
enclosed by a wall. An English garden filled with flowers informally
arranged. The Marchesa – his Mother is English and very delightful. Also I
met the old grandmother, a Scot.
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Aleramo was very much interested in our farm – he is a fervid admirer
of Dr. Pfeifer – the agriculturalist who had an experimental farm near us- I
believe. Aleramo would like to write David concerning various theories of
plowing and discing. He spends all his time farming his land – introducing
new ideas – or as he says returning to old ideas long forgotten. How would
you like a good farmer? Aleramo wants to come to farm Elda. He and Giulio
together say they can make it pay.
Elena Franchetti was as charming as ever! She has her little circle f
friends who come and study and teach each other. Carlo Jahn-Rusconi
teaches English to Elena and she in turn teaches Latin and German. They
read to each other – criticize each others writings – Elena just finished a
book concerning the period between the Italian armistice of Sept. 1943 and
the end of the war. Constanza says that the writing is excellent – the
character well drawn but the whole book lacks something – but Elena is
content – says the book taught her much and therefore was a worthy
exercise.
Carlo Jahn-Rusconi is a friend of mine who would like to study at
Pendle Hill. He had heard of it through a sister of his who lives in New
York. The sister’s husband is Niccolo Tucci who writes for the publication
“Politics” He had fled from Italy under the fascists .- became an American
and continues to fight against fascism in America. I have read two of his
articles on Politics – very fine ones – especially that of October 1945 on the
subject of atom bombs.
Another sister of Carlo is an artist and lives in Switzerland. His Father
Count Arturo is an art historian and keeper of the museum of San Marco in
Florence. Where the great works of Fra Angelico can be seen. The museum
just has been reopened last week.
There are hundreds of things that want telling – my life in Abruzzo
for the last four months – the many friends I had there among the country
farming people- the new life here in Carrara – a different world from down
below – but these must wait another few days.
All my love, Conrad
PS Would you send a package with some coffee, Nescafe, cocoa, honey,
those wonderful caramels and some sugar if possible but don’t put
yourselves short on anything.
Note:
I shall mail this tomorrow at Lavorno (Leghorn) The day it arrives send an
air mail to me. I want to know how long mail takes from here. Also write a
letter to this civilian address by air mail both the same day.
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Villa Serenella
Via Roma, 54
Carrara, Italia
17 Maggio, 46
Dearest Mother:
Received your postcard of May 9th yesterday! I am so glad to see from
yours that you are feeling better and are happy. I can sense that from the way
it is written.
Strange that our ups and downs go in such cycles. I am most definitely
on the up side – practically soaring. I feel like singing all the time.
I am rested – gaining weight fast and so very very happy. It is the
environment I know - great mountains- real Alps coming down to the
beautiful sea – lined with pine forests.
This note only to accompany the enclosed letters – lots of love always
and a big hug from your Conrad.
The APO number changed to 794. This is my civilian address. Send me a
package of laundry soap. The medium sized bars.

Saturday
18th May, ’46
Villa Serenella
Via Roma 54
Carrara
Dearest Mother:
Here are a few of the photographs that I made at Ortona and Casoli.
Have they not turned out well?
Also two adorable snaps of Crissie. Isn’t she a lovely child?
Would you send me more film, please? Perhaps the service Comm.
can get it for you. Would like 8 to 12 rolls if possible.
Love,
Con
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19th May 1946
Villa Serenella
Via Roma 54, Carrara
Italy
Dearest Mother:
This sudden flood of letters from Italy will surely stupefy you and I
don’t know why I’m doing this because I hate people who write all the time.
Today I found this choice poem and I thought that you, too, might enjoy it:
“b
It comes from “The Pied Typer of Shedlin- Etaoin” by H.S. Grannatt.
Reminds me of a country Quaker I once knew who went to Florence and
would have stayed there….
Have I told you about Mimi Peterich? She is adorable. Writes to me
regularly such sweet, impulsive letters. Mimi is like her mother – extremely
sensitive to another person’s mental conditions. Did I tell you ever about
what she did when I was feeling so blue down there in Abruzzo? Evidently
her Mother was worried about me and told her that I was feeling sad,
because Mimi immediately wrote me a long, long letter that was so
charming – it made me laugh out loud and I was smiling to myself for days.
But Mimi knew just what to say to cheer me up! Most unusual for a young
girl. Here is a sample of how she writes – though any translation wold lose
the charm of Mimi’s Italian
“Mi viene la voglia di scriverti, e mi decido in furia perche Mamina
ha gia scritto, e va a mandare via lettra…”
“Comes to me the desire to write you and I decide in haste because
Maminia has already written and goes to send away the letter..”
“I think of you each day and I cannot wait until you come again to us. Each
day when sounds the little bell I shall think that it is you, dear Conrad, for
this do not make me wait! Come soon to us!! We all wait for you…
It would be much more beautiful if you would not continue this ugly
work but come and remain with us. However, I know that it is a great
sacrifice to do that work. You are good to want to help the poor and I
understand very, very well, dear Conrad. Now there are so many, but so
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many people who suffer and go hungry. That one cannot think of it – it is
really tremendous.
Do you know, dear Conrad, that your mama, who is so good, has
written to us a long long letter, in which she says that she has sent us two
packages with many good things. We are overjoyed moltissimo! Do you
know, Conrad, that la Aia in eight days is leaving us and we are sad because
la Aia has already been with us for so long a time and we love her dearly (
the governess is Aia) Therefore, dear Conrad, I hope that you want to come
to us to put yourself in the place of la Aia – because you are a man, but one
so very good, kind, dear Charitable and so handsome!! I wait - that when
you received my letter, you will write to me. That you will tell me when you
are coming – that you will promise me.
La festa della Coccolo was very beautiful. We danced and we invited
many persons. Only one was missing from us, and that was our dearest
Conrad, who for so long has been far, far away!!!
Now dear Conrad I greet you, “ti saluto molto, molto, molto and I hug
you moltissimo, and I wish you much joy and not sadness, because when
you come to us we want you allegro – and we shall be so also with you.
Greetings also form Teresa who, when the bells sounds, looks with
me to see if it is Conrad. La tua piccolo Mimi who awaits the dearest
Conrad.
Is it not a darling letter?
Poor little Mimi, you know she is rather delicate and very nervous.
She has so much enthusiasm about everything that she is constantly
upsetting the household. Then, because she is so sensitive she feels badly
and is almost in tears. She is not spoiled though and does her best to be quiet
and ladylike. It is amusing to watch her.
Costanza is a wonderful Mother and the children all love her dearly.
She gives them good guidance but leaves them very free to develop to the
fullest as individuals. The three girls are very different. Next time I shall tell
about Susi – the ballet princess of the family. We must think of a little
present for Mimi, she did mot receive anything for Christmas as did Susi and
Coccolo to whom I bought the material from America. What would you
have liked at her age? I think Mimi is very much like you. Write and suggest
something nice.
Lots of love,
Conrad
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Carrara, 22nd May (1946)
Dearest Mother and Father,
In these recent days I have been journeying back into the mountains to
visit the many small villages damaged by the war and German reprisals.
Some are rather isolated, having no roads connecting them to the outside
world. Then it is necessary to leave the car and go by foot. What lovely
walks I have had – hundreds of new flowers mosses and ferns – alpine plants
that are unfamiliar to me. The mountains are covered with chestnut groves.
Gnarled trees with small ferns and mosses clinging to the branches. High up
in the mountains one finds quite charming villages and intelligent, clean
people. I remember now how struck I was in 1944 by the fine character of
the mountain people to the north of Florence. The destruction in this zone is
different from that of Abruzzo. Here the villages ere burned by the Germans
as revenge for the death of German soldiers and officers by partisans.
Monday I vsited Vinca where one hundred and seventy men, women
and children were slaughtered because of the death of a German colonel.
The homes were burned – leaving the hollow shell. However, it is not
difficult to rebuild in such villages because there is no rubble to clear away.
No walls to build – just roofs to put on and then the interior floors and
partitions.
I was curious to know the history of such a remote and high village as
Vinca. I learned that during the barbarian invasions, which came from the
north at the collapse the Roman Empire, the people from the coast fled up
into the hills and remained there ever since. Even to this day at Vinca,
Roman and Greek personal names exist which have died out in the rest of
Italy. Latin lasted as a language long after it had been lost to popular use in
other parts of Italy.
The plants are beautiful, real rock gardens with all the creeping rock
plants that ne finds in our gardens at home- low banks of white pink and
lavender flowers.
From rocky ledges on the cliffs grow Canterbury Bells in profusion –
in full bloom now. Some stalks have ten to fifteen large purple bells and
stand a foot and a half tall. Then, too, one sees a great quantities of broom a
coarse plant with bright yellow flowers of the size and shape of the pea
flowers. There is a small white flower with yellow center that looks like a
wild rose. I must get a book of Italian alpine flowers so that I can learn the
names of all.
At Equi there are famous caverns with fossils and ancient bones – an
ice cold stream of clear water – green in color- too cold even on the hottest
day in summer for swimming.
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I have made the acquaintance of a very interesting family here at
Carrara – a wonderful family of nine children the Fabbricotti – of whom you
shall hear more in future letters.
There s a great moth beating at the window to be let in. Its wingspread
is at least six inches. The hour approaches mid-night my usual time of
retiring so I shall being this to a close. The evening seems always to pass so
quickly. We eat dinner about eight thirty and that does not leave much time
afterwards.
You cannot imagine how wonderful it seems to live again in
civilization. That word proves, I guess, what an American I am, because I
was thinking mainly of hot water and a bath tub – not the ultimate in
civilization.
Much, much love from Your devoted Conrad.
Villa Serenella
Via Roma, 54
Carrara
May 23, 1946
Dearest Mother:
This brief note to show you how speedy are the mails and to try out
civilian air-mail which is a bit too costly to use regularly – your wonderful
letter of Tuesday the 14th left Norristown the 15th, arrivwed Rome on the 21st
and at Carrara in questo momento afternoon of May 23.
From Ortona letters took ages… waited days for transport to Rome
etc. Now I feel so much closer to you all. I think that I have made too many
requests. Please don’t send all that stuff in a hurry for there is no urgent need
of anything.
But there is one more thing I had forgotten. A pair of sandals for
house and beach wear this summer. Those blue slippers are wearing out.
They have been most useful – worn every day! I take a size 91/2 D or E in
shoes. Perhaps a moccasin or strap sandals to the “loafer” type shoe. Let
Palle help you find them. His choice in this is certainly fine.
In another 3 days I shall have ready some lovely photos of the Villa
Fasola with Mimi and Susi P. It rained each day.
Love, Conrad
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Carrara, 29th May ‘46
Dearest Mother:
Just a brief note tonight to send my love to you. A car is going to
Rome in the morning and I hate to see it go without a letter from me.
Each day I receive letters from ym Italian friends. You are the only
one who ever writes to me from America, but that is my fault because I
never write to anyone there.
I love to write in Italian. It is not so difficult now. There are probably
many mistakes, but the words flow out freely.
Little Mimi writes regularly – such sweet letters. Her Italian is
amusing so many words spelled in French. She wants to know if she can
write to you in French then it would not be necessary for me to translate her
letters. She says she loves you dearly and wants so much to know you.
I can’t wait to see Elda again. It all sounds too beautiful. I won’t know
it. I’m glad that Bill and Millie will be close to home.
Give my love to Maryanne. I must send her something from Italy. I
have always regretted that I didn’t take home some wooden shoes from
Holland last year. All the children wore them and most of the grown people
in the country.
The food situation is becoming worse and worse for the people of
Europe. I can’t understand why everything is not rationed in the states as in
England. We liberated the people in Europe – but for what? Only to let them
die of starvation. In the mountains where we work the only food is flour
made of dried chestnuts. Now for a month it rained and it looks like this
year’s harvest of grain will be ruined again. Last year from lack of rain - this
year from too much rain, hail storms and now a locust plague.
On Sunday are the elections. I hope the King will be ousted. He is
pretty worthless from all I hear. Italy needs a good government for a change.
The people have no confidence anymore in governments – nor in
themselves- that is a great pity.
Much, much love, always
from Conrad
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1st June ‘46
Villa Serenella
Via Roma, 54
Carrara
Dearest Mother and Father,
I would never have believed that there could be in Italy so much rainhardly a day passed in May without it.
Last year it seemed that every letter from home brought news of a
new child in the family – what’s the matter this year? I fully expected to find
a new niece or nephew on my return to the states.
What is David doing? Still with Johnson and liking work? I’m hungry
for news of everyone. Is Colly still in Florida and do you see much of
Franny? Give her my best when you do see her.
It is very hard to picture life in the states. It all seems so far away and
unfamiliar then too the news is always so discouraging.
You can see from this that there isn’t much to write about this
morning. But because a truck is on the road to Rome, today, I wanted to
send a note. I think May was the record month of my whole life for letter
writing. I must have sent at least 7 or 8 to you – and then so many to friends
in Italy – one to Germany etc.
Lots of love to all From Conrad
PS I am running out of paper again –
(PPS both kinds!!!)
Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
Con dearest –
Such a flood of mail – and how welcome it was. I think I received
more letters last week than in all the time you’ve been away. It brought you
so much nearer. Isn’t it too bad Nerina didn’t get he package for the baby. I
had knit two sweaters, three pairs of little booties – then I had bought a lot of
yarn for Mrs. Guifridda to knit for him and some darling material for a dress
for Chrissie. I only hope it reaches her some time. I don’t believe two of
Mrs. Peterich’s packages have arrived either and I’m sorry. Of course they
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might arrive later but I did want Mrs. Peterich to get all the elastic, thread
and stuff she wanted.
I’m sorry I’m so late getting off the packages now. I’ll try to have
everything on the way next week and from then on I can keep things going. I
don’t think I’ve ever been so busy in my life. Dave went out to Michigan to
drive in a big crane for Mr. Johnson and I had Ginny and the children here
for a week. Then I painted a day and the next day Ray LaVake and
Catherine came and were here for for days. Then Saloms came down from
Maine yesterday and brought our Ruthanna with them –weren’t we
surprised? It seems the Allens wrote to Tom and Ruthanna and proposed that
hey come on East and go in with them. The Allens are serving shore (?)
dinners now and fairly bursting with business and of course no help. They
came out and talked it all over – but there were several hitches in it and
Ruthanna felt she couldn’t get involved in some thing she couldn’t get out
of. So that didn’t work out – but Tom got a job in Brunswick through Mr.
Baxter – Uncle John’s neighbor – and went right to work. Ruthanna went
back to Chicago to finish her work and get Tommy. Then she will return
here before going to Maine. Uncle John has put his place up for sale, but is
keeping a few acres – from Casco Bay back to the road. Do you remember
Highball Point? He gave Ruthanna an acre out by the road – bought that
little shack down below Arthur’s on the way to Estes and Arthur is going to
make a clearing on her ground and get the house moved over. It has
electricity in it and three rooms and then Tom and Ruthanna are going to fix
it up and live in it. At least for the summer. Ruthanna can help Mrs. Allen if
she wants to and that is the latest I can tell you. Ruth and Tom are
completely overjoyed at the idea of living up there. Ruth was going to give
up her job as she found it was to hard to take care of Tommy and work too. I
was sure of it before she left but she wanted to try it. I’m sure I don’t know
how this will work. It would be perfect if it were not for little Tommy- but
we’ll see nyway she can always come home. It was certainly wonderful of
Uncle John to do all he is doing. We knew nothing of it at all so you can
imagine how surprised we were. Ruth looked a lot thinner than when she left
and is not too well. So I’m glad she’s coming nearer home.
I hope to get back to my painting next week but it seems there are
always interruptions what I have finished everyone seems to think looks
very well.
Dear little Mimi – I’ve completely lost my heart to her. I wish you
could think of someone she is like in size so I would know what size to buy
and then shopping would be easy. How darling she must be – I know he and
Susi will love Stuart Little – it’s really very funny.
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I’m so happy that you were able to get to Florence for such a
wonderful visit and that now you can get there frequently. It will mean so
much to you being in an entirely different atmosphere and I hope you will
find great satisfaction in this new situation. I’d like to be able to thank
whoever is responsible for the transfer. Nerina’s letter to me was so sweet
and friendly. How I would love o really know them all but at present that
seems just too much to dream of –however it might happen one never
knows.
I saw Dr. Mitchell week before last. He drove out to sell me some
tickets for a concert at the Academy for the benefit of the Medicine and Milk
Fund for Italy. It was sponsored by the Italian Relief Society. I bought
tickets but couldn’t go so sent Ginny and Mary Machemer. They enjoyed it
very much. They sat next to Mrs. Mitchell and had a very pleasant evening.
I must get off to bed now as I’m so tired tonight I don’t know what
I’m writing. Today we washed all the windows and woodwork on one side
of the porch. Palle and Dad have been putting up screens tonight. Palle does
help so much and we are always so happy to have him here.
Will write you more in a few days and will get your things on the way
soon as I can – Dear boy – how I wish I could see you – I miss you so very
much, but feel quite happy again knowing you are happier.
All my love dearest son,
Devotedly
Mother
Carrara, 7th June ‘46
Dearest Mother:
It seems ages since I last heard from you. But it has only been a
couple of weeks. I know how you must feel when months go by with no
letters from me. I am anxious to hear how you liked the fotographs taken in
Florence. You should see the wonderful enlargements I had made of them –
especially that one looking through the gateway.
Here are a few more, that have just been developed.
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Figure 22: A somber looking Conrad standing by the jeep outside our home at Carrara
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Figure 23: Another of me [Conrad] sitting on slippery rocks near Equi in the
mountains.
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Figure 24 -A mountain stream near Equi -clear green water under a bridge.
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Figure 25-At the end of the garden walk at Villa Fasola. Coccolo and Francesco Lurani.
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Figure 26- Another view through the cypress trees at Villa Fasola looking east.

David Hartley has come for a visit with us and he says that he can
hardly believe the change in my appearance after so short a time. He brought
with him Bainbridge Bunting of the AFSC who is going to start up a
volunteer work camp in one of our destroyed villages – a mixed group;
Italian, American, English and Swiss- about 6 or 8 in all. I wish that I could
join them too.
Guilio has arrived at Ronchi. Nerina and the children will come later
when the house has been put in order. I went down to see him last evening.
The Longhi family of Florence have a villa at Ronchhi, also. So it seems that
there will be quite a colony of people I know at Ronchi for the summer.
Elena Franchetti will probably come with Constanza Peterich. Carlo
Jahr-Rusconi may join the AFSC group at Marciaso that Bainbridge is
starting.
Did all the pictures of Abruzzo arrive? The Letter was quite full of
photos and I had my doubts of how they would arrive in a letter.
Lots of love, Conrad
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Mailed June 13, 1946
Con Dearest –
Your letter should have been written yesterday, but instead I wrote a
long letter to Uncle Rae – giving full details about Uncle John’s camp in
Maine. It is up for sale and it seems almost a tragedy to sell that place when
so many enjoy it so much. I thought there was a possibility that Rae would
be interested. He loves Maine as much as I do and with Jim and Margaret
and their children and retirement for Rae not too many years distant he
might like a place for the summer – probably wishful thinking on my part
but at any rate I wrote. Then the rest of the day was spent with my paint
brush. I have the last coat of paint to put on in the old back parlor – then two
days on the floor and that room is finished. I think the green with the while
woodwork and ceiling makes a very beautiful room. It’s the loveliest shade
of green – a soft grey –blue green. I hope your mind doesn’t upset trying to
visualize it for I can’t explain it any other way. It will certainly make a
perfect background for the old paintings and furniture. I hate to be
neglecting you and everything I should be doing trying to get this finished –
but I realize I have embarked on a tremendous task all alone and I must get it
done for it can’t stay torn up indefinitely and I realize I am pretty particular
– for I keep stopping to plaster up every little crack and make it all as perfect
as I can.
Your note of night before last dated June 1st asked about babies. I have
three to report. One arrived that day in Vermont. Virginia Randolph Wilson
born to Richard and Frances Wilson in Hanover. I’m sure I told you in one
of my letter that Joey and Colby are expecting a baby in August. Colby is
finishing his course at Williams and Joey has a little house there. Dick is
going up for her the last of July. They call him “Mike” and now not a word
in any letters for no one knows here – only Aunt Libby and Dad and me Mil and Bill expect another in November and we are completely overjoyed.
Little Maryanne knows and is so thrilled, but she has been told it is a secret
so a secret it is. She never peeps about it. It will be perfectly wonderful for
her. I know I wrote in one letter about Bill going in business with Mr.
Wanner. They are moving down July 1st and for the present will live in one
of Mr. Wanner’s apartments – later they will build. I’m glad it is all
happening that way now for Billy has had ten years of experience and leaves
DeSoto with a record to his credit. Mr. Wanner has made him treasurer and
they should do well together. It will be wonderful knowing they are so near.
They both felt they should be located permanently now that Maryanne is
ready for school.
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Colly is due here on the 15th. He will be up for the summer. I think he
is quite happy in his work in Florida. To hear the family – or rather Marie
Louise – one would think he owned most of Florida. I saw Frannie just a
minute at the Horse show in Devon.
Haven’t heard how Ruthanna is making out. She wrote not to worry if
I didn’t hear for a while as she was gong to be very busy finishing up all the
things she had started. I knew she could never manage a position and
Tommy’s care at the same time. He took all her time here – although I felt a
nursery school would be wonderful for him – as she couldn’t refuse him
anything and he was just fooling her as much as his father does-. It beats me
how one can be so very intelligent and discerning in most things and so
completely blind in others. Love does queer things to our vision. I hope with
all my heart this new venture is a successful one. I shall try to be optimistic
but I have become a real “Man from Missouri” where Tom is concerned
“He’ll have to show me.” Ruth looked very tired but otherwise well- and
was thrilled over the idea of living in Maine. Mr. and Mrs. Duncan both said
they had never seen such a complete change in anyone as had taken place in
Tom - and that his year here had done him more good than anything that had
ever happened to him in his life. So maybe he’ll go under is own steam this
time.
Please don’t think I’m never going to get boxes off to you and the
Peterich’s. I will have them on the way next week. Palle and I go on a
shopping tour Tuesday and then we’ll pack and send them. I still wish I
knew what size stockings or socks (do girl’s wear them in Italy?) the girls
take. What are Mimi’s measurements? How I wish I could know – for there
so many little things I could get. I’m going to Best’s next week and I’ll have
something on the way just for her. Dear little girl. I love her warm out bursts
of affection. They must all be so wonderful. The pictures are wonderful. I
wish I could see Susi’s face – it’s too distant, but she and Mimi are so sweet
on the old bench and how lovely it all looks. Small wonder you love it so. I
adore “your villa” – may I have one room if I promise to be a nice old lady
who never interferes or has ideas? Who knows what lies in the years ahead
all I know is that some how I would like to feel hurry no more. I would like
time to enjoy the beauty in this word. I always am aware of it all about me,
but I would like time to let it all flow through me and deepen my
appreciation of it all. I want to hear more and more music. I want time to
read and understandingly and think about what is going on, not that I don’t
try now, but we are all too much on the run continuously – life loses much
of its charm that way. But rejoice with me that I am so well – almost feel the
old time strength again only I know I’m definitely getting old is that I get
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tired – much much to soon for I don’t get half the things done that are
crying to be done.
I must bring this to a close as Dad is in for breakfast and I am going in
to Norristown with him. Ann Jamieson was married a week ago to a John
Mullin. Everyone seems to like him a lot. He has a Ph.d. in chemistry and
works in the Navy Yard.
Will write more latter. Will send you all the things you mention and
keep the requests coming. I’ll do better from now on. .Such a long time
without a request. Now I can be busy again.
Could you get a doll in Italy – Frances Walker has a doll collection
and only one rather poor one from Italy. It can’t be over 10 inches in height
– preferably shorter? If you need money – won’t you please askAll my love to you- dear and I’ll send a hug for Mimi by you. Tell Mrs.
Peterich I intend to write very soon.
Devotedly
Mother
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Carrara 27th June, 1946
Dearest Mother:
Your letter of June 13th arrived Monday morning the 24 just as I was
setting out on a tour of the mountain villages – by foot. Needless to say how
welcome it was so full of interesting news.
My mind did not upset (?) in visualizing your descriptions of the
house. I think it must be very beautiful and I know how happy you must be
to see it as we had always wanted it.
Monday I went first to a village called San Terenzo di Bardine where
160 women and children were taken out on a hillside and shot during the
war. Had dinner there with Sott. Mazzone of the Ministry of Post War
Assistance. Then we went to Pulica, a lovely little village on a hill
surrounded by deep valleys and beyond the valleys great mountains. It was
the festa of San Giovanni protector of the village – and so there was dancing
and drinking etc. From there by foot across the mountains to Marciaso where
we have a small work camp – four young Italians, including Piero
Fabbracotti of Carrara, one Swiss and one American. The Swiss boys
speaks only French and German. Bainbridge Bunting speaks French fairly
and Italian poorly, Piero speaks a bit of English and French – the others only
Italian. So it is quite interesting to hear their attempts at speaking.
Tuesday I remained with them all day – working on the project at
present they are removing rubble from the church awaiting for a definite
plan of reconstruction of houses that is due to arrive from the Ministry of
Public Works.
The Swiss boy is strongly opposed to this – being a staunch Protestant
and BB is not too happy about it nor the group here at Carrara, but I think it
is excellent because the only life of the village is the church. Already some
natives have begun to help. Also a young priest who said his first Mass in
the ruined church last Thursday.
Wednesday I continued on my journey - went to Tenerano and then to
Cecina and at night, back to Marciano – very tired from the long walk and
climb.
This morning I worked a couples of hours at the church and then
returned too Carrara.
It was amusing to hear all the fabulous stories that are circulating in
all the mountain villages about this work camp. Some say they are prisoners
forced to work for the Americans. Another village told me they were
German prisoners who volunteered to work (a bit better) – in another village
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the priest told me that these boys at Marciano were all prominent facists who
were now doing penitence and everywhere I went I heard that in the group is
the son of a certain General Ricci, head of the fascist Militia, who has been
executed.
They still won’t believe me on that score – say he must be going by a
new name when I assure them that no one in the camp is named Ricci. The
funny thing is that no one can tell me how he knows that this Ricci is in our
group – it is just accepted fact!! Also they think Bainbridge must be a
German because he is blond.
All this reminds me of a poem you used to read to me years agoabout three hunters. They saw the moon- one said it was a piece of cheese.
The other said, Nay and the third , he thought it was probably the moon or
something else – I can’t remember it – do you?
Guilio came and spent a few days with me. The third pack arrived
with the baby clothes etc. and Nerina was very happy with everything you
sent. Wrote that you are an angel and that Crissie loves the material. Did you
get the picture of Crissie that I sent in May? And did you get all those
pictures of Abruzzo?
I’m glad you like my house – a villa like that would cost about 15
thousand dollars so Guilio told me.
I shall definitely be home by next May – possibly sooner. Ten months
to go and they seem to fly by.
Much love to all
Always,
Conrad.
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Figure 27 - Group working to clear rubble from local church
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Figure 28- Bainbridge Bunting leading donkey
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Figure 29 - At Carrara end of July, 1946.
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, PA July 4th
Con dearestAt last I have a moment to write you in. It does seem too bad that
when you are so far away and anxious to hear from home that I don’t write
more often. I hold countless silent talks with you which never reach the
paper but that doesn’t help you any. I comfort myself with the hope that now
you are in Carrara and nearer to Florence you are happy once more. I wish I
knew how you happened to be transferred. I have the feeling it was David
Hartley –behind it all and I’m so grateful to him. I liked him very much
although I didn’t see half as much of him as I would have liked, but the few
talks I did have with him convinced me of the fine person was. So many
things I would like to know of different ones- what about Hadyn Walling
how did he turn out and did Elizabeth even get over. The other boys Kenneth
Hayworth – Bob Good, Bill Congdon. You’ve never written anything about
any of them. Were any of you together on any of the work?
I have sent you six packages in the past three weeks. I hope the sandals were
right. I’ll have another pair on the way next week. This is a pair of leather
moccasins. They’ll do for slippers or beach too I guess I’ll keep sending
boxes but soon I’ll need more requests. I can’t buy anything but those
miserable little 5 lbs. Affairs we had in the war- Dad has t tried and so have
I.
I have a package about ready for Mrs. Peterich and another I’m
sending with wools that can be knit into socks for winter or sweaters – also I
bought a white slip over and yellow cardigan – yellow socks for Mimi and
other colors for the other girls. I have some rose material for a bed jacket for
Mrs. Peterich and I’d love to make it for her but not having any idea about
her size I’ll have to just send the material to her. She wrote me she needed
one so I’m sending rose wool- if she would like to knit one and the rose
colored material with lace and pattern if she prefers that kind. You have no
idea what it means to try and buy material of any kind. The shops just
haven’t anything anyone would want. I’m so disappointed about Nerina’s
things for Chrissie and the new baby – they just probably never reached her.
All the packages went off at the same time and I guess the last of the
Peterich’s boxes never reached them. I’d like to know for I’d send more of
the things Mrs. Peterich asked for.
I haven’t answered her last letter as yet I have been painting every
spare minute since Easter I’m on the front parlor now. Then the hall and that
will be all till September. Then I want to do the kitchens and bathrooms. It’s
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all very pretty. I know you will be keen about the colors and if the dampness
doesn’t take all the paint off before you get back I think you’ll like it as
much as I do. How are things shaping up for her? She wrote me of how
difficult it all was- no way to use her own money or dispose of anything. I
only wish I could help in some way.
Yesterday I received the loveliest letter from Gertrude Arlt of
Bremen. I’ll send it to you but please don’t lose it. I shall answer it today.
Again I’d like to keep them too. Was she any relation of that darling little
girl and those children you showed me pictures of? I wonder what it is she
would like to talk to me about? Evidently she fears the censor wouldn’t
allow it to go through. I could send them some food packages and clothing. I
don’t know what sizes the Peterich girls took in socks so we sent Ruthanna’s
size and as the socks are part wool they will shrink a little.
Dad still can’t get a car – so we never go anywhere. I’m glad I can be
busy painting otherwise it would be pretty hard never getting out at all
unless I leave early in the morning and return late with him and that’s not
too pleasant in the hot summer.
Palle left for St. Thomas yesterday. He and a new boy – Barry
Tubman of Baltimore - will be in St. Thomas all through the summer. Palle
has been a terrible disappointment to me this spring. He suddenly seemed to
go completely haywire over Hugh Miller. He can’t talk about anyone else
and this party and that or what Hugh tells him he must do. It’s really
disgusting. He isn’t a bit like he was. His values have changed and he is not
a bit dependable. All he does when he comes here is to unload all his soiled
clothes for me to do and get fresh ones and he is off again with Hugh. And if
there’s one boy I ever met who is a complete loss it’s Hugh Miller. Palle’s
father has become quite disturbed over many of the careless things Palle has
been doing and has written me for an explanation. I hardly know what to do
– for I’m very much upset over Palle’s actions and yet I don’t want to give
him away to his Dad. Both Tiny and Svend have been writing me and I just
don’t know what to do – only one thing I’m sure of his association with
Hugh and that kind of crowd is not doing Palle any good.
Nancy Warner arrived this morning with her two little girls. Dad is
there now – also Aunt Libby’s – but I wanted to be alone to write you so
begged off. Just a year ago day before yesterday – you came home – It was
so wonderful to see you again and I guess I was too happy to hear it. For as I
look back I know how disappointed you were in me. Everything was a mess
at home. I was so worried about Ruthanna and I just couldn’t pull out of it
and then you wanted to return so much and now you’re away and it will be
so long before I see you again. You’ve been gone eight months yesterday
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was 2/3 of the first year have passed. I wish I could talk to you. Will you be
wanting to come home again to stay. I can’t bear to think of you always
away and yet more than anything I might desire for my own happiness I
want you to be among people you can find peace and real companionship
with. Where life values and real purpose motivate your actions and where
you will find the contentment that can only exist when one is in tune with
life about him. I get so terribly lonely – no one ever shares my thoughts and
desires – they try perhaps – but I’m always alone. The only real
companionship I ever knew was with you and now it is such a blank feeling
always. I wish I could write as you do – but I am getting less able to find
expression for my thoughts. One thing I do know if you come home it won’t
be to a tumble down old paintless place like it was last year for it will be all
freshened up and ready to welcome you now that I am able to paint it
myself.
I talked with Ruthanna over the phone Tuesday evening. She was here
for four days two weeks ago – on her way to Maine. Tommy makes things
very difficult for her and she seemed very tired, but she has such high hopes
that this is the beginning of a new life for all of them. Arthur has cleared the
woods and their little house will be moved over some time this week, Ruth
says the clearing is very nice and the house will look lovely there. There will
of course the work of fixing it up. Tom likes his work and is sticking to it.
And they will be staying on at Aunt Libby’s camp until their place is livable.
I only hope it all turns out well. Little Tommy is quite grown up and the
brightest child for his age I’ve about ever seen but Ruthanna can’t manage
him at all and that’s going to be too bad – for he has some traits that must be
guided in the right direction or it will be hard for him and everyone else.
David is still with Dr. Johnson – doing well and liking his work very
much. We sold our first crop of alfalfa to Mr. Yohn from the field – so they
have the harvesting of it that makes it much easier for Dad.
Later I was interrupted by the arrival of David and his family and Sarah
Farnsworth and some friend of hers. We’ve had a very nice visit with them
and now I’m alone again.
I wish you could see how everything is growing – our tulip poplars
are getting so large – the one out by the wash house is a real tree and the
horse chestnut bushes are all in full bloom ad look so lovely. This year those
sweet pea vines have bloomed so luxuriantly. They make the loveliest
bouquets. I cut big sprays of it and it is beautiful in the vases when arranged.
I’ve been cutting and potting begonia slips and getting all my potted plants
trimmed and ready for fall. I have quite a few annuals growing now. The
blue and pink bachelor buttons are very pretty this year. Dad has sheep out
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front again, but keeps the usual amount of lawn cut and the place looks very
well. At present the trumpet vines are in full bloom and they are always very
beautiful.
I wish you would write me – a special sort of letter – and tell me
something of your work – of what you are planning – of wishes or needs. I
feel too much apart from you and I’m getting very homesick for a real “just
between you and me” sort of letter. Don’t misunderstand this and feel that I
am unhappy- for I’m not – as long as you find happiness and contentment I
shall be content but I can’t help missing you and I would really like to know
a little of what you are thinking about all of it at this point.
Before I close- I can’t get honey spread until fall, but Ill be sending
sugar in the boxes. I finally found some loaf sugar and I’ll keep it coming –
am sending Mrs. Peterich some too. I have sent soap, cigarettes, candies,
sugar, Nescafe, rye Crisps, spreds, cheese, film, slippers, cocoa, writing
paper, toilet paper, if there’s anything you can think of make out a list -1-23- 4- 5- 6- Then I can get a box of each thing. You have 10lbs. of sugar
coming to you from your book (ed. Ration book?), which I found. Dad never
turned it in. so I’l get the sugar and send it to you and you can divide it up
with your friends. How about puddings in boxes or Eagle brand condensed
milk, or malted milk tablets, any vitamins ? Let me know or clothing. I can
send you what you want.
I hope you will like what I bought for Mimi. If her color is dark it will
look good on her. I’d love so to know them all.
Loads of love- dearest boy- I think of you always- and love you so
very – very much- Devotedly, Mother
P.S. You’ll be glad to know Bart comes down every afternoon and Saturday
all afternoon to help Dad. It’s wonderful help and grand to have him back
on.
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Bremen, Hauffstr.23, d. 26.5.46
Dear Mrs. Wilson!
Will you kindly excuse when I, as a stranger to you and as a member
of a nation which is now detested in all the world, dare to write you some
lines. But the special allowance request of your son Conrad, he gave me last
summer in Germany at Bassum encouraged me to do so. It is true, I ought to
have written this letter long beforehand; but at first there was no allowance
for letters abroad and then when we moved back to Bremen into the totally
destroyed quarter of the town, where our little house stands like a wonder
amongst all the ruins around, life was so wearying and tiresome, that time
and strength was totally absorbed by the task of the day. - But today a quiet
evening of a Sunday gives me the leisure for these lines.
What I chiefly wanted to let you know and what the heart of a Mother
must delight in to her is this: that it meant a great pleasure to me to make
the acquaintance of your son Conrad last summer. His open and frank
manner and his kind and sunny nature were a joy for me whenever I met him
in the yard of the abbey. One could easily find out how fond he was of his
family and home, and his heart was wide open for all the beauty in the
world: for flowers and colors and singing…But what the best was this, that
you could discuss with him earnest subjects even heavenly things. This
meant a great joy for me giving me a feeling of an understanding not only
between two persons but between two nations.
I wonder whether your son Conrad returned to you from his manifold
duties in the Field Service during the war and the time following it. I wished
so, for you and for him! At any rate give him my very best love in a letter or
directly when he should be home with you.
I wish I could talk to you about several things, but as I am not sure
that it would be allowed to do so by censure, I better finish this letter hoping
you will get it and have a little joy by it.
With kindest regards,
Yours sincerely,
Gertrude Arlt
(sister of a clergyman at Bremen 63 years old)
[See Appendix F for more letters from Arlt family]
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July 23, 1946
Dearest Con,
Just a short letter to let you know I have not forgotten my boy –so far
away but these last weeks have been so full I have just not been able to do
anything but just stick to the work. Now with today’s work I shall put away
my paint and brushes until cooler weather. My hall will be finished today- a
little space on the floor – then the last coat of paint on the lavatory – coat
closet and entry way into the dining room and kitchen and it’s complete. I
did the lavatory in yellow with white ceiling and woodwork just as the hall
is painted. It is all very lovely. It’s hard to believe it’s the same house. In the
fall I shall do both kitchens and refrigerator room, the stairs and the
woodwork and floors in the bedrooms, but I can take that gradually. This
other had to be finished- once it was started and the result is most satisfying.
Be on the lookout for a square package mailed yesterday. I sent it to
you to be sure it would reach it’s destination safely. It contains 2 sweaters
and socks to match for Mimi – socks for Coccolo and Susi – yarn and
material for Mrs. Peterich. Also yesterday Dad mailed a box of foodstuffs to
Peterichs and one package to you – with a few things in mainly – leather
moccasins. I hope the other boxes have arrived. Another box with sugar will
go Monday next.
On the 1st of August Mrs. Laurie Catherine Wolfinger, Miss Hinkle
and I start for Lake Owasco – near Auburn, New York to spend a week at
Clara Laurie’s sister’s cottage. Then the second week we go on to Maine for
a week- stopping wherever we wish. We are going in Miss Hinckle’s car and
it should be lots of fun. And I shall be very, very glad of a rest and a little
change.
Tomorrow night Mil, Bill and Maryanne arrive. I guess they won’t
stay but a short time as they will have to be in Fleetwood to receive their
furniture. It leaves Boston tomorrow morning. It will be just wonderful to
have them near home once more.
I am sending a letter which came a week ago to you. I opened it and
will send a food package tomorrow as I know they must need food. I had a
lovely letter from Eleanor Gadeke which I will send on to you as soon as I
have answered it. Is she the sister in law of Gertrude Arlt? They must be the
German family you have pictures of and that you talked of when you were
home. Let me now if there is anything special you would like me to send or
do. I wrote Gertrude Arlt the day after I received her letter which I sent you.
Must stop now and get into my painting togs. I’ve lived in overalls
since April 27th the day I started painting or around that time.
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Much love to you dear – when your last letter came with the news
you’d be home by next May – maybe sooner – I felt like heaven had
suddenly settled down on my doorstep. How I miss you. You’ll never even
half know.Again – all my love,
Devotedly your, Mother
Rome 5th August 1946
Dearest Father,
Arrived in Rome yesterday on my way to Castel di Sangro, Sulmona,
Province of Acquila in Abruzzo. It is a beautiful place they say; a mile high
in the mountains and already cold. There I shall be working with Bill
Congdon who is living in the same house in which he lived almost three
years – the winter of 1943-44 when he was with the AFS. This section of
Italy becomes very snowed under very early in the fall, so we shall probably
only be there until the middle of October, then I hope to return to a unit near
Rome.
The Carrara section has been disbanded and so we return now to other
sections. It was sad to leave Carrara. Giulio and Nerina Giuffrida and babies
had come to nearby Ronchi, Coccolo and Susi had arrived and then Mimi
the day I left. Carlo Jahn-Rusconi and his English fiancée came last
Saturday, Ilse the Hungarian and her Austrian husband, Signoria Papperella,
Prof. And Mrs. Longhi etc. Ronchi was in fact a quiet little Florence. There
is a beautiful wide beach and high Alps as a background. It was perfect but
then all slipped through my fingers so suddenly. The Fabbricottis of Carrara
had become such dear friends, too.
But I must think of how fortunate I was to have been there almost
three months. I am very brown and in excellent health. Gained weight too.
I came to Rome by way of Florence; spent all day Saturday talking
with Costanza Peterich. I had to see her before leaving. She is very wise and
understanding, knows people so well and can give such good advice. It was
hard to leave. If only I could have a few more days.
Today I wanted to call home by telephone then I remembered that
Mother is away for a rest. I know that it would have spoiled her vacation if I
had called when she was away. Lots of people call from Rome. They say the
voice is clear as though the other person is in the next room. I think I shall
try just once in September, so don’t be worried that something has happened
if the phone rings someday and the operator says Rome calling.
Hope everything is well at home.
Lots of love, always, From Conrad
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Rome – 6 August 1946
Dearest Mother: Just a note before leaving Rome for Castel di Sangro. I was upset at
having to leave Carrara but now I feel quite happy again and look forward to
the new area. It will only be for about two months and then I hope to return
close to Rome. It happened so suddenly - but it was probably better that
way. Poor little Mimi. She had arrived at Ronchi the day I left and there was
time only to stop for 2 minutes on my way to Florence to say “Hello Mimi I
am going back to Abruzzo – Goodbye.” Coccolo was not there so I left
without saying goodbye.
Had hoped to stay a few days in Rome but must leave straight away as
a truck is going there this morning. Spent Friday night and all day Saturday
talking with Constanza Peterich. You know she will probably lose
everything. The Italian govt. will take all German property in Italy to help
pay the reparation to the allies. Under Italian law Constanza is German
because she married a German – and so they will take the Villa Fasola and
all the old family furniture – silver everything. It is very sad to think of but
Costanza is brave and bears no resentment. We had a most satisfying talk.
She gave me such good advice and encouragement.
The sad part of leaving was that a week ago today I was deeply in
love. I never knew before what real love means. Always I had ideals of love
and often I have worshipped someone but only in my mind. It was so with
Coccolo. The love was always a mental picture dreamed up by me and never
complete. Then when it really struck me I was unprepared and it upset me. It
happened so suddenly – only two times have I seen her and now so soon I go
away.
But Costanza says perhaps it is better this way. She is so wonderful to
me, Mother. Told me such kind things and helped me so much. I would not
have known what to do without her in this moment.
I shall write you a long letter as soon as I arrive in Castel di Sangro
and next month I want to call you by telephone from Rome just to hear your
voice again. I wanted to call you yesterday but then remembered that you are
away.
I am glad that you shall have a rest now. How you ever did all that
work is beyond my imagination.
The packages have not yet arrived but I’m sure they will come soon.
In my next letter I shall tell you about Lisa. All I can say now is that I
have never known that love could be like this.
Conrad
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Lake Owasco, Auburn, New York
Con dearestHere since Thursday night. With Mrs. Laurie’s sister – in – law, Miss
Hinkle, Mrs. Wolfinger – Clara and I and it is certainly heavenly. Beautiful
country and so much fun. I finally finished up as much as I feel equal to at
home. – and it looked very nice. I hated to come away with no word from
you but if a letter arrives Dad will forward it to me. Ginny and her children
left for Plymouth – Mass – the morning I did. Frances Walker was driving
up to visit a former art teacher and took Ginny and the kids along as far as
Plymouth to visit her sister Ethel. They will return in three weeks. It will be
wonderful for all of them. We stay here with Marian until Thursday then we
go on to Maine for a week- stopping here there and every where we may
want to go.
Dad and Dave were so entranced to be from “Oh, Dave get this or
Dad get the so and so” They wouldn’t utter a peep as to what they were
going to do without us- only they would be happy to be free lances.
We had a beautiful trip here –Miss Laurie drove her car and it was a
treat. We packed a lunch and pulled over to the side of the road high up on a
mountain near Wilkes-Barre commanding a view of the most superb
scenery. We came through Ithaca and took time out to see all around the
Cornelll campus. It’s certainly beautiful and perfectly ???
Tomorrow we go over to Skaneateles for dinner. It is some famous
eating place and all are anxious to go.
This cottage is right on the lake. You practically stand off the front
porch and into the lake. It is not deep for several hundred feet out and the
water is warm and it is so good to get in. Your Mother has a bathing suit all
her own. A gay red and white affair. I feel quite fetching in it – but then I
liked my shorts which so scandalized you so – so I probably look just as
terrible. This is so restful for me not to have to do things at a certain time.
We go in swimming- sleep and eat what and when we please and play bridge
all night.
I’m wondering what you are doing these days It will be fun to hear
from you again. Saw Tom Harvey for the first time last Saturday. It was at
the annual Friends picnic at Harvey’s. Bill, Mil, and Maryanne were there.
They arrived Wednesday night and stayed till Friday morning – then left
Maryanne with me and went to Fleetwood to be there when their furniture
arrived. They say their apartment is just beautiful. It is one of Dr.Wanner
properties just around the corner from Mil’s house. I guess this will be a
good move for Bill I hope so.
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We are going to stop in to see Ruthanna on our trip through Maine.
Tom has given up his job in Brunswick and is out at Salom’s camp. Ruth is
working for Mrs. Allen by the week. Tom is helping Arthur work on the
little house and takes care of Tommy when Ruth is away. I’ll have more to
tell you when I see them.
Must close now as it’s time for me to return to the game. Marian had a
cocktail party this afternoon for us. There are so many nice people here and
they are all so lovely to us – a regular round of gay times the next few days.
Loads of love dear – I hope the packages we’ve been sending have
arrived Send more requests
Devotedly, Mother
Capracotta, prov. Campobasso, Molise, Italy
Thursday, 8, agosto 1946
Dearest Mother and Father,
Late Tuesday night I arrived in this mountain village called “cooked
goat”. The highest village in all the peninsulas and the third highest in Italy.
It is a mile high above the sea with a magnificent panorama on all sides.
From the nearby hill one can see all the way across Italy both the Adriatic
and Tyranean seas. The scenery is not Italian. One is reminded immediately
of the great Swiss pastures high up in the Alps.
When I arrived at Castel di Sangro in Abruzzo I learned that Bill
Congdon was working in this area – all alone- and half dead with overwork.
So I asked if I could join him and here we are – with six trucks and one
small truck for personnel. Castel di Sangro is an hour and a half distant. To
the north in the great Majella that I always loved so much.
The relief from the heat of Florence and Rome is wonderful. There, it
was dreadful. I could not sleep at night. Here, I must use two blankets. Last
week there was a hail storm with ice the size of golf balls- consequently a
large part of the wheat crop was ruined. Here the people seem very
industrious. Everyone is working furiously – harvesting the grain, building
houses, bringing in wood for the winter –making doors and windows etc.
The grain is threshed by hand using the flail. The women work for
days – throwing the grain in the air so the chaff can blow away then sifting
carefully and picking out all the dirt that remains.
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We shall probably remain until the middle of October when the rain
and snow begin. The roads are impassible – that is why Bill has been
working so furiously – he is a wonder.
During the war Bill worked in this same area – same village – with the
AFS. Here it was that so many soldiers froze to death. Ambulances were
snowed under and the wounded had to be carried by sled. Few survived the
trip out. Here also one of our AFS men did heroic deeds – kept alive 4
wounded men for several days in a stone sheep hut during a blizzard. Then
made a primitive sled and dragged them out to the valley half dead himself.
This is an almost unknown part of Italy. Tourists seldom if ever see it. Only
those who fought and died here knew to love it.
You remember last January when I was snowed in for a week at
Castiglione –Messer-marino? It is not far from here. I was to come to this
area with Louis Dore but arrived only half way before getting stuck and I
was lucky that I did not come further. During the war food had to be
dropped from the air to marooned soldiers.
The wolves come down from the mountains and attack the sheep now.
The sheep dogs are very fierce and carry great spiked collars to protect them
from the wolves.
The houses are built like fortresses. Walls more than a yard thick –
faced with cut stone. The people are strange – much different from the
Italians I have known in other areas.
Last night at midnight I drove my truck to Castel di Sangro to get
some tires for the trucks. Each night when the trucks return from their work
several tires are flat. So in order that the trucks could work at seven this
morning I had to do down for new ones. Returned at four am.
Life here will be much different from Carrara, but I shall enjoy the
change. Life is very primitive here. None of the luxuries of north Italy .
I wonder if you could send me 25 or 30 dollars so that when I return
to Rome in October I will have some to spend. I hate to ask but I would like
to have some when I return to Lisa.
Lots of love,
Conrad
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Figure 30 - In ricordo del gruppo di Capracotto - in memory of the Capracotto group.

Figure 31 -The Festival of St. Mary of Loreto
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Capracotta, prov. Campobasso
Sunday 10August ‘46
Dearest Mother:
I forgot to mention in my last letter that I received the letters from
Germany. Was not it kind of them to write you. Eleanore Gadeke is the
mother of the six children I told you about last year. Her husband is a
minister of a small church in Bremen Maria Huber (Aia) the governess of
the Peterich children belongs to the same religious group in Germany.
Gertrid Arlt – who wrote first is not related to the family Gadeke. But
she lived close to them at Bassum in the same “Stift” which is a type of
Protestant convent for noble ladies. The Mother Abbess died the day that
Bassum was occupied. She was the great niece of Queen Victoria of England
– of the house of Hanover. In the stift at the time I was there were living
several refugee families from Bremen – mostly pastors and their families.
It is very strange, Mother that one day at Carrara the 26th of May I was
thinking of these German friends all day. In the evening I wrote a long letter
saying that all day I had been thinking of them and wondering how they
were.
Then came a letter from you recently with the letter from Gertrud Arlt
- written on the very same day 26 May that she had been thinking of me.
And the letter from Eleanore Gadeke also written in May but undated.
It would not seem more than a coincidence were it not for the fact that
those families at Basssum bei Bremen all felt strongly that they had known
me always and I had come to them as a member of family returning home.
Frau Gadeke says to you in her letter “it was a seldom (solemn ?) situation.”
And tells you of how I dreamed that her son Wilhem should return home
that day. And the same afternoon he came home after months away and with
no word from him.
Ingrid Bohne was another friend at Bassum. She too has returned to
her home –
Berlin Charlottenber, 9
Bundesallee 12, Deutschland
She and her mother and sister lived at the Stift at Bassum during the war. I
would certainly appreciate it if you could send packages to them all. The
food situation in Germany is really dreadful. I hate to think how they must
struggle to live now. Last year they ate only potatoes. Lord knows what they
eat now.
And if you write, say to Gertrud Arlt that she is not a “member of a
nation that is now detested in all the world.” That is a dangerous and wrong
way of thinking. Constanza P. says that Germans must not start saying that -
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already it is said all over Germany and of course will develop into a dreadful
inferiority complex which leads a nation into hatred of others.
One cannot love others if he believes that he s hated on all sides –
have I not told the same thing to you many times. To be loved one must love
others. To be hated one must only think that he is already hated. That
suspicion cannot be hidden inside one: it shows even if one tries to hide it.
So tell her please that Germans are not hated – only evil is hated and evil is
found among all peoples in all countries.
Much much love always, From your Conrad
Capracotta 18 agosto 1946
Dearest Mother and Father,
It is a beautiful Sunday afternoon here on the top of the world. From
my window I look out over miles of rolling uplands, grain fields, forests
villages clinging like swallow nests to the cliffs of rocks. At Capracotta
everyone is busy working, regardless of the festa day. Here close by I see the
threshers busy with the grain and all the contadini (farmers, peasants) carry
their sheaths to this great machine set up in a central place. Here you see a
procession of donkeys loaded high with grain sheaths. Others are busy
carrying wood for this winter – only a few weeks remain. The muratori
(builders) are working morning to night seven days a week building up the
walls of destroyed houses. Work begins at six or seven in the morning and
ends at dark – which comes about 8:30 pm dinner at midday and supper at
ten o’clock in the evening.
I find Bill Congdon in very bad condition. He works all day and most
of the night- never eats and lives entirely on his nerves. Does a perfectly
magnificent job- as much as three normal persons cold do, but he makes life
hard for everyone else. Certainly he accomplishes a tremendous amount
each day – with his cold hard efficiency, but it is killing him and I don’t
know what to do. I came for that reason to help him but he still does no less
work regardless of how much I try to help him.
It is sad to see someone is such a state of mind. No one can reason
with him. He demands absolute obedience and efficiency from everyone –
does not realize that life just can not continue without some rest – some joy,
some food and an occasional smile.
I certainly hope some of your packages come soon and that a few
cigarettes arrive. For days I have been without Amer. Cig and occasionally I
bum an Italian one from some friends.
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It seems to me that it has been a long time since I wrote to you. I
cannot quite recall when it was and if I told you about coming to this place.
It was very upsetting to leave Carrara at the time I did. Here I am working
very hard – trying to save Bill from a collapse and also working so that I will
not think too much of Lisa.
Have I told you about Lisa? We met just a few days before I was torn
away from Carrara. She had come up to Carrara from Forte dei Marmi with
a party of Florentines one day. We all went sailing , ate our lunch at sea –
then returned and went to Montia, the Fabbricotti Villa for tea.
The following Tuesday we met again and spent the entire day on the
beach. Fortunately for me there was a general strike at Carrara that day and
no one worked. The third and last time I met Lisa was only for a few
minutes to bid her goodbye because I was on my way to Abruzzo. Now it
will probably be until October before I can see her again and so I must work
hard that I might not think too much.
I don’t know how you will like Lisa. She is quite different from any
girl I have known. A pure Mediterranean type – dark skin, brilliant teeth –
almost too perfect to be real – soft flawless skin – a classic profile: Lisa
looks very much like a painting from the ruins of Pompei- you know the
type of Greek goddess beauty portrayed there!
I remember telling you once last year – that every so often one sees
here in Italy a throwback to the ancient classical beauty and occasionally in a
peasant family one finds a living “Mona Lisa”
Much, much love from your Conrad.
Elda Farm
August 27, 1946
Thank you so much for your picture – I love it.
Conrad dearestHome again after a two weeks trip – it was quite lot of fun but the
trips I shall always remember were the ones we took. I’m sitting here on the
front porch – hoping to see Dad drive up in a new car. Our old De Soto was
retired from the road August 1 – no one would pass it again. Since that time
Dad has driven Dave’s Ford, Libby’s car or been transported back and forth
by someone. Lee Templeton has promised him a Plymouth for today – and
how I hope he keeps his word – for this is no fun – out here with no way of
getting anywhere.
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Your letter came this noon- and I tore through its’ pages to find the
promised news of Liza but only at the end – did you even mention her. I
wonder has a letter gone astray – Who is Liza – where did you meet her –
please – I can’t stand it if you don’t tell me something about it all. If you
have found the girl (I have now sat for a long time trying to find the words to
express what I feel – I can’t) I am happy dear – for you and for her and I
know I shall love her too. You seem so far away and I should like to hear
you and see you as you tell me of her – I know if real love has come for you
how wonderful life will be. Always is so long – my dear – be awfully sure –
and then all my blessings go out to you both. I had such a beautiful letter
from Constanza Peterich on my return. I think she was trying to prepare me
for your letter. What a glorious character she is. How I would love to know
her and how I wish someone could help her now. It seems such a terrible
tragedy for her to suffer such a complete loss – and so terribly unjust. What
will she do – is her husband coming back to Italy or can she join him with
the children? I feel as though I couldn’t bear to have her lose her house and
so much that she loves so well. It is very sad.
I was going to write you to try and come home and now I wonder how
you will feel about it. I really need you. I have never felt I should ask you to
change your plans – but as the situation stands here at home I can’t help but
feel it would be such a tremendous comfort to have you near. You could
finish your work at Penn and be preparing for your future and as things seem
to be developing we really are not going to be able to continue much longer.
Dad seems far from well. I am very much concerned about him and how he
will ever get through another winter here. I do not see. I don’t like to write
you this way and perhaps I am a bit low in spirit at this point but things seem
to be piling up so fast and I am worried and there’s just no one ever for me
to turn to – but you.
I saw Ruthanna in Maine. She is working eight hours daily for the
Allens – generally much more than that – she waits tables – does their
laundry – keeps the rooms clean and is wearing herself out. Husband Tom
looks after Tommy as much as he is looked after –fiddles about at working
on their little house – which will never be finished at the speed he is working
and it’s just tragic. If I get through all the worry about them I’ll be lucky
indeed for it all just breaks my heart to see her losing all the best years of her
life with a man who is so completely lazy and selfish, but I just have to stand
by and see it and say nothing. All this is the reason for my feeling so
completely lost and alone.
It is a comfort – or will be I know to have Billy nearer home. We saw
them Saturday afternoon. I had Margaret Shoemaker and her two children
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here for the week and as Nancy Warner is her with her little girls. I thought
it was time for me to ask the family to gather at the farm for supper so
Saturday they all arrived- twenty six grown-ups and twelve children. It was a
perfect day and we had a good time and a good supper. We served all the
little folks first and then let them run about on the lawn while we ate. Dad
brought home a lot of ballons which always charm – until they start popping
– but we had some extra’s and I think all had a good time.
Joey and Colby have a small son – Michael Warner Wilson. He only
weighed six and a half punds and has lost weight since birth but everyone
says he is coming along well so I guess they must know. Joey is well but it
wasn’t much fun for her – at the hospital. She is home now at her mother’s
and Miss Rawn is there – so all should be well. Mil looks fine – very – very
pretty, but Maryanne is having a terrible time waiting for her baby. She is so
adorable poor Mil will have a struggle o hold her down when the baby
comes.
Dad and Saloms saw their apartment when I was away and Dad says
it’s really lovely. Mr Wanner has built a little house in his backyard and it is
Maryanne’s play house. She keeps all her toys there. It is about the size of a
little room – could be used as a guest house. I guess everything is going to
be happy there. I hope so.
Dave is enjoying his work. He likes meeting all the people he is
constantly coming in contact with and it must be agreeing with him for he
has put on weight and looks better than he has since he was in college. If
only he could straighten Tom out – our troubles would be eased – but he is
certainly a thorn in the flesh.
Please Conrad write us about you own plans. Barclay Jones told me
yesterday that he heard David Hartley had returned to America and that
Haydn and Elizabeth Walking were back. You’ve never once mentioned
anything about any of them and I would like so much to know. If UNRRA is
about to fold up – won’t you be coming home? Please my dear - give us
some news.
We will send you money. I’m so glad you’ve at last mentioned it.
How will it be best to send it? Isn’t it just too bad – none of those of food,
sandals – moccasins ever arrived. I thought boxes would be getting through
in better time. Poor little Mimi won’t get her things in time for school.
Your letter was most interesting. I’m glad you can give Bill a little
relief. He must be a very remarkable person and surely a very able one. I
shall never forget the one and only time I saw him. I was absolutely filthy
from sorting clothing at the work room and I was in the middle of a lunch
which consisted of a thick cold roll with some ham in it and a pint bottle of
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chocolate milk which one of the boys had brought in to me from a near by
drugstore. I’m afraid he must have felt I was a pretty sad affair and when I
tried to introduce him to all the workers I realized I only knew them by their
first names – it was a mess. Oh well – it can’t be helped- please give him my
greetings. I am glad you are with him for I know how much you admired
him.
My very best love – my dearest boy – and you may know – how truly
your Lisa will be welcomed as a daughter by your
Devotedly
Mother
Con dearest,
I feel as though I should start apologizing for my last letter – for I
think I begged you to return home at the close of the present work projects
and of course you must do what you feel is best and what you want to do. I
was very blue that day and I felt the only thing that would set my world right
side up would be your return but if you were not happy I couldn’t bear that
and I remember your saying that, much as you loved us, you always felt
trapped when you were home.
I was terribly concerned over your report of Bill Congdon –
particularly as the American Friend’s Service report arrived shortly after –
saying that Bob Good and Sergio – somebody or other were with Bill
Congdon and how marvelously things were going. I know it is hard to drive
one’s self at such a rate and well I know how tense nerves can be when one
must steel every nerve to accomplish a task, but often in life that really must
be done when one is working against time and with lack of adequate help.
Just work and try not to think and if you just go with the tide a bit things will
straighten out. It is evidently Bill’s way to drive ahead with no thought of
himself, but if he has accomplished what is most important at this time he
can rest later and I know the conditions must be terrible there. He will
always be glad of the part he played in a critical time. I was glad too to hear
about Lisa, but I don’t feel I know much more than I did. I feel sure you
must have talked with Mrs. Peterich and I rest on her wonderful
understanding and good judgment and if she offered any advice I feel
confident it was the best and wisest that could be given. Only once again
marriage to me is always and always can be a long time. So it’s well to
proceed slowly and to be sure things worth having are usually worth waiting
and working for. An idea I might add, that doesn’t seem in the 1946 picture
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of things – and too bad for our world here and where you are is all topsy
turvy – and one doesn’t know how to go or what to think these days.
Your Aunt Emma is in White Plains Hospital White Plains, New
York. She and Uncle Walt were on their way to help paint Ruth Flaccus’s
new house in Scarsdale, N.Y. Lou is to teach this year in the junior high
there and in order to live there they had to buy a house. Emma was driving
and the trip had been a fine one until they reached Scarsdale. Suddenly a car
shot out from an intersecting road – smashed into Emma’s car at about
Walt’s door – sent her car smashing into a pole. Walt’s head must have gone
through the windshield and bounced back as he was cut badly and the
windshield shattered. He was half way out of the car unconscious – covered
with smashed eggs, tomatoes – and everything else they were taking to Ruth.
Emma was pulled from behind the steering wheel which was rammed
against her. She has a compound fracture of the tibia on her left leg – the
knee shattered – cuts which had to be stitched on both legs above the kneeher head cut rather badly up in the hair some cuts on her forehead and
bruises on her chest. However with all that, she is coming around
satisfactorily. It will be thee months probably before she can walk but the
Dr. is well satisfied with her progress.
And now – we have some news and this is good – Last Wednesday a
week ago “Little Pilgrim” arrived at Elda Farm. If I hadn’t been so busy I
was going to go all the way foolish and send out announcements – stork
holding a little automobile in a blanket – the card to read” This is to
announce the arrival of “Little Pilgrim” to Mr. And Mrs. West Wilson Sept
5, 1946 Weight 1 ton.
Little Pilgrim is a bright new black Plymouth four door – Special
DeLuxe – 1946. It is a beauty and runs like a breeze. Poor old DeSoto was
retired on August 1. No one would pass it for inspection again. Fortunately it
retired without any mishaps, but we were in dire need of a car and at last it
came.
Dad left last Friday morning to see Aunt Emma in the Hospital at
White Plains then on to Maine to see Ruthanna and the Saloms and spend
his vacation with them. Mrs. Wetzel is staying here with me and it is a
perfectly grand arrangement. She is the nicest house guest. We see as much
or as little of each other as we feel like. She likes to be alone a lot and so do
I - so we get along famously. She has the back apartment and I the front and
no two people could be enjoying a visit together more than me. Mrs.
Lippincott is coming for a few days the beginning of next week and that will
be fun too.
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Yesterday the phone rang and a voice said, “Mama Wilson – I’m
back.” So we have Palle too – only I told him this was “old maids home”
now so gave him the 3rd floor on the right front next to the bathroom and he
is very happy there – said he wanted to come back and paint my kitchensbut now Emmie is here and can’t stand the smell of paint. I told him it would
be wonderful to get the outside trimmed up – so that’s what he’s going to do
–next week and I’ll be glad to have it done for Dad when he returns.
I took little David to the zoo today. We fed peanuts to every animal
there and came home covered with dirt – dead tired and happy. I had a
wonderful time- even upset a “Dixie Cup” of soft vanilla ice cream in the
crown of my hat which I had taken off and was carrying. It went down
through the straw and veil and it was all quite a mess but we though it was
all part of the fun and had a wonderful day. Dave is a darling and it was such
fun to see him. He just loved everything, but most time was spent jut
throwing peanuts to and watching the elephants eat them.
I’ll tell you a funny story of Maryanne then I simply must get to bed.
It seems she was running true to form and hadn’t eaten her supper – so
consequently kept calling to come downstairs for a glass of milk- after she
had been put to bed. Mil and Bill said no – as long as they could but
Maryanne kept up her usual speed and finally wore them down. Billy said,
“If Daddy lets you come downstairs and have a glass of milk will you go
back to bed and go to sleep like a good girl?” Of course Maryanne assured
them she would – having succeeded in gaining her point and down she
came. While she was drinking it Billy said, “Maryanne I think Mommie and
Daddy were pretty good to you to let you come down and drink this milk
when you didn’t eat your supper –don’t you?” to which her highness replied,
“Yes, you were – but I had to talk a long time.” Can you beat her?
Much love dear- Dad said he’d see you received your money in timeand do write soon again – remember me to Bill and don’t worry do all you
can to help. Bill will come out all right. How I wish I could lend a hand.
Devotedly,
Mother.
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Capracotta
5 settembre, 1946
Dearest Mother:
Today I received your letter of the 27th August – so quickly it arrived
and very welcome. I’m so glad that finally Father will have a new car and
you have a pleasant trip with the other “girls.”
I have some good news for you. Costanza has won her struggle – at
least it is practically certain that she has won. It will be interesting to all of
you to know the full story and the methods necessary to win – but that must
remain to be told when I come home. I can’t tell you how much it means to
all of us who know and love her or what it means to Costanza who has put
her life into the very walls of the villa. She wrote me last week to tell me and
she is so happy.
I would like to write a nice letter but it is very difficult to collect the
many things I want to say and difficult to hold the pen. I am very tired must go away soon for a rest. Bill and I have worked steadily for a month –
18 hours a day - a crazy work I suppose but we have accomplished a great
deal. Sometimes it doesn’t seem worth it and now I think I must stop before
I fall apart. Every day hundreds of people shout and cry and pull my arm and
offer bribes etc. to have preference over the others and my head is going in
circles. Here at Capracotta I know every family, progress of reconstruction,
condition of family etc. but have no friends and no time to think of friends.
Everyone thinks that the only justice is that he and he only receive transport
– such egoists. I’m very disappointed in Italians as a whole. They will never
be an important people because they have no understanding of others and no
ideals – as a whole I say because the exceptions are extreme but then the
northern and southern Italians are two different races. The southerns are
likeable but awfully annoying and impossible when in need.
All this is stupid of me to write. I can’t reason this evening and you
must forgive me.
In another ten days I am going away on leave- to Florence or where
ever I can be with Lisa. And then I must decide on the future. But first I
must rest so that I can think clearly and on what is best for us both. It is hard
to be away so long – still harder on me that there is so little time in which to
write.
Costanza P. was so understanding and helped me a great deal- gave
me encouragement and hope but still everything looks difficult and so I only
trust that destiny will decide on what is to be or not to be. When I am with
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Lisa however I have no doubt but that our love can conquer all obstacles and
will be the will of whatever force it is that moves mankind.
I would send you a photo but have only one. And I cannot part with it.
There is however one snapshot that I shall send but it is dreadful - taken at
the beach of Carrara in July. I was so well and happy there. How I wish that
I could have remained. Signora Fabbricotti has written to me sending
greetings and love of all her family.
Mimi has been sick but is now better. Her birthday is in a few days.
The wonderful package arrived with all the wools etc. but I cannot go away
in time to deliver it for Mimi’s birthday. How pleased she will be. She is
such a darling girl – you would certainly love her.
All the packages arrived filled with good things very much needed
here at Capracotta. I would like very much to come home this winter. I think
I shall finish out the year if possible and then come home. So much depends
on the next few weeks that it will be easier to write later on. I would like to
spend Christmas again with the Peterichs as in the last two years. They have
such a beautiful Christmas and Lisa would be there also- though Costanza
does not know her yet. She knew Lisa’s mother as a child but hasn’t seen her
for many years.
It occurs to me that I have never even told you her name – Lisa
Rosselli-Del-Turco. I didn’t know it myself until we parted and I don’t know
her family at all - but will meet them when I go to Florence.
I want to finish at Penn as I had planned last year. Perhaps if I return
in January I could begin in February who knows I’m not in a position to
marry and I can’t bear to think of going away and leaving Lisa. But if I
could finish my education and then return to Florence – language is no
obstacle – Bill and I often forget and speak to each other in Italian.
Sometimes I have to ask Bill how you say such and such a word in English –
it sounds stupid to say so but it becomes difficult to express myself in
English especially when I am tired.
I want you to come with me to Florence sometime you must know the
Peterichs and Giufriddas and Fabbricottis and Scarampi’s and all the other
wonderful people who live there.
Mother, please send packages to the Gadeke family. I don’t need
anything – feel dreadful that I have asked for packages when others are in
such dreadful need. Packages cannot be sent from Italy or I would send
some. Italy does not really have the need of food as in Germany.
Lots and lots of love always,
From Conrad
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Rome, 20th Sept. 1946
Dearest Mother and Father:
Arrived in Rome last evening on my way to Florence for a week’s
rest. From Capracotta I went to Ortona and Casoli for a day – to visit and bid
good bye to all my friends there. It was wonderful to see them all again.
Though had to go and pull then out of bed at midnight when I had returned
from Nicolino’s house in the country. Then we passed two hours together
drinking one another’s health and talking over old times. I left Casoli at five
in the morning so had to see them all that night or never. I want to call you
by telephone but have decided to wait until I return from Florence. So don’t
be surprised if you hear my voice some morning around the 1st or 2nd of
October. I thought it best to let you know ahead of time so that you will not
die of fright to hear the operator saying, “Rome calling”
I will be so glad to go to Florence again. I have worked hard and need
a good rest. Here in Rome I have been enjoying the luxury of a bath – three
times since yesterday afternoon I have soaked in a tub. It had been a month
and a half since I had bathed. At Capracotta there was only enough water to
wash one’s hands and face and that was cold water and many times I was too
busy even to wash that much.
I have with me the packages for the Peterichs with wool and cloth and
sweaters and socks. They will be so pleased to receive it. Perhaps I shall go
tomorrow as soon as I feel rested and clean.
Received a lovely letter last week from Gaby Pallavicino Lisa’s
closest friend who left Paris on her way to Mexico to be secretary to the new
Ambassador there. She spoke so lovingly of Lisa and said that Lisa has great
need of being understood but has a heart of gold – I wish that I had not been
away for so long a time. I had promised myself to go at the end of August
but until now the work did not allow it.
Anyway - we must decide next week on our future and I shall know
jut how things stand when I call you by telephone.
If you need me at home before the end of the year I shall come home,
but I think it would be wiser to talk with the AFSC at 12th and Chesnut.
I shall write again from Florence.
Lots of love,
Always,
Conrad
(arrived 30 September )
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Elda Farm
Berwyn, Pa.
Dearest Con,
Your long letter of Sept. 5th was waiting for me on my return from
town yesterday the 2 nd has been read many times with so many different
reactions I hardly know just what I do think. I am so thankful about
Costanza Peterich’s news. I’ve wanted to write to her and I’ve just not been
able to express the real sorrow I felt for her in the loss of all her possessions.
It did seem to cruel to happen to anyone so lovely and so fine and I rejoice
with all my heart that it is not to be. I hope Mimi has not been too sick – just
what is her trouble? Is it a nervous one or is she really physically ill? I’m so
glad you like the box of things I thought they were pretty and yellow would
probably suit her.
A letter went off by Air Mail to you yesterday from Dad with a bank
draft for thirty dollars. I can send you part of my next check but $25 of it I
want to send as your contribution to the new AFS club house in N.Y. Dad
didn’t send it to you sooner as we thought you would be in Capricotta until
the middle of October. Now I’m afraid it is reaching you too late.
When you can – will you try and find me an Italian doll – not more
than thirteen inches tall and smaller preferably. It is for Frances Walker’s
doll collection and she has been so good to Ginny and the children I’d like to
get her one. I shall send you the money for whatever it costs. She has so
many interesting ones. Palle just brought her one from St. Croix. It was very
quaint. It pleased her so much.
Palle drove over to New York with Allyson Cockran last Friday.
Allyson was on his way to Vassar for the weekend to see his latest –Susan
Fritz. Palle, of course, to see all his relatives. Allyson met him in New York
Sunday and they returned – Pale spent the night with the Cockrans. He
thinks Mr. and Mrs. Cockran are very wonderful. The have a beautiful new
home in Jenkintown.
I was glad to see the snapshot of you and Lisa. What a happy crowd
they seem – and that darling little girl – beside you – who is she? I think
Lisa looks very wholesome and fine. I like her animation – and if that is a
poor picture of her - she must be very fine looking for it is very good
looking.
I have always looked forward to the time when you would realize you
were deeply in love and I have always hoped and prayed you would find
someone in whom you would find true companionship- Forever can be so
long. I wouldn’t want you to lose enthusiasm in life and find it more or less
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an endurance test. I imagine it could be so wonderful to share its’ joys and
sorrows and wonders with a true companion – equally awake and
understanding- whose values – are your kind – who can be at your side on
the mountain tops and likewise – understanding and strong over the rough
spots – would be heaven upon this earth truly. Just knowing someone for a
few days seems going a bit fast. It’s well to know a family for awhile. It tells
a lot of what your own chances for happiness will be. I know Mrs. Peterich
will advise you wisely. Please go to her and counsel with her for I have
infinite trust in her judgement.
I am glad of your decision to come home and finish at Penn. Dad and
I both think it is best for you to do that. Absence is hard from one we love
but in these tempestuous times if true love is there it will only tend to
strengthen it and I feel it is the only fair thing to a girl today to have
something to offer her. We have no money. Today I haven’t the faintest idea
how I would stand should anything happen to Dad. Anything I ever had I
would gladly share with you. But the time is not far off when I may be in the
position of having to earn my way- so I’d have little in material value to
share, but if you complete your education here and can be in a position to
teach, you have something to offer a girl. Think thing over well –after you
are well rested. One can never or should never make decisions when below
par – either mentally or physically – and then reach deep within yourself for
guidance. I feel sure you will be led to know what is right to do.
Ruthanna and Tommy came home with Dad. Ruth is getting her
things ready to move to Maine. Uncle John and Dad really got busy on the
little house and now all that’s left is to paint and get the front and back steps
on and a few additional shelves in. I expect she will be here another week or
so. She has been taking Tommy to Robb McDonald’s about his eyes. He
seems to use one more than the other which makes it slightly crossed. Robb
hopes to correct it early in the years so that he will not need an operation
later on. It’s hard on Tommy having to wear a black patch over the good
eye. Tommy has grown up very much. He talks continually and such a
vocabulary. He is lots of fun to lisen to. Ruth seems quite well but her lot is
a hard one – and it is telling on her. You can see it in many ways.
I must close now. I must write Aunt Emma again and all the luncheon
dishes are piled up waiting for me.
Much much love dearest son. I hope you find rest, joy and
contentment on this next rest period.
Devotedly, Mother
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Rome, 29th September, 1946
Dearest Mother and Father:
I promised to call you from Rome but tomorrow morning I go back
south to join Bill Congdon. This time at Colle di Volturno not far from
Cassino. Also it costs costs ten dollars which I do not have and I can say
more by letter.
At Florence I spent three afternoons with Lisa. Met all her family six
brothers and sisters- parents, grandmother, great uncle etc. etc. They were all
very nice to me – cordial and friendly and Lisa was as wonderful as ever; but
I come away feeling rather helpless and discouraged. Lisa had not told me
everything about her family, but that marriage would be difficult if not
almost impossible. Still I felt that our love for each other would be enough to
overcome all difficulties. Now I do not know - but it is certain that we
cannot be married now and who knows the future?
I only wish that I had known sooner – about her family then I mght
not have dared to hope so deeply for Lisa’s hand. But perhaps I am wrong
and all will turn out well.
Italy is not like America. Few people marry for love, especially
among the nobility. Marriages are arranged or if not actually arranged the
family sees to it that the daughter knows only certain persons and hopes that
she will fall in love with one who will be acceptable.
Well, Lisa comes from such a family. One of the oldest and most
noble families of all Italy and I did not know this until now. Never has a
member of her family married a “commoner” or a foreigner and poor Lisa
had not even been allowed to have friends who are American.
However, I was received by the family and they were very hospitable.
Most Americans have given America a bad name here in Europe. Not only
the soldiers, but the rich tourists who have such vulgar taste usually.
I bicycled out to the Villa Montereggi two times while at Florence.
And took tea with Lisa’s family. Her father – Marchese Roberto Rosselli
Del Turco is very handsome and likeable. The mother, less so, but even she
was friendly the second visit. The whole family came to Florence to visit the
dressmaker and I was invited again for tea at the palazzo Rosselli Del Turco
in the city – a tremendous but rather ugly early 16th century Florentine
palace.
Lisa left Florence at six for Broglio her mother’s home in the country
outside Siena - the great castle of the Ricasoli family where the old
baronessa Ricasoli still lives in splendor. This grandmother of Lisa is very
famous. She was the princippessa Corsini of Florence – one of the greatest
and most powerful families of Italy - descended from all the great
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Florentine families of the middle ages and related to most of the royal
families of Europe.
And so you see, dear parents, why I feel rather discouraged. Love
plays strange tricks and can make one very unhappy.
Please do not show this letter to anyone but yourselves – nor talk
further of Lisa and me.
Much much love from your Conrad
Rome, Sunday 29th September 1946
Dearest Mother:
Enclosed is a letter from Mimi She was thrilled with the sweater and
socks; could hardly believe her eyes. Costanza was very pleased with the
wool and material but thought the material too beautiful to use as a bed
jacket. She may use it as a shawl without cutting it.
I had a very restful visit: arrived last Monday evening and left
Florence on Saturday morning. While I was there Bob Barrus telephoned
that your letter had arrived and read parts of it to me, as I had requested
before leaving Rome. Being so tired, I had imagined that everything was
worse than it probably was at home; and was all prepared to come home
immediately if your following letter should repeat the request.
Now I am glad to know that you were only feeling blue that day. As I
had originally promised to work for two years with the AFSC, I think it only
fair to remain until our reconstruction project closes on December 31st
completing one year of service before returning home. I am needed here - or
at least I can be of use to the work project – for I speak Italian more fluently
than most others.
Please do not think that I came to Italy only to escape from home. I
am sorry if I ever said such a thing – but honestly I can’t remember. You do
remember the worse things, Mother. You should try to remember the
pleasanter words and kinder things! I want very much to come home again
and to see all my family. I miss you all very deeply, but when there is work
like this to be done one cannot always leave in the middle only for love of
family. It would be different if I were here amusing myself, but I can hardly
say that these past months have been very amusing.
I cannot recall now that which I wrote of Bill Congdon but it pains me
to think that I spoke rashly of him. He has done and is doing a wonderful
job. It is I who fail to keep going at the same pace. If Bill is impatient he is
seldom unjust and he has an amazing ability to make instantaneous decisions
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and stick to them. I have a more latin nature; can always be moved by tears
and argument to see the others point of view and I feel so much to be a part
of them, that I make life much more complicated for myself. Nordic
idealism and latin nature is a strange mixture.
Lots of love from Conrad
PS One sees quickly the Italian influence in Mimi’s French!
Rome, 30th Sept. 1946
Dear Mother:
Just a note to say that Father’s letter with check arrived today and also
your letter of Sept. 25th only five days ago. Last night I wrote two long
letters to you and one to Aunt Emma which I sent directly to the hospital
White Plains. I hope it reaches her and finds her improving.
Such I (sic a) flood of loving advice! In your last three letters you
have said nothing but how awfully long life is “Remember that ‘forever’ is
so long” etc. etc. It’s too bad that your life has been so forever long and you
did not have a mother to tell you so before you took the fatal step at the age
of twenty. And was your world so much more secure than ours is today? 3
years ago does not seem ages past to me and I doubt if the world is any more
topsy – turvy now than it was at that time.
Now don’t take offense and think that your last son has deserted you.
I’m just laughing as I think you would laugh if you could see how funny
your letters read. You don’t really have to worry too much about me doing
something rashly – better to worry that I might take wait too long. If I
remember correctly, Bill and Dave were already married at my age – 26 and
Dave already had a child – granted that I am probably not as experienced in
the art of love making as they were at my age, but I think I know people
fairly well and I’m quite satisfied with my circle of friends and
acquaintances and though I have made many mistakes I do not regret them
too much or think of them too much, but rather look upon them as necessary
and helpful to a fuller life.
Also, Mother , I might add one who stops too long to consider all
possibilities of the future and one who takes to long to make decisions loses
out in the world and becomes stagnant in his indecision as to where to go
next.
So much out of my system –Now I can sleep. Forgive if I hurt your
pride – it is not meant to hurt.
Lots and lots of love,
From your Conrad
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Elda Farm
Berwyn –
Con dearestIf you haven’t sent me the Gaedeke’s address – please do – at once –
air mail. I’m afraid it is to late to have our things reach them by Xmas and I
have a huge carton filled with lovely gifts of clothing given by the children
of Valley for the entire family. We are also sending a $15 CARE package of
food. Tomorrow I go to Philadelphia to complete my purchases and then
they are to be sent as soon as I know where to send –
Early Tuesday morning –
People arrived yesterday and I had to stop. Betty McCord and Emmie
Wetzel we had tea and a nice visit together.
I am enclosing a picture of Phebe Browning cut from Friday
evening’s Bulletin Almost as I was cutting it out – Phebe called to ask your
address. She sounded very happy. They are going to live in Rochester New
York, where Bill is employed by Hires Co.
Drove to Fleetwood on Friday. Took Ginny and the two boys. Mil
probably will go to the hospital this weekend or early next week. Then I
guess I will be having Marryanne here. They will be glad to have it over I
know.
Ginny is well again. She was down with Tonsilitis for a few days and
I had them all here.
Yesterday morning S(???) Halse appeared quite unexpectedly. She
was driving through to Washington. She stayed a little while. We had lunch
and she had much to say concerning Tom. It was not pleasant to hear but
nothing I was not certain of in my own mind. He is not working as yet –
thinks he will clam for a living, but that of course is difficult and I haven’t
any idea it will be attempted very often. Ruthanna is certainly in a sorry
mess and until she is ready we can do noting for her. It has made me very
unhappy – for I realize only too well she is fighting a losing battle as far as
he is concerned. Little Tommy is a darling.
`
I have felt very unhappy as the weeks have gone by with no word
from you. I know you are suffering and I who would do anything on earth
possible to make you happy can only sit and pray all will be well with you. I
cannot write you as I feel I am unable to express my thoughts any more –
and so you’ll have to understand how much I wish life would not treat us as
harshly at times as it does – but one thing I have learned and that is – that
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often if we silently wait and pray that guidance does come and the thing that
has seemed the hardest to bear smoothes itself out and we know it has all
been for the best and we find a way to go on.
I am so sorry I have not been able to be any comfort and my letters I
know must sound as jumbled as my head feels. Only try to understand I am
hanging on and keeping going in spite of this terrible fatigue I can’t explain.
I simply am so tired I want to put my head down and say “I’ll just have to
stop.” But I don’t and somehow I work out of it but this summer and fall
have been hard for me. And so many things are waiting for me. I want to do
more painting but just haven’t been up to it as yet.
Must stop now it’s time Dad was getting up. Let me hear how to send
this money to you. I want you to have it as soon as I can get it to you and
I’m just waiting to hear whether Dad sent his the right way.
Much much love dearest on. I miss you so but truly I want you to do
what you feel is best for you - always – you know that far better than I.
Devotedly, Mother
Castel di Sangro prov Aquila October 27th 1946
Dearest Mother and Father:
This is my last letter with APO address. From now on you must send
letters to Rome – AFSC – UNRRA Via San Niccolo da Tolentino No. 78 by civilian post.
Mother’s letter of October 11th arrived last evening. I’m so glad that
the meeting is sending a Christmas package to the Gadeke family.
The address is: Frau Eleanore Gadeke, BREMEN Kreftingstrasse, 8
Deutscland
I am writing today to the children of Valley Meeting telling news of
all the family. How they live and what they do etc. Have received two lovely
letters from Frau Gadeke this summer.
I am enclosing several snapshots of me taken this year. You can
follow through the dates seeing how I have changed from month to month.
I have not cashed Father’s check because it came too late to use at
Florence and as long as I am here at Castel di Sangro I have no need of
money. But I shall cash it the next time I go to Rome.
This is written in much haste as Pat Armstrong is waiting to go to
Rome. Hope you are all well. I am feeling fine looking forward to coming
home in another two months. Love, Conrad
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Castel di Sangro , province of Aquila, Italy
26th October 1946
Dear friends of Valley Meeting:
A letter from Mother, received in this moment, tells me of your plans
for Christmas. I am very happy that you want to send a package to my
friends in Germany and I can imagine how pleased they will be. This year I
have received two beautiful letters from Frau Gadeke telling me all the news
of the family, the many things that have happened since I first knew them in
April of 1945. At that time they were living in a little country village south
of Bremen, there home having been destroyed in the bombing of Bremen. I
was working at a hospital at Bassum bei Bremen, carrying the wounded and
sick of many nationalities, when I met the Gadeke family. They were living
in the “Stift” of Bassum which is a convent for noble ladies. But the noble
ladies were all away doing acts of charity and in their place were several
refugee families from Bremen, mostly ministers and their families. Herr
Gadeke was a pastor of a small church very similar to our own, but since
1941 he had been forbidden to preach. I visited often with the family and
they become my dearest friends in Germany. In the evenings we sang
German Kanens, very beautiful songs which we call “rounds” in English.
Adelhaid, the oldest daughter had collected over three hundred of these old
German songs. The Father and Mother and three older children played
musical instruments. Frau Gadeke played the piano; Herr Gadeke played the
cello. Wilhelm and Maria each played the violin and Adelhaid the flute and
viola. And so they had a real orchestra in the family. Often they gave little
afternoon concerts of chamber music and I and my friends would ask if we
too could come and enjoy the lovely music. Often this year I have recalled
these evenings at Bassum, the walks we took along country paths, past
quaint half-timbered farm houses with thatched roofs, along the mill stream
that reflected the flowers that lined its banks.
Adelhaid was the oldest of the children. She was 19 years old and
spoke English very well. Wilhelm was the second. He was away in
“Arbeitsdienst”, a compulsory work camp for German youths which lasted a
year. After this year of work the boys became drafted into the Army.
Fortunately, the war ended while I was at Bassum and Wilhelm came home
to his family. That was a happy day for all of us. Maria the third (child) was
14 years but she was already grown up and serious for her age. Christoph
and Rudolf were two vigorous boys of about twelve and nine years. We
played ball in the garden and one day we climbed the great oak tree at the
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edge of the village, that was planted a thousand years ago. It was the biggest
oak tree I had ever seen. . The youngest of the family was little Wolfgang
who had his second birthday while I was there. Frau Gadeke made a
wonderful cake. They had no sugar or eggs or whatever is used to make a
cake and so it was made in this manner: first a layer of hard biscuits, army
biscuits that don’t have much taste. Then a layer of white bread which I
brought from our cook-house. White bread was a real treat because they had
only a very little black rye bread. Then a layer of cornstarch pudding –
covered with another layer of bread. Finally a layer of biscuits and, best of
all, covered with strawberry jam. All in all, it looked wonderfully like a cake
and all pretended it was one, (Wolfgang was too young to know the
difference. He had never seen a cake.)
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Figure 32 -Authrization to return home.
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Figure 33 - Ticket home to America.
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“S. S. William Cushing”
Approaching Algiers
December 6th , 1946
Dearest Mother and Father:
Left Italy from Civitavecchia, a small port north of Rome, on the
morning of the 4th. The saddness of leaving overshadowed by the desire to
be with you again and the happy thought of Christmas at home. Now that
hope is gone: the Captain says that we can not possibly arrive until the end
of December or early January. Tomorrow noon we should arrive at Algiers
where a load of ore will be out on. I am hoping that we can go on shore and
see the city. There are only eight f us passengers on an old and dirty liberty
ship that is making it’s last trip. The Mediterranean is very rough – the first
time I have seen it like this and our little ship tosses about dreadfully. No
one of us has yet been sick – though five or six of the sailors are in bed.
I do hope all is well at home. It has been since the middle of October
that I have heard any word from home. Aunt Emma wrote but did not give
news of you so I assume that no news must be good news or she would have
mentioned you. From that letter I learned of the new grandchild at
Fleetwood. Now we are 14 in all: the family grows. I had so hoped to bring
home a wife this year but perhaps it is best. Lord knows how I could have
supported Lisa. She came to see me while I was sick in Rome and again I
saw her the evening before leaving.
After two weeks in bed with jaundice I received a letter from
Costanza that she was going to Switzerland on the 28th and the same
morning came word that I was to sail on the 28th. So I rose from bed and
dashed up to Florence to bid farewell to all and back to Rome to find the
ship canceled. But fortunately they found room for me on this one and
though it cannot arrive on time – still it will be so wonderful to be home
again that I do not care about Xmas.
We won’t know where the ship will dock until we reach Hampton
Roads so I can’t tell you where I’ll land, perhaps Baltimore or Philadelphia.
Love,
Conrad.
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APPENDIX A: Michael Rand Archive
247 Southbury Road,
Enfield.
Middlesex.
st
31 October, 1944
Dear Mrs. Wilson,
When I arrived in home port some four days ago I had the good
fortune to be allowed to come home almost immediately, for what time I do
not know but I am hoping for at least two weeks, it takes a few days to get
settled at home and time slips by so easily with so much to do.
I have not forgotten however the very warm reception that I had when
I came to Elda Farm. I really felt I had a home from home in Philadelphia.
My Mother has just received a very charming letter from you and is so
pleased that I have some friends in America. I told my parents all about you
and Mr. Wilson and of your home and of the families that I met whilst
visiting the Farm. One day I hope perhaps you may be able to meet.
England in comparison with the United States which I have visited so
often during the last year, and having got accustomed to its smartness, is
very shabby. Here the buildings are unpainted, for few have been decorated
in the last five years, nothing but the essential has been repaired. Rations are
becoming more plentiful but everyone is looking forward to the time when it
will be all over.
When I stayed with you I drank one person’s weekly allowance of
milk in one meal; the ration is two pints of milk per week, each person. Eggs
are scare and the ration depends on the quantity available, each person has
had his 28th egg this year. The tea ration is 2oz per week, also butter 2 oz
per week per person with 6 oz of fat. I daresay these look very small
quantities but you would be surprised at all my mother, like many others can
do with it.
People in England for the last five months have been annoyed with
flying bombs or “Doodle- bugs” as they are nicknamed. Many Londoners
have suffered, one bomb wrecks so much property, we are hoping we have
seen the last of them; I have no right to speak of such things. I have not
experienced one yet! .
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I have been enjoying a vacation abroad. My Mother is writing to you
now and I will expect tell a little more of how she manages at home and of
the minor difficulties caused by the war. Mother knows all this so well and I
remember you asked me so many questions that I could not answer.
A little later, before I leave again I shall write to Conrad, direct to
Italy and tell him of my visit although I guess it will make him want to be
home again. If Conrad should ever arrive in England and will find my
address my Mother and Father will be very pleased indeed to see him.
I don’t know where I shall be trading from while I m still at sea but it
seems as very likely chance that I will, sometime call at a U.S. port, maybe
near Philadelphia and hope that if so I may visit you again at Berwyn.
With my very best wishes and thank you again for your kindness,
Yours very sincerely,
Michael F. Rand
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247 Southbury Rd.
Enfield
Middlesex
November 14th-1944
My dear Mrs. Wilson,
Thank you so much for your nice letter, but above all for your great
kindness to Michael not only was I pleased to get your letter, but you can
imagine my thoughts when you told me he was on his way home.
This was the first news we had received that there was any chance of
his coming home and you can guess how thrilled we were. The next day he
phoned to say he was in port. It was a great disappointment he was only
home for eight days, they went by so quickly and now he is heading your
way again.
He told us he was writing to you, and we know he did so because of
the questions he asked about rationed goods and how we managed, generally
he eats and lets us do the worrying part which is not very great, although it
becomes a problem at times. Michael is just the same and does not alter very
much of course he is broader minded and self reliant, but we do not see a
great difference in his ways.
He did so greatly enjoy his visit to Elda Farm and all the good things
he had to eat and drink and to get off his ship for a few hours.
We can only say thank you for your great kindness and generosity to
Michael and we can only hope that we may in the near future have a chance
to repay the same to your boy, Conrad.
Michael spoke a lot about him and it certainly seemed that they had a
lot in common, with similar interests which we hope took their minds off
other things.
We have not had very much summer this year and when it was nice
we had such a lot of those Doodle Bugs about one couldn’t even go for a
nice walk or enjoy the sunshine, things are better now except for a few bangs
every now and again. It is amazing what one gets used to in wartime and in
what one has to do and bear – when I am patching our underclothes
sometimes I wonder which is the original and which are the patches and
darns. We are allowed 24 coupons every six months and believe me its some
job making them go around. A coat costs 18 coupons, a pair of shoes 7,
stockings 3 coupons if you want fully fashioned a dress costs 11 with long
sleeves, corsets 5 knickers 3 so you can imagine the thought one has to give
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before you spend them if you want bath or face towels you have to get them
from your clothing coupons. A man’s suit is 25 coupons, 1 for a collar, tie 1,
socks 3, shirts 5 and o on. I am telling you about these as Michael said you
were interested and wondered how we managed. We had hoped for better
conditions this winter but I am afraid we shall have to wait a little longer.
We should like to hear from you again but Michael told us what a
very busy person you are. He simply loved the farm. When he was a small
boy he always used to say he was going to be a farmer or going to sea when
eh grew up. There was one period when his greatest ambition was to drive
the local dust cart.
Well I must say au revoir Mrs. Wilson our very best wishes to you all
and again many thanks. As we are getting near Christmas both Mr. Rand and
myself send our very sincere greetings to you for Christmas and the New
Year when it comes and may it bring an early peace.
Very Sincerely Yours,
Marie E. Rand
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M. F. Rand
s.s. “Samtucky”
c/o Messers. Prince Line LTD
66 Headenhall Street
London, E.C. 3
12th November, 1944
Dear Conrad,
By the time you receive this I imagine you will know of my visit to
your home in Berwyn, eventually months after you left us did we call at
Philadelphia. This was some little time ago now and I expect that the letters
that your Mother was writing at that time have reached you. When I was
ashore I telephoned Elda Farm and was invited to dinner the following night,
the warm reception that I had on that night and to me a complete stranger, - I
shall not forget it, it was so very much like my own home.
It seems an awfully long time ago when you and John Upton were
passengers with us and this letter may be a surprise to you but after being a
guest at your home I feel I’d just like to write you. By some of your letters
home of which your Mother spoke your first impression of the English was
quite a good one, and that’s very kind of you to say so but I am sure the
Merchant Navy as a Representative of the British customs does not deserve
it! That trip was enjoyable maybe to both you and I but it is a pity we could
not have met in more peaceable circumstances. It was good to be able to
speak with someone with like interests although here I flatter myself, I guess
you will admit that life is pretty confined aboard a ship.
After you disembarked and with an exchange of addresses we tramped
around for almost six months before we had the good fortune to call in
Philadelphia. I admit that I felt rather anxious to meet your parents. You had
at different times told me so much about them and of your home so that I felt
that I knew quite a lot without ever having made their acquaintance.
Whether you heard earlier or not you will probably want to know all about
my visit ---I hope that it does not give you that “fed up” or “browned off”
feeling wishing you were home yourself. That’s always to be looked forward
to!
Speaking to your Mother on the telephone when I first rang up she
seemed pleased to now of your where abouts and was in fact wondering if
any of the ship’s company would call, as your letters appeared to have
mentioned us in some detail. With the invitation I took the train to Devon the
following evening and was met at the station by Mr. Wilson. Reaching the
Farm your Mother welcomed me at the kitchen door as I might be one of the
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family. Such an honour! That evening, between such times as I was not
doing justice to you Mother’s wonderful cooking, I gave as instructed as
much information about the trip incidents etc. – and more especially yourself
as I possibly could; I’m hoping I did not give the wrong impression
anywhere.
I think then it had been some time since your Mother had had mail
from you and I think getting a bit anxious so was very pleased to hear of you
even if it was a little out of date. The weekend too I spent at Elda Farm; I
stayed Saturday night, and what a rest it was! As you know we had been out
of home a good while (scared of the censor I dare not give any dates etc.)
and most of us were a little tired of her, the food aboard as you did claim
‘good’ had deteriorated until it literally stank! For that holiday I did nothing
but rest and maybe ambled around the farm taking the fresh air.
During that weekend it became obvious on board that we were
homeward bound with our next cargo, that changed everything all hands
were suddenly frantic and everyone started buying presents for people at
home. There was lots of work to be done and they seemed to have us loaded
and ready for sea in a very short time – but no one complained, it was the
sooner we are away the sooner we’d be home. I managed to pay your parents
one more visit before we left and spent the evening before I said goodbye to
some of your relations whom I met and to your Mother and Father: in this I
was sorry, they were so very kind to me.
As we expected we went home, but then I was unfortunate, after
docking I went home for just seven days leave before I was recalled again. I
was not very pleased. I was hoping for more, but these days it just cannot be
helped. When I had been at home a few days my Mother received a very
charming letter from your Mother, to which she has replied. Also I wrote
too, and said in that letter that I intended to write to you direct from the U.
K. I apologize for not doing so, but the short time at home seemed to fly, I
had no sooner arrived that I was packing for posting as soon as possible.
By the heading you will see that I am back in the same ship, there is
only one other person aboard who was with us that last trip, that is the Chief
Mate. I don’t know what happened to C. Alderson, you seem to be the only
one’s he’s spoken to, he remained as uncommunative after you left as he
was before.
We believe this voyage will be a short one however I shall in about
four months time to going ashore to sit for my Second Mate (Exam) That
will be a welcome break it will mean I shall be home for three months – at
school. Although I shall stay at sea at least while the war is in progress. I
have no intention whatsoever to carry on in it. Maybe you can see the reason
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why. To me there is very little pleasure to be had – not for all my life
anyhow. There is no life to enjoy, being at sea most of the time; the
opportunities of seeing ports abroad do not appear the same to a sailor from
his ship in the docks as they do to a tourist with his companions. I am not
saying that I have no wish to still travel, I have- but just not in this capacity!!
While still lucky enough to visit the U. S. occassionly I should if ever
near enough to Berwyn call on your parents. No doubt you have my address
already, but I enclose it lower on the page: with instructions please that
should you get to G.B. you are as welcome at my home as I was at yours and
I think that’s saying enough!
When the war is over and we can do as we wish I hope to meet you
again and meanwhile when you have to put up with us British in Italy, I wish
you all the very best of luck. If you are ever moving around at all and feel
inclined to give me a hint where you are, I should always be glad to return it.
With my best wishes
Yours sincerely,
Michael F. Rand
247, Southbury Road
Enfield
Middlesex
England
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APPENDIX B: Philadelphia Transit Strike of 1944

2JKNCFGNRJKC VTCPUKV UVTKMG QH 
6JG
YCU C UKEMQWV
UVTKMG D[ YJKVG VTCPUKV YQTMGTU KP 2JKNCFGNRJKC VJCV NCUVGF
HTQO #WIWUV  VQ #WIWUV   6JG UVTKMG YCU VTKI
IGTGF D[ VJG FGEKUKQP QH VJG 2JKNCFGNRJKC 6TCPURQTVCVKQP
%QORCP[ 26%  OCFG WPFGT RTQNQPIGF RTGUUWTG HTQO
VJG HGFGTCN IQXGTPOGPV KP XKGY QH UKIPKិECPV NCDQT UJQTV
CIGU VQ CNNQY DNCEM GORNQ[GGU QH VJG 26% VQ JQNF PQP
OGPKCN LQDU UWEJ CU OQVQTOGP CPF EQPFWEVQTU VJCV YGTG
RTGXKQWUN[ TGUGTXGF HQT YJKVG YQTMGTU QPN[=?=? 1P #W
IWUV   VJG GKIJV DNCEM GORNQ[GGU DGKPI VTCKPGF CU
UVTGGVECT OQVQTOGP YGTG VQ OCMG VJGKT ិTUV VTKCN TWP VJCV
HCEV YCU WUGF D[ VJG YJKVG 26% YQTMGTU VQ UVCTV C OCUUKXG
UKEMQWV UVTKMG=?=?

EQPVTQN QH VJG 2JKNCFGNRJKC 6TCPURQTVCVKQP %QORCP[ CPF
/CLQT)GPGTCN 2JKNKR *C[GU YCU RWV KP EJCTIG QH KVU QR
GTCVKQPU #HVGT UGXGTCN FC[U QH WPUWEEGUUHWN PGIQVKCVKQPU
YKVJ VJG UVTKMG NGCFGTU *C[GU KUUWGF CP QTFGT VJCV VJG
UVTKMKPI YQTMGTU TGVWTP VQ YQTM QP #WIWUV   CPF
VJCV VJQUG TGHWUKPI VQ EQORN[ DG ិTGF UVTKRRGF QH VJGKT
OKNKVCT[ FTCHV FGHGTOGPV CPF FGPKGF LQD CXCKNCDKNKV[ EGT
VKិECVGU D[ VJG 9CT /CPRQYGT %QOOKUUKQP HQT VJG FW
TCVKQP QH VJG YCT 6JKU WNVKOCVWO RTQXGF GាGEVKXG CPF
QP #WIWUV  VJG UVTKMG GPFGF CPF VJG UVTKMGTU TGVWTPGF VQ
YQTM 6JG DNCEM YQTMGTU YJQUG RGPFKPI RTQOQVKQPU VQ
PQPOGPKCN LQDU VTKIIGTGF VJG UVTKMG YGTG CNNQYGF VQ CU
UWOG VJQUG LQDU
&WTKPI VJG UVTKMG FGURKVG EQPUKFGTCDNG VGPUKQPU VJG EKV[
QH 2JKNCFGNRJKC TGOCKPGF OQUVN[ ECNO CPF VJGTG YGTG PQ
OCLQT QWVDTGCMU QH XKQNGPEG #NN QH VJG EKV[ཐU PGYURCRGTU
GFKVQTKCNK\GF CICKPUV VJG UVTKMG CPF VJG RWDNKE YCU D[ CPF
NCTIG QRRQUGF VQ VJG UVTKMG CU YGNN 5GXGTCN QH VJG UVTKMG
NGCFGTU KPENWFKPI ,COGU /E/GPCOKP CPF (TCPM %CT
PG[ YGTG CTTGUVGF HQT XKQNCVKPI VJG CPVKUVTKMG CEV 6JG
0##%2 RNC[GF CP CEVKXG TQNG DQVJ KP RTGUUWTKPI VJG 26%
CPF VJG HGFGTCN IQXGTPOGPV VQ KPUVKVWVG HCKT JKTKPI RTCE
VKEGU CV VJG 26% HQT UGXGTCN [GCTU DGHQTG VJG UVTKMG CPF KP
OCKPVCKPKPI VJG ECNO FWTKPI VJG UVTKMG KVUGNH
6JG UVTKMG TGEGKXGF EQPUKFGTCDNG CVVGPVKQP KP VJG PCVKQPCN
OGFKC 6JG 2JKNCFGNRJKC VTCPUKV UVTKMG QH  KU QPG QH
VJG OQUV JKIJ RTQិNG KPUVCPEGU QH VJG HGFGTCN IQXGTPOGPV
KPXQMKPI VJG 5OKVJཊ%QPPCNN[ #EV=? 6JG #EV JCF DGGP
RCUUGF KP  QXGT 2TGUKFGPV 4QQUGXGNVཐU XGVQ=?

5IPNBT & "MMFO B CMBDL FNQMPZFF PG UIF 1IJMBEFMQIJB 5SBOT
QPSUBUJPO $PNQBOZ JT SFDFJWJOH JOTUSVDUJPO BT B USPMMFZ PQFSBUPS
GSPN JOTUSVDUPS 8JMMJBN 1PJTFM PO B QSBDUJDF USBDL

5KPEG GXGP DGHQTG VJG QឹEKCN GPVT[ QH VJG 7PKVGF 5VCVGU
KPVQ 9QTNF 9CT ++ KP &GEGODGT  2JKNCFGNRJKC JCF
DGGP QPG QP VJG OCLQT KPFWUVTKCN YCT RTQFWEVKQP EGPVGTU
KP VJG 75 $[  2JKNCFGNRJKC YCU TGICTFGF CU VJG
UGEQPF NCTIGUV YCT RTQFWEVKQP EGPVGT KP VJG EQWPVT[=?=?
&WTKPI VJCV RGTKQF VJG DNCEM RQRWNCVKQP QH VJG EKV[ ITGY
UWDUVCPVKCNN[ CPF VGPUKQPU YKVJ VJG RTGFQOKPCPVN[ YJKVG
RQRWNCVKQP DGICP VQ KPETGCUG 6JG 2JKNCFGNRJKC 6TCPU
RQTVCVKQP %QORCP[ 26% TCP VJG EKV[ཐU JWIG RWDNKE
VTCPURQTVCVKQP U[UVGO KPENWFKPI UWDYC[U DWUGU CPF VTQN
NG[U D[ VJG VKOG QH VJG UVTKMG KV ECTTKGF QXGT QPG OKN
NKQP RGQRNG RGT FC[=? $[  VJG 26%ཐU GNGXGP VJQW
UCPF UVTQPI YQTMHQTEG KPENWFGF  DNCEM GORNQ[GGU=?
*QYGXGT VJG 26%ཐU DNCEM YQTMGTU JCF DGGP TGUVTKEVGF VQ

6JG UVTKMG RCTCN[\GF VJG RWDNKE VTCPURQTV U[UVGO KP
2JKNCFGNRJKC HQT UGXGTCN FC[U DTKPIKPI VJG EKV[ VQ C UVCPF
UVKNN CPF ETKRRNKPI KVU YCT RTQFWEVKQP #NVJQWIJ VJG
6TCPURQTV 9QTMGTU 7PKQP 697 YCU KP HCXQT QH CNNQY
KPI RTQOQVKQPU QH DNCEM YQTMGTU VQ CP[ RQUKVKQPU VJG[
YGTG SWCNKិGF HQT CPF QRRQUGF VJG UVTKMG VJG WPKQP YCU
WPCDNG VQ RGTUWCFG VJG YJKVG 26% GORNQ[GGU VQ TGVWTP
VQ YQTM 1P #WIWUV   WPFGT VJG RTQXKUKQPU QH VJG
5OKVJཊ%QPPCNN[ #EV 2TGUKFGPV (TCPMNKP & 4QQUGXGNV CW
VJQTK\GF VJG 5GETGVCT[ QH 9CT *GPT[ . 5VKOUQP VQ VCMG
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 #"$,(306/%
ENCWUGཔ QH KVU WPKQP EQPVTCEV=?=? #HVGT C EQORNCKPV HTQO
VJG 0##%2 VJG OCVVGT NCPFGF CV VJG ('2% JGCFGF CV
VJG VKOG D[ /CNEQNO 4QUU

1IJMBEFMQIJB XBT B NBKPS 64 XBS QSPEVDUJPO DFOUFS EVSJOH
8PSME 8BS ** 1IJMBEFMQIJB /BWBM 4IJQZBSE QJDUVSFE BCPWF XBT
UIF TJUF PG DPOTUSVDUJPO BOE SFQBJS PG B MBSHF OVNCFS PG XBSTIJQT
EVSJOH UIF XBS

JQNFKPI OGPKCN LQDU PQPG YGTG CNNQYGF VQ UGTXG CU EQP
FWEVQTU QT OQVQTOGP ཊ RQUKVKQPU VJCV YGTG TGUGTXGF HQT
YJKVG GORNQ[GGU=? #U GCTN[ CU #WIWUV  DNCEM GO
RNQ[GGU UVCTVGF RTGUUWTKPI VJG 26% HQT HCKTGT GORNQ[OGPV
RTCEVKEGU VJCV YQWNF CNNQY WRITCFKPI QH DNCEM YQTMGTU VQ
VJG OQTG RTGUVKIKQWU LQDU JKVJGTVQ TGUGTXGF HQT YJKVGU
6JGKT GាQTVU YGTG TGDWាGF D[ 26% OCPCIGOGPV YJQ
ENCKOGF VJCV VJG EWTTGPV WPKQP EQPVTCEV EQPVCKPGF C ENCWUG
RTQJKDKVKPI CP[ UKIPKិECPV EJCPIG KP GORNQ[OGPV RTCE
VKEGU CPF EWUVQOU YKVJQWV VJG WPKQPཐU CRRTQXCN CNVJQWIJ
VJG EQPVTCEV UCKF PQVJKPI CDQWV TCEG  6JG NGCFGT QH VJG
2JKNCFGNRJKC 4CRKF 6TCPUKV 'ORNQ[GGU 7PKQP 246'7 
(TCPM %CTPG[ RTQXGF VQ DG GSWCNN[ TGVKEGPV CPF ENCKOGF
VJCV JG YCU PQV CWVJQTK\GF D[ VJG WPKQP OGODGTU VQ EQP
UKFGT C TGSWGUV VQ CNNQY RTQOQVKQPU QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU=?

6JG DNCEM 26% GORNQ[GGU GPNKUVGF VJG JGNR QH VJG
0##%2 CPF UVCTVGF NQDD[KPI VJG HGFGTCN CWVJQTKVKGU
RCTVKEWNCTN[ VJG (CKT 'ORNQ[OGPV 2TCEVKEGU %QOOKU
UKQP ('2%  VQ KPVGTXGPG 6JG (CKT 'ORNQ[OGPV 2TCE
VKEGU %QOOKUUKQP ETGCVGF D[ CP GZGEWVKXG QTFGT QH
VJG 2TGUKFGPV KP  YCU EJCTIGF YKVJ GPUWTKPI PQP
FKUETKOKPCVKQP GORNQ[OGPV RTCEVKEGU D[ IQXGTPOGPV EQP
VTCEVQTU +PKVKCNN[ KV YCU C HCKTN[ YGCM CIGPE[ DWV KVU CW
VJQTKV[ YCU UKIPKិECPVN[ UVTGPIVJGPGF KP  D[ C PGY
GZGEWVKXG QTFGT VJCV TGSWKTGF CNN IQXGTPOGPV EQPVTCEVU
VQ JCXG C PQPFKUETKOKPCVKQP ENCWUG #U VJG YCT RTQ
ITGUUGF VJG OCPRQYGT UJQTVCIGU YGTG IGVVKPI OQTG UG
XGTG +P ,CPWCT[  VJG 26% TGSWGUVGF  YJKVG
OQVQTOGP HTQO VJG 7PKVGF 5VCVGU 'ORNQ[OGPV 5GTXKEG
75'5 =? YJKEJ YCU C RCTV QH VJG 9CT /CPRQYGT %QO
OKUUKQP 9/%  6JG 9/% CYCTG VJCV 26% JCF C RQQN
QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU UGGMKPI WRITCFKPI CUMGF VJG 26% VQ
CNNQY JKTKPI QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU HQT VJG XCECPV OQVQTOGP
RQUKVKQPU 6JG 26% TGHWUGF CICKP EKVKPI VJG ནEWUVQOU

" 'BJS &NQMPZNFOU 1SBDUJDFT $PNNJTTJPO '&1$ QSFTT DPOGFS
FODF %VSJOH 8PSME 8BS ** '&1$ IFME OVNFSPVT IFBSJOHT PO
EJTDSJNJOBUJPO PG CMBDL XPSLFST JO XBS SFMBUFE JOEVTUSJFT

6JG ('2% OCFG C UGTKGU QH WPUWEEGUUHWN CVVGORVU VQ EQP
XKPEG VJG 26% OCPCIGOGPV CPF VJG WPKQP NGCFGTUJKR VQ
EJCPIG VJGKT UVCPEG CPF VQ CNNQY RTQOQVKQPU QH DNCEM GO
RNQ[GGU VQ PQPOGPKCN LQDU 6JG 26% GXGPVWCNN[ EQP
EGFGF VJCV KV YQWNF DG YKNNKPI VQ IQ CNQPI YKVJ VJG IQXGTP
OGPVཐU TGSWGUV CPF ནGORNQ[ 0GITQGU RTQXKFGF VJG[ CTG
CEEGRVCDNG VQ HGNNQYYQTMGTUཔ=? DWV VJG 246'7 NGCFGT
UJKR RCTVKEWNCTN[ (TCPM %CTPG[ UVCWPEJN[ TGUKUVGF 1P
0QXGODGT   VJG ('2% KUUWGF C FKTGEVKXG TGSWKT
KPI VJCV 26% GPF KVU FKUETKOKPCVQT[ GORNQ[OGPV RTCEVKEGU
CPF CNNQY DNCEMU VQ JQNF PQPOGPKCN LQDU=? 6JG FKTGE
VKXG CNUQ TGSWKTGF VJG 26% VQ TGXKGY CNN LQD CRRNKECVKQPU
HTQO ,WPG  CPF TGFTGUU GCTNKGT GORNQ[OGPV CDWUGU
DCUGF QP TCEKCN FKUETKOKPCVKQP 6JG WPKQP KOOGFKCVGN[
RTQVGUVGF CPF TGSWGUVGF C RWDNKE JGCTKPI YJKEJ VQQM
RNCEG QP &GEGODGT  =? #V VJG JGCTKPI VJG WPKQP
VTKGF VQ OCMG VJG CTIWOGPV VJCV JKTKPI DNCEMU YJQ JCF
CRRNKGF HQT VJG PQPOGPKCN RQUKVKQPU UKPEG ,WPG  DWV
YGTG FGPKGF YQWNF CFXGTUGN[ CាGEV VJG UGPKQTKV[ TKIJVU QH
VJG RTGUGPVN[ GORNQ[GF YJKVG YQTMGTU /CNEQNO 4QUU TG
LGEVGF VJCV CTIWOGPV RQKPVKPI QWV VJCV VJG UGPKQTKV[ TKIJVU
QPN[ DGIKP YJGP CP GORNQ[GG KU CEVWCNN[ JKTGF HQT C RCT
VKEWNCT LQD 1P &GEGODGT   ('2% KUUWGF C UGE
QPF FKTGEVKXG TGKPHQTEKPI VJG ិTUV QPG=?
+P CP CVVGORV VQ FGីGEV VJG RTGUUWTG %CTPG[ CPF 246'7
EQPVCEVGF 8KTIKPKC EQPITGUUOCP *QYCTF 9 5OKVJ YJQ
CV VJG VKOG YCU VJG %JCKT QH VJG *QWUG %QOOKVVGG VQ +P
XGUVKICVG 'ZGEWVKXG #IGPEKGU 5OKVJ MPQYP HQT JKU UGI
TGICVKQPKUV XKGYU CPF GCIGT VQ GODCTTCUU CPF RQUUKDN[ FG
UVTQ[ VJG ('2%=? SWKEMN[ UEJGFWNGF C JGCTKPI +P VJG
OGCPVKOG VJG WPKQP KPHQTOGF VJG 26% VJCV KV TGHWUGF
VQ EQORN[ YKVJ VJG ('2% QTFGT CPF VJG 26% OCPCIG
OGPV VQNF 4QUU VJCV IKXGP VJG WPKQPཐU RQUKVKQP VJG 26%
YQWNF PQV EQORN[ YKVJ VJG ('2% FKTGEVKXG GKVJGT=? 6JG
JGCTKPI KP HTQPV QH 5OKVJཐU EQOOKVVGG VQQM RNCEG QP ,CP
WCT[  =? 6JG JGCTKPI YCU KPEQPENWUKXG YKVJ
4QUU TGKVGTCVKPI VJG ('2% RQUKVKQP CPF VJG WPKQP TGRTG
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UGPVCVKXGU HCNNKPI DCEM QP VJG ནEWUVQOU ENCWUGཔ CPF VJGKT
ENCKOU CDQWV UGPKQTKV[ KUUWGU 5GXGTCN YJKVG YQTMGTU VGU
VKH[KPI CV VJG JGCTKPI RTGFKEVGF VJCV VJGTG YQWNF DG VTQW
DNG CPF WPTGUV KH RTQOQVKQPU QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU CV VJG
26% YGTG CNNQYGF ན9G CTG PQV IQKPI VQ CEEGRV VJGO
=VJG DNCEMU? CU HGNNQY YQTMGTU  9G CTG PQV IQKPI
VQ YQTM YKVJ VJGO +H CP[DQF[ DGNKGXG KV NGV VJGO VT[
KVཔ=? # RGVKVKQP UKIPGF D[  YQTMGTU RTGUGPVGF CV
VJG JGCTKPI TGCF ན)GPVNGOGP 9G VJG YJKVG GORNQ[GGU
QH VJG 2JKNCFGNRJKC 6TCPURQTVCVKQP %Q TGHWUG VQ YQTM
YKVJ 0GITQGU CU OQVQTOGP EQPFWEVQTU QRGTCVQTU CPF
UVCVKQP VTCKPOGPཔ=?

#HVGT VJG ,CPWCT[  EQPITGUUKQPCN JGCTKPI 4QUU FG
NC[GF GPHQTEGOGPV QH VJG ('2% FKTGEVKXG VQ CYCKV VJG QWV
EQOG QH VJG WREQOKPI WPKQP GNGEVKQPU 6JG 246'7 EQP
VTCEV YKVJ VJG 26% YCU GZRKTKPI QP (GDTWCT[  
CPF C WPKQP GNGEVKQP YCU ECNNGF HQT /CTEJ  =?
#RCTV HTQO 246'7 YJKEJ YCU UVKNN UVCWPEJN[ QRRQUGF
VQ RTQOQVKQPU QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU VJGTG YGTG VYQ QVJGT
WPKQPU EQORGVKPI HQT VJG TKIJV VQ TGRTGUGPV 26% YQTM
GTU VJG 6TCPURQTV 9QTMGTU 7PKQP 697  YJKEJ YCU
C %QPITGUU QH +PFWUVTKCN 1TICPK\CVKQPU %+1 CឹNKCVG
CPF VJG #OCNICOCVGF #UUQEKCVKQP QH 5VTGGV CPF 'NGE
VTKE 4CKNYC[ CPF /QVQT %QCEJ 'ORNQ[GGU QH #OGTKEC
CP #OGTKECP (GFGTCVKQP QH .CDQT #(. CឹNKCVG 6JG
697 UCKF VJCV KV YQWNF CNNQY RTQOQVKQPU QH DNCEM GO
RNQ[GGU YJKNG VJG #OCNICOCVGF #UUQEKCVKQP UVC[GF UKNGPV
QP VJG OCVVGT 6JG 246'7 NGCFGTUJKR VTKGF VQ ECORCKIP
QP VJG TCEG KUUWG FWTKPI VJG WPKQP GNGEVKQPU DWV VJG VQRKE
YCU QXGTUJCFQYGF D[ QVJGT KUUWGU UWEJ CU VJG FGVCKNU QH C
PGY EQPVTCEV YKVJ VJG 26% #HVGT C DKVVGT ECORCKIP VJG
697 YQP VJG WPKQP GNGEVKQPU TGEGKXKPI OQTG XQVGU VJCP
DQVJ QH VJG QVJGT WPKQPU EQODKPGF=?=? #V VJG VKOG QH
VJG GNGEVKQPU OCP[ YJKVG YQTMGTU RGTEGKXGF VJG EQPVTCEV
KUUWG VQ DG OQTG KORQTVCPV YJGTG VJG 697 YCU RTQOKU
KPI OQTG CVVTCEVKXG VGTOU CPF VJG[ FKF PQV EQPUKFGT RTQ
OQVKQPU QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU C TGCNKUVKE RQUUKDKNKV[=? &G
URKVG VJG 697 XKEVQT[ CPKOQUKVKGU HTQO YJKVG YQTMGTU
VQYCTFU VJG DNCEM GORNQ[GGU TGOCKPGF CPF YGTG NCTIGN[
WPCDCVGF=? 6JG PGIQVKCVKQPU DGVYGGP VJG 697 CPF VJG
26% QP C PGY EQPVTCEV FTCIIGF QP CPF KP VJG CDUGPEG QH
C EQPVTCEV VJG EQORCP[ EQPVKPWGF VQ TGUKUV KORNGOGPVKPI
VJG ('2% FKTGEVKXGU=?

+P XKGY QH ITQYKPI NCDQT UJQTVCIGU QP ,WN[   VJG
9CT /CPRQYGT %QOOKUUKQP OCFG CP KORQTVCPV FGEK
UKQP TWNKPI VJCV HTQO VJGP QP CNN JKTKPI QH OCNG GORNQ[
GGU KP VJG EQWPVT[ YCU VQ DG FQPG VJTQWIJ VJG 7PKVGF
5VCVGU 'ORNQ[OGPV 5GTXKEG 75'5 =?=? $[ VJCV VKOG
VJG 75'5 HQNNQYGF UVTKEV CPVKFKUETKOKPCVKQP GORNQ[OGPV
RTCEVKEGU 6JG 26% OCPCIGOGPV ិPCNN[ ICXG KP CPF
YKVJKP C YGGM RQUVGF PQVKEGU CDQWV CXCKNCDNG UMKNNGF RQ

UKVKQPU VJCV YQWNF DG QRGP VQ CNN CRRNKECPVU TGICTFNGUU
QH TCEG=? 6JG EQORCP[ CEEGRVGF GKIJV DNCEM CRRNKECPVU
VJTGG HTQO VJG 75'5 CPF ិXG HTQO KVU QYP TCPMU VQ VTCKP
CU UVTGGVECT EQCEJOGP 6JGKT VTCKPKPI YCU VQ VCMG RNCEG
KP NCVG ,WN[ CPF VJG[ YGTG VQ UVCTV VCMKPI CP GORV[ UVTGGV
ECT QP VJG NKPGU HTQO #WIWUV  +V YCU VJCV KORGPFKPI
VTKCN TWP QH VJG UVTGGVECTU D[ VJG GKIJV DNCEM VTCKPGGU VJCV
ិPCNN[ VTKIIGTGF VJG UVTKMG=?
#U VJG PGYU URTGCF TGUGPVOGPV COQPI VJG YJKVG 26%
YQTMGTU DGICP VQ ITQY 6JGTG YGTG RQUVKPIU QP 26% DWN
NGVKP DQCTFU WTIKPI PQPEQORNKCPEG YKVJ VJG PGY RQNKE[
CPF C RGVKVKQP YCU EKTEWNCVGF ECNNKPI HQT C UVTKMG VQ RTQVGUV
LQD WRITCFGU QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU 6JGTG YGTG CNUQ UGX
GTCN OGGVKPIU ECNNGF D[ CIKVCVQTU HQT VJG UVTKMG VQ FKUEWUU
VJG RNCP QH CEVKQP (TCPM %CTPG[ RNC[GF CP CEVKXG TQNG
KP VJGUG OGGVKPIU #V VJG NCUV UWEJ OGGVKPI QP ,WN[ 
%CTPG[ CPPQWPEGF VJCV VJG ན&&C[པ HQT YJKVG YQTMGTU
JCF CTTKXGF=? 6JG 697 CPF VJG 0##%2 TGRTGUGPVCVKXGU
YCTPGF VJG 26% CDQWV KORGPFKPI VTQWDNG DWV VJG EQO
RCP[ OCPCIGOGPV KIPQTGF VJQUG YCTPKPIU OCKPVCKPKPI
VJCV VJGTG YCU PQVJKPI VQ HGCT=?=?

#V  CO QP #WIWUV   OQUV VTQNNG[U DWUGU CPF
UWDYC[U KP 2JKNCFGNRJKC UVQRRGF TWPPKPI=?=? 5VTKMG CI
KVCVQTU DNQEMGF CEEGUU VQ 26% FGRQU YKVJ XGJKENGU CPF CF
XKUGF VJG CTTKXKPI YQTMGTU QH C UKEMQWV UVTKMG $[ PQQP QH
#WIWUV  VJG GPVKTG 26% VTCPURQTVCVKQP U[UVGO YCU RCTC
N[\GF ,COGU /E/GPCOKP C XGVGTCP 26% YJKVG OQVQT
OCP QTICPK\GF C OGODGT UVTKMG UVGGTKPI EQOOKV
VGG CPF DGECOG QPG QH VJG OCKP NGCFGTU QH VJG UVTKMG=?
(TCPM %CTPG[ VJG QWUVGF WPKQP DQUU YCU CPQVJGT MG[
UVTKMG NGCFGT #V VJG GPF QH VJG FC[ VJG UVTKMGTU JGNF C
NCTIG OGGVKPI CVVGPFGF D[ OQTG VJCP  GORNQ[GGU
QWVUKFG VJG 26% ECTDCTP QP .W\GTPG 5VTGGV=? 6JG TCEKCN
TJGVQTKE YCU GUECNCVKPI #V VJG OGGVKPI (TCPM %CTPG[ FG
ENCTGF VJCV FTKXKPI C UVTGGVECT YCU C YJKVG OCPཐU LQD CPF
UCKF ནRWV VJG 0GITQGU DCEM YJGTG VJG[ DGNQPI DCEM QP
VJG TQCFYC[པ=? /E/GPCOKP FGENCTGF VJCV ནVJG UVTKMG
YCU C UVTKEVN[ DNCEM CPF YJKVG KUUWGཔ=?
6JG 26%ཐU TGURQPUG VQ VJG UVTKMG YCU CPGOKE CPF YCU KP
VGTRTGVGF D[ UQOG EQPVGORQTCT[ QDUGTXGTU CPF NCVGT JKU
VQTKCPU CU VCEKVN[ UWRRQTVKPI VJG UVTKMG=? #TVJWT /KV
VGP EJCKTOCP QH VJG EQORCP[ཐU +PFWUVTKCN 4GNCVKQPU &K
XKUKQP UVQRRGF D[ VJG .W\GTPG ECTDCTP CPF CUMGF VJG
YQTMGTU VQ TGVWTP VQ YQTM 5WDUGSWGPVN[ JG UWIIGUVGF
VJCV 9/% VGORQTCTKN[ UWURGPF VJG PQPFKUETKOKPCVKQP
QTFGT CPF GXGP DTQWIJV C RKNG QH HTGUJN[ RTKPVGF ីKGTU YKVJ
C UWURGPUKQP CPPQWPEGOGPV VQ VJG 9/% QឹEGU *QY
GXGT VJG 9/% QឹEKCNU TGHWUGF VQ CRRTQXG UWURGPUKQP
QH VJG ('2% QTFGT CPF /KVVGPཐU UWURGPUKQP ីKGTU YGTG
PQV FKUVTKDWVGF=? 1P VJG OQTPKPI QH #WIWUV  26% QH
ិEKCNU KOOGFKCVGN[ UJWV FQYP VJG JKIJURGGF NKPGU GXGP
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DGHQTG VJG UVTKMG JCF URTGCF CPF KPUVTWEVGF VJG EQORCP[
UWRGTXKUQTU VQ UVQR UGNNKPI VKEMGVU 6JG 26% NGHV KVU ECT
DCTPU QRGP YJKEJ CNNQYGF VJG UVTKMGTU VQ WUG VJG ECT
DCTPU CU TCNN[KPI RQKPVU CPF EQQTFKPCVKPI EGPVGTU HQT VJGKT
CEVKXKVKGU=? 6JG EQORCP[ CNUQ ECPEGNNGF VJG TGIWNCTN[
UEJGFWNGF OGGVKPI QH KVU GZGEWVKXG EQOOKVVGG YJGTG VJG
TGURQPUG VQ VJG UVTKMG EQWNF JCXG DGGP FKUEWUUGF CPF TG
HWUGF VQ LQKP VJG 697 KP C TCFKQ DTQCFECUV WTIKPI VJG
UVTKMGTU VQ TGVWTP VQ YQTM=?

EQPVTQN QH VJG 2JKNCFGNRJKC 6TCPURQTVCVKQP %QORCP[=?
/CLQT)GPGTCN 2JKNKR *C[GU JGCF QH VJG #TO[ཐU 6JKTF
5GTXKEG %QOOCPF YCU RWV KP EJCTIG QH VJG 26%ཐU QRGT
CVKQPU

6JG 697 QឹEKCNU FGPQWPEGF VJG UVTKMG CPF RNGCFGF
YKVJ VJG 26% GORNQ[GGU VQ TGUWOG YQTM DWV YKVJ
QWV UWEEGUU 6JG EKV[ཐU OC[QT $GTPCTF 5COWGN ENQUGF
CNN CNEQJQNUGNNKPI GUVCDNKUJOGPVU KP CP GាQTV VQ RTGXGPV
FTWPMGP ETQYFU )QXGTPQT 'FYCTF /CTVKP HQNNQYGF UWKV
CPF ENQUGF VJG UVCVG NKSWQT UVQTGU KP VJG CTGC=? 6JG EKV[
FGRNQ[GF KVU HWNN RQNKEG HQTEG YKVJ GZVTC RQNKEG QឹEGTU
RQUVGF CV OCLQT KPVGTUGEVKQPU CPF QVJGT XKVCN RQKPVU 6JG
0##%2 CU YGNN CU QVJGT DNCEM EKXKE ITQWRU YQTMGF
GPGTIGVKECNN[ VQ OCKPVCKP ECNO COQPI VJG DNCEM RGQRNG
QH 2JKNCFGNRJKC 6JG[ FKUVTKDWVGF OQTG VJCP 
RQUVGTU KP DNCEM UGEVKQPU QH VJG EKV[ YJKEJ TGCF ན-GGR
;QWT *GCFU CPF ;QWT 6GORGTU  6TGCV QVJGT RGQRNG CU
[QW YQWNF DG VTGCVGFཔ=?
6JG UVTKMG EQPVKPWGF QP #WIWUV  #DQWV  697
OGODGTU KPKVKCVGF C DCEMVQYQTM OQXGOGPV DWV YGTG
SWKEMN[ HQTEGF VQ DCEM FQYP D[ VJG UVTKMGཐU NGCFGTU CPF
UWRRQTVGTU=? #V VJG GPF QH VJG FC[ 9KNNKCO * &CXKU
JGCF QH VJG 9CT .CDQT $QCTF YTQVG VQ 2TGUKFGPV 4QQ
UGXGNV VJCV VJG 9.$ JCF PQ LWTKUFKEVKQP QXGT VJG UKVWCVKQP
CPF VJCV KV YCU WR VQ VJG 2TGUKFGPV VQ KPVGTXGPG=? 4GR
TGUGPVCVKXGU QH VJG 9/% CPF VJG ('2% JCF TGCEJGF C
UKOKNCT EQPENWUKQP CDQWV VJG PGGF HQT VJG 2TGUKFGPVཐU KP
VGTXGPVKQP VJG FC[ DGHQTG

6JG 4QQUGXGNV CFOKPKUVTCVKQP HGNV VJCV KV PGGFGF VQ CEV
SWKEMN[ VQ UVQR VJG UVTKMG 9CT RNCPVU KP 2JKNCFGNRJKC
TGRQTVGF FGDKNKVCVKPI CDUGPVGG TCVGU KP VJGKT YQTMHQTEG
FWG VQ VJG UVTKMG YJKEJ YCU ECWUKPI UKIPKិECPV FCO
CIG VQ VJG EKV[ཐU YCT RTQFWEVKQP 6JG OKNKVCT[ TGRQTVGF
FGNC[U KP FGNKXGT[ QH ិIJVGT RNCPGU TCFCT GSWKROGPV
ីCOGVJTQYGTU CPF PWOGTQWU QVJGT KVGOU=? 4GCT #F
OKTCN /KNQ &TCGOGN EQORNCKPGF VJCV VJG UVTKMG UQ UKIPKិ
ECPVN[ UNQYGF VJG YCT RTQFWEVKQP KP VJG CTGC VJCV ནKV EQWNF
FGNC[ VJG FC[ QH XKEVQT[པ=? 6JG UVTKMG YCU CNUQ PGIC
VKXGN[ CាGEVKPI #OGTKECཐU KOCIG CDTQCF RCTVKEWNCTN[ KP
'WTQRG YJGTG VJG 75 YCU ិIJVKPI 0C\K )GTOCP[ WP
FGT VJG UNQICPU QH HTGGFQO CPF TCEKCN LWUVKEG )GTOCP[
CU YGNN CU ,CRCP YGTG CRV VQ WUG GXGT[ KPUVCPEG QH TCEKCN
WPTGUV KP VJG 75 HQT RTQRCICPFC RWTRQUGU=? 1ឹEKCN
TGCEVKQP D[ VJG 9JKVG *QWUG YCU UQOGYJCV FGNC[GF D[
VJG 2TGUKFGPV 4QQUGXGNVཐU CDUGPEG CV VJG VKOG JG YCU QP
C YCTUJKR QP JKU YC[ HTQO *CYCKK VQ VJG #NGWVKCP KUNCPFU
#V  RO QP #WIWUV  KP JKU VYGPV[ិHVJ UGK\WTG QT
FGT WPFGT VJG 5OKVJཊ%QPPCNN[ #EV 2TGUKFGPV 4QQUGXGNV
CWVJQTK\GF VJG 5GETGVCT[ QH 9CT *GPT[ . 5VKOUQP VQ VCMG
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*C[GU CEVGF SWKEMN[ VQ VCMG EQPVTQN QH VJG UKVWCVKQP *G
RQUVGF VJG 2TGUKFGPVཐU QTFGT QP VJG 26% ECTDCTPU CPF CP
PQWPEGF VJCV VJG #TO[ JQRGF VQ CXQKF WUKPI VJG VTQQRU
CPF YQWNF VT[ VQ TGN[ QP VJG NQECN CPF UVCVG RQNKEG VQ VJG
GZVGPV RQUUKDNG=? *C[GU CNUQ CPPQWPEGF VJCV JG JCF PQ
KPVGPVKQP QH ECPEGNKPI QT UWURGPFKPI VJG 9/% JKTKPI QT
FGT #V  RO QP #WIWUV  OKUVCMGPN[ DGNKGXKPI
VJCV VJG IQXGTPOGPV JCF CITGGF VQ VJG UVTKMGTUཐ FGOCPFU
/E/GPCOKP FGENCTGF VJG GPF QH VJG UVTKMG 6JG OKUVCMG
YCU SWKEMN[ FKUEQXGTGF CPF QXGT  UVTKMGTU XQVGF KP
VJG GCTN[ JQWTU QH #WIWUV  VQ EQPVKPWG VJG UVTKMG=?
1P #WIWUV  NKOKVGF VTCPURQTVCVKQP UGTXKEG TGUWOGF DWV
NCTIGN[ FYKPFNGF CU VJG FC[ RTQITGUUGF *C[GU CPF JKU
UVCា YCTPGF VJG UVTKMGTU CDQWV VJG UGXGTG RGPCNVKGU RTQ
XKFGF D[ VJG 5OKVJཊ%QPPCNN[ #EV HQT FKUTWRVKQP QH VJG
YCT RTQFWEVKQP VJG KPUVKICVQTU EQWNF DG UWDLGEV VQ C ិPG
QH  QPG [GCT KP RTKUQP QT DQVJ=? 6JKU RTQURGEV
YCU OCFG OQTG TGCN YJGP VJG 7PKVGF 5VCVGU #VVQTPG[
)GPGTCN (TCPEKU $KFFNG UVCTVGF CP KPSWKT[ KPVQ RQUUKDNG XK
QNCVKQPU QH HGFGTCN NCYU D[ VJG UVTKMG QTICPK\GTU=?=? 1P
#WIWUV  VJG UVTKMG EQOOKVVGG CICKP XQVGF VQ EQPVKPWG VJG
UVTKMG DWV KP XKGY QH VJG RQUUKDNG 5OKVJཊ%QPPCNN[ #EV
RGPCNVKGU VQNF VJG YQTMGTU VQ OCMG WR VJGKT QYP OKPFU
CPF HQNNQY VJG EQOOKVVGG KH VJG[ EJQUG 6JG OCPGWXGT
YQTMGF CPF VJG UVTKMG EQPVKPWGF=?
1P 5CVWTFC[ #WIWUV  YKVJ JKU RCVKGPEG GZJCWUVGF
*C[GU OQXGF  CTO[ VTQQRU KPVQ VJG EKV[ *G CP



 1VCMJD SFBDUJPO
PQWPEGF VJCV VJG[ YQWNF QRGTCVG CNN KFNG 26% XGJKENGU
CPF TKFG CU IWCTFU QP CEVKXG XGJKENGU *G CNUQ OCFG C
RNGC VQ VJG UVTKMGTU VQ UWRRQTV VJG YCT GាQTV ན9G ECPPQV
MKNN CP[ )GTOCPU QT ,CRU YKVJ VJG VTQQRU YJQ FTKXG VTCP
UKV XGJKENGU KP 2JKNCFGNRJKCཔ=? .CVGT QP #WIWUV  *C[GU
KUUWGF CP WNVKOCVWO VQ VJG UVTKMGTU YJKEJ YCU RQUVGF
CV CNN ECTDCTPU 6JG 26% YQTMGTU YGTG IKXGP C FGCF
NKPG QH  CO QP #WIWUV  VQ TGUWOG VJGKT YQTM=?
6JQUG YJQ TGHWUGF YQWNF DG ិTGF CPF TGHWUGF VJG 9/%
LQD CXCKNCDKNKV[ EGTVKិECVGU HQT VJG FWTCVKQP QH VJG YCT
VJQUG DGVYGGP VJG CIGU QH  CPF  YQWNF CNUQ NQUG VJGKT
OKNKVCT[ FTCHV FGHGTOGPVU=?=? 6JG ,WUVKEG &GRCTVOGPV
QDVCKPGF HGFGTCN YCTTCPVU HQT /E/GPCOKP %CTPG[ CPF
VYQ QVJGT UVTKMG NGCFGTU VJG[ YGTG SWKEMN[ CTTGUVGF CPF
/E/GPCOKP ិPCNN[ VQNF JKU HQNNQYGTU VQ TGVWTP VQ YQTM
QP /QPFC[ #WIWUV  CU VJG IQXGTPOGPV FGOCPFGF=?
*QYGXGT JG GZRTGUUGF PQ TGITGV HQT JKU CEVKQPU DGHQTG
CPF FWTKPI VJG UVTKMG=?
6JG UVTKMG YCU GUUGPVKCNN[ QXGT 1P 5WPFC[ #WIWUV 
VJG 26% YQTMGTU UKIPGF ECTFU RNGFIKPI VQ TGVWTP VQ YQTM
QP /QPFC[ 1P /QPFC[ #WIWUV  PQTOCN 26% QRGT
CVKQPU TGUWOGF CPF VJG CDUGPVGG TCVG YCU UKIPKិECPVN[
NQYGT VJCP QP C V[RKECN YQTM FC[ DGHQTG VJG UVTKMG=? #U
VJG UVTKMG GPFGF VYGPV[HQWT UVTKMGTU YGTG FTQRRGF HTQO
VJG 26% TQNNU CPF UKZ YGTG KOOGFKCVGN[ FTCHVGF KPVQ VJG
OKNKVCT[=?

6JG GPJCPEGF RQNKEG RTGUGPEG VJTQWIJQWV VJG EKV[ FWTKPI
VJG UVTKMG JGNRGF VQ MGGR VJG ECNO CPF VJG TGUVTCKPGF CR
RTQCEJ QH VJG RQNKEG QឹEGTU IGPGTCNN[ YQP RTCKUG HTQO
CNN UKFGU=?=? GXGP VJQWIJ OCP[ QH VJG RQNKEGOGP YGTG
UGGP CU U[ORCVJGVKE VQ VJG UVTKMKPI YJKVG YQTMGTU=?
6JG CFOKPKUVTCVKQP QH 2JKNCFGNRJKCཐU 4GRWDNKECP OC[QT
$GTPCTF 5COWGN YCU CNUQ UGGP CU SWKGVN[ U[ORCVJGVKE
VQ VJG UVTKMGTU 6JTQWIJQWV VJG UVTKMG /C[QT 5COWGN
YJQ YCU CNUQ C OGODGT QH VJG 26% DQCTF QH FKTGEVQTU
CXQKFGF CP[ CVVGORVU QH OGFKCVKQP *G TGHWUGF VQ ECNN
C OGGVKPI QH VJG 26% DQCTF QH FKTGEVQTU QT VQ FKUEWUU
VJG ETKUKU YKVJ VJG 697 NGCFGTU 6JG OC[QT FGPKGF RQ
NKEG RTQVGEVKQP VQ VJG VYQ 697 QឹEKCNU YJQ YGTG YKNNKPI
VQ VTCXGN VJTQWIJQWV VJG EKV[ CPF CFXQECVG CP GPF VQ VJG
UVTKMG=? 5COWGN CNUQ TGHWUGF VQ ITCPV CKT VKOG VQ 9CT
2TQFWEVKQP $QCTF TGRTGUGPVCVKXGU YJQ YCPVGF VQ OCMG C
TCFKQ RNGC VQ GPF VJG UVTKMG=? 1P #WIWUV  VJG OC[QT
FGENKPGF YKVJQWV CP GZRNCPCVKQP VJG 0##%2 TGSWGUV HQT
RGTOKUUKQP VQ UGPF VYQ UQWPFVTWEMU KPVQ DNCEM PGKIJDQT
JQQFU VQ DTQCFECUV CRRGCNU HQT ECNO 6JG EKV[ཐU DNCEM
RQRWNCVKQP HGNV FKUCRRQKPVGF CPF FKUGPEJCPVGF YKVJ VJG
CEVKQPU QH VJG NQECN CFOKPKUVTCVKQP=?

HGCTU QH TCEG TKQVU VJGTG YGTG PQ OCLQT QWVDTGCMU QH XKQ
NGPEG #V VJG UVCTV QH VJG UVTKMG VJGTG YGTG UQOG KPEKFGPVU
QH XCPFCNKUO CPF UVQTG YKPFQY UOCUJKPI CPF VJG RQNKEG
CTTGUVGF CDQWV  RGQRNG OQUV QH VJGO DNCEMU=? +P C
PCUVKGT GRKUQFG VJTGG YJKVG OQVQTKUVU FTQXG C ECT VJTQWIJ
C DNCEM PGKIJDQTJQQF CPF YKVJQWV UVQRRKPI QT YCTPKPI
UJQV CV C [GCTQNF DNCEM DQ[ YJQ TGEGKXGF PQPETKVKECN
KPLWTKGU=? 6JG OQUV XKUKDNG GRKUQFG QH WPTGUV ECOG YJGP
C DNCEM YCT HCEVQT[ YQTMGT YJQUG DTQVJGT YCU KP VJG
#TO[ VJTGY C RCRGTYGKIJV CV VJG .KDGTV[ $GNN UJQWV
KPI ན.KDGTV[ $GNN QJ .KDGTV[ $GNNཋNKDGTV[ VJCVཐU C NQV
QH DWPM=? *G YCU CTTGUVGF CPF UGPV D[ VJG OCIKUVTCVG
HQT C RU[EJKCVTKE GXCNWCVKQP *QYGXGT D[ CPF NCTIG ECNO
RTGXCKNGF CPF VJGTG YGTG PQ OCLQT QWVDTGCMU QH XKQNGPEG
CPF PQ FGCVJU QT ETKVKECN KPLWTKGU COQPI VJG RWDNKE=?
6JG RWDNKE QRKPKQP CPF VJG OGFKC KP VJG EKV[ YGTG QXGT
YJGNOKPIN[ CICKPUV VJG UVTKMGTU #NN VJG EKV[ཐU PGYURCRGTU
TCP GFKVQTKCNU FGPQWPEKPI VJG UVTKMG YJKEJ YCU RGTEGKXGF
CU WPRCVTKQVKE CPF JCTOHWN VQ VJG YCT GាQTV C PWODGT QH
GFKVQTKCNU CNUQ FGETKGF VJG TCEKCN PCVWTG QH VJG UVTKMG=?
/QUV QH VJG NGVVGTU VQ VJG GFKVQT EQPFGOPGF VJG UVTKMG
6JG TCFKQ UVCVKQPU KP VJG EKV[ FGPQWPEGF VJG UVTKMG CU
YGNN=? CU FKF VJG PCVKQPCN RTGUU 6JG 0GY ;QTM 6KOGU
YTQVG ན+V YQWNF DG JCTF VQ ិPF KP VJG YJQNG JKUVQT[ QH
#OGTKECP NCDQT C UVTKMG KP YJKEJ UQ OWEJ FCOCIG JCU
DGGP FQPG HQT UQ DCUG C RWTRQUGཔ=? 6JG 9CNN 5VTGGV
,QWTPCN GFKVQTKCN EQPFGOPGF VJG UVTKMG DWV UVCVGF VJCV VJG
RQYGTU GZGTEKUGF D[ VJG IQXGTPOGPV KP GPFKPI VJG UVTKMG
YGTG QPN[ LWUVKិGF D[ VJG YCT VKOG EQPFKVKQPU=? 6JG .QU
#PIGNGU 6KOGU CPF VJG %JKECIQ 6TKDWPG YJKNG FGPQWPE
KPI VJG UVTKMG VTKGF VQ RWV VJG DNCOG HQT ECWUKPI KV QP VJG
%+1CឹNKCVGF 6TCPURQTV 9QTMGTU 7PKQP CPF CEEWUGF VJG
4QQUGXGNV CFOKPKUVTCVKQP QH CEVKPI VQQ UNQYN[ DGECWUG QH
KVU UWRRQTV HQT VJG %+1=?=?
9JKNG ETKVKECN QH VJG UVTKMG VJG RWDNKE FKF PQV PGEGUUCT
KN[ UWRRQTV VJG ECWUG QH GSWCN GORNQ[OGPV QRRQTVWPKVKGU
HQT DNCEM YQTMGTU # RWDNKE QRKPKQP RQNN EQPFWEVGF KP
2JKNCFGNRJKC FWTKPI VJG UVTKMG UJQYGF VJCV QPN[ C UNKO OC
LQTKV[ QH VJG EKV[ཐU RQRWNCVKQP HGNV VJCV DNCEMU UJQWNF DG
JKTGF CU OQVQTOGP CPF EQPFWEVQTU DWV VJCV C UKIPKិECPV
OCLQTKV[ QRRQUGF JCXKPI C UVTKMG QXGT VJKU KUUWG=?

6JG UVTKMGTU FKTGEVGF OWEJ QH VJGKT CPIGT CV VJG HGF
GTCN IQXGTPOGPV YJKEJ VJG[ CEEWUGF QH QXGTTGCEJKPI
CPF QH TGHWUKPI VQ NKUVGP VQ NGIKVKOCVG EQORNCKPVU D[
YJKVG YQTMGTU 6JKU XKGY TGUQPCVGF YKVJ OCP[ YJKVG
2JKNCFGNRJKCPU=? CPF YKVJ EQPUGTXCVKXG RQNKVKEKCPU PC
VKQPCNN[ 1P #WIWUV  5GPCVQT 4KEJCTF 4WUUGNN HTQO
)GQTIKC QPG QH VJG NGCFGTU QH VJG EQPUGTXCVKXG EQCNKVKQP
KP %QPITGUU ICXG C UGXGPV[OKPWVG URGGEJ QP VJG 5GPCVG
ីQQT DNCOKPI VJG ('2% HQT ECWUKPI VJG UVTKMG 4WUUGNN
ិPKUJGF JKU URGGEJ D[ ECNNKPI VJG ('2% ནVJG OQUV FCP
IGTQWU HQTEG KP GZKUVGPEG KP VJG 7PKVGF 5VCVGU VQFC[པ=?
5QOG QH VJG PGYURCRGTU KP VJG 5QWVJ CNUQ DNCOGF VJG KP
EKFGPV QP VJG 4QQUGXGNV CFOKPKUVTCVKQP CPF GXGP QP (KTUV
.CF[ 'NGCPQT 4QQUGXGNV YKVJ 4BWBOOBI /FXT ENCKOKPI
'ZEGRV HQT C HGY KPEKFGPVU VJG EKV[ QH 2JKNCFGNRJKC TG VJCV VJG GRKUQFG YCU ECWUGF D[ ན/TU 'NGCPQT 4QQUGXGNVཐU
OCKPGF ECNO FWTKPI VJG UVTKMG CPF FGURKVG EQPUKFGTCDNG RGTUKUVGPV GាQTVU VQ HQTEG UQEKCN GSWCNKV[ QP VJG #OGTKECP
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UVTKMG CPF VTKGF VQ QRRQTVWPKUVKECNN[ GZRNQKV VJG UKVWCVKQP
CPF VJG TCEKUV CVVKVWFGU QH OCP[ YJKVG YQTMGTU HQT VJGKT
QYP RWTRQUGU=?
6JG NGCFGTU QH VJG UVTKMG KPENWFKPI /E/GPCOKP CPF
%CTPG[ YGTG EJCTIGF KP HGFGTCN EQWTV WPFGT VJG 5OKVJཊ
%QPPCNN[ #EV UQOG VJKTV[ UVTKMGTU YGTG CNUQ KPFKEVGF
NCVGT 6JG HGFGTCN ITCPF LWT[ YCU EQPXGPGF QP #WIWUV
 CPF JGCTF VGUVKOQP[ HQT VYQ OQPVJU=? *QYGXGT VJG
ITCPF LWT[ TGVWTPGF KPEQPENWUKXG ិPFKPIU VJGKT TGRQTV
UVCVGF VJCV OQUV QH VJG UVTKMKPI YQTMGTU MPGY PQVJKPI
CDQWV VJG UVTKMG CV VJG UVCTV CPF DNCOGF C HGY KPUVKICVQTU
HQT GUECNCVKPI VJG UKVWCVKQP DWV FKF PQV FGVCKN VJG KPUVKIC
VQTUཐ CEVKXKVKGU 6JG TGRQTV YCU CNUQ ETKVKECN QH VJG 26%ཐU
TGURQPUG VQ VJG UVTKMG EJCTCEVGTK\KPI KV CU KPCFGSWCVG CPF
KPGាGEVKXG 6JG IQXGTPOGPV FTQRRGF KVU EJCTIGU CICKPUV
VJG FGHGPFCPVU QP /CTEJ   YKVJ OQUV QH VJGO
RNGCFKPI OPMP DPOUFOEFSF CPF TGEGKXKPI C ិPG QH 
GCEJ=?

#U NCDQT JKUVQTKCP ,COGU 9QNិPIGT QDUGTXGF VJG UVTKMG
ནFGOQPUVTCVGF VJG RTQHQWPF TCEKCN ENGCXCIGU VJCV FKXKFGF
" 64 TPMEJFS QBUSPMMJOH B USPMMFZ SJEF JO 1IJMBEFMQIJB DB "VHVTU VJG YQTMKPI ENCUU PQV LWUV KP VJG 5QWVJ DWV CETQUU VJG
PCVKQPཔ=?
 
5VCTVKPI YKVJ #WIWUV  VJG 26% TGUWOGF KVU PQTOCN
UEJGFWNG CPF VJGTG YGTG PQ HWTVJGT FKUTWRVKQPU 6JG
VTQQRU TGOCKPGF KP 2JKNCFGNRJKC HQT CPQVJGT YGGM CPF C
JCNH CPF TQFG CU IWCTFU QP 26% XGJKENGU DWV GPEQWPVGTGF
PQ HWTVJGT RTQDNGOU 5GXGP QH VJG GKIJV DNCEM VTCKPGGU TG
UWOGF VJGKT VTCKPKPI QPG YKVJFTGY XQNWPVCTKN[ DGECWUG
JKU FWVKGU CU ,GJQXCJཐU 9KVPGUU OKPKUVGT EQPីKEVGF YKVJ
VJG 26% YQTM UEJGFWNG =? 1P #WIWUV  VJG 26% ិPCNN[
CITGGF VQ C HCXQTCDNG EQPVCEV YJKEJ JCF DGGP CRRTQXGF
D[ VJG 697 KP ,WPG=? 1P #WIWUV  *C[GU TGVWTPGF
HWNN EQPVTQN QH VJG RWDNKE VTCPURQTVCVKQP PGVYQTM VQ VJG
26%=?=? 5WDUGSWGPV KPVGITCVKQP QH DNCEM GORNQ[GGU
KPVQ VJG 26% YQTMHQTEG RTQEGGFGF YKVJ PQ HWTVJGT VTQW
DNG $[ &GEGODGT  VJG 26% JCF  DNCEM UVTGGVECT
QRGTCVQTU #P CVVTCEVKXG PGY WPKQP EQPVTCEV JGNRGF SWGNN
VJG TGOCKPKPI FKUEQPVGPV COQPI VJG YJKVG 26% YQTMGTU
9KVJKP C [GCT VJG EQORCP[ JCF QXGT  DNCEM GORNQ[
GGU YQTMKPI KP C XCTKGV[ QH RQUKVKQPU KPENWFKPI CU FTKXGTU
CPF EQPFWEVQTU=?
6JG 0##%2 NCVGT DNCOGF VJG 26% OCPCIGOGPV HQT KP
VGPVKQPCNN[ FTCIIKPI KVU HGGV QP VJG EQPVTCEV VJCV VJG 697
CRRTQXGF KP NCVG ,WPG=? 6JG 0##%2 ENCKOGF VJCV VJG
26% OCPCIGOGPV JCF JQRGF VQ WPFGTOKPG VJG 697ཐU
RQUKVKQP YKVJ VJG YQTMGTU CPF VQ RQUUKDN[ QWUV 697 KP
HCXQT QH VJG OQTG RNKCDNG 246'7 6JG 26% YCU CYCTG
VJCV VJG 5OKVJཊ%QPPCNN[ #EV HQTDCFG UVTKMGU JCTOKPI YCT
RTQFWEVKQP CPF VJCV KH YKVJ C EQPVTCEV KORCUUG 697
KVUGNH JCF KPKVKCVGF C EQPVTCEV UVTKMG VJG WPKQP OKIJV
JCXG DGGP VQUUGF QWV 6JKU CPCN[UKU QH VJG UKVWCVKQP YCU
UJCTGF NCVGT D[ UGXGTCN JKUVQTKCPU RCTVKEWNCTN[ D[ ,COGU
9QNិPIGT=? #PQVJGT JKUVQTKCP #NCP / 9KPMNGT CNUQ
JCF C NCTIGN[ PGICVKXG XKGY QH VJG EQORCP[ཐU TQNG KP VJG
EQPីKEV CPF EQPENWFGF VJCV 26% OCPCIGOGPV YJKNG PQV
QXGTVN[ EQPURKTKPI YKVJ VJG UVTKMGTU TGCEVGF HGGDN[ VQ VJG
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#NVJQWIJ DTKGH VJG 2JKNCFGNRJKC VTCPUKV UVTKMG QH 
JCF UKIPKិECPV PGICVKXG KORCEV QP VJG YCT GាQTV TG
UWNVKPI KP C NQUU QH HQWT OKNNKQP YQTM JQWTU KP YCT
RNCPVU CNQPG=? 6JG 9CT /CPRQYGT %QOOKUUKQP GUVK
OCVGF VJCV VJG 2JKNCFGNRJKC UVTKMG EQUV VJG PCVKQPཐU YCT
RTQFWEVKQP VJG GSWKXCNGPV QH  (N[KPI (QTVTGUUGU QT
ិXG FGUVTQ[GTU=? /CNEQNO 4QUU NCVGT EJCTCEVGTK\GF VJG
UVTKMG CU ནVJG OQUV GZRGPUKXG TCEKCN FKURWVG QH 9QTNF
9CT ++པ=? 6JG UVTKMG CNUQ GZRQUGF VJG NKOKVCVKQPU QH
VJG ('2%ཐU RQYGT 6JG ('2% FKF PQV RQUUGUU VJG ិ
PCN CWVJQTKV[ VQ GPHQTEG KVU FGEKUKQPU CPF QPN[ VJG GZ
GEWVKXG KPVGTXGPVKQP QH VJG 2TGUKFGPV OCFG VJG TGUQNW
VKQP QH VJG FKURWVG RQUUKDNG=? 0GXGTVJGNGUU VJG UVTKMG
FGOQPUVTCVGF VJCV C EQODKPCVKQP QH DNCEM CEVKXKUO RCT
VKEWNCTN[ D[ VJG 0##%2 VQIGVJGT YKVJ TGUQNWVG HGFGTCN
RQNKEKGU YGTG CDNG VQ DTGCM NQPI UVCPFKPI TCEKCN DCTTKGTU
KP GORNQ[OGPV=?

• 'ZGEWVKXG 1TFGT 
• 7PKVGF 5VCVGU JQOG HTQPV FWTKPI 9QTNF 9CT ++

=? 5SPVCMF JO 1IJMBEFMQIJB 6+/'
=? 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB 5SBOTJU 4USJLF 
=? 9KPMNGT R 
=? &CPKGN , .GCD 5IF -BCPS IJTUPSZ SFBEFS 7PKXGTUKV[ QH
+NNKPQKU 2TGUU  +5$0 : R 


=? 2GVGT ) 4GPUVTQO 5IF 4UPOF DPVSU KVTUJDFT SVMJOHT BOE
MFHBDZ #$%ཊ%.+1 5WRTGOG %QWTV JCPFDQQMU 
+5$0  R 
=? &EJUPSJBM 5IF 1IJMBEFMQIJB USBOTJU 4USJLF 'XGPKPI +PFG
RGPFGPV #WIWUV  
=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? -FTTPOT GSPN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 0GY ;QTM 6KOGU #WIWUV 
 R 
=? $POUSPM .FBOT $POUSPM 9CNN 5VTGGV ,QWTPCN #WI  
=? 5IF 1IJMBEFMQIJB 4USJLF BT BO 0CKFDU -FTTPO .QU #PIGNGU
6KOGU #WIWUV   R #
=? 5IF 1IJMBEFMQIJB TUSJLF %JKECIQ &CKN[ 6TKDWPG #WIWUV 
 R 

=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? 9KPMNGT RR ཊ

=? 5RCWNFKPI R 
=? 5RCWNFKPI R 

=? 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB EJWJEFE SBDF  QPMJUJDT JO UIF $JUZ
PG #SPUIFSMZ -PWF R 

=? ,QG 9KNNKCO 6TQVVGT 'TKE .GFGNN 5OKVJ "GSJDBO "NFS
JDBOT JO 1FOOTZMWBOJB TIJGUJOH IJTUPSJDBM QFSTQFDUJWFT
2GPPU[NXCPKC 5VCVG 7PKXGTUKV[ 2TGUU  +5$0 
 R 

=? &QTKU -GCTPU )QQFYKP /P 0SEJOBSZ 5JNF 'SBOLMJO BOE
&MFBOPS 3PPTFWFMU 5IF )PNF 'SPOU JO 8PSME 8BS ** 5K
OQP  5EJWUVGT  +5$0  RR ཊ


=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? /FHSP USBJOFF RVJUT USBN KPC JO 1IJMBEFMQIJB %JKECIQ 6TK
DWPG #WIWUV   R 

=? 9KPMNGT R 
=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? 1IJMBEFMQIJB MJOFT SFUVSOFE CZ UIF "SNZ 0GY ;QTM 6KOGU
#WIWUV   R 

=? 3BDF 5SPVCMF JO 1IJMBEFMQIJB #SJOHT 5FTU PG 8BSUJNF 1PX
FST 0GYUYGGM #WI   R 

=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? 9KPMNGT R 
=? 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB EJWJEFE SBDF  QPMJUJDT JO UIF $JUZ
PG #SPUIFSMZ -PWF R 
=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? ,COGU 9QNិPIGT 8PSME 8BS ** IBUF TUSJLFT RR ཊ
+P 5IF FODZDMPQFEJB PG TUSJLFT JO "NFSJDBO IJTUPSZ #CTQP
$TGPPGT $GPLCOKP &C[ +OOCPWGN 0GUU GFKVQTU  /'
5JCTRG  +5$0  R 
=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? 4QUU RR ཊ

=? 4USJLF -PTT &RVJWBMFOU UP  %FTUSPZFST PG  1MBOFT
)GVV[UDWTI 6KOGU #WIWUV   R 

=? 9KPMNGT R 

=? 4QUU R 

=? 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB EJWJEFE SBDF  QPMJUJDT JO UIF $JUZ
PG #SPUIFSMZ -PWF RR ཊ

=? 4QUU R 

=? 9KPMNGT R 
=? (GFGTCN )FBSJOHT PO 1IJMBEFMQIJB 4USJLF 4FU
'XGPKPI %QWTKGT #WIWUV   R 

2TGUEQVV

=? 9KPMNGT R 
=? "SSFTUFE MFBEFST BTL 1IJMBEFMQIJB TUSJLFST HP CBDL BDU PO
VMUJNBUVN 0GY ;QTM 6KOGU #WIWUV   R 
=? *GTDGTV *KNN #MBDL MBCPS BOE UIF "NFSJDBO MFHBM TZTUFN
SBDF XPSL BOE UIF MBX 7PKXGTUKV[ QH 9KUEQPUKP 2TGUU
 +5$0  R 
=? 5RCWNFKPI R 
=? 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB EJWJEFE SBDF  QPMJUJDT JO UIF $JUZ
PG #SPUIFSMZ -PWF R 
=? 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB EJWJEFE SBDF  QPMJUJDT JO UIF $JUZ
PG #SPUIFSMZ -PWF R 
=? 5RCWNFKPI R 

• /CNEQNO 4QUU "MM NBOOFS PG NFO )TGGPYQQF
2TGUU 0GY ;QTM  +5$0 
• 6JGQFQTG 5RCWNFKPI 1IJMBEFMQIJBࣙT )BUF 4USJLF 6JG
%TKUKU 5GRVGODGT  RR ཊ 
• 5SPVCMF JO 1IJMBEFMQIJB 6+/' #WIWUV  
#EEGUUGF ,WN[  
• #NNCP / 9KPMNGT 5IF 1IJMBEFMQIJB 5SBOTJU 4USJLF
PG  ,QWTPCN QH #OGTKECP *KUVQT[ 8QN  0Q
 ,WP   RR ཊ
• ,COGU 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB 5SBOTJU 4USJLF  
'PE[ENQRGFKC QH 75 NCDQT CPF YQTMKPIENCUU JKU
VQT[ 'TKE #TPGUGP 'FKVQT  8QN  RR ཊ
6C[NQT  (TCPEKU  +5$0 
• ,COGU 9QNិPIGT 1IJMBEFMQIJB EJWJEFE SBDF  QPM
JUJDT JO UIF $JUZ PG #SPUIFSMZ -PWF %J  5IF
1IJMBEFMQIJB 5SBOTJU 4USJLF RR ཊ 7PKXGT
UKV[ QH 0QTVJ %CTQNKPC  +5$0 

=? 9KPMNGT RR  ཊ 
=? 9KPMNGT R 
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• /CTEJ RTQVGUVKPI YJKVG VTQNNG[ YQTMGTU UVTKMG CICKPUV
DNCEM VTQNNG[ QRGTCVQTU 2JKNCFGNRJKC 2# #WIWUV
 2JQVQ  'ZRNQTG2#JKUVQT[EQO
• #HTKECP #OGTKECP ,COGU 5VGYCTV C HQTOGT OW
UKEKCP TGEGKXGU KPUVTWEVKQP QP JQY VQ QRGTCVG C
2JKNCFGNRJKC 6TCPUKV %QORCP[ VTQNNG[ ECT 2JKNCFGN
RJKC 2# ,WN[   2JQVQ  'ZRNQTG2#JKU
VQT[EQO
• ,COGU 9QNិPIGT ཏ.KDGTV[ ཝ 6JCVཐU C NQV QH DWPMཐ
VJG OGCPKPI QH VJG  2JKNCFGNRJKC VTCPUKV UVTKMG
VQ DNCEM 2JKNCFGNRJKC YYYJKUVQT[EQQRGTCVKXGQTI
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•

4PVSDF JVVRUGPYKMKRGFKCQTIYKMK2JKNCFGNRJKCAVTCPUKVAUVTKMGAQHA!QNFKF $PO
USJCVUPST 9KNNKCO #XGT[ &CTYKPGM 6KO 9CXGNGPIVJ 0KMMKOCTKC $C\QPMC ,RFQTPDGTIGT #[OCVVJ 0UM 5WP %TGCVQT #NCPFGWU
&TRKEMGO 7NTKE (TGUEQ$QV 5GETGV 5CVWTFC[U ,QPMGT\ CPF +PPQVCVC

•

4PVSDF JVVRUWRNQCFYKMKOGFKCQTIYKMKRGFKCEQOOQPUDD(&4AKPALRI -JDFOTF 2WDNKE FQOCKP $PO
USJCVUPST 6JKU KOCIG KU CXCKNCDNG HTQO VJG 7PKVGF 5VCVGU .KDTCT[ QH %QPITGUU U 2TKPVU CPF 2JQVQITCRJU FKXKUKQP WPFGT VJG FKIKVCN +&
ERJE
6JKU VCI FQGU PQV KPFKECVG VJG EQR[TKIJV UVCVWU QH VJG CVVCEJGF YQTM # PQTOCN EQR[TKIJV VCI KU UVKNN TGSWKTGF 5GG %QOOQPU.KEGPUKPI HQT OQTG KPHQTOCVKQP

0SJHJOBM BSUJTU 'NKCU )QNFGPUM[ 

•

4PVSDF JVVRUWRNQCFYKMKOGFKCQTIYKMKRGFKCEQOOQPUE(GRELRI -JDFOTF 2WDNKE FQOCKP $POUSJCVUPST JVVRYYY
CTEJKXGUIQXRWDNKECVKQPURTQNQIWGURTKPIYGCXGTJVON 0SJHJOBM BSUJTU 7PKVGF 5VCVGU 1ឹEG QH 9CT +PHQTOCVKQP UVQTGF CV VJG 0CVKQPCN
#TEJKXGU 4GEQTF )TQWR  KOCIG PWODGT 02666

•

4PVSDF JVVRUWRNQCFYKMKOGFKCQTIYKMKRGFKCGPFFH26%#NNGPLRI -JDFOTF (CKT WUG $POUSJCVUPST
6JGQFQTG 5RCWNFKPI 1IJMBEFMQIJBࣙT )BUF 4USJLF 6JG %TKUKU 5GRVGODGT  R  0SJHJOBM BSUJTU
VJG RJQVQ CRRGCTGF KP 6JG %TKUKU OCIC\KPG YKVJQWV URGEKH[KPI VJG PCOG QH VJG RJQVQITCRJGT

•

4PVSDF
JVVRUWRNQCFYKMKOGFKCQTIYKMKRGFKCEQOOQPU
2JKNCFGNRJKC0CX[;CTFLRI -JDFOTF 2WDNKE FQOCKP $POUSJCVUPST JVVRYYYJKUVQT[PCX[OKNRJQVQUUJWUPWUPUJDFFX
JVO 0SJHJOBM BSUJTU 1ឹEKCN 75 0CX[ 2JQVQITCRJ HTQO VJG EQNNGEVKQPU QH VJG 0CXCN *KUVQTKECN %GPVGT 2JQVQ  0* 

•

4PVSDF JVVRUWRNQCFYKMKOGFKCQTIYKMKRGFKCGPH2JKNCFGNRJKCVTCPUKVUVTKMG
LRI -JDFOTF (CKT WUG $POUSJCVUPST
0GY ;QTM 6KOGU #WIWUV   R  CTVKENG ན5VTKMGTU IQ DCEM KP 2JKNCFGNRJKC UQNFKGTU QP ECTUཔ 0SJHJOBM BSUJTU
VJG RJQVQITCRJGTཐU PCOG KU WPMPQYP VJG RJQVQ KU OCTMGF KP VJG UQWTEG CU ན#UUQEKCVGF 2TGUU YKTGRJQVQཔ

• %TGCVKXG %QOOQPU #VVTKDWVKQP5JCTG #NKMG 
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Appendix C: Livingston Biddle Articles
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APPENDIX D: Jack G. Morris to Marie C Wilson Letters
7264739 W.O. II J.G. Morris RAMC
137, Field Ambulance
CMF
7-2.45 [Feb. 7, 1945]
Dear Mrs. Wilson
Your very sweet letter arrived yesterday. Thank you very much for
sparing the time to write such a long one. Letters are the brightest spots in
our existence.
Let me enlighten you as to my identity. I am a British soldier,
although we always say amongst ourselves that the Royal Medical Corps
personnel are not soldiers.
As you probably know the Field Service belongs to us on active
service and believe me those boys are the best liaison officers which the
USA possess. None of us has anything but praise for them. I have not always
been with this unit, so have been able to see what the boys have been doing
all over Italy. It would be easy to write a book about them, but that should be
the task of an abler pen than mine. Suffice it to say that those boys have got
what it takes and then some.
Owing to a change of unit I was not able to be with Conrad for more
than a few weeks. We met first when I was a guest of B Platoon one evening
and we just got talking together. As the platoon was attached to my unit we
saw quite a lot of one another and before parting exchanged home addresses.
Since then I have got no nearer to Conrad than to meet people who “saw him
last week”
I have written to him, but have no reply, probably the letter went
astray, they do so frequently.
Conrad is a fine chap. Many of the lads become rather careless about
their appearance when they get on to active service. Not so your son. That is
why I took to him at once. He is always clean and tidy; these factors count a
lot to a British soldier when sizing a man up. Then again we could talk about
things together. So many fellows are incapable of intelligent conversation.
Your account of Xmas at home brought to me recollections of my
wife’s description of her Xmas tree for our small son aged 21 months. Of
course Xmas in southern England in the area known as “Bomb Alley” was
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bound to lack many of the peacetime luxuries. From all accounts they made
a good show in spite of everything.
We out here had quite a merry time. It is a custom in our army for the
sergeants to wait on the men on Xmas Day. All went well until a bomb
dropped 50 yards from our dressing station in the middle of our impromptu
concert. Luckily no damage was done so the fun only stopped for about ten
seconds. What a war!
As we are very “security” conscious it is not possible for me to tell
you as much about myself as I would like to. I m a warrant officer (quarter
master- sergeant) and have been in our army since just before the war
started. I spent some time in England as an instructor before coming to Italy
and getting my baptism of fire at Anzio. My age is 29 and I am married,
having one child. In civilian life I am a chiropodist. The above sounds
awfully terse and to the point but I am sure you will understand.
Thank you very much for your kind offer. I really do appreciate it but
I honestly cannot think of anything that I really need except to get this war
over and go home. Perhaps when peace comes we may meet sometime as
my wife and I hope to visit friends in Pittsburgh one of these days.
When you write to Conrad, please tell him that I have written once
and sent verbal messages several times. He has my address in England just
in case he ever gets there.
Once again, thank you for writing to me.
Yours most sincerely,
Jack G. Morris
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7264739 WO II J G Morris RAMC
137, Field Ambulance
C. M. F. 12 May 1945
Dear Mrs. Wilson
I was delighted to find a letter from you in my mail yesterday
morning. That delight was even greater when, on opening the envelope, the
snaps of yourself and home were disclosed. I can see Conrad inn his father’s
photo. Your home is very lovely, quite ideal with plenty of greenery and
flowers, two ice dogs – plenty of good country air. Lambs too on the lawn; I
always feel that they are better than a lawn mower, being alive and
interesting and keeping the grass short as well.
I hope you have good news of Conrad. We almost met about seven
weeks ago; got within twelve miles of each other for about twenty four hours
and then Conrad left the old platoon and left for pastures new.
This was a great pity, especially as I had a most convivial evening
with B Platoon a week or so later.
Much has happened since your letter dropped into the post box. Who
would have imagined that the Kraut would have folded up so fast. You can
imagine our job in the London division setting up Dressing Stations and
closing them a few hours later because the infantry had gone so far forward
that we had to move again. On one occasion our Dressing Station took 26
prisoners who were just wondering around looking for someone to whom
they could surrender. ‘Twas a famous victory. And now Europe is quiet
again. My hometown has lighted streets for the first time since September
1939. The sirens are silent. Perhaps before long my son will see a banana for
the first time. In the evening the folks can sit on the promenades and parks
with lights all around them.
There is a sad side too. In the rural area behind my home town, two
thousand men will have to work for twelve months to rebuild ruined houses
and barns. That is just one area about fifteen miles in diameter.
What a task lies before us all in rebuilding civilization. We all look
towards San Francisco. The United States must lead democracy onto the
road whilst we are having a wash and change ready to get into the harness;
into double harness with the USA.
One cannot help misquoting the poet and saying, “Roosevelt thou
shouldst be living at this hour.”
And now to duty, Goodnight, My best regards to all,
from Yours sincerely, Jack G. Morris
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APPENDIX E: Costanza Peterich Post War Letteres
Jan. 8th 45
Dearest Conrad,
Your little letter and the visit of your friend made me very glad. I have
not been well these last days. I had to lie down so receiving letters and
talking to nice interesting people was specially consoling. I do not know if
the new reached you that the F. S. S. suddenly believed my husband to be a
dangerous person and he was taken away – so suddenly that we could not
even provide him with a few things for his comfort. He went without even
his pen and nobody knows where to – we are very very sad because a part
from the fact that he has been torn away from his work, his sad sad face
showed me how it hurt him to be considered an enemy by those whose side
he stood and had been standing since fascism began. My only consolation is
that for a man like him for a writer every experience is valuable and I am
sure that when the first horror is over something good will come out of it for
his work. Let us hope that he must not be too cold. I have written to Cecil
Shrige to Rome. He will help try to convince the FSS to listen to all those
people that are ready to give evidence for him – 3 of them are: the
Archbishop, Mr. Berenson and the Crown Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria.
Between them they are 225 years old. They may be called wise!
I am continuing this letter after our dinner with Capt. Franks that told
and showed me many interesting things. I feel I know so much more now. I
enjoyed his little visit very very much. But I cannot write because we must
go on talking. I wish you were here with us. I missed you very much these
days I knew you would have been sad with us. We are much happier to day
since we know that the letter to Rome is on its way and some hope possible.
I am finding new lovely poems for your book every day – Come soon
to fetch it!
Much love from Susi, Coccolo,
Costanza P.
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November 25, 1945
Dearest Friend,
I had just begun a letter to you in answer to you very charming one
posted on the 13th of October which I received on the 10th of November
when Susi her cheeks bright red with excitement, rushed into my room and
shouted “Conrad is at the telephone.” I jumped up and could not believe it
was really him until I heard his own steady and peaceful voice. He rang up
from Pisa. It was 6 o’clock in the evening and promised to be here in time
for dinner. But in the meanwhile the weather, which had been spring mild all
day, decided to become stormy and a wild shower began to rattle on the
roofs and so we sadly imagined that he would have to be a little late as the
roads are very bad. So we sat down to supper without him, but were not half
through when Conrad’s jeep announced itself with quick hooping and the car
drove into the courtyard and everybody, servants included, rushed out to
greet Conrad –like many a time he arrived rather muddy and tired but mud
and weariness seemed to melt away and quickly transform themselves into
warmth and gayness. He slipped into his chair, ready for him at the supper
table, but we did not know if he wanted him first to eat or first to tell us
about everything. Well he managed to do both, taking a little while and with
the help of a few glasses of Tuscan wine. After supper, round the fire, sat a
very gay group of people – whilst Conrad unpacked and made everybody
around happy with beautiful presents. We were again eating sweets(!) and
smelling the delicate perfume of good soap. The girls after very short
discussions slipped into the beautiful sweaters you sent them. They are so
pretty and warm and soft and sleek like some delightful fur. Coccolo’s great
wish had been to possess a turquoise colored sweater – so it was like a fairy
tale to see one lying there for her. She slipped into it. It fitted to perfection.
Susi immediately preferred thee red one – Conrad said it had been intended
the other way round but we all thought that they had chosen well. I wish you
could have heard the shouts of enthusiasm when the beautiful woolen
material was displayed and the little rolls of silk and cotton.
Dearest Mrs. Wilson I am afraid that you have been too kind for us.
How shall we be able to return so much? You have thought about
everything, even sugar that we miss so much.
Dec. 1st – I have been interrupted in writing by one of my rather usual
breakdowns. I begin again after five days. The charming picture of Conrad
stands in front of me and when I look at it it makes writing to you a much
more alive thing. Ink and paper seem superfluous. I feel I am talking to you.
I have not been well these last few weeks and one feels the effort in
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everything I undertake – so forgive my mistakes. We have not heard from
Conrad yet but I am sure he is already at his work in Chieti and too busy to
write. He will be very astonished when he hears that a little book that he
brought my husband to read impressed and interested him so much that as
soon as Conrad left on Sunday morning (with a glorious sunshine) he began
to translate it into German and wants to publish it in Switzerland. The
translation was finished in a few days. Now a friend of his is going to do the
Italian translation so you see what interest Conrad’s little book has awaken.
You know it probably “Interlinea of Cabesa DeVaca”. Conrad knows
nothing about all this yet.
This last months was a rather muddled one because to be able to face
the fantastic rise of prices we decided to let our house and stay in a sort of
little dependence. It used to be the gardener’s house. It looks right on to the
little back garden where I took Conrad’s and Coccolo picture. The children
have remained up in their tower but we all meet for meals in our little rooms
but have become extremely cozy. But it was not easy work to change from a
big house, full of things, in to a tiny one. We let our house completely
furnished to a very amusing young, new rich couple. I would not have been
able to do all this by myself but the dear girl that has been with the children
for years cold come back to us and she and Coccolo did most of the work.
And were extremely satisfied with the result. I miss none of the things I care
for and need in my new little home. Now the children are beginning to plan
everything for Xmas eve, and how to fit is all into the new small frame and
how to have music without our piano. I wonder if Conrad will be able to
come. But if not at Xmas we hope to see him and hear all about his work on
his first leave. We still can manage to give him a comfortable bed to sleep
in.
To your warm letter you ask to write to you what we might need.
Your beautiful presents make me shy to ask for anything but Conrad insisted
that I should do so - well I will overcome my shyness and write
1. A little tube of cement-glue to stick together porcelains and
earthenware (very much needed)
2. A tube of other glue for wood and leather.
3. Some garters to sew on to the belts that hold the stockings or if that is
easier, some elastic too make garters and some elastic of about half an
inch or even less for underwear.
4. A packet of blades for shaving.
5. 2 reels of white cotton for sewing house linen and a reel of very thin
white sewing cotton (very much needed) several colored cottons for
sewing stockings (brown shades)
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6. A few copybooks for Susi She is very unhappy with those one gets
here, made of very bad paper.
7. Tea (helps my husband for his work.)
8. If possible some Nestcoffee (great help against my headaches and so
easy to make even in the middle of the night,
9. If possible a tin of sweetened cocoa.
10. A little packet of Lux or soap powder for washing woolen things..
You see what a long list of wishes I have put together of the things we
miss most. We know that sugar is rare even in America so we are doubly
thankful to you for the tinful you sent us. I immediately put it away for
Xmas cakes. To feed the family is not as difficult now. Except most of the
things I asked for, one can buy everything – the shops are filled with every
kind of food. But it is fabulously expensive. I always wonder how
shopkeepers could have been so hardhearted and kept their goods hidden
away whilst we were all so hungry – now that prices are very high sacks of
food come to light. We are very happy with our own production of olive oil
this year. We had feared that the extreme dryness might have affected the
olives and shriveled them up. They are very tiny, but gave a quite
satisfactory quantity of excellent oil, one of the most important elements of
Tuscan cooking.
A few days ago we had some very good news. My youngest daughter,
Mimi, just 13 that has been in a Children’s Home in Switzerland since 1942,
has been given the permit to come home. We re all very very happy and now
daily expect the telegram that will call us to the Swiss frontier to collect her.
The journey in Italy will be most complicated part of the voyage but we
hope to get her home safely.
I have given you a lot of news about ourselves-please give us yours in
addition to every thing that Conrad told us about “home”
Much much love from your very thankful friends
but specially from
Costanza Peterich
Forgive mistakes and writing. I am lying down . Forgive my abrupt
ending of this letter. But I do not want to delay sending it off – I wish it
could bring you a Xmas greeting.
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APPENDIX F: Arlt Family Post War Letters
Bremen, 15th of December 1946
Dear Mrs. Wilson,
In the name of my brother and myself I will thank you for the nice
presents you send us; we thank you very so much. The first parcel you sent
us arrived at the 11th of December. When laying the table for dinner I saw
the parcel hidden in a corner. I was very glad but Aunty did not say anything
about it. I also didn’t say anything as I knew it was a little secret. My little
brother was still in school. He came home at 2 o’clock. After sitting down at
the table Aunty said that there was a parcel from you. I laughed and then
said: “I have already seen it standing in the corner.” Then I jumped from my
chair and fetched it and we opened it with great pleasure. My father was
very delighted about the tobacco and soon he kindled his pipe. Aunty
enjoyed the cocoa very much. The red cap was fitting me. I wear it going to
school. When coming from school my brother was very eager to see all the
nice things. The cap almost fitted him. He was very proud about the boots.
The little car he will get to Christmas. We all enjoyed the candies. They taste
very well. I do like the soap animals because they are so sweet. Aunty got
the camel and the lion my brother Winfried the elephant and I the icebear.
Now I will write you something abut our Christmas preparations
especially about preparations of our parish. Some girls from our
confirmation lessons and I work Christmas presents for the children. The
next Thursday we shall give them a nice Christmas – box for 70 children of
our parish. Til now we finished 90 presents such as little balls, pictures and
picture books also. It will be a happy afternoon and each child shall get a
little cake (biscuit) from the “Helping Work” The flowers at the top of this
letter I cut for you as a little joy. I hope that you can read my bad English, as
I have learned this language for only two years.
With much love,
Yours thankfully,
Dietlinde Arlt
My dear Mrs. Wilson
It was a real Christmas Day when your parcel arrived the 11th of
December. When the post-man came, he announced to my brother a small
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parcel to be fetched form the post –office. (It contained New Testaments and
Parts of the Bible.) Then I said to the post-man: “Haven’t you got a parcel
for me too?” He smiled and said after a little while, “You may go to the
Custom House to fetch a parcel from America!” Shrieks of joy rang through
the house. I jumped as a child. My brother and I went instantly to fetch it.
What then followed Dietlinde told you already in her letter.(She wrote
the letter quite by herself and without being told by us.)
O you good dear Mrs. Wilson. How sweetly did you choose the
contents of the parcel. The whole family was delighted to the utmost and
thank you from the bottom of our heats, especially my sister in law and my
brother thank you heartily for the beautiful boots for the boy. They are a bit
too large now but we will put some paper in it and it will do. I myself am
more than delighted by the underwear. We have 12 degrees of frost and they
keep me so warm. Thank you ever so much, you dear motherly friend! Did
you guess that cocoa is my favorite beverage which I missed for years! Oh,
how lovely tasted the first cup from sugar and your love! We eagerly look
forward to the second parcel you announced to me. I hope it shall not be lost.
With much love and good wishes.
Your thankful friend,
Gertrud Arlt.
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APPENDIX G: Bergen Belsen Concentration Camp

When I was a freshman in college at Willamette University in Salem,
Oregon, I wrote to my Uncle Conrad. He kept the letter from which I quote,
“I remember when it [the film Judgment at Nuremberg] was making the
rounds in Philadelphia that someone around home and I don’t remember
who or how it came up, but the phrase always stuck in my mind, ‘Conrad
isn’t going to see the movie. He was there and had to help clean out the
camps.’
As one who was there you must have some opinions and facts as to
what it was really like and what the implications are of the trials are. I kind
of hesitate to ask you to write about it because I don’t know if it opens
memories that you have tried to forget. I’m afraid any damage that might
have been done already is so if you have time to write me I’d appreciate it
very much and if you don’t please don’t worry about it.
In his reply dated February 16, 1969 he wrote, I haven’t seen the film
of the Nuremberg trials so I don’t have any opinions about its implications;
nor do I know much about the trials. But I was at Belsen Concentration
Camp when it was first occupied and stayed until it was emptied out and
destroyed. That I will never forget. I will try to give you some idea of what it
was like, ... I have looked over my letters to home and am disappointed to
find I hardly mentioned Belsen in my letters. I guess it was hard to put in
writing. Also I see that I only wrote one letter between April and June of
1945 and that was dated May 30th. I quote from it:
“I was up at Belsen Concentration Camp… The tragedy there
was greater than anything Ihad previously seen. Nothing I could say in
writing would begin to portray the horrors of the camp. We worked
hard each day, cried, prayed and fell exhausted into our beds at night.
It is something we shall remember to our dying day. Each of us felt
that if we had done nothing else in our lives, Our lives would have
been worthwhile just for the little we were able to do in those days at
Belsen. The few of us from C Platoon who were there had no cars
(ambulances). We worked in the number one camp, the original
concentration camp, evacuating people from the huts. I will try to tell
you of the conditions when I get home. I cannot write them.
Everything I say seems too unreal to me.”
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I was with some pretty tough guys – tough in the sense of experience
with horror. We had worked at the front lines in Italy, evacuating the
wounded, driving all night without lights on dark bomb pitted roads,
sometimes, with an urgency to the hospital tempered with knowing what
pain each bump caused the wounded soldier. We were a mixture of freaks,
daredevils, religious fanatics, etc. hard drinking (straight gin before
breakfast!), good and bad. But most of us had been through difficult
campaigns and were some what hardened to suffering. My first impression
of Belsen was of these same Americans, on first sight of the misery there
vomiting, crying, cursing or praying. I saw strong men down on their knees
asking for forgiveness for being people I suppose. But it was much worse
than anything we had ever seen, read about or imagined. You know
propaganda was rather strong in war time, and liberal-minded people were
inclined to disbelieve what the newspapers said about the atrocities. I
especially. The prisoners I met at times seemed just like the rest of us,
harmless enough. Just people. So we were unprepared for Belsen.
Our job was to evacuate the barracks where the prisoners were
housed. At that time I was not driving an ambulance but acting as a spare
driver. So I was assigned to the job of going into a hut, preparing the people
for evacuation, and loading the ambulance. The driver then took them to the
“human laundry” where they were shaved, scrubbed, fumigated, sprayed,
and if they survived that, evacuated to a tent hospital outside he
concentration camp.
Belsen was peculiar in that there was no slaughter of Jews, no
gas chambers, but a general level of health that was worse than all other
camps. In all fairness to the Germans, I believe, and was told that this was
caused by events of the war – the cutting off of rail lines and supplies
towards the end of the war, and that a general starvation and epidemic of
disease resulted. Be that as it may, the result was that everyone was either
dead or close to dead of starvation and typhus or other illnesses. I would go
to the hut on the list – a long low frame building like our CCC barracks on
the 1930’s – and find it absolutely jammed with people, dead and dying, the
living on top of the dead, not even able to know what was happening. Some
would resist, not knowing if they were being taken out to be killed. I had to
choose whether to take this one or that, taking the strongest first in hope that
they might still live, sometimes leaving till last those who seemed dead or
not likely to survive. I t seems to me after all these years after, that they were
like sardines in a can, the bottom layer dead the top just crawling around
over the dead, and sometimes you had to dig through the dead because you
saw an arm moving through the bodies that indicated that someone was alive
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underneath. Is it just a dream? I don’t think so, because I remember thinking
at the time that it could never be really exaggerated, no words could really
describe the horror of it.
You see, we had arrived too late for most. There were thousands of
unburied dead…I can remember that with bulldozers the army dug great
long and deep trenches, perhaps twenty feet deep, fifteen feet wide and long
as our house, they seemed. And into these the bodies were placed in rows
and layers. A layer of bodies, quick lime, some dirt and then another layer of
bodies, and so on up to the top. I know one was filled and another was dug.
And I saw the former guards, not Germans but Hungarians, Polish etc. who
were also prisoners who cooperated with the higher ups and thus got special
privileges, assigned now by the British to work day and night burying the
dead, 24 hours around the clock ay after day until they fell exhausted and
were pushed into the pit and covered up alive (by our side).
This was the worst horror of Belsen, to me. That we, who were so
shocked by what we saw, could turn around and do the same thing to those
who caused this misery. Of course we were on the right side; these others
did not deserve to live after what they had done to the prisoners. I can
remember thinking very strongly that the horror was not that Germans had
done this to Jews, but that humans had done this to other humans. This
impressed me most of all. I felt no real shock at the Germans, but can assure
you that I was pretty shocked at us humans. And I guess that is about all I
can say to you now... I guess we were all on trial at Nuremburg. But I wish
we could all have felt it, and learned from it…
It took us about a month to clear the camp, as I remember. Then when
it was empty, it was burned to the ground. I spent some time later with
German friends I had met at Bassum near Bremen. I tried to tell them about
the experience, but they couldn’t really comprehend that such events took
place in their beloved country. And these were really nice people, just like
our families, perhaps even better educated than our Wilsons. How could it
have happened? Were they also to blame? I guess we were just about as
much to blame. And are today to blame for those things that happen here
that we don’t want to know about. We can all be really ignorant of things we
don’t want to know.
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APPENDIX H: A Modern Detective Story
Among the photos found in Conrad Wilson’s files was one of
a group of children playing in amidst the rubble of a bombed out
village. When I first looked at this photo I thought how typicial the
children were, playing giggling fascinated by the camera. I
wondered if any of those children might still be alive and how it
wold be possible to find out. I had no clue and would have still
been wondering if not for a set of circumstances that came about
after I published a story about my Uncle’s experiences during the
war. Out of the blue and completely unexpected came the
following email:
Dear Bill,
I am an Italian journalist, while researching some family history I found
your story on the SF Sentinel about your uncle's service in Ortona:
http://www.sanfranciscosentinel.com/?p=166566. At one point of his
recollection your author writes:
We are living there with a unit of International Volunteer Service for Peace
which is doing similar work. They are mostly English. The unit consists of
four women and six men. They are leaving in January, so that will leave just
our unit in the area. The IVSP had a group here when I arrived., students
from the University of Rome who came out for ten days of volunteer work.
We had great fun in the evening singing and talking and playing games. I
was sorry to see them leave.
Well, I'm pretty sure that my mother (still living) and some of her best
friends were in that group of students. She showed me some pictures a
couple of weeks ago (I'm enclosing a rough scan of one: she's the third from
the left, front row) and I would love to know if you might have any
additional information. Is your uncle still living, btw? Since he seemed to go
along so well with the Roman group, I wonder if he might have had other,
more detailed and personal pictures - or maybe letters and other
recollections.
Thanks a lot for your help
Mario Tedeschini-Lalli
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Figure 34 University of Rome students helping recovery efforts. 1945

Figure 35 -Finding out if any of these kids where still alive was a challenge.
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Dear Mario,
You have no idea how pleased I am to get your email regarding your mother.
I've dreamt of finding people who knew Conrad, but had no way of knowing
how to go about it. Uncle Conrad passed away in 2005. He was the family
historian and I've sort of inherited some of the family archives. The photos
illustrating the article are pretty much all the photos I have that I know are
from Ortona. I would really appreciate you sending me any photos your
Mother might have from that time. Conrad really loved Italy and its people.
I'm in the midst of transcribing all the letters he wrote during his experiences
during the war and the year after the war that he spent in Italy. I hope to
have it published as a book. Conrad's love for Italy really comes through. It's
a love I share because my husband is from Italy. He was born in Subiaco and
his family moved to Rome in 1968 so he could attend the University of
Rome. If you look at the photos of Ortona accompanying my article there is
one of a group of kids. Would you have any idea how I would go about
finding if any of those kids are still alive?
Thank you so very much for writing. I would love to hear more from your
Mother about her experiences in Ortona and what she thought of Conrad and
the other Americans. I'm sorry that I don't have any more photos of the
people from the university.
Take care, Bill Wilson
Dear Bill,
I just spoke with my mother (who then went by her maiden name
Biancamaria Bosco), she sends her greetings and tells me to forward you
what pictures we have. So, here are the other three (all scanned with my
iphone from very small original prints).
She also tells me that "a few years ago" (that's probably "many" years ago,
certainly before your uncle passed away), a scholar from one of the local
universities in Abruzzo organized some sort of celebration with the people,
groups and institutions that helped the "ortonesi" in that period. She seems to
remember that the event had to do only with the student group, but I bet it
was more general in scope, since the region was well battered, and a lot of
International aid organizations were active there for many years. Of course if
we find anything regarding this supposed "reunion" I'll let you know.
Take care and since your family is "half-Italian" let me know if you ever
pass by Rome :-) Mario
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Bill,
I'm still trying to figure out what will be the best course to take, meanwhile
the more I look at the scene, the more I think it was taken in one of the
villages, not in Ortona itself: no tall buildings, and specially the crowd
seems very, very peasant like: none of the kids wear proper shoes, they have
the "ciocie" a piece of leather with straps that go up the ankle and the leg (in
this case it was probably not even leather). Ortona, as small and as ruined as
it was, it was still a small city, with an urban style, and the kids with no
shoes do not fit it.
Mario
Dear Emilia,
I'm copying Bill Wilson in this thread, since my enquiry started from a
recollection of post-war volunteer work in Abruzzo by his uncle, which Bill
published in the San Francisco Sentinel (see:
http://www.sanfranciscosentinel.com/?p=166566). Bill asked me to help in
identifying the kids in this picture: http://www.sanfranciscosentinel.com/wpcontent/uploads/2011/12/ortonapeopleres.jpg, which is labeled as having
been taken in Ortona. My hunch, as I explained to Bill, is that it may not be
Ortona, given the architecture and what the kids wore. It's more likely one of
the villages of the Aventino Valley where the American Friends Service
Committee was active in recostruction work. Colledimacine was one of
those villages, and the only one - as far as I can see today - that may match
the picture (the other ones are hilly, steepy places, without such large
streets). So the first think to decide here is if the image was actually taken in
Colledimacine, and if that's the case, we can move on to identifying the
people there...
thanks a lot! Mario
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From: Mario Tedeschini-Lalli <mario.tedeschini.lalli@gmail.com>
To: falcone@juno.com
Subject: Info about Colledimacine circa 1945
Date: Mon, 23 Jun 2014 13:56:58 +0200
Dear Mr. Falcone,
I am an Italian journalist and I found your website about Colledimacine
(new https://sites.google.com/site/colledimacine/ , and old one
http://www.geocities.ws/colledimacineitalia/) while researching the possible
location of a picture taken by an America volunteer in 1945/46 in the
whereabouts of the village. I wonder if you have additional photographs to
compare with the one I have.
thanks for you help
Mario Tedeschini-Lali Rome
2014-06-23 15:58 GMT+02:00 falcone@juno.com <falcone@juno.com>:
Mario,
I am copying my parents, Michele & Emilia, who are returning to spend the
summer in Colledimacine this year.
Perhaps they can help you, or inquire on your behalf.
Anthony.
2014-06-24 12:20 GMT+02:00 Michael Falcone
<michelefalcone@yahoo.com>:
Hi Mario,
I am Emilia, Anthony's mother, my husband and I come from
Colledimacine, I also have my mother with me, and she was 24 during the
war, so if you can email or send me a copy of your picture, we probably will
be able to identify the people in it.
Emilia
2014-06-23 15:32 GMT+02:00 falcone@juno.com <falcone@juno.com>:
Hello Mario,
I don't have any other photos to offer. Whatever I received from
Colledimacinesi, I posted online.
If you want, you can send me your photo and I will share with my relatives
to ask if they recognize the people or the background.
Sincerely, Anthony Falcone
New York
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Mario,
I don't know why I didn't think of this before, but when you sent me the
street scene it included a photos of the church. I have a photo of the church
in ruins just part of the dome remaining. When I was looking for it I came
across a series of photos that included the one you sent me. I realized I had
two more that included the group. The thing that distinguishes these photos
is they have the same kind of wavy edge as did the ones you sent me. Each
has the name Conrad written on the back (not in my Uncle's handwriting)
and a number - the group shot is #156 and the work shot is #155. the one
you sent me a scan of is labeled #161. I had them in a separate part of my
album because they weren't in the envelope marked Ortona - which is
actually labeled Ortona a Mare and Casoli Aventino River Valley. Again
reenforcing your thoughts that it is of Colledimacine.
Wonder if your Mother might have any idea who the man in the third photo
is. Thanks again, Bill
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Figure 36 University of Rome students helping recovery work.
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Dear Bill,
This is becoming more and more exciting, since the young lady at the center
of [Figure 36], passing bricks to the other one, is most certainly my mother,
and I don't know she has a copy of this photo! And I understand you gather,
from the other pictures you have, that the place where they are working is
the church, right?
Unfortunately I'm leaving for a business trip in a couple of hours and I will
not see my Mother until Saturday, meanwhile I would opine that the person
in Figure may be one of the students (no one that I can personally
recognize...), possibly the second from the right in the back row of
Rome001.jpg. He is piling up bricks that a chain of other students are
passing by hands picking them up from the rubble (picture Rome002 is
taken from behind the pile: see the bricks on the forefront).
As far as the location is concerned, the fact that the envelope is labeled
"Ortona a Mare and Casoli Aventino River Valley", should turn our
attention to the village of Casoli (see:
https://www.google.com/maps/place/66043+Casoli+CH/@42.1149533,14.2
897457,1647m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0x1330f7fcdb50847d:0x90f540
1c2fa9ea0c). I will try to confirm this.
Yesterday I talked to the editorial director of our publishing group about the
story, and he's going to mention it to the editor of the local newspaper. I will
keep you posted.
Thanks again
Mario
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Dear Bill,
I now know who is the person behind the bricks. His name is Enzo Fondi, or
rather was, since he died in 2001. He was studying Medicine at the time,
became a doctor, then a priest in 1964. In 1950 he was one the first members
of the "Focolare" movement (http://www.focolare.org/en/) , which grew to
become one of the largest so called "ecclesiastical movements" of the
Catholic Church, where he was apparently involved in International
outreach, especially in inter-faith dialogue. He was born in 1927, which
makes him about 18 at the time of the picture. My mother still regularly sees
his younger brother Claudio.
A short obit in English: http://www.zenit.org/en/articles/enzo-fondi-pioneerof-interreligious-dialogue-dies
A longer one in Italian (from where most of my info come):
http://www.focolare.org/it/news/2010/10/06/la-passione-per-il-dialogointerreligioso-e-il-ricco-patrimonio-spiritualel%E2%80%99eredita-di-enzofondi-uno-dei-primi-focolarini/
Here are the other names of people in the group, as far as my mother can
tell:
1) No name, probably an Italian
2) Marcello Argenti
3) Maria Teresa Brenci
4) No name, probably an Italian
5) Biancamaria Bosco (my mother)
6) Vincenzo Sebastiani
7) No name, maybe an Englishman
8) Giovanni Mancini
9) No name, maybe an Englishwoman
10) Enzo Fondi
11) No name, no guess
12) No name, no guess
There were other know Italians in the group that are not in the picture.
Ciao, Mario
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Dear Bill,
The Feature Editor of Il Centro (http://ilcentro.gelocal.it) Luigi Di Fonzo
contacted me for the story of the kids picture. As I told you, "Il Centro" is
the leading newspaper in Abruzzo, the region of Ortona, and its headquarters
are in Pescara, a few kilometers up the coast.
0
Luigi (here in CC), asked me to write the story explaining the story of the
picture, how Conrad happened to be there in 1945, and how you are now
trying to identify and possibly locate the people in the picture. They are
aiming at next weekend's feature section, either Saturday or Sunday. Of
course, they will try and follow up when and if the get some response from
the public.
I already sent them the scan you mailed me, to publish both on print and on
the web (a lot of "abruzzesi" emigrated from that area in the Fifties, many in
the US). I suppose we should credit it to Conrad Wilson?
Also, I wonder if I can quote from your mails to me, and/or if you want to
send me a short note about why you are publishing the picture, and so on.
I hope we are on the right track
Ciao
Mario
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Luigi,
[English translation follows]
Ecco il pezzo, se non conti i link tra parentesi quadra (che servono per
l'edizione online) sono 3.600 battute. Aggiungo un box con estratti di una
lettera di Conrad Wilson (c'è ne sono altre, ma questa mi sembra la più
interessante), che potrebbe essere accompagnata da una foto sua (o quella
con la fisarmonica ritagliata, o quella della jeep).
Sul sito occorrerà naturalmente inserire i link e aprire i commenti al pezzo
(se non sono già aperti di default), inserendo la foto all'interno, con link
all'immagine a dimensione integrale, così la gente può esaminarla. Idem per
il boxino, con il testo e la foto, linkato al pezzo principale e viceversa.
Ovviamente se non avete spazio sul giornale per la lettera a parte, può essere
messa tranquillamente anche solo sul web. Importante che quando esce sul
giornale sia anche già sul web, per rilanciarla sui social sperando che la veda
anche qualcuno negli Stati Uniti.
Se credi, puoi farmi chiamare dal collega che si occuperà del web, oggi
stesso o sabato (domani dovrei essere in gita in montagna, probabilmente
senza campo telefonico).
Fammi sapere come va.
Mario
--------------

di Mario Tedeschini Lalli
Macerie sullo sfondo, pochi adulti sulla destra, il sole d'inverno che illumina
un gruppo di ragazzini in primo piano, coi vestiti rappezzati e i piedi calzati
solo di rudimentali ciocie. Sorridono divertiti a un americano alto e biondo
che non si vede, perché è lui che scatta questa immagine di speranza
nell'Abruzzo distrutto dalla guerra, 70 anni orsono. Conrad Wilson era
arrivato a Ortona alla fine di novembre del 1945, e il 1 dicembre aveva
cominciato il suo lavoro nella valle dell'Aventino in un progetto
dell'organizzazione umanitaria American Friends Service Commitee
(AFSC).
"Le rovine dei villaggi sono incredibili. Gran masse di macerie accumulate
sulla cima dei monti -- fantasmi di paesi. È quasi impossibile credere che ci
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siano persone che vivono tra le rovine, ma c'è ne sono -- a centinaia, vestite
di stracci, molte a piedi scalzi, dall'aspetto affamato e tuttavia si lamentano
poco. (...) Vivono quasi come animali, ma sembrano desiderosi di
cominciare a ricostruire", scriveva a casa pochi giorni dopo, sottolineando
come quasi due anni dopo il passaggio del fronte sulla Linea Gustav
pochissime erano le case di nuovo in piedi.
Lo AFSC guidava un progetto [http://www.ourstory.info/library/4ww2/Friends/fau10.html] con il quale le comunità dell'entroterra potevano
scambiare legname con materiali da costruzione per rimettere in piedi gli
abitati, distrutti dalle truppe tedesche in ritirata e dall'avanzata degli alleati.
Conrad guidava uno dei grandi camion che partivano da Ortona in direzione
di Colledimacine, Montenerodomo, Fallascoso, Palena e Lettopalena, i
cinque paesi dove si concentrava lo sforzo AFSC. Avanti e indietro tutti i
giorni, ore e ore alla guida di uno Studbaker a dieci ruote su improbabili
strade di montagna, fino almeno alla metà del 1946. E tanti, tanti incontri
con gli abruzzesi che il giovane americano coglie con il suo obiettivo.
Conrad è mancato nel 2005, ma le sue memorie inedite e le sue fotografie
raccolte in una busta con la scritta "Ortona e Casoli" sono finite in mano del
nipote William Wilson, fotoreporter a San Francisco, che ne ha pubblicato
una parte sul San Francisco Sentinel
[http://www.sanfranciscosentinel.com/?cat=5&paged=42]. William è
rimasto particolarmente colpito dalla foto dei 23 ragazzini straccioni e
sorridenti e ci ha chiesto aiuto: possiamo scoprire insieme che ne è stato di
quei bambini?
"So che c'è gente che è stata toccata da mio zio Conrad e dalle buone cose
che provò a fare per rendere un po' migliore una situazione orribile - spiega
William Wilson - Mi ha molto commosso vedere questa foto con i ragazzi
che si divertono nonostante le difficoltà. Vorrei solo sapere dove è finito
qualcuno di questi ragazzini". Il Centro accetta la sfida, ecco la foto,
disponibile in formato più grande anche sul sito del giornale. Qualcuno ci
può aiutare?
Prima di tutto si tratta di accertare in che località sia stata presa. Nonostante
la busta faccia pensare a Ortona e a Casoli, gli edifici e l'abbigliamento delle
persone sembrano indicare una località dell'interno, forse uno dei cinque
paesi dove più impegnati erano i volontari dello AFSC. Ma l'obiettivo finale
è dare un nome ai volti di quei bambini e raccontarne la storia successiva:
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sono rimasti in Abruzzo? Sono emigrati? Chi vive ricorda quell'americano
biondo e allampanato?
Basta scrivere al giornale [inserire mail di redazione o mail speciale tipo
ricercabimbi@ilcentro.it], telefonare o scrivere un commento sotto a questo
articolo sul sito. Cercheremo di ricostruire nella microstoria di persone
concrete la grande Storia di un territorio e di un'epoca tragica. Come ci ha
detto William Wilson: "I primi capitoli di questa storia ce li ho, mio zio
scrisse ai suoi lettere incredibili e meravigliose per descrivere le difficoltà.
Ora vorrei conoscere i capitoli finali".

English translation
Here is the piece, if you do not count the links in brackets (which are used
for the online edition) are 3600 lines. I add a box with extracts of a letter by
Conrad Wilson (there are others, but this seems to me the most interesting),
which could be accompanied by a picture (or the one with the cropped
accordion, or that of the jeep).
On the site it will be necessary to insert the links course and open comments
to the piece (if not already open by default), by entering the photo around,
with links to the image full size, so people can examine it. Ditto for the box,
with text and pictures, linked to the main piece and vice versa. Obviously if
you do not have space in the paper for the letter in hand, it can be placed on
the web. Important that when it comes out in the paper it is also already on
the web, to relaunch it on social hoping also it may be seen by someone in
the United States.
Let me know how it goes.
Mario Lalli Tedeschini
Debris in the background, a few adults on the right, the winter sun that
illuminates a group of kids in the foreground, with patched clothes and feet
shod only rudimentary ciocie. They smile. Enjoyed an American tall blond
who can not see, because it is he who takes this photo. Hope in Abruzzo
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destroyed by the war, 70 years ago. Conrad Wilson had arrived in Ortona in
late November 1945, and on December 1 he began his work in the valley of
the Aventine in a humanitarian project organization American Friends
Service Committee (AFSC).
"The ruins of the villages are incredible. Great masses of debris accumulated
on top of the mountains - the ghosts of countries. It is almost impossible to
believe that there are people living in the ruins, but there are - hundreds of
them, dressed in rags, many barefoot, looking hungry and yet complain little.
(...) they live almost like animals, but they seem eager to start rebuilding,
"wrote home a few days later, noting that almost two years after the passage
of the front along the Gustav Line there were very few new houses standing.
The AFSC drove a [http://www.ourstory.info/library/4ww2/Friends/fau10.html] project with which the inland communities could
exchange timber building materials rebuild the villages, destroyed by
retreating German troops and by the advance of the allies. Conrad was
driving one of the big trucks that started from Ortona towards
Colledimacine, Montenerodomo, Fallascoso, Palena and Lettopalena, the
five communities where the AFSC focused effort. Back and forth every day,
hours and hours at the wheel of one of the 10 wheeled Studebaker trucks on
improbable mountain roads, until at least the middle of 1946. And many,
many meetings with the people of Abruzzo that the young American
captures with his lens.
Conrad passed away in 2005, but his unpublished memoirs and photographs
collected in an envelope marked "Ortona Casoli and" ended up in the hands
of his nephew William Wilson, a photojournalist in San Francisco, who has
published a part of the San Francisco Sentinel
[http://www.sanfranciscosentinel.com/?cat=5&paged=42]. William was
particularly impressed by the photos of 23 children beggars and smiling and
asked us for help: we can discover together what happened to those kids?
"I know there's people who have been touched by my Uncle Conrad and the
good things that he tried to do to make a little 'better a horrible situation explains William Wilson - I was very moved I see this picture with the guys
having fun despite the difficulties. I would just like to know where is it any
of these kids. " The Centre accepts the challenge, here's the photos, available
in larger size also on the newspaper's website. Anyone can help?
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First of all it is to determine at which location has been taken. Despite the
fact that the envelope makes one think of Ortona and in Casoli, the buildings
and the clothing of the people seem to point to another location, perhaps one
of the five communities where most committed were the volunteers of the
AFSC. But the ultimate goal is to give a name to the faces of those children
and tell the following story: remained in Abruzzo? They have emigrated?
Who remembers that American -blond and lanky?
Just write to the newspaper [insert email special preparation or email type
ricercabimbi@ilcentro.it], call or write a comment under this article on the
site. We will try to reconstruct the micro-history of real people the great
history of a territory and tragic era. As William Wilson told us: "The first
chapters of this story we have them, my uncle’s letters describe the
difficulties. Now I would like to know the final chapters.
Dear Bill,
I'm glad to report that we finally made it, despite some glitches due to the
predominantly print-minded newsroom.
The story was first published in the front page of the features section of the
paper on Tuesday 22, but with no real web equivalent. But today the website
opened the homepage with a full web package, while the newspaper republished the photo with a short text pointing to the site (which they plan to
do some more times in the next few days) -- see attached images.
In the web package
(http://ilcentro.gelocal.it/pescara/cronaca/2014/07/28/news/riconoscetequesti-bimbi-1945-2014-abruzzo-1.9671533) the photo can be clicked to get
the HD image, and out of it they produced a gallery with some of the faces.
I hope it will work, in the meantime let me introduce you to Giuseppe Boi, Il
Centro's web editor and an old friend (here in CC). You can easily relate to
him for any need or suggestion. I will personally tweet and post on
Facebook to increase the likelyhood of getting reactions. May I suggest that
you write to the AFSC, pointing to the story on the Sentinel and the one on
Il Centro? I'm sure they may be interested, and they could have some
information themselves.
Take care, Mario
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Dear Bill,
I am writing to get you updated on the story of the your uncle's photo.
We are in the middle of summer, but the research continues with ups and
downs. Established that the community is Colledimacine, we have three
possible avenues where the photo was taken. Now we have received a new
message very detailed. We will write an article in a few days. We are having
difficulty finding the actual people in the picture. The reader who said "I
could be one of those children", unfortunately wasn’t in the photo. He didn't
read the article and thought that the photo was taken in the Marsica (an area
of Abruzzo) We’ve been planning several articles to boost the research and
from August 16th we have planned some publications on social networks.
Thank you and see you soon
Giuseppe
Hi Bill,
I'm back from a weekend in the Aventino Valley. Town is indeed
Colledimacine, and we have some names. The most important bit of news,
one of the kids is still alive and pretty sharp too. I talked to him, his name is
Carmine Falcone or "Carminiello" (everyone in town seems to go with a
nickname since many names and family names are recurrent). He is the no. 2
kid on the left in the numbered photo I'm sending now.
I have to catch a train now. Will get back to you soon
Mario
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Figure 37 -Colledimacine 1945

Figure 38 - The same spot in 2014. Photo courtesy El Centro
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Figure 39 Carmine Falcone with photo taken by Conrad Wilson in1945/46.
Photo courtesy of El Centro
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